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FOREWORD

The Symposium was organised at this time because of the continuing need for design
data and principles relevant to the flight of aircraft and missiles at high angles of attack and
because of the substantial effort that had been devoted over recent years to the development
of aircraft and missiles capablc i controlled flight at high angles of attack.

Aerodynamics spans the behaviour of air vehicles and the behaviour of fluids. At high
angles of attack, we need dynamic stability parameters to describe the behaviour of air
vehicles and we need an understanding of separated flow, usually highly 3-dimensional and
often unsteady, to describe the behaviour of the air. The Symposium made it clear that the
present state of knowledge in the area of high angle-of-attack aerodynamics is descriptive of
the dynamics of the vehicle and of the fluid, despite the needs of the designer for rational
methods of prediction.

The Round Table Discussion included pleas for attention to a large number of problems
and principles, some of which are mentioned below.

(a) Well-designed experiments, in which theoretical ideas are taken into account; and
a willingness to repeat them.

(b) Further development of methods, leading in particular to the prediction of
maximum lift coefficient and the occurrence of vortex breakdown.

(c) Closer collaboration between practical aerodynamicists and experts in fundamental
fluid mechanics.

(d) Attention to controllability, rather than stability; this to include attention to the
aerodynamics of control surfaces.

(e) Acceptance, by the designer, of the largest available measurements of out-of-plane
forces where asymmetric separation is possible or configurations at high angle of
attack.

(f) Avoiding prejudicing the low incidence behaviour of military aircraft in the pursuit
of carefree manoeuvring.

(g) Attention to the end product, whict) is an air vehicle to be derigned and
manufactured in a limited time scale.

The diversity and difficulty of the problems addressed prevented the emergence of well-
defined technical conclusions; but it is clear that many of the topics discussed will continue to
present challenges to designers and research woikers for many years to come, and wll reappear
in future Symposia of the FDP.
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EFFECT OF HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK ON DYNAMIC STABILITY PARY.ETERS

by

K.J. Orlik-Rckemann
Unsteady Aerodynamics Labcratory,

National Aaronautical Establishment,
National Research Council of Canada,

Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 0R6,
Canada

SUMMARY

A review is presented of the effects of flight at high angles of attack on
dynamic stability parameters and their significance for the analysis of aircraft
motion at those flight conditions. The review is based primarily, but not exclusively,
on the material presented at the Spring 1978 FDP Symposium on Dynamic Stability Para-
meters. The topics discussed include (a) the strong non-linear variations of many
stability parameters with angle of attack, (b) the emergence of new categories of
parameters such as cross-coupling derivatives that are only of interest for high
angle-of-attack or other asymmetrical flight conditions, (c) the significance of time-
dependent parameters, such as represented by derivatives due to time rates of change
of angles of attack anJ sideslip, (d) the strong configuration dependence of aerodynamic
characteristics, is illustrated by large effects of strakes and of various shapes of
aircraft forebody, and (e) the need for establishing and verifying a mathematical model
that would sati!factorily describe the motion of an aircraft in the presence of all
these high angl,-of-attack effects.

0. INTRODUCTICN

As is certainly well-known to this audience, there has been in recent years a
considerable revival in our interest in dynamic stability of aircraft. The most import-
ant reason for this revival is the fact that flight at high angles of attack has been
found to have dramatic effects on the various dynamic stability parameters and this,
in turn, often has significant influence on the flight history of the aircraft. In
recognition of this renewed interest, the Fluid Dynamics Panel of AGARD has recently
held a well artnded and very sucessful symposium on Dynamic Stability Parameters
(Ref. 1). Since high angle of attack is obviously a key element in that field, I have
been asked to review some of the material presented at that meeting with particular
emphasis, of course, on the problems involving high angla-of-attack aerodynamics.

The fact that this presentation has been selected as the opening paper of the present
symposium does not ieces~arily indicate that dynamic stability provides the most import-
ant manifestation of high-a effects. It is rather the result of an obvious effort on
the part of the Programme Committee to 'provide a continuity and a direct link between
two consecutive meetings of the Panel. There is, however, an additional and probably
unintended meaning to this honorable first-place location. And this has to do with the
fact that, although dynamic stability problems probably are not amcng the most important
worries of an aircraft designer, high-a aerodynamics is likely to have much more
pronounced effects on dynamic or unsteady parameters than on their static counterparts.
So from this point of view, maybe that first location is, after all, not entirely
undeserved.

What are now the aerodynamic phenomena that cause that kind of etfects in oscillat-
ory flight at high angles of attack? Some of the more important ones are listed in
Figure 1. As the angle of attack goes from small to moderat, we observe flow sepiration
over various components of the aircr.aft, such as wings, forebody and tail surfaces. As
the angle of attack increases fuither, the cross flow around the fuselage becomea more
and more important and begins to sweep the boundary layer to the leeward side of the
body, gradually rolling it up into a pair of vortices. Ls the angle of attack increases
even more, these vortices become asymmetric. At about tue same time wing leading-edge
vortices are formed (especially on delta wings), become unstable and finally break down.
This vortex burst arrives over the wing at the trailing edge and moves forward with
increasing angle of attack. Furthermore, the body vortices and the flow over the leeside.
of the wing may sometimes strongly interact with each other.

The phencmena listed so far are, of course, not necessarily associated with dynamic
flight conditions but occur in both st6ady and oscillatory flows. What makes the
oscillatory flows particularly involved is the introduction of the time eJ.ement into this
already rather complex picture. The various vortices change their lateral positions as
fur.ctions of angle of attack, which itself is a function of time. So does the longitud-
inal location of "fully developed" ,-ortox bursts. The various components of the aircraft,
such as the fin and the horizontal stabilizer, move in and out of local flow regions in
which they are embedded. To make matters even more complex, all these motions take place
not in a manner simultaneous with the motion of the aircraft, but with a certain delay,
mainly due to the convective time lag, which in turn is a functio,L of the distance
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of the station under consideration from the station at which a particular flow phenomenon,
such as a vortex, leaves the surface of the aircraft. Thus aerodynamic reactions that
are both in-phase and out-of-phase with the motion of the aircraft can be expected'to
materialize.

It should be noted, tiat although for an aircraft flying at high angle of attack
asymmetric flow may occur even at zero nominal sideslip (as dincussed above), such an
asymmetric flow will also occur, of course, at lower angles of attack when the aircraft
is exposed to finite angles of sideslip. Since such a flight condition is encountered
quite frequeatly, the remarks in this paper that deal with the effects of flow asymmetries
have a rather general application. It should also be mentioned, that the phenomenon of
vortex burst is quite sensitive to the sweep angle of the wing and therefore in also
strongly dependent on the angle of sideslip. For instance even if an aircraft flies at
an angle of attack below vortex burst, an oscillatory variation in the instantaneous
angle of sideslip may, under some circumstances, cause periodic vortex bursts on the
wings. High angle of attack, therefore, is to some extent equivalent to a combination
of a somewhat lower angle of attack and a finite angle of sideslip, and these two flight
conditions will be considered together in the remaining part of this paper.

1. NON-LINEARITIES

Let us examine the effects that the aforementioned aerodynamic phenomena have on
dynamic stability parameters. The most important such effects are (Figure 2): (a) very
large non-linear variations of stability parameters with the angle of attack, (b) signif-
icant static and dynamic aerodynamic cross-coupling between the lateral and the longitud-
inal degrees of freedom, (c) various time-dependent and hysteresis effects, (d) strong
configuration dependence of some stability parameters, and (e) need for more sophisticated
mathematical modelling, which now has to include all the above effects and may even
introduce additional stability parameters.

Soma examples of the non-linear variations of dynamic stability derivatives with
angle of atta-!k and the rate of spin are given in the next two figures. In Figure 3
the subnonic pitch damping znd yaw damping of a wing-body configuration is shown as
measured at NAE (Ref. 2). The curves amply illustrate both the magnitude and the sud-
denness of the variations with angle of attack. It can be appreciated that if the angle
of attack about which the oscillation takes place happens to be in the region where a
sudden change in a derivative occurs, large effects of the amplitude of oscillation may
be expected. In cases like this the derivative concept can only give an equivalent
linearized description of the dependence of the aerodynamic reaction on the variable of
motion and a better mathematical formulation is definitely needed.

Similar non-linearities in damping derivatives were measured at NASA Langley
(Ref. 3) for a fighter aircraft at low subsonic speeds and are shown at the top of
Figure 4. The yaw damping derivative exhibits a very sudden and very large unstable
peak at angles of attack around 600. This is usually the result of the vortex pattern
that is associated with long, pointed forebodies. The roll damping derivative shows
marked irregularities and a large dependence on the amplitude of oscillation at angles
of attack between 250 and 450. The smaller the amplitude of oscillation, the more
pronounced is the local instability in roil. It has also been observed (although not
shown here) that a decreasing oscillation frequency has a similar destabilizing effect,
indicating that the governing factor for this phenomenon is the maximum angular
velocity in roll experienced by the aircraft. This effect, which is usually the result
of flow separation and loss of lift on the downward wing, is often responsible for
the occurrence of wing rock. Finally at the top right of Figure 4, the non-linear
variation of tho yawing moment with the rate of rotation in a right spin is shown.
Positive values of Cn contribute to the driving moment in the spin and correspond to

positive (destabilizing) values of the yaw damping derivative. It is this type of
dependence of the stability derivatives on t..e spin rate that may necessitate the intro-
duction of more sophisticated mathematical models, to be discussed later'.

Equally dramatic non-linearities with angle of attack occur alto in other dynamic
derivatives, such as the familiar cross derivatives between the rolling and yawing
degrees of freedom shown at the bottom of Figure 4. It is interesting to note from
Ref. 4 that the angle of attack at which these peaks occur is largely independent of
both the wing sweep angle and the presence of vertical tails. [The height of the peak,
however, is decreased when the vertical tails are off and when the reduced frequency is
increased.1 This suggests that the primary mechanism for these effects is associated
with the existence and motion of the forebody vortices.

A set of yawing and rolling moment derivatives obtained frori rotary-balance experi-
ments for a current combat aircraft (Ref. 5) is shown in Figure 5. The measured roll
damping compares favourably with flight test data (up to 200), but shows a non-linear
behaviour at higher angles of attack which is different from estimates based on static
wing pressure measurements. The measured yawing moment derivative, on the other hand,
snows a much smoother variation with angle of attack than the predicted one, but
exhibits a well pronounced peak totally absent in the estimates. In both cases the non-
linearities are significant and, on the whole, not rdtisfactorily predicted.



2, AZRODYNAMIC CROSS-COUPLING

The second import'nt effect of high angle of attack on dynamic stability consider-
ations is the presence of aerodynamic cross-coupling (Figure 6) caused by asymmetric
flow conditions. .,s already mentioned, asymmetric flow occurs not only when an air-
craft flies at non-zero sideslip but also when it flies at zero sideslip but at high
angles of attack, as the result of the asymmetric shedding of forebody vortices. In
both cases we may expect the occurrence of secondary lateral aerodynamic forces and
moments in response to a primary pitching maneuver and vice-versa, the onset of second-
ary 1,ngitudinal reactions in response to a primary lateral maneuver. Due to various
time lags, these secondary reactions will consist of components that are both in-phase
and out-of-phase with the primary motion, and will give rise, therefore, to both static
and dynamic cross-coupling effects. In the first approximation such effects can be
described by introducing the concept of static and dynamic cross-coupling derivatives.
These quantities, which at the present time may be difficult to determine theoretically
or from flight tests, can now be obtained from special dynamic experiments in a wind
tunnel. It should be mentioned also, that in the presence of significant cross-coupling
it becomes necessary to consider the lateral and the longitudinal equations of motion
of an aircraft simultaneously, and not in two separate groups as often done in the past.

To gain some understanding of the fluid dynamics phenomena that may be responsible
for aerodynamic cross-coupling, oil visualization of the surface flow is often found
very helpful. In Figure 7 (from Ref. 2) such surface flow is shown for an aircraft-
like configuration at an angle of sideslip of 100 and at a Mach number of 0.7. One
can see one of the primary separation lines moving from one side of the model to the

other as the angle of attack increases from 12.50 to 140 and then to 17.50. This, of
course, indicates a corresponding movement of one of the forebody vortices, which is
located just above and a little to the side of the separation line. It can easily be
appreciated that, if the same model were performing an oscillation in pitch around a
mean angle of attack of 150 and with an amplitude of t2.50, the vortex would be oscill-
ating laterally to and fro, thereby causing lateral aerodynamic reactions as functions
of the angle of attack. Due to convective time lags involved, these lateral reactions
are both in phase and out of phase with the model motion, giving rise to both static
and dynamic derivatives of the yawing and rolling moments and the side force, with
respect to pitching. An additional, and at least as important, contribution to these
derivatives is provided by the highly dissimilar flow over the two wings (and highly
dissimilar changes in this flow with angle of attack) as also shown in Fig. 7. And,
of course, once the flow becomes basically asymmetric, there is no longer any reason
why significant derivatives should not also exist in the opposite direction, i.e.,
derivatives of the longitudinal forces and moments due to a lateral motion, such as
static and dynamic pitching moment derivatives due to yawing. All such derivatives
provide aerodynamic cross-coupling between the lateral and the longitudinal degrees of
freedom of an aircraft and are called therefore cross-coupling derivatives (reserving
the name of cross derivatives for the traditional derivatives relating the two lateral
degrees of freedom, such as the rolling moment derivative due to yawing or vice versa).

In most cases, the determination of cross-coupling derivatives requires access
to special-purpose experimental equipment. Since the interest in this type of derivatives
is of a relatively recent date, the necessary equipment is not yet generally available
and, therefore, very little experimental data have so far been accumulated. One set
of data, on the same aircraft-like configuration as shown on the flow-visualization
pictures, has been obtained at NAE (Ref. 6), and some examples are presented in Figure 8.
At the top, the dynamic yawing and rolling moment derivatives due to pitching are
shown, and at the bottom, the pitching moment derivative due to yawing. In all cases
the derivatives are rklatively small for low angles of attack but attain large values
and display sudden variations at angles of attack of 160 to 190, which coincides quite
well with the angle of attack at which, according to the flow visualization studies,
one of the separated forebody vortices moves over the fin. Another series of rapid and
large variations occur for angle of attack of 310 to 340 . In all cases both the level
attained and the suddonness of variations is much larger for the derivatives of the
lateral moments due to pitching than for the pitching moment derivative due to yawing.

The inclusion of dynamic cross-coupling terms in the equations of motion may have
large effects on the predicted motion time history as shown in Figure 9, where the
angular rates following a sudden perturbance in a of 0.05 rad. are presented for a hypo-
thetical military aircraft in a turning flight (Ref. 7). Had the dynamic cross-coupling
terms not been included, the rates p, r and 4 would have remained essentially constant.
It was shown in the sensitivity study of Ref. 7 that anong the dynamic croes-derivatives
considered, the derivatives of the lateral moments due to pitching were particularly
significant and in some cases could have an effect on the predicted motion as large as
that of some of the well-known damping and cross derivatives. Similar results were
independently obtained in Ref. 8.

3. TIME-DEPENDENT AND H'!STERESIS EFFECTS

In addition to quasi-steady effects, such as represented by derivatives of various
aerodynamic reactions due to angular velocities, we have to consider the existence of
purely unsteady effects, such as tDose represented by derivatives due to the time rate
of change of angular deflections, a or A (Fig. 10). These derivatives have been known
for many years, since they constitute part of the dynamic results obtained with standard
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wind-tunnel techniques of oscillation around a fixed axis, which always give composite
derivative expressions such as (Cmq + Cm*). Up to now, however, it was standard

practice to ignore the a and a effects (or to introduce a simple correction for them)
and to use the composite derivatives in place of the purely rotary ones. At low
angles of attack the error introduced by such a procedure was often small and the
simplification large enough to be justifiable.

At higher angles of attacl., however, the & and A effects unfortunately become
quite substantial and can no longer be ignored or corrected for in a simple fashion.
This is illustrated in Figure 11, where the composite derivatives obtained from
oscillatory experiments around a fixed axis are compared with purely rotary derivatives
obtained from experiments in a curved or rotating flow for two fighter aircraft (Refs.
9 and 10). The difference between each set of results represents the unsteady effects
due to the time rate of change of the angular deflection (in this case the angle of
sideslip) and becomes quite significant for higher angles of attack.

Derivatives due to the time rate of change of angular deflections are aerodynamic-
ally equivalent (in the first approximation) to derivatives due to translational
acceleration in the same plane of motion. This fact renders them of high interest for
aircraft designs using direct-lift or direct-sideforce controls and also makes it
possible to determine them experimentally using a translational oscillatory motion in
the vertical or lateral direction (Ref. 11).

High angle-of-attack flow phenomena such as asymmetric vortex shedding and vortex
breakdown (burst) are very sensitive to small variations in both a and 8. This is
frequently responsible for aerodynamic hysteresis effects. Figure 12 shows an a-hyster-
esis in the variation of location of the vortex burst on a delta wing (Ref. 12) and
an example of 8-hysteresis in the variation of lateral aerodynamic coefficients for
an aircraft configuration (Ref. 10). In the presence of such hysteresis effects the
dynamic characteristics of an aircraft car, be expected to be strongly dependent on
both the amplitude and the frequency of oscillation. When conducting experiments in
the critical range of, say, 25*<a<400, it is advisable to obtain data (both static
and dynamic) in very small increments of angle of attack.

4. CONFIGURATION DEPENDENCE

The vortex pattern that exists around an aircraft configuration at high angles of
attack is very sensitive to even small changes in aircraft geometry. A particularly
critical part of the aircraft is the forebody, and especially the nose itself, which is
the area where the body vortices are formed. An example is presented in Fig. 13, where
the effect of a flat, broad nose Icalled the "Shark Nose") developed by Northrop (Ref.
10), on the variation with angle of attack of the dynamic directional stability parameter,
CnB , is shown. The Shark Nose geometry attenuates the unf&vourable local reduction in

that parameter and at the same time extends this favourable influence on stability to
somewhat lower angles of attack. It has also been demonstrated in Reference 10 (but is
not shown here) that the presence of Shark Nose enhances greatly the directional
stability at small non-zero angles of sideslip (18150).

The most common method of ensuring a symmetrical shedding of forebody vortices at
zero sideslip is, of course, the use of forebody strakes. Although, when used alone,
these strakes often prevent the formation of a unique vortex pattern at non-zero sideslip,
thereby seriously reducing the directional stability of the configuration, they can be
amazingly effective when used in combinatiop with a suitable nose geometry. Figure 13
presents the effect of the Shark Nose used together with a particular leading edge
extension (LEX), which can be considered to be a form of strake. It can be seen that
the negative peak in CnODyN is almost totally eliminated and that the favourable influence

on stability now extends to both lower and higher values of angle 0C attack.

The effect of strakes (or leading edge extensicns) on various dynamic stability
derivatives is presented in Figure 14. In all cases the addition of strakes reduces the
magnitude of derivatives, practically eliminates non-linearities with angle of attack in
the range investigated (except for pitch damping derivative), and makes the derivatives
independent of reduced frequency (Ref. 13). The dynamic yawing derivative due to rolling
becomes essentially zero. The negative damping in roll (for a>13"), in pitch (for
12*<a<23*) and in yaw (for a>ll) completely disappear.

As is well-known, however, strakes do have .;ertain disadvantages. Their successful
development for a particular application may re% uire much trial and error. They often
adversely affect the directional stability. If mounted near the tip of the nose radome,
they may disturb the radar operations. The strake vortices may adversely interact with
Arcraft components further downstream, such as air intakes or control surfaces. There-
fore, alternative appreaches continue to be of high interest.

One such recent approach makes use of "helical trips" on the forebody, as illustrated
in FV.g. 15. According to Ref. 14, the concept of such a device is based on the idea of
distributing the shed vorticity along the forebody, thereby preventing its concentration
into discrete vortices. The trip must be located relative to the boundary layer flow in
such a way as to maximize the chances of flow separation at angles of attack of interest



(that is at angles of attack at and above the value where the onset of flow asymmetry
would otherwise occur on the basic configuration). It can be seen from Figure 15 that
the helical trip is quite successful ii allev4.ating the onset of asymmetry on both body
alone and wing-body configurations; in addition, it maintains lateral stabilitv of a
wing-body-tail vonfigurption in the entire range of angle of attack investigated (while
the basic configuration dislays a sudden decline in lateral stability for a>30 0).

It should be noted that both strakes and helical trips, if used in single pairs,
rapidly lose efficiency as the banking angle increases; such devices would therefore
be of little use on bodies which have to rotate in roll at hi.h angles of attack, such
as certain missiles and projectiles.

5. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

The mathematical modelling used in most czuntries at the present time to describe
the aircraft flight history applies strictly to flight at small to moderate angles of
attack, where non-linearities are small, time-dependent effects inrignificant and aero-
dynamic cross-coupling non-existent. A much more sophisticated modelling, which would
include all the above effe.;ts, is obviously required for a satisfactory description of
flight at high angles of attack. In addition, at very high angles of attack, a satis-
factory representation of spinning or coning is also required.

Substantial progress has already been made in some of these areas. A generalized
formulation which includes the non-linear pitch-yaw-roll coupiing and non-linear coning
rates is now available (Ref. 15). Time-history effects have racently been included in
that formulation (Ref. 16). Among things ttill to be done is an adequate modelling of
sudden variations of aerodynamic reactions with angle of attack and other variables, and
a satisfactory verification of some of the more advanced mathematical models. The
veri-fication should be conducted by determining a complete set of stability parameters
for a particular configuration, by predicting a series of rather extreme maneuvers,
and by comparing them with the actual flight histories. Although the verification
should be sought at the lowest necessary level of sophistication of the mathematical
model, it is almost certain that at high angles of attack such a model must include
non-linear and time-dependent terms. One of the principal difficulties in conducting

such a vurification at the present time is the lack of complete static and dynamic aero-
dynamic data for the required test cases.

For low to moderate angles of attack stability criteria in general use include
parameters such as Cn$DyN and LCDP (Lateral Control Departure Parameter). recently

these criteria have been extended (Ref. 17) to include non-linear aerodynamics and non-
zero moments at zero sideslip. However, only static aerodynamic cross-coupling has so
far been considered, although plans exist to expand the analysis to also include the
dynamic cross-coupling.

6. SOME IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Although the manifestations of the high-angle-of-attack or asymmetrical flows in
terms of their effects on dynamic stability parameters are slowly becoming known, the
nat:re of these flows - especially in oscillatory 6r unsteady situations - is still
largely undefined. A satisfactory understanding of the one-to-one relation between the
causative fluid dynamics phenomenon and the resulting effect on dynamnic stability para-
meters ib in most cases lacking. More research into the basic fluid dynamics aspects of
dynamic stability problems, especially at high angles of attack, is therefore needed.

Much of such research will have to be based on experimental work in wind tunnels.
Our understanding of the wind-tunnel and support interference effects on oscillatory
experiments is sadly inadequate and at high angles of attack is simply non-existent.
Much work is needed in this area and there should be very good possibilities for
cooperative programmes involving several organizations or countries.

Sets of aerodynamic data, as complete as possible, on stability parameters at high
angles of attack are urgently needed to provide input for verification of some of the
existing mathematical models as well as sufficient material for development of more
advanced models, if required.

Pending satisfactory development and verification of these models, preference should
be given in dynamic stability testing at high angles of attack to direct methods. In
such methods the measurement is based on an assumed relation (which may be non-linear
or of higher order) between the aerodynamic reaction to be determined and the causative
primary motion and is totally independent on the remaining parts of the equations of
motion. The results of such measurements may be expected to be valid for any formulation
of these equations as long, of course, as the principle of superposition is still
applicable, that is as long as the concept of stability derivatives can be used.
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SOME AERODYNAMIC PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH
OSCILLATORY FLIGHT AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
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NON - LINEARITI ES

* DYNAMIC STABILITY PARAMETERS ARE FUNCTIONS OF a, .8, n

* AMPLITUDE EFFECTS MAY BE IMPORTANT

* DERIVATIVE CONCEPT MAY BE INADE0UATE
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NON - LINEARITIES
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AERODYNAMIC CROSS-COUPLING

o ASYMMETRIC FLOW CAN RESULT FROM

" FLIGHT AT NON ZERO SIDESLIP
" FLIGHT AT ZERO SIDESLIP BUT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

* IN ASYMMETRIC FLOW LATERAL AERODYNAMIC REACTIONS MAY
MATERIALIZE AS RESULT OF A PITCHING MANEUVER AND VICE
VERSA, LONGITUDINAL REACTIONS AS RESULT OF A LATERAL
MANEUVER

" DUE TO VARIOUS PHASE LAGS, REACTIONS BOTH IN-PHASE AND
OUT-OF-PHASE WITH THE PRIMARY MOTION CAN BE EXPECTED.
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CONSIDERED SIMULTANEOUSLY
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AERODYNAMIC CROSS-COUPLING
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AERODYNAMIC CROSS-COUPLING
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TIME -DEPENDENT DERIVATIVES
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IN THE SAME PLANE OF MOTION (e - sV)

" TRANSLATIONAL ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES OF INTEREST FOR
AIRCRAFT USING DIRECT-LIFT OR DIRECT-SIDEFORCE CONTROLS
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CONFIGURATION DEPENDENCE
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HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK CHARACTZRISTICS OF DIFFERENT FIGHTER CONFIGURATIONS

by

H. John and W. Kraus

Messerschmitt-B6lkow-Blohm GmbH, Munich, .,rmany

SUY4MARY

Increased manoeuverability at the lower end of the fligi't envelope offers new and
attractive possibilities for fighter aircraft. To extend the flight regime at low spCed3
up to high angles of attack beyond maximum lift requires the ability to trim and control
the aircraft and by this avoid departure and spin susceptibil.ity at those conditions.

The paper reviews basic aerodynamic characteristicc of different fighter confiqur.Lione
at separated flow beyond maximum lift where the resultant derivatives are completely
different from those asscciated with attached flow. The change in trim conditions is
primarily dependant on wing planform and overall aircraft configuration. Results etc
shown about the aerodynamic development of aircraft configuration which meet these re-
quirements aad, at the same time, minimize the resulting drag penalties in tbs conven-
tional angle of attack regime.

Furthermore problem areas and deficiencies must be identJ'ted to allow t'.e definition
of concepts for stabilizing such configurations artificially by aid of the flight con-
trol system. It will be shown that an auxiliary momentum generating system will be ne-
cessary for controlling the aircraft at fiight cunditions where aerodynamic control power
is not sufficient.

NOTATION

b span

c mean aerodyn. chord

cL lift coefficient

c 1 rolling moment coefficient

c roll stability

c coupled rolling moment due to rudder deflection
c roll control power due to aileron deflection

c n  yawing moment coefficient

c directional stability
np

c yaw control power due to rudder deflection
c n coupled yawing moment due to aileron deflection
g ngravitational constant

n load factor

q dynamic pressure

x, y, 7 coordinates

M Mach number

Rn Reynolds number

aangle of attack

Pside slip angle

CE upwash angle at canard position

EH downwash angle at tail position

rudder deflection

71E canard deflection

11H tail deflection

71W wingeron deflection

V dihedral angle

aileron deflection

WXryrz angular velocities

(Lx,y,z angular acceleration
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Indices

L.E. leading edge

T.E. trailing edge

Abbreviations

ACT Active Control Technic

CCV Configuration Contiolled Vehicle

FCS Flight Control System

PST Poststall

LCDP Lateral Control Departure Parameter

CnpDyn Directional Departure Parameter

All derivatives shown are given in the body axis system.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Design goal

During the last few years new fighter airplanes have been introduced into service and
have been extensively flight tested at high angles of attack and low speeds. Pilots have
found, that by flying above a w 300, they effectively convert the aircraft into a fly-
ing speed brake. This effect permitted pilots to quickly discover the advantages of
high a flight in the dog fight arena.

Consequently it will be highly desirable for the next generation of fighter airplanes
to abandon any angle of attack limitation at low speeds. The design goal will be not only
to fly the aircraft beyond the conventional stall limits, but also to provide a fully
manoeuverable aircraft in the "Poststall" region. This new capability will be called PST-
capability in the following context.

Figure 1 shows the PST area in an altitude-Machnumber diagram. At the high Machnumber end
the PST boundary is given by the 9g structural limit corresponding to cLmax. At the

lower Machnumber end, the limit shown is set up by manoeuver boundaries, which result
from the requirements for coordinated flight at PST. Outside this area the aircraft can
still be flown but at reduced control rates only.

The control requirements, in terms of angular accelerations about all three axes, have

been defined as follows:

o pitch acceleration

_- 1.5 rad

sec, constant for all

o yaw acceleration angles of attack

co 0. 5 rad

sec2

o roll acceleration varies with angle of attack, dependent on control law
designed into flight control system, Co a Co ' ctg a , which allows co-
ordinated turns at high angles of attak. z

The requirements for pitch and yaw control acceleration are of such magnitude, that for
low dynamic pressures an additional momentum system will be needed. Trade studies have
shown that a gimbaled nozzle, which provides vectored thrust control about all 3 axes, is
the best solution to the problem. There will be no detailed discussion about the vectored
nozzle design in this coimext.

At medium and higher dynamic pressures, aerodynamic forces and momencs have a large con-
tribution to the overall six degree of freedom behavior at Poststall. All requirements
for the controllabili q are always set up out of a trimmed condition. Therefore an
additional requirement- for the aerodynamic design is, that the aircraft must be trimmable
aerodynamically uqto a - 70* angle of attack.

Requirements in terms of stability about all three axes do not exist; but stability would
be helpful about the roll and yaw axes.

Due to the application of "Active Control Technic" (ACT/CCV) by use of the "Flight Control
System" (FCS) artificial stability can be provided as long as sufficient controllability
is available.

-01



1.2 Selection criteria

Since it can be expected, that different configurations will have advantages and disad-
vantages with respect to different problem areas, a priority list of criteria has to be
defined to assist 4 the final decision process. The following ranking was set up:

1. OptimA conventional performance.

This means the configuration has to have the most favorable drag standard by
applying optimum instability margin to obtain best induced drag polars and mini-
mum surface distribution.

2. Controllability.

The configuration must be trimmable and controllable up to E = 700. The additional
momentum system shall be used for control purposes only.

3. Stability.

Deficiencies in roll and yaw stability shall be as small as possible. To assist
in judging the lateral stability, criteria developed by R. Weissmann (1), the
so-called "Directional Departure Parameter" (c nD) and the "Lateral Control De-
parture Parameter" (LCDP) have been used.

1.3 Approach for Solution.

Since a theoretical prediction of derivatives in the range between 300 < a L 900 is nearly
impossible, a selection of a suitable configuration according to the above given criteria
can only be done on the basis of windtunnel test results. For this purpose in 1977 an ex-
perimental program has been defined by use of a modular windtunnel model (compare figure
2). For the definition of model parameters, literature studies and results of pilot models
(2, 3, 4) have been used.

Those results lead to a delta wing with WLE 590 leading edge sweep and a trapezoidal

wing with WLE 320 sweep angle. Further configuration elements are:

For the delta wing: see figure 2 and 3 top.

0 Nose- and trailing edge flaps

0 Canard, all movable from +30 to -90*
differential deflection possible
2 z-positions, variable dihedral angle
4 planforms

0 wingerons (part of wing movab.le; see figure 3 top)

o underwing fins with rudder, 1 can be used
at the same time end plats combined only
and fixing device for wingeron

For the trapezoidal wing: see figure 2 and 3 bottom

0 Nose- and trailing edge flaps

0 taileron, all movable from +301 to -900
2 z-positions, 3 dihedral angles
3 planforms
differential deflection possible

o Different strakes

o vented fins (see figure 3 bottom)
mounted on a strut, which connects wing and taileron

Elements for both wings:

o Fin variation
Single fin mounted on fuselage center line
double fins mounted on fuselage edges
ventral fins mounted on fuselage edges
and appropriate variation in x-position
and dihedral angle.

o Spoilers on and below wing

o Cockpit variation

o Intake modifications

%.



Most of the additional model parts were selected and defined for improvement of con-

trollability at high angles of attack.

These model parts allow establishment of 5 basic configurations:

o a delta wing see also Foto 1

o a delta wing with wingerons
and fins below the wing Foto 2

o a delta wing with canard Foto 3

o a trapezoidal wing with tail Foto 4

o a trapezoidal wing with tail
and vented fins Foto 5

Due to the additional model parts a wide variation of interesting parameters could be in-
vestigated to provide a complete survey about the aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack. Tests were 6performed in the 5 m x 7 m Low Speed Windtunnel in Emmen
Switzerland at R n  3.0 • 10 for the delta wing and R = 1.6 - 10 for the trapezoidal

n n
wing respectively. Derivatives are given in the body axis system.

2. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 Tail Configuration

Of basic influence in the total a-regime on the trim and controlpower at various sta-
bility margins is the downwash angle E H versus a as shown in top of figure 4. Up to

a max the characteristic is as expected. Right at cLmax the downwash angle drops accord-

ing to the loss in circulation. But after this drop a second smaller rise can be seen,
which is due to the displacement effect of the separated flow running off the wing. This
didplacement of the wake of the wing produces a downwash angle at the position of a short
coupled tail.

The maximum respectively minimum usable tailangle '1 H by use of the downwash angle cH' can
be written

Hmax= -( H) + aeff max

IHmin = -(a - E H) a aeff max'

wherein a eff max is defined as the planform dependent maximum angle of attack at free

flow conditions. Outside of IHminsrH ajHmax no trim or control power in pitch is avail-

able for the respective configuration.

Starting from the cMa -characteristic of the trapezoidal wing, the trim and control power

margin can be seen, after plotting the 'Iimin and 1inax boundaries on top of it. Comparing

the pitching characteristic of a 5 % stable and a 5 % unstable center of gravity location,
as shown in figure 4, it can be seen, that at medium angles of attack there exists a gap
for the unstable configuration, where no trim condition can be obtained and no control
power will be available. For the stable configuration there is no problem area in terms
of trim and control power.

Unfortunately establishment of a minimum induced drag pola; requires a 5 % unstable con-
figuration. This means that for the trapezoidal wing configuration as tested criterion I
and 2 are contradicting; in other words: when high angles of attack have to be trimmed an
optimum induced polar cannot be reached for this configuration.

2.2 Canard Configuration

For a canard configuration the corresponding problem area is the wing upwash at the canard
position as shown in top of figure 5. The upwash c E increases up to a max of the wing

and remains constant for the rest of the a-regime. Transforming this informatio. into a
trimchart, as can be seen from the bottom of figure 5, there is for the stable canard
configuration, comparable to the unstable tail configuration, no trim and control power
available from medium angles of attack on. The unstable configuration has good trim and
control power margins throughout the total angle of attack range.

Furthermore there is an advantage for a canard configuration, when using a trailing edge
flaps. Because there is no tail behind the wing, which is collecting the total downwash
change and wake effects when flaps are utilized, trailing edge flaps can also be used for
trim and control purposes. Combined effects of trailing edge flaps and canard allow
establishment of an optimum polar throughout the conventional angle of attack range. This
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means that criterion 1 and 2 are not contradicting, which results in a big advantage
for the unstable canard configuration. A complete trim diagram including flaps for an
unstable delta canard configuration can be seen from figure 6. The dark, full line gives
a possible trim-schedule, where the first part up to a"17* would represent an optimum
(L/D) flap schedule. From there on, an optimum control schedule has to be defined, which
allows to trim and control the aircraft up tocx= 700.

3. YAW CONTROL POWER AND DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

3.1 General Remarks

The classical instrument of producing directional stability and yaw control power is a
central fin combined with a rudder, double fins and rudders or all moving fins.

When flow separation occurs a conventionally arranged fin and rudder combination gets
with increasing angle of attack continously more and more merged in seperated flow
running off the wing fuselage combination. This results in a loss of dynamic pressure at
the position of the fin and thus means a loss in effectiveness.

One of the main targets of the windtunnel tests was to find means, which allow extension
of fin and rudder effectiveness up to high angles of attack, or to find new devices
which provide effectiveness, when conventional one's end.

3.2 Cr,nventional Arrangement of Fins and Rudders

All movable fins have been investigated, but they are triggering an early vortex bursting
when deflected, and by this effect cause large asymetries. Therefore they have been
abandoned from further testing.

Tests with variation in x-position, dihedral angle, central and double fins and rudders
did not produce a remarkable extension of the yaw control power, as can be seen from
figure 7 nor in directional stability, as can be seen from figure 8, versus angle of
attack.

3.3 Underwing Location of Fin and Rudder

A very effective location of a fin and rudder for a delta wing is below the wing at about
half span. In this position a nearly constant dynamic pressure can be achieved, which re-
sults in good yaw control power, see figure 9, and a provers rolling moment due to a
rudder deflection. The contribution to directional stability can be taken from figure 8.
The difference in effectiveness compared to a conventional fin at low angles of attack
is due to differences in fin and rudder volume. The problem which arises with such a
configuration lies in the realization of a feasable design taking into account take off
and landing ground clearances.

3.4 Vented Fin and Rudder

For the trapezoidal wing a vented fin and rudder mounted on a strut, see figure 3 + 10,
connecting wing and horizontal tail was tested. At the same time the fin was acting as an
end plate for the tail. Since the tail is rotated downwards at high angles of attack to
obtain trim conditions, fin and rudder are always exposed to attached flow with no reduc-
tion of dynamic pressure. A loss of effectiveness with increasing a occurs due to the in-
creasing sweep angle of rudder hinge line with increasing angle of attack. Therefore a
second rudder was installed on top of the fin, which started to work at angles of attack
above c 3T0. The effect of each rudder and the combined effectiveness can be seen from
figure 11. The contribution of the vented fin to the directional stability is shown in
figure 12. The comparison gives a fin off curve, a conventional fin, a vented fin with
trailing edge flaps not extended and a configuration where trailing edge flaps are extended
into a manoeuver position.

In terms of stability and control power this configuration is the most promising one, which
is capable to fly in the PST region without problems.

3.5 Differential Canard Deflection and Variable Canard Dihedral

A further possibility to obtain good yaw control power for a delta wing is the differen-
tial deflection of the canard. This produces induced pressures at the canopy side wall,
but the attainaole values are small. A promising configuration was found for a positive
dihedral angle of attack of v = 45@ for tha canard. By rotating the total nose cone out of
a trim condition, relatively large side forces and yawing moments can be generated above
an angle of attack ofm- 35*. Combined with a conventional rudder, as shown in figure 13,
a very good effectiveness throughout the total angle of attack range can be achieved. The
problem for this arrangement is a viable design solution.

.
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3.6 Influence of Leading Edge Flap on Directional Stability

Figure 14 gives the effect of leading edge flap on directional stability for a cen-
tral fin arrangement. There is an improvement of Aa= 1U0 , which is an increment higher
than could be expected.

The effect on yaw control power is very small.

4. ROLL CONTROL POWER AND ROLL STABILITY

4.1 Roll Control Power

For a conventional design roll control is either provided by ailerons or by a rolling
tail.

4.1.1 Ailerons

Results are shown for a full span flap deflection on the delta wing.

Ailerons loose their effectiveness as soon as the wing starts to stall and the induced
effect of the ailerons.on the main wing is lost, as can be seen from figure 15. Beyond
stall roll effectivenss drops to about 30 % of that value attained for attached flow.
Roll effectiveness beyond stall is produced by the upgoing aileron only and is pro-
portional to aileron volume times drag coefficient.

By deflecting the effective aileron part only the adverse yawing moment can be avoided, as
is shown in figure 15 also.

In total it can be stated, that the roll power from ailerons in the PST region is small.

4.1.2 Differential Tail Deflection

The effectiveness of a differential tail is very good throughout the total angle of attack
range, as can be seen from figure 16, because for trim conditions, out of which roll input
is commanded, the tail has to be always at tail angles, such that well attached flow is
attained. At the same time a proverse yawing moment is obtained, when a roll input is ge-
nerated.

4.1.3 Differential Canard Deflection

A differential canard deflection has no usable contribution for roll control, because
due to the downwash change in the main wing behind the canard will cancel any rolling
moment produced be the canard alone.

4.1.4 Differential Wingeron Deflection

A differential deflection of wingerons produces large rolling moments throughout the to-
tal angle of attack range. This can be a very powerful mean for roll control, if it is
possible to adjust the longitudinal trim conditions. Roll control power and coupled
yawing moment are shown in figure 17.

4.2 Roll Stability

4.2.1 General Remarks

In the conventional angle of attack range roll stability can be obtained classically by
two means

0 positive wing dihedral angle

o high wing arrangement

At sideslip angles in both cases additional lift is generated on the wing part going to
the wind, while a loss in lift is produced on the other side.

Evidently such linear properties are lost at angles of attack during stall and beyond
stall. For highly swept wings and strake-wing combinations, both of which produce strong
leading edge vortices, roll stability largely depends on vortex break down characterist-
ics. Since vortex bursting depends on leading edge sweep angle, both categories of wings
experience, at and slighty beyond maximum lift a gap where roll instability occurs, as is
schematically shown in figure 18.

Proper means to avoid this gap are all kinds of devices which either produce an early
symmetrical vcrtex bursting, a simultaneous vortex bursting, delay vortex bursting on the
foregoing wing part or rotate part of the wing back into attached flow with increasing
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angle of attack.

4.2.2 Means for an Early Vortex Bursting

A forced early vortex bursting can be generated by use of spoilers in front of the

trailing edge flap. Close to a max both spoilers can be rotated to an angle of 700.

As can be seen from figure 19 an improvement in roll stability can be obtained. From
this angle of attack onwards a distinct drag increment is spoiling the drag to lift
characteristic. A similar effect can be obtained by rotating trailing edge flaps up. In
this case a distinct lift loss hat to be taker, into account.

4.2.3. Nose Flaps

A mean to delay vortex bursting is to rotate nose flaps down to about 40 degrees.

As can be seen from figure 20 roll stability is attained throughout'the total angle of
attack range. But nose flaps are not curing the problem completely, because as soon as
trailing edge flaps are used at the same time, due to the increase in.scirculation, part
of the effect of nose flaps is neutralized.

4.2.4. Wingerons

A further possibility to attain rol. stability for the delta wing was, to rotate part of
the wing, which was possible for the wingeron concept, back into attached flow with in-
creasing angle of attack. As can be seen from figure 21, a wingeron deflection of
1W= -200 provides roll stability up to an angle of attack a = 500.

4.2.5' Vented Fin Arrangement

As could be seen from figure 12 already, the vented fin arrangement has also a very good
roll stability behavior throughout the angle of attack range.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main results for 5 different configurations, which were obtained from windtunnel
tests, have been illustrated in previous chapters. The characteristit.s at high angles of
attack and low speeds together with the selection criteria listed in chapter 1.2 lead to
the following final judgement:

5.1 A pure delta wing is not trimmable and controllable throughout the complete angle
of attack range.

5.2 A delta wing with wingerons has a relatively poor pitch control power at PST-con-
ditions. Lateral control power versus angle of attack is good. In spite of a very small
directional stability a positive cnPDyn-value can be obtained throughout the total angle

of attack range which allows penetration into PST.

The problem for this configuration is tc be seen in the realization of a feasible design,
where fins below the wing, acting as end plats for the wingeron, will not provide
sufficient ground clearance for take off and landing. Furthermore the housing of the
wingeron pivot bearing in a relatively thin delta wing is a big problem.

5.3 The trapezoidal wing has problems in achieving an optimum instability margi, for
minimum induced drag polars when at the same time adequate trim and control power is a
requirement for high angles of attack. Thus in terms of conventional performance the
trapezoidal wing is inferior to a delta wing with canard. Furthermore this configuration
has problems at high angles of attack for directional stability and for yaw control power.

5.4 The trapezoidal wing with vented fins has a positive cnpDyn throughout the total

angle of attack range and good yaw and roll control power is available at PST. In total
this configuration has superior PST-properties.

For the conventional angle of attack regime relatively high interference drag coefficients
have b~en measured and for transonic speeds even higher values can be expected.

The area distribution shows relatively high rear end gradients, which indicates rather
high wave drag increments. Furthermore the optimum instability margin with adequate trim
and control power, comparable to the pure trapezoidal wing (see paragraph 5.3) can
also not be verified. Therefore it can be concluded, that this configuration does not
meet the first selection criterion, because poor conventional performance characteristics
are to be expected throughout the Machnumber range.

5.5 The best compromise between good conventional performance and good behavior at
high angles of attack can be stated for the delta-canard configuration. The selection of

, .. " , " ,
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this configuration can be justified due to the following reasons:

1. Drag standard at conventional angles of attack throughout the total Machnumber
range is superior to all configurations tested.

The optimum instability margin for minimum induced drag polars can be obtained
without any difficulty. This requirement is also not contradicting to trim and
control requirements at high angles of attack.

2. Pitch-, Roll- and Yaw control power is available up to high angles of attack and
still can be increased by further development work, if required.

3. The problem area of a weak cnODyn behavior at medium angles of attack can be over-

come by further development work as discussed in paragraph 4.2. Sufficient yaw and
roll control power will allow to apply "Active Control Technic" by use of the Flight
Control System and artificially stabilize the configuration.
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SOME UK RESEARCH STUDIES OF THE USE OF WING-BODY
STRAKES ON COMBAT AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS AT

HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
by

C F Moss
Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough Hants UK

SUMMARY

This paper quotes from selected items of experimental research of interest to design engineers
incorporating strakes in oombat-aircraft configurations. It is likely to be many years before a
satisfactory mathematical model is achieved for the detailed flow about such configurations and there is
thus an urgent need to - plore the various aerodynamic features of these devices experimentally both to
obtain satisfactory solutions to current problems and to guide theoretical work which will form the basis
of future design methods.

NOMENCLATJRE

angle of incidence or attack Cl rolling-moment coefficient

angle of sideslip C wing-root bending moment coefficient

M Mach number q dynamic head (A. pV2 )

V, U wind speed 1-H°

TIT  tail setting angle 2 total head deficit

z geometric mean chord stre~mwise vorticity

b wing span Uo

1 see Fig 2 nv  yawing moment due to sideslip derivative

p static-pressure coefficient Iv rolling moment " " " t

CN  normal-force coefficient nr yawing moment due to rate of yaw (r)

CL lift coefficient derivative

S  pitc hing-,olent oeffiient I I. rolling moment " " " " roll (p)

Cm ptchng-osint ceffciet 1derivative
CD  drag coefficient

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the potential of sharp-edged strakes in the junction of the body with the
leading-edge of the wing on combat aircraft configurations has been investigated in the United Kingdom,
as in many places elsewhere. Previous acquaintance with the vortex flows over slender wings' has been
of value, including the considerable in-house work which first led to several research aircraft

(including the HP115 2 and BAI 2213) and then to Concorde, but the combination of such flows inboard with
classic, attached flows outboard into one interactive flow field has raised many new matters of
importance, particularly at high incidences at high subsonic speeds. This paper seeks to high-light
some of these matters, drawing on the more recent experimental evidence which has been accumulated during
research and project studies. To make the presentation of more use to those interested in the detail,
the data quoted is limited, apart from one exception, to that so far not released in outside publications
The variety of the work referred to emphasizes the range of new problems raised by the use of strokes for
the design engineer. Since 't is likely to be many years before satisfactory mathemtioal models can be
formulated and used to derive reliable design methods, it is important to carry out experimental studies
such as those quoted in this paper to cover all aspects of importance.

2 EFFT ON LIFT AND DRAG

The general pattern of behaviour as regards lift coefficient at high incidence when strakes are
added to c configuration is by now very familiar to most people. At low speed, as in the curves shown
in Fig I for RAE Model 494*, there is usually a dramatio extension of the lift curve through the stall,
and indeed often the wind-tunnel engineer runs out of incidence-angle range before any sign of a turrf-over
appet.-. There is little change in lift-curve slope up to the incidence for the stall, no strakes, 17at
normally some change in linearity occurs above this. Thus the effect overall is not that obtained by
simply adding the non-linear lift from the 'additional 'slender wing' of the strke surface: there is
obviously considerable interaction taking place between the two lifting surfaces.

*The planforms of Models 494 and 589/1 are very similar. A sketch of the former is given in

Fig 12 and a photograph in Fig 11.

|;'J
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At higher speeds, but before strong shocks appear in the flow, the effect is generally less marked

but very similar in character as shown for the data from Model 589/1 at M = 0.6, but at still higher

speeds when the performnance of the main swept wing becomes completely dominated by compressibility
effects, a quite different and often disappointing effect occurs. As may be seen from the curves for

M . 0.8, the addition of the strake can reduce the non-linear lift generated over the main wing surface

before the main lift break (at A) and also give a poorer lift increment at higher incidences as stalled

conditions axe penetrated. Overall, however, the lift curve is somewhat smoother, encouraging the hope

for a higher value of' usable-lift in flight. The other type of somewhat disappointing performance at

high speeds is demonstrated in Fig I at M = 0.9. Here there is no change to the first lift break,

eg at point B, and virtually no relief at all at the crucial kink at a higher incidence, at point C.

It is thus very doubtful whether the benefits in lift at incidences beyond this point, which still occur

as at lower speeds, could ever actually be enjoyc,? in flight. An understanding of these typical effects
is obviously essential if progress is to be made in the future with the use of strakes. It must be

emphasized that the basic wing-body configuration of this Model 589/1 was a fairly successful one, as

',mildly-advanced" wing designs go, and of course the use of strakes was not taken into account during the
design procedure of the wing since there was no means of doing so.

One of the earliest experiences we had in the UK arose during the design of the inboard fairing

or 'nib? over the wing pivot mechanism of the Tornado aircraft. The original shape of this nib was

rather bluff and caused unwanted penalties to the lift-drag performance of the wing. To reduce this
bluffness the leading-edge was extended forward at one stage in some RAE research investigations

4 
to see

whether an improvement could b6 obtained (Fig 2). By accident it was discovered that a dramatic
improvement could indeed be obtained if the extended leading-edge of the nib was increased in sweep and

sharpened as shown at B. This change apparently had a direct beneficial interference effect on the
inward spanwise progression of the leading-edge separation on the main wing, as may be seen in Fig 2, and
,;iniflic-mtly improved the lift and lift-drag performance. However other engineering considerations
intervened and in fact the idea was never put into practice. This was our first insight into the aero-

dynamic benefits which can occur when a vortex is generated locally over the wing root in this manner.

3 STRAKE PROFILE

That the benefits in lift performance need to be balanced with disadvantages from any increases in

drag will be self-evident. The high lift-dependent drag of slender wings and other configurations with
similar energetic vortex flows is well known and strakes are no exception. Thus the planform, camber,
sharpness and other local details of the strake surface are important. What is required is a vigorous

and tidy vortex shed across the upper surface of the wing root and this must grow with increasing angle
of attack to be strong enough to do some good by the time it is needed, ie at the poidt at which the flow

on the main swept-wing is starting to break down. From this point onwards at higher incidences the lift
benefit should outweigh the drag penalty, but up to this point positive harm can be done to performance.

Fig 3 shows plots of lift-drag ratio at high subsonic speeds for a number of strake designs. In each case
the full line refers to the configuration before the strake is added. At the top, the effect of sharpening

a 750 swept strake (ie one swept enough to be effectively sharp even with a round leading-edge) is shown

to increase drag at low and moderate lift coefficients by strengthening the shed vortex (eg at point A)

and yet to have no beneficial effect on performance at high incidence (point B). This can obviously

sometimes be the wrong thing to do. The next sketch shows the effect of camber on the same 750 swept

strake planform for a Mach number of 0.7 and clearly demonstrates an exchange between the drag at low

and moderate lift coefficients and the usable-lift achieved at hi h incidence. Lastly, the lowest sketch

shows a good-compromise design for a 'Gothic' planform of otrake (strake 8) compared with the poorer

performance for a similar type of planform with 20% lass span (strake 6). The nose-up camber included in

the latter design has only been marginally beneficial at high incidence and has certainly contributed to
the marked reduction in lift/drag ratio at lower angles of attack.

4 WING DIBIGN

The intersection point of the leading-edge of the strake with that of the main wing is important

because this fixes the spanwise position of the flow field of the strake with respect of that of the wing.

The sweep of the strakd leading-edge locally at this point and the detail oT how the two leading-edges are
faired together geometrically are also important factors. At high subsonic speeds an intersecting shook
system occurs on the wing upper surface at high incidences which is crucial as regards the onset and

subsequent development of flow separation on which the value of maximum usable lift ultimately depends.

Fig 5 shows (full lines) how the Jomparatively weak, swept forward shock a&nd the almost unswept rear shook
intersect at some point (A) to form a strong shook further outboard (double line) which often is the trigger
point for flow separation to begin (shaded area). In many cases this strong shook can sweep forward and

intersect the leading edge at the tip and cause a major collapse of the flow (not shown here). With the

strake added, thd point from which the forward shock springs is moved outboard and the position and strenth

of the rear shook can be modified. As a result the shook intersection point moves outward from A to B

and the severity of the induc'3d onset of flow separation can be affected. Nominally the extent and strength
of the shock outboard will be reduced, to the benefit of the value of usable lift, but this will not always

be the case: unfortunately it is quite possible to trigger a more violent tip stall and thus make things
worse rather than better at some point in the high subsonic range.

The stalling characteristics of the basic wing design can thus be a factor in the successful use of

strakes at high incidence, but this is only one facet of the more general problem associated with the

standard of aerodynamic performance of the original design. From our experieno it is evident that

usually a poorer design of wing is easier to improve with the addition of strakes than a wing of better
design. One problem for the wing designer, equipped as he is now with now sophisticated wing-body design

methods, is to know what allowances to make for the important influence of the separated flow fielt of the

strake on the attached flows over the inner wing. At present there are no satisfactory methods of

mathematically modelling this. In Fig 6 the effect is shown of adding strakes of very similar shape to
two quite different designs of swept wing, each conceived without the effects of strakes. A photograph

of a model of one of these is shown in Fig 4. The 589/3A wing, some sample results for which are shown

"i '
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in the top two sketches of Fig 5, was designed as a research project to carry a larger proportion than usual
of the lift at high incidence over the inner half of the span. The design had shortcomings in other ways
however, and did not perform well. In the event the addition of even a modest size of strake (strake 4)
improved the lift break and the lift/drag ratio over the whole incidence range even at moderate angles of
attack. This is compared in the figure with the addition of a similar design of strake (strake 6) to the
589/2 wing which had a much better basic performance to start with. Only marginal improvements to the
lift curve are apparent in this latter case and certainly there is a large reduction in lift/drag at
moderate incidence.

The most important single problem in wing design is perhaps the improvement of maximum usable-lift
at high speeds. Unfortunately, at such limiting conditions the flows are always complex and much of the
wind-tunnel evidence as regards the use of 6trakes can be confusing and inconsistent. We are now
dealing with flight conditions well beyond the separation-onset boundary when a large area of the wing
surface is carrying unsteady separated flows under the influence of strong shock waves. Fig 6 shows a
comparison of the upper surface flow patterns for an advanced condition with and without strakes present
as drawn from visualization studies. The remains of the basic intersecting shook system which triggered
the separation of the flow initially is vtsible in both oases and one important effect of the addition of
the strake is to reduce the area subject to high suction ahead of this shook system. The loss of lift
from this effect is more than offset, however, by the increase of area under attached flow elsewhere,
and of course the vortex shed from the strake across the inner wing intensifies the suctions locally
under its path. Generally the important effects to note are the overall reduction of area subject
to flow separation and the beneficial effect on the aft shook inboard. The length of wing trailing-edge
subject to separation is very much less, although the extreme tip region of the wing seems to be
completely separated to the leading-edge as much with aswithout the strake. Ifopefully it will not be
too long before we can model mathematically such complex situations as this, because there is nc doubt that
this way real progress lies.

5. USE OF WING CONTROLS

It will not have gone unnoticed from the sketches in Fig 6 that the addition of strakes regularizes
and improves the upper surface flows inboard, particularly at and near the traillng edge. This is
important because of the use of trailing-edge controls to improve manoeuvre performance. Some data for
a wing which had a drooped variable-camber leading-edge control used in conjunction with a simple flap
at the trailing-edge is given in Fig 7. The wing in its 'clean' condition (lelt-hand. sketch) had a
penalty ii lift-drag ratio at low and moderate lift coefficients due to the addition of strakes and a
benefit at high values, both as expected. Included in this sketch are the drag polare* for reference.
However, with the controls deflected for a "manoeuvre configuration" (right-hand sketch) suitable for a
Mach number of 0.6, there was a much broader, but lower, peak in the L/D plot for the wing without strakes
and much hagher values were ac.ieved at high lift coefficient. Adding the strakes had the result of
improving L/D at lift coefficient up to 0 L - 0.5 by a substantial amount and above this CL there waj a
penalty followed by a marked improvement at very high lift.

Unfortunately, no flow visualization studies are available fur this particular case, but at the bottom of
Fig 7 some oil-flow studies are shown for the same manoeuvre wing configuration at the higher speed of
M - 0.8, and these give a clue as to the reason for these effects. The addition of strakes moves the
outboard strong shook, and the flow separation behind it, further out towards the tip as shown previously
in Fig 5, thus improving the flow over the trailing-edge flap in this region. Also the flow is
improved over the flap at its extreme inboard end which lies under the path of the strake vortex.
Between these two regions at mid-span the initial tendency for the flow to separate over the flap is
apparently made worse by the addition of the strake, although the precise reason for this is not clear.
However, the total result of adding the strake is clearly the su of'a number of separate effects, some
good aid some bad. At M - 0.6, as comparison between the two sets of curves in Fig 7 shows, although the
use of manoeuvre flaps is almost as effective on L/D at high lift coefficients with strakes present as
without, the penalty in drag incurred at lower lift coefficients is very much loss.

If we turn our attention now to the use of slotted devices at low speeds the sample results for the

RAE Model 494 quoted in Fig 8 are of interest. The fully developed nlats and 400 double-slotted flaps

were separately or together very effective on this wing design and particular care was taken to avoid
gross interference on the upper-surface flows from the brackets used to hold these devices in place.
The left-hand sketoh at the top of Fig 8 shows that the addition of strakes** was equally effective in
broad terms for the wing 'clean' or with the trailing-edge flaps deployed. The plot of lift increment
due to flaps, &CL, with and without strakes present shows the beneficial interaction of these with the
flaps at high incidences, the flaps giving apparently up to 30% more lift with the strakes present at some

high incidencer. The reasors for this are not clear, apart from the rather obvious one that,as we have
seen in Fig 6 for a wing at high subsonic speed, the strake generally improves the flow over the inner

wing right back to the trailing edge. The flow above the deployed flaps is thus more energetic and

regular and the increased suctions under the strake vortex could be making the flap slots more effective.
The photographs at the bottom of Fig 8 demonstrate this at an incidence angle of 220 (point 'A' on the plot

of &CL), although there is no viuible change in the flow over the two flap surfaces themselves.

*Aotually for convenience CD - CL2/lA has been plotted. Thiu allows small changes at high lift

to be seen more clearly.

**These are shown in the sketch of Fig 12 and the photograph of Fig 1I.

* ., , 1 , , . - . .
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The rlght-hand diagram at the top of Figure 8 has been included to demonstrate that complex
interactions between the high-lift system of a wing and strakes can occur when efficient leading-edge
devices such as slats are involved. This particular wing develops better lift at high incidences with
full span slats than when both slats and strakes are used, In this latter case the span of the slat had
to be reduced in order to fit the strake, and the benefits of adding the strake did not offset this loss
of slat span.

6 EFFECTS AT THE TAILPLANE

The vortices shed by the strakes as they convect downstream can have a marked effect at the
position if the tailplane as might be expected and Fig 9 shows the change in mean downwash for the
typical configuration shown in Fig 6, the tailplane being arranged below the plane of the wing, which
itself was mounted in a high position on the body (see Fig 4). The mean downwash is shown to be
greater over the whole incidence range, but, which is important, rather more so at the higher incidences.
The tailplane angle to trim, IT, can thus be contrived to be less variable with incidence and this effect
can be used to advantage 3n project designs, enabling control power to be maintained up to high
incidences. From the lift/drr- ratio for this tail-on configuration, plotted for tiimmed conditions,
the effect of adding the strakes is shown to be rather different from the tail-off (untrimmed) case.
There is apparently a penalty at low incidences and the maximum value achieved is reduced, although
happily there seems to be little effect at high incidence.

Some pitot-static measurements made just aft of the tailplane of a straked configuration in a
high speed manoeuvre condition are shown in Fig 10. The incidence was high (210) for the Mach number
of 0.84, so this may be regarded as an extrome flight case at high altitude for the range of wing
loading currently in fashion for combat aii raft configurations. Three cases are shown to demonstrate
the effegt of 40 sideslip and of including the fin, and the plots take the form of contours of apparent
q or jPV .  The probes used could not be lined up along the local streamlines so it is doubtful what

the absolute numbers mean, but it is interesting to see the way the field becomes distorted with
sideslip and the effect the fin has on the symmetry of the flow above the tailplane. The shaded area in
each case has nominally zero 'q', which is perhaps a little surprising in a position as far aft of the
trailing edge of the wing (two wing mean-chords).

In a more elegant experiment, some data from which are shown in Fig 12y a detailed survey with a
five-tube yawmeter was carried out, this time at low speed, in a plane through the quarter-chord line of
the tailplane position of a research model. The traverse equipment is seen behind the model in the -
photograph of Fig 11 and was part of a sophisticated ocmputer-controlled system with a 3omprehensive on-
line data processing capability. The probe normally would be automatically kept'in line with the looai
stream, but in this case only the pitch motion of the probe could be kept active becauae of the proximity
of the body and fin,

However, the downwash angles quoted here are not compromised in any way and are plotted for four
heights with respect to the nominal tailplane position, with and without the strakes present. The core
of the vortex from the strake evidently passes not very far above the tailplarn position, somewhere very
near point P on traverse B. The mesh of the measurement grid was fine enough to enable downwash angles
up to about _+ 500 near the vortex centre to be established and significant changes in downwash over a
diameter of about half thn tailplane semi-span are apparent. It is an open question whether this
vortex has 'burmt' by the time it has reachsd this position so far aft of the witg. The wing
incidence for this particular survey wgz 14 , ie just beyond the point at which the flow over the main wing
has started to break down (see flaps 0 case in the lift curve of Fig 8). Certainly the d-ta in both
Figs 10 and 12 demonstrate how careful the design and positioning of the tailplane need to be when strakes
are included in a configuration. Very similar remarks could be made about the fin, particularly at very
high incidences, although there is somewhat less freedom here unless twin fins are used, when the spacing
and cant angle of these provide some options.

It is also of rsome interest to consider the flow Field further forward just behind the wing with
the strace vt this same incidence of 140. This time the measurements were made with the fully active self-
aligning probe system so it is possible to plot contours of true total-head deficit and local vorticity.
These are shown in the top two sketches in Fig 13. The model had strut supports on the lower surface of
the wing and the wake of thses may be seen at about Y - 520 mm but fortunately the main features of the
fiow field are not unduly affected. The core of the strake vortex is clearly seon, and at this forward
position this aeems to be a little further inboard than as shown in Fig 12 at the tailplane position, as
might be expected. The total head defect at the centre of the much li.'ger wing-wake 'vortpx' outboard
is 1.2q. The plot of local vorticity, given in the second sketch clearly shows the strong primary vortex
shed from the strake and the weaker wing-wake 'vortex' outboard, both of positive sign. The secondary
vortex from the strake a+ this position just downstrear from the wing trailing edge appears as an
elongated tongue of negative vorticity partially wrapped arour.l the outside of the primary and is joined
to a thin layer of negative vorticity lying across the whole span beateath these two oentres of positive
vcrtioity. This layer han a coeparati-ely strong local region beneath the etrake primary vortex,
presumably caused by the confluence of the boundary layers from the two wing surfaces which must have
very different span:-Ise components of velocity at this point. As may be seen in the diagram of Fig 12,
there is little or no sign of this subsidiary negative vcrteA at the position of the tailplane further aft.

At a higher incidence of 250, as the lowest diagram in Fig 13 shows, the strake vortex must have
previously 'burt' at some point &head over the wing mid the diffuse core has virtually become amalgamated
with the equally diffuse 'vortex' shed from the wing leading edge to form an unexpectedly thick combined
area of positive vorticity over the whole spen of the exposed wing. Underneath this large area of positive
vorticity there is the '.hinner layer of negative voricity across the whole semi-epan of the exposed wing
arising from the wing bocandary layers which by now is moie uniform and comparatively strong. This will.
be of special interest to fluid. dynamioists, particularly sime the gradients through this layer are so
steep. The one gene'al comment that can safely be made about the data from this experiment, is that,
the complexities of thn flow field being what they are due in part to viscous effects, the development
of adequate design mbthods for wings with strakes is goiug to be a difficult task. It must be stressed

,. . ': . . .-: . . -
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that by 'adequate' methods it is implied that the mathema&ical modelling of the real flow fields must be
reasonably representative.

7 UNSTEADY STRUOTUI1AL RESPONSE

It -*s a matter of fairly common experience that the addition of strakes to a wird-tnel model
apparently reduces buffet amplitudes at high incidence. Models with wings of advanced aerodynamic
design without strakes have often been found to be unusually violent in the way unsteadiness develops,
partiotlarly immediately after the stall at high subsonic speeds, and in some cases this has made meanLingful
measurements of any kind impossible at this important point in the incidence angle range (even when it is
safe to attempt these). Often at higher incidences calmer conditions of buffeting are regained. To read
across to the buffet behaviour of the corresponding aircraft in flight from such wind-tunnel tests raises
difficulties, although new techniques are no-w available for this purpose

5 . Some test results are quoted
in Fig 14 for a model fitted with a special flexible wing6 , aeroelastically moie representative of full-
scale than a 'rigid' metal model in some respects, in which the effect of adding strakes to the wing
buffet response was investigated. A commonly used criterion in model tests for the onset of buffeting
in flight is the break in the lift/axal-foice curve, and if 6ne accepts an fair the points marked tA' aid
'B' on the curves for this model shown at the top of Fig 14a, the strakes can be seen to be adverse at the
Mach number in question, D - 0.8. However, a plot of aunh tbreak' points over the speed range as given
in the centre sketch of Fig 14a shows that this adverse effect only occurs for a limited range of Mach
number near M - 0.8/0.85. There are plausible fluid-dnamios reasons for behaviour such as this in this
particular limited speed range, but these considerations are somewhat academic in view of the more
important problem of the limitation of usable-lift at incidences well beyond this 'onset

t point. At the
bottom of Fig 14a some frequency spectra for the RMS pressure at a critical upper-surface point P are shown
at three incidences which straddle the onset points & and B at M - 0.8. AtO- 6.30, ie befcre any signs
of flow separation on the wing, the strakes appear to reduce the level of unsteadiness n the local
pressure at Pay but byo €,.70 the reverse is true and thic trend continues up to Wi0.6 at which angle
the flow has eparated from the leading edge over most of the wing span.

The response of the model can be seen ia Fig 14b in the corresponding spectra from an acoelerometer at
a point A which was close to the pressure point P1. Paradoxically the addition of the strake appears to
increase the response in both the primary bending mode (at 40 Hz) and the primary torsion mode (at 275 Hz)
at the first incidence of 96.30 . However at*(:8.70 the tendency for the primary torsion mode to be
excited is reduced with the strake, but atedl10.6

0 the reverse is true, the presence of the straks inducing
a high response in this mode. Reference back to the spectra for the pressure at the point PI given in
Fig 14a suggests that there could be some smal degree of coupling between the excitation FUn response
in this mode both for the basic wing ataca.7 and the configuration with strake ato(10.6 . The plot of
total apparent damping in this torsion mode (as a percentage of critical) is given in the lower sketch in
Fig 14b and shows that in both these instances the total damping is low, lower in fact than the structural
damping alone, and thus it is evident that the additioni of the strake can change significantly the
aerodynamic damping of a wing. The inicrease caused in the aerodynamic domping immediately post stall,
in this case between 7 O and 100 of incidenoe, ip fairly typical and i;; consistent with observations made
of model buffeting in many other tunnel experiments.

8 STABILITY CHARACTERITICS

Fig 16 shows the effect of adding strakes to a model of the Harrier aircraft at two Mach numbers,
M . 0.5 and 0.8. The model carried external stores, as indicated in the sketch of the aircraft at the
bottom of the figure, this particular configuration having been found to be an vmusually unsteady one in
flight at high incidence. 'The strakes were designed to be compatible with the aircraft structure and
basic stability requirements i:. flight so that full-soale trials could be made at a luter dnte. The tunnel
data shown in the figure demonstrate a dramatic improvement to lift, to rolling-moment at zero sideslip and
to the steadiness of the wing-root bending-moment at high incidence, all oi which is in line with experience
from research models such as those referred to in previous seotiors. However, particular note should be
taken of the rolling-moment plots. In these diagrams the plotted points are shown in addition to
lines which give the upper and lower bounds of the instantaneous signal observed during the incidence
sweep. A useful correlation of this 'scatter' in rolling-moment at zero sideslip in wind-tunnel
experiments has previously been found with 'wing rook' characteristics in flight for this particular
aircraft, also the occurrence of large static values of rolling-moment in the tunnel has been found to
correlate fairly well with wing-dropping in flight. Thus the considerable improvement found In the tunnel
tests in these rolling-moment characteristics when the strakes were added promises well for the flight tests.
At the time of writing the test aircraft had just made its first flight. A photograph taken from the
airfield control tower is shown in Fig 15.

Some oscillatory derivative measurements carried out as a research investigotion with another aircraft
configuration with and without strakes are shown in ]i1, 17. The wind tunnel teohnique, which is a

sophisticated one, is adequately described elsewhere 
. The model was oscillated at high subsonic wind speeds

over small ranges of yaw, roll and sideslip in turn, the mean pitching moment being kept zero by a
remotely controlled tailplane. The samples of the data quoted in this figure demonstrate the beneficial

effect of strakes at high incidence on directional and lateral stability (derivatives n and 1 respectively)
at high subsonio speeds, and it should be noted that without strakes present the model Yn thisvflexible rig
became too ur.iteady to test safely at a comparatively early incidence, but thrt with strakes present no such
limitation occurred. The yaw damping derivative (nr-n cosa ) was reduced by the strakes at low incidence

but was apparently i!ot affected at high incidence. Th roll damping derivative (1 +1 sina.) on the other

hand was falling-off sharply at the point at which the test had to be curtailed witdoul strakes prosunt,
and the addition of strakes had an important beneficial effect in this case as may be seen in the lowest

sketch of this figure.

Some continuous-rolling values of the roll-damping derivatives, 1 , are shown in Fig 18 for yet

another aircraft model oonfiCuration, tested at low speed this time, bothpin a high-speed manoeuvre

configuration and with slats and flapa deployed as for landing purposes. The results speak for themselves1
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the addition of strakes to both wing configurations gives e significant improvement in 1 at high incidence
and. at no point in the range does the derivative ever drop below acceptable levels. P

9 VARIABLE GEOMETRY

To end this presentation a brief mention may perhaps be made of the potential of variable-geomutry
strakes. As discussed earlier in this paper any fixed geometry of utrake has to balanoe the benefits in
usable-lift at high incidence with the drag-due-to-lift penalties at lower angles. A strake with
variable incidence or camber could be used to reduce the need for such a compromise, either by means of
flaps along the leading edge of the strake or by a direct control on the incidence of the whole device.
In Fig 19 some data at low speeds is shown for a research model which used the deflection of a wing leading-
edge flap in a schedule to keep the drag as low as possible over the incidence range. The model had
strakes which could themselves also be deflected, so pttchirg-moment could in effect be oontrolled by both
these means. The total range of pitchig-moment available is shown in the diagram Letween the upper and
lower broken lines and the range from 10 deflection of the strakes alone is shown by the full lines for
a low-drag schedule of the wing flaps. As may be seen the result can be a smnoth contribution to pitch
control within a total system that could be used in a vaziety of ways.

Fig 20 shows two configurations of another model which has a remotely controlled variable-camber
flexible strake to investigate possible pitch-control functions as well as the optimisation of drag.
Such studies could well lead to somewhat different ideas on the use of strakes on future aircraft.

10 CONCLUDING RE4AMS

The complexity caused in the flow field by the use of strakes on wing-body configurations adds
considerably to the difficulties in mathematical moe~lling techniques which are used as a basis of
engineering denign methods. The design engineer, therefore, is likely to have to rely on empirical
rules from experimental studies for many years yet until adequate theoretical methods are available.
This paper highlights some of the experimental research in the UK which is generally investignting
various aspects of the use of strakes, but it inst be stressed that, in the UK as elsewhere, no logical
and totally consistent technical framework has yet emerged which can be usod. with confidence, for example
at the ,drawing-board' stage of a new design. For overy trend emerging from a set of experimental data,
credible inconsistencies can usually be quoted with ±he use of strakes in some particular way or other,and
such is the incomplete nature of our understanding of the overall flow m ohaniems involved these
inconsistencies simply cannot be ignored. This is ,irticularly so as regards aerodynamic effects at
high npeeds when flow separations have started to occur on the wing and tne aahievemont of high valu" of
usable lift is at a premium, limited by such phenomena as structural buffeting, wing ,ook, pitoh-up or
other symptoms cf 'departure'. There continues to be an urgent need to explore all the various aerodynamic
features of etrakes experimsntal.y in order to enlarge our understanding and to guide the theoretioal work
which will form tho basis of future design methods. This is in addition to the routine work on an 'ad hoc'
b .ris to obtain satisfactory solutions to current design problems.
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Fig 11 Probe traverse equipment in RAE No.2 Ilift tunnel
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE APPLICATION OF
FOREBODY AND NOSE STRAKES TO A FIGHTER

AIRCRAFT BASED ON F-16 WI D
TUNNEL TESTING EXPERIENCE'

by

C. W. Smith2 and C. A. Anderson3

General Dynamics Fort Worth Division
P. 0. Box 748

Fort Worth, Texas 76101, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

During the YF-16 and F-16 developmental wind tunnel test program, numerous variations
in-nose and forebody strakes were investigated. These data have been reviewed, and the
strake aerodynamic characteristics coalesced into design guidelines for the application
of strakes to fighter aircraft. The design guides take the form of general equations gov-
erning the modification of forebody strakes to obtain a linear pitching moment curve and
the calculation of the resulting lift and drag increments. Additionally, qualitative
comments are made concerning the effects of strake geometry on lateral/directional stability.

It is concluded that the generation of incremental strake lift is primarily dependent
upon the area affected by the strake-induced vortex and that strake planform is of secondary
importance. Forebody strakes have small beneficial effects on lateral/directional stability
if properly designed; however, significant gains are easily attained with nose strakes.

NOTATION

AEFF Araa affected by strake-induced vortex

AAC1  Aerodynamic center increment due to the strake in the linear region

AAC2  Aerodynamic center increment due to the strake in the non-linear region

CD Drag coefficient, D/qSREF

ACD Strake incremental drag coefficient

L  Lift coefficient, L/qSREF

ACL Strake incremental lift coefficient

CL Lift curve slope of the inboard panel
a S

C1  Rolling moment coefficient

Cm Pitching moment coefficient relative to .25 E

Cn Yawing moment coefficient relative to .25 Z, unless noted

Cne Yawing moment nlope with sideslip

c Mean aerodynamic chord of the theoretical wing planform

HT Horizontal-tail deflection angle

i Strake incidence relative to the wing chord plane

LEF Leading-edge-flap deflection angle

is Length from the aerodynamic center of the effective strake area to the
wing-alone aerodynamic center

1 This work was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley
Research Center under Contract No. NASi-15006

2 Engineering Specialist
3 Director, Aerospace Technology
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M Mace number

SREF  Reference area for aerodynamic coefficients, 26m2 (280 ft2), unless noted

TEF Trailing-edge-flap deflection angle

a Angle of attack of the wing chord plane

/ Angle of sideslip

1. INTROUCTION

The vortex lift generated by delta planform wings at moderate-to-high angles of attack
has been utilized in aircraft design for many years. Recently, designs have taken advantage
of this vortex-lift characteristic by employing auxiliary surfaces, e.g., canards and fore-
body strakes, to generate vortices in conjunction with moderately swept primary wing plan-
forms. In this manner it is possible to couple the desirable subsonic and transonic charac-
teristics of the moderate-sweep wing with the good high-angle-of-attack vortex characteris-
tics of the high-sweep surface.

The latest generation of American fighter aircraft, the F-16 and F-18, are prime exam-
ples of the utilization of forebody and nose strakes to provide significant increases in
usable maneuver lift. These aircraft are the culmination of long design evolutions, which
relied extensively on wind tunnel testing. As a consequence, an extensive body of experi-
mental aerodynamic data exists. An experimental approach was required because no reliable
aerodynamic prediction methods are available that address the highly complex flow field
present at the moderate-to-high angles of attack under .onsideration.

In particular, during the course of configuration development of the YF-16 Lightweight
Fighter Prototype and the F-16 Air Combat Fighter, General Dynamics wind-tunnel-tested many
strake variations at low and/or transonic speeds. Both conventional and highly blended con-
figurations were investigated early in the YF-16 development program. The effects of vari-
ations in strake size, strake planform, strake location relative to the span of the wing,
and leading-edge-flap deflection received considerable interest. Several types of strakes
were investigated. These consisted of strakes that extended ftDm the forebody to the wing
leading edge (forebody strakes), strakes that started at the nose and extended only a short
way back on the forebody (nose strakes), and relatively short strakes that were placed aft
of the nose but did not extend to the wing leading edge (canard strakes). The findings
are summarized from an extensive review of these data and the initial efforts presented
toward the development of design guidelines for the application of forebody strakes to
future aircraft.

A few comments concerning the aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose strakes
are helpful, The primary benefit attributed to forebody strakes is a significant increase
in usable lift at transonic speeds compared to that from a conventional wing configuration.
However, significant interactions occur between the vortex flows generated by otrakes, the
wing flow field, and the empennage flow field, and these interactions can be favorable or
unfavorable. While it is relatively simple to achieve a high maneuvering lift capability
with forebody strakes, it is necessary to tailor the strake-wing-empennage combination to
enhance the moderate-to-high-angle-of-attack lateral/directional stability characteristics
and thus make the additional lift usable. Some strake-wing configurations create an adverse
stall situation at angles of attack in the range from 35 to 60 degrees; therefore, it is
also necessary to evaluate low-speed pitch-control effectiveness in this angle-of-attack
range.

Finally, forebody nose shape plays an important role in the high-angle-of-attack
lateral/directional stability characteristics. The effects of nose shape can be minimized
by employing nose strakes but, again, it is necessary to limit the nose-strake size to pre-
vent adverse effects in pitch at high angles of attack.

2. CONFIGURATION EVOLUTION

The F-16 design evolution is briefly discussed here to lay the groundwork for evalua-
tion of the impact of strake-effects comparisons from the multitude of configurations tested
A study of the YF-16 aerodynamic features began in 1968. After intensified analysis in 1970
-71, detailed designs were finalized in 1972-73. Configuration refinement and growth modi-
fications continued through wind-tunnel tneting until the full-scale development aircraft,
F-16A and V-16B, were finalized in 1975.
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Early design studies set the basic features of two very different design approaches.
One was a simple wing-body-empennage design with a single vertical tail (Configuration 785,
shown in Figure 1). The other approach was a highly blended wing-body with a wide lifting
forebody and twin tails mounted on booms extending aft on either side of the engine exhaust
nozzle (early configurations in the 401F series). The best features of the two separate
initial models were combined into one model, and the resulting configuration refined through
several tunnel entries to produce the final design. Significant intermediate steps includ-
ed the combination of the Configuration 785 afterbody with the early 401F configuration
forebody to obtain Configuration 401F-5, Figure 2, and the addition of afterbody shelves to
which the horizontal tails were mated, Configuration 401F-10A, Figure 3. Minor modifica-
tions continued leading to the YF-16 prototype lines.

After Configuration 401F-1OA it became apparent to the design team that a forebody
strake would be part of the final configuration. As a consequence, forebody strake-off con-
figurations were no longer tested; however, variations in the size and shape of strakes on
the blended configuration continued.

3. LIFT AND DRAG

The effects of nose strakes on lift and drag are negligible for the size of strakes
tested during the F-16 program. However, the addition of forebody strakes significantly
increases high-angle-of-attack lift and decreases high-angle-of-attack drag. General obser-
vations as to the character and extent of these effects with respect to the strake geometry
are presented, and empirical correlations of the strake lift and drag increments with approp-
riate geometrical parameters are made. These correlations lead to the development of design
guides that relate these areodynamic effects to strake geometry.

Of primary importance is the effect of forebody strake size and shape on lift and drag
and the associated interaction of the strake and leading-edge flap. Typical examples of the
lift and drag benefits attributed to forebody strakes are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The
data of Figure 4 are for a family of delta planform strakes, shown in Figure 5, tested on
the simple wing-body configuration, 785 (Figure 1). Lift and drag benefits are apparent be-
ginning at approximately a 10-degree angle of attack. The most significant geometric para-
meter appears to be the area: the bigger the strake, the more the lift.

The data of Figure 4 show significant beneficial effects of forebody strakes on the
lift and drag of a wing with no leading-edge flap. Deflection of the wing leading-edge flap
has a most significant effect on the magnitude of the strake increments. It improves the
aerodynamics of the strake-off configurations morc than it improves the strake-on configura-
tions. The result is that the effects of forebody strakes on the envelope lift and drag
curves representative of aircraft, such as the F-16, that have scheduled leading-edge-flap
deflections are significantly reduced from the no-leading-edge-flap case. Envelope curves,
shown in Figures 6a and 6b, that result from a minimum-drag leading-edge-flap schedule
illustrate this point. This effect is logical when the effect on the wing upper surface
flow is considered. Without a leading-edge flap or a strake, the flow over the F-16 wing,
which is rather thin (t/c - .04), begins to separate at approximately a 10-degree angle-of-
attack (Figure 4a). A leading-edge flap delays this separation considerably and thus
improves the lift and drag characteristics. A forebody strake accomplishes much the same
effect at high angles of attack by passing high-energy vortex flow over the region of the
wing that has separated airflow, These effects are not entirely additive, thus the strake
benefit in the presence of leading-edge flaps is reduced from the no-flap case.

The comparisons of Figurei; 6a and 6b are with a zero horizontal-tail deflection, i.e.,
untrimmed. Trim effects are generally favorable to the forebody strake configurations be-
cause of the linearization of the pitching moment curves, as discussed in Section 4.

Initial observations noted above indicate a strong effect of strake area on the incre-
mental lift. It is helpful, therefore, to remove this effect from the data so that effects
that are perhaps secondary can ba identified. A first attempt at this consisted of refer-
encing the strake incremental lift to the exposed area of the strake, thereby obtaining a
pure strake lift coefficient. Results showed that the exposed area was much too small to
collapse the data.

At thic point it was hypothesized that the strake incremental lift would be a direct
function of the tctal area affected, or energized, by the strake vortex. This is similar in
concept to the augmented vortex method employed by Lamar at NASA/Langley, Reference 1. Due
to the lack of diagnostic data to determine the area being influenced by the strakes, a
geometrical definition of an area considered to be representative was necessary. The defi-
nition of such an area is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. For a conventional strake-wing-
body-combination, the definition is simply the exposed strake area plus the wing planform
area that falls within the projected strake exposed area, as shown in Figure 7. For a
highly blended configuration, which does not have a well-defined strake planform, the

12. ,.. , -,
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definition was not as straightforward. For these configurations, the blended area between
the strake and body was included with the strake exposed area as illustrated in Figure 8.
This definition yields a much improved correlation between strakes within a family, as the
subsequent comparisons will show.

Three families of strakes were tested for which a definite strake-off baseline exists.
Strake geometry is shown in Figures 5, 9, and 10, The lift increments referenced to the
strake-wing effective area, as defined in Figures 7 and 8, are shown in Figures 11 through
1.4. The strake lift increments by family tend to collapse to a single curve for a fixed
value of wing leading-edge-flap deflection.

This is an important fact. It says that for a given configuration the overriding fac-
tor in determining the strake lift is the area affected by the strake-generated vortex. An
exception is the ogee family of data, Figure 13, at angles of attack greater than 18 degreea
Strakes Zi6, Z18, and Z17 intersect the wing at increasing butt lines. It id probable that
for the larger span strakes (Z17 for example) the effective area needs to be redefined to
include less of the inboard part of the wing, as shown in Figure 15. This would tend to
further collapse the data of Z16, Z17, and Z18 in Figure 13 at high angles of attack. Strake
Z14 is the least effective of those shown in Figure 13, which indicates that it is too
narrow to generate as strong a vortex as, say, Z18 (which has the same span).

Average fairings representing the collapsed data of Figures 11 through 14 are shown in
Figure 1.6 for each family. Variations in strake shape are of only secondary importance in
the generation of lift, as shown by the 10-degree flap data on Configuration 401F-5 for
delta (Z4), ogee (Z14, Z16-Z18), and gothic (Z5) planforms. Also, incremental lift decreas-
es for the more highly blended configuration; Configuration 401F-1OA is the most highly
blended configuration shown in Figure 16 and has thc lowest incremental strake lift. Con-
figurations 785 (simple wiug body) and 401F-5 (blended) show approximately the same level of
strake lift. This is fortuitous, however, because the streltes of Configuration 785 have a
nominal negative 2 degrees of incidence at the leading edge relative to those of Configura-
tion 401F-5. The strakes on the simple wing body would be more effective at high angle of
attack if they had the same incidence as those of Configuration 401F-5. The dependence of
the lift increments on wing leading-edge-flap deflection is also apparent in Figure 16.

Since forebody strakes are generally of high sweep with sharp leading edges, it is ex-
pected that the drag, ACD, due to the strake lift, ACL, would be close to the no-suction
value, A CL tan a . This concept is evaluated in Figure 17 for several strakes with zero
leading-edge-flap deflection. Since strakes Z7 through Z10 have leading-edge incidences,i,
of nominally 2 degrees, the angle of attack has been appropriately modified. The data are
reasonably approximated by an aaptation of the Reference 2 methodology for double delta
wings:

aCD - .95 ACL tan (a + i) (1)

The incremental lift effects of forebody strakes have been shown to be primarily a
function of the affected area, as defined in Figures 7 and 8. Thus, given a particular
strake, leading-edge flap, and body configuration, the lift increments that can be obtained
by modifying the strake (e.g., to the strae area required for a linear pitching moment
curve) are easily estimated:

(FF) 2  (2)

(ACLSTRAE ) 2 1ALT~ (AEFF)1  2

Furthermore, incremental lift due to adding a strake to a simple wing-body configuration
or a blended configuration can be estimated to the first order with the cuTves of Figure 16
by simply selecting a similar configuration. The incremental drag resulting from the strake
lift can also be obtained by use of the relation given in Eq. (1).

4. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

Proper strake design and location can result in a beneficial influence on directional
stability and/or longitudinal stability as well as maneuver lift at high angles of attack.
In the longitudinal case, strakes can yield improved linearity of pitching moment charac-
teristics, particularly in the transonic regime where wing stall usually results in a large
stable break of the pitching moment curve. Although nose strakes tested during the F-16
program have little effect on the longitudinal characteristics (presumably because of their
relatively small exposed area with respect to wing area), forebody stzakes affect longitudi-
nal characteristics and, in some cases, introduce nonlinearities.

* " ' , .') . ..-
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It is apparent that the major influences on the forward shift of aerodynamic center
due to the strake are the strake's exposed area and its location ahead of the wing. The
family of ogee-shaped strakes of Figure 18 provide information as to trends due to certain
geometrical variations. Strakes Z63 and Z64, which have similar planforms, except that
Z64 extends approximately 102 centimeters further forward on the nose, have essentially the
same aerodynamic center location at .20 Mach number (Figure 19). Strakes Z65 and Z66, both
of which retain the extension forward and the basic shape of Z64 but increase area in the
region in front of the wing, yield proportional decreases in pitch stability. These data
indicate that either the more powerful vortex produced by the larger area in front of the
wing or the effect of the basic wing upwash, or both, tend to make this portion of the
strake highly effective in influencing the overall aerodynamic center location in the linear
region of lift.

The region above the linear CL is crucial from a strake design standpoint, primarily
because of the effect of the strake on the airplane stall. The addition of a strake of the
type of Figure 18 enables the wing-strake combination to continue lifting to angles of
attack of 30 to 40 degrees, whereupon the combination stalls. The pitching moment curve,
linear up to stall in most cases, tends to break erratically stable or unstable after stall,
depending on the configuration (see Figure 19). As in the lower-angle-of-attack region,
strake area has a major influence, the larger strakes (Z66) being more susceptible to an
unstable break. Stall characteristics are also degraded by a forward extension of the
strake and forward extension of the forebody (fuselage stretch). Similarly, the control
effectiveness of the horizontal tail beyond stall is degraded with increasing strake size,
strake forward extension, and forebody lengthening.

Transonically, the aerodynamic center shift has been correlated with pertinent strake
parameters. On the basis of the results of the lift increment analysis described in Section
3, the strake is assumed to be a low-aspect-ratio-wing, spanning from the body/strake junc-
ture to the wing-leading-edge/strake intersection and inclusive of the portion of the wing
directly aft of the strake (the shaded areas in Figures 7 and 8). The strake lift curve
slope, CL , and the distance from the aerodynamic center of the constructed strake area to
the aerodynamic center of the basic wing alone, Is/, are predicted by the methods of Refer-
ences 3 and 4, respectively. The change in the aerodynamic center in the linear CL region
due to the strake ( AACI) is plotted as a function of the parameter IsAEFFCL /ASRE for
the various strake families in Figure 20. For all of the strakes investigate(FSregargless
of shape, flap deflection, or fuselage configuration (785 and 401F-5), a linear relationship
of aerodynamic center with 19AEYFCL s/ZSREF is essentially obtained. Only strake Z17
falls considerably off the corre ating line. This is believed to be a result of the affect-
ed-area definition for large span strakes, as discussed in Section 3. A similar linear
relationshIp is shown in Figure 21 for the strakes tested at Mach 1.2.

The relationship of aerodynamic center with 1sAEFFCL s/aSREF indicates that the sta-
bility change in the linear lift region due to the addition of the forebody strake is a
function of the lift produced by the strake and'its influenced area on the wing. This re-
lationship shows promise for the development of a semi-empirical prediction method for
strakes similar to the Paniszczyn aerodynamic-center prediction method for cranked wings
(Reference 2). At this time, estimation of the strake effect on aerodynamic center in the
linear lift region can be estimated by use of the relationship3 established in Figures 20
and 21.

AAC " 0.483 1sAEFFCLs/6SREF at 0.80 Mach number (3)

AAC1 - 0.296 IsAEFFCL ,/8SREF at 1.20 Mach number (4)

The change in aerodynamic center due to strakes in the nonlinear lift region beyond
wing stall (AAC2) is plotted as a function of the parameter IsAEFF/dSREF in Figure 22.
The lift-curve s ope torm is omitted because of the characteristic nonlinear lift variation
of low-aspect-ratio wings (constructed strake "wing") at high angles of attack. All strake
configurations exhibit essentially the same linear variation of aerodynamic center with the
parameter I AEFF/aSREF for given leading-edge-flap deflections. Deflecting the leading-
edge flap in the nonlInear lift region reduces the shift due to the strake (as expected,
based on the reduced lift, Figure 16). For strake Z4 and a flap deflection of 25 degrees,
there is a noticable change in stability over the strake-off configuration, although for
this flap deflection the incroment in lift due to the strake is small. Thus, strakes can
provide beneficial linearization of the pitching moment even when the flap effects reduce
the increment in lift due to the strakes.

_ _!
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A translation between Configurations 785 and 401F-5 is shown in Figure 22. This is
due to the fuselage blending of 401F-5, which results in a further forward strake-off aero-
dynamic center location and a smaller overall shift in aerodynamic center due to the strake.

Since all configuration leading-edge-flap combinations have the same slope for AAC2
versus IsAEFF/CSREF the effects of variations in strake size can easily be estimated for a
particular configuration. Thus, Figure 22 in conjunction with Figure 20, can be used to
size a forebody strake to provide a linear pitching moment curve at .80 Mach number.

5. LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

Maintaining directional stability to maximum usable lift is of major importance in the
design of high-performance maneuvering aircraft. Generally progressive deterioration in
static directional stability begins at moderate-to-high angles of attack for most conven-
tional configurations and, consequently, limits the maximum usable lift. Strakes, both nose
and forebody, have proven effective in extending the usable lift range.

The nature of the strake's effectiveness, its vortex generation, and effects on the
wing and forebody is highly dependent on the general configuration of the aircraft. Isola-
tion and correlation of these effects (particularly in regard to lateral/directional sta-
bility characteristics) are difficult considering that in the F-16 program most families of
strakes were tested on different forebody configurations. However, there are sufficient
variations within the families of strakes tested on given forebodies to allow several comm-
ents to be made concerning the relative importance of several strake geometric parameters.

Especially at low speed and high- and very high-angle-of-attack ranges, nose strakes
have a pronounced effect on lateral/directional stability characteristics. Improvement in
lateral/dLrectional stability is influenced by the size (length and width) of the nose
strake. All nose strakes were tested on ccnfigurations that have an integrated forebody
strake. In all cases, the improvement in lateral/directional stability due to the nose
strake over the baseline forebody strake is significant. Typical results are displayed in
Figure 23 for representative nose strake Z124 at .20 Mach number. The strake width and ex-
tension aft are the most significant design parameters. A typical example of the effect of
nose-strake extension is shown in Figure 24. The wider nose strakes also result in better
lateral/directional characteristics (Z112 vs Z114 in Figure 25). Strake leading-edge shape
is of little consequence; however, truncation of the strake (e.g., Z112 and Z114) improves
stability, especially laterally, over the same strakes faired back into the fuselage (Zll0
and Z113 in Figure 25).

The significant difference ineffectiveness between the nose and forebody strakes
emphasizes the importance of the nose flow characteristics on lateral/directional stability.
Without nose strakes, the shed vortices from the forebody emanate from variable locations
along the nose depending on the angle of attack, sideslip, configuration, etc. With nose
strakes applied, especially the truncated nose strakes, the location of vortex initiation
is fixed, and the vortex is directed along the fuselage in a symmetrical manner resulting
in improved lateral/divectional behavior. In the case of the forebody strakes, their
effects on directional stability are not as significant as the nose strakes since most are
located behind the actual initiation of forebody vortices, plus the probability that their
vortices are affected by the flow field surrounding the wing.

Examination of the forebody-strake transonic data (mostly .80 Mach number) supports
several general conclusions. Although the impact of forebody strakes on lateral/directional
stability is significantly less than that of nose strakes, proper design can result in sta-
bility improvements. Adjustment of the forebody-strake shape has definite effects on the
performance of the stxake, both with and without leading-edge-flap deflection. The most
obvious area of influence is the extension of the strake forward on the nose and the width
of the strake at this point.

This conclusion is supported by the relative stability within the family of strakes
shown in Figure 10. The forebody strake that extends all the way to the nose (Z25) shows
the greatest improvement over the strake-off case (Figure 26). The least effective strake
(Z27) has most of its area aft on the nose. It does, however, produce a relatively small
improvement in stability. This is the result of the formation of a vortex along the strake.
This strake vortex, when sufficiently strong, provides a stabilizing influence on the wing
flow field and in the afterbody region. The strength of this vortex is dependent on strake
shape and the interaction with the wing flow field. Improvements associated with leading-
edge deflection suggest the importance of the wing flow field on stability. With no flap
deflection, the separated flow over the wing interferes with the vortex effects on the fuse-
lage afterbody. As flap deflection increases, the improved flow-yields a reduction in
interference and -esults in an improvement in lateral/directional stability.

4i,
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Nose strakes offer significantly improved lateral/directional performance with a mini-
mum increase in wetted area and little effect on longitudinal characteristics. Forebody
strakes provide beneficial linearization of the pitching moment curve and improved maneuver
lift. Although application of the strakes is highly configuration-dependent and optimiza-
tion undoubtedly requires tunnel testing, initial design guidelines have been developed and
several recommendations can be forwarded.

Design guidelines have been developed that allow forebody strakes to be sized to obtain
a linear pitching moment curve and the resulting lift and drag increments to be estimated.
The incremental lift effects have been shown to be primarily a function of the area affected
by the strake-induced vortex. Forebody-strake-planform shape is of secondary importance to
lift generation but has a significant effect on lateral/directional characteristics.

The nose strake leading-edge shape is of minor importance for lateral/directional sta-
bility. The major positive influences are found to be the width and length of the strake
and the truncation of the surface. The nose strakes tested have little effect on longitud-
inal stability; however, increasing surface widths or lengths, and consequently area, may
lead to possible adverse effects in the subsonic high-angle-of-attack region.

Forebody strakes have (relative to nose strakes) limited effectiveness lateral-
directionally unless the strake is extended quito far forward on the nose. The extension
forward on the nose, however, can become undesirable from the point of view of longitudinal
stability at high subsonic angles of attack.

A need has been identified for further well-structured testing designed to isolate the
effects of straks geometry on, in particular, the lateral/directional-stability and low-
speed-stall characteristics. It is recommended that systematic families of forebody strakes
be designed for a simple wing-body configuration and these definitive tests conducted.
These data will also serve to verify and/or expand the initial design guidelines that have
been developed for longitudinal effects.
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SUMMARY

In recent years It has been shown that vortical flows emanating from the forebody and from hybrid wings can
have a strong influence on the high angle-of-attack handling qualities and the departure and spin resistance of
fighter aircraft. Depending on the strengths, orientation, and breakdown characteristics of these vortices, an
aircraft may be departure prone or departure resistant.

Northrop has conducted In-depth studies to determine the effects of these shed vortices and to isolate param-
eters which strongly influence therm. Arising from these studies, methodologies were developed which can be
used as general guidelines In the design of both aircraft forebody shapes and hybrid-wing planform shapes such
that the interactions between these vortex systems will enhance aircraft stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic effects associated with aircraft forebodies can have a dominating effect on stability at post-
stall angles of attack. In this ang!e-of-ottack region, the vertical tail effectiveness Is usually severely degraded
as the tail is immersed in tie low energy wing wake. The vortices which emanate from the forebody can be very
strong and depending on their orientation, can produce large yawing moments at zero sideslip. These vortices
can alDo determine the degree of directional stability which the configuration will exhibit. Several geometric
parameters influence the formation of the forebody vortices. These include nose fineness ratio, bluntness, and
cross-sectional shape.

Vortices generated by a hybrid-wing planform contribute vignificantly to the lift capability of the aircraft at
high angles of attack. These vortices also contriLute strongly to the stabdity characteristics, especially in the
vicinity of the stall angle of attacL. When the aircraft is sideslipped, these vortices can burst asymmetrically
over the main wing panels, degrading the latera1 ,-diroctional stability. Studies have been conducted at Northrop
to determine methods whereby the lift increment generated by these vortices could be maintained while ininimizing
the adverse lateral-directional effect. 'Re&ultw from the studies show the location of the vortex burst points over
the wing panels are a strong function of tle LEX (win. leading-edge extension) planform shape, wing leading-edge
sweep angle, and deflection of the inboard trailing-edge flap. Delaying the vortex breakdown to higher angles of
attack is foud to delay wing stall and improve the adverse effect on lateral-directional stability.

For some configurations, there can be a significnt interaction betwem the forebody and wing vortices.
These interactions appear to be highly configuration dependent. However, for configurations which have hybrid
wings with leading-edge extensions in close proximity to the forebody, there is a higher degree of vortex inter-
action. Due to the high degree of configuration dependence, a uniform methodology can not be developed from
the existing data base which will predict the effect of these vertex interactions. Designers must, however, be
aware of the potential magnitude of the interactions and their effect on aircraft stabil"-,

This Vaper will discuss the methodologie developed to predict forebody and wing/LEX vortex effects on air-
craft stability, E;.-mplee will be presented of configurations thrt exhibit strong forebody and wing/LEX vortex
interactions and also configruarations which have minimal interaction. The paper will conclude by presenting de-
tails of the development of a ne s forebody shape and LEX planform for the F-5 configuration which were designed
using the methodologies presented.

.i 
"____

- . ... m . . . . . . . .
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IL FOREBOD'.'EFFECTS

AERODYNAMIC ASYMMETRIES

A significant Interest ias developed in recen2t years In the eat-dy of aerodynamic asymmetries at high
agin of attack. Historicaily the phenomenon has been primarily ccalcentratod In missile aerodynamics, due
to tho characteristically long and slender bodies of most missiles, Reference I presents a good survey and
bibliography of the missile problem. Recent 'rends, however, in iighter aircraft design have led to aircraft
fuselages which have forebody fineness ratios in the snxae range as somne missiles, thus forcing aircraft de-
signers to deal withi the problem of asymmetries. Figure I illustrates the forebody lerZgths of three Northrop
aircraft nondimensinalized to the mean aerodynamic chord oi the win% in nach case.

FIGURE 1. TYPICAL FIGffTER FOREBODY LENGTHS

It baa been convincingly shown in small-scale wind tunnel and water tunnel experiments that the apfro-
dynamic PhanoL ienon which Is responaible for these asymmxetric force,' and momentot is the growda of a strong
vortex system from the aircraft forebody. For sufficiently slender forebodies, this vortex. system becomes
asymmetric at high angles of attack and can exert a significant offect oni the coher components of the airframe.
Figure 2 illustrates these vortices. Figure 3 shows dye patterns emanating from an aircraft forebody At a
high angle of attack taken during a water tunnel test. jn asymmetric vor~ox pattern io clearly ubewn.

LOW ANGLE OF ATTACKC HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
(SYMMETRIC) (ASYMMETRIC)

FIGURE 2. FORLBODY VORTEX PATTERNS

Au understanding of details of the vortex systems generated by forebodies at high angles-of-attack can be
developed from results of tests made in the water tunnel. Numerous water tunnel investigations on several fore-
bodies have shown the exisenoe of similar vortex patterns which characteristically include a pair of apex vortices
emnating from the tip c. the nooe, plus a secondary vortex pair arising from the separated flow along the fuselage
side. A typical example of a foreb~y vortex systeta is shown In Figure 4.
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FIGURE~ 3. ASYMMETIC FOREBODY VORTEX PATTERNS AT HI1GH ANGLES OF ATTACK

FIGURE 4. FOREBODY VORTEX SYSEM

The voriex arrangement on the forebody can be represented by a simplified cross-sectional view of the nose,
As shown in Figure 5. Thia figure Illustrates the effects of both a symmetric and an asymmetric vortex pattern
around the nose at zero angle of sideslip. The asymmetric vortex pattern generates a resultant forebody force
which has a large component in the side-force direction. This side force, acting on the forebody and coupled with
a long moment arm to the aircraft center of gravity, can produce large yawing moments at zero sideslip at high
angles of' attack.

APEX VORTEX PAIR]C~

I FOHEBOY LIFT

rSKcoNDA1RYj - LIFT OC VRIE

FIGURE 5. ~FOREBODYTXP TEIS

Until recently, it had not been convincingly shown that asymmetric vortex shedding and the resulting asymn-
metric forces which have beeni measured on wid tunnel models and observed In water tunnels actually exist on the
full scale aircraft at flight Reynolds numbers. Figure 6 shows a comparison of yawing moment coefficient at zero
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WINO TUNNEL. OATA

IN.. 2.0 110

- LIGHT Tit DATA

-!

YAWING MOMENT CO.F.CIIIT

FIGURE 6. WIND TUNNEL/FLIGHT TEST CORRELATION

sideslip for a small-scale win tunnel model and full-scale aircraft. The wind tunnel data were gathered at
Reynolds numbers of 2. 0 x 10 and the flight-test data were extracted at Reynolds numbers of between 5. 5 and
6. 5 x 106. The asymmetric vortex shedding can greatly Impact the departure and spin resistance of fighter air-
craft, Figure 7 presents the effect of the aerodynamic asymmetries on the analytical spin-entry boundary. When
the asymmetries are ignored, the calculated boundary is symmetric and Indicates a false level of spin resistance.
When the asymmetries are included, a strong bias is evidenced. Flight test results of two spins are shown, Indi-
cating an agreement with the asymmetric spin boundary, thus further substantiating the existence of the aerodynamic
asymmetries.

0 OINOCTIONAISMTICLTL ,=-

*. ,ASYM IETRIC LATERA -
0 OIRECTIONALAERMODYNAMICIS

.40 M " TRONGLT TAL0 -

IRECTIONAL 0 7 I

ANGLE OR ATTAC K '0O|0FIGURE 7. EFFECT OF AERODYNAMIC ASYMMETRIES

Any analysis, therefore, conducted on the departure and spin characteristics of a fighter aircraft must
consider aerodynamic asymmetries and the forebody contribution to stalilty.

EFFECT OF FOREBODY FINENESS RATREIO

One of the primary geometric parameters which Influences forebody aerodynamics is the forebodiy fineness
ratio (exampies shown in Figure 1).

The definition of forebody length used in the calculation of fineness ratio diepends on the aircraft geometry,
For aircraft with fairly long forebodies, a reference line is drawn four body diameters forward of the wing trail-
ing-edge. The forebody length is defined as the length forward of that reference line. This convention tis taken
from Reference 2 and is illustrated in Figure 8(a). For aircraft with large wing-body strakes (LEX's) or large
inlets which extend fairly far forward, a modified definition for forebody length is used as shown in Figure 8(b).

Figure 9 shows the variatiot, in absolute magnitude of yawing moment cQefficent at zero sideslip developed
from the analysis of data on several aircraft whose fineness ratios varied from approximately , 5 to 6.0. Also
shown is the variation of ons4t angle of attack with fineness ratio taken from Refet-ence 3. As can be seen, in-
creasing the forebody fineness ratio tends to produce Jiarge asymmetric yawing moment and lower the onset
angle-of-aLtack at which the asymmetries occur.

N

__ _ _o 20 _ _ _ _ ._ _0_ED E
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 8. DZFINITIGN OF FINENESS RATIO

70 -REF: NASA TMX3310
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FIGURE 9. EFFECT OF FINENESS RATIO

NOSE E FFECT ON STABILITY

In addition to the effect of the forebody vortices on aerodynamic asymmetries, properly shaped aircraft fore-
bodies can provide a favorable contribution to aircraft stability at high angles of attack. Researchers at NASA in-
vestigated the F-5A nose shape and found it to be the major contributor to the directional stability of the aircraft
above the stall angle of attack as shown in Figure 10. The primary cause of this stabilizing effect was found to be
the unique orientation which the forebody vortex system assumes when the aircraft is sideslipped.

EFFECT OF NOSE CROSS-SECTIONAL SHAPE

Nose cross-sectional shape has a dominant effect on directional stability at high angles-of-attack. Figure 11,
taken from Reference 4, shows the effect of nose cross-sectional shape on directional stability for vertical tall-off
configurations of the F-5E/F, P530, YF-17, and P630 for an angle-of-attack range up to 60. These configurations
represent a full range of nose cross-sectional shapes including an ellipse with the major axis vertical to an ellipse
with the major axis horizontal. s expected, all configurations are unstable at low angles-of-attack, and remain
unstable until approximately 25" angle of attack. Above 25" angle of attack, cross-sectional effects are evident;
the horizontal ellipse cross-sectional shape becomes stable while the vertical ellipse shape becomes even more
unstable.

To further illustrate the effects of nose cross-section on directional stability in the post-stall angle-of-attack
range, Figure 12, extracted from Reference 4, is presented. The directional stability is shown as a function of
nose ellipticity ratio at 35* angle-of-attack. Although some scatter is present, a reasonable correlation is shown
which conforms to the previous conclusion that a flat elliptic nose section is required to produce positive directional
stability at high angles-of-attack.

The directional stability obtained at high angles-of-attack with the flat elliptic nose shapes is influenced by
Mach number, and eventuaily is eliminated when the Mach number exceeds a certain value. This effect is illustrated
in Figure 13 widch presents directional stability data for both low and t nsonic Ma.h number cases.

Any geometric charges to the aircraft forebody which affect lateral-directional stability would also be expected
to affect the aircraft longitudinal stability, particularly since the forces on the forebody act at a considerable distance
from the moment center. Figure 14 shows pitching moment due to sideslip for two different types of elliptic nose

[t
-_"__- :____ ",,_______ ' j"

.pf
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shapes. Data indicate that nose shapes which have a stabilizing directional stability force component also have an
unstable, nose up pitching moment contribution (+Cn4 I

BALANCE

4 1 i
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FIGURE 10. NOSE EFFECT ON STABILITY
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FIGURE 11. EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE ON STABILITY

The converse is true for noses that have a destabilizing directional force component. To further substantiate this
trend, Figure 15 presents data Io' an F-SF at 40' angle-of-attack. As shown, the stabilizing nose effect in yaw is
accompanied by a nose up pitching moment.

EFFECT OF STRAKES

The most common means of ensuring that the forebody vortices will shed symmetrically at zero sideslip
has been the use of thln strakes placed on the maximum half-breadth of the forebody. Unfortunately, however,
in many cases these nose strakes prevent the formation of the unique forebody vortex orientation at nonzero
sideslip, which is responsible for the positive directional stability contribution of the forebody at high angles-
cf-attack. This is ilustrated on the F-SE/F configurations in Figures 16 and 17.

'T7, '
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FIGURE 17. STRAKE EFFECT AT NONZERO SIDESLIP

An example of an aircraft where directione,' stability yas improved by the addition of nose strakes is the
YF-17. The addition of a flight-test nose boom destabilized the aircraft in yaw. Nose strakes were added to the
configuration, seen in Figure 18, and directional stability was improved as shown it Figure 19.

4.

- . *~I.J
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FIGURE 18. YF-17 STRAKE GEOMETRY
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FIGURE 19. EFFECT OF NOSE BOOM AND STRAKE

The difference In the strake effectiveness Illustrated here between the F-Y/F and YF-17 configurations idi-
cates the effect of strakes on directional stability at nonzero sideslip io configuration dependent while the applica-
tion of strikes to reduce nonzero yawing moments at zero sideulip Is not.

EFFECT OF BLUNTNESS

Studies performed at Northrop have shown the forebody nose radius has an effect on high angle-of-attack
aerodynamics and the results of these studies agree with the trends found by researchers at NASA. The data of
Figures 20 id 21 are extractcd from data presented In Reference 5 and show that nose bluntness effects both the
magnitude and the onset angle-of-attack at which directional asymmetries at zero sideslip occur, As the nose
bluntness angle is increased, the onset angle-of-attack is delayed and for increased nose bluntness, the magnitude
of the aerodynamic asymmetry is reduced. Northrop results, Figures 22 and 23, also show that nose bluntness
raises the onset angle-of-attack and also has an important offet on the peak asymmetric yawing moment at zero
mi'Icslip.

EFFECT OF FLIGHT TEST NOSE BOOMS

Flight testing requirements often result in the addition of a large instrumentation boom to the nose of the
aircraft to mount an angle-of-attack and sideslip vane and pitot-static system. Figure 24 shows a typical coo-
figuration. This boom, over seven feet long and with a four-inch base diamoter, modifies LUoth the nose shape

+ TRK
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FIGURE 21. EFFECT OF NOSE RADIUS ON ONSET ANGLE OF ATTACK

and the effective fineness ratio, altering the nose vortex system. In addition, a vortex pattern is shed by the
boom itself. This modification to a test aircraft can oignificantly affect the lateral-directional stability of the con-
figuration at high angles-of-attack and coald, potentially, alter the departure susceptibility and recover charac-
teristics which would be determined.

Figure 25 illustrates an example of the variation in lateral-directional stability which can be caused by the
installation of a large (4-inch diameter) flight-test nose boom on a fighter aircraft. A significant change to the
forebody vortex system is produced by the nose boom.

IU. WING/LEX VORTEX CHARACTERISTICS

Many fighter aircraft aonflgiiratlons have been designed such that a fully attached flow would be maintained over
the lifting surfaces in order to maximize both the performance and the maneuvering capability of the design. Experi-
mental studies and flight tests on a variety of configurations have shown that significant increases in maximum lift
coefficient and reductions in drag at high lift can also be obtained by careful generation and control of concentrated
vortices which favorably interact with the flow over a low aspect ratio main wing surface. These vortices ha ;e been
generated by such devices as close-coupled canards, wing leading-edge disontimnitles or sawteeth and wing-body
strakes or leading-edge extensions (LEX's). The discussions of wing flow field effects In the present paper wiil be

4 7 ,7,
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For a basic discussion of the geometric factors which affect vortex breakdown, reference is made to Figure 27,
taken from Reference 6, which illustrates the forward progressioui of the vortex burst point on a sharp-edged delta
wing with increased angle-of-attack. Planforms with leading-edge sweep angles of from 55* to 82" are presented.
Two main points can be made from a review of these data. First, for a given leading-edge sweep angle, vortex burst
point progresses forward with increasing angle-of-attack. The piogression is more rapid when the burst point is in
the region of the trailing edge (large adverse pressure gradients) and less rapid near the apex of the wing. Secondly,
for vortex burst at a constant value of x/co, a higher breakdown angle of attack is observed with increasing leading-
edge sweep angle.

so

ALE

20

0.40 .0 .80 1.00
x/c O

FIGURE 27. EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AND SWEEP ANGLE ON
VORTEX BREAKDOWN LOCATION

Similar effects are present on hybrid wings (wing/LEX combinations). When the vortex burst point begins to
move forward of the trailing edge of thr wing, a reduction in induced lift is observed. Also at a constant value of
sideslip, vortex bursting becomes asymmetric due to an effective increase in the sweep angles of the leeward LEX
and wing and a similar reduction in the windward LEX and wing sweep angles as illustrated in Figure 28. This can
lead to lateral instabUittes and when the vortex burst points are in close proximity to the vertical or horizontal tails,
abrupt loss of directional or longitudinal stability is often experienced. An example of abrupt lateral-directional
stability loss due to asymmetric LEX vortex breakdown is presented in Figure 29.

WINDWARD
VORTEX BURST

LEEWARD

VORTEX BURST

FIGURE 28. SCHEMATIC OF LEX EFrECT
IN SIDESLIP
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FIGURE 31. EFFECT OF LEADING-EDGE CURVATURE ON VORTEX BREAKDOWN
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FIGURE 32. EFFECT OF SAW'TOTH ON VORTEX BREAKDOWN
CHARACTERISTICS OF 70' DELTA WING

0 forms at the notch has a sense of rotation which tends to inhibit outboard spanwise flow, causing a premature break-
down on the wing leading-edge vortex. The second vortex forms from the leading edge and is in the same sense as the
primary wing vortex a-d the LEX vortex. This secondary leading-edge vortex improves the flow over the outboard
wing panel and can provide an improvement to the induced lift and the latbral stability contribution (Cj ) of the wing.
Figure 34, taken from Reference 7, illustrates the effect of a sawtooth on a fighter with a hybrid wing/LEX geometry.

WING FENCES

Wing upper-surface fences produce an aerodynamic effect very similar to wing leading-edge discontinuities.
Like the notch vortex, the fence inhibits outboard spanwise flow and promotes an early wing leading-edge vortex
breakdown. This effect is illustrated in Figure 35. The fence promotes a more symmetric vortex breakdown when
the wing is at a non-zero value of sideslip, thereby resulting in an iwprovement in lateral stability as shown in
Figure 36. In contrast to the sawtooth, however, which creates a secondary wing leading-edge vortex, the fence
causes a reduction in vortex induced lift on the wing. This effect is illustrated in Figure 37. Above the stall angle-
of-attack, the effect of the fence becomes diminished as it is immersed in the separated flow over the wing.

,*':



FIGURE 33. EXAMPLE OF SAWTOOTH EFFECT ON VORTEX BflEAKX)OWN
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WING TRALUNCJ-EDGE FLAPS

The effect of deflecting plain flaps located at the wing trailing-edge is to inurease the aft camber of the wing
resulting in some improv-iment in Cl~mjAX- When trailing-d), flaps are deflected at high angles of attack in the
presemice of a otrong wing or LEX vortex, a detrimental effeot on vortex breakdlown Is produced as shown in Figures
38 ad 39 for a 650 delta wing. This premature vortex break~down can cause a reduat4on in directional stability, as
shown In Figure 40. Thase data are fo'- the YF-17 configuration, which' has a plain, unalotted, hinged trailing-edge
flap. For this geometry, the flow field above the flap at an angle of attack of 20 degre-30 or greater has been ob-
served to be totally separated, producing a strung adverse pressure gradient oai the wing upper surface. This
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Having discussed the fmudamentalti of ibrebody and wing vortex formation and breakd~own, the more subhtle, but
sometimes more r.vnounied, effects of forebody and wing vortex interactions will be addressed. Examples can be
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cited of aircraft configurations which have minimal forebody Influences. The high angle-of-attack behavior of these
aircraft tends to be dominated by the wing vortex system. The F-4 is such an aircraft. Fairly extensive changes to
the forobody geometry of the F-4 have been shown to have a very small effeit on its stall and post-stall characteris-
Jics, whereas changes to the wing geometry, such as with the addition of wing leading-edge slats, have produced,
large changes. Examples can also be cited of aircraft configurations whi )h have strong forebody and wing influences
which do not interact and can, therefore, be separated. The F-5A is an example of such an aircraft. At angles of
attack below approximately 30 degrees, the wing contribution to lateral--directional stability is pronounced and the
influence of the forebody is quite small. Above this angle-of-attack, the wing influence diminishes rapidly and the
forebody provides ossentially ah of the directional stability to the airorat.

Current generation, hkghly maneuverable aircraft with hybrid wing planforms and slender forebodies are
characterized by strong interactions betwea, the forobody and the wing/LEX vortex systems. As an example of these
strong interactions, Figure 41 is presented. This figure IlluAtrates the vortex pattern for a configuration which was
developed to maximize tho favorable interactions between the forebedy and ,pper LEX vortices and between the upper
and lower LEX vortices. At the conditions illustrated (a= 24", P = 10'), tt ) leeward secondary vortex formed by
th.e long forobody coalesces completely with the upper LEX vortex, greatly improving the breakdown characteristics
when compared to those in the presence of the non-optimum forebody shape. 'ho upper LEX vortex, in turn, aAs to
Improve the lower LEX vortex breakdown characteristics, thus enhancing the induced vortex lift on the wing. The
upper and lower LEX modifications illustrated represent a total increase in wing area of 9.6" but produce ai incre-
ment in trimmed lift coefficient of 64%. The lateral-directional stability of this configuration was significantly en-
hanced by the favorable vortex nteractions, as well.

The design methodology utilized to develop these enhancements to maneuver performance and high angle-of-
attack flying qualities is illustrated in Figures 42, 43 and 4. These figures present a typical variation of directional
stability with angle-of-.attack. The characteristic loss of directional stability is due to the progressive forward move-
ment of the LEX vortex breakdown point as angie-of-attack is increased. This effect was discussed In detail in Section
I1 of this paper. The objective of the design methodology in to maximize the LEX vortex strength to produce large
induced lift increments while at the same time delaying the breakdown of the vortex to as high an angle-of-uttack
as possible.

As was discussed in Section U of this paper, at angles-of-attack beyond the stall, the forebody of an aircraft
can agrongly influence the directional stability characteristics which are present. Figure 43 illustrates a typical
Improvement in high sngle-of -attack directional stability which can be achieved by proper shaping of the forebody.

An otherwise unstable aircraft can be made stable or a stable configuration can be elaced by this shaping. When a
forebody and wirg/LEX geometry are optimized, as illustrated n Figures 42 and 43, and are then combined on te
same configuration, it is possible for a favorable Interaction to be generated. This synergiotic effect Is Illustrated,
conceptually, in. Figure ".

As a part of Northrop's ongoing research into forebody/wing vortex interactions, an optimum forebody geom-try
and LEX planform shape were developed using the methodologies discussed In the preceding pararaphs. The nose
planform and cross-sectLonal shape were designed to attenuate the asymmetric vortex formatious which r charac-
teristic of forebodies of this high fineness ratio ( /d - 6. 0) while enhancing the favorable directional stability effects
at non-zero sideslip. The LEX geometry was developed to deay vortex brsakdown In the region of the stal angle-of-
attack. The forebody geometry is L-eferred to as the "Shark Nose" due to its flat, broad nose, resewblng the nose
of a shark. The LEX planform is denoted by its wind tunnel model part number "W6 ." The Shark Nose geometry ,s

Ii •
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Figure 51 Illustrates the effect of the W6 LEX planform on vortex brealdown am observed In the Northrop water
tunnl. The forward progreosion of the vortex burst with increasing angle-of-attack is delayed when compared to the
production LEX.

Figure 52 presents the effect, Of the W6 LEX on the directional stability of the conguration. The characteristic
lose of stability amoiated with vortex breakdwn is seen to be delayed in the stall angle-of-attaok region.

.1ohm
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As an example of the predicted improvement in departure-resistance which results from Shark Nose/W6 LEX
combination, Figure 54 io presented. This figure presents one selected time history from aa.extensive open-loon 6
DOF analysis of the Shark Nose/W6 LEX. The maneuver simulated was the abrupt applIcation of full zose-i'p horizon-
tal stabilizer at time t 0 from a trim condition at 150 kno~.s at 35,000 feet altitude. No lateral-directional control
inputs were applied. Full-up stabilizer was maintained throughout the maneuver. Only yaw rate and angle of attack
are presented here. The aerodynamic data package for this simulation consisted of small scale, low speed, static
wind tunnel data with estimated rotary derivatives (strip theory method). As can be cloarly seen in the figure, the
base configuration experiences a large, uncoxnmanded increase in yaw rate at t - 2.3 seconds. as an angle-of-attac k
of approximately 45 degrees is attained. This yaw rate couples inertially with roll rate (not shown) to pruduce a
further increase in angle-of-attat~k, producing a apin condition. The same coatrol inputs to the Shark Nose/W6 LEX
configuration produces a higher initial angle-of-attack, but no uncomnianded yaw departitre, and the angle-of-attack
begins to converge to a full-aft-stick trim value of o4 ,proxdmately 30 degrees. The results of this maneuver and many
others indicated a dramatic increase in departure resistance couiI hP 'xpected from the Shark Nose/W6 LEX oufij -
uration when compared to the baselino.

so
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FIGURE 54. DI.CaTAL 6 DOF SIMULATED MANEUVER - EFFECT OF SHARK NOSE
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Based on the small scale experimental tests and analytical predictions, a full scale 3hark Nose and W6 LEX
were constructed and a flight test investigation of their effects was made using a specially modified spin test aircraft.
Figure 55 presents a photograph of the test aircraft. The results of this flight program verified the analytical pre-
dictions and confirmed that the nose vortex system had been stabilized and the asymmetric yawing moments previously
experienced were elln,;nated.

FIGURE 55. FLIGHi TEST VEHICLE WITH SHARK( NOSE AND W6 LEX INSTALLED

Figures 56 and 57 present a comparison of full scale flight test results with 6 DOF simulation for t-wo maneuvers.
Figure 56 shows a longitudinal stick snap similar to that described in Figure 54 but with slightly differcnt initial con-
ditions. The exact flight test control inputs and initial conditioin were used in the digital simulation. 'The agreement
shown is. excellent. Figure 57 shows a one-g stall, and again, except for a slight phase discrepancy in roll angle, the
agreement is excellent.
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FIGURE 56. DiGITAL/FLIGHT TES~T CORRELATION STICK SNAP MANEUVER
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V. CONCLUSION

Vortical flows shed from the forebody and wings can have a dominant influence on the stability of fighter air-
craft at high angles of attack. Through oareful configuration design, the induced effects of these vortices can be made
to enhance stability. Methodologies have been developed to provide guidelines for the design of forebody and hybrid
wing geometries which will improve stability at high angles of attack. Proper forebody shaping can attenuate asym.-
metric vortex shedding and reduce the magnitude of yawing moments at zero sideslip while enhancing lateral-
directional stability. Selection of hybrid wing planform shapes which delay the breakdown of the wing/LEX vortices
can increase both the stall angle of attack and aircraft lateral stability in the stall region. For some configurations,
especially those having hybrid wings which are in close proximity to the forebody, there can be interactions between
the forebody and wing/LEX vortices which can either improve or degrade stability. These interactions are highly
configuration dependent; however, the aircraft designer can make use of these interactions to maximize departure
and spin resistance of a specific configuration.
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STRAKE-INDUCED SEPARATION FROM THE LEADING EDGES OF WINGS OF MODERATE SWEEP

by

S. P. Fiddes
J. H. B. Smith

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire, England

SUMMARY

Mechanisms are proposed to account for the observation that, on a wing of moderate sweep ard aspect
ratio, leading-edge separation occurs at a lower incidence when strakes (ie highly swept, forward exten-
sions to the wing root) are attached ahead of it. The effect on the main wing of the vortices resulting
from the leading-edge separation on the strake is considered, and a simplified approach to modelling the
flow over strake-wing combinations is introduced.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a,b,c,d coefficients, equation (3)

c(y) local chord

G(y) coefficient of leading-edge singularity, equation (1)

h(x) camber

K tangent of semi-apex-angle

it(xy) loading (- ACp

L see equation (A-3)

n coordinate measured normal to leading edge

N see equation (Al)

s semi-span of main wing

O(x) local semi-span

U fr-e-strem speed

v sidewash due to vortex pair

w upwash due to vortex pair

W(x) cross-flow speed

x chordwise coordinate

y spanwise coordinate

z coordinate normal to planform

a incidence

y semi-apex-angle; distributed bound circulation (spanwise)

r circulation

chordwise coordinate, see equation (A-1)

*angular chordwise coordinate, see equation (A-5)

0 velocity potential

Subscript

a spanwise

I INTRODUCTION

In 1971, KchemannI proposed combining vortex and classical aerofoil flows by placing a slender wing
in front of a wing of high aspect ratio and moderate sweep. The resulting wing, when at incidence, produces
the slendar-wing type of separated flow over the highly swept inner part, and was envisaged as having
attached flow over the outboard sections, except perhaps at the tips. The combination was intended to remove
the central kink effect in the loading of the basic, moderately swept wing; in particular, to avoid the
formation of a forward leg to the shock system at transonic speeds. At about the same time, research was in
progress in the USA for the light-weight fighter progriame. The two aircraft that reached prototype stage,
the General Dynamics YF-16 and the Northrop YF-17 (see Refs 2 and 3), both featured highly-swept leading-
edge extensions at the wing root, or 'strokes°, These strakes appear to have been first introduced to fix
the unsteady or asymetrical forebody separations on the aircraft, which could have caused problems of
stability and control at high incidence. Further research (see, eg Staudacher 4) has shown that the strakes
may have beneficial effects at low speeds in delaying the conventional stall and reducing drag at high lift,
at transonic speeds in reducing buffet intensity, and at supersonic speeds in reducing wave drag.

These prospects have encouraged further investigation of wing-strake combinations, and, in the course
of a series of wind-tunnel tests at RAE, surface oil-flow photographs have been obtained. Fig I shows a
comparison between the flow patterns at low speed on a wing of 400 leading-edge sweep and aspect ratio 3,

,'I_ " I' 'L'"'-. - - . "
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at 14° incidence, with and without a strake of 75' leading-edge sweep. It can be seen that, even for this

moderate sweep of the outboard section, a separation near the leading edge is induced by the strake, at an
incidence for which the flow over the same wing without the strake is attached. This Paper is concerned
with possible mechanisms for this premature separation.

For a wing of given planform and thickness distribution, it is likely that the tendency of the flow
to separate at the leading edge is dependent upon the magnitude of the leading-edge suction force, which
is related to the coefficient of the inverse square-root singularity in the loading there, as given by the
linearised theory of attached flow 5 . If, for instance, it is intended to avoid leading-edge separation on
a sharp-edged wing, the mean surface of the wing is warped so that this coefficient vanishes. It might
therefore be hoped that an indication of the effect of the strake could be obtained by calculating the
attached flow over the planform, with and without the strake, and comparing values of this coefficient on
the main wing utboard of its intersection with the strake leading edge. From the results of such a
calculation it appears that the increase in leading-edge suction produced by the strake in wholly attached
flow would probably be insufficient to explain the early separation on the outboard section of the wing.

In any case, it is clear that the vortex shea from the highly swept leading edge of the strake will.
modify the distribution of leading-edge auction, reducing it to zero along the strake itself. Accordingly,
a simple representation of the flow with separation from the strake was devised, and the corresponding
distribution of leading-edge suction over the main wing was calculated. This showed, as expected, that the
suction near the kink in the leading edge is very small, though further outboard the increased upwash
induced by the strake vortices produces an increane in leading-edge suction. It also emerged that the
vortices induce a large sidewash in the neighbourhood of the kink in the leading edge. This outward
component of velocity changes the direction of the flow approaching the leading edge of the main wing,
increasing its effective angle of sweep and so encouraging separation there.

The appearance of leading-edge separation on the straked wing at a lower angle of incidence than on

the basic wing is therefore attributed to:

(a) an increase in the effective sweep of the leading edge of the main wing near the kink section, and

(b) an increase in the effective incidence of the outboard sections of the main wing.

Both of these effects are caused by the strake vortices. It also seems likely that

(c) a leading-edge vortex, formed on the outer wing near the kink, itself i.duces an outboard flow which
tends to sustain the separation.

2 CALCULATION METHODS

2.1 Attached flow

Two methods, both lifting-surface treatments based on the linearised theory of subsonic flow, were
used for the attached-flow calculations. One, due to Hewitt and Kellaway6 , uses a global mode represent-
ation of the loading, with modes specially chosen to reflect the singular behaviour of the loading at the
apex of the wingY,8 . The computer program was modified to calculate the coefficient of the singularity in
the loading at the leading edge. This coefficient is defined as

G(y) - lim nI£(y,n) , (I)
n40

where . is the loading, y is a spanwise coordinate and n is the distance from the leading edge,
measured normal to it. As G(y) is dimensional, the convention is introduced that all lengths are scaled
on the semi-span of the planform. The second method used is an iterative technique based on vortex lattice
theory, developed by Sells at RAE and briefly described in the Appendix. In this program a term closely
related to 0(y) is calculated as part of the standard output.

The planform selected for this study is one for which a lifting-surface theory calculation had already
been performed by Kellaway9 , using the method of Ref 6. It is shown as A in Fig 2, with an outline of the
planform of the wind-tunnel model (whichi included a fuselage and a faired intake) shown as B for comparison.
The basic wing, without strake, is obtained by extending the leading edge of the outboard section to the
root in each case. Despite the differences between the planforms A and B, the qualitative results of the
study are expected to be applicable to the experimental situation.

The two calculation methods were applied to the basic wing as a check of consistency: they predicted
the same distribution of G(y) , except for a small discrepancy at the wing tip, introduced by rounding the
planform corner in the method of Ref 6. It was concluded that the two methods could be used interchangeably
on wings of this type.

When the strake is added ahead of the basic wing a kink is introduced in the leading edge of the
planform. It can be shown, from exact local solutions7,B to the linearised, thin-wing problem in subsonic
flow, that G(y) should become infinite at such a concave corner in the leading edge. This singularity
will not appear, unless specially incorporated, in results obtained by numerical methods. However, by
selecting a vortex lattice that concentrated elements in the vicinity of the kink, the failure could
apparently be localised to its immediate neighbourhood. The use of global modes in the method of Hewitt and
Kellaway6 produced a much smoother variation of G(y) , which appeared unlikely to represent the effects of
the change in sweep correctly. For this reason, the iterative method based on the vortex lattice and
described in the Appendix was prefcrred for the determination of G(y) on the straked planform.

2.2 Strake separation

The only methods available for calculating the flow over the strake with leading-edge &eparation rely
on slander-body assumptions. In particular, they do not allow for the upstream influence of the main wing.
This means that, for a plane strake of delta planform, they predict a conical flow in which the loading on
the strake is uniform along conical rays through the apex. Calculations by Kellaway 9 using the method of

.t ~ 4
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Ref 6 on planform A of Fig 2 show that the attached flow is far from conical over the strake. The curves
labelled LST (lifting surface theory) in Fig 3 show the variation in the attached flow loading along the
conical rays on the strake. The abscissa, x/s , is the downstream distance measured in terms of the
overall semi-span, so that the kink in the leading edge occurs at x/s - 0.94 . It is apparent that the
loading approximately doubles over the length of the strake. A straightforward use of slender-body methods
would therefore be inadequate and some adaptation is needed.

The increase in loading shown in Fig 3 must be due to the upwash induced by the bound vortices of the
main wing. It is plausible that:

(a) although this upwash falls off rapidly ahead of the wing, it varies little across the span of
the strake; and

(b) the induced upwash in the real flow is close to that calculated for the same geometric incidence
by lifting surface theory for attached flow. This suggests that the lifting surface theory can be used to
generate an 'equivalent lengthwise camber' of the strake, the amount of this camber being proportional to
the geometric incidence of the wing. The limitation to purely lengthwise camber, in which cross-sections
of the strake are plane, is necessary because this is the only case for which a general calculation methodI0

for leading-edge separation is available. The equivalent lengthwise camber is constructed by matching the
loadings on the strake calculated for attached flow,

(a) by lifting surface theory6 ,9 for the actual plane wing, and

(b) by slender-body theory for the strake with equivalent lengthwise camber.

The loading according to slender-body theory can be obtained readily from the well-known expression
for the velocity potential on a plane slit of semi-span s(n) in an upward cross-flow W(x)

t - ± W(x)(s
2 (x) - y2)i

where the upper and lower signs refer to the upper and lower surfaces of the slit. The loading I(x,y) is
then given by:

I C 2 0 4 a (W (2( y2)

.. L . . (WO - ,
Forp U lx U ax

where U is the free-stream speed. For a delta wing of apex angle 2y , s(x) - Kx , where K - tan y
For a lengthwise camber h(x) , measured downwards, superposed on a uniform incidence 

W(X) - U(a + h'(x))

Hence

Z(x.qr) - 4K (a + h'( + xh"(x)( - n2) , (2)

where n = y/Kx is a conical coordinate running from zero at the centre line to I at the leading edge.
The problem is now to choose a function h(x) so that the loading given by (2) matches the loading from
the lifting surface theory shown in Fig 3.

A very simple approach was found to give adequate result The camber was represented by a quartic
polynomial

h(x) - h0 + ax + bx
2 + cx3 + dx , (3)

where h is a vertical displacement which does not affect the loading (2). The loading as given by (2)
and (3) 8as then equated to the loading given by the lifting surface theory 9 at four points along the conical
ray n - 0.7 . this yields four linear equations for the four constants ab,c,d. The fitted, zlender-body
theory, loading which results is shown by the broken curves in Fig 3. The discrepancies are mainly due to
the variation in the induced upwash across the strake semi-span; they are not large enough to discredit the
aprroach adopted.

We note that the coefficients a,b,c,d are proportional to the incidence, u , of the wing. The camber
line obtained is shown in the lower part of Fig 4. The camber is reflex, the local incidence falling from
its value at the apex over the first part of the chord, though this is not obvious in the figure.

It is now assumed that the development of the leading-edge separation on the strake of the actual wing
is approximated by the development of the leading-edge separation, as calculated by slender-body theory, on
the strake with the equivalent lengthwise camber. The separated flow on the strake with lengthwise camber
was calculated first using the method of Clark1 O , which uses a vortex-sheet representation of the leading-
edge vortex. Convergence difficulties were experienced at low angles of incidence, probably because the
local incidence initially decreases downstream of the apex. Further calculations at low angles of incidence
were made using the isolated vortex representation of the leading-edge vortex, by an extension of Smith's
techniquell. The two methods gave similar results for the overall circulation of the vortex, as shown in
Fig 4 for an incidence of 0.15 radians. It is well known that the isolated vortex model predicts a vortex
position too far outboard. This is relatively unimportant 1i the present context, since an error aignificant
on the scale of the strake span is much less so on the scale of the overall wing span. The use of the
inferior model therefore seems acceptable.

Each calculation method needs a conical starting solution: for the vortex sheet model this is taken
from the solutions of Smith 12 , for the isolated vortex model it comes from the solutions of Brown and
Michael 13 . The conical starting solution must approximate to the exact solution for the non-conical wing
at an initial station which is a small distance downstream of the apex. The conical solution chosen is the
one determined by the local incidence and local leading-edge sweep at this initial station. The calculations
then proceed by integratLun of ordinary differential equations in the downstream direction. An example of

.. ,._ _ _ _ _ __;
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the results obtained from Clark's method is shown in Fig 5, for a - 0.25 ra,,i.ans. The departure from
conicality is indicated in Fig 5 by the departure of the circles, which represent the positions of the
vortex core in successive cross-sectional planes, from the crosses, which lie where the straight line drawn
through the apex and the first of the circles meets the cross-sectional planes. Fig 4 shows the corres-
ponding effects on the overall circulation. For a conical flow this grows linearly with distance downstream;
the non-linear growth is particularly marked near the rear of the strake, where the influence of the main
wing is strongest.

2.3 O'crall flow

The calculation of the development of the strake vortex as far back as the kink in the leading edge
has been described. It is assumed that this vortex is no longer fed by separation from the wing aft of
this point, so that its overall circulation remains constant. This assumption is based on t[e interpret-
ation of oil-flow patterns like that in Fig 1. It would not be appropriate if the outboard panel of the
wing were highly swept and the kink in the leading edge were less pronounced. When Clark's method

3 0 
is

used, the position of the vortex in the cross-flow plane through the kink is defined as the centroid of the
circulation in the sheet and the core in that plane, as though an instantaneous rolling-up process occurred
there. Finally, in order to calculate the upwash field induced over the wing by the pair of vortices shed

from the strake leading edges as simply as possible, these vortices are replaced by a pair of infinite line
vortices of this constant strength, parallel to the free-stream direction (and consequently parallel to the
plane on which the wing boundary condition is satisfied), passing through the calculated position in the
cross-flow plane containing the kink.

This pair of infinite line vortices induces an upwash which is equivalent to a simple twist of the
wing. This twist was evaluated for an incidence of 0.25 radians, and the coefficient 0(y) of the leading-
edge suction on this twisted wing was evaluated using the lifting-surface method of the Appendix. We note
that in order to evaluate the loading over the wing we should have needed to consider the contribution to
the Bernoulli relation made by the product of the mean sidewash induced by the line vortices and the jump
in sidewash across the wing. We note also that the wake in this simple model is no longer force-free,
because of the sidewash induced by the line vortices. We do not expect this to invalidate the conclusions
drawn in the next section.

The distribution across the wing span of the downwash and sidewash induced by the pair of line
vortices was also calculated for other angles of incidence, since these distributions depend on incidence
in a highly nonlinear fashion; but no further lifting-surface theory calculations were made.

3 DISCUSSION

3.1 Results and their interpretation

As explained in the Introduction, the magnitude of the leading-edge suction, or the coefficient 0(y)
of the singularity in the loading at the leading edge, provides a measure of the tendency of the flow to
separate on a wing of given planform and thickness. Fig 6 shows the variation of G(y) across the span for
three cases. For the basic wing without a strake, the plain curve shows a fairly uniform level across most
of the span falling to zero at the centre section and the tip, as would be expected from the local
solutions

7,8 
for convex leading-edge corners. Adding the strake, but still assuming the flow remains

attached everywhere, gives the curve labelled with circles. As would be expected, this lies close to the
previous curve outboard. It rises above the previous curve as the kink is approached, but remains within
10% of the basic wing value. The exact local behaviour involves an infinite peak at the kink which the
numerical method does not reproduce. Inboard of the kink the level is much lower, because the sweep is
higher; this portion of the curve is not of present interest. Under the assumption of attached flow,
therefore, adding the strake produces some increase in leading-edge suction just outboard of the kink,
though the increase looks to be too small to be responsible for the earlier separation there.

The third, broken, curve in Fig 6 is based on the more realistic model described in the previous
section, in which the strake vortices are represented for an incidence of 0.25 radians. Over almost all of
the strake, the values of O(y) are negative, because the infinite vortex introduced to represent the effect
of the strake vortex drives the flow downwards round the leading edge of the strake. The real flow
separates at the leading edge of the strake and the suction vanishes there. Near the kink G(y) does
vanish, indicating that the vortex is in the right place and has the right strength at that streamwise
station. Just outboard of the kink G(y) lies below the curve for the basic wing, so that in this vital

area this mechanism ij not the cause of the early separation. Further outboard the level of G(y) is
raised by some 20%.

Fig 7 shows the upwash, w , induced in the plane of the wing by the pair of infinite vortices
introduced to represent the strake vortices at a - 0.25 radians. Immediately outboard of the kink this
exceeds the level due to the basic geometric incidence, at] , and even at the tip is about 20% of aU .
This explains the increased level of leading-edge suction on the outboard part of the main wing which appears
in Fig 6. The variation of the induced upwash field with incidence is illustrated in Fig 8. We see that
the induced upwash is nearly proportional to the geometric incidence on the centre line and near the tip,
but varies little with incidence near the kink section.

Fig 7 also shows the sidewash, v , induced in the plane of the wing by the same vortex pair. This
falls off very rapidly towards the tip, but under the starboard vortex, near the kink in the leading edge,
it is very large, of the order of the free-stream speed. This sidewash represents a significant outboard
deflection of the flow approaching the main wing immediately outboard of the kink, that is to say, a
significant increase in the effective angle of sweep of the main wing in this region. Fig 9 shows that this
increase in effective sweep persists at lower angles of incidence, though its lateral extent shrinks. The
maintenance of the large sidewash at 'he lower incidences is due to the decrease in !-eight of the vortex pair
above the wing compensating for the reduction in circulation.

This increase in the eftective sweep of the leading edge of the main wing immediately outboard of the
kink is a mechanism by which leading-edge separation on the outboard wing is encouraged by the presence of
a strake. Not only is separation provoked at a lower angle of incidence, but the separation wh{uh o%: urs

* - - -
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can be expected to be o the steady type associated with vortex formation at highly swept leading edges.
The rapid reduction in the induced sidewash further outboard limits the spanwise extent over which this
mechanism can operate. A second mechanism brought out by the present calculations is the increase in

leading-edge suction over the outboard part of the main wing. This is expected to encourage leading-edge
separation further outboard. Finally, we expect that a leading-edge vortex initiated immediately outboard
of the kink generates an outflow beneath itself, spreading the reduction in effective sweep further out-

board, so that the leading-edge separation is, in a sense, self-sustaining.

Whether, at a given incidence, the vortex initilated at the kink in the leading edge extends along the
leading edge to the tip, giving a unified flow pattern, or whether it streams back across the wing as a
par.t-span vortex, leaving a variable extent of quasi-two-dimensional flow at the tip, clearly depends on:

(a) the strengtn of the strake vortex and its height above the wing;

(b) the lateral position of the strake vortex in relation to the overall semi-span;

(c) the geometric sweep of the leading edge of the outboard wing, including the tip shape; and,

to a lesser extent,

(d) the leading-edge profile, the thickness, and the warp of the outer wing.

3.2 Further remarks

The present study was aimed at explaining early separation at low speeds and at An incidence well
below the stall of the straked wing, since these conditions lay within the scope of existing modelling

techniques. However, it is worth speculating how far the large predicted outflows may go towards explaining
more relevant features of the behaviour of straked wings. First let us consider the behaviour of the flow
at low speeds and larger angles of incidence. If a unified flow pattern is set up with a separation of

vortex type along the whole of the leading edge, then, on the analogy of the slender wing, we can expect
this to persist in a steady and stable form up to large angles of incidence. Even without the achievement
of a unified flow, the outflow is likely to reduce the unsteadiness associated with separations of the two-
dimensional, bubble type and to delay the stall over as much of the wing as it affects, its action
resembling that of lateral jet blowing. At higher speeds, any explanation of reduced buffet intensity is
necessarily more speculative. However, the strake separation will take the same form at transonic speeds,
so large local outflows will still arise. If we consider the strength of the outboard shock wave on a swept

wing to be governed by the Mach number of the flow component normal to wing sweep, then it is clear that
the superposition of an outboard lateral velocity reduces the shock strength through a reduction in the

velocity component normal to the sweep direction. Moreover, if we associate buffet with flow separations

of a basically two-dimensional character, then we can expect a reduction in buffet intensity from an outflow
which introduces, or augments, an element of three-dimensionality in the separated flow.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The influence of a strake in reducing the angle of incidence at which leading-edge separation occurs

on a swept wing is attributed to:

(a) an increase in the effective angle of sweep of the leading edge of the main wing near the kink

section, and

(b) an increase in the effective incidence of the outboard sections of the main wing.

Both of theae effects are caused by the velocity field induced by the strake vortices. It also seems likely

that

(c) a leading-edge vortex formed on the outer wiog near the kink will itself induce an outboard flow
which tends to sustain the separation.

It is suggested that the outflows induced by the strake vortices may be instrumental in delaying the
low-speed stall of the wing and in reducing the intensity of buffet at high subsonic speeds.

. . . . . ... .a , i
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Appendix

THE VORTEX LATTICE IrERATIVE METHOD

For a wing with given camber and twist, at a given incidence, the method is designeti to produce
a load distribution which varies smoothly over the planform, with appropriate behaviour at the edges, such
that the downwash induced by the load distribution at a set of collocation points satisfies the boundary
condition of zero velocity normal to the camber surface, this velocity being calculated in the mean plane
of the wing. It exploits the flexibility and speed of tht classi:al vortex-lattice method, and the
accuracy of an existing method due to Sells

14 
for the calculation of the downwash field due to a wing with

a given load distribution. The vortex-lattice method used was developed at RAE by G.A. Carr-Hill. Using
these two methods in conjunction, the loading on the given wing can be determined by iteration. The present

method was developed by C.C.L. Sells.

The vortex lattice method follows a standard pattern. The spanwise extent of the planform is divided
into a series of chordwise strips, the distribution of which is governed by the limitations that no strip
should cover the planform centreline, and that tile farthest atboard strip should not extend to the tip,
its distance from the tip being one q'iarter of it!, width. A further constraint, imposed by the downwash
calculation and discussed later, is that any planform kink (excluding the apex) must lie on the centreline
of a chordwise strip. At each strip, the loading system is represented by a set of N swept horseshoe
vortices, whose pivotal points (the centres of the bound portions of the vortices) lie on the centreline
of the strip at proportions of the local chord which follow a Multhopo distribution:

= -cos 2 +,...N (A-1)

The bound segi.ents of the vurt.ees lie along lines of local sweep and extenu over the width of the strip.
The trailing segments are continued rearwards in the mean plane of the wing, parallel to the centreline.
An associated set of N downwash sensing stations ia placed along the centreline of each strip with a
distribution given by

.1[ - cos ; j - I, ... N (A-2)

Each horseshoe vortex is regarded as a discreti.sed representation of the continuously distributed bound
vorticity over a section of the chordwise strip. A Multhopp distribution of the vortex pivotal points and
downwash sensing stations is chosen because this concentrates points near the leading and trailing edges of
the planform, where most detail is required in the representation of the load distribution, while avoiding
the edges themselves. With the planform and vortex geometry so defined, the velocity induced at each
sensing station by the three segments of each horsesho vrrtex is calculated from the Biot-Savart law. As

this calculation is linear in the vortex circs!a:i. a7 fnfo.we matrix relating the induced velocities
at the sensing stations to the strengths of t.. bound vortices can be set up. This matrix is then inverted
and stored. Given the wing twist and camber distribution, and its incidence, the inverted matrix is used to
determine the vortex strengths required to satisfy the normal velocity condition at the downwash sensing
stations. It is here that a conventional vortex-lattice method would stop. Sells' modification proceeds
to improve this solution, first calculating the downwash which the vortex-lattice load distribution induces
in the mean plane of the wing at another set of points.

For the downwash calculation, it is first necessary to recover the values of the bound vorticity,

y(x,y) , from the pointwise concentrated circulations of the horseshoe vortices, r(C.,y) , at the-L + I
points on the centreline of each strip corresponding to the Weber distribution:

x! = I (j - 1)ye
cv I Cos 0 J I,...L+I (A-3)
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This is carried out in two stages. First, the value of y at a vortex pivotal point is found by equating
two forms for the circulation:

r (Y.,y) 7 ' (y)6x

where I's is the spanwise component of the circulation of the bound vortex at the pivotal point and 6x is
the length over which the bound vorticity is distribu d. Then

6x - C(y)d - c(y) L-4

where c(y) is the local chord, and the non-dimensional chordwise coordinate i s related to the
parameter by:

= ( - cos ,) , 0 (A-4)

Then, by (A-I), 60 = 27r/(2N + 1) , so that

(2N + 1)1's(Iy)
Y(.yY) " -_c sin # (A-5)

where 01 corresponds to * through (A-4). This expressin" is exact in the case of a Multhopp distributed
J exr' henvleo sclcltdb ierter rvortex attice system on a two-dimensional flat plate

15
, when values of y as calculated by linear theory are

compared at the pivotal points. The corresponding values at the Weber points are then obtained by a chord--
wise cubic-spline interpolation method. the loading, k(x,y) , is simply related to y by:

i(xy) 2(x,y) (A-6)
U

.(x~y) = -
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The downwash calculation also requires that the chordwise lines on which the loading is defined
(strip centrelines) must include planform cranks. This imposes the condition on the panelling system
mentioned earlier. With the loading now defined at suitable stations, the integration technique of Ref 14
is followed. The downwash is calculated at the Weber points along each strip centreline, and these values
are compared with those required by the wing twist, camber and incidence to satisfy the normal velocity
condition at those points. The residual errors are evaluated and then interpolated back to the vortex
lattice sensing stations, xj . These error values are then inserted into the influence matrix equation,
and a set of corrections to the circulations of the vortex-lattice system is calculated. The corrections
are added to the previous circulation values for re-submission to the downwash calculation routine, so
continuing the iteration cycle. The sequence is terminated when sufficiently small error levels have been
achieved, or the variables of interest (here the coefficient of the leading-edge singularity) have ceased
to change significantly. Convergence difficulties have been experienced in two circumstances: the attempt
to calculate the properties of very highly swept wings and the use of vortex-lattice panels of very low
aspect ratio. No difficulties were encountered in the applications reported here.

- - ~- ,' - ,,- ,, a - ...
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Fig 1 Surface oil-flow on swept wing, low speed, 140 incidence, with and
without strake
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A FIGHTER-TYPE
CONFIGURATION DURING AND BEYOND STALL

by

W. STAUDACHER PH. POISSON-QUINTON

B. LASCHKA J.P. LEDY

MBB, W.-Germany O.N.E.R.A., France

SUMMARY

In a German/French cooperation between MBB and ONERA an experimental investigation
was conducted in order to study stability and control characteristics of a fighter-
-type configuration at extreme incidences.

Low speed wind tunnel tests were conducted with a MBB pilot model in the tunnel S1/
ONERA Modane (6 8m). Angle of attack regime investigated comprised a - 0 + 900. Em-
phasis of the study was directed towards the stability and/or control contributions
of configurational items such as strakes, canards, tails, rudders and controls and
maneuver flap systems as well as the technique of "concentrated, spanwise blowing".

Isolated and combined effects of those devices and systems are demonstrated, some un-
conventional control devices are introduced.



1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1969 MBB is conducting an experimental investigation which is concerned with the
development of "wings with controlled separation", i.e. hybrid wing planforms and
strake wings. The scope of this programme, sponsored by the German Ministry of Defence
within the socalled ZTL-Programm, is sketched in Fig. .

BAS AIC STAILIG DEIVTIE AAS RING 

" F OLE"OAI X- BING -- N. ALE- .' 3IA-IN
NACA 61,AH.33)0(5.5) MOD t I NACA E4 A i.33) 0165) MOD J

*VRRIO COPRTION I 41 WW4GBOR HIRSEol

SVARIATION OF PLANFORMI ATION OF PE RIN PLANFORM VARIATION OF PROF I

IG, ANL.E.PATS.T.EN.ST IN IATIONS

Pet a ing g L.E. a rATS f a-
menionedo v " s wh C e Srat , wiTT.E.S.SLTTED FLAPS e

baicwig w G )efec s ofpafr moiiain adpo Ivaitoswr

I ) SYSTEM

• 70" '-S* *AN. FLAP •"

SAR-CS ~L.E-35* X-0.33 ]WING 
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R2EN STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL AE
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INVST * DYNAMIC STABILITY DERIVATIVES| AREA RULING/ * EFFECT OF SPANWISE BLOWING IWING BODY INTEGRATION

a- 0 9o"I 1 CANOPY
"' •I •STRAKE

COOPERATION L•WHNO-BODY INTERSECTION
WITH O.N.E,RA.

ri% ," .' SCOPE OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
FIA AND PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS

Part of these investigations was carried out in a working group named after the above
mentioned objective "Wings with Controlled Separation", with members from research in-
stitutes (DFVLR) an~d industry (MBB, VFW-F). Based on different wing shapes (see Fig.1,
basic wings( + g ) effects of planform modifications and profile variations were

systematically investigated in the M-number renime 0.1,M c2.0 in such a way, that
from any status of the programme effects could be traced back and compared to the ba-
sic data in incremental form (this means that from step to step only o n e parameter
was changed for sake of clarity). So all the modifications were done in strict analogy
for the different planforms (strakes, canards, maneuver flap systems etc.).

Basic wing Tcame out to have outstanding maneuver performances in combination with a
slender strake (9 strake planforms were investigated), which extended the conventional
maneuver boundaries to highly increased angles of attack. Hence it was decided to find
out the performances of this configuration in the complete a.o.a. regime C = 0 + 900.

This latter investigation was performed in the course of a French/German cooperation
between O.N.E.R.A. and MBB, starting in 1976 and being concerned with the themes de-
noted in Fig. I as "Present Investigation".

.
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2. MODELS AND APPARATUS

The investigation reported herein is based on static and dynamic tests with analogous
models in various wind tunnels. Previous data were derived from extensive tests in
the 3 x 3m Low Speed and I x Im Transonic Wind Tunnel of DFVLR-AVA G(ttingen. The mo-
dels used are the MBB low speed or high speed pilot model respectively.

The configuration dealt with in the
present investigation up to extreme
a.o.a. is shown in E19. 2. The orial-
nal configuration with basic wing U)jel

(AR - 3.2 / -ALE - 320 / X - 0.3) is
modified by detachable strakes (here:
strakeOwith a straight L.E. 750
swept back) the exposed area of which
is 11% of the reference area of the
basic wing. Slat 0+900 Aileron 1901

Fowler-Flop O..901The strakes con be replaced by ca- St90k ("
nards of the same area. The wing it- Forebody Jet
self is equipped with a maneuver/ Fis
high lift system, consisting of L.E.
slats and single slotted T.E. flaps
of Fowler-type, extending over 2/3 of i Horiz(nlol
the exposed span. Roll control is o rno Tal
provided by tip ailerons and the all
moving horizontal tail (taileron). Conords TZ)
Directional control is achieved by a all movable
conventional full span rudder. Fore-
body fins (some times denoted as
"nose strakes" or "planning fins")
are used to trigger symmetric vortex
shedding from the pointed nose. All
controls and rudders have an exten- FIG. 2 PILO MODEL
ded range of deflection up to ±900
(see Fig. 2).

The model further incorporates a system
for spanwise blowing from a position
10% behind the strake L.E., blowing
parallel to it.

Convergent, usually supercritical driven nozzles were used. The blowing system itself
was sting fixed thus providing reaction-force free, mere aerodynamic effects. All low
speed static tests in the a.o.a. regime a - 0 + 900 were run in the tunnel S1 of
O.N.E.R.A. Modane. Fig. 3 gives a photo of the model at a - 900 mounted on a special
rear sting support system in the 8m l test section of 51.

Dynamic tests were carried out

using forced oscillation techniques
up to a - 500 with the weight re-
duced (50%) high speed pilot model

in S2 Modane and later in the very
new FAUGA F1 tunnel, Toulouse.

FIG. 3 PILOT MODEL IN TUNNEL S1,
ONERA, MODANE
(TEST SECTION 8m0)

,L- . - , ,
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Previous Investigations

From extensive preceding teits the positi.ve effect3 of an additional strake on perfor-
mances and flying qualities are well known and will be summarized briefly here, as
they are documented elsewhere (References [I] +

Proper combination of a slender strake with a moderately swept basic wing will result
in drastic improvements. The most important ones are found Zor subsonic/transonic per-
formances as increased maximum usable lift and reduced lift dependent drag at high in-
cidences. Buffet characteristics are strongly affected in a positive sense for lift
level and buffet intensity (penetration) as well. In tHe supersonic speed regime re-
ductions of wave drag and trimmed induced drag are found simultaneously.

ACL

HIGH WING
LOW SPEED

015 - - - . ..

0., .----- ,- ------- -

-'c o I

-0.05 . .. .. .. .. ..

FIG. 4 INTERFERENCE LIFT
OF THE STRAKE

These overall effects being well understoodFigA wants to give a measure for the de-
gree and oc at i o n of positive interaction between the strake and the rest of the
configuration. interference lift increments 4CL due to the strake are compared for
different parts of the configuration. Data were derived with the VFW sectional load
technique (Ref.[61), subdividing the wing-body combination in segments as denoted in
Fig. 4 by noae-,fore-, wing- and afterbody and by segments of the exposed wing (strake
and basic wing),-'each equipped with its own balance. Results obtained with this Tech-
nique were-found to be in good agreement with pressure distrioution data (Ref.[7]) ta-
ken from an analogous model.

Lift carry-over due to the strake Is positive for the nose-body (NB) and fore-body
section (FB), but is negative for the part designated wing-body (WB), lift of afterbo-
dy remains nearly unchanged. Interference of strake on wing is negative for low to mo-
derate a.o.a., but when maximum angle of attack of the basic wing is approached posi-
tive interference lift is d~veloping rapidly (St -.. W), reaching a peak value near
maximum lift of the strake configuration. To give some figures, avout 40% of the addi-
tional maximum lift are acting on the strake itself, the same is true for the inter-
ference of the strake on the basic wing.

The leaving 20% of incremental lift are positioned on the body besides and in front
of the strake, i.e. forebody and nose body.

• , .' • ..! - w _ •



3.2 Present Investigation

rhe present investigation may be divided in three major points of interest, concerning
the characteristics of the configuration at extreme angles of attack in respect of

* static stability and control including
* effect of spanwise blowing
a dynamic stability derivatives

3.2.1 Lonqitudinal static data

Analysis is concentrated here on the effects of planform modifications such as strake
or canards and the influence of spanwise blowing on the strake wing. It shall be poin-
ted out again that all these modifications used here are devices to generate or stabi-
lize and control concentrated stable vortex systems.

In Fig. 5a the effect of strake and/or spanwise blowing on lift and pitching moment is
given and is compared to the data of the unmodified basic wtng. There is an increase
of about 60% in maximum lift due to the additional strake (OCLStr I ), simultaneously
applying spanwise blowing gives a further increment 6CLc .0.- of awout the same magni-
tude for a blowing coefficient c - 0.1.

There is a "quasi-camber effect" induced by spanwise blowing at low lift coefficients,
shifting the lift curves with increasing c4 like positive flap deflections tend to do.
This effect is not found for the pitching moment characteristics. Spanwise blowing
neither altering zero pitching moment nor basic stability, center of pressure and
neutral point locations remain roughly constant. But thp pitch-up tendency of the un-
blown strake configuration is favorably reduced linearizing the pitching moment curves
up to extended range of incidences.

2.0 ... . .- - ....... - -- --- 2.0 . .. . . . .. .
S........... SIRAKE OFF cp-0 -*, \... -\ STRAKE ONcuO CL

/ - - STRAKE ON c -O /1
16 / f>' - --- STRKE ON cp-0.2 1,.6-

Cm 0 3  //

1.2 -1 .2- *--. . .- ,--- p1 Sl (] ... i""

08 - - -.. . 0.8 .....I....,\ Y
0.0 . .. ....... STRAKE OFF Cj.O _

04.--STRAKE ON cp-O
--- STRAKE ON cj-0. '

Cm . --- STRAKE ON c.2

20 40 60 OO 8o0" 0.4 0.8 1.2 CD 16

FIG. 5a EFFECT OF STRAKE FIG. 5b EFFECT OF STRAKE
AND / OR SPANWISE AND / OR SPANWISE
BLOWING ON LIFT AND BLOWING ON DRAG-DATA
PITCHING MOMENT (TAIL OFF)
(TAIL OFF)

5 compares the drag characteristics, induced either by the strake and/or span.-
wih blowing. A more detailed analysis at low incidences would again show the above
mentioned camber effect due to spanwise blowing, manifested in a cross-over of the
drag polars and a shift of minimum drag to increased lift coefficients with increasing
blowing intensity cl, (see References [19],[23]). The reduction of lift dependent drag
at high angles of attack is directly related to the development of additional non-li-
near lift either by the strake and/or spanwise blowing, not restoring L.E. suction but
reducing a.o.a. for a given lift coefficient.

-- /- ,:, -, ,-.-- , - . - --:-
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2.0.

,.6 1//'

1.4 .,,20-0 / \

-4-,_,,,

1.2- --_

1.0

with Shrake / CLEAN
5% static stab. margin

0.6 -AR - 3.2 / Yo-32 0  " ia--60"

0.4- _ c___ _
- - 0.1

0.20

0
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 00

FIG. 6 TRIMMED LIFT POLARS FOR
DIFFERENT BLOWING
INTENSITIES cjj

Trimmed lift data are given in Fig. 6, again demonstrating the excess lift produced
by spanwise blowing up to angles of attack c'800 . The all moving low horizontal tail
provides sufficient trim power for all incidences, see Fiq. 7. For an assumed static
stability margin of 5% the horizontal tail trim settings trim are plotted versus the
trimmed angle of attack for the unblown configuration and with spanwise blowing (cR -

0.1/0.2). Trim characteristics are almost linear, spanwise blowing alleviating trim-
ming as indicated by the reduced elevator deflections for constant angle of attack.

- 10 0 - I -/ C E

itrim with Strake / CLEAN
5% static stab. margin

-3.2 / Spo -32 -

0.2
-60 ____

1 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 (y.90

FIG. 7 HORIZONTAL TAIL TRIM ANGLES
AS AFFECTED BY ANGLE OF ATTACK
AND SPANWISE BLOWING
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The strake can be replaced either -- 1___

by the slender canard ([LE = CL
700) or the moderately swept canard

C=2(ALE - 450) of identical wet- 1.6 - - T _

ted area (11% of the basic wing re-
ference area). Comparison of the ___

lift produced by the different con- 1.4
figurations is given in Fig. 8a,
demonstrating the superiority of ___

the strake design. 1.2 - -__

This is further high-lighted by the 10
corresponding drag curves plotted - -I- -

in Fig. 8b. Nevertheless the ca- 
|N

nards are helpful as trim and con- %
trol devices for longitudinal and la-0..- 

----

teral/directional motions and can with Strk)

be favorably used for CCV-modes 
-- with Canar I I

like direct lift control, sideforce 0w6 -- - with CQnar1 2

control and maneuver enhancement ------ WB%

etc, thus introducing a certain TAIL ON -

amount of flexibility for the de- 0.4 I ON

sign process. 
6e 0"

0.2
-o.i.1L.."-° - \%

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 t

FIG. 8a EFFECT OF STRAKE OR
CANARDS ON LIFT

CL
1.6 - -Il-e-,

1.2_

1.../i 0 -

•,,--- with Strk( t
0.6 - with Canard I - -

-.....- with Canard 2

- WBT %

TAIL ON

0.2 -
0 o

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 17 1.6 2.0 CC 2.2

FIG.8b EFFECT OF STRAKE OR CANARDS ON DRAG

3.2.2 Buffet tracking

Buffet characteristics were traced with strain gauges to determine the 
RMS data of

wing root bending and torsional moments. Additional information was supplied by two

tip accelerometers positioned at 25% and 65% tip chord. Results obtained with the dif-

ferent sensors all give the same message presented in F for the wing root bending

moment RMS data.

-.. e

-,', ':' " : ' -" ' '
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500

WRBM
400 - _

300. C"

0 /
200 - _

100 - - 0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

FIG. 9 EFFECT OF SPANWISE BLOWING ON
BUFFET INTENSITY
(RMS-DATA OF WING ROOT BENDING

MOMENT OSCILLATION)

Comparison of the strake wing with/without spanwise blowing indicates:

* some additional slight disturbances are induced by spanwise blowing at low
incidences

* divergence a.o.a. is shifted to higher values thus an increase of buffet
onset lift (CLc ..o - 1.2 / CLc ..O.j - 1.68) of 40% is found for c 4 - 0.1

0 peak loads develop at angles of attack slightly above maximum lift

* peak intensities are reduced by spanwise blowing, despite of the higher sta-
tic max. lift of the blown wing

* with further increased incidences buffet intensities vary approximately with
the corresponding static lift and tend to level out at the niveau of the ba-
sic low angle of attack data.

3.2.3 Lateral/directional static data

Longitudinal motion came out to be the less problematic case for the poststall a.o.a.
regime from an aerodynamic point of view. Stability and control was simply achieved by
conventional devices with extended range of deflection (elevator, canards, flaps etc.).
Main problems to be solved arose from lateral/directional stability for this configu-
ration.

0.2 - - --- -- -_
Cy FOREBOOY FINS ON/

--- FOREODY FINS OFF

CP - 0 /0.2
A1 PMOODY - FORE-ODY FINS ON

A0. --- FOEBOY FINS OFF

Jfb 0.2 LEE _

I, 0. /1

FIG. 10 ED FFES OFAYMTIOORENHDIGO

0E - S F LUE COREBODY FIFS OFF EI.

---- o 0 -so w- ---

FIG. 10 EFFECTS OF ASYMMETRIC VORTEX SHEDDING ON
LATERAL/ DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR
ZERO-SIDESLIPJ INFLUENCE OF FOREBODY FINS.
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Even for symmetric flow (0 . 00) large excursions were found for sideforce and yawing
moment, Fig. 10, which are traced back on asymmetric vortex shedding from the pointed
nose of the body at angles of attack near 500 (positive sideforces inducing positive
yawing moments). Slender forebody fins were placed in the nose region of the configu-
ration, immediately curing this deficiency. Fig. 11 is showing the answer on where
the "nose strakes" should be placed longitudinally. Deviding the resulting moment by
the acting force is giving the position of the resultant force. It is evident that

a. the disturbances have their origin in the nose/forebody region of the con-
figuration

b. the "nose strakes" should extend longitudinally roughly up to the cockpit,
thus triggering symmetric vortex shedding in a most efficient way.

2.0-

+ FOREBODY FINS OFF

1,0 - [___ I I I

10 20 40 50 60 70 80 c90

-05- _

FIG.11 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION OF RESULTANT
SIDEFORCE, INDUCING YAW DIVERGENCE
FOR ZERO SIDESLIP (P-00 )

Prom the simultaneous oscillations of sideforce and yawing moment data (depicted in
Fig. 10) Fig. 11 can be divided in regions of zero sideforce (00 :90 L9330), positive
sideforce (330 - a % 620), negative sideforce (620 -a vc 720) and so on, demonstrating
that there is a certain amount of instability in the formation of those body vortices
with increasing angle of attack, producing abrupt changes within about 2 degrees of
incidence.

Another problem now related to asymmetric flow conditions (0 , 0) at high a.o.a. is
the loss and divergence of effective dihedral Clo, which is regarded to be a viital
problem for any high maneuverable fighter configuration. When establishing the stabi-
lity parameter Cnrdynamic, which is accepted as a criterion for lateral/directional
divergence, Clp is multiplied by the inertia ratio Iz/Ix, thus growing in importance
for slender (fighter-type) aircraft.

The next two Fiqs. 12a, 12b serve as an visual aid to explain how the divergence of
CIp is developTn 7r-thTs-specific configuration with the straight strake (.

In Fia. 12a flow patterns on the windward and leeward half of the configuration are
preseU-- or an angle of attack of a - 200, just near the pcint of lateral divergence
as shown in the lower part of the figure. As can be seen from the cilflow graphs flow
patterns of both wing halves are characterized by the presence of a strong strake vor-
tex. Beginning disorientatio, is indicated on the windward wing tips (P - +50).
Now turning over to Fiq. 12b it is evident that at 0. - 300 the strake vortex has
burst over the windward wing half and separation has progressed inboard from the tip.
On the leeward wing there is still a stable strake vortex, interfering much further
outboard. It is obvious from this comparison that there must be a lateral instability,
which is indicated by the development of the rolling moment C1 on the bottom of Fig.
'12b.

This is directly caused by the reduction of effective sweep on the protruding strake
L.E. and is more pronounced for straight leading edges. This deficiency can be cured

L r,.



by different: means like tailoring the strake (planform and curvature of L.E., L.E.
flaps on the strake), use of L.E. slats on the basic wing and wing-body modifications.
This is shown in the paper by H. JOHN and W, KRAUS, the primary task of the present
investigations was to define the problems when encountering extreme angles of attack.

0.1

-aDS

FIG.12b DIVERGENCE OF EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL Cp
FOR STRAKE-WING CONFIGURATION, M- 0

is'

....................
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An additional possibility to stabilize CIp at near stall incidences is shown in
Fig. 13. Use of symmetric spanwise blowing is stabilizing the vortex system restoring
controlled separation and is increasing maximum lift and angle of attack of max. lift.

2 C
I /RAO I I

0.4- - ____
d -15am m'

0.3. iT " 0 ° 0-

02 - -0 -- 40 __-

0.2---.-=

stable

4 12 16 20 24 a0 28

FIG. 13 EFFECT OF SPANWISE BLOWING
ON EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL
(STRAKE ON, BLOWING ON STRAKE)

On the other hand application of 004 . . . ... . . . .
nonsymmetric blowing (either on C
the strake wing or on the basic C2
wing) is a means of roll control
as presented in Fig. 14. Cu

The effect is compared with the 0.03 - "0.011
power of the conventional tip ai- .016
lerons in an unblown case. A I-
small amount of concentrated blow- Z
ing on one wing-half induces con- X
siderable, non-linear increasing O
rolling moments especially in that 2-- 0.02- .
a.o.a. regime,where conventional (D
ailerons or spoilers have reduced Z
efficiencies. On the~ bottom of
Fig. 14 it is demonstrated that
this technique has an efficiency 0 Oat6,r 300
factor of 6 for the basic wing,or 001 .. .. ...... . ... .. .
3.5 for the strake wing, when com-
pared to the roll-efficiency of I
for a hovering Jet on the wing
tip. This technique will become
highly valuable, when the induced
adverse yawing moments are avoi-
ded. 16 24 3

Blowing

Clb ~6.0 -3.5 1.0

FIG.14 ASYMMETRIC BLOWING FOR
ROLL CONTROL AS COMPARED
TO AILERON EFFECTS AND
VECTORED THRUST

- -
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0,1-- - - --- -------- The effect of the conventional roll
6A 20 /r"0u _ controls aileron, asymmetric flap set-I0.1, ting and rolling tail (taileron) is

3.05 sketched in Figs. 15, 16, and 17 re-
spectively.

Conventional ailerons (Fig. 15) are
10 20 3 40 o t 0 70 Qoao loosing roll power near a - 100 then

stabilizing up to a - 600 at about
half the basic efficiency. Adverse
yawing moments are found when exceed-
ing maximum lift (a= 30o). This should

40- , so be cured up to a certain extent by use
10 20 3 %%0 70 0O8, of other combinations of differential

0 05< 
def lections.

t 1 0. 1 - Asymmetric deflected high lift flaps
'I-lJ(slat + T.E. flaps) produce a conside-

-0-. 200--  rable increment of rolling moment all

2-ACn over the a.o.a. regime investigated
2'A-~--(Fig. 16). Extreme flap deflections

-0.15 should be avoided, the defined (and
optimized) high lift configurations

-__ (6 s = -25 0, 6f - 300) came out to be
the overall optimum. Again adverse

FIG.15 AILERON-EFFECTIVITY WITH / yawing moments are found near maximum
WITHOUT SPANWISE BLOWING lift conditions. The best conventional

device investigated for roll control
is the taileron (Fig. 17). Differen-
tial deflections of the all moving
tail resulted in constant efficiency

for all trim conditions. In Fig. 17
only two are shown for sake of clari-

ty, including the negligible effects
of spanwise blowing. Proverse yaw is

0.15. 6e ,favorably induced on the vertical tail,

2"PCl p O .'5 5FLATPLEFT additionally qualifying the taileron0C.I -2. *030 _as the most effective control surface.
-- o . ----0"I 90 But care must be taken not to overload

the tail running into conditions on
0 '-the "back" of its polar. Hence its

0.0- applicability is also depending on the
chosen stability margin.°0oi 70 o

10 a0 30 40 % 6.0
°LO6

.0. __t 1[ -

2,ACn . ..3 .......

0.2- 0 r 40,0

0.05 . -

DI 40, r
"  

1 10

01 h_ 3107~ 40 So s =.10

_____ 4 __ _- o o- II°

FI.0 16 EFC OF AYM I 0

-0.1-. CP U.lf' 'a , " - - -- - 01-

FIG. 16 EFFECT OF ASYMMETRIC o'l -I %--7--I-'--

DEFLECTED HIGH LIFT FLAP
SYSTEM ON ROLLING-AND -o 2  3 0 4050 7

YAWING MOMENT M, i"

FIG. 17 EFFECT OF ROLLING TAIL
(TAILERON) AS ROLL- AND
YAW CONTROL

.
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A fall-out effect of spanwise blowing
12 120 2'4 28(y 0 32 is presented in Fig. 18 for the confi-

guration without strake. Rudder effi-
-0.. ciency Cn6r is breaking for the un-

C0j" blown configuration early, whilst for

-0. 0 blowing cases the dynamic pressure is
I restored on the vertical tail via an

-3 1 Z L l improvement of the flow around the1 wing at high incidences, generating a
i. stable, separated vortex system, simi-

/ _ C. 4 Alar to the conditions on the strake
" ']  0" wing without blowing.

2 Cn r' ... ,.
ClIRA0] [I-0.7 .

FIG. 18 EFFECT OF SPANWISE BLOWING
ON RUDDER EFFICIE-::Y
(BASIC WING, STRAKE OFF')

3.2.4 Dynamic results

Forced oscillation tests were carried out in two test periods in two different wind
tunnels. Basic data were derived in tunnel 52 of O.N.E.R.A., Modane for the conventio-
nal a.o.a. regime 00 : a i 250, reported in [22]. A second test period was performed
in the new FAUGA F1 tunnel, O.N.E.R.A., Toulouse with extended range of incidences
00 : X s 500. Test data are just going to be analyzed, so only some preliminary re-
sults for pitching motion are presented in Fig. 19, to demonstrate some effects of the
strake. It should be pointed out, that part of the loss of derivatives CN& and Cma is
associated with the fact, that horizontal tail deflection was kept constant (- it " 0)
so that the tail contribution is vanishing when aLmax of the H.T. is exceeded. Negative
settings,as required for ti-im cunditions,will help here.

aN -r-- F M - 025
ONI I p - 2.Sb

f - 5.0 Hz

"OFF CLEAN CONFIGURATION
% -TAIL ON

1( 20 30 40 50

-G I 2 T
STA I R/-ONf ' - E

Cmmq

FIG. 19 PITCHING MOTION DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the pilot tests it was learned, that when approaching and exceeding the conven-
tional angie-of-attack limits, key problems are lateral/directional stability and con-
trol. Effective dihedral Cl3 is regarded to be the most deliccte s t a b i 1 i t y
d e r i v a t i v e, playing a doMinant l in departure characteristicsI~n~a - n..
(Cnpdyn and L.C.D.P. -Cn - Cl1tCl~a'- KI c 1 .. i

- Lateral Control Departure Parameter, 1(1 -

On the other side c o n t r o 1 p r o b 1 e m s are found to be decisive for
the yaw axis.
Further it is felt, that small configurational modifications can trigger rather drama-
tic aerodynamic effects for stall and post stall conditions.

'1'
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THE APPLICATION OF SPANWISE BLOWING FOR HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK SPIN RECOVERY

Dr. J. J. Cornish, lilt and M. W. M. Jenkins+

Lockhepd-Georgia Company

SUMMARY

A unique autorotation tunnel test has been performed on a 1/30th scaled model of an F-4 fighter
configuration. During this test, air was blown spanwise over the wing from various nozzle locations and

the Influence of this blowing on the spinning mode was recorded. Over 50 test conditions were evaluated
for both flat (a-

4
5
°
) and steep (a -80) spin modes. The wing blowing was very effective In arresting

the spin for the steep spin mode dnd not very effective in stopping the flat spin. Nose blowing was also
evaluated with only marginal success. By using 2.25 turns to stop as a criteria, an optimum wing nozzle
location and blowing level was identified. These data, when scaled to full-scale values showed that the
required nozzle diameter was 1.92", located close to the wing root 1/4-chord point and 18 lb/sec. of air
was required to affect recovery. More efficient and effective recovery Is possible in the tunnel with an
additional degree of freedom and with empennage blowing. Further, larger scale testing Is urged.

NOTATION

b wing span a angle of attack -degrees

C.G. center of gravity A incremental change

C1 blowing coefficient L left

CL lift coefficient R right

CD drag coefficient Sw wing area

Ci  roll moment coefficient due t,. TTS turns to stop
spanwise blowing

g acceleration due to gravity

Cr root chord
M] Jet exit Mach number

F fuselage length

TTOT total temperature of jet
q dynamic pressure - pounds per

square foot, psf, PSF T ambient temperature

RPM revolutions per minute Subscripts

psi pressure', pounds per square inch o freestream- or - Initial average

V/STOL vertical or short takeoff and landing D "down-going" wing in spin or stall

mass flow U "up-moving" wing in spin or stall

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most promisingi applications of spanwise blowing is in the area of stall and spin prevention
and recovery. Conceptual tests performed at Lockheed in 1976 showed that symmetric spanwise blowing on an
unswept wing could stop its autorotation In the angle-of-atLack range of 30 to 60 degrees. Subsequent
testing on a 1/48th scale model of an F-4 aircraft showed that spanwise blowing will also stop spinning on
swept wings In the angle-of-attack region of 30'. These simple concept demonstration tests led to the test
reported on herein.

The mechanism of autorotation and spin entry has been known for many years . Spin entry conditions
are usually set by the "near-wing-stall" flight regimes; and wing drop, caused by local separation, induces
rolling moments, which precipitate autorotation. The aerodynamic forces occurring during this event are
depicted in Figure 1. On approaching stall, point A, slight atmospheric disturbances can cause one wing
to drop. This drop induces an Increased angle of attack on that wing-side causing It to stall and to
experience reduced lift, CLD, and increased drag. The up-going wing is subjected to a reduction in angle
ofattack, which Induces a smaller lift-loss (CLU) than that of the downgoing wing with the net result that
the up-going wing has a higher lift than the down-going wing and a destabilizing rolling moment develops.
Because the up-going wing also experiences a drag reduction, a yawing moment is also induced. The rolling

moment causes autorotation, and coupled with the yawing moment a spin develops.

Spanwise blowing the wing causes the lift curve slope to change (Figure 2). Because of this
characteristic, a spin can be prevented, or a fully developed autorotation without spanwise blowing can be
arrested, when spanwise blowing Is activated. In a flat spin, the air flow impinging on the front fuse-
lage separates behind it, causing a resulting force In the direction of the spin (Figure 3). The

force is "self-feeding' and will cause rotation to continue unless some corrective action is taken. Nose

blowing In a streanwise direction Is intended to reattach this flow and thereby stop the spin.

t
Direotor of Enginaering, Lookheed-Georgia Co.

+Reaearch and Devetopment Engineer - Staff. FZight Sciencee Diviaion, Lookheed-Georgia Co.

T 7,
.'" " ". , -, .' . , . .
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The purpose of the present test was therefore to establish, In measurable terms, the effectiveness of
spanwise blowing as a spin inhibitor, or spin-recovery device. To do this, it was necessary to measure
spin rate, blowing levels, turns-to-stop and then to reduce and analyze this data for optimum nozzle loca-
tion. Optimum, in this Instance, means the use of the minimum amount of blowing to effectively arrest the
spinning motion In a given time. Therefore, several nozzle locations were chosen for evaluation on an F-4
modei. This model was a 1/30th scale spin-tunnel model obtained on loan from NASA-Langley. The model
exhibited, in NASA's spin tunnel, the two characteristic spin modes of the F-4; the flat spin a-80', and
the steep spin a-45, and was therefore ideally suited to our needs.

2. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

2.1 Test facility

Testing was conducted at the Lockheed-Georgia Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) facility. This tunnel is
a horizontal, atmospheric static pressure, single return, closed throat system. It incorporates tandem
test sections that provide for testing of V/STOL configurations In the upstream section and testing of
low-speed models in the downstream section. The low-speed test section, which was used for this test, is
23.25 feet wide, 16.25 feet high, and 113 feet long with observation windows installed to permit filming and
supervision of the test.

2.2 Model

The test model was a 1/30th aerodynamically and inertlally scaled model of an F-4 fighter. This
particular model has been used in numerous NASA-Langley spinning tests, and a three view of the model Is
presented in Figure 4 (see also Table I). It was modified to accept blowing on the nose and on the wing
(Figure 5), and although only the left wing nozzles are shown In this figure, provisions were made for
blowing both wings. (Nozzle details are given in Table I.)

2.3 Model mount system

A model mount system was fabricated to allow the model to spin freely and to accept pressurized air.
This system was bolted to the wall of the wind tunnel, Figure 6, at a helaht of approximately seven feet
above the tunnel floor, with a model wing-tip clearance of approximately l& semispans from the tunnel wall.
The plenum also served as a sting support and as the housing for the spin rate measuring device. The
hollow sting which allowed the passage of high pressure air (approximately 60 psi) was attached to the
model C.G. through the top of the fuselage. A two-position bracket permitted the selection of the
appropriate angle for either a steep (a-45) or flat (a -80') spin. Compressed air Is fed to the plenum
and is transferred via the sting to the preselected nozzle on the model. A deflector plate was installed
to prevent air leakage at the bearing from Impinging on the model.

3. TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

3.1 Procedures

Test conditions were determined by scaling the spin condition5 for the steep and flat spin modes
of the full-scale F-4 aircraft. The ful!-scale steep spin mode a range is from 45 to 50 degrees and the
flat spin range is from 80 to 85 degrees. The full-scale aircraft descent velocities in a spin are 450
feet per second (fps) In a steep spin, and 300 feet per second In a f1tt spin. These, for a 1/30th scale
model, correspond to 82.2 and 54.8 fps, respectively. However, with the model at a-45', a tunnel velocity
of 82.2 fps produced flow separation and excessive vibration on both the model and mount. At 66.8 fps this
vibration was not present and this was therefore chosen as the maximum test velocity (q -5.3 psf). In the
flat spin mode, similar vibration problems limited the test velocity to a maximum of 41 feet per second
(q -2.O psf).

In most conditions tested, tunnel start-up was sufficient to cause the model to autorotate. In those
few Instances when this did not occur, rotation was initiated by hand. In all cases, autorotation was
allowed to develop and to settle into a steady state condition before the spanwise blowing was activated.
For this test, nozzles on the "downward" going wing In the spin were activated since It was found that
these locations were more effective In arresting the spin.

A complete run log for the test (Table II) shows that 53 test conditions were examined, 47 of which
were run for the steep spin. The first runs (1-27) were In the steep spin mode using nozzles 2 and 3.
The flat spin testing consisted of runs 28 through 33 where nozzles I and 2 were tested and where spligning
ceased on runs 30 and 31 only. The last portion of the test, runs 34 through 53, was conducted with the
model in the steep spin mode using nozzles 3, 4, and 5. In all Instances, C. was varied by changing both
the tunnel q and plenum pressure. In addition to the data shown In Table II, a spin time history was
recorded during each run.

3.2 Results - steep spin

Typical tunnel measured time histories, In terms of rate of rotation versus time, are shown In
Figures 7 (nozzle 2), 8 (nozzle 3), and 9 (nczzle 4), where time t O corresponds to the time that spanwise
blowing was activated. These data exhibit a characteristic oscillatory component that persists even over
the period where the RPM decays to zero (Figure 10). In most cases tested, the nominal spin rate of the
model showed an Imedlate reduction with the application of spanwise blowing. This Immediate decay Is
indicative of the effectiveness of wing spanwise blowing because the mechanization of this particular test
did not permit full C. effectiveness to occur until about 1 second (tm on Figure 10) after the initiation
of the blowing. Should tm approach to In a practical application then It Is clear that a significant
improvement will occur in the 'ffectiveness of spanwise blowing as applied here.

As anticipated, increasing Cp at a given nozzle location, reduces the time required to stop. This Is
shown by comparing Figures 11 and 12 with 7. At this nozzle location (nozzle #2), it is seen that the
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time required to stop rotation decreases from 9 seconds, at a C. 0.0275, to about 3 seconds at a
C1, -0.0392.

One universal problem in spin model testing is repeatability of results and therefore particular
attention was paid to this during the testing. Most test conditions were repeated at least once and an
overall assessment of the exccllent repeatability achieved can be seen by comparing the successive runs
shown on Figures 7, 8, 9, and 12. Even when to occurred at a different part of the cycle (Figure 8,), the
stopping time difference was only of the order of 0.5 seconds. For nozzle 2 (Figure 7) a difference in
stopping time of 1.0 second results in only 0.15 of a revolution difference in turns-to-stop.

Blowing from nozzle 5 did not cause a cessation of spin even at the highest obtainable C1,. A typical
time history for nozzle 5 is shown in Figure 13 where a reduction in spin velocity is apparent for the
first seven seconds, but after this the rotation stabilized at a finite value. Clearly, the wing area
being influenced by this spanwise-directed jet is insufficient to produce a large enough anti-spin
moment to cause the spinning motion to stop.

A comparison of "nozzle location" effects is shown in figure 14 for the three most effective nozzle
positions (10, 25 and 50% of the root chord). As the nozzle moves forward, the wing area Influenced by the
expanding spanwise jet is increasing and therefore its effectiveness in stopping the spin is increased.
Spanwise blowing from the 10% or 25% root chord nozzle location causes the spin to stop in about 3 to 3.5
seconds, whereas with a nozzle at 50% and'blowing at a slightly higher level, the time to stop is about
3.5 seconds longer.

Flat spin

A typical time history of the flat spin mode is given in Figure 15. In this case, nose blowing is
used to attempt recovery but as can be seen the spin rate increased following the application of blowing.
(This result was not unanticipated since the sustaining moment in the flat spin mode of the F-4 appears to
be the empennage.) However, the flat spin was stopped with blowing from nozzle 2 (Figure 16), but a very
high blowing level of 0.2 was required. Even at this level, almost 20 seconds were required to stop
rotation - a time which clearly Indicates the Ineffectieness of this nozzle to affect a flat spin
recovery.

Optimum nozzle location

One objective of this research waF to establish the optimum nozzle location for spin recovery. A
measure of the nozzle effectiveness, in this instance, Is the number of turns to stop from a given rotation
in terms of the expended momentum (C.). Using 2.25 turns-to-stop as a criterion , the CP
required to meet this as a function of nozzle position was derived from the test data and is shown in
Figure 17 for the steep spin only. At the lower tunnel speed of 54.8 fps (q -3.5 psf), the optimum loca-
tion of 25% requires a CU of 0.O495. At the higher tunnel speed of 66.8 fps, a Cp of 0.032 Is required at
the most forward location tested. It Is evident from this data that for this configuration the optimum
nozzle location should be at or forward of 25% chord location.

4. ANALYSIS - INDUCED ANTI-SPIN ROLLING MOMENTS

In assessing the effectiveness of spanwise blowing as a means of arresting the spin, knowledge of the
applied anti-spin moment is important from both an aerodynamic and structural viewpoint. Although struc-
tural analyses based on these data were considered outside the scope of this initial investigation, a
determination of the anti-spin moments was considered necessary from an aerodynamic viewpoint. A comparison
could then be made of the effectiveness of spanwise blowing In a dynamic environment (wing spinning) with
that of a static environment (conventional tunnel test), Therefore, a single degree of freedom roll
analysis was performed on some of the time history data to extract implied values of spanwise-blowing-
induced rolling moment. Only those data gathered during the steep spin i.iode testing were evaluated since
it was in this mode that the greater success in the application of spanwise blowing was achieved. The
results are shown in Figure 18 as model s:ale rolling moments in lb. ft. plotted against turns-to-stop (TTS)
as a function of Initial rate of rotation Ro. The ratio TTS/Ro Is used because for a given level of applied
anti-spin rolling moment, TTS will increase with higher values of Ro. Figure 18 clearly shows that at the
lower values of applied anti-spin rolling moment, more turns are required to stop for a given rotational
rate. A simi!ar analysis parameter is the rate of change of RPM with time d(RPM)/dt as a function of
applied anti-spin rolling moment coefficient Cj (Figure 19). It is reasonable to assume that high values
of Cl will result in increased values of d(RPM) /dt, and hence shorter stopping times for a given level of
initial spin rate. Figure 19 demonstrates this quite clearly and shows that for an applied value of CI of
0.08, the model RPM will reduce at the rate of about 10 RPM per second. This means that if the initial
rotational rate is 40 RPM, the model rotation will stop In about 4 seconds after a Cl of 0.08 has been
applied. The rolling moment coefficients deduced from the single degree of freedom analysis were compared
with measured static data. It was found that NASA had performed static tests on a similar wing planform
to that used in the current tests and a comparison with these data are shown in Fiqure 20. It can be seen
that the mean values derived from the single degree of freedom analysis compare tavorably, in magnitude of
CI, with reasonable extrapolation of the NASA data.

5. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 Spanwise blowing for steep spin recovery

This application of spanwlse blowing for spin recovery is unique In that the spanwise blowing air
would be used Infrequently (only In emergency conditions) and only for limited periods. Based on these
study results, thc air supply for anti-spin should have the following characteristics:

I~
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(I) Sufficient pressure to provide the nozzles with an operating pressure In the 2 to 4
atmosphere range.

(2) A combination of pressure and flow rate sufficient to provide blowing momentum
coefficients on the order of 0.035 to 0.045.

(3) An air supply to allow operation of the blowing sufficiently long to effect recovery
from the spin.

(4) Rapid application of the blowing when demanded.

There are several means of obtaining the alr on current aircraft, these are:

(1) Engine bleed air (jet aircraft).

(2) Diversion of primary or fan exhaust (jet aircraft).

(3) Engine-driven compressor charging an accumulator.

(4) Auxiliary-powered compressors charging an accumulator.

(5) "Bottled" gas.

The type of aircraft would govern the most practical installation.

Based on these tunnel test results, a tentative assessment of the most optimum application to the F-4
can be made. The following were derived by using the appropriate scaling laws and are applicable to the
full-scale aircraft:

Nozzle Diameter 1.92 Inches

Nozzle Location 0.25 Root Chord (Cr)

Nozzle Centerline Orientation 610 Sweep Back

Operation Pressure 35 psi

Flow Rate, at about 40,000 ft. 18 lb/sec.

The above Information shows the requirements well within the bounds of practical design concepts and
enforces the desirability for developing the application. The results from the recommended larger-scale
tunnel tests may well significantly reduce the optimum air quantity required as similar trends have been
shown in other spanwise blowing tests.

Furthe' reductions In the demanded air quantity are likely when multi-degree of freedom tunnel testing
can be accomplished. The present test restricted the model degrees of freedom to the roll mode, a condi-
tion which was necessary for the effective initial evaluation of this new control method. However, It is
clear that with the additional degree of freedom in pitch (and probably yaw) a significant Improvement In
the effectiveness of anti-spin spanwise blowing Is possible since this additional mode Is an accepted
desirable spin recovery motion.

5.2 Spanwlse blowing to promote recovery from the flat spin

Rear fuselage blowing is considered an ideal technique to recover from a flat spin on the F-4 vehicle.
In this instance, rear fuselage blowing includes single or combinations of the potential locations shown In
Figure 21. These include synmetric blowing up the fin, and symmetric upper surface blowing on the hori-
zontal tall. It Is anticipated that horizontal tall blowing will be the more effective recovery device
since It has been shown that horizontal tall separation on the F-4 Is the prime factor In permitting
the flat spin to persist (Figure 22).

Figure 23(a) interprets Figure 22 Into 'treamline patterns. Figure 23(b) shows the anticipated effect
on these separated flows when symmetric oanwise blowing is applied to the horizontal tall. In this In-
stance, tall reattachment occurs, vertical tail pro-spin force Is removed, and the flat spin should cease.
Significantly reduced blowing air requirements are anticipated for these locations compared to the wing
values shown earlier. It Is proposed that these lo-ations be explored In future tunnel testing.

It Is reemphasized that the demonstrated effectiveness of spanwise blowing In halting the spin
rotation was achieved without deployment of any other control. Recognizing that the effect of spanwise
blowing Is primarily to unstall the down-going wing, It would be expected to also restore a measure of
aileron effectivity which cou;d also be used to arrest the roll/spin rate. Hence, the herein presented
"turns-to-stop" the spin rate are undoubtedly quite conservative. Evaluation of the effectivity of
ailerons for spin control In the presence of spanwise blowing could well be the subject of future
Investigations.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

Wing root spanwise blowing will arrest a steep spin on the 1/30th scale model F-4 configuration. The
optimum nozzle location (I.e. for minimum Cdi) Is close to the 1/4 wing-root chord station, and at this
location a CP-0.045 will terminate rotation In 2.25 turns. At present there Is every reason to assume
that a similar anti-spin potential exists when these results are scaled to a full-scale F-4. At full-scale

_ ir------
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a nozzle of 1.92" diameter delivering 18 lb/sec. of air will cause rotation to cease. Wing spanwise blowing
was not conclusively effective in reducing the flat spin (a-80') rotation rate. Nose streamwise blowing
s,eemed similarly ineffective. However, selective empennage blowing is considered appropriate to cause
recovery from the flat spin mode for the F-4.

Because these results were constrained to a single rotational mode (i.e. rotation about the sting),
then It is concluded that In free-air recovery will be more positive. In this instance where a pitching
degree of freedom is permitted, then recovery at the above Cp will be quicker; or a lwer value of Cp will
be required to recover in the same time (i.e. 2.25 turns to stop).

A limited theoretical analysis performed on the test results showed that the Implied values of C I are
comparable with statically derived data on a shoiiar configuration. The trend of Implied CI with selected
spin data, and with C, values is also correct.

It is also concluded that any advanced configuration that exhibits an unacceptable spin mode can b:

improved through the specific application of spanwise blowing.

6.2 Recommendations

The positive results obtained clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of spanwise blowing as a spin
inhibitor and as a spin recovery device. Therefore, further testing on a small-scale model is not
recommended. However, it Is very appropriate to pursue larger-scale testing on an F-4 (say, 1/5th) If a
pitching degree of freedom can be added to the model mount system. Such an additional degree of freedom
will significantly reduce the magnitude of C required to stop the spin. With this larger scale model,
empennage blowing Is also recommended Fr, this will demonstrate a most effectivc means of arresting the
flat spin motion. Such testing is strongly urged.
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Table I Model Data

Model Geome try_ Nozzle Georetry

Wing Area. S. 0.589 sq. ft. Inner Wing

Wing Span, b 1.29 ft. Locations 10, 25, 50% Root Chord, Cr

Aspect Ratio 2.82 Diameter 0.07 In,

Centerline Chord 0.783 ft. Exit Arma 0.00385 sq. in,

Tip Chord 0,131 ft.

Break Station Chord 0,32 ft. Outer Wing

Fuseiage Length, F 1.925 ft. Locations 10. 25% Break Station Chord

Model WeIght 3.06 lbs. Diameter 0.04 in,

Exit Area 0.001 26 sq. In.

FuselIage

Location 0.10 F

DIamter 0.04 In.

Exit Area 0.00126 sq. In,

Table 11 Run Log

Angle of Tunnel Turns
Run Attack Nozzle q to

Number -Deg. Number ipsf -.lbs/sec. Cu Stop ommnents

145 2 6.0 .00235 .0201 -

2 (steep spin) 5.3 .00235 .0241 -- No Stop
3 .00333 .0392 1.45
4 .00333 .0392 1.69

5.00287 .0313 2.31
6 .00287 .0313 2.46
7 .00265 .0276 - No Stop
8 .00265 .0276 4 .115
9 3.5 .00265 .017 1.88
10 I 00265 .0417 3.80

II 00242 .0358 3.96
12 I.00232 .0335 -- No Stop
13 I.00242 .0358 6.17
14 .00320 .0563 1.94
15 .00320 .0563 2.08
16 3 3.5 .00320 .0563 2.53
17 I00320 o0563 1.:30
18 I 00289 .04182 2.'5
19 I.00289 .01182 2.03
20 I.00252 .0387 3.03
21 -.00252 .0387 1.72
22 5.3 .00252 .0255 2.97
23 .00252 .0255 .35
24 : 00286 .0313 3.27
25 I.00286 .0313 7.40
26 I 00331 .0392 1.74
27 -00331 .0392 2.03
28 80 1 1.0 --- - No BlIow 111g
29 (flat spin) 1 .00099 .0595 -- No Stop
30 2 .00332 .2096 8.75
31 .00297 .1769 2.42
32 .00297 .1769 -- No Stop
33 80 2.0 .00330 .1039 -- No Stop
34 h5 3 3.5 .00326 .0594 3.22
35 (steep spin) f .00326 .0594 3.69
316 5 .00131 .0259 -- No Stop
37 t.00131 .0259 -- No Stop
383 I-00304 .0534 3.00
39 .00304 .0534 -- No Stop
40 .0030 .0534 8.60

041 .00349 05to 1.83
42 .00349 .0654 3.50
43 .00383 .0746 2.25
44 .00383 .0746 2.00
45 5.3 .00383 .0493 1.58
46 .00383 .0493 2.42
47 .00349 .0432 5.08
48 .00349 .0432 2.33
49 .00311 .002 1.92
50 .00331 .0402 1 .83
51 .00349 .0432 3.75
52 .00349 .0432 3.50
53 .00303 .0493 1 1.83

49 iMw7,
where, 1 - - TTOT

:4
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Figure 21 Rear Fuselage Blowing Locations for Flat Spin Recovery
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SOMMAIRE

Sur l'avion do transport supersonique CONCORDE la portance continue A, croitre d'une fagon
1i peu prfts uniforme jusqu'ft une incidence de 35'. Cependant il existe, A une incidence d'environ
OC= 22*, un changement de la forme d'6coulement sur la voilure. Ce changement provoque un auto-
cabrage et un avancement du foyer, et en d~rapage un enfonceinent de l'aile qui avance. En mflmo
temps 11 signale le debut d'une d'5gradation progressive de llefficacMt des 6levons et d'une diniinu-
.lon de la stabilit6 lat~rale.

La plupart des r6sultats prdsentds sont issus des essais en soufflerie sur dos maquettes de
l'avion do s~rie. En particulier sont pr~sent~es des visual'sations paridtales do 1'6coulement At
l'extrados do la voilure. A partir do ces visualisations .c des mesures do pression il eat possible
do d~duire approximativement l'4volution des diff~rents tourbillons on fonction do l'incidence.

Plus loin sent donndes quolques remarques sur Ia diff~rence do comportement At haute inciden-
ce do Favion prototype par rapport ft Ilavion do s~rie, ainsi qu'une comparaison partielle entre des
r~sultats d'essais en soufflerie et en vol.

1. INTRODUCTION

L'utilisation de la pertance tourbillonnairo At haute incidence fait partie do '.a conception a~ro-
dynamique do base do l'avion do transport supersonique CONCORDE. Sa voilure 6lane~e, do forme
en plan egivale, planche 1, eat cambrdc et vril1de pour maximiaer les performances globales do Ia
mission.

Sa diffdrence do configuration par rapport aux avions do transport subsoniquec est toile qu'un
travail particulier a Mt n~cessaire pour s'assurer d'un compertoment en qualit6a do vol au moins
6gaI b. ceux do sea pr~d~cesseurs. Ses vitesses do r~f~rence au d~collage ot pendant l'approcho
sent lides At ses qualit~s do vol ft haute incidence.

Son domaine on incidence et on d~rapage, d~montr6 on vol, eat indiqu6 sur la plancho 2. Dana
ce domalne on n'accepte aucune anomnalie de pilotage, et iI eat n6cessaire do slassurer quo toutes
les d~riv~os a~rodynamiques restent. continues en incidence ot en d6rapage.

2. AVION DE SERIE - RESULTATS D.E SOUFFLERIE

A partir des mesures do la portance ( Cj (oC) ) et des moments do tangage (Cm(Cji)) do la
planche 3 on remarquo

- une contribution do portance touroillonnaire qul commence A c*!. 70 mais qui ne modifie pas le
foyer,

- un autocabrage At o4L 220 avec un changement du gradient de portance et une modification du
foyer aux incidences plus 6lev~es.

Des visualisations do 1'6coulement pari~tal ft l'extrados do la voilure et des mesures do pros-
sion ft la parci sur sa partie arriftre permettent une analyse du syst~mo tourbillonnaire.

Sur la planche 4 so trouve une sdrie do crequis basth our des visualisationa ft l'huile qul
d~montre comment vanie l'6coulement en fonction do l'incidence.

A o4=8* 116couX-ment autour du bond d'attaque au voisinage du fuselage rosto attachd, le
bord d'attaquo 6tant At Ia fois arrondi ot cambr6. En quittant le fuselage le rayon du bee diminue,
1'6coulement so d~tache et un tounbillon so forme tout le long du bard d'attaque jusqu'ft Ia janctien
ontre la partie centrale do la voiluro et lo bout d'aile, o(I la Mlche diminue brusquement At 55*.
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En ce point un tourbillon aecondaire prend naissance mais lea daux s'unissent pour quitter le
bord de fuite entre Ie fuseati rdactour at l'extr~mIt6 do la voilure.

A c~t6 du fuselage on note que la recompression en aval du bord d'attaque provoque tin d6col-
lament et la formation d'tin tourbillon d'intensitd faiblo.

A CC = 1'70 l'6coulement autour du bord d'attaque eat compl~tement d6coll6. Le tourbillon
principal n'assimlo plus le secondaire qui A cette incidence prend comme origine tin point ldg("re-
ment en amont de la jonction du bout d'aile.

Avec tine augnientation d'incidence le tourbillon principal croft en intensitd et en largeur aux
d~pens du secondaire do sorto quIA OL = 210 co dernior a pratiqueniont disparu. A l'lncldence
d'autocabrage l'6couiement eat constitu6 d'un soul tourbillon d'intensitd dlevde rolativement loin du
bord d'attaque avec un deuxi~mo tourbillon contra-rotatif entro le premier et l'extr6mMt.

L'analyse des repartitions do prossiona prdsent6e plus loin fait penser que l'lntensitd du tour-
I ?billon principal continue & croftre nine ati-desaus de l'incldence d'autocabrage. 1l somble qutil

s'~loigne de !a vollure -.nais quoe l'autocabrage eat asocid a tine r6duction locale de la portance dti
tourbillon contrarotatif. A &~ = 23* , juste aprts autocabrago, lea lignes do courant A l'oxtrados sous
ce tourbillon doviennent pri'tiquexnent parall~bles A l'axe de l'avion.

Ati-dossua do C4 -- 22* 1'6coulemont so caract~rise par tin soul tourbillon qui so r~panci pro-
gresaivonient our toute la vollure pour le couvrlr conipl~tement A OC = 31'.

Cos visualisations nous ambnernent A penser:

(1) Qu'&l lautocabrage, a la diaparition du tourbillon secondaire ot A Ia porte do portanco !ocale A
l'extr~hnlt6 do voilure, Ilefficacitd des 6levons eat diniinu6o.

Cetto diminution exiato. Stir la planche 5 eat prdsentde la variation do portanco avoc un braqua-
go des 6levons ( CZ ( ) n fonotlon do l'inoidonco. Il aemble qu'au voisinage do cautooabra-
go l'augmentatlon do portance due aui braquago salt compons~e en partie par tine r~duction loca-
le de la portance tourbillonnaire. Cette diminution so manifesto 6gaieniont par tine r~duction do

Cm (6) et des moments do charni~re dos 6lovons. Un braquage positf dos Maens semble
diminuer l~g~roment la valour do c autocabrage.

(2) QuIA partir do o&autocabrago 1'61argiaaenient du tourbillon principal vers l'axe do l'avion entrat-
no une diminution do l'efficacitd do la ddrivo. On rexnarque, en offot, planche 6, tine diminu-
tion tr~s inportante des moments do lacot dds A la derive ( ACn(e) ) ontreo d - 220 et

0=26* .

(3) Qu'aux incidonces 16g~roment inf~rieures A autocabrage la mlse on d~rapage do l'avlon pr-ove-
quo use augmentation do portance pule us autocabrageoustr Pl'ale qul avance, do sorto quo P'ap-
paroll subit brusquement tin autocabrago, tin moment do roullsaet tine 16g~re porte do portance.

Cat effet eat pr~sent6 stir la planche 7.

A d4 = 17* on no remarquo pas do dlscontinuit6 des coefficients a~rodynamiquesaon d~rapage.
A 04 - 20* la voiluro qtii avance perd brusquoinont A - 30 , do la portance pribe do l'extr6-
mitd, ce qui entraf'ne tin moment cabrour at tin moment do roulla qul provoque l'enfoncenient
do P'alle on question.

A tine incidence aui-deaatis do d4 autocabrago le changement do l'6coulement eat invers6.
A 04 - 2.30 , par exemple, Paloe sous 1s vent r~cupbre do la portance pour donner tin moment
piqueur et tin moment do roulia dons le rn~ne sons quo dana le cas pr~cddent.

Il oat int~ressant d'examiner la r~partition on onvorgure des pressiona atatiques pari6talea en
amont du bord do fuite on function do l'bncidonce. Stir Ia planoho 8 on pr~sente do teiles rdparti-
tiona mesurdea A l'axo do charni~re des 6lovons avant at aprba 1'autocabrage. Bien qu'elles solont
donn~les pour une version d6veloppde du CONCORDE d'envergure augment~e le m~oani'mme do 1'6cou-
lement reato somblable A clul. do l'avlou do s~rie.

La variation on envergure des prosabons, 407n) entre 1s fuselage ot l'axe du tourblllon princi-
pal a Ia m~xno forme quo cello provonant d'un tourbillon bldinienaionnel ayant son axe parallbleA
l'axc do Ilavion.

Done on petit penser quo I'bntensitd dti tourbillon principal et la hauteur do son axo au-dossus
do la voilure sont d~finies par des 6quations serablables A cellos d'un tourbillon bidiinensionnol,
c 'oat-A-dire K

oil r' oat l'intensit;6 du tourbillon et I& hauteur do son axe divis6o par la demi envorgure
locale, et
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d e sorte quo 2 
M

On remarque planche 9 que croft plus ou moins lin~airement avec oL , et qu'il exiute
mOme uno l~gthre augmentation doe am moment de I'LA.tocabrage. Par Contre, A & autocabrage

'~augmente brusquement.

11 semble quao ur Ia voilure du CONCORDE Ilautocabrage salt le r~sultat d'une perte de por-
tance associ6e A un 6clatement ou A un changement de position du tourbillon contrarotatif.

3. RESULTATS DE SOUFFLERIE - COMPARAISON DES AVIONS PROTOTYPE ET DE SE

En ce qui concerno Ie vol A haute incidence Ia diffdrence principale entre 1ea avions prototype
et do a~rie rdside dans la forme on plan du bout dtaile (planche 10). La diffirence de son angle do
flche du bard d'attaque, 60,3' et 55* pour los doux voilures, a un offot lmpo:tant Bur leg carac-
tdristiques a~rodynamliques.

Par rapport au prototype la modification du bout d'aile de Ilavion do s6rie a apportd un gain
de performances dans toutes lea diff6rentes phases do la mission, au prix d'une certalne d~grada-
tion des qualit~s de vol A. haute incidence.

Le foyer du prototype, sonsiblement A Ia m~me position quo colul de l'avion do 86rio A faiblo
incidence, avance progrossivoment avec le ddveloppemnent du systbme tourbillannaire. Il en r~sulte
quo Ilautocabrage, qui soe trouvo A 240 , out d'une intensit6 mains importanto quo sur l'avion
do s~rio.

Une camparaison 6 04 = 19 ,5* des repartitions en eaverguro des presslons sur Ia partio
arribro do Ia voilure (planche 11) mantre quo Ia portanco duo au syst~ime do tourbihlons secondal-
res oat plus faible sur le prototype. II oat probable quo son tourbillon principal cat plus dloign6 do
l'oxtrados. Le syst~me tourbillonnairo out semblable & celui do l'avian do s~rie aprfs l'autocabrago
toutofois avec un tourbillon contrarotatif plus intense.

L'acoident "autocabrage/enfoncomont do la voilure" en d~rapage our lo prototype ost momls
prononed et arrive It un angle do d~rapage plus 6levd.

4. RESULTATS DES ESSAIS EN VOL

Loe r~sultats dos essais en vol obtonus sur Ilavion do s~x-io recoupent ceux do Ia soufflorie.
Copendant une comparaison quantitative out rendue difficilo par des effets do sauplesso do l'avion.
L'incidonce en vol out mesur~eosur lo nez do l'avion ot des hypoth~ses sent n6cessaires pour esti-
mer l'incidenoo effective do la voilure.

Des mesures do la portance at des moments do tangrage ont Wt obtenus par d~u~l~ration on
pallor aux diff~rents contrages. Pour offectuer une comparaison avec Ia soufflerle i1 oat n~cessaire
do corriger les r6sultats on vol pour les differences do pousse brute et 'de d~bit des ontr~es d'alr
ainsi quo pour l'offet do braquago des 6levons.

Dans la comparaison pr~sentdeosur la planohe 12 on note une bonne concordance 11 braquage
nul des 6lovons (S=0). Elie eat moins satisfaisante avec les 6levons braqu~u.

Une comparaison do la variation avec: Ilincidenr- do Ilanglo do ddrapage ofl apparaiasnt los
accidents d'autocabrage et do roulis eut donn6eosur la planche 13. Malgr4 la dispersion dana lea
mesures en vol le ph~nom~ne rencontrt.~ on soufflarie out bion roproduit en vol.

Sur le prototype, en vol camme on soufflerie, lea possibilit~a do d~rapago ?L haute incidence
sont plus grandos quo our l1avion do 96rie et Ilautocabr-go s,9 trouve AL uno incidence plus 61ev~e
d'environ 2' .

5. CONCLUSIONS

D'apr~s les r~sultats prdsont6a il gamble quaosur des avions "semi 6lanc~s" do type similaire
au CONCORDE, la portance continuorait A croitro jusqu'aux incidences d'environ 04 - 35'.

Sur Ilavioxi CONCORDE do s6rie lea int6ractions entro los tourbillone principal et secondairos
sont telles quo le foyer route constant en incidence jusqu'& OL = 22', oil une porte do portanco 4
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l'extr~mit6 du bout dtalle provoquc un lager autocabrage, un avancement du foyer et une diminution
progressive de l'efflcacit6 des 6levons.

L'intensitt du tourbillon principal ne parait pas diminuer A~ lautocabrage. La porte do por-
tance semble krc li~e plut~t A un changement brutal dansi le systcme de tourbillons secondairos.
Cet autocabrage, antisymttrique en d~rapage, entraine l'enfoncement ('Z l'aiie qui avance.

Au-dossus do 0x autocabrago le tourbillon principal so r6pand vers l'axe de 1'avion do sorte
qu'en ddrapage des interactions avec la d~rive entraffient tine r6duction tr~s iinportante de stabilit46
Iat~raic do l'appareil.

Uric comparaison entre les avions prototype et de s6rie montre la grande diffdrence de comn-
portoment A haute incidence qui peut r~sulter d'un changement relativement Mineur de Ia forme en
plan de ]a voilure.

Les variations et les grandeurs des caract~ristiquos a6rodynamiques A. haute incidence d~tor-
min~e,s en soufflerle sont retrouvdes sur l'avion en vol.
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Planche 1 Concorde -Avion de s~rie.
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SUMMARY

The Space Shuttle Vehicle is being developed by the NASA to provide capability for lower cost space
operations in the 1980's and beyond. This paper describes Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamic design conducted by
Rockwell International under contract to NASA. Aerodynamic criteria key to establishing the external
configuration are discussed together with evolution of the design including effects of wing-body blending
on high angle of attack aerodynamics.

An overview of the wind tunnel program is given and aerodynamic characteristics of the final config-
uration are described. Aerodynaic parameters critical to definition of Orbiter entry control and
performance are identified. During entry, the Orbiter flies over an angle of attack range from 50 to zero
degrees. Trim capability and stability and control characteristics are .discussed at critical regions in
the entry trajectory. Methods are described to define reaction control rocket effectiveness and aero-
dynamic interactions during the initial portion of entry. At hypersonic speeds, wind tunnel results of
viscous interaction effects at high angles of attack are discussed. In the supersonic region where transi-
tion from high to low angle of attack occurs, critical stability and control parameters and wind tunnel
results are described. At subsonic speeds, comparisons are shown between predicted aerodynamic character-
istics and data from the approach and landing flight test program.

NOMENCLATURE

A ss (continued)

AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center Cndr Yawing moment coefficient per degree
ALT Approach and Landing Test rudder deflection
ARC NASA Ames Research Center CQL Factor of proportionality in linear
ATP Authority to Proceed viscosity-temperature relation, equation (5)
CDR Critical Design Review CG Center of gravity
EAFB Edwards Air Force Base h Altitude
ET External Tank L/D Lift-to-drag ratio
ETR Eastern Test Range M Mach number
FCF First Captive Flight M.A.C. Mean aerodynamic chord, also E
FMOF First Manned Orbital Flight !j RCS jet mass flow ratio, equation (4)
JSC NASA Johnson Space Center
KSC NASA Kennedy Space Center
LaRC NASA Langley Research Center (also LRC) Dynamic pressure - 1/2pV2
OMS Orbital Maneuvering System RE Reynolds number, also Re
OV Orbital Vehicle S Reference area
PDR Preliminary Design Review Se Standard error of estimate
PRR Program Requirements Review VD Design touchdown speed
RCS Reaction Control System 9 Viscous parameter, equation (2)
SRB Solid Rocket Booster
SSME Space Shuttle Main Engine i Viscous interaction parameter, equation (1)
TAEM Terminal Area Energy Management C Angle of attack .

WTR Western Test Range Angle of sideslip (positive nose-up)
6a  aileron deflection (positive for positive

Symbols rolling moments
6BF Body flap deflection (positive for nose-

b Span down pitching moment)
CA Axial force coefficient 6e Elevator deflection (positive for nose-
CD Drag force coefficient left yawing moment)
CL Lift coefficient 0 Standard deviation
CA Rolling moment coefficient !I_ RCS Jet momentum ratio equation (3)
Cea Rolling moment coefficient due to sideslip

(per degree)
Cia Rolling moment coefficient per degree A Sweep angle

aileron deflection X Taper ratio
Csr Rolling moment coefficient per degree p Mass density of air

r rudder deflection
Cm Pitching moment coefficient Subscripts
CN Normal force coefficient
Cn Yawing moment coefficient LB Body length
Cn Yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip Freestream
Cn~a Yawing moment coefficient per degree

aileron deflection

.. . . .'.-..., . -
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INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Vehicle is being developed by the NASA to provide capability for lower cost space
operations in the 1980's and beyond. The flight vehicle consists of a reusable orbiter, an expendable
external propellant tank, and two reusable solid rocket boosters. Space Shuttle will be capable of
launching a variety of payloads into earth-orbit from either the Eastern Test Range (ETR) at Kennedy Space
Center or the Western Test Range (WTR) at Vandenberg Air Force Base. Maximum payload capabilities will be
29,480 kg for an easterly launch from ETR and 14,515 kg for launch into polar orbit from WTR.

The orbiter development contract, under the direction of NASA's Johnson Space Center, was awarded to
Rockwell Intern&tional in August 1972. Under this contract, two orbiter vehicles are being built-OVlO1
was delivered to the flight test center in February 1977, and approach and landing flight testing completed
in October 1977. OVl02, the first orbital flight vehicle, is in assembly and is scheduled for roll-out
in late 1978. Orbital flight testing will begin in 1979.

Aerodynamic considerations have played a significant role in the vehicle design process. The Shuttle
must fly satisfactorily with predicted aerodynamic characteristics; it is not feasible to approach flight
testing by incremental expansion of the altitude and velocity envelope. Consequently, the NASA and
Rockwell have given careful attention to the development of an extensive data base derived largely from
wind tunnel tests, with detailed attention being given to defining uncertainties through statistical
analysis of wind tunnel data and by comparisons of wind tunnel predictions with flight data from previous
programs. In addition, the flight control system is being designed to minimize its sensitivity to
uncertainties in aerodynamic parameters.

The objectives of this paper are to: (1) briefly describe the Shuttle mission in order to identify
key aerodynamic design criteria; (2) summarize aerodynamic development of the orbiter; (3) describe the
key aerodynamic parz.meters and their relationship to design and performance of the entry flight system;
and (4) summarize recent flight results which verify the aerodynamic estimates for the approach and
landing phase of the Shuttle mission.

VEHICLE/MISSION DESCRIPTION

The Shuttle Vehicle consists of four major elements: the orbiter; main engines (SSME); external
tank (ET); and two solid rocket boosters (SRB). Overall vehicle configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.
The external tank contains the liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen propellants used by the main engines during
ascent. Liquid oxygen is located in the forward tank to maintain an acceptable center of gravity for the
combined vehicle. Nozzles on each booster are gimballed to augment control during ascent.

The orbiter, Figure 2, is a double-delta wing configuration comparable in size to a ndern transport
aircraft. Normally, the orbiter carries a crew of four-commander, pilot, mission specialist, and payload
specialist-with provision for as many as seven persons. The orbiter can remain in orbit nominally for
seven days (up to 30 with special payloads), return to earth with personnel and payload, land like an
airplane, and be refurbished for a subsequent flight in 14 days. Three main rocket engines mounted in the
aft section of the orbiter provide propulsive thrust during ascent. These two million Newton thrust
liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen engines are gimballed in pitch and yaw to provide thrust vector control.
Smaller orbital maneuvering systam (OfMS) rocket engines are also located in the aft section tu provide final
impulse for orbit insertion, orbital maneuvers, and deorbit. Reaction control rockets (RCS) are located
in both tho forward and aft section of the orbiter to provide attitude control and three-axis translation
during orb~t insertion and )n-orbit operations. The aft reaction control rockets are used in combination
with aerodynamic surfaces for control during entry. Aerodynamic surface controls include split elevons
along the wing trailing edge; a split rudder in the vertical fin which can also be flared open to serve
as a speed brake during descent; and a hinged body flap located at the lower aft end of the fuselage to
augment control during descent and landing approach. The body flap also shields the exposed main engine
nozzles from aerodynamic heating during entry.

The entire external surface of the orbiter, except the windows, is protected by reusable insulation
to maintain acceptable structural temperatures under entry heating environment. Figure 3 illustrates the
application areas for the materials used in the thermal protection subsystem. Application is as follows:

I. Coated Nomex felt is used in areas where temperatures are less than 672°K for entry and 716K for
ascent; i.e., upper cargo bay door, mid- and aft-fuselage sides, upper wing, and OMS pod.

2. Low-temperature reusable surface insulation Is used in those areas where temperatures are below
922*K and above 6720K under design heating conditions.

3. High-temperature reusable surface insulation is used in those areas exposed to temperatures
below 1533*K and above 9220K under design heating conditions.

4. Reinforced carbon-carbon is used on areas such as wing leading edge and nose cap where predicted
temperatures exceed 1533°K under design heating conditions.

5. Thermal window panes are used in the crew compartment and high temperature metal is used for
forward reaction control system fairings and elevon upper surface rub seal panels.

6. Therml barriers are installed around operable penetrations (main egress hatch, landing gear doors,
etc.) to protect against aerothermal heating.

The thermai protection system is a passive system. It has been designed for ease of maintenance and
for flexibility of ground and flight operations while satisfying its primary function of maintaining*
acceptable airframe outer skin temperatures.

i , f , . . 7% .4.
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Mission Profile

Mission performance capability is summarized in Table 1. A typical mission profile is shown in
Figure 4. The Shuttle is launched with the main engines and solid rocket boosters burning in parallel. A
maximum dynamic pressure of 31,100 N/m2 is experienced approximately 62 seconds after launch at 11,280
meters altitude. Booster separation occurs at 122 seconds at an altitude of 43,280 meters, 46.3 kilo-
meters downrange from the launch site. The solid rocket boosters descend on parachutes, are recovered
after water impact, and are refurbished for subsequent reuse.

After booster separation, the orbiter continues to ascend with main engine cut-off and external tank
separation occurring 479 seconds after lift-off when the orbiter has reached an altitude of 115,700 meters.
The orbital maneuvering system engines, which provide the additional velocity needed for orbital insertion
are cut-off approximately 600 seconds after launch.

After completion of the orbital operations phase, deorbit is accomplished by retro-fire of the
orbital maneuvering engines, and the orbiter descends to the atmospheric entry interface (nominally, an
altitude of 121,920 meters). A typical entry trajectory is shown in Figure 5. The initial entry phase
extends to a dynamic pressure level of 957.6 N/m2 (approximately 76,200 meters altitude) during which
attitude control from two aft pods is blended with aerodynamic surface controls, the latter gaining in
effectiveness as dynamic pressure increases. Entry, from a dynamic pressure level of 957.6 N/m2 to a
Mach number of less than five, is accomplished at a high angle of attack (initially 38 degrees) during
which the blanketing effect of the wing essentially precludes any rudder control. Coordinated lateral-
directional control is provided by combined yaw reaction control jets and aileron control. The terminal
phase occurs as angle of attack is reduced below 18 degrees. As the orbiter descends to altitudes where
winds can result in relatively large errors in inertially derived air data, probes are extended (M-3.5)
to provide air data relative to the vehicle. During a typical normal entry, range control is achieved by
bank angle while angle of attack follows a predetermined schedule to achieve (at approximately M - 1.5) an
angle somewhat smaller than that corresponding to maximum L/D. A downrange capability of up to 7,960 kilo-
meters with a cross range capability of 1,815 kilometers may be ,ealized. Subsonic flight is achieved at
an altitude of approximately 12,190 meters. Range control during the gliding descent is obtained by angle
of attack modulation with velocity control maintained by the speed brake. The approach and landing inter-
face occurs at 3,048 meters above ground level and a preflare is initiated at an appropriate altitwde,
followed by a deceleration float and touchdown. The initial approach target and flare altitude will be
scheduled to provide a minimum of 25 seconds between flare initiate and touchdown. Touchdown occurs at an
angle of attack of about 15 degrees. The nominal touchdown velocity is 88 meters/sec, and maximum landing
speed with a 14,515-kilogram payload is about 106 meters/sec including dispersions for hot-day effects and
tailwinds.

Orbiter Aerodynamic Criteria

Aerodynamic criteria, Reference 1, for the orbiter vehicle require the configuration to perform as
both a spacecraft and an aircraft. Because of this, the external features must be carefully configured to
provide the protection and versatility required for orbital and atmospheric flight, and the aerodynamic
performance and control necefsary for unpowered descent and landing. The aerodynamic lines must ensure
performance that is acceptable over the hypersonic to subsonic speed range, and provide the required cross
range capability and touchdown velocity. Aerodynamic requirements, Table 2, were developed from analysis
of the entry phase of the missirn. Landing requirements are shown in Figure 6. Static stability was not
required since the design criteria allowed reliance on the flight control system to meet flying qualities
criteria. Early simulations identified a flight control requirement for static longitudinal stability to
be no more than two percent body length (5.45 percent mean aerodynamic chord) unstable so the pitching
moment curve established the aft center of gravity limit at 67.5 percent of body length, Payload criteria
established a center of gravity range of 2.5 percent, thus establishing the forward limit.

The selected configuration, Figure 2, evolved from a series of program and technical refinements
directed to achieve the vehicle yielding the best combination of performance and cost. This evolution is
discussed further in a later section. The double-delta planform combined with a moderately low fineness
ratio (approximately five) body minimizes interference heating effects, provides the required cross range
requirements, and possesses an acceptable trim and stability range, Figure 7, over the flight Mach number
range.

The orbiter wing was sized to provide a 88 meters/second touchdown speed (Vo) at a 15-degree angle
of attack (tall scrape attitude for main gear strut compressed, tire flat) with body flap retracted and
the center of gravity at the forward limit. The leading edge sweep (45 degrees) and aspect ratio (2,265)

0were selected on the basis of aerothermodynamic trade studies to provide the design touchdown speed for
a center of gravity at the forward limit with minimum wing size and to optimize the wing leading edge
thermal protection system for a reuse cycle of 100 flights prior to major rework.

The fuselage was designed to accommodate a variety of payloads and house the crew and maneuvering
control systems. Nose camber, cross section, and upward sloping forebody sides were selected to improve
hypersonic pitch trim and directional stability and in conjunction with wind-body blending, to reduce
entry heating on the body sides. Propulsion units for entry attitude control and orbital maneuvering
have been incorporated in pods located in the aft body fairings. The body flap is used to protect the
Shuttle main engine during entry and to provide trim capability to relieve elevon loads.

The vcrtical tail has been sized to provide a low-speed Cna of 0.0013 at an angle of attack of
13 degrees about a center of gravity located at the aft limit. It has a reference area of 38.39 m2

including the rudder/speed brake. The rudder is split along the orbiter buttock plane to provide

y_, ,_, ,___
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directional stability augmentation in the hypersonic/supersonic flight regimes and to apply drag modula-
tion for the subsonic flight phases, approach and landing. The section profile is a five-degree, half-
angle, 60-40 double-wedge airfoil.

Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic criteria,. Reference 2, regarding surface discontinuities, thermal
protection system tile steps and gaps, and waviness are shown in Figure 8. These criteria are based on
aerodynamic efficiency requirements of lifting surfaces and the prevention of premature transition from
laminar to -urbulent boundary layers in the high heating portion of entry. Aerodynamic efficiency is
affected to a much greater extent by surface conditions of the forward rather than aft regions of com-
ponents. Hence, tolerance criteria are generally more restrictive for forward regions of the vehicle
surfaces and somewhat relaxed at aft portions.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Development Schedule

Major program milestones are illustrated in Figure 9, starting with authority to proceed (ATP) In
1972 and culminating with initial operational capability in 1980. The orbiter concept at ATP was a
blended delta wing vehicle based on precontract studies and configured to meet initial Shuttle Program
requirements. As a result of a continuing assessment of system requirements and technical refinements,
early in t'l Lntract the orbiter concept was modified to reduce weight and decrease program and operating
costs (Reference 3). As discussed in more detail later, refinements in the aerodynamic configuration led
to a double-delta planform incorporating a more efficient lifting surface than the blended delta. The
$ystem Requirements Review in August 1973 finalized technical requirements for the Space Shuttle systems
(i.e., the total vehicle, its elements, and their ground systems) and approved the design approach of the
vehicle and associated support equipment. Preliminary Design Review (PDR) of the first orbiter (Orbiter
101) vehicle and subsystems for the approach and landing flight test program was completed in February
1974, followed by the Preliminary Design Review of the second orbiter (102) in March 1975. Orbiter 101
roll-out from final assembly in Palmdale, California, took place in September 1976. The vehicle was mated
to the Boeing 747 carrier aircraft at the Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards Air Force Base, and the
first captive flight was completed in February 1977. The first airlaunch of Orbiter 101 for the approach
and landing flight test (ALT) took place on August 12, 1977, and the final flight was completed on
October 26, 1977. Delivery of OVlOl to the Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama, for ground vibration
testing took place in March 1978. Fabrication and assembly of Orbiter 102, the first orbital vehicle,
began in 1975. Rollout is scheduled for, late 1978, followed by delivery to Kennedy Space Center, Florida,
and first manned orbital flight in 1979. The first six orbital flights of the Shuttle are development
test flights, and the seventh flight in 1980 is considered the initial operational capability flight.

Aerodynamic Design Approach

It is conventional in an aircraft proyram to approach flight demonstration by incremental expansion of
the flight envelope. This is not feasible with the Shuttle vehicle. Once Shuttle is launched, it is
committed to flight over the complete mission profile from ascent to orbiter insertion, deorbit, entry, and
landing. Flight characteristics must be based on aerodynamic dAta derived from ground testing and analysis.
Careful attention has been given to the interactions between flight control systems design and aerodynamic
characteristics, and allowance has been made for uncertainties in basic aero data in flight control design.
Predicted aerodynamic characteristics have been derived from extensive wind tunnel tests which have
included a systematic investigation of data uncertainties, nonlinear effects, and effects of wind tunnel
installation, blockage, and shock wave reflections. The Langley Research Center conducted detailed wind
tunnel investigations of control surface characteristics and nonlinear aerodynamic effects, (i.e., Refer-
ence 4) to support development of the data base.

Wind Tunnel Program

Key to SAce Shuttle development has been the acquisition of wind tunnel test data to support design
aud evaluation by providing a continuously maturing data base reflecting configuration and subsystem
updates. By .iirst orbital flight in 1979, approximately 40,100 total wind tunnel test hours will have been
conducted for aerodynamics, heat transfer, and structural dynamics, consisting of approximately 20,200 for
the orbiter vhicle, 16,100 for the mated launch configuration, and 3,800 for the carrier aircraft program,
Table 3. A total of 94 models have been built-38 aerodyamic, 36 heat transfer, and 20 structural dynamic,
Table 4. All wind tunnel testing is coordinated with and approved by NASA management at JSC.

In order to accurately simulate flight conditions in a wind tunnel, Reynolds number and Mach number
must be matched. Problems in flow simulation (Reference 5, NASA CP-2009) occur when the geometric scaling
of viscous flow is important, or when coupling between the viscous surface flow and the external flow field
is strong. In the first case, the boundary layer can be considered separately from the inviscid flow field,
and visLous effects can be scaled. This holds for Mach numbers up to about 10. It is well known, for
example, that skin friction varies with Reynolds number in a predictable manner and can be scaled to flight
conditions from suitable wind tunnel results.

For Mach numbers greater than about 10, a pressure interaction results from the outward streamline
deflection induced by a thick boundary layer, and the viscous-inviscid interaction can no longer be
neglected. For this case, there are two classical simulation parameters commonly considered:
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(1) 74, the viscous interaction parameter introduced by Hayes and Probstein (Reference 6)

(i)x

(2) V, the viscous parameter introduced by Whitfield and Griffith (Reference 7)
)

(2)

where M is the freestream Mach number, C' is the factor of proportionality in the linear
viscosiTy-temperature relation (Referencew8), and Re- is the freestream Reynolds number
based or x. The parameter 7, is the relevant parameter for the "pressure" in both the
strong and weak interaction cases; whereas V is the relevant parameter in terms of
"pressure coefficient" (i.e., TiJq.). For SAuttle, it has been observed that V.1 correlates
total aerodynamic coefficients better than x., and consequently, T has been used as the
hypersonic simulation parameter.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between flight Re and V and the simulation capability of typical wind
tunnels used to develop the Orbiter aerodynamic data base. It is seen that the tunnel capabilities
closely match flight simulation requirements.

Orbiter aerodynamic test hours are summarized in Figure 11 which illustrates the phasing and relation-
ship to program milestones, and the distribution by speed range. Approximately 38 percent of the hours
were utilized In subsonic test, 44 percent in the transonit/supersonic range, and 18 percent in the hyper-
sonic testing. Four test phases will be conpleted by first orbital flight. The first was a configuration
definition phase to develop wing airfoil section and planform geometry in support of design trades to
reduce orbiter weight which led to selection of the double-delta arrangement. This phase was completed
by System Requirements Review in August 1973. The second phase extending essentially to OVl02 Preliminary
Design Review in March 1975 was dedicated to refinement of the orbiter vehicle and development of the
ferry flight configuration, A tailcone configuration was developed to improve ferry performance and pro-
vide longur duration orbiter flights during the approach and landing test program. Orbiter tests were
conducted to determine basic stability and control capability over the complete entry speed range. Control
surface effectiveness and hinge moments were measured to support preliminary design and sizing of actuators.
Initial RC interaction tests were conduuted to support entry control analysis. Tests were also performed
to measure Reynolds number and viscous interaction effects and to identify wind tunnel sting tare correc-
tions to test data. In addition, the Langley Research Center conducted testing to measure orbiter damping
derivatives.

The third phase of the test program was implemented following OV102 Preliminary Design Review in
March 1975 to provide more detailed OV102 design data and to verify the aerodynamic characteristics of
OVIOl prior to first captive flight in February 1977. The Langley Research Center program to investigate
nonlinear aerodynamic and control surface interaction characteristics was continued during this phase. In
addition, extensive testing was conducted to develop the orbiter air data system and provide sensor cali-
brations for both OV10 and 102. OV10 verification testing was also completed during this period utiliz-
ing a 0.36-srale model in the Ames Research Center 40x8O-ft (12.2x24.4 m) wind tunnel. This model was an
accurate replica of the actual OVll flight vehicle and incorporated simulated thermal protection system
tiles, outer moldline protuberances, and main engine and reaction control system exhaust nozzles.

The final phase, initiated in early 1978, is still in progress and is directed toward verification
of OV102 characteristics prior to first orbital flight, Two models are employed (0.05 and 0.02 scale) to
cover the speed range from Mach 16 to 0.2. Figure 12, illustrates the details of protuberances, cavities,
and thermal seals simulated on the models.

Aerodynamic Uncertainties

Allowance has been made for uncertainties in basic aerodynamic data used in design of the Shuttle
Vehicle, subsystems, and early mission profiles, Reference 9. Two categories of uncertainties have been
defined: 1) Tolerances, which account for wind tunnel data accuracy and manufacturing tolerances; and
2) Variations, which account for unknowns in extrapolation of model data to free-flight. "Tolerances" are
used in subsystem design, and were derived from a statistical analysis 'f wind tunnel data in which tests
were conducted using the same models in several different wind tunn(Is and using different scale models in
the same wind tunnel. "Variations" are used in establishing flight test plans and constraints, and were
determined from comparisons between predicted aerodynamics and flight test results from lifting entry
vehicles and selected high-speed aircraft. The flight data will allow reductions of the variations and
removal of corresponding flight placards to achieve operational capability.

A multiple regression analysis computer program, Reference 10, was used to determine the "tolerances"
on the derivatives Ci., CD, Cm versus %; Cn, C versus 0, f, and 6r. Utilization of the program involved
inputting available sets of wind tunnel data for a specified coefficient versus a, a. 6a or dr at given
conditions of Mach number, control surface setting, etc., with a proposed form of curve-fit; e.g., CL Ko
+ Ka + K2 2 - ... KS5 . The regression program statistically determines which terms of the proposed
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curve-fit equation are significant and eliminates those which are not significant by performing a
least-square curve-fit of the test data. Subsequent to selecting a "best" curve-fit, the deviation of
each test point from the curve is computed and the Standard Error of estimate, Se, (which is a measure of
the standard deviation, a) is multiplied by three to estimate the three-sigma (3oa) tolerance of the aero-
dynamic coefficient, C, being analyzed. The three-sigma tolerance is an increment or band about a nominal
value of the aerodynamic coefficient, C, for any given Mach number, body flap deflection, etc., where the
probability that a measured coefficient at the specified condition lies within C ±3a is 99.73 percent. An
example of the procedure for determining the tolerance on lift coefficient is shown in Figure 13. The
regression program yields a polynominal expression for lift coefficient in terms of angle of attack:

CL ' -0.0546 + 0.0178 a + 0.0003 a2 - 2 x 10 9 C'

The standard error of estimate becomes Se = 0.0146 and the corresponding three-sigma tolerance on lift
coefficient at Mach 5.0 becomes 0.0438.

"Variations" were developed for three speed regimes from comparisons of flight and predicted values
based on wind tunnel test data for representative vehicles, constructing the bounds of the data points and
applying the larger bound as a plus or minus value. An example of the procedure used to develop variation
uncertainties is displayed in Figure 14. The figure presents a comparison between predictions based on
wind tunnel results and flight measured values of normal forci for selected aircraft and space vehicles.
The data bands were selected on the basis of engineering judgment and weighting "Shuttle-like" configura-
tions more heavily than the lifting bodies. The speed regime groups were M < 0.8, 0.8 < M < 1.2 and
M > 1.2. The ratio of variation to tolerance at Mach 10.0 was assumed to applj throughout the viscous
interaction speed region.

Later in this report where Orbiter flight data from the approach and landing test program are dis-
cussed, comparisons are shown between estimated tolerances and variations for several aerodynamic param-
eters. The measured flight test data points are seen to be distributed about the nominal value and to
fall within the predicted tolerance band, and well within the estimated variations. It is anticipated
that further correlation with flight data will permit reduction of the variations and removal of corre-
sponding flight placards to achieve full operational capability.

CONFIGURATION EVOLUTION

Stability, control, and performance requirements for aerodynamic configuration design of the orbiter
vehicle are, for the most part, established by the entry and recovery phases of flight. Consequently, it
is these phases of flight which were key in determining aerodynamic requirements for the orbiter external
arrangement. On the other hand, design airload conditions are primarily determined from the ascent phase.

Design issues key to achieving the proper aerodynamic balance to provide stability, control, and
center of gravity range capability across the entry/recovery flight regime are wing design, wing-body
integration, and integration of aerodynamic and flight control requirements. Wing design was key because
of its influence on vehicle weight, thermal environment, aerodynamic stability, buffet characteristics,
and gliding and landing performance capability. Wing-body integration was important in obtaining a
balanced aerodynamic configuration capable of trim and control over the entire speed range, and in mini-
mizing thermal environment due to interference flow effects. Fuselage dimensions were largely fixed by
payload size and packaging efficiency while aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic considerations established
forebody shape and local contours. Integration of aerodynamic control requirements was of major importance
in meeting flying quality goals in all flight regimes, and minimizing vehicle weight as affected by control
surface arrangement, size, and actuator requirements.

Prior to Shuttle Program go-ahead in August 1972, Rockwell International participated in extensive
KASA-funded Shuttle System studies during which numerous trades (Reference 1) were conducted to determine
Shuttle operational cost effectiveness, desired configuration and geometry, major subsystem definition,
and identification of major design drivers for the orbiter configuration. Design requirements found t
be key configuration drivers are landing speed; payload size, weight, and center of gravity envelope; .,,.y
cross ringe and aerodynamic heating; stability and control requirements; and flying qualities. From these
studies emerged a basepoint configuration at Shuttle Program authority to proceed (ATP). Following ATP,
further trade studies were conducted at NASA/JSC and Rockwell to refine the basepoint design. Essentially
four aerodynamic basepoints were evaluated in arriving at the final selected design, as summarized in
Figure 15.

ATP Configuration

For the ATP orbiter aerodynamic configuration, Rockwell selected a blended delta wing-body design to
meet NASA mission requirements. Selection of the external arrangement was based on results of previous
investigatiens at the NASA centers, and Rockwell design studies, supported by 4300 hours of wind tunnel
testing. The orbiter aerodynamic shape incorporated a 50-degree swept delta wing planform sized to provide
77.2 n/sec design touchdown speed with 18,100 kilograms return payload. Hypersonic L/D was 1.3 at
34-degree angle of attack, and maximum subsonic L/D was 5.7. Elevons were sized to provide trim at hyper-
sonic speeds over an angle of attack range from 20 to 50 degrees with an operational center of gravity
range of three percent body length. The cargo bay provided a 4.57 meter diameter by 18.2 meter long
volume for a wide variety of payloads. Cargo deployment/retrieval manipulators were stowed in a dorsal
fairing along the top of the payload bay doors. Provision was made for installing four airbreathing
engines in the aft portion of the payload bay for early development flights. Three main propulsion system
rocket engines were located at the base of the aft fuselage, and on-orbit propulsion engines were installed
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in two removable pod modules alongside the aft fuselage. Reaction control rocket engines were located in
the aft pods and in the forward fuselage compartment.

PRR - PDR Configuration

Upon initiation of Shuttle go-ahead, the development aerodynamic wind tunnel program was implemented,
and further trade studies were conducted at NASA/JSC and Rockwell to refine the ATP basepoint. The ATP and
PRR orbiters (Figure 15) were both blended delta wing configurations which were externally similar. Tile
most obvious changes were: (1) a redesigned forebody to accommodate internal packaging revisions; (2) the
movement of the OMS/RCS pod from the side of the aft fuselage to the shoulder location; and (3) deletion
of airbreathing propulsion for landing assist following orbital flights.

A series of wind tunnel tests conducted over the Mach numt.er range from 0.26 to 7.4, indicated
revised wing twist, camber, and fuselage blending would improve low-speed lift capability. Results showed
that reducing the wing-body fillet radius and changing from a faired to a straight fillet (wing-glove)
increased the trim C significantly. In addition, significant system requirement changes were made by
NASA to reduce vehicle weight and cost. Orbiter down payload weight was reduced from 18,100 to 11,300
kilograms, and the vehicle resized from a design dry weight of 77,100 kilograms to 68,000 kilogiams. The
minimum subsonic stability requirements were reduced from three percent to 0.5 percent body length static
margin at the forward center of gravity. For the PDR configuration, Reference 3, direction was received
from NASA to modify the wing planform to a double-delta design, and the wing was resized to meet the
reduced dry weight and payload requirements. A 45/79 degree wing planform with reduced glove leading edge
radius was incorporated for improved subsonic performance, Figures 16 and 17. Improved low-speed perform-
ance and the reduced static margin requirement permitted a reduction in wing size from 299 to 250 square
meters and resulted in rebalancing the orbiter vehicle to meet stability and control requirements.

CDR Configuration

Wind tunnel investigations of the PDR configuration revealed a need for further configuration
refinement. Aerodynamic tests showed a difficulty in providing trim capability at the forward center of
gravity in the supersonic flight regime. Aeroheating tests indicated the blunt fuselage nose resulted in
early transitional flow and high temperatures along the lower body surface. Also, wing incidence, camber,
and thickness distributions designed for maximum subsonic performance led to local fairings on the lower
wing and fuselage surfaces which caused high local heating.

Changes incorporated in the fuselage nose section are illustrated in Figure 18. The blunt nose shape
was modified to a cross section which was basically parabolic in plan and side-view. Wing/fuselage
fairings along the bottom of the orbiter were modified to provide a thermodynamically aceptable smooth
lower surface with minimum reverse curvature, Figure 19. Leading edge sweep of the glove was slightly
changed (from 78 to 81 degrees) as a result of refairing into the modified fuselage nose.

To achieve the best combination of performance and cost, further configuration refinements were made.
The down payload requirement was increased to 14,500 kilograms and the design center cf gravity range
established at 2.5 percent body length. The OMS pod forebody fairing which extended onto the cargo bay
door was shortened to reduce weight and simplify the door-to-fuselage seal design. In addition, the
manipulator arm dorsal fairing along the top of the payload bay doors was deleted, and the manipulator was
stowed inside the payload bay, Figure 20. Aerodynamic criteria for the final configuration are listed
previously in Table 2.

ORBITER AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Aerodynamics characteristics of the final orbiter vehicle, Reference 2, are summarized in this section.
These characteristics were derived from wind tunnel test results adjusted to account for scale effects or
differences between model configurations and the final orbiter vehicle. Aeroelastic corrections have
Leen estimated by standard methods. Wind tunnel skin friction drag and reaction control rocket plume
interaction data have been corrected to free-flight conditions using Reynolds number scaling for skin
friction, and Jet-to-freestream-momentum ratio for plume effects.

Criteria for aerodynamic design nf the Orbiter have been determined from analyses of the entry flightphase, considering requirements for vehici trim, control, performance, and aerodynamic heating. A typical
entry profile is illustrated in Figure 21. Trajectory guidance is accomplished by flying an angle of
attack/velocity profile preselected to meet thermal design criteria, and using roll commands for range
control. Flight control is accomplished in twL modes termined spacecraft and aircraft. The spacecraft
mode applies from initial thrr.igh mid-entry phases where the Orbiter is at high angle of attack making the
vertical fin and rudder inefi .tive. The aircraft mode includes mid-entry through approach and landing.
Switching from spacecraft to a.''craft modes is performed as a function of angle of attack and velocity.
Transition begins at approximately Mach 5 and is completed at about Mach 1.5. In the spacecraft mode,
control in all three axes is iniially provided by the aft reaction control system jets mounted at the
base of the Orbiter on either side of the vertical tail. As control authority of the aerodynamic surfaces
becomes sufficient, the Jets are deactivated. Utilization of the control surfaces and jets during entry is
illustrated in Figure 22. At a dynamic pressure of 95.8 N/m2, tie elevons are used to supplement the Jets
in pitch and roll. The roll jets are turned off at a dynamic pressure of 478.8 N/m2 at which point the
yaw Jets are used to initiate roll maneuvers jas well as yaw control) with the ailerons providing turn
coordination until switchov- to the aircraft mode. At a dynamic pressure of 957.6 N/m2 , the pitch Jets
are turned off and the elevons provide pitch control. Transition to the aircraft mode is initiated at
approximately Mach 5 when the rudder is activated. The yaw jets are turned off at about Mach 1, and the
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rudder provides control until landing, The speed brake is programned to assist pitch trim and augment
l&teral stability during transition from spacecraft to aircraft control. During approach and landing, the
speed brake setting is modulated for speed control. Additional pitch trim is provided by the body flap
which is programmed as a function of velocity.

Significance of the aerodynamic parameters rests in their effects on vehicle performance, control,
and airloads. Those parameters most sensitive to meeting entry mission reqvirements are listed in Table 5.
Lift, drag, and pitching moment are the primary aerodynamic parameters governing the entry trajectory,
range capability, and thermal system design requirements in terms of heat rate aid load. Heating rate
influences maximum surface temperature and affects material reuse capability. Heat load establishes
material thickness to rtaintain structural temperatures and, therefore, affects thermal protection system
weight. Pitching moment determines the elevon setting required for trim. Design areas sensitive to trim
setting are elevon heating during initial entry, and control surface actuator stall limits at transonic
speeds. In addition, there Is an interaction between elevon setting and lateral-directional control
capability because of the change in roll and yaw effectiveness of the ailerons with elevon posit on,
Lateral-directional trim and control capability is governed by the aileron and rudder control der4vatives.
Above Mach 5 the aileron is used for both roll and yaw trim before the rudder become effective. Between
Mach 5.0 and 1.5, the rudder provides both yaw and roll trim with the aileron providing turn coordination.
Below Mach 1.5, roll trim is provided by the rudder. The derivatives Cna, C ,, Cn r, C, Cn~, CLr are

key to establishing control capability, reaction control system propellant usage, and the switch-over point
from spacecraft to aircraft control modes.

High Altitude Aerodynamics

The entry interface, defined as the upper limit of the sensible atmosphere, begins at approximately
120,000 meters altitude. In this high altitude region, say 70,000 to 120,000 meters, rarefied gas flows
are encountered by the orbiter as it enters the atmosphere. Aerodynamic design issues in this region
involve determining the effectiveness of the control jets and their influence on the Orbiter flow field,
in addition to defining viscous interaction effects associated with low Reynolds number/high Mach number
flows.

Initial entry aerodynamic characteristics, Figure 23. are highly influenced by interactions between
the reaction control system jet plumes and the local flo, field over the Orbiter. The total jet effects
are comprised of three factors,:

* Jet thrust

a Surface imp',ngement

s Flow field interaction

Impingement and interaction effects are inter-related and have been obtained from wind tunnel testing.
Coupling is present between the plume effects and aero surfaces, and between the jets themselves.

A series of model nozzles with different expanslon ratios were employed during the wind tunnel test
program. General Dynamics/Convair, under contract to the NASA (NAS9-14095), Reference 11, developed a
method whereby the experimentally measured induced plume effect (surface impingement plus flow field
interaction) could be separated into two component pai'ts and tne impingement term extrapolated to flight
conditions. To obtain a correct modeling of the reaction control system plume effects in the wind tunnel,
it was necessary to observe certain scaling criteria. The primary factors for consideration, asido from
dimensional scaling, are plume shape and Jet-to-freestream momentum ratio, 4,/4_. In some instances,
namely, yaw thruster firings, mass flow rate ratio, mj/m , scaling was found to be a slightly better
modeling parameter than momentum ratio. The scaling parameters are defined as:

= J n = 7.3879 -n (3)
'' 24, Sref

and

1j)/2 103

= v n(sin n 1.300 x 1o(

where

- Jet mass flow rate

i Freestream. mass flow rate

vj Exit velocity - neters/sec

- . Dynamic pressure - N/m2

0 - Nozzle half-angle at exit

-.-.. -.---".-.--*- ... .- -
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n - Number of thrusters

Sref = Referencc area (24.9 m)

In scaling from wind tunnel to flight, certain adjustments to the data base are required to account for
real exhaust plume effects since cold air was used as the jet media in the tunnel. Model plume Impinge-
ment effects were theoretically extracted from the measured tunnel data and the remaining jet plume inter-
action effects correlated against 4j/€= or ij/ . Prototype Impingement effects were then theoretically
generated. Examples of the data correlation fo pitching moment are presented in Figure 24.

The application of the reaction control system data to a typical entry flight condition of F6,
478.8 N/m at an altitude of 79,250 meters are presented in Figure 25 for three aft left downfiring
reaction control system thrusters. It is to be noted that adverse effects to control authority result from
the impingement and flow interaction terms for roll and pitch; whereas, in yaw these terms tend to increase
the jet moment.

Viscous interaction effects are scaled from wind tunnel test data to flight conditions by means of
the hypersonic viscous parameter V.' discussed ear'ier:

S(2)

where

Freestream Mach number

Re-L. Freestream Reynolds number (based on body length, LB)

C"1 Proportionality factor for the linear viscosity-temperature relationship (Reference 8)

[T~lK ~.+ 122.1 x l0-(5/T, 5

L T- l T + 122.1 x Io'(5/T-) 1

with Monahan's empirical relationship given by

T 0.468 + 0.532 + 0.195 M.a (6)

where

T' w Reference temperature, degrees Kelvin

T= Freestream static temperature, degrees Kelvin

Tw - Wall temperature, degrees Kelvin

y - Specific heat ratio

K a Empirical constant - 0.5 for air

j - Empirical constant - 1.0 for air

NOTE: A constant wall temperature of 1367°K and specific heat ratio of 1.15 have been assumed for the
flight conditions analyzed.

The primary viscous interaction effects are in shear forces with essentially no effect oh normal
force. Variation of V', along the nominal entry trajectory is illustrated in Figure 26. High values of V"
correspond to low values of Reynolds number which is associated with the thickening of the hypersonic
laminar boundary layer causing increased shear on the lower surface of the Orbiter. Evidence of this is
seen as an increase in axial force coefficient with increasing V , with no change in normal force, Fig-
ure 27. Pitching moment at zero degree control deflection, Figure 28, becomes slightly more negative with
increasing VII due to increased shear forces on the lower surface of the Orbiter. At negative (trailing
edge-up) control deflections, the movement of the control surface has little effect on the boundary layer
on the lower surface of the Orbiter, and consequently, the effect of V', on pitching moment is similar to
the zero degree deflection case. For positive (trailing edge-down) deflections, hoWever, the pitching
moment effectiveness of the control surface decreases with increasing V.' At high V' (corresponding to low
Reynolds number) a thickening of the boundary layer results with a separation point which moves forward
with increasing control deflection. This causes a net forward movement of the center of pressure, result-
ing in reduced pitching momert effectiveness with increasing V., Figure 28.

,. ( -me
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Effects of V. on aerodynamic performance characteristics are indicated in Figures 29 and 30 for a
nominal entry trajectory. The decrease in lift-to-drag ratio caused by the increase in axial force is
accounted for in design of the entry trajectory. Reduced elevon effectiveness increases the control sur-
face deflection required to trim, Figure 30.

Longitudinal Characteristics

Longitudinal stability and control characteristics for hypersonic to low speed Mach numbers are
illustrated in Figures 31 and 32. These data have been determined as a result of extensive wind tunnel
tests (representative data are shown on the curves) with hypersonic theory being used to bridge the gap
between high supersonic data and the hypersonic wind tunnel data. Low-speed longitudinal characteristics
shown in Figure 32 demonstrate stall-free characteristics over the operating angle of attack range. The
predicted characteristics are compared with test data obtained with a 0.36-scale model in the Ames Research
Center 40x80-ft (12.19x24.38 m) wind tunnel. The changes in stability evidenced in Figure 32 by the large
changes in pitching moment at high angles of attack are due to leeside separation on the orbiter wing
induced by vortices from the wing/fuselage junction.

The leeside flow separation influences the supersonic stability characteristics also. Referring to
Figure 31, it can be seen that for M - 10 and 5, the variation of pitching moment with normal force
coefficient for zero and positive elevon deflection follows the classical Newtonian "sine squared" relation-
ship. This relationship between pitching rment and normal force coefficient does not follow the "sine-
square" variation for negative elevon deflections. The change in characteristics is due to the changb in
flow pattern on the leeside of the Orbiter wing as influenced by negative elevon deflections.

The surface flow patterns on the leeside of the Orbiter wing consist of three distinct flows. At low
angles of attack, the flow which is initially perpendicular to the leading edge is turned parallel to the
freestream by the presence of the fuselage (Figure 33A). When the angle of attack is great enough to cause
the wing leading edge shock to detach, the trailing edge shock will become strong enough to separate the
boundary layer (Figure 33B). This separation is the result of subsonic flow aft of the detached shock
expanding around the leading edge and reattaching at supersonic speeds. The flow must still be turned
into the freestream direction as before. The turning is accomplished by a strong shock that causes the
boundary layer to separate. The wake begins to affect the flow pattern at higher angles of attack causing
a secondary type of separation (Figure 33C). Leeside flow boundaries for M - 6.0 are shown in Figure 34.
The relationship between spanwise location of the shock induced separation bs, and Mach number was obtained

F
from a correlation of delta wing data. The shock detach boundary was obtained from oil flow photographs.

The effect of leeside separation on wing pitching moment is shown in Figure 35. The subsonic leading
edge suction that occurs when the bow shock detaches results in a more stable pitching moment slope. The
change to a more stable slope is the result of leading edge suction when the wing bow wave detaches and a
reduction of lift over the wing area aft of separation line (Figure 35). The center of pressure is more
aft for the lift gain (due to leading edge suction) than for the lift loss due to shock-induced pressure
aft of the separation line. The wing pitching moment becomes more stable, thus accounting for the
increased stability shown in Figure 31 for +10-degrees elevon deflection.

Elevon effectiveness is also influenced by leeside separation. Loss in elevon effectiveness at high
negative (trailing edge up) deflection can be attributed to the effect of :pack-pressure on the leeside
flow field, Flap type controls will often cause boundary layer separation, especially in hypersonic low-
density flows. Such back-pressure effects are of practical concern since it is desirable to control the
Orbiter with leeward control deflection (trailing edge up) in order to minimize control surface heating.
Figure 36 shows elevon effectiveness data obtained from the AEDC Tunnel A at M - 6 for an elevon deflec-
tion -35 degrees. The measured elevon effectiveness is seen to be less than shown by shock expansion
theory. This is probably due to shock-induced separation. The separation extent increases with angle of
attack. After the angle of attack for shock detachment is reached, the back-pressure effect from the
elevon will affect the wing flow. At high angles of attack, the positive lift produced by the wing
vortices outweighs the negative lift generated by the elevon-induced flow separation over the inner wing
surface. The result is a loss of elevon effectiveness below the shock expansion value. Adjusting the
theory for leeside separation results in reasonable agreement between theory and experiment.

Static trim capability for the elevon and body flap positioned for trl.. to the forward and aft center
of gravity positions is displayed in Figure 37. The control schedules presented on the figure are for
determining maximum obtainable center of gravity trim limits. A reserve for maneuvering, trimming span-
wise center of gravity offset, manufacturing misalignments, and aerodynamic uncertainties has been added
to the limits of the elevon effectiveness data to establish the limits shown on the figure. The aft center
of gravity limits are based on a positive elevon deflection of 15 degrees for Mach numbers less than or
equal to ten. A positive elevon deflection of ten degrees was used for Mach numbers greater than ten due
to thermal protection system design limits during maximum heating conditions. Forward center of gravity
trim limits are based on an incremental pitching moment coefficient reserve of 0.015 for Mach numbers less
than or equal to ten and 0.02 for Mach numbers greater than ten. Figure 37 indicates a slightly reduced
forward center of gravity trim margin at Mach 5.0 in the angle of attack range from 20 to 45 degrees. This
Is attributed to the loss in elevon effectiveness due to leeside separation. Center of gravity trim limits
for the entry angle of attack schedule have been shown earlier in Figure 7. Both Figures 7 and 37 indicate
that a wide trim margin exists across the Mach number range.

Elevon control power in conjunction with the body flap and speed brake provide trim capbility between
the design center of gravity limits. The elevon schedule, shown in Figure 39, illustrates the nominal and
the most positive and negative settings for trim at forward and aft center of gravity positions. The
extreme settings account for control margin and uncertainties in aerodynamic characteristics. The speed
brake is initially opened during entry at Mach 10, and is programmed as a function of velocity to
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approximately Mach 1. Opening the speed brake at Mach 10 assists in longitudinal trim during the transi-
tion from high to low angle of attack. Below Mach 1, the speed brake setting is modulated to provide
speed control during approach and landing. The body flap is used as a trim device to keep the elevons
operating in an effective range, and, during the high heating portion of entry, to keep the elevons from
overheating. Body flap deflection varies during entry. For entry at the forward center of gravity, the
initial body flap position is normally full-up. For the aft center of gravity case, the initial position
is approximately 16 degrees down.

Lateral-Directional Characteristics

Lateral-directional stability and control characteristics along the nominal entry trajectory are
illustrated in Figures 39, 40, and 41. As shown in Figure 39, the Orbiter exhibits positive dihedral
effect (negative Cya) across the complete Mach range during both the spacecraft and aircraft control modes.
During the spacecraft mode, and during transition to the aircraft mode, the directional stability deriva-
tive Cn8 is negative. Cn becomes positive indicating static stability in yaw at approximately Mach 1.7,

and retains positive values throughout the aircraft mode (Mach numbers below approximately 1.5). Aileron
and rudder control effectiveness characteristics are illustrated in Figures 40 and 41. Because the ailerons
provide control authority across the complete Mach range, and the rudder is essentially ineffective above
Mach 8. the ailerons are used in conjunction with the yaw jets to provide for roll control in the space-
craft control mode.

Early analytical studies predicted an elevon deflection interaction effect on the lateral-directional
characteristics. Studies showed that the relatively large sized elevon In the presence of the deep, flat-
sided fuselage could induce a change in the pressure distribution in the aft region of the fuselage. The
resulting change in pressure distribution resulted in an incremental change in side force, yaw, and roll-
ing moment when the vehicle was yawed. The effect of elevon interaction is illustrated for the yawing and
rolling moment derivatives in Figures 42 and 43. The control derivatives Ct6 and Cn6 are also affected

by elevon position. The influence of elevon position on the control derivatives is shown in Figures 44
and 45. The sensitivity of the derivatives to elevon position influences vehicle control boundaries.

The nature of the control derivatives define the Mach regions where aileron and/or rudder is used for
lateral trim. Aileron-alone is used for YCG trim above Mach number 4.5 and rudder-alone is used for YCG
trim below Mach number 3.5. A combination of aileron and rudder control is used for trim in the Mach
number region between 4.5 and 3.5. The yaw reaction control system (RCS) jets are used to augment the
aerodynamic controls where required.

The interrelation between the control derivatives and the method used to trim YCG offset during the
spacecraft mode is best illustrated by examining the relations for aileron and rudder required to trim.
Using aileron-alone:

C Cn + C CYCG N A
6Atrim C c - Cn C (7)

B a 1 a

and for rudder-alone:

CN Cn + CA C
6Rtrim T Ci Cn Cn C- (8)

The critical boundary exists when the denominator goes to zero; i.e., the condition where aileron or
rudder cannot produce a trim condition.

For aileron-alone, the boundary is defined by

C Cn

0 Cn -C C > , > (9)

6a 6. 6a 6a

Using rudder-alone:

. Cn

CL C n CnC >C0, > (10)
B nr 8 6 r

Aileron and rudder cross coupling ratios are shown in Figure 46 for the nominal entry trajectory and
nominal aerodynamics. For the spacecraft control mode, the boundary for YCG trim by aileron control is not
violated for Mach numbers greater than about 1 .9. Trim of a YCG offset by rudder-alone can be accomplished
over the region from Mach 8 to approximately 1.1, resulting in an overlap from Mach 8 to 1.9 for nominal

.-.
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aerodynamics. To allow for trajectory dispersions and uncertainties in aerodynamics, transition to the
aircraft control mode; i.e., conventional aileron/rudder control, is initiated at approximately Mach 5 and
is complete by Mach 1.5.

Low-speed directional stability characteristics exhibit a strong Reynolds number/angle of attack
effect, Figure 47. The figure illustrates the importance of full-scale Reynolds number testing on high
angle of attack aerodynamics. Test data obtained from models tested at low Reynolds numbers (< 5 x 106
based on mean aerodynamic chord) show essentially no change of directional stability with angle of attack.
The early work of Polhamus (Reference 12) and Jorgensen and Brownson (Reference 13) indicated that Reynolds
number and body corner radius could have a significant effect on the high angle of attack characteristics
of the Orbiter. These predictions were borne out when the Orbiter model was tested at near full-scale
Reynolds number in the Ames Research Center 40x8O-foot (12.2x24.4 m) wind tunnel. Referring to Figure 47,
it can be seen that the high Reynolds number test data shows a decrease in directional stability with
angle of attack which is in contrast to the low Reynolds number data which shows essentially no change in
stability with angle of attack. At Mach numbers above 0.7, data representative of flight Reynolds numbers
can be obtained in wind tunnel tests at low Reynolds numbers provided proper attention is paid to close
matching of body corner rounding on the wind tunnel models and flight vehicles (Reference 13).

The early work of E.C. Polhamus (Reference 12) was used to predict the variation of directional sta-
bility with angle of attack. Based on Polhamus' work, it was determined that the low-speed/high angle of
attack directional stability determined by wind tunnel tests would be erroneous unless the Reynolds number
were sufficiently high to permit proper simulation of the cross flow on the forward fuselage. It was
predicted that a close similarity in both magnitude and change with Rey.iolds number, existed between the
cross flow drag coefficient for the Orbiter fuselage at high angles of attack (greater than 15 degrees)
and a two-dimensional square cylinder at 90 degrees angle of attack. From this similarity, it was con-
cluded that most of the low-speed Orbiter test data would be within the critical Reynolds number range,
the range in which cross flow drag coefficient decreases from high to low values as the Reynolds number
increases from subcritical to critical. Polhamus presented data from tests made on noncircular cylinders
with the air flow directed normal to the cylinder axis. As illustrated in Figure 48 for a square-shaped
cylinler with rounded corners, the air flow will separate on the leeside at subcritical Reynolds number
but will remain attached at supercritical Reynolds number, when the flow is directod at an angle not
aligned with one of the major cross sectional axes. For the subcritical Reynolds number case, the result-
ant body axis side force, Cy, is positive while for the supercritical Reynolds number case, the side force
is negative. Since the center of gravity is behind the nose, positive side force translates to positive
yawing moment and negative side force translates to negative yawing moment. Consequently, the effect of
going from subcritical to supercritical Reynolds number is to reduce the directional stability of the
vehicle.

Presented in Figure 49 is the measured directional stability variation with cross flow Reynolds
number from several wind tunnel tests at approximately 20 degrees angle of attack. As can be seen, there
appears to be a trend for the Orbiter directional stability to decrease as the cross flow Reynolds number
is increased. The reason for the reduction of directional stability with increased cross flow Reynolds
number is the elimination of the flow separation at the nose with increased cross flow Reynolds number.
At angles of attack of 15 degrees and below (Figure 47), there appears to be no change of directional sta-
bility for the different tests.

FIGHT TEST RESULTS

The Approach and Landing Test (ALT) Program, Table 6, was conducted during the last half of 1977 as
part of the Shuttle Development Program. The Orbiter Enterprise (OV'Ol) was launched from the Boeing 747
Shuttle Carrier Aircraft over Edwards Air Force Base, California, and glided to either a landing on
Rodgers Dry Lake, or on the last flight, a landing on the Edwards Air ForceBAse runway. The program con-
consisted of eight captive flights followed by three orbitcr freeflights with t[' tailcone installed, and
finally two freeflights in which the tailcone was removed, testing the nrbital return configuration.

The captive flights verified the airworthiness of the mated configuration, accomplished Orbiter sys-
tems checkout and developed the separation procedures, and verified aerodynamic forces at separation. The
separation of the Orbiter from the 747 was achieved through the aerodynamic forces on the vehicles, so one
of the important objectives of the Captive Flight Program was to verify the predicted separation forces,
and adjust the Orbiter elevon settings for separation, if required. Special load cells were installed on
the Orbiter/747 struts in order to measure the separation forces to the required accuracy.

The orbiter lift and pitching moments in the presence of the 747 were the key parameters for safe
separation. Figure 50 shows these coefficients as determined during the captive flights using load cell
measurements, compared to estimates based on wind tunnel tests. The flight measured coefficients were well
within the uncertainties in the orediction. Since dynamic analyses had shown acceptable separations if
the key aero coefficients were within the uncertainty band, the fight meosurements confirmed that separa-
tion would be acceptable, and the program proceeded to an Orbiter freeflight. The first separation
occurred on August 12, 1977, and was as predicted.

The first three Orbiter freeflights were conducted with a tailcone installed to fair the Orbiter's
blunt base. Thc tailcone provided increased glide range by increasing the Orbiter L/D from a maximum of
4.5 to 7.5. It also allowed increased launch altitude, from 6400 m to 7620 m. The cailcone also was
intended to reduce buffet levels at the 747 empennage, since there was some concern that with the Orbiter
tailcone-off, the Orbiter wake may induce excessive buffeting and reduce the 747 fatigue life. (Flight
measurements of fluctuating structural loads in the 747 tail later relieved this concern.)
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After three tailcone-on freeflights, the tailcone was removed and the test program completed with the
orbital configuration simulated. Two Orbiter freeflights were accomplished with the tailcone removed.
These flights obtained the data used to verify the subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of the Orbiter in
its orbital return configuration. Separation of the orbiter/747 during the first tailcone-off freeflight
is illustrated In Figure 50. In Figure 51, the orbiter is shown just prior to touchdown on the runway
at Edwards Air Force Base during the final freeflight on October 26, 1977.

The significant Orbiter aerodynamic characteristics are compared with predictions based on wind tunnel
tests, Figures 52 through 56. Key instrumentation used to derive these data were an "Aerodynamic Coeffi-
cient Identification Package" provided by the NASA/Dryden Flight Research Center, consisting of three
accelerometers and three rate gyros, and a flight test noseboom which provided angles of attack and side-
slip, and pitot and static pressures. A data extraction program was developed by the NASA to determine
the flight-derived aerodynamic characteristics (Reference 14). The figures show that the flight measure-
ments were in good agreement with wind tunnel predictions, with the lone exception of landing gear drag
which was overpredicted by approximately 27 percent. Examination of the wind tunnel data revealed that
the estimated Reynolds number correction to gear drag was inadequate. Thus, the aerodynamics objective
of the Approach and Landing Test Program; to verify the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics, was
achieved and provided increased confidence for the ,iext phase of the Shuttle Program, the Orbital FlightTest.

CONCLUSIONS

Aerodynamic development of the Space Shuttle orbiter has been described. Extensive wind tunnel
testing has provided a high confidence level in the estimated aerodynamic characteristics. Results from
the approach and landing flight test program verify predicted aerodynamic characteristics in the subsonic
speed regime. Accounting for uncertainties in aerodynamic data will allow incremental extension of flight
envelopes to achieve predicted operational capability.
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SYSTtME TOURBILLONNAIRE PR98ENT A L'EXTRADOS
D'UNE AILE EN FLUCHE A GRANDE INCIDENCE

par Joan MIRANDE, Volker SCHMITT et Henri WERLII

Office National d'Etudcs et de Recharches Adrospatiales (ONERA)
923.20 Chdtillon (Frnce)

RisurrA
Etant donnd IlIntirk quo awacit. do plus en plus le vol 6 grand.e Incidence, 11 Imports

d'approfondir lIn connainaencas relativas aux 6coulements ddcolds mais organis6s Sn nappes tour-
billonnaires stebla qul conditlonnent Is qualit6 do vol at log performances des avions do combat.
Un. 6tude exp6rimentale ayant pour support une ails an fliche a donc dt6 entroprise au tunnel
hydrodynamique et en soufflerie aux baoom vitamins (Vo < 90 m/s) af in d'an-Aliorer Is compr6-
hergion des phdnomanes mis on jeu et do faciliter leur moddlstion.

Las effet do I'dcoulement tourbillonnaire sur cette aille sont d'abord illustris A partir des
msures des efforts globatix at des nipartitions do pression statique. On an d"dit I* domaine
deoxistmince do ci type cdwculement en ionction do In fluchs at do Iincidence. Par une 6tude
phinomdinologlque au tunnel hydrodynamiquo on sattache onsult. & ddcrlre Is schima physique
do l'dcoulamnent tourbillonnaire depuls sa formation pris do I'epex jusqu'A son iclatement pr"s
du bord do fuite. Enfin, on pricise par des sondages effactud,, au moyen d'une sonde clinomh-
trique, clans ure configuration particulidre, le champ d'icoulament autour de I'aile.

VORTEX PATTERN DEVELOPING ON THE UPPER SURFACE
OF A SWEPT WING AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

Summery
In view of the eve greater Interest shown for flying at high angle ot attack, It deems

neceasary to further Investigate the flows that, though separated from the wing, remain orga-
nized "s stable vortex sheets, thus conditioning handling qualities and performance of combat
aircraft. To this end, an experimental study, based on a swept wing, has been undertaken
In the water tunnel and the wind tunnel at low speeds (V. <~ 90 m/s), with a view to improve
our undlerstanding of the Intervening phenomena and to make easier their modelling.

The vortex flow effets on this wing are first Illustrated from global effort measure-
mewnt and static pressure distributions. We deduce the domain of vortex flow appearance,
as a function of both swee angle and angle of attack. By a phenomenological study
in the water tunnel, we then attempt to describe the physical pattern of the vortex flow,
from Its formation noer the saex to its breakdown at the trailing edge. Lastly, we determine,
by means of a directional probe, the flow field over the wing.

1 -INTROD)UCTION-

Il eat done essential de connattre la structure
Les performancesa t lea qualit6s do vol des des dculemento d~coll~s ewtour des ailes de ce
avions do combat 6voluant it grande Incidence type ainsi quo lea ±'acteura qui rtgiasent lea
d~pendont fortement du degr6 d'organisatiori phdnombnes do formation et do destruction dos
den d~colleuents appearaisant our de tolles 6coulemnta tourbillonnairescooh6rents. Cc sent
configurations. Des vioualisatlone rdalingea au lh lea motivations et lea objectii's de la
tunnel hydrodynamiqueoeur la, msquetto d'un avion pr~umnte dtuds h caraotbre fondamental men~e i
It gdomtrie variable (fig.l) montrent, & titre lONERA nimultaniment en soufflerie at au tunnel
d'exeisples, un d~collement inorganiad ouir 1 'alle hydrodynanique - Ella a pour support l'aile &
externe (fig. 1 a b bt ) ou un hdolatemmnt des fl~iche variable AFV-D dont l'exp6rlinentation
tourbil2 one d'extrados (fi'g. 1 o d d! ) saceptibles s'inscrit dana le cadre plus g6ndral des
de provoquer den effeta inddeirablea au. niveau recherches relatives aux 6coulemants tridimen-
des performances at des qualiIL63 do vol. sionnels juaqu'aux vitesses trenasoniques [l].

I 7~7. .
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Fg. /I Ecoalernlent autour d'une maquette d'avlon o fl~che variable
(tunnel hydrodynamique Rej 0,3,104~)

a, c ; vues de l'extrodos (v/sal/sat/on par colorant)
b, b, d, d' :tranches transversa/es (vtsaal/sat/on par ba//es do/lrI
- en bhatl o=25' niec 1'(,b?,d)e 5 b )
--en bus pw=60' nleca/7abcd'tS(d

2 -ECQUIENENTS TOURIIflNNAIHES SUR 'I A Les principales oaraot6ristiques g&undtriques
FIRCIEf VARIABIR do la maquotto utilis6e lore des essais en souf-

foerie sont oonaign6es dens le tableau I tandis
2 1 - Conditions et techniques d'essai -quo lea coordonndes du profil VD sont prkcisdes

par is tableau 2.

Y, a Lea esais ont 6td effectu~s dans la soufflerie
Angle de flichs O~r cWc S2Ch do itONERA. 11 s'agL d'uno souffierie du

Allongment ~type Eiffel it veino circulaire guiddo (disnibtroA logemn 8a a2I - 3m) dont la viteaso tiaximale est do Vo=llOnVs
Effilument euI t le taux do turbulence eat moddr4 ( r - 0,003).

Ia soufflorie n '4tant pas pressuris~o ,le domains
du nombn3 do Reynolds couvert par variation do
la viteese (40 m/s 4 V 4 oVs) oat relative-
mont modesto 0,8 x 106 pc,4e 1,9 x 106, c repr4-
sontant ls corde do r~f6ronce do l'aille.

Y La maquotto est mont.~o sur lc plancher do ls
sout'florio par l'intnn6diaire d'uno tourelo

b ansureant la misc on incidence, Une plaque do
garde circulaire qui cot solidaire do la tourello
soustrait l'aile aux effete do la coucho limits

Profilprdsente sur la paroi do la souffleric.

0 lee mesures effeotudos concernont d'abord les
efforts globaux ddtenninds au moyon d'uno

______ balance &t la parci ht 6 composantos. L' 6quipomont
do assure de Ia maquotte comporte 341 prises do

7" prossion statique qui sont r~partioe on doux
fois 11 sections. Par suite du prinoipo do
conception do cot dquipemont itacquisition s'of-

X, fectue au rythmoe do doux sections seulement par

Fig. 2 - Schdrna de Pl'ale d flche variable A F V-D sa ad esaiavs

la technique do visualisation des 1igies do
L taile it fiho variable AFV-D est uno aile courant pari6tales est basde sur l'ompioi d'un
roctongulairo dquipoe du proi'il sym6trique onduit visquoux do fluidit6 quasi-ponnanonto.
ONERA' 11 (se/c = 0,105)h caractbro "peaky" [2) Cot onduit oat un m~lsngo d'huilo do paraffino
dont la wise on fleche oat obtenue par rotation et d'oxydo do titane. Trt-o utilos pour completer
autour d'un axe situ6 au voisinage do l'emplsn- lee infonntions issues des mosuros offoctu6es
ture (fig.2). Do par as conception 1'ailo subit et pour en faciliter J.'analyso cos visualisations
tine variation importanito d'allongomont on no sont pas reversibles it cause do la viscositd
fonction do la flbcho gui pout tteindro 0 60'. do l'enduit il faut donc prendre des prdcau-

7< 7w
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tiona lors de leur interpr~tation. la figure 3 montre la maquette et le diapositif
d'exploration permttant de daplaoer une sonde

Fn outre, un dispositif de sondage a 6t6 min au. dans des plans perpendioulaires IL la corde
point en vue d'une exploration de l'dooulement d'emplanture. Il coolporte un rAil parall~le
autour de 1 aile, plus particulirement au niveau la corde qui permet le positionnement, an x et
des structures tourbillonnaires. supporte une glisaibre verticale assurant le

d~placement suivant y dtun coulisseau oraportant
Tableau /-Caractirlstlques giomndtrlques de la maquette tne glissire horizontale dd±inissant lea ddpla-

A FV-D (a -0, 150 m et d - 0,060 rn- fig. 2) cements dtaxe z normaux au. plan de l'aile.
ip .angle de fNche ;I :corde d'emplanture;
b dem/-envergure; X allongemmnt La sonde, du type conIque h 5 prises, penoet la

S. surface moulilde. d~termination du vecteur vitesse en module et
direction aveo une pr~cision variant do 1,5 4
5 % dana une plage d' argle comprise entre 0* eat

yo (m) b (m) X ~ S. 300. Au-delh, jusqu'h environ 50Q lea-indications
I ______ ______ ______________sont encore exploi+tables qualitativement [3).

0 0,300 1,200 8,00 0,3600 Outre lea 5 preasions indiqu~os par la sonde,
deux rApartitions do pression pari~tales (fig.3)

30 01346 1, 107 6,86 0,3573 ont dt meaur~es pendant lea explorations pour
_______ _______ ontr8ler Ia otabilitd de la oon±iguration et

4 0 0,392 1,002 5,66 0,3546 l'importance des effeta dvinteractions possibles

50 0,467 0,865 428 0,3500 d ipstfdepoain

60 0,600 0,700 2,87 0,3420 y de contre~ Dep/acoment Y

Tableau /I - Cotes dii pro flI ONERA 0D_________

z 1 /cz1 /cRig/age on X

.000000 .000000 .072500 .035193 Plan dlexp/oetion \.. Dip/aamnt Z
,000050 *001342 .077500 :035912Potsnd
.000200 .002605 .550 060
.000500 00.245 .0&7500 .037269 ,m

.0000 0060 .092500 :037905
.001100 .007520 .105000 *03940
.002600 .009650 .110000 ;041019
.003700 .011494. 135000 .042486
.005,0000 .013310 *jssooo 044213ZG/adr Diallaad.5pss
.006500 .015091 .195000 :04YOTZGl05r Dti e ssne pit

.008300 .016913 .235000 .04921.2

.010100 .01863, .275000 .050853
o012500 .02025, .315000 :W5902 fig. 3 - Ensemble du montage.
.015000 Oz2ig'i .355000 .052369

.017500 .023144' .395000 023
.0000 .024277 .435000 .051476

.022000255 .475000 :050123

.025000 .02685? .560000 .044120 2.2 - Formation et effets des doulements

.027500 .026856 .520000 ;037950 orilo2ie

.030000 .027520 .640000 .035239

.032500 .028136 .690000 .031260orbllnaie

.03500 .292 .770000 .02776S Lors des easais en soufflerie llapparition den

.037500 .02892 .730000 036905
.00000 .029719 .810000 .0239' 6coulements tour'oillonnairea eat observ6e dans

.042500 .030663 .590000 .01465g un domaine dlinoidelce et de flbhc~e bien

.045000 .030663 mo.000 .00969t dliisitd.

.052500 .031003 ,9?0000 ,0Q462i

.057500 .0320 .990000 .002090 En e±'fet, pour lea angles do fl~ch6 aup~rieure

.067500 .033663 ou 6gaux h~ '- 40* lea coortes de portance
.0675 0 .04444indiquent ne 6volution non lindaire trbs

oaractdristique (voir fig.14).

C, C, 60

9- 0,5- essei1 52Ch
V. 9Onvs

9.1 06

FRg. 4 - Portance et moment do tangae.

.14
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Ce comportemeit est la consdquence de 1L ~ Une 6tude plus d~taillde eat possible par
pr~sence, & l'extrados do laile, d'un 6eoule- ltanalyse dui champ de pression statique mesur,6
ment qui eat d6coll6 depuis le bord d'attaque, 4 l'extrados de l'aile. Afii de mettre en
mais qui slorganise onl fornant un tourbillon en 6vidence lt~volution des ph6nomhnes en fonction
cornet g6rateur d'un gain appr~oiable en de l'incidence, nous examinona lea r~partitiona
portance. L'.6tude fine de oe type d16coulement de preasion en 2 sections yr16 - 0,4 et 0,8
soit au tunnel hydrodyrnamique soit en soufflerie (fig.5). L~e r~gine tourbillormaire induit des
au, moyan des sondages a 6t effeotu~e h la r6partitions en forme de oloohe de fagon plus
f~bche go - 600 QUI constitue un exoraple typique. prononc~e dens Ia section interns que danas Ia

section externe. Lee d6pressiona maximales
Nous pr~sentons donc quolques r~sultats carac- ( kp-~tourbillonnaire) situdes au niveau do
tdristiqus relatifs h cotte configuration de la projection de l'axo du tourbillon danis le plan
l'aile et en premier lieu nous analysel-ons los de ltaile (voir aussi 4.1 ) se d6placient vera
courbes de Isa portance et du moment de tangage le bord do fuite lorsque 1 incidence augmonte.
(fig.4) obtonues au nombre de Reynolds Ao( = 120 la r~partition de pression dana la

AC= 1,9 x 106. Tandis quo l'dvolution de, la section y,,. 0,4,caractdrisde par un pie do
portance pr~sente bien lea caractdristiques survitesse au bord d'attaque suivi d une recoin-
indiqi~ea plus haut nous relevona, en examinanit pression continue jusqu'au bord de fulto,cor-
le moment do tangage, une tondance 4 piquor bora respond 4 un 6coulement encore non d6colld
de l'apparition de l'6coulement tourbillonnaire l'origtne dui tourbillon qui, d'aprbs la courbe

(4 Q 9*) suivie d.'un engagement k cabrer ;de portance, oxiate pourtant, doit donc as
ceci traduit 6videmment l'6volution du centre do situor 4 lfextirieur de la section 16/. o,4.
poussde sous l'effot dui tourbillon en comnet dont Ltaplatissement des courbos du coefyicient de
la position et l'intensit6 variont en fonction preasion h forte incidence voiro la diaparition
de Ilincidence. Des polaires r~alis~es en du l~,,- tourbillonnaire (par exemple x 32*
incidence croissants puis ddcroiasante condui- b. . - 0,8) indique l'dclatemont du tour-
sent g~n~ralement 4 des courbes exemptos d'un biltdondnt 1' 'intenait6 se rdduit de plus en
effet d' hyst~rdsis. plus h meaure que 1 'incidence augmente. L'exanien

conjoint des repartitions do preasion dana toutes
-Kp lea sections et des visualisations pari6tales

diseut6ea en d~tail plus loin rrn alors die
conatater que la position de 1 origins du tour-
billon bora de son apparition eat loin de se

Y1/bo.4 , ituer b. l'apex do l'ailo (fig. 6 a) mais elle
y tend~ loraque l'incidence or'ott. Toutefoia,
faute de nioyens de mesure sioux adaptds cotte
origins ne petit 6tre d6termin~e avee pr~oiston.

.3a Comme il a et6 ddjh dit lea rolevds du coeffi-
a cient de preasion tourbillonnairo

olb a 12 conduisent b, la d6ter'iination approxiiaativo de
Y,/20  0,-1 4 l'axe tourbillonnaire projet6 dona le plan do

& 16 l'a?.. Ainsi eat-il possible do d~ct'ire seh*6-

2- 20 matiquement 114volution de cet axe qui pivote
ldgbrement autour do l'origine du tourbillon yora

u 24 1 'emplanture (fig. 6 b) loraque l'in"idene
0 32 augmente.

y/b , p60"

0,5-a

esseiS2Ch
___ Vo.- 901r4/s

0 -Re, . 19706

~ -.60'

OSSLisS2h 0 -

V0. 9Gm/s 10 20 30
Re,.,9x 106

Fi1g. 5 - Rdpartitions do presslon. Effel de Ilcoulement
tourbllonnaire.

2P12

2

y -b 0,8 3
b

- . ~ Fig. 6 - CaradrIstiques de I'coulement tourbillonnaire
~ '..~ a) evolutlon de I'orlglne dii tourbillon en fonction

de i'ncIdencc
6) posItions approxImris de i'axe tourbllonnaire

0 en fonction dc lIncIdence.05 X1/C
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2.3 -Influence du nombre de Reynolds -. 0

Ces essais ont 6galement fourni quelques indi-
cations relatives h l'offet du nombre de Reynolds.
Une augmentation du nosibre de Reynolds obtenue
par une variation do Ia vitease se traduit par
une r~duotion sensible du domains dlexistence des
4coulements tourbillonxiaires star l'aile (fig.7). /ssSC V.W) 9e,.1' 6
Lour apparition en fonction de l'incidence est /./ Cfi PCh (ml)1
d6termnin6e sur cette figure par tame valour AdCZ 4 "
tourbillonnaire de x 0,02 cooapte tena de la 7 .
pr~cision desI mesurea. Notona au passage quo o 90 1,9
cetto apparition tend aux fortas flbchea vers
une valour d6jb, observde [4) pour lee aile3 C
61anc~es ( oc x 6'). Ia limite sup~rieure du -6joj

domaine eat d~finie par lea valeurs O(C A___% du i '
d6crochage qui correspond k 1 'alatement pr~ma- F~q. 8 - Influence du nombre de Reynolds sur la portonce.

du domaine indiquant la flbche minimalo pour
laquelle cette aile pr~aente des deouloments L'influenoe du noiabre de Reynolds eat encore
tourbillonnaires n'est pas connue avoc une illuatrde par lea oourbes do partanoe relatives
greande pr6ciaion car 114tude do la flbohe a dt6 IL la flbohe 5P w 50' (fig.8). On remarque quo
effectu6e par pas do 5'. 1 'incidence d'apparition do 114 ouJlement tour-

billonnaire augmente sensibleasent loraque lo
z nosabre do Reynolds orolt alora que la portance

maximum C1 LV et 1 'incidence correspondanto

30- Pour mettre davantago en lumibre la tranafc r-
siation profonde do 1'6oouleaent b. ltoxtradoa de
l'aile on fonotion du noambre do Reynolds
oxaninona en d~tail oe qui so passe 4 1 'incidence

A C,. toCuwr b, :R0'02 a( - 12*. D'aprbs lea oourbes do portance ltcu
ami~wloment tourbllonnaire est installd aux gombres

-LC In de ReynoldR e - o,8x l 6 t 1,5 x 10 , mais
20 -. = tn effet tourbillonnairo n'est pas d~oelable 4

Rc- 1,9 x 106. Ceci eat confirwi6 par lea
champs do preasion de ltextrados (fig.9). En
effet, lea rdpartitions do pression correspon-

Rev. 1,9A406 dant au plus faiblo nombre do Reynolds
Qc- 1,3 x 106) saontrent la prdaence d'un

10 ~ R.~c~8~06  ourbillon qui eat toutefois peu intense. En
rdpartitions de pression indiquent tan 6ooulement
essentiellement non ddcolld avec tan fort pia

limitede survitease au bord d'attaque et une recosa-limit.pression continue Jusqu'au bord de fuite. Lea
cuts .wweea viaualisationa paridtalea (fig.l0) relatives h

la migme configuration de l'aile corroborent
40 TO 6 encore ce rdsultat. Au oas du faible ncnibru do

Reynolds (A'ec - o,8 x 106) nous obeervons des
F1. 7 -- Domolne d'exlstence des dcoulements tourbIllonnares. lignes do courant paridtales rdvdlatrioes du

tourbillon en cornet par une irnversion do cour-
bureots dos lignes singulibrea caractdriatiques.
Pax contre, aua oan dui nonibre do Reynolds plus
dlev6 ( Ree . 1,9 x 106), on rernarque, 4 part
un bulbe do d~qollement laminaire aua bord d' at-
taquo, startout un deoulesient aecondaire trbs
prononed dana la rdgion du bord de fuite.

V.50 a.12'
*oe 1*: 52 CI

I -o--90 1.9

~ 0,8

S0.6

-~-- 0,4

01- I/C F/Lg 9 --. Chatnps do presslon statque sur Iextrados. Effet du notmbre de Reynolds.

Yt/b 0 .0,2
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Notons ici que coc coupes ne donnent que l'alliro
du pseudo-4coulewint transversal r~v~l6e par lea
4l4ments do trajectoire des bulles d'air traver-
oant la tranohe 4olairde dont l'6paisseur non
n~gligeable no pout et ne doit pas 8tro trop
r6duite (lumi~re n~cessaire h lVexposition des
clioh6s, longueur des 6l4ments de, trajeotoire).
Mais cette allure d6pend surtout do 1'orientation
de l'axe, de vis4e (voir fig.14). Il eat done
toujours n~cessaire d' interprdter soigneusenont
lea diff~rentes visual.isations par bulles d'air
en lea rocoupant notamment avec cellos obtenuos
plus dire otemont grace aux colorants.

Pour eL'feotuer une analyse aussi fine quo pos-
sible do la structure- tourbillonnaire du d~col-

a, lement d'oxtrados prbs do l'apex et examiner
~' notamisent les offots d'interaotion s9uscoptibles

do so produiro le long du panneau do garde qui
sort do support hL la voilure, nous avons fait
appel 6, Ia techritque du modble agrandi qui repr6-
cento b. plus grande 4ohelle le dosaine dont on
souhaite entreprondre une 6tude plus fine. Bien
entendu, cc proc~d4 oxige uno comparaison avec
une maquette orpl~te.

Tous los modbles essay6s aui tunnel sent i'epr6-
sent~o cur la figure 11, qui indiquc par ail-
leums la position des tranches dt~coulement
transversalos visualis~es.par bullbs d'air. Les
caraot~ristiques g~orn~triques des maquettes
(flbohe ,o - 60*, profil ONEPAWD) et le domaine
do Reynolds simul6 cent donnds cur lec tableau 3,

b A. Tableau ll-Caractdristiques des mod~es dltudles

au tunnel hydrodynornique.
FIg 10 - Visuallsatlons des lignes de courant paridtales. - - -

Effet du nombre de Reynolds - essal S2Ch, p = 50', Ref, Fig1l Mod~Ie c Vrrw) b (rvj X Rec X 10

a - 12' ;* I____

a) V.0  40 mls ; Re0 - 0,8 . 1061 Wecnpt 5 105 27 02510
b) V0 = 90 mls ; Rec = 1,9 . 110'.pI4 0 10, , 02-,

2 aile agrandie 100 120 1,24 0,5-2,0

3 - ETUDE PHEN0MNIIQJE DE L'ECOUIM~NT ___

T0U1BILMfNNAIRE AU TUNNEL HYDR0DYNAX'EQUE A
FAIBIE NOME~ DE REYN01DS - 3 apex oc'oridi 100 10 0 1,33 0,5-,

3.1 - Conditions exp6rimontales-

Cotte 6tude a eti pour cadre le tunnel vertical 3.2 -Structure do l'6coulemant £12)
do l'ONERA (51 dent de nesibreuses publications
ont, fait conna~tre lee prec~d6s do visualisation Les visualisations obtenues avoc leo rodb1.c
par traceurs liquides ou ga-zeux, at notamnient cemplot (fig.12) fournissent les indispenzables
leur application h. do tellos 4tudes d1600ulements vuos d'ensemblo de l't6ooulement cur lesquelles
d~coll~s [6]. on distingue la structure teurbillenxnairo stable

du d6cellersent dtextrados et son dvolution en
Le lecteur int~ress4 treuvera danc cos documents fonction do l'incidence.
1 'expos6 cesiplot do la technique exp6rimentale
utilicde, dent on so contente ici do rappoler A 20* d'incidence (fig. 12 abb'), la nappo qui
succinotement quelques d6tails n6cessaires h la d6ferle 10 long du boyd dlattaque en flbohe
compr~honsion des rAsultats. s'onroulo en "cornet" [7, 8) auteur du teurbil-

lon principal d'extrados issu ptits do l'apex.
Les colorants do rngme densgitd quo l'eau ont dtd Ce tourbillo, so place en diagonale ati-dessus
dmlis 4 partir de la surface des modbles sous do cette aile non~conique et tend 4 6olater
forme do filets isolds (par exemple fig. 1 a etc) c8t6 aval devant le flux d'intrados qui
eu do nappec paridtales (par example fig. 18 a-f) contourno Ve~xtr~mit6 libre du modble. Entre le
visualisant en rt~giine stationnaire des lignos ou herd d'attaque et o0 tourbillen bien structurd
surfaces do courant plus ou momns ext~rieures so d~veloppo urie zone marginale enferm~e sous
oti paridtales suivant le r~glage du d~bit du 1e cornet et qui ce d~sorgeanse c~t6 aval. Cette
colorant. Dane lea zones h, caractbre instation- structure du d~collemnent d'extradoc cot corifirm~e
naire ou turbulent, il so produit tine r~partition par l'allure du pseudo-6coulement transversal
al6atoire et tine diffusion rapide du colorant, rdv6e par l.os bulles d'air (fig.12b).
6mis, qui rio r~vble alors plus quo l'allure
moyenne des phdnombnes. Quand b'incidenoo cro~t (fig.12 aed), on observe

Ia progression yorm 1'anont des ronious marginaux,
11 en eat do nigne pour lea traceurs gazeux, 10 d~veloppinent du tourhillon principal et la
miinuscules bulbas d'air obtenues au cours du netto remont6e vera ltape.' do son point d'4cla-
remplinsago du tunnel, dent on observe les tement, phdnornbne classiqut, [9) affoctant toutes
trajectoires dans des plans transversaux (par loas tructures tourbillonnaires aux incidences
exemple fig. 1 bb' dd') ou longitudinaux(fig.17a). 6bevdes.

._..__.MO MO
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La fig. 12f~ prdcise la position do l'axe du Enfin pour compl~ter cette description, notons
tow'billn principal d'oxtradoo stir le plan do I&a pr~sence stir l'intrados (fig. 12 e) dtune
la voilure pour diff4rontos inecidencos. Cet axe, ligne de partage qui sdparo la partie du. flux

F relev6 sur les olichda obtonus au coutir des dintradoo qui so d~vorse sour l'extradod le
tessais no concorne quo la partie organiage du long du bord d'attqua do cello qui rejoint le
noyau comprise entre son origine approximativo bord do faite du modble. IA nappo tourbillonnaire
plus ou mains procho de l'apex et son point qui so d~tache le long do oe bord en ±'Thh
d'4clatenient moyen situd c8t6 aval. Dana lea accentude stenrotilo atissi an tcornotl pour venir
mgmes conditions, la fig.12 g rdvble d'autre part former tin tourbillon ccncentr6 dit do bard de
que la position on 'Ihacisse de l16clatement ±'uito, mais fortement interactionn4 par le
d~pend sLa'tout do l1incidence. tctirbillo 1 principal d'oxtrados.

Une variation du nombro de Reynolds,* tolle
qutelle pout 6tre r6alis~o au tunnel (vair
tablea-A 3), no provoque auotin changoisent fonda-
mental dans 1 'allure du pseo ~-4 culement traens-
versal (comparer fig. 12b et bl), ni dons oclle
do l'6clatement (osparer fig. 12 a et at). Par
contre, h dgaltd d'inoidence, on enregistre des
diff6rences d'origine et do position du totixbil-
lon principal avoc cellos observ~es en acuafflerie
h Reynolds 6levd (cemparer fig.32f avec fig.6b et
21b).

D1 b

Ir 

E

D4D

'A

I WID

Fig. 11 -Sndms des irodiles (V, - 600) essay's au tunnel hydrodynemique
A :tronches transverse/es .'/sua//sdes par bulles d'e/r,
8 ;axe de prise d/e sws correspondent,
C :m/ro/r 6 45',

D :parol de la ye/ne (nortme ou rddu/te),
E :panneeu dea garde du mtodi/e.
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Fig. 12 - Ecoulement autour dune maquette d'aile complete
(tunnel hydrodynarnique - Rec 0,5 . 104 sauf Indication contra/re)
Vues de I 'x trados (a, c, c, d) ot de I'intrados (e) tranches transversa/es (b,, b)9

- en haut a =200,
- au miicu u 25* (Rec = 04 pour b' et c')
- en bas a =300.
- positions de 1'axe du tourbilion principa (f)(g en fonctian de O'ncIdence ot
-- ddpiacement du point d'dclatenient du tourbilion principal(g

Ies essats effectu~s h 20'et 4 25' d'inoidenoe avea modble. D'ajnont en aval, cette ligne frontibjre,
l'aile agrandie ont pexinis dtapprofondir le d abord orient6e suivant la bissectrice de
sch~ma physique de 1'4coulernent, notaimnt grace l'angle h l'apex, a'incu've ensuite pour
aux nombreux 6metteurs de colorant, qui 6quipent devenir rapidemont parallble au bord d'attaquo.
ce modble (fig.13), ainsi qu'aux diff~rentes Du point d'arr-6t qut se pm4sente commo un
coupea transversales vizualis~es par bullks d'air point de rebrousseisent so d~tache uno deuxibme
(±'ig.14), qu'i2. eat possible de r~alisex; avec une ligne do partage incurv6e dens le sons opposd
tolle slaquette. et qui sdPare le f'lux d'intrados qui rejoint

le bord de ±"uite de celui qui se d6verse sur
Dans ces conditions, le sch~rna d'6coulemcrit 'qui l.e pannoau do garde sous ].effet dtun tourbil-
pout 6.re ddgag6 d0, ues essai 4 grande incidence . on qui se forme le long de l'emplanture
et bL f'aible Reynolds ( Reul'O ) eat le suivant (fig. 13a et 1.7 b)

-la ligne de partago P d' intrados (fig.15 a) -la ligno de d~collernent S sur ltoxtrados
eat issue d'un point dlarrg@t unique Ron (fig. 15c) se place aussi sur une g6ndratrice
isotrope situ6 prbs de l'apex arrondi du du mod~le, as 4 proximit6 imm6diate du bord



d'attaqlue,sa~if au voisinage dea lapex ott elle c eat aurtout la branche intrados de ces tour-
S' incurve vers l'emplanture (fig- 13d). Cette billons qui se d~ve).oppe (fig. 15b et A), et
incurvation des lignes de partage et dea dc~col- la ligne de dceollement suy le pa~rneau qui ne
lenient 4 l'apex indique une diminution de cease de s'4loigner du mod~le cbt6 intrados,
l'incidence locale acnentu6e par lea effets de se rabat trbs vita vers l'emplanture oWt
la couche limite du panneau de garde extrados (fig.17 c)

-en effet, la coucha lirnite qui se formne sur ce - nfin, conmme cela a 6t6 maintez Lois observ6 sur
panneau d6colle devant l'obstacle constitu6 lea ailes en flbche avec dpaisseur la partie
par le modb.le. Ce d~collement tridimensionne. organia6c c8t6 mnt du sectour marginal enfear6
deviant le sibge dea tourbillons en "far h zous le cornet principal eat le sibge dea deux
cheval", mais denis le cas dissymrytrique cons- tourbillona secondaires dont le premier (T I
titud par un mod~le en incidence C 10, 11],

Fig. 13 - Ecoulement ciutour d'une tnaquette d'alle agrandle 6 20" d'incidence
(tunnel hydrodynamnique -Rec 104). Vues de l'extrados (b, c, d) et de
l'irtrockL (a).

Fg 14 - Ecoulernent autour d'une
rnaquette d'czlle agr-andie 6 20 0 d'ln-
cidence (tunnel hydrodynarnique -
Rec : 10).-
Tranches transversales situdes pros
de I apex (a, a), au vo/sinage de /a
mi-corde (b, b') et en aval du bard
de fulte (c, c') du prof/I d'cmp/an-
ture se/on f~gure 11 -2 (pour c' voir
note) -
Vls~e suivant un axe paralle c) /a
tangente locale & ('intrados ('a) ou a
l'extrados (a'), 6 l'oxc du toulrblllon
(b, c) ou au plan de la va/lure (b, c')
Nota : Ia tianche c' est situd'e en awal

du point d'dclatement du tourbillon
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e'C'

FV g 5 -Shm eldolmn uordueaeclnrqee lh cetd /c' n-dm lv

a, b cschmasreialfs~ //ntados ~ 'emlanure t c i'xtrd4s
A,12 C cda uped-cuean rnvra ~I atu eIaex eI icrec noa ubr
defled rf/ 'm/nue

Aded on 'r~tuiu o stoeP),/g es e orage en re 
Its f/ x es or~ 'ataq e 

14d1fit

21ditao qser/gn vers I add ut tI ana egre

Rg.~~ 15 8cdm ndpe scuecad/rsenont autour dun leclnqes enourbl//ont1 de mlacne seninet de ns

A, 8-', 9 noydau dupedogo/ss esa trainsra b, lat eu ePpx d am-o et enoald.br
d npe s't uprfIoenrlntutordreb/ind ad efieT

11 lignes cit pdotaementr s u pn e do grde /ncurvdue ede part et'ur 'npitctprae

2dicntoeen ur se pa~gn ets.dd flee epnno egre

ci&'4 sracs coatqi abautissant le long des lignes dercPlmn et R'

52 llgnes de o'corant sendtae.
S, igne cit recollement selcnoaer Pxtads

as ~veopp l ln de r irnet o dolemnt ouord d'ubllno prcaT qla sulae en sE rtah
prsdu7r &'tau et toune deondrs e noln auo e tralos is lon die sea ietT de rcolemn

is seond C 2) dosonsOppose ateae enreetT
9ceaxdeognss deux tourbillons (fi, Tyc Bt Tt2)'n

ce1 oodiinsgl ouh d coraint qu d~le noud gad anur'e part et nappte dui s'enrude prageou
12lngd br d'tape (fig.uan 13c, s scnd du tourbillon principal I nuw nfracea t.crcdlatl

1n4eu socuhsqufalismetount frpetie- e oce ecuataletatlsdfdet oriln
montlo ourillo prnciad et le ouriallong e fine de reollence e 1idec

sSoar dogn de~n sons.en ecnal

Un aohma plu opl~g de r6collment osenrv6
s di-ore olt lon6 pear la ig.15 do tralemen Los n paffrntla u rpces tir se figurce I6

prb plu grd. d'ataelet tluime dnt len lme pemetetrado ro l ngdelatine d l'6collment

suces donl cou qui boussnt le longrl dauten parto lau inidene qu cteros at
is lig d or p artP (fiitu 13c)u sei u luide, due~l constant.n Apriia iniT ce(i..
en d'oua soundoutaobnt lee ligneeen drespetctivte- ct6exrao



d~rapent dans la direction des g~ndratrlces de A 20* (fig. 16 c') et a fortiori ?1 25* d'inci.dence
l'aille et ne d6collent qu'au voisinage de l'extr&6 (fig. l6d'd"), la structure tourbilloiaire se
',it6 libre du mod'le. d~veloppe, i'clatement iu tourbillon principal

se prodult c~t6 aval et rernonte vers; l'axont,
A 15* d'inciderace(f'ig.16 b' b"),le d~collernent tandis que la d~sorganis 'ion du secteur rnargi.-I
s'eff'ect*.e le long d'une g~neratrice proche du progresse dans le mbrze seis.
bord d'attaque et ii en xr&sulte la fonation
de la structuie tourtillnnnaire d6crite plus haut, 'lors que la lig-ie de ddcollement su' 1 extracios
avec un tourbillon principal bien organia6 depuis tend 'a venir ae placer dea plus en plus pr-6s du

l'r.au voisinage duquel ae situe son origine bord d'attaqiue, ja ligne de partage sur lintra-
jL . '" l'extr~mit6 du mod~le. dos a' en 61oigne au fur et 'a meaure que crolt

l'incidence (fig. 16 a bc d )

Fig. lb -- Influence de PI'ncidence a sur I'douk.-nent autour dune maquette d'oi/e agrandie (tunnel h~dro-
dynomiqv- - Rec = W4)

Vues de I'ntrado, (o, b, c, d) at de i'extrados (a', b', C, ,

Tranclhes trans versa/es (b", d") en oval du bard de fuite du prof/I demplonture.
a5'(a, a'), a -T/5' (b, 6, bV), a = 20'(C, c') et a = 250 (d, d', d").
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A 25' d'incidence, tous ces ph~nom~nes sont par- de cette paroi plane 4 la fois soua la forme
ticuli~roment bien d~velopp~s :les visualisations d'une nappe pari~tale qu!A contourne la zone
r~v~lent alors la structure spirale de l'dclate- d~coll~e et de file.j isol~s d'altitude variable,
ment du tourbillon principal. (fig. 17 d), et Is c'est-h-dire plus '. cins proches de cotte
forme incurv6e on fer h~ cheval des tourbillons paroi suivant I , e do' leur d~bit, et qui
coiffent l'apex et caract~risant le d6collement alirnentent les o.~ns en fer hL cheval
de la couche limite sur le panneau de garde (fig. 17 b c) oil se d~iX'),ment devant la plage
(fig.17a b c). Grice ai ine fente dispos~e au bard ddcoll6e.
d'attacaue du siodble d'apex agrandi mis en jeu
dans ces essais, ii a 6t6 possible d'6rnettre un la figure 18 . .P '6volution en fonction dtune
ruban de colorant qui visualise directement une incidence croisz ?ite, de la forms do cette plage
tranche de la nappe tourbillonnaire qui s&enroule au voisinage de l'apex en r~gime iaminaire (fig.
autour du tourbillon principal (fig. 17c d). Dep 18 a - e ) et confirne par ailleurs que l'allure
m~me, pour permettre une analyse plus fine du des ph~nombnes ne change pas en r~gime turbulent,
d6collement tridirrensionnel sur le psrneau ae tel qu'il se d~clenche 4 Rc0!, xlo5(comparer
garde et de son 6vclution en fonction de l'inci- fig. 18 a a' e" et f f'f").
denc3 (fig. 18), le colorant a dt 4mis le long

Fig. 17 -- Ecournent aau'r-w duane mquelte d'apex agrandi o~ 25' d'incidence (tunnel hydrodynamique
Rec : 0,5. IVu).
Vues de I'extrados (d), de prof/i (c) et de ,'intradas (b) tranche longltudinmJe Pea~nt par I'apex (a)
vlsuallsde par bulles d'alr.
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Fig 18 Influence de lIlncidence at it du nonsbre de Reynolds Rec stir I'dcoulenvnt It long du panneou
de gu.rde el autour d'une mnaquitte d'apex agrand/ (tunnel hydrodyramique - Rec 0,5. 104) -uf
cantre-lndicalIon.
0, = 0* (a); a - '0" (b) ;a - l5* (c) ;a =20" (d) ;a - 25' (c, e, e") ;a = 250 avec

Rc=2 . 10' (W, (") (rdglme turbdient.
Vues de profil (a, b, c, d, e, f) - trunchis lranswrsades situdes pris de I'apex (C', F) el dt 14 mi-Corde
(e", r") du profil d'emplantw'e.

4- ANALYSE EN SOUFFLEHIE DUJ DCOLEMEW lement d6colle.
0 TnURBIUAIRE

4- Caractdristiques g~n~rales d~e 1'dcoulement-
Pour compl~t.er les informnations obtenues 4 des
no.nrl~re de Reynolds raibles, une 6 tae b6 les r6sultats des sondiages effectu~s nonnalement
caractl-re exploratoi re du chamap de 1'~coulement h 1 'emplanture de la maquette Uans 6 sections,
4i 1'extrados c~e 1'aile a dt offe'ctu~e en souf- d~finies par les valeurs de ltabscisse x/c,
flerie sur la configuration suivante : on1' regroup~s figure 19 Cette repr~sentation do
flbche * = 600, incidence w - 19* correspondant 1'6coulemert pseudo-transversal mnet en relief
4 uij Cz 6gal b, 80% du Cz max. Cette configuration l'extension et 1'4volution do 1'4coulement
pr&,oan'e un d~collement tourbillonnaire tourbillonnaire AL 1'extrados de l'aile.
int %reszant la presque totalitd de l'envergure
de ?'sue et structur46 sur -a majeure partle do Prbis de l'apex ( wvc -0,214) la sonde no pout
son 4tendue transversale. atteindre quo )a partie extd~'loure du bulbe do

d6collement dont 1'6paisseur est trLs faible. On
La vitasse dtossai retentie de 90 mls notera per ailleurs l'offet de contournoment
(Rec 1,9 x 106) a sure un doclenchement marqtU* au voisinage du bord d'attaquo.

rapido de Ia transition notaimoent lor'sque 116cou-
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Y/c XC 3

2 24
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7 23 4
Fig. 19. - Projection du vecteur itesse sur Jars plns d'expioration.

Fig. 20 - Visuallsation do Pi'coulesment poriftal
a) Positions de Paxe de tourbilion par sondage
b) Positions du minimum de pression partetaie '

Pour WIC 0,91, une structure tourbillonnaire la comparaisori de ces r~sultats montre que le
eat mise en 6vidence. A la formation minimum de pression colncide avec la Projection
de cotte 3tru;ture eat associ6 un redressomont suir le plan des co-des de l'axe du tourbillon
raarqu6 de la direction de l'1icoulenont au principal at correspond sensiblement au point
niveau du bord d'attaque. Les domaine occup6 par d'inflexion des lignes de courant pari~taluo.
1' 6coulement tourbillonnaire d' extrados, dit
imports-t h partir de )c .- 1,58, crott ensuite L'4volutiri de la distance ?4 Ia paroi de 1 axc
rapidement en 6tendue loraque e/rc augments en du tourbillon repr~sentde figure 21a poiuat
m~me temps que l'axe du tourtillon s*61oigne de de distinguer nettoment une zone inItiale
la surface de ltaile. Le. position de et ax qui 6paissit lontement et qui correspond ?A )(/C 4-1
d6duite des sondages eat donn~e figure 21a en d'une zone centrale o;s l's&xe du tourbillon,
projection our Ias plan d'emplanture Oxxz t, sensfblement rectiligne, eat beaucoup plus inciin6
figure 21b, an projection star le plan des cordes sur la paroi C '5").

Oxy. Ca dernier trac6 esL report6 figure 20 sur
Is pkiotographle de la visualisation do l'dcoule- On rotera enfin qua vers Ve'a~trdmit6 do Vltale
mont pari6tal sinai quo la position du minimum de k. W/c >, 3,58) J.axe du tourbillon s'6carto do
-Is pression meuurge 2L Ia perol. dens diff6rentes plus an plus nettement de la parol. et s'inclina
tranches do ltaile (voi~r 2,2). vern l'emplanture (fig. 21 L) pour tendre vein

une directicni paralll b. celle do l'6coulement
gEn6ral.
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S.2 - Tonation du tourbillon principal. Etude
!T1. de la zone initiale -

0,31 LLes sondages obtenus avec les muyrens d4finisen 2.1
a no doruient qufune information limitde dans lea

02- sections initiales (X/C 4 1) o~i les covehes
+ 4 5' dissipatives ont une 6paisseur faible. Ura 6tv-de

Z. ra 6taill~e des visualisations pari~tales a doncx ~ ~ 4t6 tentde pour pr6ciaer l'organisation de ce
-,---- domatne de 1' 4coulement proohe do 1 'apex . Malgr6

2 3 4la part indvitable d'interpr6tation qua -:.mporte
ce proc6d6 , cette 6tude oomplb te, pour ude valour

Y/C du nombre do Reynolds nettoment, plus 6lev6 e,
los ot~servations d4taill6oa obtenues au tunnel
hyrdrodynamique ( 3.2).

2- b YT ~ 11 convient tout d'abord de souligner quo lea

effets Wl.9ipatifs plus marqu6s qui caract~riaent
lea 6couleznents turbulontui tendent h d~sa, r~ger

0 rapidarnent lea at-'uctures tLoirbillonnaires do
1. faibles dimensionr; nc qui pout ertrainer une modi-

fication dens J'gwltindes 4cleinonta
secondaircs W.. - 1.dence en r~girne laminaire.

-. - a figure 22 dor iuvt d6taill~e de la visua-
X Clisation pari6- tnup sur l'extrados do

0 1 2 3 4 laile au voiF ., It.apex et le soh~ma c'6cou-.
3 .4loment qu'e:Ll' .r dans lequel on pout di.stin-

Fig. 21 - Position de laxe du tourbilion par sondage guor troia Owi L. i:

a) en projection sur le plan d'empianture Oxz, -. do 0 it D (sahma 1) 1 '6eoulement ve.iant do
b) en projection sur le plan de l'aiie Oxy. 2.'intrados3 contourne 1s bord d' att ique et de~ col-

le en 5 sous l'influence du gradient do pruazsion
d6favorablo qui -uit lea surv~tcases do bord
d'attaque. Dana c procesous, le d6collement
r~sulte d'une forte d~stabiliqation de la couche
limitseto la nappe d6coll6e peu inclin6e aur
la paroi emprisonne one couche dl6couleiaent
tr~s ralenti. le recollement, a'effeotue soivant
one ligne A7 aensiblement parille au bord
d' attaque s~paraxit le fluide qui reflue do
celui qui s'6(coule vera Ilaval. L'6coulement
dana le bolbe ainai form6 eat aussi aliment6 1-a
long do 1 'ezaplanture par do fluid, provenaiat
de la plaque do garde, et a'd4coule tranaversale -

ment selon one direction d'abord dvolutive qoi
tend ensuite 4 devenir parallble au bord
d' attaque.

couche
Fig. 22 - Ddtail do l'dcouiement dons /a zone d'apex de Paile s ~ dentrainement

01 Vi"Woisotion paridtale, 7

b) schipa de icoulrmeni. 2

b. 
2

Y/C - emorce du Rx
-tourbil/on $etourbillon T2

1P DS2-xj R ~ -tourbillon T
Q51 S u/be

P tridimensovnhI
R D.

___ x/C

ZIC
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- au point D, la viaualisation montre une reprdsentation pernot de distinguer le noyau du
remontde rapide de la ligne de ddoollement tourbillon constitud par un rouleau i rotatioinel
vers 1e bord d'attaque (schdma, 2, fig. 22). sensiblemert constwit de l'6coulement extdrieur

h rotationnel nul et de ddfinir le centre du
Le: ph4nombno de non contournement du bord tourbillon Linsi qu'une dimension ztcaractdria-
d'attaque, dia principalement 4 I'accroissemont tique de son 6tendue transversale.
progressif en envergure de I.- pseudo-incidence
locale de l'6coulement jusq-uA' une situation Cette structure du pseudo-deoulement transversal
du type ddcrochage, entraine un redressement eat trbs 6loigndo de cello d'u= tourbillon, au
brutal de la nappe fluide qui ddcolle crd6ant sans de la mdcanique des fluides thdorique.
ainsi une circonstance propice b. l'amorgage L'appellation %ourbillon", consacrde par l'usage,
do Ilenroulement oaractdristique d'un tourbil- doit Otre prise dana un sens 6largi.
Ion en cornet.

La figure 24a donne l'6volution en envergure,
Les lignes do courant paridtales comportent en pour sept plans do sondage, des profils de la
aval inisddiat du point D une inflexion tr~s composante ?rrde la vitesse. On notera l'impor-
localisde qui st~tale ensuite on s'intdgrant tance croissante du noyau avec l'absciaae )e/c
aux -races do 1' 6ooulement provenant du bulbe
initial pour former la trace paridtale carac- La figure 24b prdsente do la mgme fagon lea
t~riatique d' une structure tourbillonnaire en profils suivant Z. du module do la vitesse V/ye
comuet (T). qui rettent en 6vidence un creux caractdristique

h la cote zn, coinoidant sensiblement avoc
On notera quo la ligne do recollenient R prend l'axe du tourbillon (fig. 21a).
une direction plus inclinde vera l'aval,
direction imposde par le ddvoloppei. at du L'altitude xfdu maximum do vitesse permet dgale-
tourbillon (T). L16coulement confind6 entre 1e mont do caraotdriaer l'dtendue transversale du
tourbillon T et le bord d'attaque eat happ4 tourbillon. E11? eat d'ailleurs peu diffdrente do
par la nappe fluide 4. vitesse acc~l~rde qui la valour z,.dfnepddeaan vi i.5)
ddcolle du bord d'attaque.II s'dcoule enl sui- dfnep~~emn vi i.5)

vent uno direction qui devient aenaiblement
perpendiculaire h ce dernier. Cette configura- On notora en outro une, dispersion importwite des
tion s'dtend our la partie du bord d'attaquo mezures dana certaines sections, dispersion qui
comprise ontre lea points D et D?. no pout 6tre imputde entibrement h un fonction-

nement incorrect de la sonde soumise h dos angles
-au-delb. do D2, laccroisement des dimensions dtattaque trop importants. L'inastabilit6 do la
tranaversales du tourbillon T entraine uno structure tourbillonnaire, qu± apparatt d~s
modification do la zone confinde. Un ddcol- V- I C t 2,24 et qui eat partiotUbirement
lement secondaire 32 a'dtablit, il eat suivi marqu~e pour x/c - 2,58, nWest pas' 6 cartor.
d'un recollement k~ ddlimitant un petit contra- Elle coincide d'ailleurs aver un changement do
tourbillon T2 (schdisa 3, fig. 22), qui progresse r6gime dens 114volution do l'doouleaient touriy'1-
le long du bord d' attaque avec le tourbillon T. lonnaire quo nous allons examiner maintenanit.

Cette description osat conforme pour llessentiel
aux rdsultats obtenus au tunnel hydrodynamique. L' dvolution longitudinale, du tourbillon d' oxtrados
Elle pormet toutefois do prdciser, lorsque la eat caraot~risde, en premi~re anal.yse,par
transition laminaire-turbulent so produit trbs lea trois donndes typiques do son d~veloppement
pr- s du ddcollement, les consdquences quo cette quo aont la dimension tranoversale z tou z..
ciroonstance entraine sur ltorganisatlon do l'intensit6 du rotationnel du inoyau
l'dcoulement au voisinago do l'apex.

ROT rIJ) Cy;-;21
4.3 -Etude du tou'billor, principal T - V

et la vitesse miniiaale Vmin sur laxo. L'dvolution
4/c suivant X/c do ces diversos grandeurs eat repm5-

aentde figure 25. Deux domaines dtdvolution
distincta apparaissont

I - pour xlc. 2,24, one, zone de ddveloppement ob
Q5l1fl la vitoase minimale sur I 'axe au&,iente pendantextirieur

quo la dimension transveraale du tourbillon
axe du a'accroit d'uno manibre progressive aver une

fourl/o diminution corrdlativo iaoddrde du rotationnel

(4) du noyau.

ZV~ en aval do Xl/c - 2,24, une zone oti l'on no .te
one, brusque augmientation de Ia dimension trans-
versalo du tourbillon accompagn~e d'une chute

V VO, rapido du rotationnel et do, la vitease sor l'axe.
-- --------- ~~~-.' Ltorigine de cette zone coincide avec une insta-

bilit4 marqude do la structure tourbillonnaire.
Cette dvolution rapide, provoqu~e par la ralon-

fig.23 , 4 Ja ompsane d vilssevrfo).tissement do 1 '6coulement gdn6ral quo traduit la
Fig.23 h. * ~e o cmpoant devllsseVT(o).diminution do ]a vitease maximale V,,,x meaurde

P our caract~riser i'dvolution do l'6coulement h Ia frontibre du tourbillon, ddfinit l'appari-
tourbillonnaire 4 son passage dens chacun des t'-on du processus d'46clatement du tourbillon
plans d'oxploration, 11 ast comamode dtexaminerdetroaqiebeatetpur ic>5
la variation do certaines grandeurs du champ,
dl,,namique suivant 1 'axe xo , perpendiculairo hL
l'aile et pasant par 1e centre du tourbillon T.
La figure 23 achdmatise l'4volution do la
coaposante a-. do la viteasee do 114couleaient
transiversal ddfinie dans un trl.Ldre 0 X(r Yr Zr
li6 h l'axo du tourbillon, %voir figure 21).* Cette
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4./C
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Fig. 24 -Evolution en elnvergure.
(j) pro fI de la composante de vitesse VT (ZO)
t6) prof/I de la vitesse V(za).

0
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0

R07a 002 34
2 Fig, 25 - Evolution longItudinale du tourbillon

b a) dimension transversl,
10- b) rotatlonnel sur I'axe,
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5 - CONCLUSIONS - 31 EL-RAM'LY Z.M., RAINBIU) W.S.
Computer controlled system for the investiga-

Lt~ooulement tourbillonnaire sur l'extrados d'une tion of the flows behind wings
aile h fibohe variable placde h forte incidence Journal of Aircraft, Vol 14, n*7, p. 668-674
a fait l'objet d'une 6tude exp~rimentale appro- (1977)
fondie en soufflerie at au tunnel hydrodynaznique.
Il a 6t 'possible, 4 partir des mesures d'efforts [1 REBUFFET r.
globaux, de d~terminer, en fonction de 1 'incidence A6rodynamique exp~rimentale
et do la fl~che, un domains d'existence de ce type Tome 2 -Dunod Paris (1966)
dt6coulement qui a 6t analys6 ensuite plus
finement h l'aice du champ de pression statique [5] WERLE H.
at des visualisations pari~tales. Un effet du Le tunnel hydrodynamique au service de la
nombre de Reynolds, en partioulier sur l'incidence recherche a6rospatiale
d Iapparition de l'edcoulsment tourbillonnaire ou ONERA Publication no 156 (1974)
cotta aile, a pu 9tre obsi7-'v6. [ ] W i H
L'exanen au tunntel hydrodynsniique hL faible 16 ERolemet H. ol~
nosibre de Reynolds de la structure mdmo des d~col- EGRDcolem en Prcocedng 6 (95
lements qui s'organisent autour dtun tourbillon M6moire no 39 p. 1-14
en cornet conduit b6 la description d'un schdma
trbs pr~cis de l'6coulement tourbillonnaire [1 RYH
incluant sa fcL-7ation h proxiit6 de l'apex Caractbres de l'6coulement autour d'uns ails
et son dclatemont daxas la r~igion du bord de fuite. eh fl~che accentu4e

Ce sch6rna s'avbre globalement assez-proche de CR Acad. So. 234 (1952) p. 2501-2503
celui, qui r~sulte .i'une analyse effectu~e en aouf-
flerie b. mambre da Reynolds beaucoup plus dlev6, [si LEQENDRE IR.
comportant l'exploration d~taill~e du champ do Ecoulement au voisinage de la poirite avant
ltcoulement h. l'extrados de laile ainsi que 'n ie4fr&flceaxicdne
la visualisation pari6tale pour une configuration d'ueneais fotflheaxncdce
particulibre. Recherche A6ronautique no 30 (1952) & 31 (1953)

Ces explorations ont en outre permis une 6tu.e [I ~ H
d6taill~e de lt~volution du tourbillon principal Sur WELE6ltmn deHo.bln

et constituent ainsi un 616ment trbs pr6cieux OEANt ehiu o15(91
en vue d'uie mod~lisation de tels 6coulements. OEANt ehiu 0 15(91

[10] YOUNG A.
Some special boundary layer problems
Zeitschrift fUr
Fluwissenschaf ten und
Weltraumforachurg 1 (1q77)
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STABLE AND UNSTABLE VORTEX SEPARATION

by

Erich H. Wedemeyer
Institut ffur Str6mungsmechanik, DFVLR

3400 Gttlngen, Germany

SUMMARY

A theoretical study of the stability of leading edge separation on delta wings is presented. The theory
explains the change from steady vortex type separation which is observed for highly swept wings to flow
with uneteady "separation bubble" which is typical for wings of small sweepback. Calculations show,
that solutions of the vortex-shoet model of leading edge separation can become unstable if the angle of

attack is sufficiently high. The critical angle of attack beyond which no stable solutions exist, decreases
with decreasing sweepback angle. The calculated stability boundary is in good agreement with the
1-,oundary for onserved leading edge vortices. These findings suggest, that the change from "vortex type"

to "bubble type" separktion is due to the change from stable to unstable leading edge vortices. Finally,
tue tneory explains the effect of a strake on a wing of moderate sweep and aspect ratio: The strong
leading edge vortices generated by the strake induce an outboard flow on the main wing and thereby in-
crease the effect t ve sweep of the leading edge. The higher effoctive sweep stabilizes the leading edge
separation on the main wing.

NOTATION

C constrnt defined by equation (2)

C 1 , C 2  constrnts defined by equation (1)

C ,C
C z non-dimensional velocity gradients defined by equation (8)

K constant defined by equation (2)

mldchord of delta wing

r raaial coordinate (figure 1)

r radius of vortex core0

a usomispan f .'lelta wing

U, V, W velocity componnts in axial, circumferential and radial directions

Uo, V axial and circumferential velocity componer.W at the outer edge of the vortex coreo

UL free it-eam velocity

z axial coordinate (f'ure 1)

a angto of incidence

r circulation of line vortex

A aspect ratio of delta wing = 4 sl

eircumferontial coordinate (figure 1)

conical coordinhte % r/z

to - ro/Z

o subscript dewrtig conditions at the outer edge of the vortex c 're
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1. INTRODUCTION

On highly swept back wings at incidence the flow separates from the leading edge generally through
formation of the well-lnown rolled-up vortex sheets over the wing. On the other hand, on wings with
moderate sweep, leading edge separation takes the form of an unsteady "separation bubble". While the
steady vortex separation on highly swept wings generates large nonlinear lift increments, the unsteady
bubble type separation provides undesired effects such as lift decay and force fluctuations.

For the case of large or intermediate sweepback the type of leading edge separation may change
with changing angle of incidence. Observations show that the initial leading edge vortex may suddenly
break down and form - downstream of the breakdown point - a diffuse and turbulent structure resembling
the separation bubble which is observed for wings of moderate sweep. The position at which the vortex
breaks down moves upstream with increasing angle of incidence, until it finally - for a critical angle of
incidence - reaches the apex of the wing. We can, thus, distinguish two regions: one in which leading
edge vortices exist at least over part of the wing and a region in which -separation is completely unsteady
and takes the form of a separation bubble over the total wing.

In the following investigation it is supposed that the two distinct types of leading edge separation can
be attributed to the existence or non-existence of a stable separated vortex. The theoretical study outlined
In the following is an extension of a theory of vortex breakdown by Ludwieg [1, 2]. In the course of in-
vestigations on the stability of helical flows Ludwieg has shown, that a stable leading edge vortex,
entering a region of increasing pressure, eventually transforms into a highly unstable vortex. Thip
finding was offered by Ludwieg as an explanation for the vortex breakdown phenomenon At the same
time other explanations were given [3, 4, 5] and so far no final decision is reached in favor of only one
of the competing theories. One of the reasons, why a decision between the different theories of vortex
breakdown is so difficult to obtain, is that none of the theories can predict the onset or even the location
of breakdown. The present theory gives for delta wings a prediction of the stability boundary beyond
which no stable vortex separation can exist. The theoretical stability boundary is not expected to coincide
exactly with the boundary for observed leading edge vortices - since a slight instability does not lead at
once to vortex breakdown - but the theoretical data are consistent with experimental findings. It is be-
lieved, therefore, that the present study gives additional support to the stability theory of vortex breakdown.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

As mentioned above, there are several explanations for the phenomenon of leading edge vortex
breakdown. The different theories presume, that stable vortices are formed at the leading edges of the
front part of the wing and that the vortices are suddenly transformed when they are subjected to the
pressure rise at the rear part of the wing.

There is a strong interaction between the bursting vortex and the external flow - very similar to the
interaction between a separating boundary layer and the ixternal flow. It is, therefore, difficult to
predict the location of vortex breakdown, and the various theories can hardly be compared on a basis of
quantitative agreement with experimental data on breakdown locations.

The present study assumes a slightly different point of view: The question is not, what happens to an
originally stable vortex when it-enters a field of pressure rise, but under which conditions can a stable
vortex exist near the apex of the wing. When a leading edge vortex ifi observed over sufficiently large
part of the wing, one can assume that it is stable. When, on the other hand, the vortex disappears after
reaching a critical angle of incidence, one can conclude that a stable leading edge vortex is no longer
possible. It is, thus, reaoonable, to investigate the conditions i.e. the angle of attack range, for which
stable leading edge vortices can subsist near tl~e apex of a delta wing.

3. THE STRUCTURE OF LEADING EDGE VORTICES

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the separated flow over a slender delta wing. A shoal' i.,yer separates
from each of the leading edges and forms a tightly rolled vortex core in which the velocity and pressure
fields are nearly axially symmetric.

Whether a leading edge vortex is stable, depends on its internal structure, i.e. on the distribution
of axial- and circumferenti.l' velocities in the vortex core. A theory for the core of a leading edge vortex
was developed by Hall [6] and independently by Ludwieg [2]. The theory is restricted to conical flow,
i.e. to the leading edge vortices near the apex of slender delta wings. It is assumed that the flow field
within the vortex core is axially symmetric and that the vorticity is continuously distributed, i.e. the
shear layer is diffuse. Both these assumptions are very good approximations to a realistic vortex.

Asst:ming further, that the vortex core is slender i. e. its radius is small compared to the distance
from the apex of the wing, the equations of motion (Euler equations) are approximately solved for conical
flow. The following general solution for the velocity components in radial (W) circumferential (V) and
axial (U) direction is found:

J. ., ..
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U = C 1 (C 2 - lnE) (1-a)

V = C C +  - In (I-b)1 2 2

W - C, t (i-c)

t is the conical coordinate, r/x, and C C are two constants of integration. The %olution is valid
for 0 < t < to where to = ro/x is a constant whilch is small against 1. The subscript o denotes quanti-
ties at the outer edge of the vortex core. Thus r o is the local core radius.

Using the normalized radius r/r o rather than , the main componen~s U, V can be written:

U = C (K - lnr/ro) (2-a)

V -C K - lnr/r (2-b)

with:C = C and K = C 2 - Into.

Tne constant C gives the magnitude of the velocities while the constant K is a profil parameter.
C and K can be chosen so that the velocity components assume prescribed values U 0 , Vo at the outer
edge of the core. It is:

U = C K (3-a)0

V0  C 2K+ (3-b)

The ratio Vo/U , which is a measure of the helix angle of the streamlines at the outer edge of the core,
is:

V K+0 = K 2 (4)

0

The velocity profiles for U and V according to equations (2) are shown in figure 2 and figure 3 for
various values of the profile parameter K. The profiles have a singularity at r = 0. Since the gradients
of the velocity components are very large near the axis r = 0 , viscous diffusion becomes appreciable
and changes the velocity profiles within a small "sub-cor." near the axis. For the case of laminar flow,
Hall (6) hap derived a "boundary layer" solution for the sub-core which is shown qualitatively by the
dotted lines in figures 2 and 3. Th2 solution for the sub-core will, however, not be needed in the following.

4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE OVERALL FLOW FIELD

A determination of the constants C and K of the velocity profiles (equations 2-a and 2-b) requires
a knowledge of the flowfield outside of the vortex core. In the course of investigating the separated flow
past slender delta wings as a whole, approximite solutions of the outer flow were obtained by Mangler &
Smith [7] and to a much higher accuracy more recently by Smith [8].

In the calculations by Smith [8] an approximate model is used where one or several outer turns Uf
the spiral vortex sheet are computed properly, while the inner part of the vortex is represented by a
concentrated line vortex at the centre. The line vortex was introduced in order to avoid the difficulty of
numerically handliag an infinite number of turns.

The effect of the line vortex on the outer parts of the flow field is the same as that of an axially
symmetric vortex core with distributed vorticity. A construt tion is made now, where the line vortex is
replaced by Hall's solution for the vortex core i.e. by a vortex core with velocity components according
to equations (2). The constants C and K must be adjusted so that the solution for the vortex core can be
fitted continuously to the outer part of the fLow field. Obviously, the circumferential velocity at the outer
edge of the vortex core, V o , must fulfill the following condition;

V = r/ 21r (5)
o o

where r is the strength of the concentrated line vor ex representing the vortex core, The radius r o of

_ " " 1 "" g ,/•.,., ' . . . '

- 4 -- --
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the vortex core is equal to the distance from the vortex centre to the free end of the outer winding.

The axial velocity at the outer edge of the vortex core, U 0 , is approximately equal to the free
stream velocity:

U =U (6)

Equation (6) is correct within the accuracy of slender body theory, where indeed the assumption is
made that the axial velocity component deviates only very little from the free stream velocity. It should
be noted that the requirement of nearly constant axial velocity is not fulfilled within the vortex core. It
is for this reason that the application of slender body theory, which is correct for the outer part of the
flowfield, can not be extended to the inner parts of the vortex core.

From equations (4), (5) and (6) it follows:

Vo

0 +K 2 r (7)

0 0O

Equation (7) relates the profile parameter K to quantities I and r of Smith's outer solution. The value
of the constant C (which will not bt needed) follows from equations (3-a) and (6): C = Uc/K.

The evaluation of equation (7) contains a certain amount of arbitrariness since r/ro depends on the
arbitrary choice of the radius ro , at which the cut is made between the outer winding and the inner core.
It can be shown, however, that this dependence is very weak. Equation (2-b) and figure 3 show, that the
value of V (= r/2i r) varies only very little near the outer edge of the vortex core. Also from Smith's
solution it is obvious that V is nearly constant within the outer part of the vortex. Table 1 shows the
variation of the normalized values of , ro , and r/ro with the number of turns of the outer winding, as
obtained from Smith's calculations. The numbers show, that the constancy of r/r o is better than ex-
pected from Hall's solution. This, certainly, is a consequence of the slender body approximation for the
outer flow.

The above construction of the overall flow field, which joins the vortex core solution with the outer
potential flow solution, has led to a simple relation between the profile parameter K and the value of
r /ro according to equation (7). The value of r/ro, as obtained from Smith's calculation, depends on
aspect ratio A and angle of incidence a of the wing. Table 2 shows some of the data from Smith's cal-
culations. Thus, for any pair of values ( A, a') the profile parameter K can uniquely be determined.
It will be shown in the following sections, that the vortex core is unstable if the value of the profile para-
meter K is less than 1. 16. Such profile parameters are found for high aspect ratio wings or for high
angles of incidence.

5. THE STABILITY OF THE VORTEX CORE

There are several types of instability to which a leading edge vortex is subjected. One is the well-
known shear layer instability, which makes an initially laminar shear layer wavy and finally turbulent.
Figure 4 shows a shear layer instability on a leading edge vortex which wLs observed by Aupoix [9]. The
vortex is visualized with the aid of smoke and illuminated by a thin plane beam of light perpendicular to
the flow direction. The photograph shows clearly the wavy structure of the outer winding of the shear
layer. This instability is relatively harmless and does not lead to the destruction of the vortex. Its effect
on the vortex is, to smooth out the radial distribution of vorticity by making the shear layer turbulent
and enhancing its diffusion.

Another mild instability is always present within the viscous sub-core. Figures 2 and 3 show, that the
distributions of both the axial and the circumferential velocity have an inflection point within the sub-core
region, which gives rise to a generalized inflection point instability according to a theory of Michalke
and Timuie [10]. 'he sub-core can also bacome unstable due to the helical instability of Ludwieg which
is discussed later in this section. In any case is an instability of the sub-core restricted to a relatively
small part of the vortex. It has the effect of producing turbulence in the unstable zone near the axis and
enhancing the diffusion of vorticity.

Much more serious is an instability of the outer parts of the vortex core which was proposed by
Ludwieg as an explanation for the vortex breakdown phenomenon.

l~udwieg's stability theory [11] for helical flows is an extension of Rayleigh's well known stability
criterion for rotating flows, to allow for an additional axial velocity component. It was shown by Ludwieg,
that a radial gradient of the axial velocity component has a destabilizing effect, so that an otherwise
stable rotating flow can become highly unstable. Defining the non-dimensional velocity gradients:

- -7.. ..
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nr dV r dU (8)C V dr an z  V dr 8

Ludwieg's stability criterion states, that a helical flow is locally unstable if:

(1 - C P ) ( 1 -CP) - (5/3 - C ) Cz2 < 0 (9)

In the limit C z 
= 0 equation (9) reduces to Rayleigh's criterion for instability. A graphical representa-

tion of the stability criterion is given in figure 5, which shows the stable and unstable regions in a
(Ce, Cz)-plane.

It should be mentioned, that Ludwieg's stability criterion was derived (and experimentally verified[112])
for rielical flows in the small annular gap between two coaxial cylinders. The radial gradients (C(P, Cz)
are assumed to be constant throughout the gap. It was, however, conjectured by Ludwieg, that his
criterion is approximately valid as a local stability criterion for any helical flow, i.e. that a helical
flow becomes locally unstable, if at any point in the flowfield the criterion for instability (equation 9) is
fulfilled.

The stability theory of Ludwieg was extended by Wedemeyer [13] to include more general velocity
distributions. It was shown in [13] that the curvature of the velocity profiles has only little influence on
the stability, so that Ludwieg's criterion is a good approximation in most practical cases.

The stability criterion (equation 9) was applied by Ludwieg [1, 2], to the vortex core, i.e. to a
velocity field given by equations (2). The vortex core is not strictly cylindrical, it is assumed, however,
that the gradients in axial direction are so small that - for the stability problem - the radius ro of the
vortex core can be considered as constant. A simple calculation shows that the C C values encountered
in the vortex core lie always on the lower half of the parabola C(P = - Cz 2 /2 whic is shown in figure 5.
The inner endpoint (C. - C z = () corresponds to the vortex axis r = 0 , the outer endpoint, which is a
function of the profile parameter K, corresponds to the outer edge of the vortex core r - ro . In figure 5
various endpoints are denoted by the corresponding value of K . The figure shows, that for profile para-
meters larger than a critical value of 1. 16, all the points lie within the stable region, while for K < 1. 16
the outer points fall into the unstable region. This means that for K < 1. 16 the outer parts of the vortex
core are unstable.

In [2] Ludwieg has shown that a vortex core is transformed by an adverse pressure gradient so thut
the resulting vortex core belongs again to the same class of flows, given by equation (2), but with a
decreased value of K . Thus, an originally stable vortex core can become unstable when subjected to an
adverse preasure gradient. After the onset of instability, disturbance waves are amplified in such a way
that the vortex becomes asymmetric. Ludwieg conjectures, that the asymmetry leads finally to the break-

down of the vortex.

The present investigation is not concerned with the phenomenon of vortex breakdown but with the
question, it a leading edge vortex is stable from the beginning. This question can now easily be answered:
Any given values of the aspect ratio A and angle of incidence a determine uniquely a profile parameter
K ,as shown in the preceding section. If K > 1. 16 the configuration is stable and vice versa it is unstable
for K < 1.16 . Tii 6 is shown the stability boundary K 1 1. 16 , which divides stable and unstable
rogions in the (A, a ) - plane. The diagram shows that the angle of incidence, above which no stable
vortex exists, decreases with increasing aspect ratio. For aspect ratios larger than about 2 no stable
vortices exist for any angle of incidence. Also shown in figure 6 is the boundary corresponding to K = 0.8.
For this K - value, the part of the vortex core within 70 per cent of the radius or about 50 per cent of the
cross section has become unstable.

6. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the course of wind-tunnel experiments Earnshaw & Lawford [14] have observed the separated flow
on a series of delta wings of varying aspect ratio. In particular, the positions of vortex breakdown on the
wings were noted. The observed ranges of vortex breakdown are shown in the diagram of figure 6 as solid
ve.rtical lines. The lower endpoints of the lines correspond to breakdown positions at the trailing edge.
The upper endpoints indicate the angles of incidence, at which vortex breakdown has reached the apex of
the wing. For larger angles of incidence, no leading edge vortices were observed. The figure shows,
that vortex breakdown is restricted to the unstable region aad that the ranges of vortex breakdown follow
in general the stability boundary except for large aspect ratios. For the wings of low aspect retio, the
observations are fully consistent with theoretical predictions: breakdown begins at the trailing edge when
the initial vortex is just unst.'ble. With increasing instability, the breakdown position moves towards the
apex of the wing and reaches the apex, when about 50 per cent of the vortex have become unstable (corres-
ponding to a value of K z 0.8) . Naturally, the stability boundary does not coincide with the boundary for
observed leading edge vortices, i.e. with the upper endpoints of the breakdown ranges. This is expected,

! 77
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since a mildly unstable vortex can subsist for a short distance from the apex, before it is transformed by
the growing disturbence waves sufficiently to burst.

With increasing aspect ratio, observations and theoretical predictions diverge. No explanation for
this behavior can be given so far, but it should be noted that calculations of the separated vortex flow
are based on slender body theory which becomes inadequate for higher aspect ratios. On the other hand,
at the higher aspect ratios, the vortex core was less steady, as reported in [14] , and the breakdown
point could not be so clearly identified. Thus, theoretical and experimental results become increasingly
unreliable for higher aspect ratios.

7. THE EFFECT OF STRAKES ON WINGS OF MODERATE SWEEP

The theoretical study described in the preceding sections was initiated by considerations regarding
the effect of strakes on wings with moderate sweep. It is well known that the aerodynamic characteristics,
especially the maximum lift and the buffeting behavior, of a moderately swept wing can be improved when
a strake, i.e. a highly swept forward extension, is attached to the wing. Force measurements show that,
while a strake has little effect in the regime of linear lift, it can shift the point of lift decay to much
higher angles of incidence and thus increase the maximum lift. It was conjectured, that a strake is capable
of stabilizing the leading edge separation but the underlying flow mechanism is not well understood. In
the following a flow model is proposed, which accounts for the observation of a stable separated flow.

Figure 7 shows schematically the effect of the strake on the main wing. The strong leading edge
vortices generated by the strake induce ar outboard flow on the main wing, particularly near the kink of
the leading edge. The induced flow velocity changes the initial flow direction and thereby increases the
effective sweep of the leading edge. This effect of a strake was also noted by Fiddes & Smith [15].

If at large incidence the flow separates from the leading edge of the main wing, the separation on
the inboard sections of the main wing is stabilized as a result of the higher effective sweep there. A
stable separation now generates large lift increments while an unstable separation, which would occur on
the wing without strake, leads to lift dacay and force fluctuations.

As a partial check of the above flow model, experiments were performed to demonstrate the
existence of a stable vortex over the main wing in a case where no stable separation would occur for the
wing without strake. A test in the water towing tank of the AVA Gottingen was performed on a wing of
320 leading edge sweep with a strake of 750 leading edge sweep. 1 igure 8 shows a pl,,lograph of the flow
over the wing at an angle of incidence a = 300.

The separated flow on the main wing is visualized by means of the hydrogen bubble method. The
phctograph shows clearly a stable vortex originating at the kink of the leading edge. At the outboard
sections of the wing, the cloud of hydrogen bubbles becomes diffuse indicating vortex breakdown.

Figure 9 shows a spanwise distribution of pressure measured in the AVA transonic wind tunnel on a
wing with cylindrical fuselage and strake. The distribution has two sution peaks on a half wing,
corresponding to separated vortices from the strake and the main wing. In Fire 10 the locations of
measured suction peaks on the wing are plotted. The plot confirms, that separated vorties are formed
on the leading edges of both the strake and the main wing. This is considered as a strong support for the
assumed flow model, according to which the separation on the main wing is stabilized by an increase of
the effective sweep of the leading edge.
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number of turns 4rT/sU ODA r 0/s 41'/r 0UC A

0. 5 3. 25 0. 185 17. 57

1 .5 2. 14 0. 124 17. 26

2. 5 1.69 0.094 17.98

Table 1: Variation of normalized valuer, of r~ r , and Fr

with number of turns of outer w inding (4u/ A 0.-9 1).

4a/ A 4r/sU~ A r/s 4r/r 1)JA

0. 25 0.855 0.056 15. 27

0.50 1.72 0. 105 16.38

1.00 3.61 0. 202 17.87

1.50 5.91 0. 276 21.41

Table 2: Variation of normalized values of r r,0 and Frr 0

with o/IA (number of turns 0. 5).



Fig. I Formation of' a vortex core over a slender delta wing
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CALCUL INSTATIONNAIRE DE NAPPES TOURBILLONNAIRES

ICMISES PAR DES SURFACES PORTANTES FORTEMENT INCILMNES

par Colmar REHBACH

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERtA)
92320 Ch~tillon (France)

RESUME
Les nappos tourbillonnaires qui se forinent 6 partir du bord de fuite, des extr~mit~s et, pour des

incidences plus imnportantes, b partir du bord d'attaque de surfaces portantes inclin6es no tendent vers
des formes bien organis6-s et stables que pour des configurations gdom6triques particulibres (foite
fl~che par exemple) et dlans des limites d'incidences bien d~termin6eS. L'dvaluation dle oeur forme par
le caicul no peut Wte abord~e, avec une certaine g6n~ralitd, que si I'on dispose d'une m~thode de calcul
instationnaire.

La m~thode quo nous utilisons ici est destin~e aux 6coulements tridimensionnels incompressibles.
Elle est baske sur une application de~i variables do Lagrange au systbme int6gro-diff6rentiel constitu6 doe
l'identit6 do Green et do 1'6quation do Helmholtz que nous discr~tisons sous orine doe singularit~s tour-
billonnaires ponctuelles.

Au cours do cotta 6tude num~rique do ]'influence de Ia g~om6trie do l'obstacle ot do son incidence
sur 1'6volution dans le temps et Ia stabilit6 doe s&. nappe tourbillonnaire, nous traitons la mise on motive-
ment subite do deux configurations g~om~triques simples :une aile rectangulaire et une aile delta planes,
d'allongement 1. Nous nous int6ressons tout particuliirement b deux probI~mes, celui do Ia formation
du noyau tourbillonnaire et celui souiev6 par ['apparition progressive, et fortement influenc6e par Ia
g~om~trioe t par l'incidence, d'instabilit~s do naDoo.

UNSTEADY CALCULATION OF VORTEX SHEETS EMITTED BY HIGHLY LOADED LIFTING SURFACES

SUMMARY

The vortex sheets that form at the trtiling edge and tips and, for higher angles of attack, '.0m
the leading edge of lifting surfaces, tend towards well organized and stable shapes only for specific
configurations (e.g. high sweep angles) anid within a well-defined range of angles of attack. The eva-
luation of their shape can be undertaken with some degree of generality only if an unsteady method
of calculation is used.

The method used here is Intended for three-dimensional incompressible flows. It Is based on an
application of the Lagranglan variables to the Integro-differential system made of the Green identity
and the Helmholtz equation, discretized in the form of point vortex singularities.

During this numerical study of the influence of the obstacle geometry and incidence on the
time evolution and stability of the vortex sheet, we deal with the sudden setting in motion of two
simple configurations :a plane rectangular wing and a plane delta wing, both of unity aspect ratio.
We deal especially with two problems :that of the vortex core formation and that of the gradual
appearance, highly Influenced by geometry and angle of attack, of the sheet Instabilities.

1 -INTP.OD)UCTION - Los principales causes des instabilit6s de
nappe sent, d'une part la tendanco h l'ainpli:k(lca-

Leo nappes tourbillonnairos qui so forment tion de la moindre perturbation (instabilitd de
partir du bord de fuite, des extr~mit6s ot, pour Helmholtz) qui est inhdrente h toute surface de
des incidences plus importantos, hL partir du bord discontinujt6 de vitesse et, d'autre part certains
d'attaque de surfaces portantes no tendent vers effets do Ia viscosit4 qui copendant, comme ros
des formes g~om~triquea bien organisdes et rdsultats, obtenus pour un dcoulement non visqueux,
stables quo pour dos configurations particulibros somblent l'indiquor, joue dans Ia plus grando
de l'obstacle et dans des limitos d'incidence bien partie de 1'6coulement, un rdle plus limit4 qu'on
ddtormin6es. Le fait, confirm4 par des nombreuses pourrait le ponsor au premier abord. Cosine Ia
expdrienoes en soufflerie et en tunnel hydrodyna- farme des nappes, l'apparition des instabilitds
mique, quo dos nappes bien organis~es pendant une eat fortement influoncde, par ia gdomdtrie do
pdriode limit~e suivant lo ddmarrage de l',4coule- l'obatacle et par Ilincidonce.
ment soe ddsorgunisent eouite rapidament, montre
h l'6vidence quo 1'4valuation deolour formne par
le calcul no pout 6tre abordde, avoc une certaine 2 - RAPPEL DES BASES THEORIQUES -
gdndralit4, quo s! V'on dispose d'une in~thode do
calcul instationnaice. Les bases thdoriquea do la m6thode do calcul

quo nous allens utiliser sent expos~es en ddtail
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dans leon rdfdroncos [1 1ou [2]. Pour sitoor le ricese dinnrbtes a7 6mices dopoin l'inctant
probibee noun en rapironons ici i'esoentiol. initial nor l'obctncle.

Noon oonciddroncb l'4coulemont d'un fluido Notons encore quo toutoc Jos partinuies
incomitresnibie non visquouix quo noun ddcrivonc, at anses par une m8me source sent h choque
1 aide du champ des voctooro tourbillon U)instant sitodon sur one lJigne d' $mi.sion qui,
definiti par in relation uocci longtompo quo l'dcouiomant ent instotion-

nairo, no doit p~as dtre nonfondue avoc une ligna
Lo=-rot V , (1) tourbillon ou one ligno do courant. L'inte~t

- do la description d'u:n 4eoulemant instationnairo.
V 6taut ic vonteur viton~se. noun forme do lignon ddinsion r6-ide darns non

onalogic dtroito avet: lan mdthoden, noomanto do
L' (noulemeout oonniddr6 ost inctationnaire ot visualisatien par 6minn~ion do traneors.

noun niuivons non evolution on Lonction du to-mpo-
it Vaido don variablon do Lagrange. L'intdrtt La mdthodo do nalnul otilindec no ancessite

durne tell,, dcncription do, 1' donulemenl. viont du aunune hypoth~se, cur le narantL-re dcn zones tour-
f'ail qu'un teurbilion no pout dtro. ni crt66 ni bilionnairen ot le fait qo' ii n'agit dano in, can

t-j .h 1'intdriour d'un fluide non visquoux der, obstacles traitdas ii de ourfacen tourbilion-
liotgtie -t oct oxciosivoment produit nor ion nairoscnonetitue un rdnultat do calnul.
I'ron tioren. Pour le nalcol do 1' dvelution do
dora tao toorbillonnoire, ii cuffit dean do
nuivre len par-tinuloni tourlbillonuaires arises 3 - ECOULEMENT INSTATIONNAIRE AIJIOUR DE PLAQUES
t;ur in frontibre, la variation dons lo temps du MINCES FORTEMENT INCLINEES -
v'ctour an attanh6 'I chanuno d' ellen, t~aut
gouvis-rito-( par 1' dqustien do Noleahol '" 'd i noun noun burnout; ii ht 1 dtudo do

-- surfaces portantosi minces, n'enst quo poor c( typo
V ( ) V .(z d' obstacle, ion lignos, i partir decqoelle, ne

D t nappo tourbiliunnairo no formera, sent cnnuon.
En offot, not.ro medtLic do nalnul non viequoux no,

Lr- 1) muuc;od6:igno in ddrivoo pairtioulaire noun po rmot pan do ddterminer la ligno do (16c0110-
par rapp, --. n11 tomps, t. Pour simplifier, noun no mont dans in can pgdndrni. Duns le ems do ichnita-

ooeidr';;quo ito can d'obstanion animes do ole infinimont mince traitd ici, cettoe ligne eat,
mouvitmeuto do translatiLon ; 1 quonn (2) pout contituoe par in tetaiitd 00 partie dui hitord
niern: dtrf coujn;idd-r6o coffin': 6orito dan;; le repbro in surface ponrtanto.
riultif' lis ?t i'obntanc, V otant ia vitessou
dunn n repz'e

3.1 - Aime roctnguinirr plane nns
La v-il: n c! due, til chain; 'dont vo ctour:; t ourbil-deo1omntu1)idctainuo-

lcn (I ,I "1 :1 protosnee ci' tin obstacle do n;urfuco rdatau

dau; 1 6CeUlemen 11. uniforme V. sn";I L 'nile restanfguiniro pincanon:; ti tue uno
+ ~ $$ ed (-)x~4uforme partaoullbroont simple do riurfaoc pjurtuu;to.

vtv.+;,SStQ ) & Sn nimplmnit6 gd'oodtricjuo ot in fait qu' en in
ohoininna,-nt do faiblo uliongomont (loj _A_ 1)

Ij SS gr4 -- )() il coct ponnible do bien faire rensortir ion
r effete tridimonniennoc ot non lindairec ainni

oven , uniuin xterour ' etquo d'acndid1rer [5] in convergence do curtains
avec~ ~ ~ ~ n ~l.ic t'-i oaS tr I ilcaicuin instationnairon (ipar oxemplo i'dtat

v Iulr abulue do rniyon vocteur adoparant in perti- stationairn oct reoherchd en tent quo iiUt
cole du point do calcul, V ( dnt- on gdnerai one d'un coboul inntntiennnire), i'ontfmit choinir
fonotiun do temep. Ltexpression (3s) p-out 8tro comae oxempic par d'notreo auteorn [41- [51, [6]
obtenue h partir do i'idontitd do Groon. *et moos pormettent ainsi do disposer do valoore

do r~f~renoe.
La edthodo do ':alcul connicte it soivro deans

leur ddpianoent tin noobre fini do pertinulec L~e mouvement dro base do non cainus instation-
floidecs tmisen hn intorvalle; do tempo regoiiern naireseuat in mine en mouvoment instantacie do
cur l'obstacio. Coo partinuiem oat chacune fan l'niio inclindo do i'incidanna %( par rapport
volume ddtormind at peuvont 8tre neractdnises, no plan horizontal.
cci udoessuiro, par loor point d'dmineion. A
nhacuont do non partinulos ant on outro attache C mmo dd-,j' prfcis4 plus haut, be modinlo do
on veol our tourbilien dent lea vaboore mumbole nainul utilisi adoossito la connaismanno do la
d'inteoild ol d'oriontntien sent ddtermindee ligno do ddoollomant. Neum avone beeoin cocci
par don conditions propree wt typo do ddneiiomont d'un prootdd do ordation don vocteure teur.ilon
conniddrd. Comae de-,!h indiqo6, l'dvolution in long do cotto lignoe. Dane an premier temps,
ultdrioure don vectours Z sore gouverado par noun ailons, arbitrairment, limiter In formation

A i'6qoation do Hellmholtz (2), dinorcitiedae ii do in nappeamu herd do foite ot aux oxvrdmitds
coos force d'on scda aux diffdrenoe. Dane ice do 1lo plaque. Ii clagit lh d'un cam thdoriqua i
premibres applications offoctudas avon cotta signification physique limittia, lea exptiencoc
stithoda [i0, [23, none uvona utilieti an sebtimo on couffienie indiquant un ddcoibocont cur u~n
prdcic no lan ordre an tempa. Noun montrons 102. bond d'nttaque mans fliNche mgme pour doe incidencee
do nouvaux rdcoltats obtanoc avec un echcisa do modcircia. Ce eclidma simpiif-6 d'dcouiomant noun
typo prddicteor-corroctour prticia au second.
ordro. La thdorgmo do Kelvin qom axigo qua in permet cepandant do mioux prdcier certaine
circulation autour do ehacquo ligne tourbillon effete do i'incidanca cur i'dveiution dans le
recta inddpandanta dui tempo, thdorgma reopootti temps des nappee to' rbilioninairee.
oxplicitoment dans lee stithodee do rdseeo do orl rdcinde etustublo
tourbillone (per example (31), oat roepactici m our vmn podulcdtion do ator ourbvsibo
implicitamant gn~co hn in modification qua cotta onoc avoes choiin codits ie doJoloekt

tqation df atesur h o1ntont det dietorine dire, pouvant se dtipincer libroent avon l'dcou-
dato am doe vtaeC5en qthi ,nt doadsin chaque lament do fagon in omp~char le contournoment indu ham de viesss, ui uiestdon4 chque vitee infinie des bends infinimant emcee do in
instant par Ilexprosoion (3) discnttioa sousplqeLedrumntsifaatds lcs
forme d'une somma our toutan lee intaneitde vacto- plqe Ladromntnieistdeciue
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epportara Uris justification a posteriori do ia Los oxpdriencez exdcutdes en soufflericeat
vaiiditd do cc chuix. flu tunnel bydrodynamique, montrent qua, au-del h

d'une incidence limits ddpandent du nombre de
La nappo qul so farmo h partir du bard do Reynolos, une neppe stationnire et bian ergani-

fuito et dos oxtrdmitdo do lailo roctanguisiro ado n'axista plus. En effot, in nappo bien orga-
op~r ne mise on mouvomont subito tend pour nisda pendant un bref ddleai suivant le dd4marrage

des inicidoncos petites et moddrdes vers une se ddsorganise onsuite at le noyau taurbillor-
Cacao staticanaire bien organisda dans tout le nniro cancstitu6 h partir des parties latdraes
domaine 1,reche do laile. Noun mantrons enban fortoent enrouldes do la nappe "doclato'l hl !a
do is figure 1, pour un tel type d'dcouioaent Lsuite d'effets visquoux. Quaiques lignos d'6mis-
l1incidonce Nc = 14,50, in projection dans us sioa caicuidas correspondent h an tel ems d'dcou-
plan vertical do quelques lignes d'daissian lemant (incidence (A = 300) soot reprdseotdas
calcuides, h l1instent t = 2,8 eprba la misc en bent do in figure 1 eccompngndas, pour une
on mouvomeot ob, prba do lailo, l'dtet station- coaparaison ici puroeot qualitativa, par une
naire eat pratiquement atteiot. One visunlisation visualisation au tunnel bydrodynamique. Nous
au tunnel bydrodynamique do lO0NERA du mgaa rolavone sur le rdaultat do calcul una instabi-
phenomene oct jointo. Las grandaurs de rdfdreoce iit6 Sur is ligna d'daissioo issue du bard do
pour le temps edimansioonn T soot choisias telies fuita at d'autras iostebiiitds cur les lignos
quo pour T = 1, i'aila a parcauru une distance d'6missian faisant partie des zones tourbilion-
dgaia kL sa carda. On enstate qua, comma dans nairos iatdraios do i'niia.
Ilexpdrieoee, aucune instabiiitd o'affacte las
lignes d'6aission sur lasquailas las positions, La prdcision du sco~ma ax diffdrancas uti-
h 't = 2,8, des particuies dmisas depuis l'ins- had pour in disordtisatioo de i'dquatio do
toot initial sent mntdriniisdes pat des paints. Halmholtz pout ovoir une influence sur l'mppari-
En donnent una mama couleur ax partictiles tion et in formea da ec inetabiiitds. Llexaman
daises par un mgae paint d'daission at en variant do cat effet ast ebord.6 sur in figure suivanta
ia tointe d'un point d'6aission h inutra, on (fig. 2). 11 ceagit des ligoas dtdaissiao do in
murait 1image familibra des aissions coiordes pleque h lincidanco CK 300, h i'instant
abtenuas no tunnel hydrodynamique. r2,8 apebs !a muse an nouvement subite.

UD
a =300

a= 140 5

Fig. I A AIle rectanga/aire plane dallongement 1. Effet de iIncdence stir /'allare des
fIgoes d'dmission.
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On boroqn( , pour on schdrna pr(,eis- h 0 (ar) in. pr~cision du ochdma a diff6roncnn so limito aux
taux P' nroui nnt do, la douxiomo ligno 0 ' (inion ddtaiis gdomtriqun don ligo 0' (mission main
ain:'i quo celni do is partic aval (tourbillon do n'affccto pan i'offot global do in forto inci-
d6marrago) do is ltgn 6misc au bard do fuito sont dance qui oat la ddaorganioation do is nappo.
failo~ls. I.'lluro do ces courbon rosombin ax
r6Luu ta ts obtonun par los mdtbodon do rdsosu do Quont au phdnomane do in formation d'un
tourbillons [31l, [4]. Luatilisation P'un schdma noyau tourbillonairo ot do l'dciotmcnt do
pr6cis 'a o ( &'t') sugmonto eonside-rmblomont In colui-el, dbn quo l'ineidone attoint use
ta doenroulosont ot on so rapprocho croc con coertaino importanco, noun lVaordn rur ia

rsltl o mao bova n unlhdoy figniro 3- On y obsorvo 1' (volution do is contra'-
namique. Notonn oopondant, quo io passage d'un tion (10 is zono tourbiilonnairo latdralo on
sechoma nuinriqus h i'autra, n'a rica echang6 d'esson- fonction du temps ( tr = 2,4 et tr = 2,B). Cetto
tiol - 'I de1oulomant ealeul6. On rotrouvo ins zona tourbiillnnairn, loin oncoro do eanstituor us
m~ms, instabilit6.q Foparainsant dans ion, meos noyau tourbillornaairc compact nsec prddominsnco
demainesi do 1' (coulomont. Dana In can du och6rna don offeo vinqi cux, so prdscnto ici comma us
O ( AIr2 ), ia ddsorganinatien du domaino latdral domaise fluida 'a intonoit tourbillonnairo forte
,.o nrrduit, sass signo annonciataur, nubitomoint main bios organindo ot donc parfaitmont secossi-
Lonviron use eardo dorrioro i'nilo. Dass. in can blo 'a satre mod'alc do calcul non vioqucux. L'ssa-

du A16a 0 ( &t) , is ddsorganistios coat progros- lyso Jos visuslisatioss do sappos ob-tosues 'a
sAvo , tiurtout pour1 in ligno d'dmissian issue du laido do tracours particulirmont fins at doac
vojioinago du coin, ament, main dunn in m~ oane pfO soumis ax forces d'incrtia, tols quo don bulbes
quo pour loxompla prdeddont, i'eoumlcmest Ost 0' hydrogano (amos psr use elcetrodo soydo dana la
do nouveau totalomost ddnorganss. A actor (gale- bordn d'nttaquo [71, [01, ombia par los oombroux
mont quo m~mo i'intabiiie no produisast cur tours do apiralo quaelm pormot do ddcolor, cosfir-
is ligumo aaus sobrd do fuito apparsit, l~go- mar dssa usc large manure eon roltats aurA-
romont ddesido dons,, Ilopaco, pour lea doux ius

,cds.On cen cosciot quo l'isfiua;roo do is

sch6ma 0O(AT9)

schema O(AT)

Fig. 2 - Aile rectangulaire plane d'allongernent 1. Influence do Ia prat/s/on dc schdrna aux

diffrences sur les lignes degmission.

d

Tz2,8

Fig. 3 - Alle rectanyclaire plane dallongement 1. Evolution de /a zone tourbillonnaire latdrak.

______
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Co dornier proonto one concentration tourbillon-
Nots oestoLtons quo aifu ddpnrt loe fort n-are hoaocoop plus import tt.er dens Ic domaino

tour d' o-nrotloment semblo cotribuar 'a lo boone la-ras. La velour limite vors luquello tend I,-.
orgonisation do domaine tourbillannaire (vair coefficient do force rarmela ct, h I incidence
firouro pr~cfdont lo, sob~a prdci.s 'a o (AT) oh lo ulevoc trnitdo ici, tine valour moyonne dane le
tourx d'enroulcmoot cot faible (-, ob cotta? bonei ton's ot non tine v-dour stetionnalc, qui, line
organisation n'cxiote pas), tine fair tine corteine
panlitioii oval Attointo, cot didment stabilioacur nappe statlannaira n'existmnt pas, n'auxait
s'avbce insuffiseant et, presquo sane transition, par do signification physique. Lee rdstiato du
1' (coulomont sc. ddeorganieo. II ost intdroeaani scheme do premior erdre tendant vers la valour
u'eb:;,rvi' quo la contraction do damaino, taurbil- limits i.ndiqude dens la rcfdrenca [4], ceux do
lonoocre ohi la dorganisatiori so preduut, aua rchdmo du second ordre tandenit ,ors too valour
monte avoc lc tomps. limiteoenviron 6 % pltis petite. La raifson do

cette diffdrenco eot 'a cherchar dens 1 influence
Doc r 'eultat:; prdeentds pour Il'ile rectan- do Li modificetion do la zone tourbillonnairo

g~uleiro, sans ddcallemeot ati bard d'attequa on letdraleoustr la valour do la ddpraeian situda
pout ddoiro qua les caleule, bien qu'abtanus a stir l'extrados do l'ailo ainsi q-t. stir la posi-
l'oide d'un med'ale ntiadriquo non viaquoux, tion et l'dtondue da catte zono ddpreseianinaire.
omblent dancer one indication aui momns qualita-
tive do le tondeoco 'a l'dclatemont dti "noaet" et
ha l'instabilit6 do la nappo so praduisant au 3.2 - Aila rectangolairo Rlmne avec
for tes 4incidencen on 4oulemont rdal. Lee raisons &Zcoiiernnrud -T7aTW_
exacter do catte concordance ontre dcaulamont
reel et med'ele numdrique no sent pee encore Dane le coo do l'4coulemont rdal, la farmna-
cannues. Naus pouvone enviseger do l'axpliquer par tine do la nappo no rests pas, at ceci mgma pour
tin effet do viscoeit nuadrique due 'a la disardti- des incidences maddr~es, limitdo au bard do
nation Ptiquol pout e'ajoutar l'effet des mauve- fuita at aux extrdmitds maim m'dtond 6galemont
monte aldatoirus des partictilas fluides chargdes aubrd d'attaqua sane fl'ache do lPaile rectan-
d'tin voctour tourbillan (intorprdtatian denne gulaira. Una apprache numdrique do co phdnomaoa
par A.J. CHORIN [91 en 6eaulamant bidimanmiannel). adj kt6 finite ha l'aida d'une mdthoda do
En effet, do petitee perturbations aldatoiras rosoai do tourbillans par S.M. Belatsorkavskii
affoctant lee trajectoiree des particular sent at see collaborattirs L.4]. Dane ca qui, suit,
prdsentae dens taut calcul nuindrique en raison des ene donnarons las rdsultate obtonue pour co
erreurs do tronceturo.. typo d'dcoulomant 'a laide du echkna do taurbil-

lone pancitiale ddcrit plus bout.
L'd4valutian dans le temps du coefficient de, -

force narmala do l'aile rectangulmire plane L'experience en 4eotilamont odel ainsi qua
deallongemant 1 'a lincidance CK = 300, apr'am Ia los rdetiltate de la rdfdrence L4] mentrent qtio,
aloe on mauvament subite, est donne ear la plus encore quo lee portico do Ia nappo 4imlees
fig;uro 4. En tant quo r~fdrence noun jediquons en laidraeamant at ati herd do fuite, la nuappe qui
troit plain tin rdsultat abtani par so forme cur tin bard d'attequo san fILcha Wea
:1.N. lelotsarkovekii at alt., par tine mdthode do tine exisenceo ati farmea bien organiede quo
rdoeu do taurbillons [41. pour ulie dtir(" irue lisitde. ou aprbs., le

ddmarrager do l'dcoulomeijlt ootite partic, do la
nappo so decompose our la plus gre ido e- i

Qtiant aux rdeultats obtonus par la prdsantm do so t dSte:doo. Si l' iilcid',lco eat dlo-v6o., oot, ,
mdthode, eous indiqitons duna part caix tibtunue ddcum,oiaiLio , a one greodo itifloceocc ear

l' aido du ecbdma prdcie 'a 0 (A-r) qui ma l ltii dos veletire adrodyo.miquos. L u
carectdrie par tine concentration taurbillannaire liuiinriquu do ce typo do! dtcoloaott iidoess ito
faiblo daas lee rdgions latdrmloo at d'autro part dose eseuotiolloeot tir- mdthedo- do celcul isto-
caux abtonus avac 1e cbdma prdcis 'a 0 (A er). tiooteire.

a = 0

CN CINI 0O

1.50 000 Q7 oi

0 - 5SM. Belotserkovskii [ 4]
0 prisentu nlirhodw O(AT)

1.,

T

0 12 3 4

Fig. 4 - Aile rectangulaire plane d'allongemnent 7. Evolutlon do /a force normale eau cours d'une
mise en mouvernent sabite.



Contrniremernt aY nrrejren:- aur~tt tiohrd det vmai~fit: u:I c' ~.rti, If r'
fulr, e't oux ext odmitI tdi' a i lug Nt Laiblo, rLbhe au trrtrrr'' hyd rrdyrtimiqui- ro1.' (JNERtA, lar'ri't

au alux irprnrmisr'r au bard d'a ttaqrrf Vnl~ iou oprin- 1' (i(tiiitarrai dr. . roi(it(t ba:;
I ane C12 ro ,let'in pi 2 pd ;tt' a riront Nj'tfl (he) i la 212;)ad e qu' iq ue; ii lar n pW iAn ftrn

par i r d'art 1htrd ci'attaquE. Nt failo lifo en un dam d;oi )Narirmi I ti ri
nimirlr'nt darn.- ?r don phd~nomb'noen Viririex Unn ( .untn 't~ ii' ir(rOn o.

1ofe ''Clf poat plnat81iro c ai(r l comm Oa rloa.
P mr cetti: i-error,, la produrttionr den tcuriiillrnn di (ruri ;rtr;ro In p--I ''2 do 1n rr riyur
'iii. ourta inirmoirt miii appraohdo par ane- =adit iun in;(- n u cia r'rc d 'nrtt:( a: tr, aiu): grtr: riieIi riftira Ic:
locale tolia que in conitio air Jo Tukovskir. quo, air efiot trin: irrjrttrn t rut' i ret!' jrirti So

hddfaut i' an irodi' ir aumnriqaor plan aatirrfaira nt, io~ai i'rril : rn eraval ef. :mui 1' Nvoiltrrn do.;
nirayn cotailinurr:ii a atE] nrr. flrt part loso diffi- Vriitr~lttiroidyraiiq' r':;. Ai-r: qirirrr ' )n--!I (!t:;2 Ii 2'
calft6.t at certainf)tt arrnualiar dnn inoo rrunltata iriririra:!te Lcr'rrtrr. irrix ,~ t in r I. --m ii' ri' (I(
(len, l.ignon ci' cminni an otricui.an nIo piricont an t'uit to n jw'rtuanitio paitjrtr'in-t plV ,n orval.
moyanne- pinti pritn do in piaqrre quo col'Lon- do itt l"Nlignrat irma in corirant inflnt rinrti 1J011
1 i"cauiemont r~ei) pouvont cartainement 8 Woe 1(2 damaincr amant, irttt irortarbrrtirn ici nu r i(ri
nittribadion an cnracttbre trhL-t particulior dc cett lamenit do, irrrd d'inttaque duforlont taut i' l n 'iilj

eonacttion qul coircer e 1 a~ffit doi vin-coitd:( nur In i;urfnca jirrtairto pour pirtrmr orrr;iito jig:

unro lign 1'i ohi, err fluider rdni, ,onn influence irartirer de nappati Ltrmden, on twirl. Dtt fai t 'in
eancorno taut tin damaino do 1' deouloment (forum- cnr'no tnra aidatairo do In dnoroaninntiti, iosr
tian d'uir Luiho). rr

t
nulttnt nrrnt lftrtotnont marqada dotrt lour Ovela-

Lion oar do faibi; 6oarts don pnrametrnn di!
La Lit-nra 5 mantra, projotd dana un plan cuical toln quo pan on tmps, position don pnirrtit

vorti -,al (on haut) at dana le plan d, in plaque di linnian ota . .. ot aussi par den dirtailla iirtit-
(enl ban,, anl y indique cigalomont lo ddcoupaga rontanot in ddbit tourhiliannairo. Noun oen
do ia planqueoan facotton) quoiqann, lignos d'dmin- dontrong comrn oxomplo uno comparainon 3ntro an
sion dana lo cart do l'douinment avne format~ion rdtraltat rolevit cans in rdfdmeno [41, at an
do irapc au hard d'attaqn nu morment 'r =0,5 cabaul offoctad h inide do in prdsonto mdthodo
(acri"Ma 0 (&-r)). La dcsorganisatinn dua syatbine (schi~ma 0 (Alr)). IT s'agit do l'6vnlntion du
tourbilioannairo so pracinit, pour ce caical, coiefficient do Larn normalo aprers mino on
vera T 1 . Con, rdt-atata do caiculi snat accompa- maaveonl sairita d'urro nib ractangulaino
tgndn, pour ane cowl rai:nan qualitativo, par doax d'alnngntont 1 ,', inclinda do 300.

c30,T= 0.5

UCO

x

Fig. 5 Aile rectangular plane d'allongement 1. Formation
d'une nappe au bo! u d'attaque.
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*O0 000, 0 0 00

M .N. B.Ictserkovsksi [4]
avec

* pr~ernemr~hde J dtcollemet de
p~sene mihode ' >bard d'o tatque

o . -sans,

C12. 3. 4.

Fig. 6 -Al/c rectangulaire plane d'aulongentent 1,5. Evolution de /a force normale au cours dune
tnise en inauvetrent subite.

A droite do la figure (fig. 6) sont icdiqu4 ;, Pour rospoctor lo caracibra particulier do
los valeurs C N do la plaque avoc ot sans ddcollo- lobstaclo, c'ost-li-diro sa conicitd dan3 lo
mont au herd d'attaquo atteintos oux grandes domaino d- l'apex,,io ddcoupagc do sa surface
valourn do It [411. Dunn le can satin ddcoiiement (Voir figure 7) a _t eoffectud do fa,7on 4 ruinto-
ain herd d'attaque, ii c'agit d'uno valour cur constant io rapport longuour/largour den
calcuide, dano le can ovoc ddcollomoct d'uno facottos doublets. Londroit oh oct lieu io
valour oxpdrimontale. On conctate quo 6mlssiocns a etu I'ixtd cc conodquoco. Dann le

i'apporition d'ue nappo au herd d'attaquo cudre do la pr6nento m(-thodo cola ost ajadmont
conduit ii uoe .mpotate diminution do la pentance. I ealtoab]. oen raicc do I 'inddjpocdac du
Qus;;t ai la formo noun laquello e ifCN olitec par mdcaciumo, do crdlation dec tourbiliocs (fonction
los doux mdihodet,; tend vein las valour limite,, ollo do la diacrdtisation do l'obstacle) et do in.
eot tnhs) diff6rooto d'une mothod2 L IL'autro. prcp ,gatioc du domaino tourbillonnuiro au noin
La courbe don CNA d(snt6o duet; ia rdf~re.;ca [41 du fluldo.
pour Voile aoe d~collemont ai' herd dlattoquo
s~uit d'obord, jucqu'';t Tn 2, 1' Ovoluticc quo
iou:: obtonons pour V' coulcent cans ddccllomont
ot ;!ft ensuito cuivi d'uno forte chute do
pentanco ouivie d' esc'llatioeao. L' oxamen do cc
rusultat docco 1' impronsiec quo lo decoiloment
au bond d attaque c' ictorviont qu'uc contain
teajis aprhs: la mi:;e en iuuvomo t . Lo relfedroice
ritee no donno aucuno, prdIcision ht ccocujot.

Dan,, 1le cadre do ).n prdsento, mdthodo noun
lacoons le d6cellemnnt di:: le moment initial, cc
qul ectratno dhn cet instant uco bainco do portan-
cc . La courbo du C. cult oncuite- h pen prbs
parallblement la courbo du CM sans dcollomont
pour accuser don Itz0,8 auc chiteo uivicT
d'osicilotiocs outour dc. la valour limito pour a 30
grands

Si cc Ito comparain3on do( dour adtihodo do
calcul appliqudec an. m~me probibmo instationnairo so- M~Wf-'
montro bloc le m~me camactZ;ro qualitatif du
phtoace de ddcbinemect do isncappe mux grandes
incidonces, son aspect quanitalif oat momns U
,:mtinfim fai ai-u~u rosoortir quo seuio
one cennaisoace prdelne. do tons ion parambtrcs
do calcul ponmeitrait dventnellemect d'obtecir
dos rdsaitate- comparablom.

Fig. 7 - AlIc delta plane d'ollongement 1. Lignes d'drnission.

3.3 - Ailo delta plane d'all angoment 1- L i Ue7mnrh1 n atT=1,l

L'ailo infinitnont mince (surface portacte) projoction dane le plan de i'ailc de doux lignos
incliide do 300 par rapport an plan horizontal d'dmission, toutes la dear 6mles prbs do i'aper.
cubit ht linotmnt initial Ita 0 uco mine on Noun cocetatons quo grtice mu ddconpmge particulier
mouvomornt icotontando. Co caa a Wt traitd ht do la surface portante ddcrit plus hant et mu
l''tidc d'uno mdthode do rdseau do tourbillecs cchdma do diutcrdtinatioc p is prdcin do l'dqua-
o.ar S.M. Belutsork~vskii [41, et ht iaidr. do lien do Helmlholtz (0 (At')-) ces doux filets
Ia prdocte mdthode, avec on schdma prdclait a'esnroulent finemont P'un mutoi.r do i'mutre. On
O (&at) dana la rdfdrec 121.Ici non rapporto- approcho I'6coulemect rdol (vaumalisation offec-

amollnr6 prdcia it 0 (n ') oun donnona itlitre indicatif et qui mectre, ott
outre, trits nettemect l'6clatemoct brutal du
noyan qul no produit ht lmncidence 6ievde do 300
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quo aria:- riuditonl. Camper: pour 1P ail'. i'ie'tnIejnt- nuilth tr hr; r-:at: :;u I % .: eni eu:o.t pius~
lair(, Iii toi'ieaie: iI nlla ii VOO Iiitoflhi'. :riiee ii''retrprrelactiile' ja"r tie:: a"'theel it ecelcli
inliqli6p pal' 1,' ealnlce2 ioun ine I'm alne' rapid,, di f1Y-re'etno:i yjo' lbj ]t t: tl vi:nqutux

drburgniatien i; lignon deilii .Eu runet cc rtat't teout uni eielfain l it jjq oft.er seert, dio
deo *;t.tr' nore pierturbro par rentrfe, In inijpe' 0r, fl t, Imil priio ri 7eempjt , jealit cndit ion Jr-

jostle' 101i d' an herd d attaqu'' Ni fIroho Lob! .Peuknvn:kii quo, 'I ehrfnut ri 'n moilirur mrido'le
imllptanfti, ilie'1tl' une ri'naerquabilt :teiili tt' r't1 nlue'riqlir, nl:: eceeltille'e: is 'attine r (birdi
uno grande AniniiiefUX Vjlilif)i~ d11':; Ijeara- 'attiqur' :-ar:: iltihe d'' !s plaque ietlriii'r
mitron: du' ctlalu i ndiquant. piai lat qua lit cndit its;
de Jeakovotkii, utilir.do pour bo 0111011 dui diit L' uttilinltri d'an;uin plet'i:: .4 11 ri'
tnarhilennniei', 001:; ti tao 101 ant' appe c ineehi Irt por In di it';'tinatiii li 1' pitl eI,!
corrocte do.,. phonanoni';:; vi.nquoux Iricaux. irlael o, 'ee lurd ifi r 1d':tet1' ios renOul-

La t;, pormoDbt eliiei tnir d -r'ixfoulrnlts; do nappr
LUt6v'ellltinn dan;; let, tomp;; du coefficient 11de h lliie lit 10 Ct, eiie 'LI ,ceul -e'let rerri, se,

fero' lllel'lilli C, dnea nca Iin figuor' :-uivanto Iut'ient b-!n ieeylux treurbi lleeinair'eo. Lir taux ee
(fig. nj) lletntrf! d' line part pie lea or;e'gn:ati'n etrne'tieel caluli it' (;t' dtemnnn rot iinportaint
i1i-:, no ppr d e' 'rlan t r 'noritvi par' (in;ena lit : :t ro; i' ut docii or Ijili 5 1 2 tel '0I.ittn i tor illnlai-I h ftorta,

pel'taeitie do matn iibm e1laterirv, rand in Camj~erai:lon lient, nto 011; a'r:o ~toni"drr~eul
?amtithetivore; (If, nurnmtad' r abul ui almfodeli' numt-riqui' ;;ietulaeit let viion i6. Celul-

tom rh;al tal. di' in -f~''io [41 (1'o erie ): le avern:; ci 'i ii'ra ur. :etliiii eltilrlr'ui, qul n' t-lt pan.
,ialon't tirtl In valour i'xpdrlmiitalr da C~paar abord icid, paur in cenotitutian deue nay.t ila;;

Ir w-0 ) toalj iral rn l; dt61 bate:, at d' auIre part comp-ac t ect peau t iro, pni;nd ar isi schema
quo 1' utilinatian da echeI.ma pn(-in '1 0 CAT,.) d(arelgaint ion tel- quo colul prape;;6 par D.W.Maorrr
nea;; iloicne dos valour;; do in rdf6ronoe! [41 et L 1)0 't eoulrrll'lt. bidienniannel. Capandant, in
dos valelo' quo tioun avant; abtanuese avec in 11120 a paint d'wei tel ;ichdrma on 6caulomtont
schdma aiii prrii O(AT) (vain riff'ironco [2]). tridimon;;iannei (?it etufbeup mains intuitive at

poee;r we oertain nambra do problbma;,;.

22 Tejato!s iaoe vinlualination; d'ricaubamant figau-
rant danne e'tto h'tadr' iot 4t6 abtenuce; au tunnel

C,, hydrodynamique do l'ONERA par It. WERLE at N.GALfLON.
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SUMMARY

An experimental study of the flow field around an A = I delta wing at an angle of
attack of a = 20.50 is presented. The free vortex sheets generated at the wing leading-
edges roll up into the well known leading-edge vortices which are accompanied by some
secondary vortices it the wing surface as a result of boundary-layer separations. The
effect of Reynoldsnumber on the formation of the secondary vortex is studied in detail.
Boundary-layer measurements have been carried out for laminar and turbulent boundary
layers and the bound vortex lines in the lifting surface have been determined for both
cases. The free vortex sheet originating from the wing trailing-edge rolls up into a
concentrated trailing vortex the rotation of which is opposite to that of the leading-
edge vortex. The flow field has been measured in four planes perpendicular to the free
stream direction and located in different positions downstream of the wing trailing-
edge. The magnitude and the direction of the local velocity vector have been deter-
mined by means of a 5-holes-probe. The results are given for each plane by lines of
constant total pressure, static pressure, dynamic pressure and by a presentation of
the local flow directions. The interference between leading-edge vortex, secondary
vortex and trailing-edge vortex is studied in detail. The positions of the vortex
sheets and of all concentrated vortices in relation to the wing are given quantitati-
vely. They are now available for comparisons with results of numerical calculations.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Geometric parameters

xyz Rectangular wing-fixed coordinates,origin at wing apex according to Fig.2

,, Rectangular aerodynamic coordinates, x - axis parallel to the free
stream, origin at the wing trailing-edge according to Figs.12 to 15

Dimensionless aerodynamic coordinates ( _ R i/s, i Y/s, i - /s) accor-
ding to Figs.12 to 15

A = b 2/S Aspect ratio of the wing

b Wing span

c(x) Local wing chord

oMean aerodynamic chord

d Maximum wing thickness

S Wing area

s = b/2 Wing half span

Sl(X) Local half span

Aerodynamic parameters

9 Density

v Kinematic viscosity

a Angle of incidence (angle between the free stream direction
and the plane z - 0)

cD . D/qooS Drag coefficient

c L - L/qo S Lift coefficient

cM = M/qooSc Pitching moment coefficient,reference point N2 5 (see Fig.2),
nose up positiv

g Total pressure

Cg - (g - pOD )/qo0 Total pressure coefficient

q Dynamic pressure

cq = q/q, Dynamic pressure coefficient

p Static pressure

op = (p - pO )/q. Static pressure coefficient

Re - V0 ci/V Reynolds number

V o Free stream velocity

vLocal velocity vector

*1
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vk, vY, vE  Components of v in the aerodynamic coordinate system

V-yz Component of -in planes = cunst. (v Y - V 1 + V 2'

uvw Components of v in the wing-fixed coordinate system

Vorticity vector in the lifting surface z 0 0 according to eu.(3)

Subscripts

i Inner section of the wing (at y = 0)

I Lower surface of the wing

u Upper surface of the wing

0o Free stream conditions

1. INTRODUCTION

At moderate and large angles of incidence the flow separates from the sharp leading-
edges of slender wings. These flow separations usually take the form of two free vor-
tex layers joined to the leading-edges of the wing and rolling up to form spiral shaped
primary vortices above the upper surface of the wing as sketched in Fig.1 . The vor-
tices over the wing induce additional velocities at the upper surface of the wing. The
corresponding pressure distribution which is also drawn in Fig.1 shows distinctly marked
minima beneath the vortex axes. Accordingly an additional lift force occurs which de-
pends non-linearly oii the angle of incidence. Due to the leading-edge vortices the flow
at the wing surface is directed outwards. The steep pressure gradient between the mini-
mum of pressure and the leading-edge causes flow separation which usually takes the
form of a small secondary vortex. At the upper surface of the wing this secondary vor-
tex induces additional velocities. The corresponding modification of the pressure dis-
tribution is indicated in Fig.1b by hatching.

This vortex formation is well known since a long time. The first experiments on slen-
der wings are due to H. Winter [1]. The physics of the vortex formation have been stu-
died mainly on delta wings. There exists a very large number of papers on this subject,
for instance by P.T. Fink [2), D.J. Marsden, R.W. Simpson, W.J. Rainbird [3), N.C. Lam-
bourne, D.W. Bryer [4), D.H. Peckham [5), P.B. Earnshaw, J.A. Lawford [6,7), D. Hummel
and G. Redeker [8,9,103 and many others. The influence of Reynolds nun'er on the vortex
formation over a delta wing has been described by D. Hummel C8]. The vsaious reviews
published from time to time for instance by D. KUchemann [11,12), J.H.B. Smith [13]
and D.J. Peake (14] show, that the basic flow over an inclined delta wing is regarded
as well understood and that there was no need for further investigations in the last
ten years.

From the very beginning of the exploration of the flow over slender wings at large
angles of incidence the experimental work has been accompanied by theoretical investi-
gations. The measurements of H. Winter [1] were followed by the very early nonlinear
theory for rectangular wings of W. Bollay £15]. The basic idea that the free vortex
lines leave the wing outside the wing plane has been taken up by K. Gersten [16]in his
nonlinear theory for slender wings with arbitrary planform shape. Later the leading-edge
suction analogy of E.C. Polhamus [1] and some extensions by J.E. Lamar [18] appeared
for the calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of wings with pointed
tips and side edges. By these methods(16,1'7,18] the overall characteristics of slender
wings can be calculated with remarkable accuracy, but the details of the flow are not
correct and the pressure distribution cannot be predicted.

More realistic representations of the phybics of the vortex formation have been used
in the single line vortex approaches of R. Legendre C19) and C.E. Brown, W.H. Michael
[20) and in the vortex sheet method of K.W. Mangler, J.H.B. Smith £21] and in the im-
proved calculations of J.H.B. Smith [22]. In all these methods the assumptions of slen-
der body theory are used. This means that in the case of a slender delta wing the flow
is conical. The vortex sheet model gives reasonably reliable predictions of the shape,
position and strength of the leading-edge vortex over a flat plate delta wing. The lift
on the forward part of the wing is also well predicted, but the pressure distributions
in this part of the wing show some discrepancies between experinent and theorT which are
due to the fact that theory does not take into account any secondary separation, a defect
shared by all theories so far.

The experimental investigations of the flow over delta wings, for instance by D.J.
Marsden, R.W. Simpson, W.J. Rainbird £3) and D. Hummel [9,10], have shown that the
flow is non-conical. Therefore conical flow theories cannot be applied to the rearward
parts of slender wings as pointed out by D. KUchemann [23]. In the last years several
attempts have been made to calculate the non-conical flow and to fulfil the Kutta-con-
dition at ihe wing trailing-edge. Recently a review has been given by J.H.B. Smith £24].
Non-conical single line vortex methods are due to R.K. Nangia, G.J. Hancock [25] and
T.K. Matoi, 1.E. Covert, S.E. Widnall £26). Multiple line vortex methods have been de-
velopped by C. Rehbach [27) and O.A. Kandil, D.T. Mock, A.H. Nayfeh L28]. Finally at
Boeing P.E. Rubbert and collaborators [29,30,31) have applied a higher order panel'
method - which is actually a vortex sheet method - to calculate the non-conical flow
field including the shape of the vortex sheet as well as the pressure distribution on
the wing surface. During these calculations numerical difficulties appeared in the vi-
cinity of the trailing-edge in the flow region between the trailing vortex sheet and the
leading-edg3 vortex. The theoretical results for the shape of the vortex sheet in this
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region seem to be doubtful but a comparison with experimental results is not possible
since no measurements do exist.

It is the purpose of this paper to provide experimental data on the shape of the
vortex sheet in the region close to the trailing-edge behind a slender delta wing. For
comparisons with theoretical approaches all other interesting experimental data of the
investigated flow are added as complete as they are available at the present time.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AVD PROGdAM

2.1 Wind-tunnel model

The measurements have been carried out on a sharp-edged delta wing of aspect ratio
A - I the geometry of which is shown in Fig.2 . The wing has a flat surface and e
narrow triangular cross section. The modeTTi conical with respect to the wing apex as
well as with respect to the wing tips. The maximum relative thickness is d/c i - 0.021
at x/c - 0.9. On both sides of the model pressure tubes are embedded in the si'face
and thl holes for the pressure measurements are drilled on lines x - const. (see sections
a to q in Fig.2)

2.2 Description of the tests

All tests have been carried out in the 1,3 m wind-tunnel of the Institut fUr Strd-
mungsmechanik at the Technische Universitdt Braunschweig.

2.2.1 Balance measurements

Comprehensive six-component balance measurements have been carried out on this model.
The results have been published by D. Hummel C32), D. Hummel, P.S. Srinivasan [33] and
D. Hummel, G. Redeker (34] in connexion with investigations on vortex breakdown. In
these tests the flat surface has been used as the upper surface of the wing.

2.2.2 Pressure distributions

The pressure distribution has been measured for a large number of free stream con-
ditions. The angle of incidegce and the angle of sideslip have been varied at a fixed
Reynolds number of Re - 2.10 . Some of these pressure distributions have been published
in connexion with investigations on vortex breakdown in (8,9,32].

2.2.3 Surface oilflow patterns

The boundary layers on the upper and lower surface of the wing have been studied by
means of oilflow patterns. For this purpose the wing surface was covered by a thin leaf
of black synthetics which was painted by a mixture of sluminiumoxide-powder and petro-

leum and benzine (ratio of components: I g aluminium-oxide : 3 cIL2 petroleum : I cm3

benzine) and exposed to the flow for about half a minute. Oilflow patterns of this kind
have been published in connerion with boundary layer investigations for fixed angle of
incidence and different Reynolds numbers in C8,9,10] and in relation to investigations
on vortex breakdown for fixed angle of incidence and different angles of sideslip in C83.

2.2.4 Boundary layer measurements

Investigations of the boundary layers on the upper and Power surface of the wing
have been carried out at an angle of incidence of a - 20.5 . This special value has
been chosen since theoretical results after the method of J.H.B. Smith (22] are avail-
able for an A - I delta wing at this angle of incidence. The velocity distribution in
the three-dimensional boundary-layer has been determined by measuring the surface pres-
sure distribution through the pressure holes at the wall as well as by measuring the
distribution of the total pressure and of the flow direction in planes parallel to the
surface within the boundary layer at different distances from the wall by means of a
3-holes probe. In these boundary-layer measurements the flat surface of the model was
used as upper side and as lower side. This means that the small camber of the wing has
been neglected in these tests. The boundary layer measurements have been carried out
for two flow conditions:

i) Laminar boundary layers. The Reynolds number was chosen as Re - 9.105. In
this case the boundary layers were laminar on both sides of the wing. Some
results of these boundary-layer measurements have been published by J.C.
Cooke C353.

ii) Turbulent boundary layers. The Reynolds number was again Re - 9.105 but arti-
ficially turbulent boundary layers have been produced at the upper surface
by means of turbulence generators. For this purpose wires, having a rela-
t ye diameter of D/s - 0.0053, were fixed to the wing surface at Y/S 1 (x) -
±0.5. The boundary layer at the lower surface was still laminar.

In both cases the velocity vectors at the outer edge of the boundary layer on the
upper and lower surface

t -P

have been determined. The vector difference between upper and lower surface is

I.
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AV (uu -(u -01 +

A-V u 3.+ (3)and the vorticity vector in the lifting surface which is perpendicular to this vector
difference turnB out ask k xi k y

k =-AVT I + u j (3)

These vorticity vectors have been determined from the measurements and some experimen-
tal bound vortex lines have been evaluated by numerical integration [9,10i. In both
cases for the outer edge of the boundary layer those points have been taken where the
total pressure coefficient was c = 0.99. Near the leading-edge of the wing the secon-
dary vortex has been regarded asga phenomenon belonging to the boundary layer. There-
fore in this region the outer edge of the "boundary layer" was situated above the secon-
dary vortex.

2.2.5 Flow field measurements

In these tests the wing wns fixed at an angle of incidence of a - 20.50 the 9lat
surface of the model, being used as upper aide. The Reynolds number was Re = 2.10 , In
this case the boundary layers were mainly turbulent on the upper side [83 and mainly
laminar on the lower side of tbe wing.

The flow field behind the trailing edge of the wing has been measured in four planes
perpendicular to the free stream velocity at the stations

- V/s = 0.080/0.267/0.533/1.06E.

In these planes the magnitude and the direction of the local velocity vector has been
determined by means of a conical 5-holes-probe. The axis of the cone could be adjusted
parallel to the local flow direction and in this position total pressure,atatic pres-
sure3 and two flow angles have been measured. From these data lines of constant coeffi-
cients of total pressure, static pressure and dynamic pressure have been evaluated and
the velccity vector has been split up into the component v, perpendicular to the Y/i-
plane and into the competent v-- in the Y/i-plane.yz '

A RFSULTS

3.1 Three-component measurements

The reaults of the three-component measurements are shown in Fi_.. The nonlinear
force and woment characteristics are well known, At high angles ofiIncidence vortex
breakdown occurs in the vortices. According to D. Hummel and P.S. Sginivasan (32,33)
the breakdown point crosses thc trailing-edge of the wing at a = 29 . At larger angles
of incidence liZt and nose-down pitching moment decrease and the slope of drag dcD/du
becomes smaller. The reaaons for this behaviour arc discussed in (523 and 153).

The zesults plotted in Fig. 3 have been obtained for Re = 2.106. Similar tests have

been carried out for other Reynolds numbers. In the whole region covered

0.6x106 = Re 4 2.0x1O6

no influence of Reynolds number on the overall characteristics of the wing has been
found. This does not mean that there are no Reynolds number effects in details but if
one is interested only in forces and moments on a slendei' sharp-edged wing the Reynolds
number is not an important parameter.

3.2 Vortex formation over the wing in the case of laminar boundary-layer separation

Detailed flow studies have been carried out at an angle of incidence of a - 20.50

since for this speciaL value the pressure distribution has been calculated by J.H.B.
Smith (223. The Reynolds number was Re = 0.9x0O . In this case the boundary layers at
the lower surface as wel1,l as in the unseparated parts of the upper surface of the wing
were laminar L9).

5.2.1 Pressure distribution

The pressure distribution measured at a = 20.5 and Re . 0.9x1O 6 in four sections on
both sides of the wing is shown in Fig.4. It turns out that the flow is markedly non-
conical on the upper and lower surface. The experimental results are compared with re-
sults of the conical. flow theory of J.H.B. Smith (22). Only in the forward part of the
wing the real flow is nearly conical but reasonable values for the pressure coefficient
are predicted by the conical flow theory only in the inner part of the wing. The value
for the minimum pressure and the slope of the pressure distribution in the region between
the suction peak and the leading-'dge differ very much between theory and experiment.
This is due to the fact that the secondary separation has not oeen taken into account in
the theory. Slender body theory after R.T. Jones [36), which is also drawii -cr compari-
son,Leads to unacceptable results even for thc lower surface since the separation of the
flow is not at all taken into account.

-. 77
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5.2.2 Oilflow patterns

The oilflow patterns taken for a 20.50 and Re 0.9x106 are shown in Fix.5. The
lower side boundary layer is completely laminar and this applies also for 1ne upper
surface in the region between the secondary separation lines. On the upper surface the
flow separates at y/s(x) - .0.67. This position is very close to the suction peak ac-
cording to Fig.4 corresponding to the point of inflexion of the wall streamlines in
Fig.5. In the case of the separation of a laminar boundary layer the secondary separation
starts at great distance from the leading-edge and leads to a relatively large and strong
secondary vortex. A detailed analysis C93 by comparing Figs.4 and 5 Led to the under-
standing that in this case also tertiary separations underneath the secondary vortex
are present.

Finally it is remarkable that the flow at the wing surfaces turns out to be conical
whereas the pressure distribution according to FLg.4 is non-conical. This leads to the
conclusion that the deviations from a conical fLow are mainly due to a nonlinear slope
of the height of the leading-edge vortices over the upper surface of the wing.

3.2.3 Bound vortex lines

Some results of the measiremnts of the three~dimensional laminar boundary-layers
on the present wing at a -/20.5 and Re - O.9xI0 have been published by J.C. Cooke
05). There results are n t discussed in detail here but it must be mentioned that thR
velocity profiles of th three-dimensional, laminar boundary layer are skewed up to 25-.
This means that it is ot possible to conclude from oilftow patterns - which show the
local direction of the wall shear stress - to the flow direction at the outer edge of
the boundary layer.

The velocity vectors at the outer edges of the upper and lower surface boundary
layers have been determined from the boundary-layer measurements. The result has been
pubtished in [9]. From the vector difference between upper and lower surface the vor-
ticity vectors have been evaluated according to equ.(3). The result is shown in Fig.6.
In the right-hand side of this figure the vorticity vectors determined from the measure-
ments are drawn. In all sections x - const. the vorticity increases from the wing center
line outwards. In the region beneath the axis of the leading-edge vortex a maximum of
vorticity is reached. The field of vorticity vectors characterizes the shape of the
bound vortex lines since the vorticity vector is tangential to the bound vortex lines.
Large vorticity at a certain station indicates that the bound vortex lines lie very
close together there.

The bound vortex lines have been calculated for the present case by J.H.B. Smith [22.
Some of them are drawn on the right-hand side of Fig.6. For a better comparison some
bound vortex lines have been evaluated from the measurements by integration. The result
is plotted in the left-hand side of Fig.6. In the forward part of the wing there is a
good agreement between theory and experiment apart from the deviations in the region of
the secondary vortex. In the rearward parts of the wing large differences between coni-
cal flow theory and experiments occur which correspond to the results for the pressure
distribution. The poor results according to slender body theory after R.T. Jones (36)
are due to the fact that this attached flow theory leads to the wrong sign for the v-
component at the upper surface of the wing.

From the slope of the bound vortex lines in the lifting surface some qualitative
conclusicns on the flow downstream of the trailing-edge of the wing can be drawn. The
vorticity vectors close to the trailing-edge indicate that behind the wing trailing
vortices should occur the rotation of which is opposite to that of the leading-edge
vortex. This conclusion coincides with observations originally published by B.J. Elie,
J.P. Jones [37).

5.5 Vortex formation over the wing in the case of turbulent boundary-layer separation

The flow studies at an angle of incidence of a - 20.50 have been repeated using ar-
tificially turbulent aoundary layers as described in section 2.2.4. The Reynolds number
was again Re = O.9X10 but in this case the boundary layers on the suction side were
turbulent in the regions y/s 1 (x):±0.5 IO].

5.3.1 Pressure distribution

The pressure distribution measured in four sections on both sides of the wing is
plotted in Fj, *2. The flow is again markedly non-conical. Compared with the pressure
distributionTor laminar boundary Layers according to Fig.4 much higher suction peaks
are reached and the position of thq minima is more outwards in the turbulent case. The
relative pressure minima in the region of the secondary vortex are much lower than in
the laminar case. The integral over the pressure distribution, however, is about the
same for both pressure distributions. Therefore the overall characteristics of slender
delta wings are independent of Reynolds number though marked differences in the pres-
sure distribution may be present for different Reynolds numbers.

In the forward part of the wing the experimental results are in good agreemtnt with
the conical flow theory of J.H.B. Smith (22). The position of the suction peak .. well
predicted by the theory. The measured magnitude of the suction peak is lower than pre-
dicted by the theory but if the additional low pressures measured in the region of the
secondary vortex are taken. into account the Lift of the front part of the wing is again

.. , ". T / ?,-,.:.. . .ftWM', ....
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well predicted by the theory.

.,3.2 0itflow pattern

In the present case the oitflow pattern of the tower side of the wing is the same as
shown in Fig.5a. The oitflow pattern of the upper side is given in Fig.8. In comparison
with Fig.5b the artificially turbulent boundary layer is longer attached. The secondary
separation occurs at y/s (x) - ±0.8. The distance between the secondary separation tine
and the leading-edge is 2matt. In the case of a separating turbulent boundary layer the
secondary vortex is small and weak.

From the present investigations the iottowing conclusions on the effect of a secon-
dary vortex on the flow field of the teading-edge vortex can be drawn. Starting point
may be a potential flow theory of the teading-edge separation without any consideration
of a secondary vortex,which leads to a pressure distribution with a suction peak on the
upper surface as calculated for instance by J.H.B. Smith (22]. In real flow a secondary
vortex occurs and its effect on the flow field is twofold:

i) Displacement effect. The boundary layer displacement thickness is increased
very much in the region of the secondary vortex if this vortex is regarded
as belonging to the boundary layer. The displacement effect on the flow field
is a dislocation of the axis of the leading-edge vortex upwards and inwards.
For constant circulation of the teading-edge vortex the upward shift of its
axis leads to a reduction of the suction peak on the upper surface of the wing.

ii) Vorticit effect. The formation of a concentrated secondary vortex leads to
a. yonal velocities at the wing surface in its vicinity. Therefore in the
neighbourhood of the secondary vortex suction is increased locally.

Both effects cancel with respect to the Lift of a section x = const.. For smatter se-
condary vortices (separation of a turbulent boundary layer) the main effect is the re-
duction of the suction peak accompanied by a slight increase of suction in the secon-
dary vortex region. For large secondary vortices (separation of a laminar boundary
layer) these effects are enlarged and in addition the inward shift of the axis of the
teading-edge vortex is more distinctly marked.

These results indicate that for comparisons with a potential flow theory without any
secondar separations,experiments should be used in which the boundary layers were tur-
butent. In this case it can be expected that the positions of the suction peak coincide
and only slight differences occur between theory and experiment with respect to the
magnitude of the suction peak and the slope of the pressure distribution in the region
of the secondary vortex.

3.3.3 Bound vortex lines

The vorticity vectors and the bound vortex Lines have been determined from the measure-
ments of the turbulent boundary layers too. The result is shown in Fi.2. It is very
similar to that for laminar boundary layers in Fig.6. A detailed analysi s L10) has shown
that the experimental results for turbulent bovmdary layers are slightly closer to the
nonlinear theory of J.H.B. Smith [22 than those for laminar boundary layers.

The vorticity vectors in the vicinity of the wing trailing-edge indicate that trai-
Ling vortices should occur the rotation of which is opposite to that of the leading-
edge vortex. In the vicinity of the trailing-edge exist remarkable differences between
the laminar and turbulent boundary layer results. In the case of laminar boundary Layers
according to Fig.6 the vorticity level at the trailing-edge is much higher than in the
case of turbulent boundary layers. Therefore it must be expected that the rotting up of
the trailing vortex sheet witt also be different for both cases.

3.4 Vortex formation behind the wing in the case of turbulent boundary layers at the
t raiting-edge

3.4.1 Qualitative results

The slope of the boud vortex lines in the vicinity of the wing traiting-edge indi-
cates that free vortices should occur the rotation of which is opposite to that of the
teading-edge vortex. A schematic view of the flow field, based on water-tunnel investi-
gations, has been given by B.J. Etle, J.P. Jones (37) and D. Hummel, G. Redeker (10]
It is shown in FigLi1a. Similar shapes of the free vortex sheet have been suggested by
R.L. Mattby and pubished by D. KUchemann [12) and J.H.B. Smith (24).

Flow studies in a water-tunnel (10) have shown that a concentrated traiting vortex
is formed downstream of the wing trailing-edge. Its origin at the wing ties in the re-
gion where the secondary vortex reaches the traiting-edge of the wing and its rotation
has the same sense as that of the secondary vortex. However, it has been made sure by
D. Hummel, G. Redeker [10] that the concentrated trailing vortex and the secondary
vortex are two separate vortices. Their interference is still unknown.

The counter-rotating trailing vortex leads to a very heterogenious downwash field
behind the wing. D. KUchemann C23) has pointed out that this might be the reason for
the relatively high induced drag of slender wings.

,,....
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3.4.2 Status of the boundary laers on the wing

The investigations of the flow field behind the A6 - I delta wing at a = 20.50 have
been carried out at a Reynolds number of Re = 2.0xIO . The oilflow patterns of both
sides of the wing for these conditions are shown in . The Lower surface boundary
layer is laminar up to the flat ridge near the trailing-edge of the wing. At the ridge
transition takes place and at the trailing-edge an attached turbulent boundary layer
is present. At the upper surface a natural transition from laminar to turbulent boun-
dury layer flow takes place at x t/ci - 0.43 corresponding to a transition Reynolds
number of xt Vc0 0.86×6 .

Ret -- ~- .61

This value is in good agreement with the relation Re (a) given by D. Hummel [8]. The
change of the structure of the boundary layer leads to the well known outwards shift
of the secondary separation line which is distinctly marked in Fig.11b. At the trailing-
edge a turbulent boundary layer is present. The flow is attached in the inner region
and secondary separation is observed at y/s = ±0.83.

These results mean that the investigations on the vortex formation behind the wing
have been carried out for the case of a small and weak secondary vortex as well as for
relatively weak counter-rotating trailing vorticity.

3.4.3 Formation of a concentrated trailing vortex

The total pressure contours in four planes downstream of the wing are shown in F9.12.
As the starting point the corresponding results of boundary layer measurements at the
trailing-edge ( = 0) are added. The attached boundary layers in the inner region of
the trailing-edge as well as the secondary vortex marked by increased total pressure
losses in the outer region on the upper surface of the wing are clearly indicated. The
position of the secondary separation line at y/s = 0.83 coincides with the oilflow
pattern aiccording to Fig.l1b.

In all four planes behind the wing the vortex sheet is marked by a relative minimum
and the center of the leading-edge vortex by the absolute minimum of total pressure. A
short distance downstream of the trailing-edge (t = 0.08) the trailing vortex sheet is
distinctly warped at about - 0.7. In the next plane (t - 0.267) downstream this effect
has increased. It is an open question whether or not a small concentrated vortex is al-
ready present at this station. In the two planes further downstream ( - 0.533 and -
1.066) a concentrated trailing vortex has been found. The total pressure losses increase
very much towards the center of this trailing vortex. The shape of the trailing vortex
sheet which forms the concentrated trailing vortex and which is connected with the vor-
tex sheet originating from the leading-edge is clearly indicated by relative minima of
the total pressure.

The origin of the concentrated trailing vortex at the wing trailing-edge lies at
about 1 - 0.7. In comparison with Fig.9 this is exactly the region wh re the largest
vorticity vectors in the lifting surface have been determined. Downstieam of the wing
the position of maximum warp of the vortex sheet and later of the center of the con-
centrated trailing vortex moves outwards and upwards. This motion is due to the fact,
that the concentrated trailing vortex is embedded in the flow field of the dominant
Leading-edge vortex which induces velocities at the trailing vortex which lead to a
helical path of the trailing vortex around the leading-edge vortex.

The dynamic pressure contours in the four planes downstream of the wing are shown in
F_3. The center of the leading-edge vortex is characterized by large values of the
dynamc pressure and the vortex sheets are marked by a relative minimum of the dynamic
pressure. In the region below the warped trailing vortex sheet relatively large values
of the dynamic pressure have been obtained. This might be due to the fact that the
counter-rotating trailing vorticity vectors are directed outwards in this region and
thus induce positive perturbation velocities beneath the vortex sheet. During the pro-
cess of the formation of the concentrated trailing vortex the regions of high dynamic
pressure are always located between the rolling-up vortex sheet and the center of the
concentrated vortex.

The static ressure contours in the four planes downstream of the wing are shown in
g.4.The axis of the leading-edge vortex is marked by an extremely high suction peak.
lose to the wing the pressure field is symmetrical with respect to a rotation around

the vortex center with the exception of a slight increase of suction towards the region
where the trailing vortex sheet warps ( - 0.08). At the very beginning of a concen-
trated trailing vortex ( = 0.267) a relative pressure minimum is formed. This minimum
marks the center of the concentrated trailing vortex. It moves outwards and upwards
with increasing distance behind the trailing-edge of the wing ( - 0.533 and t - 1.066).

Finally the components of the local velocity vectors in the p-planes are shown in
1. The leading-edge vortex with increasing velocities towards its center as well

as-he concentrated trailing vortex, having the opposite sense of rotation, are clearly
indicated. The vortex sheets have to be tangential with the local flow direction. The
cross-flow components which appear in Fig.15 at the vortex sheets are due to the fact
that the vortex sheets are not perpendicular to the n-planes. In order to verify the
tangential flow condition the component vJ/V has to be added perpendicular to the
Y-plares and the resulting local velocitt vctor f is then tangential with the vortex
sheet. Far away from the origin - - 0 the arrows tend to zero, since the free stream

I ifi



velocity V has no component in the Y-planes. In all planes = const. the value zero
is approacled rapidly at low C and high n since in this region the perturbation velo-
cities induced by the whole vortex system cancel largely.

3.4.4 Slope of thu secondary vortex behind the wing

In the total pressure contours according to Fig.12 the secondary vortex isindicated
by large total pressure losses on the upper surface in the outer region, Y/s > 0.83,
of the trailing-edge ( 0 0).

In the plane = 0.08 the same total pressure Losses are found in the corner between
the leading-edge vortex sheet and the trailing-edge vortex sheet. This indicates that
the secondary vortex is located far away from the origin of the trailing vortex. In the
dynamic pressure contours of Fig.13 the secondary vortex is characterized by very low
values of the dynamic pressure. In the static pressure contours according to Fig.14 no
noteworthy pressure minimum is observed in the region of the secondary vortex. From
Figs.13 and 14 it seems doubtful whether the secondary separation region has any longer
a vortex type structure. It must be borne in mind that at the trailing-edge shedding
of some vorticity into the secondary vortex has ceased and that this secondary vortex
is now absorbed by viscous effects. A rotatory motion is not distinctly marked in the
flow field at t = 0.08 in Fig.15.

Further downstream in the planes - 0.267, 0.533 and 1.066 the total pressure con-
tours in Fig.12 show that the total pressure losses originating from the secondary
vortex run into the losses of the vortex sheet The area of losses is no longer thickened
at the upper surface of the vortex sheet, The vorticity of the secondary vortex seems to
be absorbed by the vortex sheet, the only effect being large total pressure losses there.
The sequence of planes in Fig.12 shows clearly that the remains of the secondary vortex
roll irto the trailing vortex. The same can be deduced from the movement of the dynamic
pressure losses according to Fig.13.

5.4.5 Final remarks

From the present investigations the schematic view of the vortex formation behind
a slender wing as shown in Fig.10a has to be corrected slightly. The result is drawn
in Fig.1Ob. Compared with Fig. 10a there are two differences. Firstly, the formation
of the concentrated trailing vortex starts much more inboard than suggested so far.
Secondly, the secondary vortex can be added. This vortex decays very rapidly and its
remains roll up into the trailing vortex.

The present investigations have been carried out for turbulent boundary layers at
the trailing-edge of the wing. This means that the formation of a weak trailing vortex
and the decay of a small secondary vortex have been observed. In the case of laminar
boundary layers at the trailing-edge the formation of a stronger trailing vortex and
the decay of a larger secondary vortex should occur. For these conditions even larger
effects must be expected. An experimental investigation of this kind is in progress.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A survey on experimental investigations on an A - I delta wing is g~ven. The flow
field has been studied in detail for an angle of incidence of a - 20.5 . The free vor-
tex sheets generated at the leading-edges of the wing roll up into the well known lea-
ding-edge vortices which are accompanied by a pair of secondary vortices at the wing
surface as a result of boundary layer separations.

The flow at the wing has been studied by means of pressure distribution measurements
and by visualization of the flow at the surface of the wing using the oilflow technique.
These experiments have been carried out for laminar and turbulent boundary layers. In
both cases the flow field was non-conical. The presence of a secondary vortex has two
main effects on the flow field: Firstly, there exists a displacement effect by which
the center of the leading-edge vortex is shifted inwards and upwards, corresponding to
an inward movement and a reduction of the suction peak of the pressure distribution.
Secondly, there exists a vorticity effect, which increases suction in 'he region of the
secondary vortex. The two effects are small for turbulent boundary layers and Large for
laminar boundary layers, since turbulent boundary layers stay longer attached and form
a small secondary vortex whereas laminar boundary layers separate early and lead to a
large secondary vortex.

For laminar and turbulent boundary layers the bound vortex lines in the lifting sur-
face have been determined from the experiments. In both cases in the front part of the
wing the agreement with the nonlinear conical flow theory of J.H.B. Smith [22)is good.
In the rear part of the wing the flow is non-conical. At the trailing-edge of the wing
free vortices are shed the rotation of 'ihich is opposite to that of the leading-edge
vortex. For laminar boundary layers the vorticity of these trailing vortices is larger
than in the case of turbulent boundary layers at the trailing-edge.

The flow downstream of the wing trailing-edge has been studied by measuring the flow
field in four planes perpendicular to the free stream for the case of turbulent boun-
dary layers at the trailing-edge. The formation of a concentrated trailing vortex is
described the rotation of which is opposite to that of the Leading edge vortex. The
trailing vortex starts at about 70 /o of the semispan and moves downstream on a helical
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path around the beading-edge vortex. At the center of the trailing vortex high veloci-
ties as well as minima of total. pressure and static pressure have been found. The secon-
dary vortex decays rapidly downstream of the wing trailing-edge, Its remains are found
rolling up into the trailing vortex.

The positions of the vortex sheets and of all concentrated vortices in relation to
the wing are given quantitatively. They are now available for comparison with theore-
tical results.
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Fig.10: Vortex formation behind a slender delta wing (schematic)
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SUMMARY

Three-dimensional flow separations about a 50 (semiapex anqle, e ), 1 4-m (54-in.) lonq, circular cone
uo to moderately hiqh relative Incidences, a/oc - 5, have been investiated in the Mach number range
0.6 < M. < 1.8. The cone was tested in the Ames 1.8- by 1.8-m (6- by 6-ft) Wind Tunnel at Reynolds num-
bers, RL , based on the cone length, L, from 4.5 x 1O to 13.5 x 10 , under nominally zero heat transfer
conditiois. Overall forces and mean surface pressures were compared with earlier measurements made in the
NAE Ottawa 1.5- by 1.5-m (5- by 5-ft) Blowdown Wind Tunnel, where RL_ ~ 35 x 106.

The lee-side separated flow develops from initially symmetrically disposed and near-conical separation
lines at Q/Oc - 1, with the free shear layers eventually rolling up into tightly coiled vortices at all
Mach numbers. At Mach 0.6, conditions in this symmetrical external separated flow at a/ec = 2.5, were
probed with pitot pressure tubes and optically via laser/vapo' screen flow visualization. Mean shear
stresses and directions on the cone surface were inferred from a previously calibrated pair of yawed hot
wires, while fluctuations at the surface were measured by the hot wires and pressure transducers, as the
cone was rolled in small increments through separation.

The onset of asymetry of the lee-side separated flow about the mean-pitch plane is sensitive to Mach
number, Reynolds number, and the nose bluntness, varying between 2.5 < a/ec < 4.5 in the Mach number
range 0.6 < M < 1.8. As the Mach number is increased beyond M 1.8, the critical angle of 'idence
for the onset 'f asymmetry increases until at about M., = 2.75 there is no longer any significant side
force development.

Supportive three-dimensional laser velocimeter measurements of mean and fluctuating velocity in a
slightly asymmetric vortex wake about a slender tangent ogive cylinder at incidence having respective nose
and overall body fineness ratios of 3.5 and 12, are included. These measurements were obtained at
a/o c . 2.3; at Mach 0.6; and at RL 2 x 106, where L - 0.3 m (1 ft).

SYMBOLS

A a constant, see Eq. (1)

B , a constant, see Eq. (1)

Cf - local resultant skin friction coefficient

CN normal force coefficienit from balance, based on cone base area

C - 2 local static pressure coefficient
p q.

C - - local pitot pressure coefficient
pp q.

CY side-force coefficient from balance, based on cone base area

D base diameter of cone

d diameter of tangent ogive/cylinder model

dp diameter of vent port to pressure transducer beneath cone surface
E mean operating voltaqe of hot wire, flow on

E mean operating voltage of hot wire, flow off

e', e(t) instantaneous fluctuation voltage from hot wire

<e'> rms voltage from hot wire

h height above cone surface, measured along extended radius of cone

_ _ _ _ _

" "mt.mll
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h - nondimensional height above cone surfacer

K a constant. see Eq. (1)

L axial length of cone

M local Mach number

p local static pressure

p instantaneous level of pressure fluctuation at cone surface

<p'> rns of pressure fluctuation at cone surface

pp local pitot pressure

q local dynamic pressure

R ohmic resistance

AR= (Rop- R.) difference between resistances of a wire at, respectively, operating temperature and local
wall temperature

R Reynolds number based on axial length of cone and tunnel free-stream conditions

r local cone radius

S electrical "power" term, defined in Eq. (2)

t time

tD time delay

u local velocity in direction of tunnel axis

local velocity, parallel to model axis

U - - shear stress velocityuT P

v lateral velocity normal to tunnel or model axis

w vertical velocity normal to tunnel axis

wvertical velocity normal to model axis

x distance along tunnel axis

x distance along model axis

y lateral distance from tunnel or model axis

z vertical distance, normal to tunnel axis

z vertical distance, normal to model axis

a angle of incidence

6 boundary-layer displacement thickness

o anqle between local shear stress vector and line bisecting internal angle between individual
wires of buried wire skin- friction gage, see Fig. 4(a)

8 c cone semianqle

coefficient of viscosity

v =P kinematic viscosityp

p local density

T mean shear stress

t' instantaneous level of shear stress fluctuation at cone surface

* circumferential angle around cone surface, measured from windward generator

*angle between normal to buried wire and local surface shear stress direction, Fig. 5(a)

.4T
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angle between tangent to limiting streamline (surface shear stress trajectory) and cone
generator

Subscripts:

1,2 wires 1 and 2 of buried wire qaqe, see Fig. 4(d)

A line of divergent surface shear stress trajectories ("attachment" or "reattachment" line)

b cone base

- free-stream mean-flow conditions

op operating temperature of hot wire

Sl primary separation line

S2 secondary separation line

w cone surface (wall)

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Design A'.s

To be successful throughout a wide range of flight conditions, the aerodynamic design of a lifting
body must ensure that there is adequate control with no unpleasant changes in force and moment character-
istics. In association with steady boundary conditions, the objective is to allow only steady three-
dimensional swept separations to develop, to minimize buffet. A model for a desirable separated flow is
provided by the sharp-edged slender delta wing or a body of revolution with fixed separation lines (Ref. 1).
In aiming for this ideal goal, we find that flows should be dominated by coiled vortices -"the sinews and
muscles of fluid motion" (Ref. 2) - rather than by large unsteady separation bubbles. This much wider than
usual view of the aerodynamic design problem, attributable to Maskell and KUchemann (Ref. 3), should be
contrasted with the restricted outlook of allowing separation only at a trailing-edge, as in the design of
the classical airplane.

1.2. Asymmetric Separations

Our present-day missiles and military fighter aircraft must perform and be controllable at high angles
of combined incidence and yaw, where three-dimensional flow separations from the forebodies may become asym-
metric (Refs. 4-7). These separations, often in association with fixed-edge separations from strakes
extending forward of the wing, may interfere with downstream control surfaces to nrovide nonlinearities
and side forces that are-not readily predictable. Here there is strong interaction between the coupled
viscous and inviscid flow domains on the lee-side of the vehicle. The onset of asymmetry is responsive to
small changes in qeometry at the nose, Reynolds number and Mach number up to incidences where transonic
crossflow conditions are formed. There the siqnificant side forces disanpear. The asymmetries occur in
both laminar and turbulent flows, so that transition is presumably not the essential inqredient causing
asymmetry. But local inflexional instability of the mean velocity profiles in the viscous flow may, per-
haps, be mooted as a contributor (see Tobak's discussion, Ref. 8, of a linearized theory of two- and three-
dimensional incompressible viscous flows resulting from locally unstable velocity profiles). It is con-
ceivable that vorticity and acoustic disturbance levels in the wind tunnel will also affect the onset' of:.
asymmetry. As the development of the asymmetry is particularly sensitive to surface curvature and rough-
ness at the nose, a potential means of controlling the forebody flow could be by deployment of a single
small strake, small amounts of asymmetric blowing (or suction), or by spinning the nose. On the other
hand, since we know that missiles having long cylindrical afterbodies will eventually develop, asymmetrical
flows regardless of nose conditions, we might be led to expect that such local treatment at the nose would
probably not influence the downstream flow substantially. Notwithstanding, Rao (Ref. 9) has demonstrated
that the utilization of helical (i.e., S-shaped) trip wires from the leeward to the windward meridian on
the nose, disrupts the normal development of separation, and is very effective in alleviating high
angle-of-attack side forces on short missile and fuselage shapes. It is considered that the helical trips
upset the well-organized motion of the lee-side vortices and cause a relatively rapid diffusion.

The asymmetric vortex wake usually develops from asymmetric separation line positions on the body,
but the latter does not appear to be a necessary condition for the former to occur. An appraisal (Ref. 10)
of some earlier, low subsonic speed tests of Shanks (Ref. 11) where forces and moments were measured on
very slender, flat plate, delta wings (sweep angles from 70' to 84° ) at incidence, -indicates that even
though the separation lines were fixed at the sharp leading-edges, asymmetry in the leading-edge vortices,
as determined by the onset of significant rolling moment, occurred when the angle of incidence was about
3 to 4 times the wing seminose angle. Nonetheless, the sharp edges have a beneficial effect in delaying
the onset of asymmetry to higher relative incidences than those obtained with smooth pointed forebodies or
forebody/cylinder configurations (Refs. 5-7).
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1.3. Modeling of Asymmetries

The modeling of the lee-side flow asymme ries poses severe problems because the development of theturbulent flow structures in the three-dimen onal swept separation zones and in the tightly coiled freeshear layers is virtually unexplored. Recourse has typically been taken for rough predictions of the flowsabout missile shapes, to inviscid flow approximations of the lee-side region utilizing arrays of line-
vortices (see Nielsen's review in Ref. 12 of nonlinearities in missile behavior at high angles of attack),or to the impulsively started flow analoqy proposed many years ago by Allen and Perkins (Ref. 13). In thishypothesis, the development of the crossflow with distance along an inclined body of constant diameter islikened to the growth with time of the two-dimensional flow past the corresponding circular cylinder start-ing impulsively from rest. Useful engineering formulae have resulted, but given the complexities of thethree-dimensional boundary-layer growth, separation, and vortex development on slender bodies, it seemsunlikely that methods of this kind can adequately describe the flow. In general, we should note that thegrowth of the unsteady two-dimensional spiraling vortex differs essentially from that of the steady, three-dimensi'nal vortex in space. KUchemann and Weber (Ref. 14) point out that in three dimensions, fluid enter-ing the core of the vortex can be discharged axially, whereas in two dimensions no such escape is available.The core must expand continuously outward with time to accommodate all of the fluid entering the vortex.
They show further (Ref. 14) thit there is only one case in inviscid flow where the two kinds of vortex areformally identical: where the steady, three-dimensional flow is conical (so that slenderness assumptions
can be invoked); and where the unsteady flow is permitted to grow linearly with time. Lamont and Hunt(Ref. 15) and Deffenbaugh and Koerner (Ref. 16) have probably extracted the limits of usefulness of the
qualitative, two-di;nensional, unsteady analogue to describe the nature of "out-of-plane" forces on a
pointed body at high angles of incidence.

1.4. Cone at Incidence (or Yaw) - A Simple Model of Three-Dimensional Separation

Next to the slender delta wing, the simplest class of bodies on which three-dimensional separation canbe studied is the cone. As well as being a typical forebody shape used in flight, the cone at incidenceprovides a very useful model to develop three-dimensional boundary layers, up to and beyond separation, tocheck against theory. On a conical surface, the condition for flow separation is simple; namely, that the
limiting streamlines at the base of the skewed boundary layer (whose projections on to the surface are thedirections of surface shear stress) coalesce from both sides to form an envelope (Refs. 17, 18) along, orare asymptotic (Refs. 19, 20) to, a cone generator. Even in incompressible flow about slender cones, theconical nature of the surface conditions with separation is preserved. This is because at relative inci-dences sufficient to cause separation, the circumferential pressure gradients are much larger than thosein the axial sense (the latter due to thickness and base effects). For the incompressible case as well,then, the primary separation line lies essent4 ally along a generator as illustrated by the limiting stream-lines in laminar flow about a 1,5:1 elliptic cone with major axis vertical at 30' incidence (Ref. 21),
shown in Fig. 1.

1.5. Computation of the Symmetrical Lee-side Flow about Cones

The computation of the symmetrical separated lee-side flow about cones is currently following twopaths. One is the representation of the cone flow by parabolized approximations to the Navier-Stokes
equations in supersonic flow (Refs. 22-24); the second is the inviscid modeling in incompressible flow of
the free shear layers by spiral vortex sheets as for delta wings (Ref. 25).

McRae (Ref. 22) incorporated the conically symmetric flow approximation along with MacCormack's
finite-difference time-dependent scheme (Ref. 26) to solve the laminar viscous flow field about a pointedcircular cone. The calculation takes place on a spherical surface centered on the cone apex. The outerboundary condition for the integration is the free stream, so that the bow shock wave is captured andallowed for in the use of the conservative form of the governing equations, A comparison with the Mach-8surface pressure and pitot measurements of Tracy (Ref. 27) showed good agreement with the calculations ofthe lee-side flow. McRae (Ref. 23) has now included a scalar eddy-viscosity model based on mixing-lengthhypotheses in his formulation. Provided certain constants are used to adjust the levels of eddy viscosityin each coordinate direction, coupled with relaxation beginning just prior to the primary separation, hefinds very satisfactory agreement between his calculations of surface pressure and surface shear stress
directions and the results of the high Reynolds number experiments of Rainbird (Refs. 28, 29). Bothprimary and secondary separation line positions were found to agree very closely with experimental results
in a Mach 1.8 flow at a/ec - 2.5 and RL. - 30 x 1O.

Rakich and Lubard (Ref. 24) calculated the entire laminar separated flow field about a spherically
blunted 150 circular cone in a Mach 10.6 flow to compare with the measurements of Cleary (Ref. 30) at
a/, - 1. The calculations are based on a single layer system of three-dimensional parabolic equationsthat are approximations to the full steady Navier-Stokes equations valid from the body surface to the bowshock wave. This system of equations includes the circumferential shear stress terms as well as theeffects of viscous-inviscid interaction and entropy gradients due to both the curved bow shock and angleof attack. The calculated leeward surface pressures and heating distributions were in satisfactory agree-ment with experimental results and the calculation provided evidence of reversal in the boundary-layer
crossflow; primary separation was placed at about 130 from the leeward meridian. The results from a variantof this program (Ref. 31), wherein an eddy viscosity model is inserted are also being compared against
Rainbird's Mach 4.25 experiments (Ref. 29).

Pulliam and Steger (Ref. 32) have also made a notable contribution to the calculation of flows aboutmissile-shaped bodies using a "thin layer" approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations.
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The second avenue of modeling the lee-side vortex wake, in this case, by wholly inviscid means, is
that due to J. H. B. Smith (Ref. 25). He proposes an inviscid vortex sheet model for incompressible
(symmetrical, at this time) conical flow in which the vortex sheet must depart from the surface of the cone
tangentially if vorticity is to be shed. The separation line position may be given from boundary-layer
calculations (see Smith's review (Ref. 33) in AGARD CP-168) or from experiment (see Fig. 2). At the sepa-
ration line in Smith's model, the inviscid flow on the downstream side is constrained to be parallel with
the separation line, a condition to replace the Kutta condition at a sharp edge; whereas on the upstream
side of the separation line, the surface streamlines of the inviscid model are inclined to the separation
line (but are, of course, tangential to the wall). The coiled inviscid vortex sheet is then constructed as
for the sharp-edged delta wing (Refs. 39, 40).

1.6 Cone for Experiment

The cone, then, is the basic nose of many flight vehicles. At incidences typically below a/0c ~ 1,
it provides a useful configuration to develop a symmetrical three-dimensional attached boundary layer
growing from the windward to the leeward meridian. Because of the near conicity of the separation lines
and vortex development in both subsonic and supersonic flows (neglecting effects of transition), it also
provides a convenient experimental model to explore three-dimensional separations from detailed measure-
ments at only one axial station.

The essential objective of the present work is to achieve an understanding of the fluctuating quanti-
ties in three-dimensional separated flows, and how three-dimensional separations and their asymmetries
may be controlled. The cone is a very convenient model on which'to generate both three-dimensional
attached and separated viscous flows. The present experiments then, extend the symmetric separation mean
flow measurements of Rainbird (Refs. 28, 29) about circular cones (see also Ref. 41) to determine experi-
mentally additional quantities at the cone surface (mean and fluctuating pre',sures, fluctuatingheat trans-
fer combined with mean shear stress magnitudes and direction) and to measure at the same time the mean and
fluctuating flow field above the cone at moderately large relative incidence. Test results at Mach 0.6
are discussed herein. Force measurements in the range of Mach number 0.6 < M < 1.8 have yielded the
onsets of asymmetry of the lee-side flow for varying Reynolds numbers and for blunt and sharp nose shapes.
These were supplemented herein by pictures of the crossflow facilitated by a laser-vapor screen flow
visualization technique.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Measurements have been made on a 1.4 m (54 in.) long, 5' semiangle circular cone, sting-mounted in the
Ames 1.8- by 1.8-m (6- by 6-ft) closed circuit wind tunnel at Mach numbers in the range 0.6 < &, < 1.8
(Fig. 3). The cone model was fitted with a sharp nose (0.13-mm, i.e., 0.005-in. tip radius) and a blunted
nose with a radius of 4% of the base radius. Stagnation pressures were subambient yielding Reynolds num-
bers based on the cone axial length and tunnel free-stream conditions of between 4.5 x 106 and 13.5 x 106.
No artificial tripping of the boundary layer was employed. At the relatively high acoustic disturbance
levels pertaining in this tunnel, for example, <p'>/q. - 3% at M. - 0.6, a Reynolds number based on wetted
length to transition might be expected to be 3 x 106 ±20% (Ref. 42). At zero angle of attack, therefore,
we anticipate transition to have been located, respectively, from about 0.7 to 0.2 of the cone length, cor-
responding with the aforementioned range of test Reynolds numbers with a tunnel stagnation temperature in
the range of 200-400C. The typical variation during a run of 20 min was less than 30, however, so that
with this immersion time, conditions of near zero heat transfer existed at the cone surface.

Because of the nominal conicity and symmetry of the flow (Refs. 4, 28, 29) up to angles of incidence
at least 2.5 times the nose semiangle, 0c, all detailed measurements were made at an axial station 0.85 of
the cone length aft of the (pointed) apex and upon each half of the cone (0* < < ±1800). Mean circum-
ferential pressure distributions were obtained with 0.51-mm (0.020-in.) diameter static holes spaced 450
apart at the 0.85 station (see Fig. 4(a)). These orifices, as well as others along a cone generator at
the 0.95 station and in the base region, were connected via a "Scanivalve" to an unbonded strain-gage
pressure transducer. The static pressure from each point at the 0.85 station was also fed as ; highly
damped signal to the reference port of a 2.36-mm (0.093-in.) diameter "Kulite" pressure transducer situ-
ated on the same conical generator. The diaphragm was vented to the flow through a 1.00-mm (0.040-in.)
diameter static hole but submerged beneath the surface in accordance with Hanly's recommendations about
the effects of transducer flushness on fluctuating surface pressure measurements (Ref. 43) (see Fig. 4(b)).
Preston tubes of diameter 0.42 mm (0.016 in.) were installed at the 0.85 station to determine the mean
levels of skin friction at zero angle of attack and along the windward generator (Fig. 4(c)).

Two bidirectional, buried-wire, skin-friction gages (Ref. 44) were also situated in the cone surface
at the 0.85 length station (see Fig. 4(a)), to measure the magnitude and direction of the resultant shear
stress at the surface. The configuration of the gage is shown in Fig. 4(d), its fabrication following
basically the same procedure as promoted for single wires by Murthy and Rose (Ref. 45) after the work of
Rubesin et al. (Ref. 46). The following equations, the method of manufacturing the gages, and a full dis-
cussion of the calibrations are given in Ref. 44. In brief, temperature-resistance calibrations were
obtained by placing the gages in an oven. Magnitude and directional sensitivities were found by flush-
mounting the gages in a known subsonic channel flow and operating each wire with an overheat ratio of 1.1,
utilizing "Disa" constant temperature anemometers. The wires were capable of operating with upper fre-
quency responses close to 15 kHz. The sensitivities were checked again after installation in the cone
surface and running at zero angle of attack. The shear stress at a station close by the gage was deduced
from a Preston tube measurement in conjunction with the correlation due to Bradshaw and Unsworth (Ref. 47).
Rotation of the probe about its axis to known angles of yaw permitted the 'directional sensitivity to be
obtained at each Mach number and Reynolds number tested simultaneously with the shear stress magnitude
according to the following equations. If the output of a single wire, yawed to the local shear stress
direction at (90 - ')0 (see Figs. 4(d) and 5(a)), is assumed to be of the form:

F2 A(pwvww)1/3 (cos2 + K2 sin 2
p)1/6 + B (1)
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where the symbols are defined at the beginning of the report, and

S.1 E2  (2)

then for our pair of mutually perpendicular wires, respectively labeled 1 and 2, where P1 + 2 = we
obtain

= ( ,lp/TW)11  (COS2  + K1
2 sin2  )1()

S1 + KP~~J* sin2 l (3)

and

S2 o (PwPwTw)1/3 (sin 2 p1 + K2
2 COS 2  

I)1/C (4)

By eliminating p1, the wall shear stress is given by

1Wl - K22)S16 + (1 - K1
2 )S2

6  (5)

Lw1 - K1
2 K2

2  
-

We note that values of the coefficients of directional sensitivity Kr aiu K2 can be obtained from a plot
of S(p 1 ) or S2(W2) when *1, 02 - 00. In general, K, * K2, but the difference between the two sen-
sors on each gage was found to be relatively small. If, for simplicity, we let K, = K2 = K, then the
absolute magnitude of the shear stress takes the form:

= (S1
6 

+ s2 6)I/2 (6)
(1 + K2)1/2

As for the direction of the skin friction vector, we see from Eqs. (3) and (4) that the quotient SI/S2
is a unique function of the direction 0i and is independent of the magnitude of the skin friction. The
assumption K, K2 is not a necessary one provided each wire of a pair is calibrated. McCroskey and
Durbin (Ref. 48) discussed measurements of the direction of surface shear stress with a hot film gage and
proposed that

S1 - S2

S1 + S2

where o is the direction of the flow relative to the probe centerline, and equals (p1 - IT/4) in our present
frame of reference.

The results of the directional calibration for one of the pairs of buried wires is shown in Fig. 5(a).
We see that the direction of the skin friction vector can be determined/to an accuracy within ±50 inde-
pendently of its magnitude. The variation of the quantity (S1 S2 6)1/2 in a ±400 yaw angle range was
demonstrated to be small. The magnitude of skin friction obtained with the Preston tube is plotted
against the measured values of (S16 + S26) /2 in Fig. 5(b). From Eq. (6), the value of K is 0.35 for
the particular gage shown. The surface shear stress directions obtained with the hot wire pair were
compared against flow visualization traces taken with an oil-dot technique. Signals from the off-surface
hot wires were also measured but await analysis.,

Pitot pressures in the external flow above the cone surface were measured using an array of 77 pitot

tubes wounted at the 0.85 station (Fig. 3).

Overall force and moment measurements were obtained with an internal strain-gage balance.

The cone was pitched to the desired angle of incidernce, and for the measurements with symmetrical
separation of the lee-side flow, the cone was rolled in Increments from 00 to 1800 and paused for typically
1 min while data were taken. Increments of 50 in roll were generally used. Neither fluctuating pressures
nor hot wire data were collected at angles of incidence where asymmetric lee-side conditions prevailed.

Visualization of the vortex wake was obtained at the 0.85 station by saturating the tunnel flow with
water vapor and Illuminating a thin cross section of the flow with a 15-W laser beam passed through a
cylindrical lens. Photographs of the scattered light were taken with a camera mounted to the sting/strut
support, the camera axis being set nominally parallel with the cone surface. Prior to the runs, a grid
placed at the test station was photographed against which the dimensions of the shear layer could be sub-
sequently compared.

Some supportive three-component velocity measurements in the lee-side vortex wake just downstream of
the Junction between a 160 semiangle tangent ogive forebody joined to a cylinder aft-body were made by
Owen and Johnson (Ref. 49) at a relative incidence of 2.3. These Mach 0.6 data are also presented here to
provide an insight into possible orders of magnitude of fluctuation levels on the lee side of the cone.

lo
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Symmetrical Separation of the Lee-Side Cone Flow

3.1.1 Forces

The physical characteristics of the mean flow field about the 5 circular cone in the Mach number
range 0.6 < M < 1.8 follow the descriptions by Rainbird (Refs. 28, 29) of the surface and external

flow conditions that he measured at Mach 1.8 and 4.25.

The overall effects of boundary-layer growth and incidence on the development of normal forces on the
50 cone are illustrated in Fig. 6 up to relative incidences of almost 5. At relative incidences typically

less than 0.7, the circumferential pressure gradient is favorable all the way from the windward to the lee-
ward generator. The boundary layer grows in a regular manner developing very small crossflows. The
normal force develops linearly in this range, and the slopes dCN/da near a = 0° , are affected only
slightly by viscosity. In subsonic flow, the values are typically 6% larger than the slender body value
of 2.0 (per radian). In supersonic flow, the discrepancies between experiment and those slopes given in
Sims' tables (Ref. 50) are even less for both the blunt and sharp noses.

Figure 6 illustrates that, at Mach 1.8, there is substantial development of nonlinear lift* above a
relative incidence of 1.5 (as found by Rainbird (Ref. 28), where the Reynolds number was more than double
the existing test value) consistent with the formation of a well organized, symmetrical, coiled, free
shear-layer flow on the lee side of the model. From pitching-moment data, a fixed center of pressure posi-
tion at 0.667 L is in good agreement with the conical flow value of (2/3)L sec2 oc . But below Mach 1.8,
there is an apparent sensitivity of the onset of nonlinear normal force to both Reynolds number and nose
shape, as we see on Fig 7. At any given Mach number, we note that reduction in Reynolds number and intro-
duction of bluntness delays the onset of nonlinear normal force. This dependency reduces rapidly as Mach
number increases until at Mach 1.8, it has nominally disappeared.

The results in Fig. 7 for our cone model of fineness ratio, L/D = 5.7, are unexpected for the dis-
tinctive tardiness displayed in producing nonlinear normal force in the high subsonic and transonic speed
ranges. Even though at Mach 0.6 and a/Oc - 2.5, for example, where there was substantial vortex flow
(see Figs. 8 and 9), the overall normal force lies just below the slope (dCN/dQ)=o.

The high negative vaiu=; of base pressure coefficient (Fig. 10), are mooted as the key to the para-
dox, for at M. - 0.6 near the base, they induce somewhat larger increments of suction pressure on the
windward side of the cone near the base than on the leeward; see for example, the cone surface pressures
along the windward and leeward generators on Fig. 11. Hence the development of nonlinear normal force
appears suppressed by the base effect. This suppression reduces as Mach number increases until at
M. - 1.8, the upstream propagation from the base is negligible.

In Fig. 10, we also note that changes in Reynolds number and sting/base diameter at Mach 0.6 cause
substantial changes of the base flow (see Ericsson (Ref. 53) for a discussion on aerodynamic support inter-
ference).

3.1.2 Mean Flow Measurements

The changes in three-dimensional boundary-layer development as the circumferential surface pressure
distributions steepen with increasing angle of incidence are discussed in detail in Refs. 28 and 29.
Herein, we shall concentrate on the flow at a relative incidence of 2.5, for the cone with nose radius
equal to 4% of base radius. At this incidence (Figs. 12(a)-12(c)), display the surface pressure coeffi-
cients obtained at a constant length Reynolds number of RL - 13.5 x 106, for Mach numbers 1.8, 1.2, and
0.6. The pressures are plotted with respect to circumferential angle measured from the windward (0 - 00)
to the leeward generator ( - 1800). Figure 12(a) shows good agreement at M. - 1.8 between the measured
circumferential pressures plotted at three axial stations along the cone. The present results at
RL, - 13.5 x 106 demonstrate a small but variable shift relative to the higher Reynolds number data of
Refs. 28 and 29. The present results are uncorrected for errors due to static hole size (Refs. 54, 55)
which, if included, would marginally increase the difference between the two sets of measurements. The
calculation of surface pressures from McRae's Navier-Stokes code, corresponding with the Reynolds number
R= = 32 x 106, are in close agreement with Rainbird's measurements (Refs. 28, 29). Figures 12(a)-12(c)
illustrate corresponding qualitative trends in the circumferential pressure distributions at the 0.85 axial
station for all Mach numbers tested.

As the three-dimensional boundary layer develops from the windward attachment line region (0 - 00)
toward the minimum pressure point at - 100', the crossflow grows rapidly. At Mach 0.6, toward which
the bulk of the remaining discussion in this paper will be devoted, Fig. 13 provides a comparison between
some preliminary surface shear stress directions (relative to the cone generators), w, obtained from oil
dot streaks and those angles deduced from the bidirectional buried hot-wire gage. The maximum value of
given from the gage is close to 400 in the vicinity of the minimum pressure point. The boundary layer, in
proceeding around the lee side of the cone, now encounters a strong circumferential adverse pressure gra-
dient and thickens rapidly (see Fig. 8). Thecrossflowangle, w, reduces progressively to zero, Fig. 13,
at which point the shear stress trajectories converge and run parallel to a generator, the primary

*We should be aware, however, that in solving the Euler equations of motion for the inviscid flow about a
circular cone at incidence in supersonic flow (Refs. 51, 52), we find that nonlinear normal forces begin to
develop also at a relative incidence close to 1.5 forthis M. - 1.8 case. These inviscid components of
overall normal force are more than 50% of the total nonlinear force, as we see from the additional symbols
plotted on Fig. 6. The effects of viscous growth on the windward circumferential pressure distribution
are minor but, as expected, the inviscid lee-side pressures are changed substantially due to the vortices
(see Fig. 12(a)).

~~~~~...... ' ......"..
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separation line, sj (see the schematic drawing in Fig. 4(a)). Discrepancies between the oil flow results

and shear stress directions as deduced from the wire voltages await resolution in a forthcoming repeat

experiment. The laser flow visualization in Fig. 8 and the contours of local pitot pressure deficit

plotted in Fig. 9 illustrate the vortex core position and the close comparison between the boundaries of
the free shear layers from these two measurements. The discrepancies in core position between the pitot

and vapor screen measurements and the disagreement between 4sj positions on Figs. 9 and 13 may be due
to a displacement effect caused by the blockage of the pitot array. Beyond the circumferential angle

Os, Fig. 12 indicates there is a plateau of virtually constant pressure (particularly at Mach 1.8) fol-
lowed by a second pronounced pressure minimumand finally a recovery toward the leeward generator. The
second pressure minimum caused by the induced effect of the primary vortices drains fluid from the region
of the leeward generator, appreciably thinning the flow there. This movement of fluid beneath the vortices

itself separates from the cone surface at Os2 on a scale substantially smaller than the primary flow. The
lobular region of secondary flow is shown by the pitot contours of Fig. 9, although it is not evident on
the vapor screen photograph shown in Fig. 8. Between €sj and *s , there must be yet another divergent
attachment line region where w = 0 (see Figs. 4(a) and 13) from which fluid diverges to feed both separa-
tion lines.

The magnitude of the resultant surface shear stress at the 0.85 axial station in subsonic flow obtained
from the yawed buried hot wire pair is shown in Fig. 14. The maximum uncertainty in the absolute levels
of shear stress deducible from the wires is about ±15%. Again, the variation of the local skin friction
coefficient with circumferential angle at Mach 0.6 follows the trends established in Rainbird's Mach 1.8
and 4.25 measurements (Refs. 28, 29). The skin friction reduces smoothly to a minimum, but finite, value

at the primary separation line that is lower than the zero incidence attached flow value. The skin friction

is again a minimum at the secondary separation with high values due to the divergent attachment line flows
between the separation lines and along the leeward meridian. The boundary layer along the leeward genera-
tor, in fact, accelerates rapidly in the lateral sense due to the very favorable pressure yradient caus
by the vortices (see Fig. 12(c)). The shear stress increases to a value well above that at the windwar(

generator with a concomitant surface shear direction of -200 at @ 1700 .

3.1.3 Fluctuation Measurements

The fluctuating pressure field within a viscous flow is associated with the irregular motions of the
turbulence; from the interaction of the turbulent fluctuations normal to the wall with the mean shear, and
from the interaction of the turbulence with itself. In incompressible flow, the pressure fluctuations at
one station in the flow are produced by momentum fluctuations at many other stations (Poisson's equation).
Thus the pressure at one point will not correlate with velocity fluctuations at another point in close
proximity (Ref. 56).

Now the pressure fluctuations have a wide range of sizes typically equal in scale to boundary-layer
thickness on down to v/ut. But according to Bradshaw (Ref. 57), the spectrum of pressure fluctuations at
a wall beneath a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer as it approaches separation is constituted of
essentially high-frequency and low-frequency energy. The high-frequency components are generated in the
small-scale inner region (the so-called 'law of the wall region) whereas the low-frequency pressure fluc-
tuations emanate from the larger-scale outer region. In the latter, the fluctuations intensify as the wake
region of the boundary layer increases in thickness. Under two-dimensional attached boundary layers, the
level of pressure fluctuation also scales with the mean wall shear stress. In adverse pressure gradients,
the pressure fluctuation scales with the outer variables as the law-of-the-wall region now becomes very
small. Irrespective of the pressure gradient, however, the absolute level of the wall pressure fluctua-
tions is small, and it is difficult to isolate the fluctuations from turbulence and sound generated by
free-stream disturbances in a typical, large wind tunnel. At Mach 0.6, the disturbance level of the
NASA 1.8- by 1.8-m tunnel stream is high, and probably consists of fluctuations in vorticity, temperature,
and sound. It is thought that the signal at the cone surface is especially contaminated with the radiated
sound from the tunnel wall boundary layers and slots in the tunnel ceiling and floor. Figure 15 shows the

rms pressure fluctuation at the cone surface beneath the Mach 0.6 axisynmmetric boundary layer to be

(p'>/q -0.03, a value 10 times the level of mean shear stress (see Fig. 14). This is in contrast with a
value 6f 3 times the mean shear stress quoted by Kistler and Chen (Ref. 58) for a two-dimensional, sub-

sonic, attached flow, beneath a reasonably "quiet" free stream. The spectra at zero angle of attack (not

shown) exhibited peaks at frequencies of 800 and 1600 Hz. Neither the levels of the peaks nor the areas
beneath them appeared dependent on roll orientation or angle of Incidence, however, and these peaks were
not filtered out in the results to be presented. The interference of the tunnel noise field on the develop-
ment of the attached boundary layers, may well have a different effect than on the free shear layers. Par-
ticular frequencies, if dominant, may excite instabilities in the latter flow. Under these circumstances
then, Fig. 15 also shows the rms pressure fluctuations at the 0.85 station for the Mach 0.6 flow at a rela-
tive incidence of 2.5. These fluctuating pressures were measured simultaneously with the mean pressures
already discussed on Fig. 12(c). We note from Fig. 15 that the absolute level or ms pressure fluctuation
(actually plotted relative to the constant dynamic pressure of the free stream) increases in the favorable
pressure gradient from the windward attachment line toward the minimum pressure point, then decreases
smoothly in the adverse pressure gradient to a minimum value at the primary separation line. The signal
increases rapidly again as the leeward attachment line region is approached. Between the positions of
primary and secondary separation, 9s, and os?, there is slight evidence that the fluctuation level once
more increases at the reattachment line, OA. These results bear comparison with those beneath two-
dimensional separation bubbles (Ret. 59), although the two-dimensional separation is, of course, the special
limiting case of the more general swept separation in three dimensions. Mabey (Ref. 59) showed that the
pressure fluctuations caused by fluctuations in the two-dimensional separation line position were small,
whereas at reattachment, the pressure fluctuations exceeded those at the separation point by 4 to 10 times.

In apparent contradistinction with these results, however, Schloemer (Ref, 60) and Burton (Ref. 61)
have reported on pressure fluctuations beneath two-dimensional attached boundary layers in both adverse
and favorable pressure gradient conditions, and found what appears to be the converse of the pressure
fluctuation behavior on the cone surface. Relative to a zero pressure gradient flow, <p'>/q was greater

in the adverse and less in the favorable pressure gradients. The differences were accentuated in the
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two-dimensional flow if the normalizing parameter for the rms wall pressures was the wall shear stress.
But, it should be noted that if the cone surface rms pressure data are plotted with respect to the resul-
tant wall shear stress, a corresponding accentuation relative to the zero pressure gradient, a = 0' case,
is to be seen in Fig. 15,

On the basis of the dimensionless pressure measurement hole parameter, (dpuT)/v, which is upward of
300 in our Mach 0.6 experiment, we are probably missing the dramatic increase in intensity of the small-
scale pressure fluctuations that Emmerling (Ref. 62) has noted, for example (see Ref. 56). This parameter
should be less than 50 if the small-scale fluctuations are to be measured. But it will be shown that the
pressure fluctuations are dominated by low-frequency components in the adverse pressure gradient regions so
that loss of high-frequency response would not explain the substantial difference between the two-dimensional
and the three-dimensional results. Neither would we expect, perhaps, that the grazing shear flow over a
surface orifice would proeuce changes in acoustical impedance of the port (which are dependent on frequency)
that were large enough to overturn the trends seen at the cone surface. Willmarth and Yang (Ref. 63)
showed that the transverse curvature of the model surface alters the large eddies significantly; but their
boundary-layer thickness was of order of model cross-section diameter, whereas on the cone, it is 1/100
of the local cone diameter.

If the rms pressure results are not spurious because of the high background noise level, then the
character difference may be attributable to the escape provided to the flow in a three-dimensional separa-
tion in contrast with the two-dimensional case.

Tie behavior of the rms values of output voltage signal (made nondimensional with respect to the flow-
based signal strengths) for each of the buried hot-wire pair on the cone surface, peak at the separation
lines. Figure 16, for example, presents the normalized fluctuations from one wire to illustrate that these
peak levels are more than double those beneath the attached (and reattached) flow regions. The second wire
provided essentially the same normalized output so that the normalization virtually removes the sensitivity
to yaw.

If conduction losses are negliqible from the wire to the substrate, and if the wire is normal to the
local shear stress direction, we may see from Eq. (1) that the mean square of the voltage fluctuation at
the wire is related to the pressure and shear stress fluctuations

[\Pwl P~/\W

The order of the present results implies that at separation, if <p'>/p is a minimum (see Fig. 15) and
<e'>/E is a maximum, then <T'>/TW must be large for the equality to ge valid, irrespective of the cor-
relation between p' and c'. Along a line of divergence of limiting streamlines, <P'>/Pw is large,
<e'>/E is small, and hence <T'>/.rw must be equal to the order of the pressure fluctuation with a negative
correlation. In other words, the shear stress fluctuations are large both at the separation lines and
along the attachment line regions corresponding to large gradients of fluctuating velocity. Let us now
look at the correlations between values of the fluctuating voltage at different instants of time for the
same hot wire that was shown in Fig. 16; for how the correlation coefficient decreases with increasing
time depends on the character of the turbulence. Seven such autocorrelations are presented in Fig. 17,
corresponding to circumferential positions on the cone surface between 90' < 180° . The correlation
functions all decrease toward zero, more-or-less monotonically, falling faster initially from unity in
the favorable pressure gradient three-dimensional boundary layer (e.g., at = 901) than in the retarded
flow (€ - 1350, 1401). This corresponds with a preponderance of energy at higher frequencies in the
attached flow and at lower frequencies in the retarded flow. At the separation lines, these large-scale
motions give rise to the rms overshoots from the buried hot wire observed on Fig. 16, and the overshoots
in pressure fluctuation normalized by the mean shear stress on Fig. 15. The correlation curves demonstrate
the substantial changes in lee-side flow toward and subsequent to primary separation. A normalized time
scale in terms of outer flow variables such as (tDuo)/6* is not used because the boundary-layer displace-
ment thickness is unknown.

We may deduce some important notions concerning the eddy structure in the flow from the curvature of
the correlation curves (Ref. 64). All component eddies are roughly of the same size when the curvature is
not especially large anywhere. Such behavior is noted in the adverse pressure qradient flow ( - 135',
140', and up to € = 1450) where large eddies dominate. (An approximate measure of the "longest connection
in turbulent behaviur" (Ref. 65) may be gained from the area beneath the correlation curve, and 0s, pro-
vides the largest area.) The same characteristic is also shown in the very thin boundary layer along the
leeward meridian where small eddies must be the overwhelming constituents. A wide range of eddy sizes, on
the other hand, is indicated by local regions of high curvature in the correlation curves. This may occur
near the origin, but cannot be ascertained categorically. Alternatively, when there are two distinct
ranges of eddy size present, the correlation curve appears as a summation of two correlation functions of
substantially different scales. We note this characteristic, in particular, for the boundary layer having
reacted to the favorable pressure gradient ( - 90'), then a diminution of this property through the primary
separation region to begin again at the reattachment line, CA 1550. The two ranges of eddy size would
also appear to exist at the secondary separation line, *s2 - 1600, from which a coiled vortex does not
appear to have developed yet (see Fig. 9).

The autocorrelation is related approximately to the spectral density by a Fourier transform. Spectra
are shown in Fig. 18 corresponding to most of the autocorrelations displayed in Fig. 17. The ordinates are
in the ratio of the mean square values of voltage fluctuation at each circumferential station divided by
the value at primary separation. In conjunction with previous observations, as the three-dimensional
boundary layer thickens progressively toward * 1, the energy associated with the large eddies spreads to
lower frequencies (as is the case at Os2 also). The converse is noted along the leeward meridian. When
two distinct ranges of eddy size exist, the spectrum functions should also take a noticeable two-component
form similar to those of the correlation functions, as we see at OA 1 155* and Os2 " 1600.

.. . . . .. .. . .. . .. - '/. . . . .l ' '
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Having witnessed these substantial changes, it would appear that, in calculating complex,
three-dimensional viscous flows leading to separation, the use of turbulence models that do not recognize
the large changes in spectra in at least a qualitative way will not be representative of the physics of
the flow.

3.2 Lee-Side Flow About a Tangent-Ogive/Cylinder

3.2.1 Mean Flow Field

As mentioned previously, some supportive three-dimensional laser velocimeter measi'ren Nts of mean and
fluctuating velocity about a slender tangent ogive/cylinder (Fig. 19) were obtained by Owen and Johnson
(Ref. 49) at a relative incidence of 2.3. The measurements were mdde in the Ames 0.5- by 0.6-m (2- by 2-ft)
Transonic Wind Tunnel at a Mach number of 0.6 and Reynolds number based on the 0.3-m (i-ft) total length
of the body, equal to RL - 2 x 106. The velocity field in the wake was measured with a two-color forward
scatter frequency-offset 'aser velocimeter, allowing two velocity components perpendicular to the axis to
be obtained simultaneously. Since we are seeking three velocity components, however, two sets of measure-
ments must be taken. In the first set, the laser beams were normal to the tunnel axis so that the axial (u)
and vertical (w) velocity components were found. From these two components could be obtained the vertical
velocity in the crossflow plane perpendicular to the body axis (see Fig. 19). For the second set, the
transmitting optics were rotated 30' about the z-axis and measurements taken again. Now, one velocity com--
ponent measured was again the vertical velocity whereas the second was a combination of the axial velocity (u)
and the lateral velocity (v) in wind-tunnel coordinates. Thus, since the axial velocity had already been
measured, the lateral velocity could be calculated. In other words, the lateral velocity in the crossflow
plane is obtained, since it is the same in both wind-tunnel and body coordinates.

Bragg cells, which produced zero-velocity frequency offsets in both color systems, were incorporated
to remove directional ambiguity from the measurements. Without this capability, Owen and Johnson (Ref. 49)
have cautioned against believing any measurements in flows that are unsteady or possess a high degree of
turbulence. Since with increasing Mach number the helix angle of a streamtube becomes smaller with respect
to the axis of the vortex, larger axial distances are required for particles to reach the core regions.
Thus an artificial aerosol was introduced into the wind-tunnel flow to provide adequate intensity of the
scattered light with a count mean diameter of 0.7 micron. Additional details of the instrumentation are
given in Ref. 49.

Figure 20 shows the crossflow velocity vector field at 4 diameters from the nose, just aft of the
ogive/cylinder junction where we detect that the vortex core positions are located along
2/d - 0.9 at y/d - 0.3. Note the slight asymmetry, but the resemblance to the cone lee-side flow. The
vertical velocities, , in the crossflow plane are plotted in Fig. 21, the maximum down-flow values
(-u.) occurring in the pitch plane of symmetry as the leeward meridian is approached. This large down-
flow is a relatively narrow region between the rotational pair and is highlighted as an intense lne of
maximum vapor concentration in the cone crossflow visualization displayed in Fig. 8 (and see late ',
Fig. 26). The velocity gradient through the core region at i/d - 0.9 is virtually infinite on the scale
of measurement resolution as it is on the axial velocity distributions displayed in Fig. 22. At the sta-
tions approaching the leeward meridian where the crossflow is largest, the axial velocity is lowest. The
axial velocity then increases very rapidly across the vortex to a value overshooting the free-stream by
about 20%.

Lateral crossflow velocities ( ) resolved from the measurements normal to and 300 to the tunnel axis
are shown in Fig. 23. As expected, a pass through the core positions at 2/d = 0.9 shows virtually zero
velocity. Moving to traverses above and below the vortex centers shows the lateral velocities to be at
maximum levels at y/d values in line with the cores.

3.2.2 Fluctuating Velocities

p
Somo insight into the turbulent and unsteady nature of the vortex flow field about the ogive-cylinder

has also been obtained with the laser velocimeter. These data in Figs. 24 and 25, obtained at 2/d = 0.9
through the vortex cores, show peaks in the rms velocity, one on each side of the pitch-plane close to the
regions 6f maximum mean velocity gradient (the core centers?). In addition, the rms fluctuation levels
remain substantial in regions of small ,id zero mean velocity gradient, suggesting that large scale turbu-
lence is present throughout the lee-side domain.

3.3 Asymmetrical Separation of the Lee-Side Cone Flow

Figure 26 is a laser-vapor screen crossflow picture of the Mach 0.6 lee-side separated flow about the
cone once asymmetry has commenced at a relative incidence just less than 3. As the symmetry developed, the
vortices began "bumping together" with increasing unsteadiness to cause large values of rms side force even
when the mean side force was near zero. At this particular combination of Mach number, Reynolds number,
and configuration of 4% nose bluntness, the starboard vortex moved away from the surface and the port vor-
tex remained more-or-less stationary. As incidence increased to hiqher values, the unsteady interaction
between the vortices increased in intensity and the starboard vortex moved even farther from the surface
anJ rolled over the port side rotational flow. In so doing, the entire lee-side flow indicated diffusion
of the well-organized helical vortex structures but there was no visual evidence of periodic shedding.

Along with this movement of the lee-side flow, we would expect the resultant force vector to move
towards the side of the cone to which one vortex is closest. This is seen In Fig. 27, where in the subsonic/
transonic Mach number range 0.6 < M, < 0.95 (at RL - 13.5 x 106), the initial direction of side-force
development remains thq same. As Mach number increases to supersonic speeds, the start of the side force
is less precise. Therefore, the critical angles of incidence for onset ot side-force development are
plotted in Fig. 28 as where the mean side force has reached 5% of the normal force. We detect that depend-
ing on the nose bluntness, free-stream Mach number, Reynolds number (and, no doubt, the unknown free-stream
fluctuation level), the onset angle of incidence varies between 2.5 and 4.5 times the cone seminose angle.
This range is somewhat higher thn.i the nomindl values of 2 reported for sharp forebodies by Keener and
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Chapman (Ref. 6) at Mach numbers less than 0.6. It is clear that operating with a sharp apex causes an
earlier onset of side force as does the very high Reynolds number of 35 x 10. Up to Mach 1, on the
other hand, whereas the same observation can be made for the 13.5 x 106 relative to the 4.5 x 106
tests, the reverse is true in supersonic flow.

The effect of rolling the cone in 900 increments and then pitching through the a range is
illustrated in Fig. 29 at a constant length Reynolds number of 13.5 x 106. For roll angles 1800 apart,
the side-force development is in opposite directions as we might suppose if it were a small geometrical
imperfection at the nose systematically perturbing the flow development. Figure 29 shows also that lower-
ing the Reynolds number from 13.5 x 106 (essentially turbulent) to 4.5 x 106 (perhaps transitional)
delays the onset of side force and shows that repeatability at a given test condition is good.

We await laser velocimeter measurements in the crossflow to report on the fluctuations in the lee-

side flow as asymmetry develops.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on relatively high Reynolds number measurements of mean and fluctuating flow quantities on the
surface of a yawed 50 semiangle circular cone at a Mach nunber of 0.6 in association with overall force,
laser-vapor screen, and mean surface pressure measurements in the expanded Mach number range
0.6 < M,. < 1.8, we conclude that:

1. The development of the viscous flow and separation about this cone at low Mach numbers follows
closely the diagnosi , of Rainbird (Refs. 28, 29) at higher Mach numbers. As the relative incidence
increases, there is a progressive quasi-steady development of symmetrically disposed lobes of vortical
fluid that eventually form tightly coiled vortices close to the leeward plane of symmetry. Secondary sepa-
rations from the surface are found beneath the primary vortices with further increase of incidence. When
the relative incidence exceeds about 2.5, the lee-side flow becomes increasingly unsteady and anti-
symmetrical with respect to the pitching plane causing substantial side forces to develop of magnitude
near the values of normal force.

2. In subsonic flow, the fluctuation voltage levels from buried wires In the cone surface, provided
evidence of an increase in turbulent eddy size as the primary separation line was approached, and a decrease
of eddy size in the thin boundary-layer leeward attachment line region. At the separation lines, these
large-scale motions give rise to overshoots in rms fluctuating voltage levels from the buried wires in the
surface, and overshoots in rms pressure fluctuatinns when normalized by the mean-shear stress. Notwith-
standing, the absolute level of rms pressure fluctuation decreased in the circumferential adverse pressure
gradient to a minimum at the positions of the conical separation lines, and increased to a maximum at the
leeward attachment line. This behavior is contrary to that found beneath two-dimensional attached boundary
layers in adverse and favorable pressure gradients by other experimenters.

3. The resultant mean-shear stress was always finite, being lower at the separation line positions
and higher at the attachment lines.
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PRESSURES ON A SLFNDER BODY AT HI1GH ANGLE OF ATTACK
IN A VERY LOW TURBULENCE LEVEL AIR STREAM

by
B. L. Hunt and P. C. Dexter

Department of Aeronautical Engineering, University of Bristol.,
Queen's Building, University Walk, Bristol, BS8 lTR

SUMMARY

This paper reports experimentally measured transient prensures at low speeds on a
model consistng of 8 circular cylinder with a tangent ogive nose in the angle of attack
range from 30 to 90 . Great care was taken to eliminate extraneous disturbances: a
wind tunnel with an extremely low level of free stream turbulence (approx. 0.01%) was
used, the model was rigidly mounted and efforts were made to ensure laminar separation
without turbulent re-attachment. By comparing the result- with those obtained
previously on the same model in similar tests at a higher level of free stream turbulence
(approx. 0.7%) it is shown that there is a dramatic reduction in unsteadiness in the low
turbulence level air stiram and switching of the flow pattern is virtually eliminated.
However, it is also found that the mean unswitched level is dependent on the roll angle
of the model and hence that strict control of the free stream conditions is not
sufficient to guarantee results which are independent of the experimental equipment.
Some details of the inherent unsteadiness present in the flow pattern are presented.

NOTATION

a speed of sound

d diameter of cylinder

kcrlt minimum height of roughness to promote transition

Re Reynolds number, Ud coseca/v

pt fluctuating pressure

U free stream velocity

uo fluctuating velocity

UT  friction velocity, (Tw/p)

x axial distance measured from tip of nose

Q angle of attack

ACp coefficient of pressure difference based on cross flow dynamic head, Ap/ApU 2 sin 2la

ACt amplitude of fluctuations of pressure difference coefficient

C mean value of pressure difference coefficient

Ap difference between surface pressures at points ± 750 from leading generator

p density

4) roll angle

w wall shear stress

1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of aerodynamic side forces on slender bodies of revolution at high
angles of attack was first reported twenty five years ago 1' 2 but little further work was
done during the subsequent fifteen years. Since the late 1960s, however, the desire to
enlarge the flight envelopes of bot! missiles and military aircraft has promoted a large
number of investigations of the phenomenon. References to many of these may be found
in a paper bt Nielsen,3 very recent work has mostly been reported in two AIAA
conferences."

Despite the intensive research effort of the last ten years, very little under-
standing of the mechanisms by which the side force is determined has been achieved. One
feature which has been established in numerous studies is that the side force is
associated with an asymmetric vortex pattern in the lea of the body; an idealised sketch
of the vortices is shown in Figure 1. However, few reliable details of the vortex
pattern are known and its relationship to the sectional side force distribution is not
understood.

Probably the major barrier to progress has been the difficulty of obtaining meaning-
ful experimental results. If the published data is studied, certain trends emerge but
it is usually not difficult to find unexplained exceptions. Furthermore, large discre-
pancies exist between the results obtained by different workers and the data often do
not vary smoothly with the independent parameters. The extent of the difficulty is
illustrated by the study conducted by Wardlaw and Morrison.' They attempted to
correlate all the measured values of overall side force against conventional flow and
geometric parameters. However, they found the scatter to be so great that they were
forced to adopt the view that these flows are non-deterministic and hence that the data

* ,* . , . .
* *c' I
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must be treated by linear regression techniques.

Previous experimental studies have given some clues to the origins of these diffi-
culties. One of the most striking peculiarities observed by most (but not quite all)
of the experimenters who have looked for it is the variation (in both direction and mag-
nitude) of the side force with roll angle. Work by Keener et al. 7

$6 has provided
strong evidence that this effect is somehow related to the detailed geometry or surface
roughness of the tip of the nose. It is also a common experience that the force can be
substantially altered by a change in surface conditions, such as is produced by a coat
of paint. Again, the work of Keener et al.' provides evidence of this behaviour. It
thus seems that one of the sources of experimental problems is an extreme sensitivity to
details of the model, particularly to the condition of the nose.

Another cause of experimental difficulties is unsteadiness. Lamont and Hunt'
recorded the transient behaviour of the difference between two surface pressure tappings
at equal angles from the leading generator of the body. Two examples of the traces
obtained are shown in Figure 2. It is clear that in Figure 2(a a complete switch of
the flow pattern has occurred from one state to its mirror image state. The trace in
Figure 2(b) is less clear but again temporary changes in sign are present. After
studying a large number of traces, Lamont and Hunt came to the conclusion that the major
fluctuations are caused by a switching of the flow pattern towards and sometimes into
the mirror image state. Since there appears to be a degree of stability in at least
one of the two states, the switching must be caused by external disturbances. Lamont
and hunt suggested that the disturbances in their tests came from free stream turbulence.
They showed by simple estimates that the observed behaviour was consistent with the
scale and intensity of turbulence in the wind tunnel. They have pointed out'0,11 that
model vibration is another source of external disturbances which is likely to cause
switching. It is clear that if Lamont and Hunt are correct, then time averaged measure-
ments which are taken in the presence of unsteadiness will depend on the free stream
turbulence level and on the dynamic behaviour of the model support. Clark12 has
observed the wake flow using a water tunnel and he supports the notion that unsteadiness
is due to free stream turbulence and to model vibration. However, he suggests that the
transient behaviour is more complex than that proposed by Lamont and Hunt. According
to Clark, a number of different vortex patterns can exist and the flow jumps from one
pattern to another under the influence of external disturbances.

Lamont and Hunt's transient records showed differences in switching pattern with
roll angle while the inferred unswitched levels seemed to be unaffected. This lead
Lamont and Hunt to suggest1 0' 1, that the observed influence of roll angle on the time
averaged reauings would be eliminated if the unsteadiness were eliminated. Some support
for this possibility is given by the fact that results which are independent of roll
angle have, occasionally, been obtained.'13 ,1

The work reported here sets out to check Lamont and Hunt's notion of the importance
of free stream turbulence. Great care has been taken to avoid switching. Lamont and
Hunt's simple estimate' of the effect of free stream turbulence indicates that switching
should virtually cease when the turbulence level is reduced to 0.1%. However, this
value is unlikely to be very accurate and a wind tunnel has been chosen with the lowest
turbulence level that is likely to be achievable in practice, approximately 0.01%. The
other features of the experiment are that the model is extremely rigidly clamped and an
attempt has been made to avoid turbulent reattachment of the flow. The model used is
the same as that used by Lamont and Hunt and hence a comparison of the present results
with those obtained earlier by Lamont and Hunt shows the direct effect of a change to a
wind tunnel of much lower free stream turbulence.

2. APPARATUS

Results will be presented from both the Bristol University 2.1 m x 1.5 m wind tunnel
and the Royal Aircraft Establishment 1.2 m x 0.9 m wind tunknel. Both are low speed
tunnels. The R.A.E. tunnel has a contraction ratio of 31:1 which gives a streamwise
turbulence level of approximately 0.01% over roughly the central'l m x 0.8 m'of the
tunnel. Full details of the tunnel characteristics are given in References 15-17. No
direct measurements of turbulence level have been carried out as part of the current
series of tests but the level of pressure fluctuations on the model at zero incidence has
been obtained and will be discussed later. The Bristol tunnel has a much smaller con-
traction ratio (5:1). This and other factors contribute to producing a streamwise
turbulence level of approximately 0.7%."' This is quite high for a low speed tunnel but
low compared to the level which might be expected in transonic or supersonic facilities,
where many overall force measurements have been made.

The same model was used in both tunnels. It is the transient model of Lamont and
Hunt's tests,' a sketch can be seen in Figure 3. The constant diameter section is 51 mm
in diameter and contains four pressure tapped stations spaced 51 mm apart, each with four
pairs of pressure tappings, as shown in Figure 3. The nose of the model can either be
fitted directly on to the measuring section or on to an untapped section of length four
diameters which is then attached to the measuring section; it is thus possible to obtain
measurements at one diameter spacing extending from one diameter to eight diameters from
the nose Junction. Several nose pieces were used: the results shown here were all
obtained with a sharp tangent ogive having a length to maximum diameter ratio of 3. A
constant diameter rear support section completes the model: this was clamped rigidly to
the floor and roof of the tunnel by means of a 51 mm diameter vertical pylon. The
clamps were located some six diameters aft of the most rearward measuring station. Any

til
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angle of attack in the range 0 to 900 could be achieved. No vibration of ths nose tip
was visible when running except a slight motion at angles of attack around 70 . In the
R.A.E. tunnel, the nose could be observed through a telescope which would have revealed
a movement of ± 0.02 mm.

The surface pressures were recorded as the difference between two points symmetri-
cally disposed a~out the plane of incidence; the tests reported here all used the
tappings at t 75 from the leading generator. The measured values are therefore
directly related to the magnitude of the sectional side force. In the Bristol tunnel
and in early tests in the R.A.E. tunnel, the pressure difference was obtained by connec-
ting the pressure tappings across a ± 0.1 p.s.i.d. Scanco variable reluctance transducer
mounted inside the model. However, some concern was felt at feeding a fluctuating
pressure to the back of the transducer and a new system was adopted. This used two
transducers, each connected to one of the ports and with a common steady backing pressure
(the tunnel free stream static pressure, appropriately damped); the difference of the
outputs was then taken electrically. In this arrangement the two transducers were
Setra ± 0.1 p.s.i.d. variable capacitance type. A comparison of identical tests in the
R.A.E. tunnel using the two different systems shows good agreement and the results with
the single transducer are believed to be perfectly reliable. Nonetheless, the second
arrangement is preferable in principle and was retained. In all cases, the pressure
tubing was kept as short as possible. The system was estimated to be able to respond
to a signal of 400 lz without significant attenuation. The output was passed via a
drive amplifier to an ultra-violet recorder.

3. TESTING

Tests were conducted at values of Reynolds number in the range 0.4 x 10
5 to

1.4 x 1 0 where the Reynolds number is defined as Ud/vsina and U is the free stream
velocity, d is the diameter of the cylindrical section, v is the kinematic viscosity and
a is the angle of attack. A justification for the use of this definition is given by
Lamont and Hunt.9 However, the question of the most appropriate definition is by no
means settled and alternative views may be found in References 12, 19 and 20. In any
ev;rnt, it was hoped that sufficient margin was left so that the results would not be
influenced by random effects from turbulent reattachment (but see the discussion in
Section 4.3 ).

The other. major parameters which were varied were angle of attack, a, axial location
of the measuring station, x/d, and roll angle, 4. Up to six roll angles could be
obtained for equivalent circumferential locations of the pressure tappings. Very great
care was taken in setting up the roll angles so as to achieve symmetry of the pressure
tappings.

In addition, a few ad hoc tests were carried out to examine the effect of adding
imperfections to the nose in the form of plastic tape of thickness 0,15 mm. The dimen-
sions and location of the tape are shown on Figure 4.

4. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The pressures were recorded on the ultraviolet recorder for easy visual examination
and most of the results presented here were traced directly from thesie records. Although
this method is convenient for examining the qualitative behaviour, it is not co satis-
factory when a quantitative analysis is required. In particular, there is bound t. b
a degree of subjectivity about the mean values and predominant frequencies which have
been obtained, by hand, from the traces and this ahouJd be borne in mind when studying
the results,

4,1 Zero angle of attack

Figure 5 shows traces obtained simultaneously from two ports in the same station on
the model in the R.A.E. tunnel. Also shown is the difference in pressures. It can be
seen that the disturbances present on the individual tappings are in phase and that the
pressure difference is barely detectable. This situation is consistent with the dis-
turbances being produced by plane aound waves. Now, the magnitudes of pressure, p', and
velocity, u', fluctuations produced by plane sound waves are related by the expression

pa (1)
where a is the speed of sound. Taking the maximum amplitudes of the traces for the
individual ports from Figure 5, using Eq.(1) and assuming a simple sine wave form for the
fluctuations, one obtains an estimate of 0O1% for the r.m.s. streamwise component of the
turbulence. This is slightly higher than earlier measurements of the sound-induced
turbulence level in this tunnel" (which were epproximately 0.005% at the tunnel speed of
Figure 5) but considering the approximations necessary to obtain the current estimate,
the two sets of values are acceptably close. These measurements provide a measure of
the pressure fluctuations in the clean tunnel against which the values obtained at angle
of attack can be compared.

4.2 Unsteadiness at angle of attack

One of the most important objectives of this work was to study the effect of conduc-
ting tests in the low turbulence flow on the fluctuating componnt of the surface
pressures. It was found that, except for values of a near to 90 , the pressures in the

_ _4. , 7
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R.A.E. tunnel were dramatically more steady than those in the Bristol tunnel. A good °
example is provided by Figure 6 which is for a Reynolds number of 1.1 x 10 and a = 50.
The measiuring station has been chosen close to the first peak of the sectional side force
distribution, as determined from the time-averaged measurements of Lamont and Hunt.,
The approximate location on this distribution is indicated on sketches on Figure 6 and
on subsequent Figures. It should be noted that it cannot be taken as certain that the
same distribution will apply in the R.A.E. tunnel.

It can be seen that the trace from the Bristol tunnel, Figure 6(a), attains and
holds roughly the level of Figure 6(b) for brief intervals, but is subject to massive
departures from this level and reverses sign from time to time. This behaviour is
entirely consistent with the turbulence-induced switching suggested by Lamont and Hunt.
Figure 6(b) shows that the non-switching flow does have a small inherent unsteadiness
but that this is unbiased in direction and a meaningful time average of such a trace
should be obtainable. Of course, the existence of reduced unsteadiness in the R.A.E.
tunnel does not allow us to distinguish between the suggestion of a flow which switches
between mirror image states and Clark's description of randomly occurring multiple
states. 12  This question is therefore unresolved at present; on the one hand, there
are the transient records, such as Figure 6(a), which are more consistent with mirror
image states and, on the other, there are Clark's observations and photographs.

1 2

As far as the frequency of the unsteadiness present in Fig. 6(b) is concerned, it
is difficult to make any deductions from the trace except that the form bears little
resemblance to classical Karman vortex shedding for which the frequency would be 77 Hz,
based on the cross-flow velocity and a Strouhal number of 0.2.

When the angle of attack is reduced to 300, the situation seen in Figure 7 is
produced. Again, the most important feature is the vastly reduced unsteadiness in the
R.A.E. tunnel. On this occasion, however, the Bristol trace shows much greater instan-
taneous magnitudes than the R.A.E. record and it appears that the detailed action of the
turbulent eddies is more complex than originally thought. The non-dimensional level of
residual unsteadiness in the R.A.E. trace is approximately the same as that at a = 500
(note the different scales on Figures 6 b) and 7(b)) and is, of course, very much higher
than the amplitudcs measured when a =0 . The mean pressure difference has, however,
fallen considerably. Again, Figure 7(b) does not have any obvious content at the cross-
flow Strouhal frequency which is 32 Hz.

Figure 8 presents traces obtained at a = 600. In this case, the measurements were
taken close to the second peak of the sectional side force distribution because the first
peak occurs on the nose at this angle. Once again, the influence of the higher level of
turbulence is strikingly illustrated. The non-dimensional amplitude of fluctuation in
the R.A.E. tunnel is slightly higher in this case than at the lower angles although this
may be due to the heasurements being on the second peak (see later comments). The
nature of the fluctuations is now much more regular and the frequency obtained by
counting what were considered significant peaks produced a value of 104 Hz, which is very
close to the cross-flow Strouhal frequency of 99 Hz.

Further aft along the body at the last measuring station which is located at x/d=ll,
the behaviour is even more close to Karman vortex shedding. The trace is presented in
Figure 9 (note the slightly lower value of Reynolds number). In this case, the mean
value is almost zero and the fluctuations are relatively regular with an estimated
frequency of 88 Hz which is virtually identical with the cross-flow Strouhal frequency of
90 Hz. This is not surprising sinceat large distances from the nose, the body must
behave like an infinite yawed cylinder, which is known to exhibic Karman vortex shedding.
As the angle of attaSk increases, the region of Karman vortex shedding moves nearer to
the nose and at a 75 , the trace shown in Figure 10 is obtained at x/d=5. The relatively
regular nature of the fluctuations can again be seen; the estimated frequency is again
virtually identical with the Strouhal frequency. Observations of this kind were made
previously by Lamont and Hunt' but it was thought, to be worthwhile to confirm them under
low turbulence conditions. It seems quite likely that the unsteadiness in the flow
pattern near the nose is either some form of incipient vortex shedding or is induced by
the forward transmission of information along the body from the rear portions where
Karman vortex shedding exists.

The nature of the traces allow only approximate values of ACI the amplitude of the
fluctuations, to be obtained. These have been plotted aainst a for a Reynolds number
of IO in Figure 11. It can be seen that the amplitude is roughly constant in the range
300<a<500 and then rises rapidly as Karman vortex shedding develops.

4. 3  Effect of roll angle

The results presented in the above section appear to throw a good deal of light on
the problem of unsteadiniess and hold out considerable promise that meaningful time,-
averaged readings can be taken if a wind tunnel of suitable quality is avai.lable. The
other source of difficulty is that of sensitivity to minute details in the experimental
model; this problem'normally shows up as a dependence on roll angle. A series of tests
at different roll angles was therefore undertaken. Great care was taken to ensure that
the model was correctly lined up.

Figure 12 shows three traces at different roll angles for a=50 ° . It can be seen
that the nature of the traces is similar but the mean levels vary by up to a factor of
seven. This and similar results at other angles of attack show that the commonly
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observed dependence of overall force on roll angle is not due to different patterns of
switching, as had been suggested by Lamont and Hunt,"' but is due to a genuine difference
in the mean sectional side force. The variation in levels of disturbance with roll
angle which were observed by Lamont and Hunt is most probably due to the fact that
changing the mean level of side force in a stream of given turbulence results in a
changing frequency of switching.'

Figure 13 shows the traces obtained at the reduced value of Reynolds number of
0.5 x 10'; it can be seen that there has been a small change in the mean level at €=0 °

but, in general, the traces are very similar to the corresponding traces in Figure 12.

Figure 14 shows the variation of the mean level of ACP with a for the two roll
angles 0 and 1800; unfortunately, measurements for =15O0 (which shows the strongest
effect) were only taken at a=300 and at50 ° and are not shown on this Figure. The
absolute magnitudes of these curves have only limited significance since the measuring
station is not always precisely at the peak of the side force distribution (indeed above
550 the first peak occurs on the nose and the values plotted correspond to the second
peak). However, the relative magnitudes for the two roll angles are significant. It
can be seen that the 00 roll angle gives consistently higher values-Than the 1800 roll
angle. This raises the hope that the difference may be due to identifiable asymmetries
on the model. In view of the results obtained by Keener et al., 7 any such imperfections
seem likely to be located near the tip of the nose. The nose of the model was therefore
checked for eccentricity and surface roughness by means of "Talyrond" and "Talysurf"
machines respectively. The nose cross-section was found to depart from a circle by less
than 0.025 mm at all points along its length. It is difficult to imagine a mechanism by
which this small amount of eccentricity can produce the observed effects, although the
possibility cannot be ruled out altogether. The surface roughness of a tip region of
axial length 20 mm was found to be uniform and the roughness height to be less than
0.002 mm. Nearer the base, larger, isolated grooves were found, the maximum depth being
0.004 mm. The join between the nose and the constant diameter section gave rise to a
rather large step whose height was 0.165 mm at its maximum. For a two-dimensional
laminar boundary layer, it is generally believed that there is a critical value of rough-
ness neight below which the roughness has no effect; 2 1,22 ,2 3 above the critical value,
transition occurs. The critical height, kcrit, for a single two-dimensional roughness
element (such as a wire on the surface) is given by2'

UT kcrit

V 7
where UT Z (Tw/p) and Tw is the laminar shear stress at the location of the roughness
element. For isolated and distributed point roughness elements, the same parameter
appears to apply but the constant is much larger, being in the range 24 to 30.

2
2,23

Consider the case of a 50 mm diameter cylinder at 900 to the free stream. The maximum
laminar shear stress is given by the expression

w Re 6.36

This can be combined with the critical roughness height criteria to give

krt d for two-dimensional roughness
Re

3 /

and
korit d 13.5 for point roughness.

At a Reynolds number of 10, these two expressions respectively give values of 0.035 mm
and 0.12 mm for the critical roughness height. On this basis, only the junction between
the nose and the body appears large enough to have any effect.' However, while this com-
parison is helpful as a start in considering the significance of roughness magnitudes,
its real relevance is very dubious for two reasons. Firstly, most of' the measured
roughness is in the form of circumferential grooves produced during the turning of the
nose and hence the application of a criterion based on wires orientated perpendicular to
the flow 1s likely to give a considerable over-estimate of the value of kcrit. Secondly,
and more important, the boundary layer is in reality highly three-dimensional. Unfor-
tunately, there does not appear to be any information on the effect of surface roughness
on transition in a three-dimensional boundary layer. A further point is that the action
of the surface roughness (if any) may not be to promote transition; indeed, the large
range of Reynolds numbers over which roll angle effects have been observed makes it seem
quite likely that transition is not the cause of the roll angle effect. On the other
hand, it is difficult to think of another mechanism.

4.4  Effect of other asymmetries

Certain other limited studies were carried out in the hope of shedding light on the
action of asymmetries. In the event, the results deepen the mystery but, since the
tests were carefully conducted, the studies are summarised here.

In the first set of these tests, the nose normally used was replaced by an alterna-
tive manufactured to the same specifications. In the second set of tests, tape of
thickness 0.15 mm was added to the tip of the nose, as shown on Figure 4. In both cases,
measurements of AC were taken over a range of angles of attack at the station nearest to
the first peak of Rectional side force for a<60 0 and at the second peak for a 600 . The
Reynolds number was 1 x 105 and the roll angle was set at the datum value.

The mean values of 6Cp are presented in Figure 15. It can be seen that both forms
of modification to the model have profound effects. However, it is startling that there

_ _- - . _ ---
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appears to be no consistency about the nature of the effects: for example, at a=600,
tape in location "A" produces an increase-n the force but at a=400, it reduces the force
to almost zero. There is little significant variation in the levels of unsteadiness
between these various cases.

Further tests were conducted at ct=50 0 in which the tape was located on the shoulder
of the nose (again see Fig. 4). In all cases, the sense of ACp was unchanged from that
with the plain nose; tape in location "C" increased JA~pl from 2.23 to 2.27 while in
location "D" and simultanecusly in locations "C" and 'D" the tape caused an increase to
2.52. It thus seems that the pressures are much more sensitive to imperfections near
the tip of the nose than they are to imperfections elsewhere, as previously discovered
by Keener et al.

7

5. CONCLUSIONS

The two most important findings in this work are as follows:

(1) The surface pressures on a rigidly clamped model are vastly more steady in a stream
of turbulence level equal to 0.01% than they are in a stream of turbulence level
0.7%. Meaningful time-averaged data for the side force are therefore unlikely to
be obtained in test conditions where the turbulence level is moderate or high.

(2) The surface pressures are dependent on roll angle even in the low turbulence level
stream. The mechanism for this is unknown at present but the implication is clear:
even strict control of the free stream conditions is not sufficient to guarantee
results which are independent of the experimental equipment.

The following conclusions can also be drawn:

(3) Some inherent unsteadiness exists in the flow pattern but is unlikely to prevent the
acquisiticn of reliable time-averaged measurements. The unsteadiness has the form
of classical Karman vortex shedding at very high angles of attack and far from the
nose at lower angles of attack.

(4) No correlation could be found between isolated blemishes or surface roughness on the
nose of the model and the measured variation with roll angle.

(5) Fitting an alternative nose or adding tape to the nose tip produced large changes in
the surface pressures but in a manner which varied with angle of attack.

(6) The addition of tape to the shoulder produced relatively little effect, thus con-
firming the observations of Keener et al. 7
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FIGURE 1 Sketch of idealised wake vortex pattern.
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FIGURE 9 Transient pressure differences for a=600  Re=1.05) x/d~ll.
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WIND AND WATER TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
INTERACTION OF BODY VORTICES AND THE WING

PANELS OF A MISSILE CONFIGURATION

by

J.R. Deane, Aerodynamics Research Group, Research Department (821),

British Aerospace - Dynamics Group, Pilton, Bristol. BS99 7AR.

SUMMARY

Two experimental investigations have been carried out to study the interaction with wing panels of vortices
formed by flow separation on the leeside of thu forebody of an inclined, cruciform, wing-body combination.

A low-speed flow visualisation experiment, using the dye line technique in a water tunnel, has illustrated
the generation of the symmetric body vortex pair in the incidence angle range 15) to 350. The phenomenon

of breakdown of the ordered vortex structure has been observed when the vortices pass in the vicinity of
wing panels mounted downstream on the body.

Complementary tests have been carried out using a supersonic wind tunnel in which pressure plotting on a
wing panel of a geometrically similar wing-body combination has been performed. Incidence angles in the

range 150 to 250 have been considered at a Mach number of 2 with the pressure tapped wing panel rolled into
the leeside flow field. Integration of the pressure distributions has yielded information on panel loads
which has been compared with estimates available from semi-empirical prediction methods. It has been shown
that prediction accuracy is low for tl., loads on panels when they are rolled into the vicinity of the
vortices.

NOTATION

a Local body radius

CNo Normal force curve slope of wing

N

CN Panel normal force coefficient = H
2

p QD Sp

C Pressure coefficient P RD

cr  Root chord of wing panel

i Vortex interference factor

km Vortex identifiers

KWB Wing-body interference factor

M Mach number

N Normal force on a wing panelP

p Static pressure at a wing tapping

PC® Tunnel working section static pressure

ked Reynolds number based on diameter of body

rN Body radius at the base of the nose

s Gross semi-span of the wing-body combination

S Plan area of one wing panelp

aw  Nett semi-span of wing panel

V Plow free stream velocity

x Longitudinal body co-ordinate measured along centre line of body from the tip of the nose

x Longitudinal body co.-ordiiiate at which the first boundary layer separation occurs

xw  Longitudinal wing co-ordinate measured along root of wing panel from the wing-body junction

at the panel lead ng edge

Yw Lateral co-ordinate measured outboard from the wing panel root

YB Lateral co-ordinate of body vortex position

.2
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z 1 Vertical co-ordinate of body vortex position; measured perpendicular to body longitudinal axis

y Ratio of specific heats for air a 1.4

l" Vortex strength

ACp Difference in pressure coefficients between upper and lower surfaces of wing panel = CPL - CPU

0 Body incidence angle

$ Roll angle of wing panel; measured positive anti-clockwise froml upward vertical when viewed
from the rear of the model

1. INTRODUCTION

It is of prime concern in the aerodynamic development of any missile project that reliable estimates should
be available of the forces and moments which would be experienced in flight by the configuration under
study.

Whereas overall estimates of normal force and pitching moment might be sufficient in the early stages, the
later requirements would probably also include assessments of loads on the various external components of
the total missile, e.g. wing and tail panels or those parts of the missile between the panels. A particu-
lar case for which this information would be required is that of the derivation of loading distributions
for stressing purposes.

Depending on the actual project application, it maight be necessary for such predictions to be made over a
wide range of flow conditions covering low subsonic to high supersonic Mach numbers, an incidence angle
range from 00 to 250 typically, although this can now be often extended to 900 and beyond for particular
designs, and arbitrary roll orientations anywhere in the complete 0

° 
to 3600 coverage.

Development of prediction methods within the Research Department of British Aerospace (Dynamics Group) to
cope with these wide ranging requirements has been in progress for some years. Analysis has mainly been
from the empirical or semi-empirical standpoint by which predicted results from existing methods for normal
force and pitching ,oment are compared with as wide a range of experimental data as can be found. If
appropriate, modifications are then made to the methods to improve the estimation accuracy. These modifi-
cations mostly take the form of factors to be applied directly to the oviginal estimates of force or moment
coefficient. This process has, in the past, been found to be more effective than an effort to model the
details of the flow field and, thence, to calculate the loads.

It is now thought, however, that further significant improvement of prediction methods can only be made by
undertaking research into flow field phenomena. Such a statement assumes special relevance in the context
of the estimation of the interferece effects which occur between the components of the missile, since
current prediction methods have been developed on the basis of an initial estimation of isolated body, wing
or tail loads followed by their superposition with appropriate interference factors being applied. One
aspect of particular importance here is the effect of vortices on the aerodynamics of a missile. Vortex
formation can occur in many places and, indeed, may be a dominant feature of the flow field. Primary causes
are flow separation on the forebody ahead of the wings and leading edge separation on the wing or tail
panels themselves.

The phenomenon of body vortex formation is associated with moderate and high body incidence angles.
Initially, the pattern will be of symmetrical form but, at higher incidence angles, it will be of an
asymmetric nature leading to the development of' side forces and yawing moments at zero sideslip. For a
missile application, an important consideration and one which emphasises the need to fully understand tile
generation of body vortices and their subsequent behaviour is the arbitrary roll orientation which the
missile may adopt. This could result in the wing and tail panels rolling through tile body vortex cores so
that the close interaction of the one with the other would become of primary interest.

As a first stage in a study of vortex dominated flow fields, which, it is hoped, will lead to improved
prediction techniques, two experimental studies have been undertaken.

Firstly, a water tunnel flow visualisation experiment has been performed to illustrate the generation of a
symmetric body vortex pair and to show their interaction with wing panels mounted downstream on the body.

Secondly, some measurements have been made in a supersonic wind tunnel to obtain pressure coefficient data
and, hence, loading information on one wing panel of a cruciform wing-body model which is rolled such that
the panel can interact closely with one of the body vortex pair.

The present paper describes results from these experiments whicb have concentrated on the incidence angle
regime from 150 to 350; a range where symmetrical body vortex fo.-mation is encountered. Due to increased
manoeuvrability requirements the angle of incidence range for missile operation has now become significantly
more extensive. Much of the research on weapon aerodynamics, both experimental and theoretical, has there-
fore concentrated on increasing the aerodynamicist's understanding of the high angle of attack regime where
asymmetric flows are of primary importance. However, it must be remembered that, although some designs are
now intended to operate at various stages of their flight in this regime, th- majority will still be con-
fined to operation at lower incidence angles. For these cases, say for incidence angles of around 200 to
300, the effects of symmetric body vortices are of crucial importance in the calculation of interference
loads. Bzcause it was considered that this particular aspect of vortex flow fields is still not fully
understood and, consequently, the effects could not yet be adequately predicted, it was decided to concen-
trate the present research on the "conventional" angle of attack regime.
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2. WATER TUNNEL TESTS

In any aerodynamic study it is often very helpful to be able to visualise the flow patterns around the
configuration under study as an aid to understanding the flow mechanisms involved. It is thought that
this is particutarly true for the case of vortex dominated flow fields which occur around missile con-
figurations and wnich can be extremely complex.

Although flow visualisition experiments can, however, be difficult to implement and their results hard to
interpret, it would seem that the water tunnel with dye line injection is one facility for which results
are immediately available and relatively easily interpreted.

To help in the understanding of body vortex interaction with wing panels an experimental study has been
performed using the dye line technique for the missile type wing-body combination shown in Figure 1. The
model is not representative of any particular current design but is of a suitable type for use in this
research work. The shape chosen was such that its long forebody would ensure that, at all but low inci-
dences, a well developed body vortex system would be evident ahead of the wing leading edge.

Flow visualisation could be carried out by ejecting a dye or water-based paint through an array of small
holes along each side of the model, although for the sake of simplicity of interpretation only one side
was generally in use at any one time. The facility was abl to give simultaneous ejection of dye from
fifteen holes down one side and eight disposed diametrically opposite on the other side of the body. The
standard practice during any test was to operate the dye lines as three groups of five. Dye was fed to
the model from header tanks above the level of the tunnel and the flow rates from each hole could be
individually controlled by small valves.

A turntable in the rear of the water tunnel working section provided the means by which the incidence
angle could be manually changed in the range -350°4 0 < 350 with the top and bottom limits being deter-
mined by the model or support system approaching too close t(. the tunnel walls. Incidence angle could be
changed with the tunnel operating but roll angle of the model could only be adjusted by stopping the
tunnel, draining it, and resetting the model orientation manually with tile working section open. Tile part
of the body on which tile wings were mounted could be rotated around an inner cylindrical section and
secured in position by the use of locking pins which were located in holes previously drilled in the inner
section.

Cameras and lighting equipment were arranged to enable the model to be viewed and photographed from the
side and the top of the tunnel simultaneously. This was considered most Important so that features of tile
flow field visible in one view could be easily correlated with features shown in another. Electronic flash
lighting was employed from two directions. Shadows on tile model were not a problem since it was painted
m-att black which also meant that the various dye crlours could be easily seen Against its surface.

The tunnel itself is a facility operated by British Aerospace (Aircraft Group) at its Warton Division. It
is a continuously operating recirculating facility driven by an axial impeller in the return section. The
working section is 457 x 457 mm in size. As an alternative to the dye line technique, hydrogen bubbles or
polystyrene flow tracers may be used for flow visualisation. These methods were not, however, employed
in the present experiments.

A particular characteristic of conditions in tile tunnel is that, after starting the drive motor and estab-
lishing a flow, there is a short period of only a few minutes duration when the flow quality is extremely
good and virtually free from all disturbances and turbulence. Thereafter, the quality rapidly deteriorates,
as disturbances from the impeller (which starts up stalled) are felt in the working section, but then
gradually recovers towards the initial high quality smooth flow as the disturbances damp themselves out.

For effective flow visualisation using the dye line technique it is essential to have a smooth onset flow.
Hence, the initial phase of tunnel running time has been used in each case although this has meant that
many short runs are needed to achieve a particular set of photographs.

The tunnel speed itself was also of great importance in ensuring good flow visualisation results. If it
was operated at too high a speed the dye lines would very soon break up and simply form a diffuse cloud of
colour from which no really useful information could be gained. It was found that a reasonable compromise
between minimum controllable speed and maximum speed for dye line quality was to run the tunnel at speeds
of 90 mm/s which was equivalent to a Reynolds number of approximately 200U based on body diameter.

This value of Reynolds number was obviously far lower than anything likely to be experienced in a wind
tunnel or in flight conditions. This should therefore be borne in mind when assessing results on a quanti-
tative basi and due allowance should be made for the lower Reynolds number when reading across results to
ligher speeds. However, on a qualitative level the results are very useful for providing all insight into
the complex nature of vortex flow fields and it is considered that qualitative changes in flow natterns
will be reliably modelled in the water tunnel.

Water tunnel tests have, of course, been used previously in work on htgh angle of attack aerodynamics. The
work of Fiechterl on bodies alone is one example wherein dye line flow visualisation was employed to show
asymetric vortex behaviour at higher incidence angles than those dealt wi th in the present paper. Werle, 2

Rainbird et al 3 and Poisson-Quinton and Werle 4 have also performed experiments using water tunnels. How-
ever, these reports have not, to the author's knowledge, considered the particular problems associated with
the interaction of body vortices with wing panels for a missile configuration.

The results shown herein represent a small selection of those available from a 'st programme which included
the following flow conditions.

Body incidence angles o 150, 200, 250 Wing-body models.
(with some extra coverage for zero roll case3)

50 (50) 350 Body Alone models.

(with some extra coverage at negative incidence angles)

Roll angles 00 (l0') 400, 450

Reynolds number Red 2000
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In addition, geometrical changes were made in the model shape. It was possible to mount the wings in both
forward and aft positions and to remove them altogether. Body alone shapes with sharp (tangent ogive) and
blunt noses were tested. In the latter case the nose profile was that of the tangent ogive but with 0.1
calibre spherical blunting applied at the apex.

Roll angle was simulated by rotating only that section of the body on which the wings were mounted. The
dye ejection holes were thus maintained in their fixed model positions irrespective of wing roll angle,
i.e. on a horizontal axis for the case of 0 - 00.

2.1 Water Tunnel Test Results

2.1.1 Body Alone

Two body shapes were tested. These were, firstly, a combination of a 3-calibre tangent ogive nose and a
10-calibre afterbody and, secondly, the same basic shape except the nose was slightly shorter after a
0.1 calibre spherical blunting had been applied to the tip.

Figures 2, 3 show results for the sharp body at a = 300. It can be seen how the dye lines (a) enclose the
vortex core and (b) provide a clear indication of its position, both the vertical distance from the body
centre line and tile lateral distance.

Dye ejection for the three sets of 5 holes has been used to visualise the complete vorttx development and
to show that one set of data is comparable with the next Figure 4 has been prepared. This shows for the
o = 30° case how the dye lines from the upstream set of holes lie in the centre of those from the second
set of holes, which in turn lie in the centre of those from the third set of holes. The expanding area of
the flow into which the dye lines pass is a measure of two effects. Firstly, the strength of the vortex
grows as it passes back along the body and thus a greater area of the flow field will be affected by the
induced velocities of the vortex. Secondly, the dye from the holes towards the aft end of the body feeds
into the periphery of the area affected by the vortex and not into the core, whereas the dye fron the
upstream end of the body does feed into the vortex core.

The top views of the vortex system indicate a much smaller area of flow affected than the side views. In
the top views it is apparent that the dye lines for one side of the body are not carried across to the
other side but that there is a very definite limit to the field of influence of one vortex along t:he centre
line of the model.

Here only illustrations showing die injection from one side of the body are shown. Visual checks were made
during the studg with dye ejection from both sides and these indicated that the flow patterns for incidence
angles up to 30 were symmetrical relative to the body centie line both in the vertical and lateral senses.

Some general features visible from the illustrations are worthy of comment. For the body alone Cie dye
lines were both steady in space and maintained their well defined structure without diffusing as far aft
as was possible to see in the field of view.

At a given axial location the core of the vortex moved upwards relative to the body centre line as
increased, but changes in lateral co-ordinate were much less. This was simply observed by assessing the
position of the mid-point of the dye line helix relative to the centre line of the body.

The strength of the body vortex at a given axial location increases with incidence and this was rlade
apparent by an increase in pitch of the dye line traces. Thus an indication was given that the notational
velocities had becume larger relative to the axial velocity.

2.1.1.1 Comparison of vortex core locations with previous data

As noted previously, the vortex core positions have been derived from the photographs by assessing the
mid-point positions of the dye line traces. These data have been superimposed on the previous experimental
information collated by Mendenhall and Nielsen 5 as shown in Figures 5 and 6. It should be noted that it
has been necessary to assume a position of first separation (Xs) in order to calculate the non-jimensional
parameter x - x s sinO . In the absence of an independent method of measuring x., and with the realisation

rN
that, for the values of a considered here . 30 , 35 ), the point at which separation first occurred
was forward of the most upstream dye ejection hole, it was decided to use the predicted value of x s from
Mendenhall and Nimlsen's empirical method. This gave a value of xs a 0.

It can be seen (Figure 5) how the agreement between the vortex vertical location and the previous experi-
mental results and, hence, with the suggested empirical prediction method, is good, although the present
data is generally at slightly higher values of ZB/a. The agreement for the lateral position (Figure 6) is,
however, poor with the present values of YB/a being significantly outboard of those obtained previously.
It should be noted that the suggested correlation for ZB/a from Reference 5 had been derived ay a consider-
ation of both subsonic and supersonic data, whereas those for YB/a were found from separate consideration
of the two sets of data.
The use of nose blunting has very little effect on the vortex trajectories and strengths for the incidence
angles considered here. Figure 7 shows the dye line paths for *-he blunt body case and this may be com-
pared with Figure 4. It is probable that the value of a Is sufficiently high for the first separation to
occur well forward on the body, at or near the apex, ,and that the addition of nose blunting cannot move it
any further forward as might be the case for lower incidence angles.

2.1.2 Wing-Body Combination

Discussion here will be limited to results for wing-budy combinations made up of toe crucifoi.m wing set
either mounted forward or aft on the body with a sharp nose.

2.1.2.1 Zero Roll Angle Results

Comparison of dye line traces from the upstream holes for the cases of a body alone and for the wing-body
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combination at zero roll shows that there are no apparent effects on the core position ahead of the wing
panel leading edges due to the presence of the panel in this set of experiments.

It has been observed that for o = 150, 200 the dye ejected from the rearmost holes on the forebody of the
model is not entrained into the vortex structure but, after a small upwards movement, is quickly swept
back down onto the upper surface of the adjacent horizontal wing panel. Figure 8 shows an example of these
effects. Whereas the behaviour is quite marked for the lower incidence angles, for higher values of o
250 and above, the dye from the rearmost holes does not deviate onto the panel but passes upwards into the
vortex core (see Figure 9).

The lifting panel and its associated flow field is thus shown to have a significant upstream effect on
feeding into the vortex at these low speeds. For such cases it would obviously be inappropr.ate to assume
that the strength of any vortex at the leading edge of tile wing would be adequately predicted by the value
at the same axial location on an equivalent body alone. It is apparent that at some axial location upstream
of the wing leading edge, dependent on the value of a , the flow around the body ceases to feed into the
vortex core and, hence, the growth in strength of the core must be terminated. Core position is evidently
less affected.

The behaviour of tile vortex system adjacent to the leading edge of the panel is not the only item of
interest however. For body incidences of 250, 300 and 350 very clear visualisation has been achieved of a
well defined body vortex system ahead of the panel leading edge. Figure 10 is an example.

On passing aft of the wing mid-chord the structure of the body vortex breaks down at a point which moves
forward with increasing incidence and the dye lines which hitherto have neatly delineated the vortex become
entrained into the separated flow from the wing panel.

In addition to tile breakdown in structure the vortex cores also undergo deviations in position downwards
towards the adjacent horizontal wing panel and laterally away from the body centre line for (5 = 250, 300.
Figure 11 shows a top view of tile phenomenon for the latter body incidence. This behaviour can be cor-
related with a downwards and outwards velocity field induced by a leading edge vortex system set up on the

panel itself.

For the body incidence angle considered here (30c), and for lower values, the dye lines appeared fixed in
space up to the point of breakdown near the wing panel. Therealter, of course, a time dependent eddying
flow was evident. Another effect was, however, shown at the extreme incidence angle used in tile expert-
menit, i.e. 350, when the set of dye lines as a whole was seen to oscillate aft of the wing panel leading
edge before their neatly defined structure broke down.

The phenomenon of vortex breakdown adjacent to wing panels has been recently referred to in the literature
by Jorgensen

6 
as a possible explanation for some effects seen by the use of vapour screen flow visualisa-

tion. This was (lone at high subsonic speeds, for a monoplane cropped-delta wing-body combination, but with
a shorter forebody than considered here, at angles of incidence of 30

° 
and 400 and at zero roil angle.

Whereas discrete vottices were observed near the base of the models at supersonic speeds, for the lower
Mach numbers diffuse vortex regions were evident.

Tie behaviour observed in the present series of water tunnel tests is quite contrary to what has been
assumed before concerning the behaviour of vortex systems passing close to wing panels and tail surfaces.
Through the lack of any evidence to the contrary, it was considered that it would be sufficiently accurate
to compute vortex strength and position at an appropriate body alone station corresponding to the leading
edge location of the wing panel. This could be done using the empirical method of Mendenhall and Nielsen.
For predicting the interference effects which this vortex system might have on the wing, arid any other
lifting surfaces, it was then assumed that the same vortex strength and lateral and vertical locations
relative to the body centre line were maintained as the vortex trajectory passed to the trailing edge of
the wing panel.

lvidently these assumptions must be reassessed in the light of the water tunnel results.

2.1.2.2 Some Effects of Roll Angle

Tests were carried out at 100 intervals of roll angle in the range 00 to 400 with a final increment of 50
to 450

. 
Thus the panel which was initially vertical at the top of the model for zero roll angle wrs pro-

gressively rolled towards and through the location of one of the body vortex cores.

Results for 100 of roll angle show very little difference from those for zero roll angle. As roll angle
increases to 200 and 300, the panel which was originally horizontal on the same side as the dye ejection
points is rolling away from those points and, hence, the effects on the dye line traces from these down-
stream holes becomes less and less. Feeding into the body vortex core is not interrupted as was the case
at zero roll (Figure 12) for a body incidence angle of 150.

A further increase in roll angle to 40
° 

and 450 does, conversely, result in an interaction but, this time,
it is between the core and tile upper of the panels, which was originally vertical and is now much closer to
the body vortex than is tile one which was originally horizontal (Figure 13).

Dye eiection from the upstream sets of holes which enables the core position to be visualised shows that
the tightly rolled structure evident upstream of the panel is not maintained aft of the leading edge but
somewhere within the root chord either breaks down or is deviated very significantly from the vertical aid
lateral co-ordinates it had at the leading edge.

At the higher roll angles (40, 450) the core passes to the right side (when viewed from tle rear) of the
top panel and undergoes a very rapid change in position. This behaviour is repeated over the whole range
of incidence angle studied for the latter roll angle. Towards the other end of the roll range (i.e. 10

O
)

the core is evidently passing to the left side of the upper panel.

For 200 of roll the situation of very close interaction of the body vortex with the panel occurs and the
dye which marks the core in fact passes to either side of the panel, although the majority does come to the
left side. It was observed that this situation was basically steady and that the core was not in a phase
of oscillation from one side of the panel to the other (Figure 14). The effects of roll angle combine with
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incidence in a complex fashion since they both dictate the relative position the body vortex core will
take up relative to the wing panel and hence this will affect the nature of the interaction.

2.1.2.3 Wings in a Forward Position

When it was observed on the model with the wings wounted in the aft position that the vortex structure
apparently broke up adjacent to the wing panel trailing edge at zero roll angle, it was suggested that
this might not be a true phenomenon due to the close proximity between the panel and the vortex but might
be due to some instability in the dye lines themselves which happened to occur at an axial location
corresponding to the panel position.

To test this hypothesis two sets of tests have been undertaken. Firstly the body alone tests discussed in
an earlier section have shown that it is possible to observe well defir,ed dye lines far aft on the model
and, indeed, beyond the model base. Secondly, tests have been carrieo out with the wings mounted forward
on the body. Similar results showing vortex bteakdown have been encountered - see Figure 15. It is thus
concluded that the phenomenon is a result of the proximity of the panels.

2.2 Conclusions and Recommendations drawn from the Water Tunnel Tests

At the start of the programme of water tunnel tests it had been expected that the main value of the experi-
ment would be in the visualisatlon of body vortex core position change, as they approached close to down-
stream wing pa.els. It is now quite apparent that due to the phenomenon of vortex breakdown adjacent to
the panels, new avenues of enquiry have been opened up which require exploration.

The detailed flow patterns between and immediately in front of the wing panels should be studied. This
should be done using both flow field visualisation and measurement techniques. Surface flow studies
should be includcd so that the upstream effect of the wing on the flow separation and hence on body vortex
formation can be more accurately quantified.

Wind tunnel studies should be exploited to investigate any effects of Reynolds number ol the flow patterns.
Attention needs to be paid to the consequences on prediction method techniques of the breakdown in body
vortex structure and on how best to model the flow field chanr s.

3. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

As another item of an overall research programme into vortex dominated flow fields, a series of experiments
have been performed using a small supersonic wind tunnel. These tests are complementary to those performed
in the water tunnel and had a similar aim, i.e. an investigation of the close interaction of body vortices
and wing panels. The test conditions for the experiments were chosen to yield, on the basis of predictions,
conditions of close proximity of one body vortex from the symmetric pair with one of the wing panels of the
cruciform set. Roll angles of 100(50) 300 were therefore used with body incidence angles in the range
150(2.50) 22.50. The nominal Mach number was 2.0 and the Reynolds number 0.9 x 106 based on body diameter.
The latter parameter was dictated by restrictions on operating pressure in the wind tunnel but this was not
considered to be too great a restriction since for all the test cases the cross flow Mach number (M sin a
was greater than 0.4. For these conditions separation characteristics are dominated by local shockwave
systems at the body shoulder rather than by Reynolds number considerations.

The tunnel used in these experiments was the 229 mm x 229 mm (9 in. x 9 in.) continuously operating super-
sonic facility at the Aerodynamics Department, Cranfield Institute of Technology. This was equipped with
automatic means for setting of incidence angle although roll angle had to be adjusted manually with the
tunnel open. As well as the pressure measurement apparatus, facilities for flow visualisation by the
schlieren and vapour screen methods were also available.

3.1 Model and Test Details

The model tested was geometrically similar to that of the water tunnel programme except that the section
shape of the wing panels had to be modified from a plate with sharp leading and trailing edges to a wedge
shape. This was to enable the provision of tubing within the wing so that pressure data could be acquired.
Where the wing was still too thin for this to be done, i.e. near the leading tdge, holes were drilled
directly through the panel into tubes attached to the surface of the wing opposite to that on which pressure
data were being measured. Thus only one surface was pressure tapped and to obtain upper and lower surface
pressure distributions the model was positioned in mirror image orientations relative to the incidence
plane. Figure 16 illustrates the pressure hole distribution and the sectional shape of the wing. The whole
wing-body combination could be rolled around the body axis. The pressures were measured using an automatic
scanner and transducer system. Comprehensive pressure coefficient data were obtained for a variety of com-
binations of incidence and roll angles.

3.2 Results from the Wind Tunnel Tests

3.2.1 Flow Visualisation

The use of the schlieren and vapour screen methods was employed to visualise the flow around the wing-body
combination and also around body alone models some of which were fitted with small forward surfaces.
Particular interest was shown in the positionis of the vortex system which started on the forebody of the
model and whose core position could be identified by the light/dark boundary shown in the schlieren photo-
graphs or by the dark area in an otherwise light grey vapour screen photograph.

By direct measurement from these photographs it was possible to derive values for the vertical and lateral
core positions relative to the body centre line for the wing-body combination, and these values are
presented in Figures 1/ and 18. Also included are some previous results given by Mendenhall and Nielsen 5,
together with their empirical curves. For the case of vertical core position it should be remembered that
the latter curve was a result of a correlation employing data from both supersonic and subsonic tests. For
lateral position separate correlations were suggested in Reference 5 for the two speed ranges. It can be
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clearly seen that the vertical positions are much further upward and the lateral positions much further
outboard than the previously accepted data. Since the schlieren photographs from which the present measure-
ments were taken were small and thus measurement errors were probable, estimates of the error band have been
made both in terms of lateral and vertical location and al,;o the point at which separation first occurs
(obtained by extrapolating the vortex trajectory into the body centre line). Even allowing for these error
bands the points still occur at significantly higher values of vertical and lateral co-ordinate than would
be expected. Clearly this trend leads to some doubt concerning the validity of the results and gives rise
to the possibility of there being some forward interference from the wing panels which could affect the
upstreamn body vortex development and hen e the vortex trajectories.

A body alone model was therefore tested and similar data on body vortex vertical position (since only
schlieren pictures were taken) derived. The results are shown in Figure 17 and illustrate that, accounting
for the bands of experimental error, the data for the body alone case and for the wing-body combination do
overlap. However, the data for the body alone case is generally at a lower value of ZB/a than for the wing-
body combi, ition at the same value of x - x. sin o . Both sets are at higher values than given by the

rN

suggested correlation curve although this had been produced taking into account both supersonic and subsonic
data. It may be seen in Figure 17 how, if attention is paid primarily to the previous results for an ogive
cylinder at M=2.O, the agreement between present and past data is quite reasonable. The measurement of
further sets of data at these supersonic speeds which give higher ZB/a co-ordinates than previously found
suggests that improvements to the data correlations might be found by using a curve which predicted a
greater zB/a at high. x - x s sin o

rN

The effect of wing panels on body vortex trajectories upstream of the panel leading edges at these speeds
is a topic which could most usefully be explored in more detail in further experiments. The tests detailed
in this paper have given a preliminary indication that such effects might be apparent but more systematic
and sophisticated experiments are necessary before the effects can be precisely quantified.

As the main purpose of these tests was to investigate the interaction of body vortices with wing panels,
the actual generation of these vortices was in some ways a side issue. However, if predictions of their
trajectory and strength could not be made with sufficient accuracy then analysis of the later results would
prove difficult. It was thought that a more satisfactory approach to tile experiment might be to try to
force some pattern onto tile vortex development by the use of small forward surfaces mounted oil the body
nose. Thus, instead of relying on natural body vortex generation, a trailing vortex system generated by
the forward surfaces might be formed which would then interact with the downstream wing surfaces. The for-
ward su:faces were positioned ahead of the predicted point for body vortex separation and consequently it
was considered that suppression of tile body vortices as such would occur.

The desired effect was therefore a trailing vortex pair sysmuetrically disposed with respect to the body
centre line and which would be more accurately quantified in strength and position than would be the case
with the body vortices.

In practice, however, the vortex system proved to be much more complex. Although the small forward panels
did generate a system of vortices, it was evident that the body vortices were not suppressed, and between
the trailing edges of the forward surfaces and the leading edges of the wing panels it was possible to
observe four vortices in the flow. Figure 19 presents illustrations of (a) the arrangement of the monoplane
forward surfaces and (b) the vortex pattern produced for a body incidence of 200 and which was obtained
using the vapour screen method.

Tile generation of vortices aft of these forward surfaces was an unexpected feature although subsequently
Hemsch et a1

7 
have discussed the generation of "afterbody vortices".

From the vapour screen pictures it was possible to observe the coalescence of tile two vortex systems, one
from the panel and one from tie forebody, as incidence angle was increased.

Because of this multi-vortex flow it was thought that any analysis of the resultant pressure distributions
and, hence, loads on the downstream panels when interaction was taking place would be extremely difficult.
The use of small forward surfaces to stabilise the vortex pattern was therefore abandoned and reliance
placed on the use of a simple forebody, with natural body vortex formation.

3.2.2 Pressure Coefficient and Panel Load Results

In this section attention will be biased towards consideration of results for tile particular condition of
close panel/vortex interaction. From the use of Mendenhall and Nielsen's prediction method it was assumed
that this situation would occur at a panel roll angle of 200 coupled with a body incidence angle of 200
It should be noted that where roll angles ($) are quoted these refer to the panel which was initially
positioned vertically on the leeside of the body.

A plot is presented in Figure 20 which sets out results for four longitudinal stations Xw/c w 0.36, 0.46,

0.65, 0.87 at which the pressure coefficient difference ACp - CPL - Cptu is given across the span. This
represents the lifting contribution of the pressure distributions and tile symmetrical effects of thickness
of the panel are also removed by plotting the difference in pressure coefficients.

Features to note are the tow and sometimes negative pressure coefficient differences near the root of the
panel. 'lhese contribute to a negative local spanwise loading near the root (Figure 21) which in turn
yields a net reduction in load and can sometimes lead to load reversal as the panel approaches the vertical.
This phenomenon of very low panel load, even perhaps negative values has been noted before for various sets
of experimental results and has recently been referred to by NielsenA in his survey of non-linearities in
missile aerodynamics.

The actual value of panel load coefficient which "results from the integration of the pressure coefficient
data over the whole of the panel is, in this case, small but positive (see Figure 22).

Tile variation of panel load with roll angle can be assessed also from Figure 22 for the case of a body
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incidence angle of 200. Ifere, as varies from 100 to 300, the panel is initially above the vortex core
and then below it.

The low values of panel load can be clearly seen as can the load reversal when at the extreme roll orien-
tation of 100. The equivalent value of panel load coefficient for : 90o roll is approximately 0.3.

3.2.3 Comparisons of Experimental Panel Load Data with Predictions

It would be highly desirable to be able to predict accurately the individual panel loads for a cruciform
configuration for all incidence and roll angles. This would be equally necessary for those orientations
where the panel was at roll angles near to the vertical in the leeward quadrant as it would be for panels
near the horizontal. Although the contribution to in-plane normal force would be very small owing to the
small magnitude of load on the panel and Lhe large angle through which it needs to be resolved, all the
panels contribute in equal importance to rolling moment which can arise from small differences in rela-
tively large panel loads.

A semi-empirical method has been developed which attempts to predict the panel loads. It relies on the
usual assumption that they may be calculated by first making an estimate of the load on a wing in isolation
and then applying interference factors to allow for the flow field induced on the wing by the presence of
the body. This would give a panel load for 0 = 90 ° . Suitable methods for tile wing alone term and for the
body-to-wing interference factor are contained in references by Collingbourne9 and Pitts, Nielsen and
Kaattari,10 respectively. The effect of roll angle can then be incorporated in a manner similar to that
developed by Spahr.11 The result is to predict a variation of panel load with roll angle which is of a
skewed cosine form, such that panels rolled into the windward quadrant experience an increase in load and
those in the leeward quadrant a decrease relative to the $ = 900 value.

These methods give values of panel loads at non-zero roll angle with the body at non-zero incidence angle,
but the effects of any body vortices have not been considered. These can simply be taken into account by
the use of the vortex interference factors presented by Spahr or by Pitts, Nielsen and Kaattari. An example
plot of the factors is presented in Pigure 23 and it can be seen that the result would be .large changes in
load if a vortex approached close to a panel.

The actual load change is found from the relationship:

AC _ _WB C r x
2 TrV(s-a) 0 -1 k

The methods described above have been combined to yield the predicted values of panel normal force coef-
ficient shown in Figure 22. It can be seen that the general level of prediction accuracy is low.

The derivation of the interference term 'i' has assumed a trapezoidal spanwise load distribution which has
a root value twice that at the tip. In practice, this assumption would be adequate for the case of * 90o
but clearly has to be greatly modified for the panel rolled into the leeward quadrant.

3.3 Conclusions and Recommendations Drawn from the Wind Tunnel Tests

The experiments have shown that vortex trajectory data can be measured which is significantly displaced
from that previously collated by Mendenhall and Nielsen although flow conditions for the experiments are
not different.

It is apparent that the simple scheme of prediction detailed in the previous section can only provide an
approximate solution to the problem of estimating loads on panels when they are rolled into the vicinity
of body vortices.

To try to isolate the particular effects of body vortices it would be highly desirable to undertake a
series of tests in which the effects were removed. This could be done in an experiment using a model with
a much shorter nose length hence minimising body vortex formation ahead of the wing leading edge. Com-
parison of results with those from the present tests would yield the effect of the body vortices.

4. GENERAL CONCLUDING REMARKS

Much research is currently being undertaken to understand the complexities of high angle of attack aero-
dynamics where the phenomenon of asymmetric body vortex development gives rise to side forces and yawing
moments.

The results detailed in this paper, however, show that attention still needs to be paid to the lower
incidence angle regime where vortex patterns are still symmetric and where a complete understanding of tile
flow field development has by no means been achieved.

The need still exists for systematic series of experiments including both flow survey measurement and
visualisation to try to pinpoint the important parameters in body vortex generation and to remove some of
the uncertainty from strength and trajectory predictions.

For the purposes of accurately estimating the comp.|ete load distribution on a missile this will be just as
necessary as the better understanding of vortex/panel interference which murt start from an estimate of
the characteristics of tbe body vortex itself.

The use of the two very different experimental techniques detailed in this paper has yielded information
on flow fields at the extreme ends of a wide speed range. It is hoped that further testing will be
possible in a low speed wind tunnel, thus closing the gap in the data coverage.

With the two sets of results currently available it is, of course, of little merit to attempt to read
across detailed flow field information from one to the other owing to the undoubtedly important effects of
compressibility. However, the flow visualisation results from the water tumiel are most useful in
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stimulating investigations of flow phenomena at other speeds. As well as low speed wind tunnel experi-
ments, further testing is also planned by the author which will incorporate supersonic Hach numbers and
thus, prompted by the latest water tunnel results, particular attention will be given to careful obser-
vatlions of, for example, any vortex breakdown effects adjacent to the wing panels.

It is to be hoped that this work will form only one part of a wider effort to investigate and further
understand the phenomena of symmetric body vortex generation and the subsequent interaction with wing
panels. Preliminary work is in progress in the United Kingdom which will lead to extensive flow survey
experiments in the leeside of bodies of revolution at incidence and a Further assessment of body vortex
interaction effects with panels. In the U.S.A., Oberkampf et a11 2 have already recently published details
of flow survey work aimed at producing a more detailed uiderstanding of the flow field properties adjacent
to a body vortex pair.

The continuation of such work in the future should yield signiflcant advances in the understanding of the
complex problems inherent in this topic of vortex dominated flow fields.
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Caract~ristiques A~rodynami ques des corps de revolution
munis dai es TalneenSdvr

par L. MIFSUD
S.A. MATRA, BP 1, 78140 V6lizy (France)

R~sum6

La cormunication pr~ssente les r~sultats d'essais faits au bassin hydrodynamique et en soufflerie
sur des corps de revolution seuls d'une part, et rnunis dWailes de tr~s faibles allongements, d'autre part
(0,1 z~ A , 0,3). On donne les r~sultats de mesures des efforts verticaux et lat~raux, ainsi que des
mesures de pression pari~tale sur des ailes, en fonction de 1 incidence entre 0 et 45" ou 70"'. Les para-
metes sont le nombre de Mach, la longueur et l'envergure des ailes E/EJ.

M 0,44 - 0,90 - 1,32 - et 1,4 .( E/D .( 2,5.
Les r~sultats perinettent de voir dans quelle mesure la presence d'ailes et la variation de leurs param~tres
peuvent influer sur les ph~nom~nes inh~rents aux hautes incidences, et plus particuli~ement sur les
efforts lat~raux.

Suimmary

The paper presents the results of experiments made in a water tank and wind tunnels on bodies of
revolution and finned bodies of small wing aspect ratin. Results of lift and side force, pitching and ya-
wing moments and wall pressure distributions are presented for angles of attack between 0 and 45 or 70'.
The parameters are the Mach number, the wing length and the wing span E/D.

M . 0,44 -0,90- 1,32 - andl1,4 <1 E/D Z 2,5.
The results show the effects of wing parameters on high incidence phenomena and specially on lateral
forces and moments.

Notations

Cz Coefficient de portance Lc Longueur du mod~le
Cy de force lat~rale Lo Longueur de l'ogive
CL to de moment de roulis r Rayon de 1'Omoussement
Cm de moment de tangage S Surface de r~f~rence :maltre - couple
Cn de moment de lacet 0 Angle de roulis
0 Longueur de r~f~rence :diam~tre du corps Allongement de 1 aile bas6 sur 1 envdrgure
E Envergure totale des ailes et la surface nettes
i Incidence 0- Ecart - type moyen
La Longueur de la corde 6 l'emplanture 'o Ecart - type rnoyen pour i -=

1 - INTRODUCTION.

Les performances dont doivent faire preuve les avions de combat futurs et a fortiori les missi.
les dont ils seront IOt~s sont caract~sris~es par une grande manoeuvrabilit~s, plus sp~cialement dans le do-
maine des grands angles d'incidence.

Dans l'optlque de i'a~rodynamique des missiles qui nous int~ressent ici, le domaine des grandes
incidences est abordt par un missile air - air pendant la phase de depart de l'engln de son avion porteur,
puls le long d'une trajectoire a tr~s fort facteur de charge.

De m~me, certains missiles sol - air prennent une incidence 6lev~e pendant le vol de transitian
qui suit le tir a partir d'un silo.

Les inciden~ces ainsi atteintes sont au momns doubles de cellos oD Ovoluent les missiles actuels.

Les ailes trap~zo~dales classiques d'allongement d'environ 1,5 A 2 munlssant la plupart des mis-
0 ~siles actuels ont montr6 leur saturation et leur dficrochage en subsonique pour des incidences de 20' envi-

ron coimme le .wontrent les repartitions de pres sion (fig. 1 - 2) mesur~ezi sur 1'extrados d'une aile trap6-
zo~dale d'allongemeht 1.71. De plus, cette perte d'efflcaclt6 est fonction de l'allongement (fig. 3). Pour
viter cette saturation A des incidences plus 6levites, on a donc eu recours a des alles de plus faibles

al longements.

Il Wtit donc opportun de fa~qrQ une Otude exp~rimentale pour mettre ?~n 6vidence, par la mesure
des effort5 sulvant les trois axes, les caract~ristiques de corps de r4~volution munis Wailes de faibles
allongtinents 0,1 e~ I 0,3 - Le domalne choisi fut celui des hautes Incidences pour des rksgims sub.
soniques et supersoniques d'dcoulements.

2 - MOVENS O'ESSAIS.

2.1. - Bassin hydrodynamique.

Pour des raisons de facilitO d'emploi et d'6conomie les 6tudes de base sur Veffet de Vallongenent

A________
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des ailes ant W r~alis~es dans le bassin hydrodynamique de la SociWt MATRA.

Dans ce bassin (fig. 4), la maquette mobile sulvant les trois axes est dispos~e au bout dun
bras pouvant lul donner des incidences comprises entre 00 et 900. Les valeurs des angles d'incidence et
de roulis sont rep~r~es lectroniquement.

Le chariot, support de bras, est animt dun mouvement de translation horizcntal par un moteur
asservi qul lui donne une vitesse constante de 1,25 m/s correspondant A un nombre de Reynolds dans leau
de 1,25 ,~ 106 dans les conditions normales de temperature.

La maquette est port~e par une balance A jauges de contraintes permettant de mesurer les forces
et les moments suivant les trois axes. Les valeurs lues sont des mayennes effectu~es sur 35 mesures obte-
nues pendant un parcours du bassin. Les signaux, apr~s passage dans une baie 6lectronique de mesure, sont
trait~s numtriquement par un calculateur.

Les rdsultats obtenus (fig. 5, 6) sont particuli~rement repr~sentatifs des 6coulements incom-
pressi bl es.

2.2. - Soufflerie.

Pour mettre en 6vidence 1 effet de Mach, des essais ont Wt effectu~s dans la soufflerie X 4
de l'Institut A~rotechnique de St. Cyr, A des incidences variant de fagon continue de 0 & 7Q0 environ et
pour des nombres de Mach de 0,44 - 0,90 - et 1,32.
La presslon g~n~ratrice 6tant la pression atmosph~rique, cela correspondaitt A des nombres de Reynolds
compris entre 0,8 et 1,9 x10

3 - RESULTATS DES MESURES.

Les r~sultats sont donn~s dans le tri~dre de r~f~rence et avec les notations pr~cis~es sur la
figure 7. Les dimensions de r~f~rence sont le diam~tre du corps et la surface du maltre - couple. Dans
tout ce qui suit, Vangle de d~rapage des maquettes est restA5 nul.

3.1. - Corps de r~volution.

A loccasion de la d~terminatian des efforts verticaux sur des corps de revolution A ogives
taingentes, on a constatO l'6tablissement, a certaines incidences, d'efforts lat~raux dAja mis en Asviden-
ce par d'autres auteurs ( -1 . 1. 3)

Oasefforts ont Wt mesur~s en faisant varier les param~res d'allcng~inent La/D et d'6mousse-
ment r/D de logive. la longueur du corps restant constante (17 diam~tres).

Les mesures faites au bassin (fig. 8 - 9) confirment le r~sultat bien connu maintenant selon
lequel les efforts lat~raux croissent avec la longueur de logive. Un autre ph~nom~ne est A remarquer au
vu de ces courbes, la dispersion des points de mesure A partir d'une incidence~ que Von peut situer aux
alentours de 300. Ceci laisse supposer lexistence de nappes tourbillannaires instables autour du corps.

Des essals ant 6t6 effectu~s avec des ogives de diff~rents 6mousseirents. Par rapport aux mesu-
res faites sur lagive pointue de m~ine allongement, aucune influence nette de 1l6moussement na pu Atre
mise en Ovidence. Il semble donc que le ph~nam~ne de d~collenient des nappes tourbillonnaires sal it plui;
sensible A l'allongement de logive qu'a son 6moussement.

La valeur de chaque point de mesure Otant la mayenne entre 35 points, il nous a paru int~ressant
de tracer l'6cart - type moyen en foiction de l'incidence,rapportO A l16cart - type A lincidence nulle.
On constate (fig. 10) une croissance continue de l'6cart - type du moment de lacet. La dispersion des me-
sures des efforts lat~raux se fait donc de fa~on continue depuis le domaine des faibles incidences. Bien
que moindre, cette dispersion se fait sentir sur la inesure du moment -le tangage. Enfin, les r~sultats des
mesures sont plus dispers~s lorsque logive est plus 6lanc~e (flg. 11). L'allure de pal ier que prend la
courbe de lfcart - type correspondant A logive de plpis faible allongentant laisse pr~sumer une structu-
re plus organis~e des tourbillons.

3.2. - Corps munis de s;urfaces portantes.

3.2.1. - DWinition des modles.

0 ~Los considratious de saturation de l'dcoulement exposfies dans lintroduction, alli~os a des
raisons plus pratiquos d'enconbrement d'alos pour d'6ventuelles r~allsatlons, nous ant conduits a porter
notre attention aux ailes do tr~s faibles allangements.

Cependant, pour suppl~er A la porte do portance lin~aire qul en r~sulterait, et donc conserver
des performances valables, on a WsA amenO A augmenter la partance tourbillonnaire des ailes. Ceci a cnn-
duit, par un allongoinont approciablo de la corde, A 6quiper les corps 'itudi~s de quatre ailos trios Alan-
c~es do type roctangulalro.(fig. 12 configuration 1).

L'exptsrlence a ensulte montrO que ce type d'ailes LAtait bien adapt6 dUX hautes incidences. Dans
tous les essals, la longueur de lavant-corps du modele et les caract~ristiques de logive sont rest~ses
constantes. Seules ont varlA lenvergure et la 'ongueur des alos.

Seulos des positions du missile A angle do roulls nul ant Wt consid~rtes (0 * 3) les deux
plans dailes 6tant confondus, d'une part avec le plan farinA par le vent et Vaxe du missile, et,d'autre
part, avec le plan normal.
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Sur ces configurations, on a de nouveau d~tectt des efforts lat~raux aussi bien au bassin qu'en
soufflerie.

3.2.2. - Portance.y

Les courbes de portance correspondant A des configurations a envergure constante pour diff~ren-
tes longueurs d'aile (fig. 13, 14, 15)montrentquela pente des courbes 6 1lorigino est la mime pour touI-
tes les alos.

Par contre, les courbes (fig. 16) trac~es an faisant varier lenvergure des allos, la longuour
restant constante, montrent quo ces pentes sont nettement diff~renci~es.

Si Von admet de d~composer la portance des ailes en doux parties, l'une lindaire, lautre d'o-
rigino tourbillonnaire, on pout dire quo la portance lin~aire est uniquement fonction de 1 envergure des
ailes. Cependant, la portance tourbillonnaire crolt avec la longuour des ailes. Ce r~sultat, connu aux
faiblos incidences, est donc toujours valable jusqu'A 45*.

D'autre part, on peut constater quo les courbes do portance sont tr~s r~guli~res et no prosen-
tent pas do dispersion.

3.2.3. - Centre do pouss~e.

Au cours dos mimes essais, on a mesur6 los moments do tangage par rapport a un point situ6 a
uno distance do 0,55 Lc do la pointe du mod~e.

Les figures 17 A 19 pr~sentent la position du centre do pouss~e Cm/Cz pour diff~rentes confi-
gurations 6 envergure d'ailo constante.

On constato dans tous los cas, un recul du centre do pouss~e en fonction do 1 incidence. On
pout aussi verifier qu'a un accroissement do longueur do lalle correspond un recul du centre do pouss~e.
Do plus, los courbes mettent en dvidence un pallor a partir do 200 d'incidence environ.

Tout codi pout 6tre interprWt commo la naissanco d'une portance non-lin~aire qui crolt avec
l'incidonce et qui agit on arri~ro de la portanco lin~airo. Aux hautos incidences, le pohit d'application
do cette force ost tr~s stable.
11 ost A remarquer (fig. 19), quo le palier ost atteint pour des incidences plus fortes dans le cas d'ai-
los do plus faiblo envergure.

Lorsquo soule lenvorgure des ailos vanie (fig. 20, 21), lalluro des courbes ost la m~me, mais
on constato qu'aux hautes incidences, la position dui contre do poussL~e ost pratiquement ind~pendante do
1 onvorguro.

3.2.4. - Force latt-rale.

Les courbes donnant la force lat~rale sur des corps munis d'ailes do diff~rentes enverguros
(,fig. 22) montront d'abord uno croissanco do la force Avec 1 incidence.
Dans le domalne d'incidenco decrit (0 c 1 ,4 450) los courbes rio font pas apparaltre do maximum.
Do plus, au-dela do 30', une variation do Venvergure correspond A uno variation dans le mime sons do la
force lat~rale. Par contre, lors des exp~riences faltes, la longueur des ailes na pas montr6 d'influen-
ce d~celable (fig. 23 - 24). Ceci tendralt a prouver quo les efforts lat~raux sont principalement dus A
une dissym~trie des tourbillons d'apex do Vogive ; une influence pr~porid~rante dos tourbillons d'ailes
auralt 61: r~vol~e par une d~pendarice do la longueur d'alle, ce qul nest pas le cas ici.

La comparaison avec los forces lat~rales sur le corps soul montro quo la presence dailes ac-
croit los efforts lat~raux. Toutefois, la cause du d~collement do I'Lscoulement 6tant inconnue, la con-
paralson nest valable quen valour absolue. Do plus, une grande dispersion des r~sultats apparalt aux
grandes incidences.

3.2.5. - Moment do lacet.

Les mesuros du moment do lacet font apparaltro une disper-sion telle qu'ello ompdcho toute con-
clusion quan, a linfluence des ailes (fig. 25 A 27). On peut seulement en d~duire quo le centre de pous-
s~e des forces lat~rales na pas une position stable lorsque le modtfle so trouve dans le domaine dcs gran-
des incidences.

4 - EFFETS DE MACH AUX HAUTES INCIDENCES.

4.1. - Mod~le.

Pour illustrer l'effEt du nombre do Mach sur los ph~nom~nes qul prennent naissance aux hautos
incidences, nous pr~seiitons ici los r~sultats des essais faits en soufflorle sur un mod~le qui se diff6-
rencialt du prtcodent par ladjonction do quatre gouvornes trap~zoTdales on arri~re dos ailes at dans leurs
plans. (fig. 12 conf. 2).
D'autre part, le domaine do variation de lincidence a 61:6 6tendu A 700 environ.
Bion quo ces resultats n'aient pas LW obtenus a laide d'une configuration semblable A la prhc-deate, 11
a 61:6 Jjgd ntdressant d'en faire 6tat surtout en co qui concerno les efforts lat~raux.

4.2. - Portance ot moment do tangage.

Ils repr~sentent le but principal dos ossais effectu~s, nous no nous attarderons cependant pas
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sur la mesure de ces efforts. Nous noterons seulement la faible influence du nombre de Mach sur la portan-
ce dans le domaine dincidence d~crit (fig. 28). Pour ce qui est du moment do tangage, lallure particu-
1i~re des courbes s'explique par la pr~sonce do la gouvorne et il nest pas dans notre intention d'en tral-
ter ici (fig. 29).

4.3. - Force lat~rale et moment de lacot.

Les efforts lat~raux mesur~s pour trois nombres de Mach 0,44 - 0,90 - 1,32 m~ontrent
(fig. 30 - 31) une croissance tr~s importante a partir d'une incidence de 350 environ. Au-dossous de cet-
te incidence, les efforts lat~raux sont nogligeables.
Ce ph~nom~ne s'accompagne,surtout dans le domaine subsonique, d'une grande dispersion des mesures ; Ven-
registromont des mesuros montro un signal totalement fluctuant au-del6 de 300.
Ces grandes variations des r~sultats et le brusque changemont de signe des mesures montrent uno grande
instabilit6 des nappes tourbillonnaires.

Comme Vont observ6 diff~rents auteurs C 4 - 5 ) cette instabilit6 passe par un maxi-
mum pour une incidence situ~e ici autour de 45'. Les efforts s'amoindrissent fortoment a partir de 65' en-
viron. La miso en 6vidence do cette zone d'instabilit6 quo Von peut s'attacher a r~duire, pr~sente un in-
t~rkt pratique important.

Un autre ph~nom~ne marquant et connu C .. )est la diminution des efforts latOraux
lorsqu'on atteint le domaine transsonique et leur disparition en supersonique.

4.4. - Moment de roulis.

Les moments de roulis correspondants montront aussi des accrolssements tr~s importants en subso-
nique (fig. 32) avec do brusques changements do signe.
Cepondant, la zone d'instabilit6 nest pas aussi netto quo pour los efforts lat~raux. En particulier. en
subsonique, 1e moment roste encore tres important au-delA de 65' d'incidence.
De plus, loffot de Mach est un peu momns marqu6 que pour le moment do lacot ; le moment de roulis est
encore non n~gligeable pour M =1,33.

4.5. - Effets de Vangle do roulis.

La position des missiles en vol dtant a priori quolconque autour de lour axe de sym~trie, il a
paru int~ressant do voir conmment variaient los diff~rents efforts lorsque langlo de roulis 0 variait.

Los courbes do force et do moment lat~raux(fig. 33 - 34) nontrent une forte d~peridance do ces
efforts avec 0. En particulior, lo passage de 0 - 00 A 0- 450 correspond, dans le cas d~e nos ossais, A
une diminution du maximur do la force lat6"ale et a une plus grande diminution encore du mument corres-
pondant. Do plus, il corcide avec un changement do signe do ces efforts.
Cepondant, on nassiste pas au me ph~nom~ne lors des mesures du moment do roulis.

5 - CONCLUSIONS.

Do 1'6tude experirrentale qui viant d'dtro fal to, on pout tiror un certain nombre d'enseignemonts
relatifs aux mod~les oxp~rimont~s et qui peuvent se r~lsumor conwne suit

- Los mesuros faitos sur les corps souls au bassin hydrodynamique mettent on 6vidonce une pr~pon-
d~rance do linfluence do Pallongement do logive sur son L~moussement. Los efforts lat~raux croissent avec
cet allongemont.
Le rolev6 des Ocarts - typo montre une 6volution progressive do l'instabilit6 do ces efforts avec Vinci-
dence.

- La portance lin~aire des mod~los munis d'ailes ost fonction de lenvorguro alors quo la por-
tanco non-lin~aire et la position du centre do pouss~e de la portanco est function do la longuour do l'ai-
le. Co r~sultat, dejA valable aux faibles incidences, le roste au mains jusqu'a 45*.

- Pour los ailes 65tudi~es, la position do centre do pouss~e do la portance se stabilise au-dela
de 200 dincidence. Elle no depend pas de lenvergure.

- Une dispersion des r~sultats do mesure ao bassin canine en soufflorie au-delA do 350 d'inciden-
ce environ, apparalt nettenient sur les efforts lat~raux. Elle est irnexistanto sur la mesure des efforts
verti caux.

-Aux hautes incidences, los forces lat~rales croissent nottement avec lenvergure des ailes
dans le domaine des onvergures consid~r~es. Elles $opt cependant peu sensibles A la variation do la lon-
guour d'aile.

- Les experiences en soofflerie montrent lexistenco dune plage d'incidences comprise entro
300 et 60' oO la force lat~rale et le moment de lacet deviennent importants. Ces exp~riences confirmant
quo la magnitude do ces efforts s'amoindrit quand le nombre do Mach augmente et devient n~gligeable en
supersonique.

- La rotation de 450 do la maqootte autour do son axe do sym~trie diminue forten~ent les efforts
lat~raux malspall moment de roulis.

N.B. -Cette Otude a Wt financ~e par le Service Technique des Engins Tactiques (STET).

& _ _ _ _ 4
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A MISSILE FEATURING WING

WITH STRAKES AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

M. Akcay, B.E. Richards, W. Stahl , A. Zarghami

von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics
Chauss~e de Waterloo, 72

B -1640 Rhode Saint GenOse, Belgium

Abstract

This note describes an experimental study of the forces add pressure distribution on
a typical missile configuration with low aspect ratio trapezoidal wings fitted both with
and without triangular strakes at angles of incidence up to 320 at a Mach number of 0.83
and a Reynolds number based on body diameter of 1.4x10

5 . Normal force and pitching moment
measurements showed that different strakes extending forward from the inboard region of
the trapezoidal wings straightened the normal force curve and increased the liormal force
coefficient considerably and improved the pitching moment variation at incidences above 120.
Subsequently, measurements of pressure over the suction side of the body, wings and one of
the configuration of strakes and application of various flow visualization techniques at
transonic speeds and water tunnel tests provided some insight into the mechanisms that cause
the improvements in force characteristics. The vortices generated by the strakes are shown
to interact favourably not only with the flow over the wing, to suppress the unfavourable
effects of large separation, but also with the flow over the body. The distribution of
the increment in normal force on the various parts of the configuration caused by the
strakes was roughly analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Strakes consisting of small slender delta wings attached ahead of the Inner leading
edge of the main wing have been demonstrated in a number of cases to improve the aerody-
namic characteristics of aircraft at the high angles of attack often achieved in rapid
manoeuvres and landing and take-off. They have been used in a variety of shapes on vehicles
such as the SAAB-35 Draken with double delta wing planform, the Northrop F-5 'Tiger II',
YF-16 and YF-17 with trapezoidal wings with strakes (Refs. 1, 2) and the Space Shuttle
with double delta wings. These examples have in common the feature that the body cross
sectional dimensional is relatively small in relation to the wing span. There have been
reported no studies of the effect of strakes'on missile type configurations which are
characterized by small wings in relation to the body cross sectional dimension, such that
wing body interference effects are important, and the wings themselves having simple un-
optimized wing profiles. The experimental work carried out in this latter field at VKI
during the past two years, following on from the preliminary work by Stahl and Movassaghie
(Ref. 3) at this same establishment in 1976, will be described in the followi;ig chapters.
Comparisons with results from tests on aircraft configurations reported in the literature
are made. Such information is important to designers to evaluate whether strakes can con-
tribute as favourably to the high speed manoeuverability of a missile as has been found
on aircraft.

2. DESCRIPTION OF MODELS AND TEST TECHNIQUES

The configurations chosen to be tested are illustrated in figure 1 with dimensions
given as a proporbcion of body diameter, 0. The body has an overall length of 10.8 D with
an ogive nose of radius 6.5 D and length 2.5 D. The trapezoidal wings have a semispan of
1.0 D, a leading edge sweep angle of 270 and an aspect ratio of 1.99. The wings have flat
upper wings whose surfaces are in the same plane as the body centerline. The lower surfaces
are bevelled to 100 giving sharp leading and side edges. The wing trailing edges are 3.2 D
upstream of the body base. Three different configurations of strake, designated 1, 2 and 3
were used in the force measurements study, only strake number 1 was used in the pressure
and flow visualization studies. Strake 1 had a triangular shape with sharp 100 angle wedge
leading edges which were swept at 770 and bisected the wing leading edge at 1/4 span from
the wing root. Its aspect ratio was 0.89, giving an overall wing with strake aspect ratio
of 1.65. The addition of the strake increased the wing area by 11 per cent. Strake 2 had
a larger chord and strake 3 had an additional curved fairing between itself and the wing
leading edge as shown in Fig. 1. Both had larger areas than strake 1. The body diameter of
the models was 35 mm.

The normal force and pitching moment were measured by means of a two component strain
gauge balance designed and built at VKI as described in Ref. 4. The balanca was mounted
inside five hollow models specially built for these tests representing the configurations
of body alone, body with wing alone, and three bodies with wings with the thr~e different
strake configurations. A model of the trapezoidal wings alone was also constructed which
was attached ahead of the force balance while testing. The calibration process is described
in detail in Refs. 4 and 5.

Three separate models representing the configurations body alone, body with wing and
body with wing and strake 1 were instrumented with 30, 60 and 65 pressure taps respectively
of 0,5 mm diameter. These were placed on body, wing and strake upper surfaces and distri-
buted around five lengthwise stations designated E, F, G, H and I upstream of and in the

DFVLR Visiting Professor, Institut fUr Str8mungsmechanik, DFVLR/AVA, Bunsens.trasse 10,
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regions of the wing as illustrated in Fig. 2. Scanivalves were used to connect the pres-
sure taps sequentially to either 1 lb/ins or 2.5 lb/in 2 Statham PM6TC differential pres-
sure transducers. The measurements were recorded on Sefram B-60 recorders. Measurements
were referenced to one model pressure tap which itself was measured using a vacuum refer-
enced mercury manometer. The transducers were calibrated against Betz and mercury manome-
ters before each test.

Two additional but smaller models with base diameter of 20 mm representing configura-
tions of body and wings and body and wings with strakes were built for flow visualization
tests in the VKI Water Tunnel. These models were fitted with 7 and 9 passages respectively
(four on the body, three on the wing and two on the strake) used to inject dyes to track
the flow streamlines. Sublimation surface flow visualization was also used at M = 0.83 in
the wind tunnels on the models used for force measurements.

The measurements at M = 0.83 were carried out in the VKI S-1 wind tunnel. It is a
continuously operated closed circuit facility including longitudinal slotted top and bot-
tom sections for subsonic and transonic operation (Ref. 4). The test section measures 36 cm x
40 cm. During the tests the total pressure was kept at 0.270 bars to provide a Reynolds
number based on body diameter, ReD, of 1.4x10 5 . Force measurements were made at angles of
incidence from 00 to 180 on wings and bodies alone and from 0' to 32' on complete missile
configurations while pressure measurements were made in the range of 11 to 300. The test
section was calibrated at M = .83 without the models and the flow Mach number was shown to
be constant within 1% (Ref. 4).

The VKI Water Tunnel has a closed test section of 15 cm x 15 cm. The water is pumped
continuously from a storage tank into the overhead reservoir and the veloicity of the water
is controlled by means of a valve and measured by a rotameter downstream of the test sec-
tion. The tests were carried out at a flow speed of 0.21 m/sec giving a Reynolds number
based on body diameter of 4200. To visualize the flow field, blue dye was ejected from
the body and wings and red dye from the strake. The angle of incidence was changed from
0° to 25 ° in 5' steps. Both coloured photographs and cin6 films of the resulting flow
visualization were made.

The introduction of water tunnel tests into a transonic experiment with subsequent
comparison of results may sound illogical, however, other experimenters have discovered
that for flows over configurations in which extensive flow separation occurs surprisingly
ood agreement in flow behaviour is found. As shown later in this report, this similarity
s demonstrated with a Reynolds number ratio of 33 indicating that such studies are rela-

tively independent of flow speed and Reynolds number and can prove to be useful since such
flow visualization is very difficult to accomplish in a transonic wind tunnel.

3. PRESENTATION OF BASIC RESULTS

The normal force coefficients in the trapezoidal w4 ng alone, body alone and wing with
body combination at M = 0.83 in the incidence range of 0 - 180 is shown in Fig. 3. Also
plotted is a curve representing the sum of the wing alone and body alone results.

The normal force and pitching moments coefficients for complete missile configurations
with trapezoidal wing alone and fitted with the three d%fferent strakes for 14 - 0.83 in
the incidence range of 0' - 320 are presented in figures 4 and 5 respectively. The normal
force coefficient is normalized with the body cross sectional area in all the curves.

The pressure measurements for body alone, body with trapezoidal wing and body and
wing with strake number 1 for angles of incidence of 110, 210 and 310 are presented in
Figs. 6, 7, 8 respectively as a function of spanwise position at each longitudinal station.
Not included in this report are presentations of the other angles tested, i.e., 150, 180,
240 and 270. Details of these are given in Ref. 6.

The ensuing discussion is based on these figures in examining first the flow uver the
separate components, then over the body and wing and finally the effect of the strake on
the configuration. Some use is made of the results not included, mentioned in the last
paragraph.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 Effect of flow over trapezoidal wings and body alone

Figure 3 shows that the normal force coefficient induced over the wings alone in
creases non-linearly with increase of angle of attack at low angles of attack such that
the rate of increase of force is positive. At 50, however, the curve exhibits a point of
inflection indicating the onset of flow separation over the wing. Above 120 the normal
force coefficient is nearly constant with incidence indicating that the flow over the
wing is fully separated.

The flow over the body alone also causes a non-linear change in normal force coeffi-
cient with angle of incidence as shown in Fig. 3 but in this case this behaviour occurs up
to the maximum angle (18) examined. The pressure measurements around the body taken from
angles of 110 to 300 presented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate that this incriase in lift
with incidence is caused by increased suction created by the vortices shed from the body.
At 11 the pressure distributions reflect little or no separation over the body, while at
higher angles, the suction peak, whose location reflects the proximity of the vortex core
moves away from the side of the body to an unchanging angle of 320 from the leeward sur-
face generator. A test in which a sublimation flow visualization technique was carried
out at M = 0.83 demonstrated this finding at 200 angle of attack.

.i-
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4.2 Discussion of the interference between body and trapezoidal wing

An illustration of the overall result of interference between wing and body for this
missile configuration is demonstrated in Fig. 3 in which the addition of the measured
normal force coefficient on the wing and body alone are compared with the value of the
overall coefficient for the combination. It can be seen that over the range of incidences
from 0° to 180, the interference effects contribute from between 25% to 40% of the overall
force.

Comparison of the pressure measurements on the body alone and the wing-body configura-
tion illustrated in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate the origin of the interference. It appears
from the very flat spanwise (and chordwise) distribution over the wings that the body has
little influence on the wings (unfortunately pressure measurements over the wings alone
were not taken to verify this). However, the pressure distribution around the body at the
three stations in line with the wing (G, H and I) is influenced very strongly and favourably
by the wing. The general effect is to bring the suction on the body to the level of that
on the wings. This is expected to be caused by downwash over the body induced by the wings.
The detrimental effect of the upwash before the wing is demonstrated by the loss in suction
on the body just in front of the wing (position F), but this effect extends upstream from
the wing leading edge no further than two chord lengths (position E).

The dye-line visualization on the body of the wing-body combination tested in the
water tunnel at a - 20' (Fig. 9a) demonstrates clearly the effect of the wing on the stream-
lines close to the body. The lines are shown to be swept to leeward strongly just before
the wing but then sucked strongly towards the wing in line with the wing leading edge.

It appears that for configurations typical of missiles large benefits in force are
achieved due to interference effects, and that these arise chiefly on the body due to the
flow over the wing.

4.3 Addition of strakes to the wing-body configuration

4.3.1 The effect of the shape of the strake on forces and moments

The normal force coefficient, CN, on the missile configurations with the three types
of strake are compared to the values measured on the configuration without strakes from
00 to 320 in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the strakes have little effect on force for angles
of incidence up to 80, but that above this angle considerable benefit can be obtained.
This is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 10 in which is plotted the increase in CN or. the
configuration with strake 1 as a proportion of CN on the wing-body configuration without
strake. It can be seen that the strake provides most benefit at angles from 11 to 200
achieving 33% at 141 and thns effect decreased to about 15% at 300. Referring to Fig. 4,
it is seen that the long strake (no 2) provides even higher forces, however, it should be
indicated that its area is over 20% of that of the wing surface. For technical reasons,
the tests on the curved strake (no 3) were discontinued above 18* and hence the charac-
teristics of this configuration could not be evaluated.

The overall effect of the increase in force cause by the strakes is to straighten
out the crooked variation with angle of attack cause by the separation over the wing
without strake. This will help the controllability of the vehicle which will also be
helped by the slightly more regular pitching moment variation with incidence (Fig. 5).

4.3.2 The effect of the strake on the flow over the wi.ng

The spanwise pressure distribution on the strake at 68% of its chord shown in Figs.
6, 7 and 8 feature the high and localized suction peak at around 50% span from the root
typical of the vortex shed from the leading edge of a highly swept delta wing. The level
of the suction peak increases with angle of attack. The presence of the body becomes more
pronounced with incidence by causing another localized peak suction near the inboard edge.

The most pronounced general effect of the strake vortex on the wing pressure distri-
bution seen in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 is to cause a very important suction increase over the
whole span near the leading edge (line G). This suction is decreased substantially, how-
ever, at the wing mid-chord position (line H) and falls below the wing-without-strake
distribution near the trailing edge (line I). To be expected are localized peak suctions
along the path of the vortex and these can ')e identified easily at a = 110 (Fig. 6) in
which the peak moves out gradually from 18% span near the leading edge to 33% near the
trailing edge. The less easily evident observations are not only that the suction peak is
higher on the wing than on the strake but that the effect is felt so widely over the
whole span outboard of the suction peak. Near the wing root, however, there exists in
most cases a loss in suction due to the strake. At higher angles of attack there are
signs of a second but much flatter suction peak occurring further towards the tip of
the wing, and at the highest angles, this peak actually is larger than the inboard peak
(if it exists at all). This is ascribed to the phenomena of vortex breakdown which would
be expected to result in an attenuation and spreading of the suction. It is suggested
that the double peaks may be caused by the fluctuating streamwise location of vortex
breakdown.

Some clue as the reason for these favourable results may be gained from inspection
of the dye-line visualization from the model with strakes tested in the water tunnel
at a - 200 (Fig. 9b). It can be seen that the streamlines on the body are sucked strongly
by the strake vortex towards itself, pass below the vortex itself towards the wing tip.
The resulting effect appears to be that the counter streamwise low energy and highly
random fi.w on the wing characteristic of separated flow is discouraged thus forming a
more orderly flow behaviour sinilar to that seen on highly swept wings at Incidence. This

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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would explain not only the generally high suction on the outer forward panels of the wing,
but also the loss in suction near the wing root.

4.3.3 The effect of the strake on the flow over te body

The most pronounced effect of the strake on the body pressure distribution is seen
from examination of Figs. 6, 7 and 8 to occur on the sections level with the strake itself
(section F) at which region the suction is strongly enhanced especially near the strake
wing root. This strong suction in this region causes the biggest different in the dye-
line visualization on the body of the missile configurations in the water tunnel at
a - 200 (Fig. 9) when it is seen that the body streamlines are sucked towards the wing
leading edge on the strake configuration instead of being deflected away from this region.
Upstream of this (section E), there is little or no effect as also is the case for the
part of the body in line with the forward and mid parts of the wing (sections G and H).
At angles of attack higher than 11 small increases in suction are sensed on the body at
these same latter sections. At the downstream location (section I) which is near the
trailing edge, the suction is decreased slightly.

4.3.4 Overall effect of strakes on the flow over the wing-body configuration

The pressure measurements presented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show that strakes cause in-
creases in suction on both the wing and body at streamwise locations upstream of the wing
mid-chord position but decreases aft of it. The effect is to cause the center of pressure
on the configuration to move forward at high angles of attack explaining the improvement
in variation of pitching moment coefficient variation with angle of incidence seen in
figure 5.

An estimate of the change in normal force over the central regions of the configura-
tion was made by integrating the normal components of the measured pressure distributions
over the surface. The calculation was broken down into contributions to the wing, body
and strake separately (Fig. 11). Figure 11 indicates that at low angle of attack, the in-
crease in force is greater on the wing than on the body but above a = 240 the effect is
reversed. Then the distribution was 18% to the wing, 34% to the body and 48% to the strake
and changed little with higher angles. At all angles of attack it is seEn that the force
on the strake itself is extremely important.

It is interesting to compare these results with those found on tests on an aircraft
configuration in which the body size is less important than in missile configurations.
Application of the "Sectional Loads Technique" to analyze the effect of flow over the
strake on the VTOL fighter VAK 191B shows tihat the increase in lift due to the fitting of
strakes is about 62% in comparison with the lift on the main wings and body at an angle
of attack of 240 (Ref. 7). Approximately 8% of this increase Is induced by the effect of
strake on the fuselage, the main contribution of 54% induced on the wing and 38% of lift
increase is divectly createdon the strake itself (Ref. 7, Fig. 16).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments were carried out to determine the effect on normal force and pitching
moment at high angles of attack of fitting small strakes to a vehicle configuration with
flat plate trapezoidal wings of small dimensions in relation to a long ogive cylinder
body typical of a missile. Force measurements carried out at M - 0.83 demonstrated : that
increases in normal force of up to 33% could be obtained at angles of attack above 60;
that the variation of normal force with incidence could be smoothed and the pitching moment
characteristic improved by the addition of triangular strakes of 11% of the overall wing
area. Surface pressure measLrements also at M - 0.83 demonstrated that the strakes in-
creased suction on both the .sing and the body upstream of the wing mid chord, but reduced
it downstream. At low incidences the largest contribution to the increase in force was to
the wing, but with increased incidence this contribution became small in relation to the
rapidly increasing favourable effect on the body. The contribution to the strake remained
uniformly high. Flow visualization experiments in a water tunnel suggested a mechanism
which involved the sucking of flow located near the body by the strake vortex out towards
the tip of the wing causing re-energisation of the low energy reverse separated flow at
high angles of attack. The measurements also provided some insight into the mechanisms
creating favourable wing-body interference effects on missile shapes.
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SUMMARY

A classification of various types of lea-side flow for slender delta wings is presented for a range of supersonic Mach
number and angle of attack. Two particular types of flow which occur at high angle of attack are discussed in more detail.
One type exists when the leading edges are subsonic or just sonic. It is distinguished by a shock wave between the strong
counterrotating leading-edge-vortices. The other type of flow occurs for supersonic leading edges in which case a pair of
separation bubbles occurs with embedded shock waves on top. In this case strong non-conical effects have been observed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The flow field of delta wings with sharp leading edges has been studied in connection with research work aimed at a
hyperson!c transport aircraft (HST) [ I ) . Such a hypothetical aircraft was thought of as being a waverider, i.e. a body
producing lift by means of a shock wave. At supersonic speeds the pressures on the lee-side of a wing produce only a small
part of the total lift. Therefore, as for as the aerodynamic forces are concerned, the lee-side flow is not of particular inter-
est. On the other hand, aerodynamic heating at high cruising speed is strongly depending on the local flow conditions and
it is mainly this problem which has generated the requirement for accurate predictions of the flow structure on the lee-side
of delta wings at supersonic speeds.

2. A CLASSIFICATION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF LEE-SIDE FLOW

An experimental study was aimed at providing some fundamental information about the flow over delta wings for a
range of supersonic freestream conditions and angles of attack. The majority of windtunnel tests were made using the model
skeched in Figure 1. This model has a triangular cross-section and a flat upper surface. Leading edge sweep angle is

A= 730 and thickness ratio (height to length) is h/t = 0,25. The flow field of such wing is expected to be conical so
that similarity of flow conditions prevails at the various cross-sections x = const..The components of freestream Mach num-
ber and angle of attack as they appear in the plane normal to the leading edge (MN and OCN) are convenient for a general
description of the flow field. These components have been used throughout earlier publications [2, 3, 4) . However, in
this paper the resultant freestream values M , and oc will be used to facilitate appreciation of the experimental condi-
tions.

FIG. 1 . DELTA WING MODEL

A summary of the results far the lee-sld flow structure Is presented In Figure 2, which provides a classification into
various flow types. At low and moderate angle of attack the mast extenslvely studied type of flow is that where leading
edge separations roll up into spiral vortices. The vartlolty is produced at the leading edge. A particular feature of this
type of flow Is the existence of small secondary vortices very near the leading edges. Such flow Is found for subsonic
leading edges, i.e. for PMch number conponents normal to the leading edges smaller than 1 (MN , 1), Stanbrook and
Squire have given a more specific limit for the occurance of leading edge vortices as shown in the diagram. The Stanbrook-
Squire boundary was however said to describe the change of flow type from leading edge separation to shock-induced sep-
aration. Our own experiments revealed that for the thick delta wing shock induced separation occurs only at much higher

• . . ,. ,.
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FIG. 2: LEE-SIDE FLOW TYPES FOR A DELTA WING

Mach numbers and that another type of flow exists just to the right of the Stanbrook-Squire boundary. This flow is characte-
rised by a separation bubble starting at the leading edge and a shock on top of the bubble. The shock is not the cause of
the separation but is a more or less independent part of the outer flow field terminating a local supersonic flow region. A
vortex like flow movement exists within the bubble but secondary vortices have disappeared. Near the leading edge no
flow movement has been observed and this appears to be truly a dead air region.

Both the leading edge vortices and the separation bubbles grow with increasing angle of attack at constant Mach num-
ber; consequently the separations from the two leading edges approach each other and eventually merge. The types of flow
formed at higher angles of attack will be discussed below.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEADING EDGE VORTICES WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

Oilf low pictures obtained for the flot upper surface of the wing provide the first information about the flow structure;
see Figure 3. The flow conditions at M o - 2.5 and o = 100 are such that besides primary and serondary vortices traces
of attached flow parallel to the plane of symmetry can be seen. This indicates that the two vortices are still separated. The
disappeoarence of the parallel oilstreaks has been taken as an indication that the separations have met at the centreline.

Fl . 3: OILFLOW PICTURE OF THE LEE-SIDE FLOW AT

M = 2.5 AND oC= 10

; i'
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MEASUREMENTS AT M o = 2.5 SHOCK

Additional information is provided by Schlieren pictures and total-head curves measured in a plane perpendicular to the
upper surface of tile wing, Figure 4. The Schlieren pictures show the lower part of the vortices as a dark< region. In addi-
tion, a sharp light line is seen near the upper surface. The total head measurements confirm that this line is a shock located
very close to the centreline. Such a centreline shock can be found for a fairly large range of Mach number and angle of
attack, see Figure 2. Near the edge of that 4_-shock-margin the line in the Schlieren picture is biured, but right in the
centre of the margin it is clearly visible and sharp. Two facts ire remarkable: The lower limit of the I-shock-margin is
very close to, but clearly distinguished from the boundary for the meeting of the two separations at the centreline. At
low supersonic Mach numbers the t-shock already exists before the vortices meet, and at higher Mach numbers just after
they have met. The right hand limit of the q-shcck-mcrgn looks like a continuation of the Stanbrook-Squlre boundary.
Thus t-shocks obviously do not occur with separation bubbles but seem to be confined to leading edge vortex flow.
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In order to explain the iature of the 4-shock the foil, Ang argument can be made, (see Figur, 5): Assuming the
shock to be plane and oblique, the flow in the plane of symmetry would be deflected by the shock into a stream direction
parallel to the upper surface. The angle between shock and upper surface can be measured from Schlieren pictures. It must
be equal to the difference between shock angle < and deflection angle 0 , i.e. ,A = 6 - 0 . This value 'ias been
found to vary between A = 20 to 40 . If the 4 -shock is a plane shock, as has been assumed, then the oblique shock
relations will be applicable, (see Figure 6). It turns out that the Mach number In front of the shock then has to be between
M I 10 to 20 (and the deflection angle 9 = 0 to 160). The measured pressure values are contradictionory to such high
Mach numbers. Thus it is concluded that the " -shock is not a plane shock.
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FIG. 7: CENTRE LINE SHOCK AND VORTEX POSITION ABOVE
THE WING

In Figure 7 the measured shock angles are plotted. The shock position is nearly independent of Moch number but the
shock moves towc'rd the wing surface with increasing angle of attack, while the vortex core moves away at the same time.
From comparison between the change of d-shock Inclination and vortex core pciltion above the wing one might conclude
that there is just one flow type which is developing gradually. It is then surprising to see in Figure 8 that the lateral move-
ment of the vortex core is very d-fferent for two different Mach numbers: while for the lower Mach number the core positlon
moves in a manner typical of leading edge vortices, the vortex core trace for M .. 2.5 indicates a change of flow struc-
ture at high angles of attack. Looking again at Figure 2 one might conclude that an extension of the Stanbrook-Squire
boundary into the region of high angle of attack could give an explanation of this behaviour, i.e. the experimental result
at high incidence falls into the extended Stanbrook-Squire region for M ,, = 2,5.
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Another approach is made in Figure 9 to explain the interdependence between the vortex flow and it-shock. Here
the outflow angle of oil streaks has been measured from oilflow pictures and is plotted against the angle of attack with
Mach number as a parameter. It is assumed that the angle can be token as a meaure of vortex intensity. The diagram shows
that highest vortox intensity is reached just before the vortices meet at the ventreline. The existence of a { -shack shows
no clear dependence on the vortex intensity as one might perhaps expect.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF SEPARATION BUBBLES WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

The experimnental results presented here for separation bubbles withshocksare conlfined to a Mach number M . = 3.5.

Oilflow pctures reveal that at high angles of attack the flow develops into a non-conical manner; see Figure 10. At
o =17 ' the vortex starts to detach from the wing surface near the trailing edge giving rise to on enlarged dead-aoir region.
The oilflow pattern near the trailing edge suggests a slowly moving curl-like flow rising from Ihe wing.
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In Figure 11 the development of separation bubbles is shown as it has been observed for two different delta wing
models, a thick and a flat one. At low angles of attack the flow does not differ for the two wings. With increasing angle
of attack the attachment region decreases and finally disappears when the separations meet at the centreline. The core of
the vortex-like flow within the separation bubble first remains in a position of roughly 3/4 span while the separation grows
extending further to the plane of symmetry. Then thisn growth almost stops and the core moves towards the plane of symmetry
and then again the core stops its movement while the separation grows over the span covering finally the whole wing.
Throughout the process the height of the vortex core Increases rather gradually with angle of attack.

After the separations from the two loading edges have merged at the centrellne the flow field develops in a different
way for the two wings. For the flat wing there seem to be only insignificant change of flow structure; the spanwise position
of the vortex remains nearly unchanged whi le the height of the separation grows slightly with increasing angle of attack.
For the thick wing flow development is much more rapid.
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Figure 12 reveals that the non-conical flow pattern develop more rapidly for the thick wing than for the flat wing, although
qualitatively the flow development is the some: It starts at the trailing edge with an extension of the dead air region toward
the plane of symmetry so that the olilflow pattern show a smaller part of the vortex-like flow attached to the wing surface.
Increasing angle of attack causes the constriction of vortex pattern to extend further upstream. On the other hand the
Schlieren pictures show something like a vortex burst - a sudden increase of vortex growth - first occuring at the trailing
edge and moving upstream with increasing angle of attack. The experimental study was confined to an incidence range, up
to c = 250. The flow development has not yet reached any final stage at that angle of attack.

5. CONCLUSION

Two different types of flow have been observed in supersonic freestream conditions at fairly high angle of attack:
Leading edge vortices with centroline-shock and separation bubbles developing into a non-conical flow pattern. The first
occurs at lower Mach numbers with subsonic and slightly supersonic leading edges. The second type has been found for
higher Mach numbers. The main features of these flow patterns have been described and some boundaries have been given
indicating the conditions under which these types of flow might be expected. However, the upper incidence limit, as well
as the low and high Mach number boundaries of these flow regimes have not yet been discovered. Although the results are
strictly valid only for the particular Reynolds-number and delta wing model used for the experiments, it is believed that
the results provide some general information about the flow patterns that occur for delta wings with sharp leading edges
at supersonic speeds.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE SUPERSONIC FLOW FIELD PAST A
SLENDER CONE AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

W.J. Bannink and C. Nebbeling
Department of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University
of Technology, Kluyverweg 1, Delft, The Netherlands

SUMMARY

The flow field past a 7.50 semi-apex angle circular cone at angles of attack up to ax - 340 has been

investigated experimentally at a free stream Mach number of 2.94. In a cross-sectional plane the conical

flow direction, the conical Mach number and the static pressures were determined, using a conical-head

directional probe. Surface pressure distributions and oil flow patterns revealed flow separation at an

angle of attack of about the cone half-angle. The separation is coupled with the formation of a vortex

system. At values of a exceeding 140 a double separation type of flow was observed: a primary and a

secondary vortex at either side of the leeward symmetry plane. From ct - 170 onwards regions of embedded
conical supersonic flow were detected, adjacent to the cone surface. Shock waves were measured inside the
conical supersonic region, also the occurrence was verified of a shock wave close to the cone surface and

extending nlightly across the leeward symmetry plane. At 220, the existence was confirmed of a separated
vortical singularity in the leeward symmetry plane. Beyond a - 260 the flow becomes asymmetric with
respect to the leeward symmetry plane.

NOTATION

M Mach number x,y,z cartesian coordinates

Mc conical Mach number a anglo of attack of the cone
PlP2, surface pressures of the probe y direction of conical streamlines,
P3,P 4  (Eq. 5)
P5  pressure, measured by the central 0, t coordinates on the unit sphere

orifice of the probe ap, %p direction of local velocity
pp Pitot pressure vector with respect to probe
Pt free stream stagnation pressure axis
R local radius of the cone 8f, (Pf direction of local velocity
U. free stream velocity vector with respect to coordinate
u,v,w velocity components in spherical system

coordinate system oc semi-apex angle of the cone
q (v2 + w2)

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade the interest in the supersonic flow about cones at large angles of attack is
considerably increased. This is not only due to the advent of the space shuttle concept, or to the
requirements put by modern fast manoeuvrable missiles, but a large portion of the growing interest may
also be attributed to the increasing capability to compute complex flow fields, However simple the geometry
of a circular cone is, its inviscid flow field at high angles of attack is rather difficult to compute,
not to speak about the viscous flow problems. It is worthwhile to review first in some detail the inviscid
results available, numerical as well as analytical.

The first inviscid flow calculations were concerned with angles of attack a not or not noteworthy
exceeding the cone half-angle 0 , see for example Refs. I - 9. Nowadays it is possible to treat cases
where a/0c > 1, of which Refs. T0 - 12 bear witness. At moderate angles of attack the conical cross flow
(obtained by projecting the spatial flow on a unit sphere, having its centre in the apex of the cone) is
subsonic everywhere in the flow field influenced by the cone. At high angles of attack (a/0c ab)ut 2) the
conical cross flow around the cone will accelerate from the windward to the leeward side to such extent,
that a conical supersonic pocket is formed on the cone surface. To satisfy the boundary conditions in the
leeward symnmetry plane the supersonic pocket may be terminated by a shock wave. In addition to the shock
wave, other difficulties arise in the inviscid case, namely the so called vortical singularities, first
mentioned by Ferri (Ref. 13). Such a singularity appears in the flow field where the conical velocity
component vanishes; this means that the spatial streamline is coinciding with a ray emanating from the
cone apex. This ray corresponds on the unit sphere with a conical stagnation point. According to the way
in which the conical streamlines approach a conical stagnation point, one distinghuises nodal and saddle
points. A nodal point is a singularity because here the velocity component along a ray through the cone
apex, the entropy and the density are multivalued.

The nature of the singularities has been the subject of analytical studies in Refs. 14 - 16, and also one
is able to determine numerically the flow in the vicinity of vortical singularities (Refs. 11, 12). The
analytical investigations are restricted to local studies, and therefore no definite opinion can be given
upon the overall character of the flow. It may be shown (Refs. 14, 17 - 19) that, since there is a close
connection between the type of conical stagnation points and the pressure distribution in their immediate
vicinity, it is possible to predict the local flow patterns. Using slender-body theory (Ref. 15), and
linearized theory (Ref. 16), one has been succesful to calculate analytically the flow about a circular
cone at relative large angles of attack (a/c - 2). These analyses led to a conical stagnation point in
the leeward symmetry plane, away from the cone surface; this phenomenon was suggested in Refs. 13 and 14.
Only recently (Refs. 11, 12) the presence of such a point was also revealed in numerical computations.

Up to now all local analytical investigations are concerned with "rectangular" stagnation points, i.e.
points where the neighbourhood may be constructed into four quadrants, divided by conical streamlines
normal to each other (separati'ces). At the Delft Dept. of Aerospace Engineering a study is going on on
conical stagnation points having non-orthogonal separatrices (Ref. 20).

The theoretical treatment of the viscous flow past a circular cone at high angles of attack is much more
cumbersome, since it is concerned with the growth of the turbulent boundary layer, its separation and,
eventually, the rolling up of the separated turbulent shear layer into a vortex system. The vortices interact
with the inviscid outer flow, resulting in a different boundary value problem for the outer field. By
altering the circular shape of the cone, to allow for the revised boundary conditions at the leeward side,
an extension may be given to the range of computation possibilities at large angles of attack (Refs. 25,
26). The number of references on the numerical computation of viscous cone flow is rather restricted
(Refs. 27 - 31). Only Ref. 30 covers angles of attack exceeding the cone half-angle for a not so slender
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cone at hypersonic Mach numbers. The viscosity is included by adding stress terms to the inviscid flow
equations, a procedure which is certainly insufficient to describe the complex vortex flow system. For
large angles of attack one is dependent upon experimental results. Most experiments, however, are mainly
concerned with surface flow in terms of the suriace pressure distribution and oil flow pictures; in the
outer flow field the results are restricted to Pitot pressures (Refs. 21, 22, 23, 25, 32 - 35). The Pitot
pressure distribution shows the existence of vortices, it also reveals the presence of embedded shocks, as
long as they are not too weak (Refs. 23, 25, 33, 34).

In Ref. 24 the authors of the present paper have reported of an experimental investigation, from which a
first impression was obtained of the flow angularity about a 7.50 oemi-apex angle circular cone at angles
of attack up to 22.40, and at a free stream Mach number of 2.94. In these experiments a relatively large
probe was used (3.5 mm diam.), and the necessity was felt to repeat the measurements with a smaller probe,
and also with an improved measuring technique and data reduction procedure. Therefore, the explorations
reported in the present paper were made at approximately the same angles of attack as in Ref. 24, i.e.
12.40, 17.20 and 22.60, and a probe of 1.65 mm diam. was used. In addition, results are given at smaller
angles of attack (9.20 and 11.10), where some evidence of vortex formation could be detected. In order to
complete the flow picture, surface pressure distributions were measured at angles of attack ranging from
60 to 280 and the already existing set of surface oil flow patterns of Ref. 24 was extended such as to
make it compatible with the surface pressure data.

The results of the present investigation, together with those of Ref. 24, represent a rather detailed
description of tlhe flo4 field about a circular cone at large angles of attack, it may serve as a comparison
to numerical computations.

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

2.1. Test arrangements and models

All experiments were performed at a Mach number of 2.94 and using a 7.50 semi-apex angle cone. They were
carried out in two supersonic blow-down wind tunnels of the University of Technology Delft, Department of
Aerospace Engineering, the TST 27, having a test qection of 0.27 m x 0.27 m, and the ST 15, with a test
section of 0.15 m x 0.15 m. In both wind tunnels te settling chamber pressure during the runs was kept
constant ata value of 5.20 + 0.03 bars, the correoponding Reynolds number of the free stream being 45.106

per meter. The surface oil flow patterns were made in the TST 27 wind tunnel, on a cone (with a length of
25 cm)covered with a thin adhesive plastic foil. The calibration of the probe was also made in the TST 27
wind tunnel, which is equipped with a variable nozzle.

The actual flow field exploration and the surface pressure measurements were obtained in the ST 15 wind
tunnel with fixed nozzle blocks; two models with a length of 15 cm were available. One model was used for
the flow direction measurements with the conical-head probe. The test arrangement and the traversing
mechanism of the probe are schematically shown in Fig. 1. The diametei of the probe was 1.65 mm, and the
conical head, with a semi-apex angle of 300, was provided with four static pressure orifices equally
divided, 900 apart; a central orifice served as a Pitot pressure tap. The orifices had a diameter of
0.2 mm, and the distance between two opposite orifices was 1.23 mm. The lateral displacement of the probe
was measured by counting the number of steps of the stepping motor from a well defined reference position.
The vertical position was determined optically during the runs.

The second model was provided with 32 pressure orifices. The test set up and the location and spacing of
the pressure orifices are given in Fig. 2. The angle of attack of the model could be adjusted, a motordrive
enabled intermittentrotation of the cone about its axis, with minimum increments of 0.1250.

2.2. calibration of the probe

In the Appendix of Ref. 24 a detailed procedure of the probe calibration has beengiven. A complete computerized
acquisition and reduction of data, in which the corrections to be mentioned in the next have been taken into
account, provided a rapid and accurate flow field exploration. The calibration of the probe is based on the
fact that the flow angularity with respect to the probe axis is related to the pressure differences measured
across the two sets of opposite orifices. The local Mach number is to be determined from the calibrated
ratio of the pressure measured at the central orifice of the probe, to the average of the four surface
pressures on the conical head.

A number of factors affecting the measurements and for which corrections have been applied (Ref. 24), are:
1. at large flow angles with respect to the probe, the pressure measured at the central orifice

differs from the Pitot pressure;
2. the average pressure obtained from the four surface orifices on the conical head is, at large flow

angles, different from the surface pressure at zero flow inclination; the latter pressure is used
for the determination of the Mach number;

3. since the ratio of the surface pressure (at zero flow inclination) to the Pitot pressure is
dependent upon the semi-apex angle of the conical head, the derived local Mach number may deviate
from the true value in local divergent or convergent flow;

4. pressure gradients in the flow field may contribute to the measured flow angularity.

The calibration was carried out at three Mach numbers, M - 2.2, 2.97 and 3.5, at eight different roll angles
of the probe, the intervals between the roll angles being 450. At a fixed Mach number and roll angle, the
range in angle of pitch of the probe was from -20 to 160. After applying all calibrated functions and taking
into account the correction relations, eventually and expression is obtained, called a super-ellipse, which
is written as

PS 0 j (.0 p0 .oS o o. (90LF I eP-A OoJ + f 2 (p) 'op -900-
where Pi,. 'P5 are the pressures measured at the upper, lower, left, right and central orifice, respect-

ively; Fj(Op), F2 (Op ) are functions of the angle of pitch %p of the probe, derived from the calibration,
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and A., Be, are constants due to probe imperfections. The exponent n is a calibrated function of 8 and K,
n is close to the value 2. For each of the three Mach numbers, mentioned ab ie, a set of super-ellipses
was obtained.

2.3. Flow field explorations

The flow field about the cone was investigated at angles of attack ranging from a - 7.5o to 22.60. Special
emphasis was given to the measurements at a - 12.40, 17.20 and 22.60, since additional information was
desired to the results of Ref. 24. The probe was mountad approximately parallel to the wind tunnel axis;
the exact position with respect to the model was incorporated in the data reduction. Because of the
conicity of the flow field (Ref. 24), the measurements were made in only one plane, normal to the wind
tunnel axis, at about 120 mm downstream of the cone apex. The probe was traversed laterally with intervals
of 0.61 mm, at levels witl a relative distance of about 0.6 mm, both values correspond approximately to
half the distance between two opposite pressure orifices on the conical head. The accuracy of the probe
position was 0.03 mn. During the runs the stagnation temperature in the settling chamber of the wind tunnel
was measured, relative to the temperature of melting ice, by means of a thermocouple.

2.4. Surface pressure meisurements

With the model shown in Fig. 2, surface pressure distributions were obtained at angles of attack between
7.50 and 280. To check the conicity of the surface flow, the pressure orifices along the circumference of
the stations A, B and C (Fig. 2), and those along a generatrix of the cone were connected to a scanning
valve, after which the pressures were measured at a - 110 and 200. Although the conicity was somewhat less
at the higher angle of attack, when comparing the results of the front station C to those of stations A
and B, the results of the last two stations compared so well, that it was decided to make the pressure
measurements at the rear station A only. The actual measurements were conducted utilizing orifice number 10
only. The cone was rotated about its axis from the initial position of orifice 10 over 3800, to have a fair
overlap.

2.5. Data reduction

The measurements have been reduced in a spherical coordinate system with its origin in the apex of the
cone, see Fig. 3. The coordinates are r, 8, P, where r is measured along a ray, 8 from the cone axis and
(p in a plane normal to the cone axis, (p is zero in the windward symmetry plane of the cone. The components
of the local velocity vector are u, v, w, in the directions of increasing r, 8, (0, respectively. The total
conical velocity component q is normal to r, the conical Mach number Mc is defined as the ratio of fqj to
the local speed of sound. The flow angularity with respect to the probe is completely determined by 8 , the
angle between the local velocity vector and the probe axis, and by (P, the meridional angle.0p is obtdined
from Eq. (1), par. 2.2. and Wp from the relation.

(P - tan-1 LP 2-1 1 (2)
-tn IP4-P3 .

The local static pressure in the flow field is determined from the Mach number and the Pitot pressure. To
compensate for inaccuracies due the finite dimensions of the probe, an interpolation scheme is applied,
such that the four cone surface pressures are adapted to the location of the central orifice of the probe.
From the measured flow quantities and from the known position and inclination of the probe, the conical
Mach number may be calculated using the equation

Mc - M Ifsill2 Of sin 2 ("D(f) +sin O f cos ("O(f ) cogn8 cog 0f sinl 012]1 (3)

where 0, (pare the coordinates of a point on the unit sphere, and Of, (pf denote the direction of the
velocity vector with respect to the coordinate system. The reduced data are represented in a plane normal
to the cone axis, by applying the conical property that flow quantities are constant on rays through the
conical centre. A point in the plane is defined by the cartesian coordinates y and z, non-dimensionalized
by the radius R of the local cross-section of the cone; 0, (P are related to y, z by the equations

tan0
y/r - t sin(P

(4)
-tan 0z/R t cos(P

ta c

and R - xtan Oc' x being the coordinate of the cross-sectional plane, and Oc is the semi-apex angle of the
cone. The slope of the conical streamlines is given by

y-in 0fcos L + tan 0 cos ( co f (

sin fin (Pf - tan 0 sin (P cos 0f5

y, the angle with the positive y-axis, is measured counter clockwise.

3. RESULTS

The results of the present experiments, together with those already reported in Ref. 24, may serve to
describe the supersonic flow field about a slender circular cone at high angles of attack.

3.1. Surface oil flow patterns and pressure distributions

The surface oil flow patterns are shown in Fig. 4, the straight edges represent the windward side of the
cone. In Ref. 24 some of the photographs are used to derive the shear stress distribution in the circum-
ferential direction. In the present paper the oil flow patterns will be compared to the surface pressure
distributions. Although the angles of attack of the latter measurements do not fit completely with those
of the oil flow pictures, a comparison is still possible, since the variation of the oil flow structure
with c occurs only gradually, as may be seen in Fig. 5, which has been derived from the photographs. In
Fig. 4 it is observed that, comparing a - 80 to a - 60 the oil flow structure reveals a change at the
leeward side. The surface pressure distribution at a = 7.5, however, is rather constant at the leeward
side. At a - 100 the first evidence of flow separation is visible in the oil flow structure. The pressure
distribution corresponding to this angle of attack (Figs. 6 and 7) shows a slight hump around w - 1800,

C - .- - - - -----
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and a minimum at about cP 1150. At values of a close to 100, the flow directions given in Figs. 18 and 19,
indicate initiation of a vortex formation, as will be seen later. From a- 100 onwards, the flow pattern
develops further into that of a double-separation type (Ref. 25), which, judging from the oil flow patterns,
seems to be achieved at a - 140, and which does not alter significantly until a - 260. However, the
pressure distribution does change, in that, at a - 160 a pressure wiggle appears at ( - 1500, approximately,
see Fig. 7. A general picture of the pressure distribution at the leeward side may now be described as
followsl pressure minima occur at P - 1200 and at ( - 1650 ,approximately; in between the minima the pressure
shows a flat maximum, whereas in the plane of symmetry ( p - 1800) a much more pronounced maximum exists
at a higher level. The wiggle in the pressure distribution, at (p - 1500, corresponds to the dark band in
between the two separation lines of the oil flow pictures of 140 to 260. It indicates the position of
reattachment due to the secondary separation, see Fig. 8, whore the surface oil flow structure at a - 180
is compared to the measured pressure distribution. The separation lines in the surface flow correspond to
locations in the pressure distribution which, looking in the local flow direction, liebeyond the pressure
minima; this phenomenon was also observed in Ref. 33. The maximum in the pressure distribution normal to
the cone surface at (P - 1800, shown in Fig. 9, together with the relative maximum in the surface pressure
at (P - 1800, indicate a saddle point of the conical streamlines (Ref. 18).

At angles of attack above 260 the flow looses its symmetric character (Fig. 4 and Fig. 7, at cc - 280). The
asymmetric flow field does not change with time, a behaviour also mentioned in Ref. 36, where Schlieren
pictures of the stationary asymmetric flow are shown. The strong variation in the circumferential surface
pressure distribution at a = 280 (see Fig. 7) reproduced completely in several runs.

In the development of the surface pressure with increasing angle of attack, it may be observed that the
pressure minimum corresponding to the second separation line decreases to a value, which reaches, at
a - 260, a level lower than that of the first separation. Increasing the angle of attack further, the
symmetric flow breaks down.

The pressure distribution normal to the cone surface in the leeward symmetry plane reveals a minimum at
some distance above the cone (Fig. 9, obtained from probe measurements), indicating the position where the
conical cross-flow achieves its highest speed, as is shown in Fig. 17, to be discussed later. At c% - 22.60,
evidently the boundary condition at the surface leeward meridian can only be met by the generation of a
shock wave extending slightly across the syimetry plane; the associated pressure rise follows from Fig. 9.
In Ref. 24 a Schlieren picture containing this shock wave, has been inserted.

The development of the surface pressure at the leeward meridian ((p - 1800) is given as a function of a in
Fig. 10. For values of a between 00 and 60 the experimental results coincide with the numerical data of
Ref. 7. For a - 12.40 and 17.20 the pressures are computed using a shock capturing technique (SCT). In
between a - 130 and 170 the measured pressures remain constant. It appears that the SCT results are more
or less confirmed by the experiments up to cc - 170. At larger angles of attack the pressure decreases
again; unfortunately, no numerical data are available in this range.

3.2. Flow field experiments

The results of the present flow field measurements, made with a conical-head probe, are essentially in
agreement with those of Ref. 241 they are more refined and yield a more complete overall picture of the
flow field. For instance the lines of constant conical Mach number show, better than the lines of constant
Pitot pressure in Ref. 24, the location of the shear layer in the shoulder region of the cone. From
Fig. 11 it appears that across the shear layer and towards the cone surface, the pressure increases
slightly'to a maximum value and then decreases again. This behaviour suggests the occurence of an inflection
point in the paths of the conical streamlines, in such points the pressure gradient changes sign. At
a - 17.20 (Fig. 12) the elongated region of isobars, observed at a - 12.40 along the shoulder of the cone,
has disappeared and several isolated regions occur. Here, as well as for a - 22.60, in Fig. 13, it is
difficult to determine the shear layer from the lines of constant static pressure. The shear layer may
rather be determined from cross plots of the Pitot pressure distribution or from the lines of constant
conical Mach number (see also Figs. 14, 15, 16). The location of embedded shocks follows directly from the
isobars, because locally the isobars have the teidency to bend along the shock wave. The core of the
main vortex is revealed as an isolated region in Figs. 12 and 13. Since data could be obtained closer tc
the cone surface than in Ref. 24, the static pressures in the flow field could be matched adequately to
the surface pressures.

In Figs. 14, 15 and 16 lines of constant conical Mach number Mc are presented. The shear layer manifests
itself very well, because the lines of constant conical Mach number run parallel to it with a very narrow
spacing in between them. A new aspect of the present results at a - 17.20 is the bulge in the conical-
sonic line at the separation point of the shear layer; in Ref. 24 only the onset of it could be observed.
At a - 22.60 the bulge is terminated by a weak shock wave (Fig. 16 and also Fig. 13). Although a faint
evidence of it was detected in the results of Ref. 24, no attention was paid to it. The supersonic bulge
probably corresponds to the supersonic tongue in the flow field that results from a normal shock wave-
boundary layer interaction. In the shoulder region of the cone at a - 22.60 a system of three shock waves
exists, two of them join to form a lambda type of shock wave. The latter shock wave partly accomplishes
a transition from conical supersonic to conical subsonic flow, and partly it maintains a conical supersonic
flow.

The dashed lines in Figs. 15 and 16 represent the positions where the conical velocity components v or w
are zero. These lines pass through the core ot the main vortex, suggesting that the core is a conical
stagnation point. If a is increased from 17.2o to 22.60 the line v - 0 extends towards the symmetry plane.
One would expect that for larger angles of attack a lower and an upper intersection point with the symmetry
plane exists, in other words two conical stagnation pointq, since w - 0 in the symmetry plane. In the lower
conical stagnation p(Ant the dividing streamline, separating the outer inviscid flow from the flow absorbed
by the vortex, terminates. The upper one represents the position of a vortical singularity.

In Fig. 17 the distribution of the conical Mach number in the leeward symmetry plane is given, the minus
sign denotes a negative value of v. Since no datum points are available in the aerodynamic symmetry plane,
the values of Mc have been obtained by extrapolation from both sides of the symmetry plane. For a - 22.60,
this procedure led to Mc - 0 + 0.01 for values of z/R in between 1.95 and 2.55. From this Mc distribution
no conclusive judgement can be given about the existence of a vortical singularity at a z/R-value near 2.5.
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In inviscid theory the velocity component u is discontinuou. in a vortical singularity, therefore it is
interesting to consider the measured u-distribution. A plot of u/U versus z/R in the neighbourhood of 2.5
has been inserted in Fig. 17, U. is the free stream velocity. At either side of z/R - 2.5 the level of the
n/U -distribution is differe. , which confirms the existence of the vortical singularity in the leeward
symmetry plane. It is also in agreement with the flow direction measurements, given in Fig. 22, where a
conical stagnation point is indicated at z/R of about 1.9 and one at about 2.5. The conical stagnation
points in Ref. 24 were found at n/R - 1.95 and 2.75. Interpolating the results of Ref. 36, where a complete
different measuring technique was used, the corresponding values are 1.95 and 2.65. It is not clear why,
at a - 22.60, in the present experiments the Mc-distribution in the symmetry plane shows such a flattened
character, which is dIfferent from the results of Ref. 24. It may be assumed, however, that more valua
should be attached tc the present measurements, because of the higher resolution of the measurements.

The flow directions have been plotted in Figs. 18 to 22. The length of the pointers is not completely
related to the magnitude of the velocity, because the length is bounded by a minimum and a maximum value.
Fig. 18 shows that already at a - 9.20 vortex formation takes place, which is not in contradiction with
the oil flow pattern at a - 100 (Fig. 4). If a is increased, the vortex structure becomes more distinct,
see Figs. 19 and 20. At a - 17.20 a secondary vortex is observed in the flow field, since the probe is
capable to reach the region where the secondary vortex is felt. Using the measured flow directions it has
been possible to compute conical streamlines, see Figs. 21 and 22. The dividing streamline at a - 22.60
(Fig. 22), separates the vortex flow from the outer inviscid flow. A phenomenon worth mentioning is the
difference in the shape of the vortex at a - 17.2 and the vortex at a - 22.60. In the latter case a vortex
is shown which is rather elongated in the vertical direction.

Finally, the most important results have been summarized in Fig. 23, where an overall picture of the flow
pattern around the cone at high angle of attack has been constructed. Apart from minor retouches and with
the exception of the conical streamlines towards the upper conical stagnation point (the vortical singular-
ity), Fig. 23 represents to scale the results of the present experiments on the cone at a - 22.60.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An experimental investigation of the flow on the surface and in the external field of a 7.50 semi-apex
angle cone has been performed at a free stream Mach number of 2.94 and a Reynolds number of 45'.106 per
meter. The explorations with a conical-head probe led to the determination of the conical Mach number, the
conical flow direction and the static pressure in the leeward flow field of the cone at several angles of
attack. The following conclusions may be drawn:
- By comparing detailed surface pressure measurements with surface oil flow patterns, it is possible to

correlate the circumferential pressure distribution to the type of flow separation.
- At angles of attack (a) larger than approximately 1.5 times the cone half-angle (0c), the cross flow is

found to separate from the cone surface. On either side of the cone a shear layer is generated, rolling
up into a symmetrical vortex system.

- At a/oc of about 2.5 an embedded shock wave is observed, originating at the circumferential point where
the shear layer separates from the cone surface.

- At a/c - 3 (a - 22.60 in the present explorations), a system of shock waves is found inside the region
of conical supersonic flow. The core of the main vortex (only one half of the cone is considered) appears
to be well away from the cone surface (0.25 R) and from the leeward symmetry plane (0.3 R).

- The vortex flow regime, at ae/c - 3, is separated from the external inviscid flow by a dividing streamline.
In the external inviscid flow, evidence is found for the exietence of a vortical singularity in the
leeward symmetry plane.

- When a is increased beyond a/ec w 3.5 (260 in the present investigation), the flow looses its symmetry.
The asymmetric surface oil flow pattern and circumferential surface pressure distribution suggest
stationary flow.

- Based on the present measurements and on previous results, a model of the flow for a/Oc > 2.5 has been
constructed (Fig. 23).
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SUPERSONIC CONE FLOW AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
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and
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SUMMARY

A conical symmetry assumption is applied to the full Navier-Stokes equations resulting in an equation
set containing time and two coordinate directions as independent variables. The set is integrated by use
of MacCormack's finite difference technique for the particular case of sharp cones at incidence. Solutions
are obtained and compared with experiment for auxiliary conditions corresponding to both laminar and turbu-
lent flows. Closure for the turbulent flow case is provided by use of a scalor eddy viscosity model based
on the mixing length hypothesis. The numerical results are compared with the experimental data of Tracy,
McElderry, and Rainbird. Excellent agreement is found between the numerical laminar flow results and the
data of Tracy. Modifications to the eddy viscosity model were found which led to excellent surface pressure
and surface flow direction agreement for turbulent flow at low supersonic Mach numbers. However, it is ap-
parent that further work on the turbulence model is necessary for agreement at higher supersonic Mach numbers.

NOMENCLATURE

B vector in governing equations w velocity in 0 direction

Cp specific heat at constant pressure x distance along cone surface, measured from

Cv specific heat at constant volune vertex
vY distance above cone surface

Cpr local surface pressure coefficient,
(Pw - p.)/O 7pM.

2  angle of attack

C1 ,C2  constants in turbulence model y ratio of specific heats (C p/C v)
D time vector in governing equations 0 coordinate, conical angle

e total internal energy (C vT + V2/2) ae boundary layer thickness

E vector in governing equations (r coordinate) X relaxation parameter

F vector in governing equations (o coordinate) ii absolute viscosity

G vector in governing equations ( coordinate) oit eddy viscosity

H vector in governing equations p density
(constant terms) an normal stress

h nondimensional height above cone shear stress
surface, Y/R

vector resulting from application of coordinate, circumferential angle
conical symmetry assumption hypersonic similarity parameter

K thermal conductivityk (Y -l)/2ySUBSCRIPTS
k (y - 1)12y 

cn
mixing length c cone

Pr Prandtl number e edge-value

f final location
p pressure I

heat transfer rate i initial location

R radius of cone at distance r from apex X m int lation

Re Reynolds number (Vmaxps r)/p

Rg gas constant n normal direction

r radial coordinate (measured from cone vertex)
p  Pitot quantity

S shear stress tensor s stagnation quantity

T temperature t turbulent quantity

w wall value
S predicted velocity x local quantity based on distance from cone

vertex

u velocity in r direction - free-stream quantity

V total velocity (u2 + v2 + w2)1/2 0 initial location

V max maximum adiabatic velocity 1,2,3 pertaining to r, 0, o, direction
(2y/(y - l)RgTs ) /2  , , p r ini t o rto ns

v velocity in e direction 0,. goordinate directions

* .. . . , ', , ,. - , . .
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SUPERSCRIPTS

T transpose time level

1. INTRODUCTION

Supersonic conical flow has been of interest to aerodynamicists for many years. The use of the
slender cone as a basic shape for ballistic reentry vehicles has ensured a continued interest in the high-
speed flow fields around these bodies. An additional reason for examining flow about cones is that it has
(at angle of attack) the combination of a very simple geometry and a very complicated 3-dimensional sepa-
rated flow field. Cone flows are therefore excellent models for experimental or computational studies of
3-dimensional separated flows.

The essential feature of inviscid conical flow is that no variation exists i any fluid quantity along
rays passing through the conical vertex of the body. This feature, sometimes referred to as conical
symmetry, allows steady-sta .e solutions of the governing equations to be obtained in only two dimensions.
Solutions for inviscid flow about conical bodies are available at a variety of conditions (Refs. 1-5).
These steady-state solutions are normally obtained by two means: (1) the temporal derivative terms are
retained and the solution is marched in time until a steady state is obtained; or (2) the spatial deriva-
tives along the conical rays are retained and the solution is marched along the ray until a steady state
is obtained. For the particular case of sharp cones, these inviscid solutions provide reasonable agreement
with experiment up until relative incidences (o/oc) at which significant nonlinear lift is generated
(Ref. 6). This nonlinear lift apparently becomes significant at incidences where viscous influence on the
lee side of the cone also becomes large. In addition to the obvious failure of the inviscid techniques to
properly model the lee-side viscous effects as angle of attack increases, instabilities in these techniques
are frequently encountered at higher values of relative incidence. Previous attempts to include the
effects of viscosity without increased computational difficulty have resorted to fictitious alteration of
the lee surface of the cone in order to obtain the proper pressure distribution (Refs. 7, 8). Unfortunately,
these techniques require considerable knowledge about the pressure distribution to be matched before the
computation can be successful. More suitable studies have been undertaken which include viscous effects
through solution of the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations (Ref. 9) or of modified 3-dimensional boundary
layer equations (Ref. 10). However, neither of these studies has taken full advantage of the inherent
characteristics of conical flow. The remainder of this paper will present a means (Refs. 11, 12) of in-
cluding viscous effects in the governing equations while retaining the simplication of conical symmetry.
Solutions to the resulting equations are obtained for boundary conditions corresponding to both laminar and
turbulent flow conditions.

2. GOVERNING EQUA'IONS

The unsteady, compressible Navier-Stokes equations written in weak conservation form for a spherical
polar coordinate system (as in Ref. 11):

a E aF aG(1
at +- + g + - + H 0 0

The vectors D, E, F, G, and H denote

D= = r2 sin o(B) , ET r2 sin o(uB - S) ,

FT = r sin o(vB - S2 ) , GT  r(wB - S3)
0

- (pv2 - T22) - (pw2 - 33)

H - r sin o - cot O(pw - T33) + puv -T12

cot e(pVW - T23) + pUW - T13

where 0

B (p,pupv,pw,pe)

S i -(O,Ti2,T13,-4 i +UT + V2 + W13 ; i 1. 2, 3

k " ; • ratio of specific heats

and the superscript T denotes the transpose. The stress tensor terms will be defined in detail later.
The velocity components are nondimensionalized with respect to the maximum adiabatic velocity Vmax, the
state variables with respect to their stagnation values, and the time with respect to r/Vmax; r is the
spherical radius measured from the apex of the cone. The variables p, p, u, v, w, and e denote, re-
spectively, the nondimensional pressure, the density, the velocity components in the (r, e, *) coordinate
directions, and the total internal energy.

A conical flow, as noted in the previous section, can be described as an inviscid steady flow in which
all flow quantities are constant along rays passing through the vertex of the conical body. If a body-
fixed spherical coordinate system (Fig. 1) centered at the vertex of the conical body is used to describe
the flow, then all spherical surfaces must have the same vector and scalar values of the flow quantities
for a given (o, 0) point on each surface. Therefore, all derivatives of flow quantities with respect to
the spherical radius (r) of these spherical surfaces from the origin must be zero. This has the effect of
reducing the number of independent variables in the problem by one.

Examination of experimental studies of supersonic flow over conical bodies (Refs. 13-15) reveals that
these flows exhibit approximate conical behavior downstream from the nose region even though relatively

49. .
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large viscous regions exist. Cross (Ref. 13) determined that the viscous layer growth on the lee side of
a delta wing in supersonic flow was essentially conical. The oil flow separation traces for sharp cones
in the experimental study of Stetson (Ref. 15) are approximately straight (but the conical vertex of these
traces is displaced downstream by nose effects). Therefore, in concert with an idea first broached by
D. A. Anderson of Iowa State University (private communication) for axial cirner flow, the conically
symmetric flow approximation (a/ar =_ 0) is applied to all terms in Eq. (I)."

The resulting equation is:

a D + F + B G + H ' 0( 2- 0 a+ a0 (2)

where:

(1) D, F, and G are unchanged except in the definition of the stress terms.

(2) 5 1r 1 - 1 (so - 1(0, , 0, 0, )

(3) H' = H + E + Jr 2 sin 0
r

or

(pv2 - T22) - (pw2 - '33) 
+ 2(Pu2 + kp) - (T11 + kp)

H' r sin 0 - cot 0(pW 2 - T33) Y- 3puv - 2T12

cot 0(pVW -23) + 3puw - 2T13

-2u(pe + kp) - (T11 + kp)u - V 12 - wTIA

It is significant that when time is nondimensionalized by the parameter r/Vmax, the r dependence in
Eq. (2) is contained in the Reynolds number. The net effect is that the calculation is carried out at a
single (e, 0) spherical surface with the distance of this surface from the cone apex determined by the
Reynolds number. Therefore, all spherical radius scaling is now contained in the Reynolds number alone.

The nondimensional stress and heat transfer terms for this equation set are defined as follows:

T12 ' T21 iV .- V)

T13 =
' R1  e - i - w sin )

T23 = T32 I i I' (w sin o) - 2w cos a + av

(3)

T11 - -kp + o

T22 ' -kp + 2 (v+ u) + a,

T33 " -kp + R-2 + u sin o + v cos 0 + /
and

0 , q2  1 aT - 1 aT41' 142ye q' T 3- -r

where

2n -- (2u sin 0 + (v sin 0) +
"n Me si si +a

Pr - - - Prandtl numberK

At this point, it is prudent to examine further the physical i.plications of the approximations
applied to the above equation set. It should first be noted that the only approximations now inherent to
the equations are that a perfect gas is required and that conically symmetric flow iz assumed at all points
on the o, 0 calculation surface. The conical syrmetry assumption seems to imply a linear growth of the
viscous layer from the apex of the cone. However, this is not the case. The flow is in reality only
locally linear with the viscous layer thickness properly scaled by the Reynolds 'number ':',ed on the spheri-
cal radius from the cone apex. Any differences noted between the calculated results and the experimentally
measured results must be due to the neglect of the very small gradien't in the r coordinate direction or
to the neglect of upstream influence.

To further illustrate this point, computations were performed using the conically symmetric equation
set for several stations along a cone at zero angle of attack and ccmnpared with the well-known hypersonic
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weak interaction theory (Ref. 16). Results of the surface pressure comparison for Tracy's conditions
(Ref. 17) are given in Fig. 2. The agreement is quite good and illustrates that the locus of viscous
layer thicknesses is not linear when calculations are performed at several stations along a cone.

3. TURBULENCE MODEL

For the eddy viscosity of the turbulent flow, simple algebraic relations similar to those of Harris
and Morris (Ref. 18) are assumed. The effective coefficient of viscosity p and thermal conductivity K
are then defined as follows:

= ii + i

C + 
(4)

I C Tr I-+ t

where pu is the molecular viscosity and Prz is the Prandtl number associated with the laminar Flow
(0.72). The turbulent Prandtl number Prt is assrned to be 0.9 in the present analysis; arid

Pt r F , " - 5

S=0.09 roe tanh Q

Q - I - exp -- , A- 26.0 /2(

p

Sj(T12)W + (T23)1 1/2

A bar denotes a dimensional quantity and the subscript w indicates evaluation at the wall. The viscous
layer edge (e ) is defined to be that woesh point nearest the wall where the modulus of vorticity is less
than 0.0025 times the wall value.

During the course of this and' previous calc',lations (Ref. 12) using this eddy viscosity turbulence
model, it was found that modifications to the model were necessary to obtain adequate agreement with
experiment. These modifications were aimed at obtaining a model for both the attached axial and the
attached and separated circumferential flow structure on the lee side of the cone. This flow structure
was modeled in the present study by separate descriptions of eddy viscosity for the (, *) coordinate
directions. The 0 component of eddy viscosity was also used in the r momentum equation. However,
since derivatives with respect to r are neglected when the conical symmetry assumption is applied, the
o component of eddy viscosity will in general multiply stress terms in which the leading derivative of the
velocity components is with respect to 0. The 0 component of eddy viscosity multiplies stress terms
with respect to * (exceptions to both statements are found in the H matrix). This implies, that the
o and o components of eddy viscosity scale the axial and circumferential shear stress, respectively. It
should be noted that Sturek et al. (Ref. 19) and Rotta (Ref. 20) have also found it beneficial to use
different descriptions of eddy viscosity for different coordinate directions in 3-dimensional flow fields.

The specific modifications to Eq. (5) used in the present study were:

Pt* . 2 5 2 Used for McElderry's data (Ref. 21) (6)

Although this model gave the best agreement attained with the M - 6 data of McElderry, it gave un-
realistic behavior in the vicinity of the cross-flow separation point when applied at a lower Mach number.

A somewhat different approach, based on previous results (Ref. 12) was taken in the M - 1.8 case of
Rainbird (Ref. 22). The eddy viscosity model [Eq. (5)] was used in unmodified form in the attached region
up to the vicinity of the expected cross-flow separation line. The eddy viscosity in the cross-flow
separated region was reduced by a constant factor, and a linear connection bracketing the expected separa-
tion line was used to connect the reduced value in the separated region to the unmodified eddy viscosity.
Smoothing of the resulting e component of the turbulent Reynolds number was used to insure no sharp dis-
continuities due to this procedure. In equation form, this procedure is:

t o t 1.0 ilt 0 ° -< 0 @

Pt - lit¢ U . _0-_ €.¢)lt * € <

S1.0 - i)
(7) ,

Pte " Pt¢ " C25t Of < 0 < 1800

where 0i and of indicate the beginning and end of the contour. In both McElderry's and Rainbird's cases,
a relaxation procedure (Ref. 22) was used in the cross-flow direction (5t,) only:

7. .. I
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-It-o - 5o ) exp (-A/x) (8)

where

= 20oeo

The initial point for the relaxation was the circumferential mesh point prior to cross-flow separation.

4. THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE

The equation set resulting from the application of the conical symmetry assumption can be solved by
time integration on a single spherical surface located at a distance r from the cone apex. A finite
difference grid is defined on the spherical surface and MacCormack's (Ref. 24) well-known finite difference
technique is applied.

If the solution D,k is known at time t - i*At at each point of the computational mesh on the
spherical surface (at a distance r from the cone apex), the solution at time t = (i + l)*At is calcu-
lated at each interior mesh point (0, *) as follows (Ref. 11):

Predictor: 0i+1 j,k D( ,k F , - (G + - G, ,

l+, 1  At At F1+ 1+ G~k i At(9)

Corrector: Dj,k D,k + u1+1 - At (+ i+1 l - At ki - Jk-i AtJ~ T[j ~"E J,k J- j kkJ

Auxiliary conditions imposed during the integration were as follows: (1) no slip conditions at the
body surface with wall temperature maintained constant at the experimentally determined value; (2) free-
stream conditions maintained at the outer edge of the mesh; (3) lateral symnetry of the flow quantities
maintained along the * - 0' and 0 - 1800 lines; and (4) initial values for all fluid quantities either
free-stream or a previous solution at similar conditions.

The auxiliary conditions at the cone surface were implemented by analytically evaluating the e
momentum equation at the cone surface conditions. The resulting equation is solved for the a derivative
of pressure and is approximated by one-sided finite differences. The equation is applied to obtain the
surface pressure after the above equations have been used to obtain updated values of all flow qualities
at the interior mesh points. Surface density is then obtained From the equation of state.

The use of free-stream conditions at the outer mesh boundary required that the bow shock wave be
captured during the integration. To oveicome the oscillations that occurred in the vicinity of the shock
wave for high Mach number conditions, a technique called normal stress damping wus used (Ref. 11). This
technique involved changing the sign on the normal stress term (on ) and increasing the magnitude of this
term to provide the necessary damping.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The validity of any heretofore untried assumption applied to the governing equations can only be
determined through comparison of the rcsults obtained by calc.ulation with results of experiment. To test
the validity of the present technique, published experimental data were chosen over a Mach number range of
1.8 to 14 for comparison. Brief comparisons of the calculated results with experimental data are presented
here for Mach numbers thruigh 8; further comparisons are available in Ref. 11.

For Reynolds numbers corresponding to laminar flow conditions, the well-documented experimental study
of Tracy (Ref. 17) was chosen. These data were collected for a sharp 100 half-angle cone in air at a Mach
number of 7.95. The frei-stream Reynolds number was 4.1 x 106/m with measurements taken 10.16cm from the
cone apex. Other conditions were P = 1.7878 x 1O6NT/m 2 and T - 755 K. Calculated and experimental
results were obtained at angles of atack from 00 to 24', Shown 1Fig. 3 is the comparison of the exper-
mental and calculated surface pressure at a - 24' . The agreement is quite good except on the windward
side of the cone, where experimental errors are suspected due to the use of pressure taps which were large
in relation to boundary layer thickness.

Figure 4 shows the calculated cross-flow velocity vectors plotted for the - 240 case. This figure
clearly shows the large lee-side vortices found in the experimental study. Also note that two stgnation
points exist on the ice pl.ane of synmetry; one associated with the dividing streamline around the vortex,
and one "vortical singularity-like" stagnation point. The "vortical singularity-like" stagnation point is
characterized by the convergence of the cross-flow velocity vectors to a single point. At the higher Mach
numbers calculated, this stagnation point occurs near the edge of the viscous layer for laminar flow or
on the cone surface for fully developed turbulent flow conditions. Since the stagnation point does occur
at the edge of the viscous layer for the high Mach number cases, discontinuities or changes in gradients
of entropy or density (as occurs in inviscid flow) which can be attributed separately to the singularity
itself are not noted.

Figure 5 is a pictorial representation of all flow-field features compared with experiment. The cal-
culated features, including the cross-flow separation point and imbedded shock wave position, agree quite
well with experiment.

For Reynolds numbers at which boundary layer transition has occurred, two experimental cases were
chosen for comparison. The first was the experimental study of i4cElderry (Ref. 21), which was made using
a 6° half-angle sharp cone at M = 6.05 in air. Data were collected at 1.106m along the cone at a free-
stream Reynolds number of 1.64 x 107 /m. Stagnation pressure and temperature of the flow were
1.931 x lO8 NT/m 2 and 472°K, respectively. Wall temperature was 0.61Ts.. Figure 6 gives the comparison of
calculated and experimental surface pressure at an angle of attack o2120. Two calculations are shown, one

.t? J
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for laminar flow at Rey = 1.5 x 106 and one for turbulent flow at Rex - 15.0 x 106. The surface pressure
for the laminar case agrees well until the first experimental separation point is reached. The laminar
numerical solution does not separate until * = 1630 with the experimental primary separation occurring at

= 30' and a secondary separation at 1 =66'. The calculation using the turbulence model of the present
study shows qualitatively a more accurate behavior of the pressure on the lee side (calculated primary
separation point at * = 1300). but too low a turbulent boundary layer displacement thickness from abet
= 450 onward results in a lower surface pressure than that obtained in the experiment. The turbulence

model was modified for this case by using 1 2/111 in pt and Ir32 /PI in lit rather than the vector sum
of r12/p and r32/p with relaxation of ut occurrin in accord with Eq. 0(8).

The second turbulent flow case chosen for comparison is that of Rainbird (Ref. ?21. The data of
interest were collected on a 50 sharp cone in air at a Mach number of 1.8. Measurements were taken 1.2m
along the cone at a free-stream Reynolds number of 2.46 x 107 /m. Stagnation pressure and temperature were
1.723 x lO5NT/m 2 and 2940 K, respectively, with wall temperature assumed to be Ts_. Figure 7 gives the
comparison with experiment of the calculated surface pressure coefficient (Cpr) for three versions of the
present turbulence model. The dashed line in Fig. 7 results when the original turbulence model is used
at all locations in the flow field without modification or relaxation. As can be seen, the surface Cp
resulting from use of the unmodified turbulence model does not match experimental surface Cp in the lee-
side separated region. The primary separation line was too close to the leeward plan, of syimetry and the
secondary separation did not exist. The dotted line in the figure gives the results of freezing both com-
ponents of the eddy viscosity at the minimum pressure location in the * direction. No relaxation was
used in this instance. The resulting surface Cpr distribution matches experiment more closely but the
primary separation line was again too close to the leeward plane of symmetry. The secondary separation
did exist but was smaller in extent than that of experiment. The solid line in Fig. 7 gives the results
of the modified relaxation model [Eq. (7)]. Although little change wasevident in surface Cp between
the frozen model and the modified relaxation model, the primary and secondary separation lines were both
located correctly for a value of C2 = 0,3 in the modified relaxation modified. A computation made at a
value of C2 - 0.35 (as used for C, in Ref. 12) gave results very nearly equal to those with C2 - 0.3
with the exception that the extent of the secondary separated region for C2 = 0.35 did not match experiment.
The change in C2 (0.35 to 0.3) required for agreement in the separated region is most likely due to
elliptical effects caused by the change in the turbulence model in the attached region.

Figure 8 gives the comparison of the calculated limiting streamline angle with the experimental surface
oil flow angle. Again, the dashed line gives the results using the unmodified turbulence model and the
solid line the results of the modified relaxation model. The separation points for experiment and calcu-
lation are as follows:

Primary Secondary

Experiment 1320 1570

Turbulence model

Unmodified [Eq. (5)] 139" --
Frozen 1380 155n
Modified relaxation [Eqs. (7) and (8)] 1310 1570

The surface limiting streamline results using the modified relaxation model agree quite adequately
with experiment. Detailed comparison with Rainbird's pitot probe surveys for the modified relaxation model
are given in Figs. 9 through 12. The comparison is made normal to the cone centerline at four circumfer-
ential locations in the lee-side separated region. Agreement with experiment is quite good at * 168'
and * - 1600, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. lhese two pitot surveys bracket the center of the lee-side
vortex which occurs at about * - 165° in the experiment. The comparison at 0 = 1520, in the vicinity of
the secondary reattachment, is given in Fig. 11. The agreement in this complex region of the flow is less
adequate but still quite reasonable. The major differences seem to be a somewhat higher calculated pitot
pressure in the outer part of the secondary separation bubble and a greater overall viscous layer thickness
in the calculation at this circumferential station. The final comparison in Fig. 12 at * - 140', just
after cross-flow separation at 0 - 1310, shows again the somewhat greater viscous layer thickness at this
location in the computed results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations subject to a conical symmetry assumption is shown to
result in entirely adequate agreement with experiment for laminar flow over cones at angle of attack. The
present laminar solutions exhibit all of the features found in the experimental case without depending on
experiment for input.

For calculations performed at conditions at which boundary layer transition has occurred, the follow-
ing conclusions are evident:

(1) Agreement with experimint in the lee-side separated region should not be expected when an un-
modified eddy viscosity turbulence model is used.

(2) The modified relaxation model developed during the present study gives excellent agreement with
Rainbird's M - 1.8, a -

2 .50Oc experimental data.

(3) Qualitative agreement with McElderry's data was obtained for the turbulence model proposed for
this case. However, it is apparent that further work is required on the present turbulence model to obtain
quantitative agreement for the higher Mach number conditions,

* _ _ _ '. :, . %w..7
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RECENT THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

PERTINENT TO VORTEX FLOW AERODYNAMICS -

WITH A VIEW TOWARDS DESIGN

John E. Lamar and James M. Luckring
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

This paper reviews recent progress in a research program directed toward an improved
vortex flow technology base. In addition to analysis methods for conical flow, selected
analysis and design methods for nonconical flows are presented. Applications are made for
a variety of planar, nonplanar, and interferring lifting surfaces.

With regard to analysis, several methods are shown to provide reasonable estimates of
over-all forces and moments for simple wing planforms with the suction analogy method
currently offering the most versatility for arbitrary configuration applications. For the
prediction of surface loadings the free vortex sheet method being developed by Boeing is
shown to have consideiable promise and further development of this type of method is
encouraged.

In the design area, a data base for ogee strake-wing configurations is summarized
with an emphasis on the requirements for maximizing the interference lift. A strake
planform design procedure is discussed and a first solution (gothic in planview) is
integrated with a wing body. The data show the strake to exhibit expected stable vortex
characterijtics.

Additional design activities center on reducing the drag-due-to-lift of highly swept
delta wings having vortex flow. It was found that, apart from Increasing sweep, conically
cambered delta wings developed drag levels approaching that of attached flow with
increasing'either the lift or the wing camber height, lastly, an approximate vortex flow
design method, based on the suction analogy, is outlined and an example is given. Further
development of design capabilities based on more accurate flow modeling, such ad possibly
the free vortex sheet, is encouraged for the design of wings with efficient vortex lift
characteristics.

SYMBOLS

A aspect ratio

b span

CD drag coefficient, Dra

refCD, o  experimental value of drag coefficient at CL ' 0

ACD drag-due-to-lift coefficient, Drag-due-to-Lift/q.Sref

ACD/CL2  Drag-due-to-Lift parameter

CL lift coefficient, Lift/q.S re f

CLtheory CL due to vortex-lift-theory that uses a curve fitted Kv tot value

AC L  increment in Lift-due-to-strake, CL (strake on) - CL (strake off)

C rolling moment coefficient, Rolling Moment
q ref b

aC
C rolling moment due to sideslip, , per degree

Cm pitching moment coefficient, Pitching Moment/q.S F: for planar wings
about U/4 unless otherwise stated, for strake-wiggbody about 57.19 percent
body length aft of body nose

CN normal-force coefficient, Normal ForceN q. ref

C yawing moment coefficient, Yawing Moment
n q--- ref b

£ 6*
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C n yawing moment due to sideslip, DC n/D8, per degree

s c Pfree stream staticCp pressure coeffticilent,
q

AC lifting pressure coefficient, (P 1 - Pu

leading-edge suction-force coefficient, K lesIn Pa

CT leadlng-edge thrust-force coefficient, Leadlng,-edge thrust/q.S rcf

c streamwise chord

reference chord

characteristic length used in determination of Ks

cr root chord
Section auction force

o section suction-force coefficient, q c

ct section thrust-force coefficient, Section thrust force/q c, and tip chord

D drag

D 1  
payoff function, D+(k/2)(L-LD )

2

(11 S  difrerential leading-edgo suction force (fig. 3)

di differential leading-edge length

FLESAF solution with full leading edge suction in attached flow

f, additional lifting surface efficiency factor (see fig. 28)

D (C )
K potential-llft factor, - coY-)

K vt leading-edge-vortex-lift factor, i ('F'Ie left_+ IS' ie,right
q Sref a sin a

1 ( IS .F .Is e .e ft + Is .F,.1 s e nr i nh .
K side..edge-vcrtex-lift factor, q Sref e siei

V~ , e C ref dsi2a

K ._ augmented-vortex-lift; factor
VSe

Kv,tot K vvc + Kvse

K 3 ( AC D/C L2 ) vr)TEX / (ACD/CL2 ) ATTACHED

k factor in payoff function

lPft

length along which Kv e is assumed to develop

M frce-stream Mach number

N c number of horseshoe vortices in a chordwise row In vortex-lattice method

Nnumber of chordwise rows of horseshoe vorttced in vortex-lattice method

pressure

p nondimensionai camber, hei+;ht for conically cambered wings in terms of local
semispan

q_ free stream dynamic pressure

a S /Sa Sa ref

RN Reynolds Number

S surface ar,;a

Sa  exposed area of strake or canard

S.F. potential.-flow auction force

s local semispan

411
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U free-stream velocity

u induced velocity in x-direction at point (x,y)

v induced velocity in y-direction at point (x,y)

Wnet sum of induced downwash and Us at a - 1 rad

wnet average value of wnet

xyz distances from a coordinate origin located at leading-edge apex; x positive
downstream, y positive toward right wing tip, z positive up

x/c fractional streamwise distance along a chord

x/cr fraction distance along the root chord

Ax distance along tip chord

spanwise location of leading-edge planform break

2y/b(x) fractional distance along the local semispan

ZLESAP solution with zero leading-edge suction in attached flow

z/c local camber, height in fraction of local chord

a angle of attack

Si local geometric angle of attack along camber line

al new local geometric angle of attack along camber line

8 angle of sideslip, and _ -M 2

r local circulation

() equivalent circulation associated with leading-edge suction

P average value of r

y distributed bound vorticity at point (x,y)

6 distributed trailing vorticity at point (x,y)

A leading-edge sweep angle
c

A tapir ratio, t

p density of fluid

0 dihedral angle, positive for wing tip up

Subscripts

ATTACHED full leading edge suction attached flow

c centroid

D design

i particular item of location

inb'd inboard

1 lower

ie leading edge

max maximum

outb'd outboard

p potential or attached flow

r root

ref reference

A L~ , ~..----..-~-------I
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s strake

se side edge

se augmented side edge

t tip

te trailing edge

tot total

u upper

VORTEX total aerodynamic effect when vortex flow is present

v vortex

vie vortex effect at leading edge

vse vortex effect at side edge

vse augmented vortex effect

w wing

NOTE: All coefficients refer to total loads unless stated otherwise. The subscript tot
is selectively used for cases where confusion might occur.

INTRODUCTION

Separation induced vortex-flows from the leading and side edges play an important
role in the high angle-of-attack aerodynamIc characteristics of a wide range of modern
aircraft. In the analysis and design of high-speed aircraft, a detailed knowledge of this
type of separation is required, particularly with regard to critical wing loads and the
stability and performance at vario,is off-design conditions. Since attached-flow theories
are inadequate for these conditions, the designer currently must rely on extensive and
costly wind-tunnel tests which include detailed measurement of pressure distributions.
In many cases, wind-tunnel tests occur too late in the cycle to impact the important
aero/structural design trade-offs. In addition, for those aircraft which are required
to provide high maneuver capability, a detailed knowledge of this type of flow is
required if the vortex lift capabilities of slender wings or strake-wing configurations
are to be fully utilized.

Although a considerable amount of research has been carried out relative to the
vortex flow aerodynamics during the past twenty years important gaps in the technology
still exist, particularly with regard to theoretical methods of predicting detailed wing
pressure distributions, analytical methods for design optimization of vortex lift con-
cepts and in certain areas an experimental data base for advanced design concepts utilizing
interacting vortex flows.

This paper reviews recent progress in a research program at the Langley Research
Center directed towards an improved vortex-flow techn ogy base. Included is a review
of selected analysis methods such as conical flow, (refs. 1 and 2) the suction analogy
applied to both lending, (ref. 3) and side-edges (ref. 4) as well as an augmented term
(ref. 5), the new quasi-vortex-lattice method with free trailing-vortex-filaments (ref. 6),
and the Boeing free-vortex sheet method (refs. 7 and 8). To evaluate the accuracy of the
methods comparisons are made with experimental results for a wide range of planar wings
including slender planforms, a swept forward wing, oblique wings and multiple ]ifting
surfaces such as close-coupled canard-wing configurations.

Details of an extensive parametric experimental study of close-coupled surake-wing
configurations is also included (ref. 9). This data set includes variations in strake-
to wing-span and wing sweep for angles of attack up to 500, angles of sideslip from -50
to +50, and Mach numbers up to 0.8. The test utilized two balances so the strake-
forebody loads could be separated from the total loads and compared directly with theory.
Theoretical modeling of' the flow is described followed by comparisons with experiment.

The vortex-flow design problem of strake planform shape is next addressed. A
pr.cedure for analytically developing strake perimeter lines is presented from reference
10 along with an example. The example shape was then integrated with a wing-body, the
resulting configuration tested and results reported herein.

Following the planar wing studies the application of several of the theoretical
methods to non-planar problems, such as the prediction of the effectiveness of conical
camber height in reducing the drag in nonconical vortex flow (ref. 11) is described.
Comparisons are made between the various methods and available data.

d 
-
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The final section of the paper, deals with a vortex-flow problem related to the
design of a slender wing having both efficient supersonic cruise and good transonic
maneuver capability. For this class of wing the use of maneuver-flaps may not be
practical and therefore the application of vortex lift appears attractive. However, if
this vortex lift is to be generated efficiently, some means of shaping the wing to opti-
mize the lift generated while minimizing the drag associated with the loss of leading-edge
suction must be used. To accomplish this, it is necessary to apply an analysis code
iteratively either under manual control or automatic control as in an optimization
procedure. An example of the optimization procedure is determined by a recently developed
vortex-lattice design code which includes the vortex flow aerodynamics by means of the
suction analogy.

DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

The theoretical methods employed herein are divided into two classes which are
dependent upon the underlying aerodynamic assumptions. The classes are shown on figure 1
to be conical and nonconical flow for the vortex-flow aerodynamic problems. Though
basically only one conical flow method is used in this paper, three different nonconical
flow methods are described and employed. The order of their occurrence on figure 1
generally indicates the increasing order of accuracy in terms of surface load distribution,
for the methods in their current state of development.

These two classes of methods are discussed in the following sections.

Conical Flow

The conical flow solutions come about from a simplification of the governing flow
equation to not include any longitudinal flow dependence but only cross-flow plane
velocities. The flow field is assumed to scale streamwise so that with a solution of
vortex sheet shape and strength determined at one longitudinal location, solutions at
other locations are readily calculable. This solution has no Mach number dependence
because of the underlying assumption, i.e., M w 1, which is reasonable for very slender
wings. This method does satisfy the leading-edge Kutta condition but not the trailing-
edge one, thereby making its results less valid of course, as the trailing edge is
approached.

Nonconical Flow

The three nonconical flow methods given on figure 1 are (1) the suction analogy-
Polhamus, (2) the quasi-vortex-lattice-Mehrotra and (3) the free-vortex-sheet-Boeing.
They are called nonconical because they each satisfy the trailing-edge Kutta condition.
These methods differ in approach and to the degree to which they predict the surface
load distributions. Some pertinent differences are highlighted as follows with
individual descriptions given later:

1. The suction analogy is always coupled with a potential-flow solution and is
useful for estimating the over-all forces and moments at small computer cost. However,
it does not provide details of the surface load distribution.

2. The quasi-vortex-lattice potential flow method of Lan (ref. 12), QVLM, has been
extended by Mehrotra (ref. 6) to include vortex-flow effects. This is done by modeling
with discrete trailing-vortex filaments, in a manner similar to Mock and Maddox (ref. 13),
the shape, position and influence of the shed vortex sheet for both complete or partial
span leading-edge separation. Furthermore, the leading-edge boundary condition is
exactly satisfied.

3. The free-vortex-sheet method of Boeing models the wing surface and free sheet
with doublet panels that have biquadratic strength. Thickness effects may be modeled
with source panels that have bilinear strength. The free sheet, whose shape and position
must be determined by iteration, is kinematically coupled to a fixed (fed) sheet that
approximately represents vortex core effects. The entire set of doublet strengths is
also determined simultaneously during the iteration process.

Additional details of each method follow.
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Suction Analogy

The suction analogy method section is divided into three parts representative of
its development and ongoing application. They are: (1) leading edge, (2) side edge
(3) augmenteO term. A discussion of each part follows.

Leading Edge. - The concept embodied in the suction analogy of Polhamus is
developed In reference 3 and originally applied to delta wings. Herein, the primary
ideas are briefly reviewed.

Wings which have attached flows develop suction forces along their leading edges if
the stagnation surface does not lie along that edge. This suction force can be determined
by either' of' two proconses: (1) the pressure near' the leadIng edge acting over, the- edge
thickness or (2) the product of the square of the induced tangential velocity and the
distance to the edge. For a wing of infinitesimal thickness the induced tangential
velocity, u(x,y), approaches an infinite value as shown in figure 2 for the rectangular
wing; however, its product (described previously) is still finite.

If the flow separates from the wing in going around the leading edge due to its
sharpness or thinness, or due to a combination of thickness and angle of attack, the
suction force in the chord plane is lost. However, if this separated flow forms Into
a shed vortex which causes the flow to reattach to the leeward surface of the wing then
the fluid energy redistributes on the wing upper surface near the leading edge resulting
in the development of vortex lift. The suction analogy states that for the separated
flow situations, the potential-flow leading-edge suction force becomes reoriented from
acting in the chord plane to acting normal to the chord plane (a rotation of 900) by the
local vortex action resulting in an additional normal force (see figure 2.) The
reasoning is that the force required to maintain the reattached flow in a situation
associated with the separation induced vortex flow is the same as that which had been
required to maintain the potential flow around the leading edge. Therefore, the suction
analogy concept provides a link between attached flow solutions and the effects of this
particular type of separated flow.

According to the analogy, the reattachment line or details of the pressi'ee field
need not be known in advance in order to determine the reattached-flow force. However,
if pitching-moment estimates are needed the distribution of the reattached force must be
known and is determined in the near field. The centroid of the leading-edge suction has
been used as the longitudinal location of this force. This assumption does not have
provision for angle-of-attack effects on the location of the reattachment line or vortex
core; hence the core is assumed to remain stationary near the-wing leading edge.

In the application of the suction analogy one must add to a potential flow solution
the contribution of this additional normal force, CN vie, acting at Its centroid. The
addition is of the form

CL a CL,p + 0 L, vI e - K p sin 2 cos a + K v,ielsin al sin a cos a (1)

where the trigonometric terms have been included for accuracy. This means that attached
flow linear aerodynamic solutions can yield nonlinear potential flow CL values as well as
those from nonlinear vortex flow.

Side Edge. - The suction analogy is not limited to vortex flows around the leading
edge but can be applied wherever singularities in the potential-flow induced velocities
produce an edge force. Figure 2 shows that this can occur along the side edges because
of the singularities in v. Hence, for vortex flows associated with separation around
the side edges, the forces no longer act in the wing plane but in the normal-force
direction as in the case of leading-edge separation.

A mathematical procedure for computing this side force has been developed initially,
for wings at subsonic speeds, and is given in reference 4. The procedure employs the
modified Multhopp method of reference 14 to provide the information needed to begin the
side-force computation. In addition, three discrete-loading analyses of this procedure
have been made employing the vortex-lattice method (refs. 15-17) and are discussed in
reference 17. In referencL 17, the vortex-lattice method (VLM) is shown to yield results
in close agreement with those of reference 4, hence, the reference 17 method is utilized
herein for some isolated planforms and all subsonic configurations for which the
reference 4 method is not appropriate. An exception is for oblique wings or swept forward
wings where the side-edge term is calculated using the Asymmetrical Vortex Lattice of
Luckring (ref. 18). There a special procedure is used to account for the nature of the
edge forces in the tip leading-edge region.

The following equations relate the potential- and vortex-lift factors to CL, CD, and
C:m

IThe method referred to as the "suction analogy" only calculates the vortex lift. However,
for simplicity, the term "suction analogy" is generally used to identify those methods that
rely on this concept of predicting the vortex lift in combination with the potential flow
lift.

.. 157_
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CLp CL,ve CL,vse

CL - Kp sin a cos 2 a + Kv,e BSin alsin a cos a + K v,seSin alsin a cos a (2)

CL  K p sin a cos2 a + Kv,totjsln aIsin R cos a (3)

CD - CD,o + CL tan a CD + Kp sin 2 a cos a + Kv,to t s (4)

and

m,p Cm,vie Cm,vse

x s
Cm Kp sin a cos a + Kv, eIsin alsin a + Kve sIsin in a (5)

where the particular R-terms equal xref - Xc, i with i standing for p, ie, or se. Unless

otherwise noted, xref is the quarter-chord location of the mean geometric chord.

Augmented Term. - The concept of an augmented vortex lift term arises from the well-
established Zact that for many delta wings the leading-edge vortex generated on the wing
persists for a considerable distance downstream and therefore can act on other surfaces,
such as the aft part of more generalized planforms or aircraft horizontal tails. This
persistence is not accounted for in the suction analogy because the analogy deals only
with the edge forces generated along a particular edge, such as leading-edge vortex lift
resulting from the leading-edge suction force. Figure 3 shows examples of two systems
employed that account for vortex lift on delta and cropped-delta wings. They are (1) a
theoretical one developed from a planar potential theory and utilizing the suction analogy
along the leading- and side-edges and (2) an extension that accounts for the action of the
leading-edge shed vortax in the vicinity of the side edge of cropped-delta wings. The
following important points are made from this figure: (1) the leading-edge suction
distribution has a peak value somewhere along the leading edge away from the extremities
and goes to zero at the tip because no edge forces are present beyond the point of
maximum span; and (2) for the cropped-delta wing, the aft part of the wing can generate
additional (augmented) vortex lift (above that associated with the direct side-edge
effect) because of the presence of the leading-edge vortex (as discussed in reference 19).

In order to estimate the augmented vortex lift, it is first necessary to quantify
the circulation of' the shed vortex along the wing leading edge. This can be done as
indicated by the lower sketch on figure 3. Tne Kutta-Joukowski Law has been employed to
relate the differential suction force along the leading edge to an unknown circulation
P(i). By a coordinate transformation, it can also be related to the leading-edge suction
distribution along the span as

csc(y) r(i)wnet te(y)
- -2 see A 2 (6)

a U
--F()wnete along with a

Figure 4 shows an idealized distribution of the product 2U2

fairly reasonable - Ale (upwash) distribution for a cropped-delta wing. As a
consequence, -,5 can be estimated as shown. Because the actual circulation does not go

a'U
to zero (hence the vortex persists downstream), the distribution of circulation cannot
be used. Instead, an average value is employed. With an average value used for

1(t) it is consistent to utilize an average value for nte as well. This esult
a2U U

can be expressed in terms of' the leading-cdge-vortex-lift factor by

b/2 c c dy Kb/2i sCd ()net,le bf .Sre f -2 sec 22

Hence,

-K eStef

2 W2b sec A U
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Employing this result in the Kutta-Joukowski Law, this time elong the side edge,
permits the estimation of toe augmented vortex lift. The details are

Augmented vortex lift along one edge - ()
2' net,se a2c(9

2s

where the -n U distribution and its average are again reasonably depicted at the

bottom right of figure 4 and 6 is a chaiacteristic streamwise length. By inspection of
figure 4

w wne se netlj_ (10)
U -. U

Then defining the augmented vortex lift along, one edge divided by a ase qS
leads to

v qse q_ 'vi S (11)
2 q Sref b sec A ref

or'

K i e a (12)
v,cC sec A

The term in brackets results from the use of average values and amounts to assuming that
the leading-edge-vortex-lift factor is developed at a constant rate along the leading
edge length (b/2) sec A. For cropped-delta wings the value of a is taken to be the length
of the tip chord.

The contributions of the augmented term to vortex flow aerodynamics are

CLv K -l ain alsin a cop a (13)LvJ"v'se

CD,vs-e - Kvj sin 3a (14)

and

C- - Kv -Isin alsin a "-'-- (15)

The distance x- 1.i taken to be from the reference point to the centroid of the augmented
vortex lift. SeThis location is generally taken to occur at the centroid of the affected
area.

QVLM - Mehrotra

Figure 5, taken from reference 6, is useful in explaining this method, which has
been developed under the Langley sponsored effort. Shown on the left side of this figure
Is a typicr.i planform with its potential flow bound and trailing vortex systems spaced
In a cosine manner. Notice that the control points are also laid out in a cosine
manner; in particular, such that one control point occurs along each chordwise row at the
leading and trailing edges.

The leading-edge vortex system is superimposed on the regular quasi-vortex-lattice
grid by using segmented vortex filaments, each group being called a vortex element. A
typical vortex element is shown by points A through J on the right side of figure 5.
These points are connected by the series of short straight segments shown. A typical
set of initial locations for these segments is illustrated with dashed lines and the
final or converged locations are given by solid lines.

The segments of the vortex element have the following characteristics:

a. Initially, points A through E lie along a wing trailing vortex filament with point A
being one root chord away from the trailing-edge (see point D) in the downstream
direction, and the line segments between A and D are parallel to the axis of symmetry.
The segments B-C and C-D are 0.1 cr long. The length of each line segment between
points A and B remains unchanged as the solution progresses. In the final converged
position which is determined iteratively for each a, these segments are aligned in
the direction of the local velocity at their mid-points to satisfy the force-free
condition. Segment B-C is allowed to move only in the vertical direction whereas

-Tjo
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segment C-D is fixed in the wing plane because the flow is parallel to the chord
plane. Segment D-E is also fixed in the wing plane.

b. Points E, F, a and H also lie in the wing plane. The location of segment E-F is ahead
of the wing first bound element and is given in equation form in reference 6. The
segments F-0 and G-H are of the same length and point 0 lies on the leading-edge.
These segments are fixed in the wing plane due to the leading-edge boundary condition.

c. The initial location of point I, on the right side of figure 5, is also given in
reference 6 and is seen there to be a function of a. Note in particular the initial
z elevation of point I at a representative a. Initially point J is one root chord
away from the trailing-edge. The line connecting I and J may be divided into
segments of equal length which lie in a plane parallel to the x-z plane. The initial
height of these segments is approximately 0.1 cr above the wing plane. In the final
converged position all the segments between points H and J are aligned in the
direction of the local velocity vector at their mid-points to satisfy the force-free
condition.

d. The semi-infinite segments from points A to infinity and J to infinity are straight
and are parallel to the undisturbed free-stream direction.

After the vortex segments have reached their converged location, representing a
diffused vortex, then the circulations associated with the wing surface and the velocities
there are used to calculate the lifting pressure distribution. From them the lift, drag
and pitching moment are calculated. Additional computational details are found in
reference 6.

Free Vortex Sheet - Boeing

As part of its vortex flow research program the NASA - Langley Research Center has
also contracted with the Boeing Company for the development of a free vortex sheet
method. Reference 20 gives a good overall review of the free vortex sheet method.
Portions of that reference are discussed below.

Fi.gure 6 shows a typical panel arrangement for a wing and its vortex sheets. The
wing is paneled with biquadratically varylng doub]et panels arid btiinearly varying source
panels. Zero mass flux boundary conditions are imposed on the wing surface. Also, the
Kutta condition is satisfied at all edges if the wing is thin; however, the vortex sheet
separation point can be moved aft of the leading edge to simulate the effect of a round
edge on the separation line.

All the vortex sheets are paneled with biquadratically varyIng doublet panels. Zero
mass flux boundary conditions are also imposed on the free-vortex sheet with the
additional constraint that the vortex sheet be locally force free. The resultant system
of equations is, therefore, nonlinear because both the strength and shape of the free
vortex sheet (as had been the case for the trailing vortex filaments of QVLM) are
unknown and an iterative solution procedure is necessitated.

The fed sheet is a simplified model of the physical vortex core region. For the
results presented in this paper, the fed sheet is a kinematic extension of the free
sheet. The assumption in this model is that the boundary conditions applied to the free
sheet are 'dequate to position the fed sheet. Current work is on-going to improve the
fed sheet model.

Th6 trailing wake shape is frozen from the trailing edge of the wing and vortex
sheets to a distance far downstream of the trailing edge. The boundary conditions for
the wake are that it supports no pressure jump, i.e. ACp - 0 based on a first order
pressure formulation. However, the wing loadings in the vicinity of swept trailing edges
(such as for arrow wings) have been determined numerically to be unduly sensitive to
the trailing edge sweep angle. As a temporary fix to this problem, the near wake
boundary condition may be imposed utilizing a second order pressure formulation. Future
work allowing the wake to be treated as a free sheet could resolve this difficulty.

Once the free sheet has been iterated to its converged location, along with the
fed sheet, then the resulting doublet distributions provide local velocities which are
then used to determine the pressures. Upon integration of the net pressures the over-all
lift, drag and pitching moment are determined. Additional details of this method can be
found in references 7 and 8. Detailed numeriral and experimental evaluations of the
theory are currently underway at the Langley Research Center and one phase of this
study is presented in reference 21.

2 Setting the mass flux vector equal to zero represents a generalization of the more
common "no-flow" condition.

7
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EVALUATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

This section offers comparisons between the previously described theoretical methods
and available aerodynamic lata. Not all methods will be employed for each set of data
because (1) the method may not be applicable due to geometrical restriction, or (2) the
code has yet to be exercised successfully for a particular geometry.

The types of configurations to be highlighted are (a) delta, (b) rectangular wing,
(c) cropped delta, (d) cropped arrow, (e) arrow, (f) diamond, (g) oblique wing, (h) swept-
forward wing, (i) wing-canard and (J) cropped double-delta.

Deltas

Subsonic Speed

The estimated and measured (ref. 22) lift and moment characteristics of' an A - 1.14,7,
A = 74° , delta wing at M z 0 are given in figure 7, followed by two spanwise variations
of lifting pressures in figure 8. Comparison of' Smith's conical flow solution illustrates
strong non-conical flow effects and emphasizes the importance of completely three-
dimensional flow methods. The completely three-dimensional flow methods examined all
provided large improvements over the conical flow and are in generally good agreement
with the experimental lift measurements. With regard to the pitching moment the QVLM-
Mehrotra provides the best prediction.

The spanwise ACp also show the nonconical flow effects along with the effect of' the
leading-edge Kutta condition. The comparisons show the free vortex sheet method to
better estimate the actual suction peak than the more diffuse representation associated
with QVLM-Mehrotra.

Supersonic Speeds

Because vortex flow is most predominant on slender wings of interest for
supersonic flight, methods of predicting the supersonic characteristics associated with
vortex flow are highly desirable. At the present time, however, the suction analogy
appears to be the only method available that accurately accounts for Mach number effects
in the supersonic range. Polhamus in reference 23 gives the supersonic formulation of'
K and K and applies them in the suction analogy for an A - 1 delta wing. The

res ults for M - 1.97 and 3.30 are presented in figure 9 along with the incompressible
results for comparison.

The experimental results substantiate, in general, the reduction in vortex lift with
Increasing Mach number predicted by the suction analogy and are in reasonably good
quantitative agreement. An additional point of interest is the fact that for both
supersonic Mach numbers the experimental lift slope is reasonably linear and at the
highest Mach number the theory is reasonably linear. This linearity when observed
alone could be interpreted as an indication of the absence of vortex lift. However,
when compared with the potential flow lift, CL p, it is clear that the vortex lift is
present and that its nonlinear characteristic is offset by the opposite nonlinear trend
of the potential-flow lift with a. It should be mentioned that at high Mach mumbers and
angles of attack the upper surface vacuum limit will affect the lift. However, a
knowledge of the surface loading is required before occurrence of the limit can be
predicted.

Effect of Sideslip

During the maneuver portion of a flight envelope asymxnetric load distributions can
often arise due to sideslip effects and/or rotary motions. The asymmetric load
distributions can considerably impact the design of maneuvering aircraft from the
standpoint of stability and control as well as peak structural load considerations.
However, the effects of asymmetry and, in particular, sideslip at high angle of attack
on the vortex flow aerodynamics have not been addressed analytically to any great extent.
As a consequence, the designer must currently rely on costly and time consuming wind
tunnel tests to resolve lateral-directional design problems.

To this end applications of the Boeing free vortex sheet method (refs. 7 and 8)
have recently been made. for non zero values of sideslip. Sample calculations (fig. 10)
for a 74 0 delta wing at twenty degrees angle of attack and ten degrees angle of sideslip
demonstrate that this method provides reasonable estimates of the experimental surface
load distributions obtained from ref. 27. Also apparent in figure 10 is the large
effect of the nonconical nature of the flow and the ability of the theory to predict
this effect. The complete inadequacy of the attached flow methods for lateral stability
analysis and loads estimation is also apparent. Future studies are planned for
applying this method to more general wing planforms and for estimating the vortex flow
effects on rotary derivatives.
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Rectangular Wing

As discussed in a previous section, prediction of the characteristics of wings with
finite tip chords requires the consideration of the vortex lift associated with a
separation induced tip vortex. Figure 11 presents a comparison of experimental and
theoretical subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of an A = 1 rectangular wing. Also
shown are the potential- and vortex-lift estimates determined in reference 14. The figure
shows that the suction analogy estimates the CL experimental data of reference 4 better
than the other methods. (See reference 4 for a discussion of the methods in references
28-31.) This figure also shows that the CI experimental data. are better estimated by

the suction analogy up to a - 160. For higher a's, the data show a larger nosedown
moment than the suction analogy estimate. This comparison indicates the magnitude of
the error introduced by the suction analogy in assuming that the potential and vortex
lifts, in particular the leading-edge one, do not move with increasing a.

With the vortex lift from the side edge identified, its magnitude estimated, and
good agrouinent with experimental data shown, the vortex lifts on mora generalized
planforms will now be discussed.

Cropped Delta

The cropped wing shown in figure 123 serves as a first application of the augmented
vortex-lift concept in estimating longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. The
augrented lift can be seen for this wing to be about two-thirds of the other vortex lifts
levels. l0urthermore, the magnitude and centrold of the augmented vortex lift appears to
be reasonably accurate in view of the improved agreement with both the CL and Cm data.
(For Cm estimates the augmented vortex lift is applied at the centroid of the side-edge
suction distribution for cropped-delta wings.)

Cropped Arrow

Direct application of the suction analogy methodology to wings with notched trailing
edges results in an overprediction of lift in the higher angle of attack range. ''his Is
illustrated in figure 13, where it will be noted that good agreement is only obtained up
to 120 when the chord, a, used to define the augmentation term, is equal to the tip
chord (reattachment line is near tip). At higher a's the experimental lilt Is less than
predicted apparently due to a reduction In the effective as the reattachment line moves
inboard. The combination of the helical path of the streamlines around the vortex and
the reduced downstream area ausociated with the notch results in a reduced recovery of
the edge forces as vortex lift similar to the effect discussed in reference 23 for
arrow wings. To give an indication of the magnitude of the 6 effect, a value defined by
the sketch as being "original" has been used to establish a lower curve. This "original"
a was proposed in reference 5 as an approximation to the higher a effect.

The loss of the reattachment effect associated with the trailing edge notch requires
improved theoretical approaches, and the free vortex sheet is one method which may
eventually offer a solution.

Pointed Wings

The suction analogy has been applied to a wide range of pointed wings. Reference 33
presents data and theoretical comparisons for 750 swept delta, arrow, and dlamond wings
over a Mach range from 0.2 to 0.8. The delta wing data are well estimated with the
combination of potential flow (0% leading-edge suction) and the direct application of the
original leading-edge suction analogy vortex lift term, whereas those for the arrow and
diamond wing are not. However, incorporating the augmented vortex lift produces improved
agreement with the CL and Cm data as seen in figures 14 and 15 for M - 0.4 and 0.8. Note
especially the smaller sensitivity of the dian.ond wing Cm variation with Mach numbGr.
Also, note that due to the slenderness of these wings, the theoretical curves are almost
identical for each wing over its entire subsonic speed regime.

The reasoning for an augmented lift is easier to underttand when applied to a
diamond wing or one with additional area aft of the leading-edge tip than when applied
to arrow-type wings. However, the negative value of augmentation for these wings should
be thought of as a lack of complete flow reattachment due to trailing-edge notching.

This notching effect is well documented by the transonic longitudinal load
distribution of a highly swept and tapered cropped-arrow wing-body combination in
reference 34. The distribution shows a sudden loss in lift just aft of the trailing-
edge apex. This integrated loss is likened to the negative value of augmented vortex

3This figure points out the large side-edge vortex lift available in addition to the
augmented vortex lift along the side edges. It was thought that if it were possible
to turn off this lift on one side that a significant rolling moment could be generated
especially at high a. This was tested experimentally on a higher swept cropped delta
wing and as reported in reference 19 was determined to be true.

. ... . .. . .. .. .. ' " • . .. ~ ~ .. - ...- n ,
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:'t I dl cussed prev'tous ly. Reference 34 employed the augmented lift concept for this
combination and reported improved agreement with th, data.

Oblique Wings

The oblique wing concept is currently being studied as a possible approach to a
transport aircraft desig~ned for transonic or low supersonic cruise speeds (ref. 35).
The concept may also become of interest for highly maneuverable aircraft as well, and a
need for theoretical methods of predictIng and obtaining the vortex flow of sich wings
may emerge.

Previous applications of the suction analogy, leading-edge side-edge and augmented
term, have focused on symmetric flow calculations. However, these concepts are not
limited to symmetric flow and -hould be applicable to asymmetric flow provided the
appropriate potential flow solutions are employed.

The recently developed Asymmetric Vortex Lattice Method (ref. 18) has been
coupled with the suction inalogy to provide estimates for auymnmetric flow situations and,
In particular, for, oblIque wings. This method includes additional consideratIons for
the effect of forward sweep on side edge suctlon and for the effect of a skewed planform
o " g1 , mtd virf,'x f t . Imtes . '1',,lT do ll:;tr'at, thp, l'Ir'/ ,f'f', t of, Vrt,,x flow
aerodynamics on Lhe force-moment characteristles of skewed wings, theoretical solutions
for sample configurations of reference 8 are compared with data in figures 16 and 17.
This analytical method is seen to provide reasonable estimates of the over-all lift and
pitching moment characteristics for both configurations because of the effective
realization of the side-edge and augmented vortex lift terms. It. is of interest to note
the appreciable increments in lift and pitching moment due to vortex flow aerodynamicE,
the latter of which changes sign compared to attached flow theory. Other examples can
be found in references 18 and 36. At the present time it appears that only the suet .on
analogy has been applied ,o these types of' wings. Utilization of the more advanced
methods which predict surface load distributions would be helpful in optimizing the
vortex flow aerodynamicsn of oblique wing designs for' tilghly maneuverable aircraft or'
for' providing analysis capability for off-design conditions of cruise vehicles.

Swet forward Wings

Recent advances in the app]ication of composite material concepts to wing design
offer' the poOsibility of greatly reducing the weight penalty previously associated with
the diverrence problem of sweptl'orward wings (ref. 37). This possibility has led to a
renewed interest in this class of wings particularly for maneuvering aircraft. Although
practi cal considemations may limit the leading-edge sweep angles to values somewhat
less than those required for stable vortex flow without augmentation, an understanding
of, and methods of predicting, the vortex lift characteristIcs of sweptforward wign
would be desirable.

An example of the lift characteristics of a sweptforward wing, over a wide angle-
of'.-rittack range and a coapar'ison with a sweptback wlng is presented in figure 18 for' a
configurat on I ncorpor'ating Ident.ical wings tested In the sweptback (ref. 9) arid swept-
l'orward (ret'. 38) orlentations. Utiiizing the identical plarnform reversed provided
tor the same aerodynamic a plect ratio and the ;ame half hord sweep angle thereby
providing approximnately the same structural aspect ratio. Both winfs employed circular
arc airfoils. Included are the theoretical e.timates based on the suction anslogy.
Since the effects o the fuselage are small, the two confi,,urations exhibit the same
theoretical potential flow lift characteristics, as would be expected from flow
revers ibility considerations. Although both confligurations developed comparable levels
of theoretical leading-edge thrust, the sweptl'orward configuration developed less
theoretical leading-edge suction due to the reduced leading-edge sweep angle and therefore
less theoretical vortex lit. The correlation between theory arid experiment is typical
for' these sweep angles; It becomes poor above approximately 120 for' the sweptback
corfIiguration fAnd at a very low angle of attack for the sweptforward configuratIon due
to vortex breakdown effects. The net iresult for this wing is that less of the
available vortex lift is realized in the sweptforward than in the sweptback orientation
due primarlly to the lower leading-edge sweep angle, if' vortex lift were to be desired
on a s3weptforward wing it appears that some type of vortex augmentation will probably
be required inasmuch as the lead tng-edge sweep angles will tend to be limited by
:tructual and other practical problems. However, experimental studies with higher
leading-edge sweep angles would be helpful in understanding the vortex development and
stability and in evaluat.ln, analytical methods.

Wings in Multiple Vortex Flows /

Turning now from basic wing alone and wing-body characteristlcs the next two
sections review some of the characterJi;tics of wings in multiple vortex flows. The
configurations included in this category are canard-wing combinations and double-delta
type wings. Characteristics of the strake-wing class of confgurations are to be given
in the design portion of this paper,. Inasmuch as the theoretical approaches which
actually model the edge separation induced vortex flows have not been developed to the
stage that they can be directly applicd to the various multiple surface configurations,
the theory used for data comparison will be limited to the suction analogy.

-'.: ,*: . . . . :.I . ; . i '
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Canard-Wing Configurations

Some of the studies related to canard-wing configurations are described in
references 39-42. Pigure 19 illustrates some of the favorable interference effects and
the results of an application of the suction analogy prediction method. A double balance
system was utilized in the experiment in order to separate the wing and canard loads.
The configurations shown in Eigure 19 have a wing that would usually encounter vortex
breakdown at an a of about 8 resulting in a large loss of vortex lift. However, in the
presence of the canard, a favorable interference results, and the predicted amount of
vortex lift is realized by the wing. A contributing factor to this favorable
Interference is probably that the spanwise flow induced by the canard augments and
stabilizes the wing leading edge vortex similar to the effects of spanwise blowing.
This is confirmed by data from reference 39 for both the high canard (z/3 = 0.185) with
anhedral and the coplanar one.

In applying the suction analogy the potential flow interactions between the surfaces
have been accounted for in the determination of the edge singularity strengths. However,
for neither configuration has the augmented vortex lift due to the leading-edge vortex of
the canard been utilized. This omission may be reasonable for the high canard but is,
cf course, questionable in the coplanar arrangement. This vortex lift was omitted
because an appropriate method of determining 6 has yet to be established.

In general it has been found that the suction analogy provides a reasonable "uppe"
bound" for the lift generated on the wing in the presence of a canard. Extensions of
the various advanced vortex flow modeling techniques to this class of configuration is
needed as an important step towards the development of vortex lift analysis and design
techniques.

Crorped Double-Delta

Another type or configuration that might be considered in the categovy of
Interferring lifting surfaces is the double-delta wing. Figure 20 shows a typical
configuration and how one might theoretically model the various inner- and outer-panel
vortex-flow contributions at both low and high a using the suction analogy. This
modeling applies when the inner and outer panels have a relatively small leading-edge
sweep angle difference.

The necessity for a dependent flow modeling is apparent from studies of surface oil
flow patterns, examples of which are shown for two representative a's. The oil flows
consistently show for this wing, and for the other double-deltas of reference 10,
evidence of two primary vortex systems at low a's, followed by a merging into one system
at high a's.

At low u's, the leading-edge vortex from the inboard wing panel passes ovr the root

chord of the outboard wing panel and augmented vortex-lift estimates are made based on
Kv,ie(inb'd) and Cinb'd, or Kvs(inbld) . Additional augmented vortex-lift is available

at the tip due to the action of the outboard leading-edge vortex, i.e., K v,e(outb'd) and

or K, - Therefore, the low-a vortex-lift theory combines then~ut b'Id' v,se(c, tb'Id)*
original vortex-lift theo.y with the other two contributors to vortex--flow aerodynamics.

I high a's the assumption is that the single primary vortex system acts over the
outer panel in a manner similar te that described previously for the cropped delta. Thus,
the original d definition is used as shown due to the increasing size of the vortex and
the more inboard location of the reattachment line, as well as the loss in lift ossociated
with the reduction of flow reattachment area through trailing edge notching. This in
conjunction with the entire leading-edge contribution to Kvie provides Kv, . Therefore,

combining the original vortex-lift theory with contributions to vortex flow aerodynamics
K v.. produces the high a vortex-lift theory.

v , SE

These iwo new ways of modeling the vortex flow aerodynamics are compared in figure
21 along . I the original method (no Rugmentatien) and exper'mental data for a cropped
double-delta. The low a theory c-'es offer improvements in CL estimation up to 80 over

tie origInal theory, and the high a theory predicts the CL better above a = 160. However,

these impirove, -ne.n. are not reflected in any better estimate of Cm vs 01 . The potential

theovy curves are pre.;ented as a reference to illustrate the large effects of vortex lift.

DESIGN RELATED RESEARCH

At the preserst time, the development of aircraft which utilize ,ortex flow as a
f'undamental aspect of cheir design concept must depend primarily on extensive and costly
wi rd tunneul test programs with :cmi guidance provided by a limited experimental data
ban P .

The purpose of' this part is to describe a recent parametric extension to the data
b't.;e which is applicable t. :;trakc-wing configurations, present an analysis method to
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handle this class of configurations, and to review some preliminary applications of the
analysis methods directed towards the optimization of vortex flow aerodynamics.

DATA BASE

Model Description

A general drawing of the model used for the present investigation is presented in
figure 22. The model was instrumented with two internally mounted strain gauge balances.
One balance, referred to as the strake balance, measured loads on the strake and the
forebody (see shaded portion of figure 22) and the other balance, referred to as the main
balance, measured total loads. The difference between the main and strake balance
measurements would, therefore, be the loads on the wing and afterbody. Noninterferring
lap seals prevented air from bleeding through the gap between the forebody and
afterbody segments of the model for all longitudinal studies.

The parameters varied for the present investigation were strake span and wing sweep.
ie wings had leading-edge sweep angles of 300, 400, 440, 500, and 59.450, a reference
soect ratio of 2.5, and a reference taper ratio of 0.2. All wings had the same area,

span, and meati geometric chord. They were untwisted and had biconvex airfoil sections
which linearly varied in maximum thickness from 6 percent of the chord at the wing-fuselag(
juncture to 4 percent of the chord at the tip. The quarter-chord point of the wing
n-rd at the fuselage was taken as the moment reference point and coincided for all wings.

The strakes had maximum exposed semispans of 10, 20, and 30 percent of the reference
.g semispan. All strakes had the same root chord (at the strake-fuselage juncture)

and had spanwise ordinates which were identical in percent maximum semispan (see
referenc,-s 43 and 44). The strakes were flat plates which, in accordance with the
purposes of this study, had sharply beveled leading- and side-edges to assure the strong
formation of separation induced vortex flows.

The vertical tail was swept 51.70 and its apex was situated roughly 28 percent of
the fuselage length aft of the moment reference point. The tail area was approximately
14 percent of the wing reference area.

Experimental Results

Although measurements werf obtained for the entire configuration matrix (including
component configurations), this section will focus primarily on the characteristics of
the configurations incorporating the 440 wing. The characteristics of the
configurations incorporating the 4 4

° wing are, in general, typical of the other
configurations tested, but not discussed herein. Key aerodynamic qua,tities will be
summarized as a function of strake span and/or wing sweep.

Aerodynamic Force Characteristics

The longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the configurations incorporating
either the 440 or the 600 wing with the various strakes (as well as with no strake) are
presented in figures 23 and 24. In figure 23, the parameters CL,max and (6CL)max are

shown for the configuration incorporating the large strake with the 440 wing and will be
used later to summarize planform effects. The addition of the various strakes to the
440 wing resulted in apgreciable increases in lift coefficient at moderate to high a's.

Because the isolated 60 wing was sufficiently swept to develop appreciable vortex lift,
the increments in lift realized by adding the various strakes to this wing tended to be
smaller than they had been for the 440 configurations, although the overall levels of lift
are comparable.

Even with the strakes providing appreciable lift increments at maneuver a's, it is
of interest to note that the strakes have very little influence on the lift characteris-
tics at low a's (fig. 23). The strake therefore provides a means to enhance the high-a
maneuver aerodynamics without appreciably increasing the gust response during the low
altitude dash portion of a mission.

The pitch characteristics of these same configurations (fig. 24) show that an
increase in strake span extended the linearity of the pitch curves to increased lift
coefficients. However, the straked configurations exhibited the well known pitch-up
tendency near CL,max, whereas the wing alone configurations exhibited stable

characteristics. Surface flow visualization studies (ref. 9) indicated that the
experimental trends discussed herein primarily arise from two sources; the vortex lift
increments produced by the strake itself, and the effects of the strake vortex on the
wing aerodynamics.

Figure 25 summarizes the effects of strake span and wing sweep on the maximum lift
ccefflclent, CL,max . The symbols refer to the variation of stra'<e span on the left

portion and the variation of wing sweep on the right portion of ti:. figure. For the
configuration incorporating the 500 wing with the medium strake, the data, though
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repeatable, seem to be inconsistent with the other results and are shown as a dashed
symbol. Whil, the effects of wing sweep on CL,max were moderate for each strake,

adding the strake to the wing caused the maximum lift coefficient to increase roughly
three times as fast as the additional strake area. Hence, beneficial interference
effects are occurring for the strake-wing configuration much as has been the case for
canard-wing configuration. (refs. 39-42)

Interaction Effects

In addition to the maximum lift coefficient, CL,max, the maximum increment in lift

coefficient due to the addition of a strake to a configuration, (ACL)max, can be a useful

summary parameter. This parameter is illustrated in figure 24 for the configuration
employing the 440 wing with the large strake and is summarized in figure 26 for the
configurations of the present investigation. The higher curves shown in figure 26
represenL the total value of (ACL)max which seems to reach a maximum level in the

vicinity of 450 wing sweep for all three strakes. The wings having leading-edge sweep
angles greater than 450 developed higher levels of vortex lift and, hence, the increment
in lift realized by adding a strake to these wings was less. (This point was also shown
in figure 23). The lower curves of figure 26 represent the increment in lift developed
by the strake with the wing off at the angle of attack for which (ACL)max occurred.

The increment between the lower and upper curves represents the interference lift
which can be seen to be large when compared to the lift of the strake itself. It is
interesting to note that the decrease in (ACL)ma x at the higher values of wing sweep

angle seems to be due to a loss of interference lift.

These interference lift effects result in an aerodynamic synergism for strake-wing
configurations much as has been otserved for canard-wing configurations (ref. 39). A
comparative example of the synergistic effects is presented in figure 27 between a high
canard (ref. 39) and a coplanar strake (present investigation) of approximately the
same area, each in the presence of the same wing (Aw . 450). The canard results are
for the configuration which exhibited the maximum interference lift effects. The
component loads for these same configurations illustrate that the wing developed more
lift in the presence of the strake than it did in the presence of the high canard. In
addition, the strake developed more lift in the presence of the wing and more inter-
ference lift referenced to the wing off case than did the canard. These combined effects
demonstrated that, for the configurations of the present study, the strake-wing concept
was preferable to the canard-wing concept insofar as lift is concerned due to increased
favorable interference effects. Because of the vortex flow, the drag due to lift for
these flat wing configurations can be approximated as

ACD - CL tan a (16)

The aforementioned interference lift effects result iin the strake-wing configuration
developing a given amount of lift at a lower a than the canard-wing configuration.
Therefore, the strake-wing configuration exhibited lower levels of drag-due-to-lift
than the canard-wing.

To hell) quantify the interference lift effects, a parameter, referred to as the
additional lifting surface efficiency factor, is introduced. This parameter accounts
for the additional lifting surface area of the strake or canard and is defined as

S(CLtot)ws Sref
( Ltot)w ref + sa(

where (CLtot)ws represents the experimental total lift coefficient of a configuration

with a strake (or canard), (CL,tot)w represents the experimental total lift coefficient

of the same configuration, but without the strake (or canard), S represents the additional
exposed area of the strake or canard, and 'ref is the reference area. Using the

strake-wIng as an example, the parameter f will be unity if the increments in lift for
the strake-on configurations divided by (CL tot)w vary the same as the additional exposed

area of the strake, S., divided by Sref . Figure 28 shows the effect of strake area on f

with a for the 440 wing and at a 260 for the range of wing sweeps tested. Limited
canard-wing characteristics are also included. On the left side of figure 28, it can be
seen fox, a > 160 that adding area in the form of a strake to yield a strake-wing
con[igjuratIon 1,s ;il a;prolably muir eft'[lci eot coricept (' > 1), due to Favorable
interference, than adding the same area by simply scaling the wing dimensions (f = 1).
Similar calculations of f for the canard-wing configuration demonstrate that, for roughly
the same amount of additional area, the strake-wing concept is far more efficient at
producing lift than is the close coupled canard-wing concept. The general trends of f
on sweep angle are shown on the right side of the figure for a % 28 and are comparable

J 1 -
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to the trends at other a's; of course the ievel of the results will change with a. The
decrease in f as the sweep angle exceeds 450 corresponds to the loss of interference
lift such as was shown in figure 26 for (ACL)max . Even though the increments in lift for

straked configurations incorporating the 600 wing might equally well be generated by
appropriate increase in wing size (f 1 1), the straked configurations may still be
desirable since the strake represents a comparatively light structure compared to the
hiphofr aspect- ratio wing or canard. Therefore, even when the aforementioned benefits
in lift due to interference effects are not realized, the strake-wing should result In a
lighter lifting surface concept than could be realized by a wing alone or a canard-wing
geometry.

It must be recognized that some of the flow improvement on the main wing induced by
the strake interference could also be accomplished with variable geometry flow control
devices on the wing but at the cost of some increased weight and complexity.

Mach Effects

Up to 0.8 Mach number the compressibility effects on total lift and drag coefficients
were shown in reference 9 to be small for the configurations employing the 500 wing.
However, as the Mach number was increased to 0.8, the strake loads decreased while the
wing loads increased much as would be expected. This decrease in strake lift probably
arose due to a decreased forward influence at the higher Mach numbers of the favorable
induced effects of the wing on the strake.

Lateral-Directional Characteristics

The lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics of the configurations incorporat-
ing the 440 wing are presented in figure 29. These body axis results include vertical
tail and gap effects (ref. 44). Although the characteristics of the straked
con1'ljXurath Ion were generally :;table up to approximately 200, they became highly nonlinear
and adverse above this angle. The onset and nature of these nonlinearities involve
induced effects on the wing as well as sidewash effects on the tail and afterbody arid
could be influenced by the bursting of the strake primary vortex aheadi of the wing
trailing edge on the windward side prior to the leeward side. These results as well as
the extensive lateral-directional development involved during the recently successful
light weight fighter programs demonstrate the configurational sensitivity of high-a
lateral-directional aerodynamics and indicate the current need for detailed lateral-
directional experimentation during the design of' maneuvering aircraft. The development
of analytical methods to predict these type of' characteristics would be very useful in
guiding future design programs.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In the absence of an accurate method of actually modeling the flow on strake-wing
combinations an attempt has been made to apply some of the suction analogy and
augmentation concepts previously described.

The surface flow studies of reference 9 demonstrated that at low 's the strake and
wing leading edge vortices were individually distinguishable over the wing. However, at
high a's, the wing surface flow pattern evidenced one region of spanwise vortex flow.
Although the high-a flow patterns might be interpreted as implication that the strake
and wing vortices had coalesced, additional observations of the unburst wing leading-
edge vortex core in addition to the strake core at these a's suggest that the wing vortex
had not coalesced with the strake vortex, but merely had been displaced away from the
wing upper surface by the strake vortex, thus, allowing the strake vortex to dominate
tl,e surface flow patterns. Accordingly, the vortex lift effects due to the wing leading-
and side-edge vortices may be decreased at high a's due to vertical displacement.

The theoretical model of the vortex lift parameters for the strake-wing

configurations is presented in figure 30. At low a's, the augmented vortex lift for the
strake itself' will be zero due to the mild sweep differential between the leading and
side edges (ref. 9). Augmented effects will occur on the wing due to both the wing and
.strake vortices and may be expressed as:

(K(vi))w
(K - me +

v seww Iw outb'dw

(K s + (Kvs)s

c --is + (inb'd,w 
(18)

(see figuire 30). t high a's, vortex lift will be lost by the strake due to the trailtrn'
edge notch as would occur for an isolated strake. However-, this vortex lift will not be
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lost to the configuration; it will be recovered by the wing as part of the augmented
vortex lift effect due to the strake vortex. To approximate the length which the strake
vortex peruists over the wing, the chord at the wing fuselage juncture was chosen. The
augmented effects at high a's may be expressed as

(K )s + (K vse)s
(Kv,i )s , c s (19)

(Ky ies + (K vse)ss(Kv-)w " - ,
' vsese

vsew 0w (20)

Because vortex lift associated with the wing leading- and side-edge vortices may be
decreased due to the aforementioned vertical displacement effects, one may assume that

(K v,e)w . (K v,se) w  0 (21)

as a limiting case.

Correlations between this new theoretical approach and experimental lift coefficients
for the configuration incorporating the 440 wing and the large strake are presented in
figure 31. The high-a vortex flow theory can be seen to provide an accurate estimate of
strake loads and a reasonable estimate of wing loads up to an a where vortex breakdown
occurs. Correlations between theoretical and experimental pitching-moment
characteristics (fig. 32) show that the low- and high-a vortex flow theories bracket
the data and provide reasonable estimates of experimental trends.

Similar correlations were achieved for the other strake wing configurations (ref. 9).

VORTEX FLOW STRAKE DESIGN STUDY

General

In addition to the data base and theory development study discussed in the previous
section an investigation has been conducted of a possible method for selecting vortex
lift strake configurations which provide a delay in the adverse effects of vortex
breakdown.

References 5 and 32 discuss the possibility that particular planforms may be
may be superior, in delaying vortex breakdown if the potential flow leading
edge suction reaches high levels near the tip, implying (by the suction analogy) high
levels of vortex lift near the tip. In order to apply this possibility in the design
of vortex lift strakes reference 10 presents a method of designing an isolated planform
for a specified potential flow suction distribution. From a study using this design
procedure the gothic planform appeared desirable and the study was then extended to include
the effect of the interaction between the wing and the strake on the suction distribution.

Strake Shape Effect

In order to obtain a near optimum gothic strake semispan for the integrated
configuration, a study was done to size the strake semispan. Aerodynamic solutions for
strake-to-wing semispan ratios ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 were studied using the VLM code.
The resulting suction distributions indicated the configuration with a semispan ratio
of 0.3 to be best over-all. Additional considerations must be made when the strake-wing
is integrated with the body (see reference 10).

The resulting suction distribution is presented on the left of figure 33 and shows
the large upwash influence that the wing has on the gothic strake. The influence is
most apparent over the outermost 50 percent of strake semispan. This same curve appears
on the right of figure 33 for comparison with suction distributions resulting from a
delta strake of the same chord and span and the large ogee strake described in reference
9. It is interesting to note that, from this figure, the suction distribution peak
for the gothic 3trake in the presence of the wing is the largest just as it was shown
for the gotnic wJng of Earnshaw given in reference 10. This leads to the conclusion
that the designed gothic strake may be a promising shape. All three strake-wing
configurations were wind-tunnel tested. However, before these results are discussed,
two water-tunnel photographs 8 f a slightly smaller-scaled version of the designed
gothic stgake attached to a 50 cropped delta wing are presented at two different
a's at -5 sideslip (figs. 34 and 35). Additional water-tunnel photographs of a delta

14_.
The photographs were taken by the Northrop Corporation in their water-tunnel and provided
to NASA-Langley Research Center because of a mutual interest in improving the stability
of the strake vortex on strake-wing configurations.

.
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strake, having the same span and slenderness ratio as the gothic strake and mounted on
the same wing, are shown for comparison. In the photographs, dark-colored water was
introduced near the strake apex by means of a dye-probe to highlight the path of the
vortex core. The comparative photographs show at these two a's that the gothic strake
promoted a vortex core which persisted farther into the wing pressure field before
breaking down than did the core for the delta strake of the same slenderness. Similar
results were obtained at intermediate and lower a's and zero sideslip. These early
water-tunnel results of the designed gothic strake tended to confirm the design approach.

With regard to the subsequent wind tunnel tests the over-all strake-wing-body CL
and Cm are presented in figure 36 for the designed gothic strake, a delta strake of the
same slenderness ratio, 0.163, and the largest of the ogee strakes presented earlier.
Both new ;trake-wing confitguratlon:, were tented at - ubsonic speeds on a two-balance
arrangement in the same manner as the ogee strake-wing configurations discussed
previously. The ogee strale had a slenderness ratio of 0.237 and was chosen for
comparison with the other two shapes because it performed best of all the ogees tested.
Examining the C variations first, it can be seen that over the initial a range, the
effect of the s~rake shape is not very important, but becomes so near CL,max . For

instance, the ogee strake configuration reaches its CL,ma x at the lowest a and after a

drop-off retains a constant level; whereas, once the delta strake configuration reaches
its CL,max; the C L continues to fall and reaches the level of the ogee strake

configuration. The gothic strake configuration reaches comparable values of CL,max

with that of the delta strake, after which the high value of CL reached is better
maintained.

All strake-wing curves show pitch-up occurring, but it is most severe on the gothic
strake configuration because of the slow progression of vortex breakdown on the strake
as shown by the water-tunnel photographs. This slow progression led to the relatively
flat post CL,max behavior of its CL vs a curve.

Component Loads

To get an idea of how well the CL characteristics could be estimated for the gothic
strake configuration, the component loads have beeni separated from the test data and
are compared with various vortex-lift theories. The augmented lift concept described
previously and advanced for the ogee-strake configuration is also employed here. Figure
37 shows that both the low- and high-a vortex-lift theories overpredict the strake C
whereas, the high-a vortex-lift theory estimates reasonably well the wing CL . In or~er
to determine the degree to which vortex breakdown effects reduced the lift on the strake,
it was necessary to accurately extrapolate the pre-breakdown lift effectiveness to higher
angles of attack. This was done by extracting the gothic strake Kv,tot by a curve

Pitting technique and a value of 2.0 was determined. This procedure was also employed
for the delta strake configuration. The ratio of the strake CI, data to the curve-fitted
vortex-flow theory, Ctheory is presented in figure 38 for the previously mentioned

strakes along with the largest ogee strake configuration, whose data were well estimated
by the high-a vortex-flow theory. This figure shows the gothic strake to retain more of
its vortex lift at higher a's than either of the other strakes and, moreover, to lose
that lift less suddenly than the others. That explains why the total C for the gothic
strake-wing configuration is essentially constant for a >380 in figure 6, even though
the wing lift rapidly falls off' in that a range.

VORTEX FLOW DRAG STUDY

The previous portions of this paper have dealt primarily with the lift capability
provided by vortex flow on slender lifting surfaces. However, while the high vortex
lift capability can be provided with simple light-weight surfaces, it is generally
accompanied by a drag-due-to-lift penalty associated with the loss of leading-edge thrust
due to the leading-edge separation. Considerable improvement in the maneuver performance
of slender wing aircraft could be provided if the wing could be shaped such that a
sizeable portion of the leading-edge thrust could be recovered, possibly on a cambered
leading edge, while still maintaining a large portion of the available vortex lift. This
concept is not new, but the recent improvements in vortex flow analysis methods may
provide at least design by analysis capabilities for an improved implementation of the
concept. It is the purpose of this section to review some recent studies directed
towards this goal, particularly as It might apply to maneuvering aircraft utilizing
slender wings required for supeisonic cruise.

The proposal to develop a wing with efficient vortex lift becomes a more realistic
goal as the aspect ratio is reduced since studies (see reference 45 , for example) have
indicated that on very slender planar wings the lift dependent drag using vortex flow
can be less than 1/nA. .Igure 39 i8 taken from rel'erence 45 and shows an
example for M = 0.8 and CL - 0.3 indicating that for sweep angles larger than 830
measured drag-due-to-lift parameter values for wings with vortex flow are below that of
I/rA. There are two ways of visualizing this occurrence: (1) in the "far field" sense,
the leading-edge vortices act as fluid endplates and therefore deflect a larger mass of

,(,l_
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air through a smaller angle to develop a given lift; and (2) in the "near field" sense,
for slender wings, only a small component of the leading-edge suction is available for
thrust in attached flow, so it is better to let the flow separate and form a vortex to
reduce the a because of the additional flow entrainment occurring at a particular CL.
This also shows up in reduced ACD because ACD . CL tan a. The other two curves in figure

39, in addition to the 1/7A curve, are for zero percent leading-edge suction. The upper
curve is based on attached-flow with zero leading edge suction (ZLESAF), whereas, the
one labeled suction analogy, which agrees with the data, assumes that leading-edge
vortices are formed, promoting the upper surface flow reattachment and the development
of vortex lift. The suction analogy confirms the reduced drag, but as is demonstrated,
extremely large sweep angles are required in order to accomplish this task, resulting in
aspect ratios of 0.5 or less. Wings in this aspect ratio range are, of course
undesirable from an aircraft range-payload viewpoint; thus, improvements in the drag-
due-to-lift parameter for wings with higher aspect ratio will be sought and the
aforementioned concept of recovering an appreciable amount of leading-edge thrust on
cambered, or nonplanar wings will be explored.

Theoretical Methods and Assessment

The theoretical methods used in the study are the Smith's (or Barsby's) conical
flow and two nonconical ones, the vortex-lattice-method with suction analogy (VLM-SA)
and the free-vortex-sheet (Boeing). These methods are depicted in idealized form for
nonplanar wings in figure 40 and have been discussed previously. In the (VLM-SA) method
it is assumed that the vortex lift is concentrated along the leading edge and therefore
the drag calculations are expected to be somewhat optimistic particularly at high C 's.
The methods have already been compared with data for a planar delta in figures 7 anh 8.
The nonconical methods are compared in figure I41 with over-all force and moment data
for a nonplanar delta having conically cambered leading edges. Pressure distributions
predicted by the free vortex sheet method are evaluated in figure 42.

The following conclusions are drawn from this study: (1) the two methods predict
CL vs a and CL vs Cma.3 equally well; (2) the free-vortex-sheet method predicts the 0 D

vs CL results better; and (3) the free-vortex-sheet method predicts the experimental
spanwise pressure distributions well though not to the extent that might be expected
from the overall force results. This indicates that there is still room for improvement
in the singularity representation and flow modeling.

Study of Drag-Due-to-Lift Parameter

Applying these three methods to 800 conically cambered de)lta wings, modeled first

by Barsby using conical flow in reference 2, led to the ACD/CL results presented in

figure 43. Barsby had noted that using conical flow the ACD/CL2 values decreased with

increasing camber ieight (denoted ps on this figure). Similar trends are noted fcor both
nonconical methods developing vortex flow as presented in reference 11. It is
interesting to note from figure 43 how well the two nonconical theories agree for camber
values up to 0.4, although the levels are seen to be different than for conical flow
theory due to the higher a's required with the nonconical flow. The free-vortex-sheet
method did not converge for p w 0.6 or p - 1.0 at any a and from reference 11 did not
agree well with the VLM-SA drag polar which had been shown in that reference to agree
well with data.

Figure 43 also presents the attached flow full suction solution (FLESAF) from the
VLM method ftor these wings. This curve will be different than that for th- nonplanar
optimum (see reference 46) because these conically cambered deltas are not optimum
potential flow shapes.

Based on the general trends of the methods and the accuracy study of reference 11,
it was decided to proceed with one nonconical flow method, that being the VLM-SA, and a
camber range of 0 < p < 0.4 for the remainder of this study. This method performs the
computations with Ehe same order of simplicity and cost as the conical-flow solution,
but with comparable accuracy and two orders of magnitude lower cost than the free-
vortex-sheet method.

Figure 44 presents the calculated ACD/CL 2 data from the VLM-SA divided by the VLM

(FLESAF) solution (called K3 from reference 11), crossplots at constant CL,, and the effe'-t
of sweep at constant p and CL . Note on the left the steepness of the slope for all p
values with increasing CL. The CL range for the entire figure is restricted because

the FLESAF solutions have a CL,max = 0.6. Therefore, on the cross plot of K3 with p,

only CL a 0.3 and 0.5 appear. The point is made though that increasing CL or p does

reduce K3 . At the right for p - 0.2 the K3 variation with A decreases with sweep and/or

CL increases. The results indicate that even for the arbitrary camber shapes used

appreciable reductions in drag-due-to-lift can be achieved particularly at the high
lift coefficient desired for maneuver conditions. Note that this is also true for the
not-so-slender wings of more practical interest.

• [M
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Figure 45 is a summary figure of the drag-due-to-lift parameter variation with CL
for an 800 delta wing with p = 0.4 and includes solutions due to two attached flow

methods and one vortex flow method. This figure presents several interesting pieces of
information: (1) for FLESAF the (ACD/CL 2 ) is almost the same as the nonplanar optimum

at CL 1 0.2 even though the former is from a near-field solution; (2) for ZLESAF the

(ACD/CL ) reaches a minimum of about twice that of the nonplanar optimum and its curve

exceeds a value of 1.14 for a > 300; (3) if one thinks in terms of going from the FLESAF
to the ZLESAF curve when the leading-edge force is lost, it is important to realize that
for thin wings with high sweep the flow will form vortices so the change will be only
from the FLFSAF to the suction-analogy curve. Thus, the vortex formation provides a
natural means of reducing ACD/CL 2 and yields only a small fraction of the anticipated
increase; (4) the AC/C L 2 associated with vortex flow, from the suction-analogy solution,

continues to decrease over the a range, whereas, the FLESAF solution result increases
after its minimum is reached; (5) due to the action of the vortex flow, much lower a's
are required to reach a given CL and, in fart, it is not possible for this fixed geometry
with FLESAF to reach CL levels much larger than shown, since its CL,ma x is 0.597; and

(6) the improvement in ACD/CL 2 which may be gained by keeping the flow at the nonplanar

optimum is difficult to maintain over the CL range because of the tendency of the flow
to separate. However, if variable geometry devices were added, primarily near the
leading edge, the reduction available in LCD/CL2 would be the increment indicated from

the suction-analogy curve. Thus, there is an a range for the vortex flow solution in
which the increase in ACD/CL2 from the nonplanar optimum is small even though the CL

range is vastly extended from that of the FLESAF. Considering this fact and recognizing
the extreme difficulty and weight penalty associated with attempting to keep the flow
attached, it may be best to let the flow separate in the maneuver and utilize vortex
lift. This approach appears particularly attractive for supersonic vehicles which
require high maneuver capabilitj at subsonic or transonic speeds.

VORTEX FLOW WING DESIGN USING SUCTION ANALOGY

In the absence of a design method based on the free vortex sheet type modeling of
the flow, this section describes a procedure that uses the suction analogy in designing
the mean-camber surface of a w .ng which is to have leading-edge vortex flow with
minimized drag penalty, The resulting design represents an optimum shape for the
assumptions employed just as the attached-smooth-onflow solution does and should,
therefore, yield values of ACD/CL2 near the planar or nonplanar optimum depending on the

wing geometry, just as the attached-flow solution does. The appropch to be used is
based on the assumption that the optimum vortex lift condition involves relatively small
deviations from an attached-smooth-onflow solution, so that the vortex lift is
concentrated on the cambered leading edge, an assumption which also allows the suction
analogy to be employed, Therefore, the techniques used are: (1) the attached-smooth-
onflow design-code of reference 47, based on the VLM, which is employed to obtain a
starting solution and (2) the lift and drag equations from the VLM-SA which include
nonlinear contributions from the circulation in addition to trigonometric terms involving
a and the local angle of attack due to camber/twist, a

An expected limitation of this procedure is the same as for the VLM-SA, that is, the
vortex generated is assumed to remain small and near the leading edge. Deviations from
this size and location will cause a degradation in ACD/C 2 , thereby making the computed
results optimistic.

An outline or flow chart of the vortex-flow design-code is given on figure 46. It
should be noted that this design method is an iterative one and not a direct solution as
in the attached flow solution. The outlined solution steps are as follows: (1) determine
{a I and (r) from the linear theory (ref. 47); (2) enter the CONMIN optimizer (ref. 48)

with (a I and (r} and perturb each term in the (r}; (3) with the perturbed (r) compute

the pay-off function D1 in terms of the lift and drag developed, L and D, respectively;

(4) repeat for each perturbed (r) set and then optimize so as to minimize D1 ; (5) with

the (r} that minimizes D1 determine if it satisfies the lift constraint to within a

tolerance; (6) if not, change the scaling k by a factor of ten and begin repeating with
step (2); (7) if so, determine from linear theory the (a called [a , compatible with

the (F}; (8) compare the (a with the original (a to determine if each term is within

a tolerance; (9) if not, make (a } - (a and repeat from step (2); and (10) if so, then
integrate using a spline routine the ai's associated with a particular spanwise position
from the trailing edge forward to determine the local elevations along the chord, i.e.,

mean-camber lines. Repeat at each spanwise position then stop. This entire procedure
for the example wing with 200 panels requires 9 iterations on (r and 6 iterations on
{a 0 and is accomplished in about 400 central processing seconds on the CDC CYBER 175

digital computer.
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Examples of the results of this procedure are given in figures 47 and 48 for a 750
planar delta wing at a CL,D ' 0.3 and M - 0. There are three sets of curves presented.

Two are vortex-flow solutions with and without any constraint on th? minimum levels of
{M}, called side constraints, and the other is the attached-smooth-onflow solution,
given for reference.

The detailed resulus for the three solutions on figures 47 a.-d 48 will be discussed
together. The only item to be discussed separately is found on figure 47 where the
drag-due-to-lift parameters for the two vortex-flow solutions are seen to agree well
with the planar optimum result of 0.2970. However, just as in reference 49 for low aspect
ratio wings and small Nc values, the results from the attached flow solution are slightly
low with respect to the planar optimum. Examining these two figures, it is obvious that

both vortex-flow solutions lead to higher incidence angles inboard and less outboard;
therefore, more washout is imposed. There appear to be two reasons for this occurrence.
The first is to build up the loading (r/U) inboard and, consequently, the vortex lift in
a region where the planar vortex lift is typically small. The second is that outboard
where the planar vortex lift would be high, it is suppressed somewhat so that a ramp-
like mean-camber-line can be generated. This camber line and the one near the

midsemispan are so shaped as to allow the vortex flow that develops near the leading
edge to generate a force component which can reduce the drag. The effect of imposing a
constraint to keep the local lift positive, called side constraint and assured by keeping
(r/U)>0, is most noticed on the outermost 20 percent of the wing, especially near the
wing tip, where, in order to keep (r/U)0o near the leading edge, the chord load and
camber line are considerably altered.

There are two general observations which need to be made with regard to the presented
results: (1) even though chord loadings (r/U) are graphed for the attached. and vortex-
flow solutions, it should be understood that the suction pressures associated with the
separated vortex are not modeled. They are only accounted for in an overall manner
through the-suction analogy, which leads to an estimate of the vortex-flow-aerodynamic
results; and (2) vortex-flow mean-camber lines do differ by more than a small amount,
except at midsemispan, from the attached-flow solutions. This possibility was not

anticipated and could, therefore, impact on the effectiveness of the resulting wing.
However, regardless of the final camber design, only by model construction and wind
tunnel testing will an assessment be possible of this vortex-flow design-procedure.

Use of the suction analogy must be considered as only an intermediate approach and
a concerted effort should be made to develop the actual flow modeling techniques to the
stage that they can be utilized in the design process.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has reviewed some of the progress being made at the NASA Langley Research
Center in the development of both analysis and design capabilities for high speed
aircraft which involve vortex flow and its associated aerodynamic forces and moments.

With regard to analysis capabilities various nonconical flow methods have been
described and evaluated by comparisons with experimental data for configurations ranging
from simple delta wings to various strake-wing combinations. The extension of the
suction analogy to arbitrary wing planforms and certain classes of multiple lifting
surfaces was reviewed and comparisons with experimental results indicated it to be a
reasonably accurate and economical method when only the over-all forces and moments
are required. Where detailed surface pressure distributions are needed, in addition to
forces and moments, the free vortex sheet method being developed under contract by
Boeing was shown to offer considerable promise and should be further refined and extended
to arbitrary configurations. Additional research is required to provide the criteria and
flow modeling techniques needed to yield aerodynamic estimates at angles of attack where

vortex breakdown has occurred ahead of the trailing edge. This would be particularly
useful in establishing maximum lift and stability and control characteristics.

With regards to design related research the results of parametric wind tunnel and
numerical studies were presented for a series of ogee strake-wing combinaticns and the

favorable vortex interactions discussed. In addition an approach to a vortex strake
design procedure was introduced and applied to a strake design. Wind tunnel tests of
the design indicated that it provided good vortex stability characteristics.

As a step towards the development of a design procedure to provide optimum vortex
flow aerodynamic performance through wing surface warp, the application of' several
analysls theories to the prediction of the drag due-to-lift for a series of conically
cambered delta wings was described. These preliminary results, which accounted for
trailing edge effects, were encouraging and indicated that the vortex flow drag could
be reduced towards that associated with attached flow either by increasing conical camber
or lift. Finally an application of the suction analogy in an approximate design mode
was presented and the resulting surface warp shown to be much different than that for
attached flow. However, the development of a more accurate flow modeling design method,
possibly based on the free-vortex-sheet approach, is needed.before wings with highly
efficient vortex lift characteristics can be designed.
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SUMMARY

A computational method is presented for the calculation of the incompressible flow about wings with

leading-edge vortices. The mathematical model replaces the spiralling free shear layer springing from the

leading edge by a free vortex sheet which is terminated by a combination of a feeding sheet plus a dis-

crete line vortex/sink. The strenght of the sink is related to the entrainment of the rotational core and

derived here from semi-empirical arguments. The resulting potential flow problem is solved employing a

higher-order panel method which involves some recently developed ideas for obtaining a numerically effi-

cient method with second-order accuracy. The method is applied to the calculation of the flow about a

delta wing at incidence.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

aerodynamic influence coefficient

b half span of configuration

bl(s) are length along curve t = constant from a - 0 to a - I

o chord of configuration
CP pressure coefficient

L characteristic length
M number of panels in t-direction

MW number of panels in t-direction on the wing

n unit vector normal to the surface

N number of panels in s-direction
NW number of panels in s-direction on the wing

NP total number of panels (N * M)
NT total number of unknowns

N1 number of unknowns on spanwise strip for which a < 1

N2 number of unknowns on spanwise strip for which a > 1

Q entrainment of vortex core
Re Reynolds number lJL/i

Sf value of s where ar wake begins

Sv  
vortex sheet surface

-s wing surface
(3, t) parameters in the computational domain

T value of t where feeding sheet begins
i=(u, v, w)T total velocity in cartesian coordinate system

ud velocity induced by doublet distribution
Uo, magnitude of velocity at infinity upstream

=(x! y, z)T position ector in a cartesian coordinate system

() ~js parametric representation of leading edge
XT parametric representation of trailin edge
yV(s), Zv s) parametric representation of vortex/sink position

a angle of attack
EQ relative sink strength
0velocity potential

(s, t) doublet distribution
,. kinematic vi scosity
rv circulation of vortex core

1 1 matrix
I I column vector

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last fz' yea.re there has been an increased interest in airplane configurations which to a

certain extent derive their performance from flows with "controlled" separation. Such flows are character-

ized by the presence of a vtealy and stable separated-flow pattern, which is maintained within a wide range

of incidence, yaw, etc. and is more or eas independent of Reynolds number. Generally such flow patterns

are achieved ]- +he introduction of sharp edges, mostly at the leading edge of highly swept wings or %ing

like extens' 4s.
At such edges, as %'l as at the trailing or the side edge of a wing a free shear layer is formed by

) This investigation was carried out under contract for the Scientific Research Division Directorate of

Materiel, Royal Netherlands Air Force.
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the merging of the boundary layers flowing off the upper and lower surface of the wing. Under influence of
the vorticity contained in it the free shear layer rolls up in a spiral fashion to form one or more cores
of concentrated vorticity. In the trailing-edge case this mechanism is responsible for the formation of
the wake and trailing vortex pair. In the side-edge case it is responsible for the formation of the side-
edge vortex, which is of particular importance for rectangular and trapezoidal wings of small aspect ratio.
In the leading-edge case it leads to the formation of the leading-edge vortex above slender delta-like
wings and wing-strake combinations.

The interest in flows with vortex cores has been aroused by the observation that these cores affect
the velocity distribution in the surrounding fluid dramatically. If the cores are close to the surface
of the configuration the pressure distribution may be modified in such a way that the conventional type of
boundary layer separation which often leads to the occurrence of unstable flow patterns is delayed to a
higher angle of attack. Moreover it is observed that the resulting lift increases more rapidly with in-
cidence than in absence of the vortex cores.

For sharp-edged slender delta wings a stable and steady flow pattern has been observed for angles of
attack as high as 20 to 25 degrees, with the lift attaining values of 50 to 100 % above the theoretical
value attainable for the same wing with rounded edges.

This paper reflects the first results of NLR efforts aimed at setting up a versatile computational
method for the calculation of the airloads on a broad class of aircraft configurations with "controlled"
separated-flow patterns.

In the literature there exist already a number of methods for the computation of the above described
flow (Ref. 1). However, the method as put forward by Johnson et al (Ref. 2 and 3) appears to have the best
prospects for being capable of handling sufficient general configurations efficiently. The method described
here is more or less based on the same formulation as Johnson's. The most notably differences with the
method of reference 2 and 3 are the inclusion of the entrainment effect of rotational cores, the numerical
scheme for the calculation of the so-called influence coefficients and the iterative procedure for solving
the system of non-linear equations.

As a first step towards a more general set-up, the flow is considered about thin pointed delta-like
lifting surfaces with flow separation along leading (and trailing) edges. It is expected that this simpli-
fied problem will exhibit most of the essential features of the more general problem of the flow about
air-plane configurations with separation along fixed separation lines.
In the following sections are discussed subsequently, the physics of the flow, the mathematical formulation
of the problem, the description of the computational model and the numerical results obtained with the
method for the case of a delta wing.

2. DESGRIPTION OF THE FLOW

In this section the physics of the flow are described in some more detail. As a result of numerous,
primarily experimental, observations n the past by Euongst others Earnshaw (Ref. 4) and Fink and Taylor
(Ref. 5), the picture of thq-high-Reynolds-nuiber flow about slender wingo with regions of concentrated
vorticity is well established.

The shear layer emanating from the leading-edge of a slender planform rolls up into the leading-edge
vortex core (Fig. 1). This primary core is relatively close to the upper surface where it induces a high
lateral velocity, resulting in a low pressure region just underneath the vortex core. The pressure distri-
bution has a favourable gradient on the portion of the wing between the center-line and position of the
vortex, which prevents the occurrence of boundary-layer separation in that region. Conversely, it has been
observed experimentally that the adverse lateral pressure gradient in the region outboard of the position
of the core causes a secondary separation and a secondary vortex core. A further point worthwhile noting
is the behaviour of the leading-edge vortex layer downstream of the trailing edge of the wing. Because
of the presence of vorticity of the opposite sign the layer tends to roll up in more than one vortex core.

The characteristic feature of the flow problem is the pre-dominant effect that position and strength
of the vortex layer and vortex cores have on the surface pressure distribution. This is quite different
from conventional attached flow problems where in most cases the shape and position of the wake (and
trailing vortex pair) has been shown to have little effect on the ourface pressure distribution. In the
latter case there exists a more or less well-established asymptotic analysis of the flow for high Reynolds
numbers, which leads to the potential flow + boundary layrer type of computational model. Unfortunately a
complete asymptotic analysis is not available for the present type of flow. This implies that the simpli-
fications which inevitably have to be introduced in a computational model that is managable on available
computing facilities are necessarily based on heuristic argunerits and oxperimental observations.
It is generally understood (e.g. Hall, Ref. 6 and Maskell, Ref. 7) that in regions away from the surfaces
of the configuration the shear layers and the cores of concentrated vorticity (see Fig. 2) the Viscous
forces are very much smaller than the inertia and pressuxe forces. Hence, in these regions the Navier-
Stokes equations are simplified by dropping the viscous terms and so reduce to the steady ruler equations.

In those regions where the svreamlinesoriginating at infinity upstream did not pass through regions
of rotational flow, the flow remains irrotational and is governed by Laplace's equation (potential flow).
In regions adjacent to the sua-face of the configuration (boundary-layer) and in the free shear layers
viscous forces become of the same order as the inertia and pressure forces.

In case of Laminar flow the thiukness of the boundary layers and shear layers is of order (0t) 2
where t is the time elapsed since the fluid was first subject to viscous forces. For the boundary layer t
is proportional to L/UoJ where L is a oharacteris3tic length of the configuration, hence the_tickness of-
the boundary layer is of order L/Re Y2 . The Reynolds number is typically of order ]01 to 107 or more, so
that the boundary layer is very thin and in first arproxieation may be neglected, as is conventional for
the attached flow problem.

For the free shear layer t is proportional to s/U~where a is the path length along the streamline
that emanates from the leading edge. Y2

This means that the thickness is of order L(s/L) /Re* This leads to the following description of the
rolling-up shear layers:
(i) Near the edge of separation a is of the order of L. Here the thickness of the ohear layer is neglected,

and as a first approximation the shear layer io modelled as a sheet of infinitesimal thickness which
contains the vortioity shed at the edge. Experimental evidence (Ref. 4, 5, 8) suggests that in the
Reynolds number range of interest this simplification is appropriate for say, the first loop of the
spiralling free shear layer.
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(ii) As s increases more and more (and becomes > L) as the fluid flows along the spiralling layer, the
thickness becomes of the order of the distance between the subsequent loops, and no longer a dis-
tinct shear layer can be observed. In this way a region with a continuous distribution of vorticity
is formed. This is what we call the leading-edge vortex core.

&perimental observations (Ref. 4, 5 and 8) and theoretical arguments put forward by Maskell (Ref.Z)
and Moore (Ref. 9) suggest that the cross-sectional size of the rotational core is mch larger than L/Ren,
and a weak function of Reynolds number. This is in agreement with the solution for infinite Reynolds number
(Ref. 10) consisting of a tightly wound sheet of infinite length and a core of zero cross-sectional size.
Basud on arguments given in reference 9 for the trailing vortex case it is possible to ar-ive at a mor-
precise estimate of the Reynolds number dependence of the size of the leading-edge core. According to
reference 9 the distribution of the circulation inside the core may be written as

1-n
r(r) - 2P (r)

where r is the distance from the center and P is a measure for the wing loading. The power n, for the cas
case of the trailing-edge vortex, is related o the shape of the spnwise load distribution. In a more
general formulation which can be used also in the case of the leading-edge vortex, this means that n is
related to the distribution of the shed vorticity along the shedding edge. It ic argued in reference 9
that the magnitude of the radius of the (axisymmetric) core, denoted by R, is of the order of

2-1

R Pn- I Y2t Y2

In our caset= s/Uo, so that 1 3 3 1
2?+n - 2(2-n7 2(27,17 - +

R. e R - (T -Re

because s is of the order of L.

The circulation contained within the region, which is in fact the strength of the vortex, is now

- 1-n Y np 1-n

~v (0) Re 2(+) 22iJsRe 22n

Inside the core the flow is govVrned by the Euler equations, except for a small region around the
center with a diameter of order L/Re7 , where the gradients are such that viscous forces are no longer
negligible.

In order to get an impression about the influence of the presence of the core on the outer potential
flow, we consider the solution for the case of inviscid flow inside a slender axisymmetric conical leading-
edge core, which has been derived by Stewartson and Hall (Ref. 13). From this solution it can be derived
that given the tangential velocity (i.e. the circulation) there is an inflow into the core, which in
first approximation is proportional to Fv:

1-n
W 1 r Re- 2(2;Hi

U- 2 .V2 I UeLI
For the outer potential flow a more meaningful quantity is the integral of the outflow over the sur-

face of the core, which in first approximation is

2-n

UjL L UCD 7 L 00LI
In the case of the trailing-edge vortex sheet and an elliptic load distribution along the trailing

edge n has the value 1/2. For other types of spanwise load distribution it may be assumed that n has a
value near 1/2.

In the case of the leading-edge vortex the appropriate value of n is not so apparent. The oircum-
ferential velocity profile given in reference 13 as solution for the inviscid flow inside a conical core
indicates that n has the value zero. On the other hand the empirical relations between the strength of the
leading-edge vortex and the incidence given in reference 14, which presmably represent the case of tur-
bulent flow, suggest that n has a value near 2/3. Based on arguments used in reference 15, where the for-
mation of the vortex is considered as the limit for large t of the impulsively started fled round a sharp
edge, one would arrive at a value near 1/2.

In the table below the Reynolds number dependence of R, Fv and Q is given for three characteristic values
of n.

n R Fv Q

0 ReY Re-'4 Re-
1/2 Re' Re- ' Re-

1. Re-' R 0 Re-'/-

The table shows for any n the size and strength of the leading-edge voitex are weak functions of
Reynolds number, which is in agreement with experiments (Ref. 4, 5 &and 8). The entrainment, which is the
product of the two, becomes more Reynolda number dependent as n decreases to the limit n equal zero. In
the latter case the ent rainment effect is, for large Reynolds numbers, of the same order of magnitudo as
the displacement thickness of the boundary layer on the wing. Ebperimental investigation wi3l be needed
to determine the variation of the entrainment with Reynolds number.

-r
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Summarizing it is concluded that, for the range of Reynolds numbersof interest, an appropriate apprnxi-
mation is to consider the flow as inviscid and irrotational with embedded regions of inviscid rotational
flow of infinitesimal extent (vortex Lheets) that represent the shear layer near its generating edge and
of small but finite extent (rotational cores, with inflow) that represent the rolled-up portions of tho
shear layer. Viscous dissipation is of importance only in a relatively -mall subcore and of course "far"
downstream of the configuration.

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The mathematical formulation as presented here is essential the same as given in reference 2 and 3,
which in turn is backed up by the studies of Brown and Michael (Ref. 11) and RSith (Ref. 12). The section
falls into two parts. In the first part the (outer) potential flow is modelled and in the second part the
representation of the core region is considered.

Potential flow
In the preceding section the flow outside the rotational cores has been reduced to a potential flow

problem, i.e. there exists a velocity potential 0(x, y, z) which satisfies Laplaoe's equation

0xx + +z -0 (1)

where 7 =u
This equation is subject to the following boundary conditions on the configuration and vortex sheets
(Fig. 3)

i) Zero normal velocity on the configuration, i.e.

u.n- 0 on SW  (2a)

(ii) Vortex sheets are stream surfaces, i.e.

M -0 onE (2b)

(iii) Zero pressure jump across vortex sheets, i.e.

AC +  - -o0 onE (3)
p p p

(iv) Kutta condition at the edges of separation

u co at 8Sw (4)

The Kutta condition at the edges of flow separation will be satisfied implicitly by requiring the
doublet strength to be continuous across the edges and requiring that the vortex sheets leave the leading
and trailing-edges smoothly.

(v) At large distance upstream no disturbance, i.e.
C os a%

- Oo 10 for x--oo (5)
sin a

Treatment of the core region
As argued in the preceding section the flow within the core region is governed by the Euler equations.

The computation of the inner flow based on Euler's equations is beyond the scope of the present investi-
gation and a simple representation of the core region has to be starched for. Since we are interested
primarily in the effect9 of the core on the outer potential flow and not in the flowfield immediately near
the core, a relatively simple representation of the core may suffice.

For the range of Reynolds numbers of interest the diameter of the core is still small as compared
with the characteristic dimension of the wing. A suitable approximation is to let the vortex core shrink
into a (curved) line which is assigned a vortex strength and a sink strength.

The vortex strength is related to the circulation of the core region and has to be determined as part
of the solution. The sink strength represents the entrainment effect introduced in the preceding section.
It was deduced that for conical flows its magnitude in first approximation is proportional to the vortex
strength. The constant of proportionality between the oirculation and the entrainment of the coru has been
determined from preliminary results pf experiments carried out at the Delft University of Technology, at
a Reynolds number of the order of IP (Ref. 8) to be of the order of .03-.07. (See also the contribution to
the Open Discussion of this Symposium, Ref. 21). Although the entrainment effect of rotational cores of
finite extent seems to be of considerable magnitude it has been neglected in all existing computational
methods. The model of the core region is made complete by linking the vortex/sink to the and of the vortex
sheet by means of a so-called feeding sheet, which, going in downstream direction, feeds vorticity into
the vortex (Fig, 3).
The conditions for matching the vortex/sink combination within the outer potential flow are analogous to
those applied by Brown and Michael (Raf. 11) and Smith (Ref. 12), which is that the combination of vortex/
sink and feeding sheet sustains no resultant force in the cross-flow plane (Fig. 4).

Sorte +Psi + - o (6)

Since both the force on the vortex and the force on the sink are exactly perpendicular and the force on the
feeding sheet is nearly perpendicular to the vortex/sink segment, eq. (6) results into two equations.
huation (6) determines therefore the vor'.ex position in the cross-flow plane. In the method of reference 2

and 3 the feeding sheet is taken as a kinematic extension of the vortex sheet, while the lenth of the
feeding sheet in the cross flow plane is taken from conical flow solutions of Smith (Ref. ±2) or from em-
pirical arguments.

it^

-,, .*! ... . ; i
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4. XD.CRIPIION OF THE COKFUTATIONA.L MO)EL

The computational method slected for the potential flow problem as the same as the one selected in
reference 2, namely a so-called panel method. The panel method is chosen for because the alternative me-
methods (Ref. I) are either not applicable to more general configurations (the conical and quasi-conical
m3thods, Ref. 12, 16) or lack such important capabilities as redistribution of vorticity (the multi-
vortex methods, Ref. 17, 18).

In the panel method the wing aiid vortex sheets are divided into a large number of small elements,
which carry a set of basic singularity distributions. The strength of the singularity distributions is
determined through a collocation technique.
The numeri cal scheme resulting from the discretization to be described shortly has a truncation error
which is second order in the panel width. Preliminary numerical investigations suggests that for the
accuracy level in mind this leads to the most efficient computer program.

The description of the geometry
Rather then performing the computation in the physical (x, y, z) space, we have chosen for an approach

in which the surface in space comprising the wing and the vortex sheet is transformed to a simple rec-
tangulr computational (a, t) domain (Fig. 51. The position vector x = (x, y, z)T of a point on the sur-
face is then given by the parameterioal representation

- - ys, t (7)
I (, t)

The transformation is chosen such that there is the following correspondence between the physical
and computational domains (only the starboard side of the symmetric configuration is considered):

- leading edge (L.E.) : 0< s < I , t - I
-trailing edge (T.E.) : s- , O < t < 1
-apex 0 s-O
- wing surface Sw  : O< < 1 , 0< t < I
- leading edge vortex sheet Sv  0 < s < 1 , 1 < t < T
- "near wake" 1 < a < Sf
- "far wake" a > Sf
- feeding sheet t > T

The curves s - constant lie more or less in cross-flow planes (Fig. 5). The parameter t is chosen as the
arolength along the curves s - constant scaled with a quantity bl(s) which is the arolength from t - 0 to
t - I (from centerline to leading edge) along the same curve. This implies that T controls .the out-off
length of the vortex sheet, i.e. the length of the vortex sheet iii the cross-flow plane is T times bl(s),

The cross-sectional shape of the vortex sheet is determined as part of the solution and should
correspond to the model explained earlier, i.e. continue for say one loop. Therefore it should be checked
after that the solution for a particular choice of T has been obtained if the shape attained corresponds
sufficiently to the physical model of the flow.
Sf is the out-off distance of the near wake. Ito particular choice should be of little importance on the
solution on the wing.
In appendix A the geometric description is dealt with in some more detail.

The singularity. distribution
The singularity distribution chosen for here is the doublet distribution, which has the advantage over

the vorticity distribution that it is a soalar function and that Helmholtz's vortex laws are automatic-
cally accounted for. The velocity induced at a point I, by a oontinuoua doublet distribution ji(s, t) on
the surface S defined by equation (7) is (Fig. 6):(I - ia - 2i 16Ird

d o) a&t 08as

+ fJ L(S. t) dle1-~ 8

where r( - - i(s, t)
and the second integral has to be evaluated along the boundary 8S of the surface S.

The doublet dintribution p(a, t) is assumed to be continuous acroms the leading and trailing edge of
the wing, zoro at the apex (the line a - 0), constant in a-direction on the far wake, constant in t-
direction on the feeding sheet, and continuous across s - Sf and t . T.

The unknowns of the problem are then-

- on the wing I 1s, t)
- on the vortex sheet and near wake : s, t), y(s, t), z(s, t)
- on the vortex : v() , ZV(s)

The equationa which apply are:

- on the wing : equ. (2a)
- on the vortex sheet and sear wake equ Is (2b), (3), (A-4)
- on the vortex : equ. (6)

The disoretization
The way in which the problem is diicretized is the following.

The computational domhin is divided iito panels by lines

a : i iN + it j, j " i1)X + I

s uch that al .tl .o, ' i " t W+1 - 1 and o+i - Sf, tM+i - T (see Fig- 7)-'ne panels on the doin representing the wing, vortex sheet and near wake are rectangular, those on

the domain representing the feeding sheet trapezoidal. The total number of rectangular panels is NP - MeN

-416" ',,[ ,. , .., .
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The midpoint of a 8ael on wing, vortex sheet and "near wake", say panel (i, j) is assigned an unknown
doublet ~t egh L±.f), where n -(i-1) * M + j and in case of panels off the wing also the geometric un-
knownny and ,tn).,Finally, each midpoint of te~vortex urent bounding the panels of the feeding
sheet is assigned the vortex position unknowns yvk') and
Thia implies that arranging the unknowns midpoint after midpoint in spanwise strips, that the first NW
strips carry each a total of N1 - MW + 3 * (M-MW) + 2 unknowns ard the next (N-NW) strips of the "near
wake" carry N2 . 3 * M + 2 unknowns. Therefore the total number of unknowns amounts to
NT - N W * NI + (N-NW) - N2.
By applying at the same midpoints the afore-mentioned boundary conditions a system of NT (non-linear)
equationq is obtained for as many unknows. In order to set up the equations the velocity induced at the
collocation point m is written as (eru. 8)

NP r (n)
ud(' m" - t as a- tdsdt

n-l S
(.+1

N 1 1

j-1 s.Ir

3W

+ Q +t+l)1I d ]ds (9a)

leading to

NP

ud( ) a 7 gn (n) (9b)
n=

In equ. (9a) the superscript n denotes that the integral over the panel surface S is considered. The
double integral in equ. (9a) is the contribution of the continuous doublet distribution, the first of the
single integrals is the contribution of the vortex and the second single integral is the contribution of
the "entrainment" corresponding to a sink strength of c times the absolute value of the vortex strength.
The aerodynamic influence coefficients amn are oalculat~l as follows:
(i) If the point m lies on the panel n the integrand is approximated by a small curvature expansion

and the resulting expression is integrated analytically.
(ii) If the point m is near the influencing panel n the integral is approximated by a Gauss integration

rule.
(iii) In the remaining cases the integral is approximated by the midpoint rule.

The derivatives of the doublet distribution 1 which appear in the expressions are approximated by finite
differences involving g-values in surrounding collocation points. This applies also to the derivatives of
the y and z component of I (a, t) on the sheet and the y and z component of the vortex position Iv(s).
Because the computational domain is divided into rectangular cells the finite difference formulas can be
implemented quite straight forward.
The method described above results in an economic numerical scheme for the calculation of the influence
coefficients, with a truncation error which is quadratic in the panel wid~h. In equation (8) only the
starboard side of the configuration is considered. The velocity (u, v, w) induced t (x, y, z)T by a
panel on the portside of the configuration is equivalent to the velocity (u, -v, w) induced at (x,-y,z)T
by the symmetrically situated panel on the starboard side of the configuration.

The system of non-linear algebraic equations
The system of NT non-linear algebraic equations is solved by a quasi-Newton method, that is, if the

system in written as

P (%)- 0 (O a)
where the c ponents of the vector P are the equations and those of I the unknowns.

I r.)i a~start vector (k1~) or the result of the previous iteration step, the increment
-X lfkk;) 21'(k) is found as the solution of

IIk Ih! a (l0b)
or in matrix notation

IGJ (k) {I } { (k) (l0c)

The -omponents of X are arranged spanwise (i.e. in t-direction), thus the first NW components are the
wndubltstreng'-4  at the collocation points on the first NW panels of the first strip, followed by

u ,yt(n, zn) at the midpoints of the next collocation point in t-direction, etc. Following t e 3 un-
knowns at the midpoint of the Mth panel of the first strip are the 2 unknown vortex positions y Mi), Z()
The components of P are arranged. in the same fashion, that is, at the wing panels the normal velocity
equation is applied, at the sheet panels the normal velocity equation, the pressure jump equation and the
arclength equation are applied succesively, and at the vorte the two force equations are applied. This
special choice of T and P results in a gradient matrix G which exhibits a dominant tri-block diagonal struc-
ture. The tri-block diagonal structure may be thought of as representing the influence of a atrip, say
strip i, on itself (the block on the diagonal) and of the influence of the two nsighbouring strips on that
same atvip, thus strip i-I and i+l on strip i (t e two off-diagonal blocks).

i. the present method the gradient mtrix G k) is simplified i the sense t6t only the elements in
the dominant blocks are considered. The remainder of the matrix G(k) is assumed to be newligibl. all and
is put equal to zero. This has as important implication that the approximative of the matrix Gkk) is
quite rapidly computed, but also that the system (lOc) of NT linear equations can be solved very rapidly.

!i4
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For the computation of the elements of the stripped gradient matrix G(k) one needs in particlar the
derivative of the induced velocity with respect to the components of the vector X. The derivative with
respect to the doublet unknowns is readily obtained from equation (9b). The derivative of the induced
velocity with respect to the unknown geometric parameters is obtained by analytical differentiation of
equation (9a) followed by panel wise integration in the fashion as indicated for the computation of the
induced velocity itself.

5.. NU4ERICAL REULTS
A computer program is being developed to verify the adequacy of the method. The program iu coded for

the NLR Cyber 72-14 computer under NOS/BE-1.2, has a field length of 16K 60 bits words of central memory
in a segmented load structure, and uses magnetic disks for mass-storage. Since all arrays which contain
the data related to the panel geometry, influence coefficients etc., have variable dimension, the maximum
number of panels allowed is determined by the remainder of the available central memory. To give an
impression of execution times involved, the computation of the matrix of influence coefficients for the
250 panel delta wing case takes 375 seo of central processor time and the computation of the gradient
matrix about 550 sec central processor time.

At the present time the code is still under testing conditions and only a limited number of delta
wing cases has been computed.
More r-,erical evaluation will be needed before the applicability to more general configurations such as
gothic, ogee and arrow wings (with or without longitudinal and spanwise camber) can bb evaluated.

The results obtained so far are for a planar delta wing of unit aspect ratio at 20 degrees incidence.
This wing has been chosen as test case because of the ample availibility of experimental data (Peckham,
Ref. 19) and to allow future comparison with results of experiments carried out at the Delft University
of Technology (Ref. 8 and 21).

The cut-off distance for the leading-edge vortex sheet, denoted by T, has been chosen as 1.9. This,
according to experiments (Ref. 4, 5 and 8), corresponds to 1/2 to 3/4 turn of the spiralling shear layer.
As a starting solution for the computation a conical flow solution of Smith (Ref. 12) has been used, which
is extended on to the near wake in a smooth fashion.

Figure 8 shows the load distribution computed for 20 degrees incidence in comparison with experimental
data from Peckham (Ref. 19) for 20.5 degrees incidence. The differences in the computed and experimental
results are of the same nature and magnitude as found by Johnson (Ref. 2 and 3), and may partly be accounted
for by secondary separation effects. The discrepancy in the region near the trailing edge is thought to be
due to the fact that the solution for the wake was not quite converged. The solution in this region will
require more atteni ion in future computations. In figure 9 are shown the computed pressure distribution
on the upper and lower wing surface at x/o - .45 and compared with the experimental values of Peokham
(Ref. 19) and Hummel and Redeker (Ref. 20) and compared with the conical solution of Slith (Ref. 12).
Furthermore is shown the position of the collocation points for the same cross-section.

The rpsults given in figure 8 and 9 were obtained for a zero vortex entrainment strength factor cQ
Computations for a relative sink strength of .01 and .05 indicate that the load distribution depends quite
strongly on the sink strength. This is illustrated in figure 10, where the load distribution is given
for three different values of e. The inclusion of the "entrainment effect" results in a substantial in-
crease in the normal force coeffioient. For a relative sink strength of .0 , .01 and .05 the computed
normal force coefficient attains a value of .729 .76 and .95 respectively, which should be compated with
a value of about .8 found in experiments. The inclusion of the entrainment effect results primarily into
a stronger vortex, but to not m very significant change in the geometry of the vortex sheet.

6. CONcO-lmi RwaKs

A computational panel-type method has been described for the flow about wings with leading-edge
separation. The mathematical model differs from already existing ones in the sense that the concept of
entrainment of the rotational leading-edge vortex core has been introduced. This presumably will result
in a better simulation of the effects of the core on the outer potential flow field.

Results of preliminary computations for a delta wing of unit aspect ratio suggest that the inclusion
of the entrainment results in a substantial increase in the computed normal force coefficient, caused
primarilj, by the vortex which beonmes stronger as the entrainment is increased.

Further numerical evaluation is needed to at- dy in detail the convergence characteristics and more
in general the computing capability of the method.
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Appendix A Geometric description of wing and vortex sheet

In the present method the three-dimensional surface comprising the wing and vortex sheet is expres-
sed as (equation (7)):

y y(s ty (A-1)
zi I zt, t

For the geometric representation of the wing it is assumed that the surface of the wing may be written
as z = z(x y) where z is a single-valued function of x and y. This is equivalent to choosing both x(e, t)
and y(s, t) which then determines z(s, t) uniquely. On the wing equation (A-1) amounts to

y Y L s)YXTt )/b (A-2)

where XL and YL are obtained from the paranetric representation of the leading edge (a)x (s),Y(
ZL(s))Tand LT, YT from the parametric representation of the trailing edge R - (XT(t), YT), ZTA()) .
In the parametric representation of the leading edge the parameter u is the arclength from a - o to 1 - a
divided by the total arclength. Equivalently the parameter t in -he parametric representation of the
trailing edge is the relative arclength along this edge.
For the geometric description of the vortex sheet only the function x(s, t) can be chosen, which leads to

Ix X (a) kX)/
y n, t (A-3)z z~, t)

where now x(e, t) and the two unknown functions y(s, t) and z(s, t) are related through the condition that
the parameter t is the relative arclength along s = constant, namely

4)2 + ()2 + (, )2 4 - bl(s) (A-4)

In the computer program XL(a), Vs), XT(t) and YT(t) are fitted by a cubic Hernite polynomial re-
presentation on the so-called geometric network in the (a, t) plane. In order to use the functions XL(s)
and XT(t) for a greater than 1 and t greater than I respectively the functions are continued smoothly into
the domain which represents the vortex sheet. Over one interval of the geometric network XL(s) joins
smoothly with a linearly increasing function and XT(s) with a constant function.
In the computer program the wing surface is input as values of x and z for constant y. Therefore the sur-
face is first determined as a bi-oubio Hermite representation of x divided through the local chord and y.
Given z in this way and x and y as a function of s and t as in equation (A-2) the bi-cubic representation
of Z(s, t) on the geometric network is readily obtained.
The function bl(s) which appears in equation (A-4) and which is easily obtained for a < 1 (on the wing)
is extended onto the wake in some suitable chosen way. For the moment it is taken as constant one interval
length of the geometric network beyond the trailing edge. If one would like to study the more complex wake
roll-up behind the trailing edge, bl(s) would have to increase more rapidly with a. The position of th-s
voltex/sink combination is given by x XL T/

where yv(O) and zv(s) are to be determined as part of the solution.

*i "
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Subcritical Drag Minimization for Highly Swept Wings
with Leading Edge Vortices

by
E. N. Tinoco and H. Yoshihara
The Boeing Aerospace Company

P. 0. Box 3999
Seattle, WA 98124

SUMMARY
A method is sought to improve the subsonic lift to drag ratio of supercruiser type wings at

sufficiently large lifts for which flow separation cannot be avoided. In the presence of the resulting
leading edge vortex, minimum drag due to lift is no longer dictated by spanwise load distribution alone
but is also a function of the chordwise loading. For the resulting nonlinear problem a higher order
panel method utilizing a vortex sheet model is used to search for an "optimal" design. A brief outline
of the computational method is given followed by examples validating the procedures. Results of the
search for an "optimal" camber are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our objective is the improvement of the subsonic lift to drag ratio of supercruiser type wings at
sufficiently large lifts for which flow separation cannot be avoided. Since such wings are
characterized by large leading edge sweep, low aspect ratio, and sharp leading edges, significant lift
generation without large accompanying drags will be a difficult task. It is clear that sufficient
deflection of a conformal leading edge flap can be provided to prevent leading edge separation, but for
the large lifts of interest, the required deflection is so severe that separation downstream of the
"hinge line" cannot be avoided. Since such separations are highly detrimental and usually ill behaved,
it is preferable to waive leading edge attachment and permit the flow to form a stable leading edge
vortex system. Preferability of such controlled separations was recognized early by Maskell and
Kchemann, Ref. 1. With such leading edge voitices present, the dilemma is that the usual attached fl
optimization procedures based upon the superposition of elemental flows can no longer be used. Thoi
the flow equation is still linear, the problem is rendered non-linear by the contact conditions on tiwe
floating separation vortex sheet.

For a general non-planar lifting system, the minimum drag for a given lift, according to Jones
(Ref. 2), is achieved when the trailing vortex system moves uniformly downward in the far downstream
Trefftz plane where the streanmise variation of the flow becomes insignificant. This reduces in the
simplified case of a planar trailing vortex system to the following consequences:

1. The minimum drag is known being equal to CL2 /( Ir AR). (Nonplanar lifting systems can of
course have lower drag due to lift,.

2. This is achieved when the spanwi.se loading is elliptic, independent of the chordwise pressure

distribution. (The optinal camber is therefore not unique).

In contrast, we have the following less fortunate situation for the leading edge vortex flow:

1. The minimum drag for a given lift is a priori unknown.

2. The optimal condition of the uniform downwash in the Trefftz plane still applies but is not
explicitly trar,slatable into the optimal loading or camber shape.

The causes for the above difficulties are clear. First, the minimum drag cannot be determined by a
Trefftz plane analysis since the trace of the separation vortices is not known in advance being
dependent upon the optimum camber which itself is being sought. Second, assuming that the trace of the
separation vortices in the Trefftz plane can be approximated, one can determine the vorticity
distribution along this trace to fulfill the uniform downwash condition, but there is no simple way to
trace the trailing vorticity upstream from the Trefftz plane to the wing planform to construct the
optimal pressure distribution.

In contrast to the attached flow case, the optimum pressure distribution is no longer defined only
by its spanwise load distribution. Its chordwise variation is now significant, since the vorticity shed
along the leading edge, as well as along the trailing edge, is a function of the overall flow including
the positioning of the separation vortices. This ther. would sugges that the optimum camber may no
longer be non-unique in contrast to the attached flow case.

In the above situation the optimization procedure at this stage must assume a relatively laborious
searching process, wherein meaningful elemental camber patterns are parametrically combined to minimize
the drag for a given lift. Such a search would be guided by monitoring the chordwise plots of the drag
component of the pressure at several span stations and possibly by the Trefftz plane downwash.

Helpful in the search process are several earlier studies by Ku"chemann (Ref. 3), Lee (Ref. 4),
Barsby (Ref. 5), and Poisson-Quinton (Ref. 6). More recently Lamar (Ref. 7) developed an optimization
procedure using the Polhamus suction analogy to model the vortex flow. These contributions have
suggested the use of nose-down leading edge camber to provide a forward-facing surface upon which the
high suctions generated by the leading edge vortices would act to reduce the drag. Such leading edge
camber would of course also reduce the strength of the leading edge vortex, so that Lee and more
recently Paulson and Middleton (Ref. 8) have suggested the addition of a small nose tab to control the
leading edge vortex strength independent of the nose-down leading edge camber.

.
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Lamar found additionally the importance of providing a wing washout, that Is decreasing the local
angle of attack in the tipward direction. Such a result is physically rot surprising, since washout is
simply a means of taking advantage of the large induced upwash in the outboard region of the wing. The
Polhamus suction analogy used by Lamar has been shown to predict successfully the measured overall
forces and moment over a wide range of cases. However it overly biases the nose suctions to the leading
edge, thereby tending to overi-eight the nose camber in the optimization process.

In any search process, it is essential to have on hand a reliable computing method that will
reasonably predict the pressure distribution, since the optimization procedure is simply the proper
mating of the local pressure with the local surface slope. Additionally it would be desirable to have a
procedure requiring modest computer time since many cases usually must be computed.

Several theoretical approaches with varying degrees of sophistication and success have been
investigated. The first attempts (Refs. 9, 10. and 11) were based on slender body and conical flow
theory in which the trailing edge Kutta condition was ignored. These were followed by fully three
dimensional solutions in which the vortex is represented by single or multiple line vortices, Refs.
12-16 or by a vortex sheet Refs. 17 and 18. The method presented in this paper is an improvement of the
vortex sheet method of Weber and Johnson, et al., Ref. 17 and 18.

In the following, a brief description of this method and its improvements will be given followed by
several test-theory comparisons validating the method. The results of the search for the "optimal"
camber conclude the papor.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The leading edge vortex program used is an improved version of the earlier Boeing/NASA Leading Edge
Vortex Program described in detail in Refs. 17 and 18. A detailed account of the improved code will
appear shortly, so only a condensed description is given here. Wing-fuselage configurations can be
treated by this computer program, but the wing leading edge sweep must be sufficiently uniform that only
a single vortex sheet is shed along each leading edge. That is, severe breaks in the leading edge, must
therefore be excluded.

The modeling of the leading edge vortex sheet used is essentially that of Smith (Ref. 9). The
essential elemeits (Figure 1) are the free sheet emerging from the leading edge, the core vortex, and
the fed sheet connecting the two. The vortex sheet from the trailing edge is modeled in the planar
fashion.

The flow is described by the subcritical small disturbance potential equation with the following

boundary and interface conditions.

1. The flow must be parallel to the wing-body surface.

2. The free sheet and the trailing vortex sheet must be aligned with the streamlines with
continuous pressures across the sheets.

3. Along the wing perimeter, the Kutta condition must be fulfilled.

4. On the traverse cut of the fed sheet and core vortex, the net pressure force must be zero.
(Zero local loading on the fed sheet cut is not required).

When the flow tangency condition on the configuration is expressed as a zero normal mass flux condition
and the pressure coefficient expressed to second order, the above boundary value problem transforms to
the incompressible 'ase when the Githert rule is applied (Ref. lq).

To solve the resulting incompressible problem, a higher order panel method is used. A typical
paneling scheme is shown in Figure 2. Here quadratic doublet distributions are used to represent the
wing, the free and fed sheets and tne wake. Linear source distributions are used to represent the body
and the wing thickness.

In the earlier leading edge vortex code, flat panels and six degrees of freedom quadratic doublet
splines were used. These would sometimes result in geometric mismatches between panels and
discontinuities of the singularity strengths across the panel edges. These in turn led to the
generation of infinite upwash at the panel edges which usually contaminated the velocities at the
control points to produce unsatisfactory solutions. In the improved code, the flat panels have been
replaced by hyperboloidal (hyperbolic-paraboloid) panels to ensure matching along the entire panel
edges. The doublet distributions have been upgraded to nine degrees of freedom splines. This results
in a continuous quadratic doublet distribution instead of the piece-wise continuous distribution
previously used. These changes have resulted in a more reliable code for calculating leading edge
vortex flows on twisted and cambered configurations.

With this abbreviated background, let us next proceed to the solution procedure. The basic
difficulty is that the location of the separation vortex system is a priori unknown. The solution must
therefore be carried out by an iterative procedure starting with an approximate location of the leading
edge vortex. For this purpose the conical vortex configuration determined by Smith (Ref. 9) is used.
In general the procedure is to determine first the doublet strengths to fulfill all of the boundary
conditions except for the streamline alignment conditon on the free sheet and the force condition on the
fed sheet and core vortex. The latter conditions are then addressed by relocating the free and fed
sheets while upgrading the doublet strengths by a linearized approximation. With the resulting upgraded
leading edge vortex location and the upgraded doublet distributiun, the iterative procedure is repeated
until the required convergence is obtained.

__0
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More specifically the above successive approximation procedure can be described in terms of the
functional equations symbolically representing the boundary conditions defined as follows:

o Flow tangency on configuration.
F ( P ; 0, A, v ) =0 o Kutta condition on wing.

o Contact conditions on trailing
vortex system.

G ( ; 0 , A , v ) = 0 o No load condition on free

sheet.

H p p; PAi') =0 o Flow tangency on free sheet.

I P ; 0 , A , ' ) = 0 o Force condition on fed sheet
and core vortex.

Here p is the panel doublet strength; and a , X , and P are variables defining the free and fed
sheets in a transverse cut where & is the panel slope, X scales the free and fed sheets as d whole,
and Y scales the fed sheet separately (see Figure 3). The problem is now to determine A , -
A , and p such that the above boundary conditions are fulfilled.

As described earlier, the first step is to determine p -Lo which fulfills F = G - 0, given the
conical leading edge vortex calculated by Smith and defined by e0 , Xn, and v To define the next
approximation, perturbations AIA , A8, & A, and A P about ( o; o ,-vo) are ?ntroduced in the above
boundary conditions, and the resulting equations expanded to first order in the perturbation
quantities. That is,

Fo F p + Fre&O + FkX + F1Av" 0

G + GMIA + Ggo + GxAA + GAv&P a

H + N Ap+ Hoag + HAN + HvAVa 0

0 + I1M + Ia 14 + I * V a 0

where for example F. - F ( ; 0o,xo , vo); and the subscripts denote known partial derivatives, which
are expressed in terms of the aerodynamic influence coefficients or evaluated from a prior
approximation. In 4ector notation the abovP set of linear equations can be rewritten as

C' = -R
where { fe F* F ., F~ [ 0

GC G G) GI -. 60 0 m G
Ho Nou H aHla H , H v] j AX

The iteration procedure as defined above is r~epeated until the residual error in the fulfillment of the
boundary conditions, denoted by the vector R, is reduced to an acceptable value. Under-relaxation is
employed between iterations.

3. VERIFICATION OF THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

We shall first validate the numerical procedure by comparison with experiments prior to the
optimization search. In the comparisons, the possible appearance of secondary vortices in the
experiments and the assumption of zero thickness in the calculations must be kept in mind.

A variety of test-theory comparison for flat delta and arrow wings, given earlier in Refs. 17 and
18, has shown that reasonable solutions can be achieved by the leading edge vortex code. In the present
section further test-theory comparisons are given for more general cases.

The first comparisons are for the arrow wing with a leading edge sweep of 710, aspect ratio of 1.65
and a taper ratio of 0.10 tested by Manro, Manning, Hallstaff, and Rodgers (Ref. 20), The comparisons
are for the basic wing, Figure 4, and for an aft flap deployed, Figure 5. The change of the paneling in
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the latter case is to accommodate tile flap hinge line. In general there is good overall agreement
between the experiments and the calculations, but the comparisons are distorted by the appearance of a
secondary vortex in the experiments. The presence of the latter raises the suctions near the leading
edge and lowers the suction peak due to the primary vortex. In addition the finite thickness of the
wing and its attachment to a slender fuselage in the experiments will, to a lesser degree, also affect
the comparison, though the consequences will be reduced by plotting the loading rather than the
pressures as in the above figures. For comparison purposes, an attached flow solution for the flap case
is also shown in Figure 5.

A different type of case is shown in Figure 6. Here we compare the loading for the case of a yawed
delta wing tested by Harvey (Ref. 22). Again good agreement is seen with the exception of the effects
of the secondary vortex. Additional comparisons were made for increasing yaw angles until one of the
leading edges became parallel to the freestream. Agreement with test data comparable to that seen in
Figure 6 was found in every case.

These examples and solutions obtained by other injestigators (Refs. 7 and 23) using the early
version of the Bceing Leading Vortex code have shown the method to give reasonable results for a range
of delta and arrow wings. What is necessary for this drag minimization study is the ability of the code
to reflect accurately the differences in pressure distributions and drag due to twist and camber
changes. The aim of the recent improvwments of the code was to improve its accuracy and reliability and
to expand its range of validity to general camber shapes.

In order to validate the accuracy of the new code in reflecting aerodynamic differences due to
camber changes, two wings first analyzed by Kuhlman (Ref. 23) were reanalyzed. These were delta wings
of identical planforti tested by Wentz (Ref. 21). The wing had an aspect ratio of 1.15 and 74 sweep.
One wing was flat whic the other had conical camber. These wings are illustrated in Figure 7. For the
calculations, the wings were considered to have zero thickness. Calculated and measured pressure
distributions are compared for both wings in Figure 8. While the difference in the measured pressure
distributions due to the camber on the upper surface is small, the calculated results accurately portray
these differences. On the lower surface near the leading edge, the greater differences in the
experimental data between -he flat and cambered wing are also reflected in the theoretical results.

The code must further accurately predict drag increments between different cambered i ings. Drag
polars are presented for the flat and cambered delta wings in Figure 9. Both calculated ind measured
results are shown. This comparison shows the drag differences to be predicted reasonably well by the
improved code. At CL - 1.2 the predicted drag reduction for the cambered wing is 5.7 perc.nt compared
to 7 percent given by Wentz for the measured data.

4. RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY OPTIMIZATION SEARCH

In the case of attiched flow, one has a linear problem in that the solutions for two different
camber distributions when added yield the solution for the wing with the combined camber. This then
allows the determination of the optimum camber by ordinary calculus by suitably superpositioning
meaningful elemental cambers. This superposition principle no longer holds in the case of leading edge
vortex flows when the location of the separation vortices of the elemental cambers differs
significantly. Here the superposition of the elemental flows clearly will not yield the correct vortex
for the combined cambers.

The above nonlinearity has a severe consequence on the optimization procedure. A routine
superposition exercise with a predetermined drag target in the case of attached flow worsens for the
vortex flows to a laborious ad hoc search procedure with an unknown target. Such a search procedure For
highly swept and low aspect ratio wings is impeded by the lack of detailed understanding of the
resultant highly three-dimensional flows. Thus as a starting point we must generate a background data
base by computing the flow for a range of meaningful camber shapes. For the present investigation we
shall calculate the effect of nose-down leading edge camber and wing washout. Here the leading edge
camber provides a more forward-facing inclination to the portion of the wing upon which the high
vortex-induced suctions act to reduce the drag. Wing washout seeks to take advantage of the flow upwash
usually generated upstream of the outboard portion of the wing that increases the local effective angle
of attack.

Calculations were carried out at zero Mach number for a series of delta wings of identical planform
to those tested by Wentz (Ref. 21). These included a flat and conical cambered wing previously snown in
Figure 7 and two wings with 100 and 200 linear twist shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 11 we compareothe spanwise pressure distributions at four- streamwise stations for the
flat and twisted wings at 25 angle of attack. On the upper surface, increase of washout has caused a
narrowing of the vortex suction peak but no consistent effect on the suction peak height. A further
result of the increased washout is the deepening of the inboard suction trough that significantly
decreases the lift. Except for the tip region, there is little effect of the washout on the lower
surface overpressures.

In Figure 12 we show comparable pressure distribution plots of the effect of the leading edge
conical camber. (The case of the vortex control tab also shown here will be discussed below.) Quite
clearly, the selected conical camber is far too small for the 250 angle of attack. The results however
do suggest that leading edge camber has essentially the same effect as the washout on both the upper and
lower surface pressures.

The resultant lift curves and drag polar curves for the above cases are shown in Figures 13 and
14. The expected lift loss at a given angle of attack due to washout or nose-down camber seen here is
responsible for the modest improvement exhibited in the drag polars. To see in more detail now the

i '
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above changes affect the drag, we plot in Figure 15 the pressure coefficient along a chordwise trace
versus the vertical coordinate of the airfoil for two span stations and for the constant lift
coefficient of 1.1. Hence, the area within the drag loop is equal to the drag coefficient.
Particularly noticoble here is the beneficial effect of the washout at the outboard span station.

The relative shapes o? the resulting leading edge vortex are shown in Figure 16 where their trace
In a transverse cut through the trailing edge is given.

The final example is that of the vortex controller tab shown in Figure 17. Here a conical tab is
added to the leading edge of a wing with essentially the leading edge camber used above, but with the
sweep of the latter increased to retain the same overall planform as the above examples. The rationale
for the vortex controllr- tab configuration is to provide a forward facing surface segment to retain the
bcnefits of the leading edge camber, but have the flexibility to control the strength of the leading
edge vortex by varying the angle of the tab. In this way the forward facing segment can be placed
directly under the suction peak.

The resulting pressure distributions for the vortex controller tab is given in Figure 12. Except
for the higher suction peak, the effect of the tab is similar to the effects of the washout and leading
edge camber. The resulting drag loop is shown in Figure 18 where the noticeable feature is the
reduction of the outboard drag loop area by the decrease of the vertical height. The lift curve and the
drag polar are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The resulting shape of the leading edge vortex is given in
Figure 21.

Lack of significant improvement by the above vortex tab must be attributed to several causes. The
first is quite clearly the insufficient downward forward cambering for the 25 angle of attack.
Additionally the forward facing inclination of the flap is reduced by the greater sweep of the "hinge
line" required to keep invariant the overall planform. The conical configuration of the vortex tab most
probably had insufficient chord in the inboard region to generate the intended increased leading edge
vortex strength. These configuration defects would be moderated by the configuration shown in Figure
22. Here a greater chord for the tab is provided inboard where most probably the strengthening of the
leading edae vortex is largely determined. The apex of the conical leading edge flap is displaced
rearward to increase its forward facing inclination by decreasing the camber sweep. Though not shown in
Figure 22, a greater nose down camber than used above as well as washout could also be incorporated.
Configurations of this type will be computed in the near future.

S. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present experience with the improved leading edge vortex code suggests it to be reasonably
reliable, yielding satisfactory solutions over a range of wing camber shapes. It is, however,
restricted to cases with a single leading edga vortex precluding more complex configurations, for
example resulting from secondary vortices which were evident in many of the experimental results.

The present preliminary computations suggest that significant reductions in the drag for a given
lift will be difficult to achieve by use of nose down leading edge camber or wing washout alone due in
large part to an accompanying loss of lift. When such lift loss is recovered by increased angle of
attack, the net gain In the drag is significantly reduced. A more careful tailoring of the leading edge
camber or the wing twist to the angle of attack at hand will improve this situation, but more promising
gains most probably will require more elaborate cambering as the use of a device such as the vortex
control tab.

In the present investigation we have confined our attention to those camber features that directly
influence the leading edge vortex. We have deferred attention to other more familiar camber features
such as aft flaps which would additionally improve the aerodynamic performance by filling in the upper
surface suction trough downstream of the vortex suction peak as well as by increasing the overpressures
over the lower surface. In particular an inboard part-span flap would be attractive through its
favorable spanwise carryover effects.

The optimization.search for leading edge vortex flows is made difficult by two factors. The first
is due to the extreme three dimensionality of the flow wherein streamlines follow an extremely tortuous
course. Thus, for example, streamlines passing over the outboard portion of the leading edge approach
the wing at significantly further inboard paths. It is therefore difficult, to tailor the shaping of
leading edge to shed a vortex of prescribed strength.

The second difficulty is that for vortex flows we do not know a priori the lower bound drag for a
given lift as the classical "lift squared over pi aspect ratio" for the case of attached flow over
near-planar wings. Knowledge of the lower bound drag would be invaluable since it would permit the
assessment of the optimization search as well as establishing its stopping point.

The Trefftz plane is a logical starting point for establishing the lower bound drag. For vortex
flows the primary obstacle is that the Trefftz plane trace of the vortex sheet shed from the leading
edge is a priori unknown. If this difficulty is surmounted by establishing an approximate trace, for
example, from prior computations, it would then be a straightforward task to determine the optimal
distribution of vortices along the trace yielding the required uniform downwash at the trace. The
results would yield the lower drag bound for a given lift as -well as the optimal partitioning between
the vorticity shed from the leading and trailing edges, but in contrast to the attached flow case, it
will not lead directly to the optimal cambering. Finally, the Trefftz plane concept should be validated
by verifying the lift and drag for several computed examples obtained by a direct pressure integration.

In conclusion, the leading edge vortex code represents an important design tool. There remains
only the ingenuity of the aerodynamicist to achieve the needed high lift performance for the difficult
class of wings represented by the supercruiser planform.

____" ___., __....7..7 __,.
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NORMAL FORCE AND PITCHING MOMENT OF WING-BODY-
COMBINATIONS IN THE NON-LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE AT

SUBSONIC SPEEDS
by

C.P. Schneider and D. Nikolitsch
Messerschmitt-Bblkow-Blohm GmbH

Munich

SU.MARY

Two engineering methods predicting the angle-of-attac%
dependence of the interference factors of missile configura-
tions at subsonic speeds and with quasisteady pitching motion
are investigated of their accuracy. Both procedures are based
on the non-linear lifting surface theory. One method for the
determJnation of the factor KB(W) which represents the effect
of the wing on the body-forces and -moments due to lift carry-
over relies on the linear Lennertz theory. The latter is mod-
ified in order to provide for an inclusion of results of the
non-linear lifting surface theory. This procedure will predict
the normal force interference factors only. Also the other
method determines KB(W). It uses the non-linear lifting sur-
face theory twice, firstly for the calculation of normal force
and moment of a slowly pitching wing alone, secondly to get
the same quantities for a substitute wing which represents the
original wing plus a rectangular flat middle section in place
of the body between the wing root chords. The differences be-
tween the results of the two procedures call for an improved
prediction method, as comparable quasisteady data from experi-
ments, which may serve to confirm the results of one or the
other method are not available at present. For the additional
analysis, free vortex tracing of discrete vortices by conven-
tional two-dimensional theory is proposed. Viscous vortices
with core are assumed. Their initial strength and position are
derived from three-dimensional non-linear lifting surface the-
ory by conversion of the linear and non-linear circulation of
the wing.

LIST OF' SYMBOLS

c c wing root chord, aerodynamic mean chord of wing

k, k' reduced frequencies k = ql/V, k' - kDi

1, Ic , 
1w body length, length of body cylindrical section witi- constant radius,

distance from body nose tip to wing tip

q pitching velocity

s wing half span

w velocity component in Z-direction

A reference area

C aerodynamic coefficient of forces and moments and tl.eir derivatives. The
reference area and reference length are A - iD2/4 and D, unless specified
otherwise in the text

CN normal force coefficient
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D body base diameter

K interference factor

M pitching moment

M Mach number

N normal force

R body radius

V resultant velocity

V c  cross-flow velocity

X, Y, Z coordinates (fig. 12)

a angle-of-attack

y strength of circulation

Xwing taper ratio

n dimensionless coordinate n Y/(R+s)

TIR  location of wing root chord nR = R/(R+s)

A aspect ratio of exposed wing

WLE' TE wing leading and trailinq edge sweep angle

1. INTRODUCTION

The interference of wing and body of missiles with high maneuverability in the non-
linear angle-of-attack range causes a non-negligible contribution to the forces and mo-
ments govering the longitudinal stability. This is shown in a recent coefficient synthe-
sis (ref. 1) of quasisteady derivatives of missile configurations in suLaoric flow:
Figs. 1 and 2 display as function of the angle-of-attack the pitch damping coefficient
of wing-body-combinations at M = 0.8. The pitch axis is located at the center of gravity
of the body with a homogeneous mass distribution. The fractions 1 and 2 represent the
contribution of the body, the boundary layer of which is assumed to be laminar. The frac-
tion 3 is the pitch damping of the wing alone,and parts 4 and 5 are caused by the interfer-
ence between wing and body. With the wing position of fig. 1, the fraction due to wing-
body-interference is small, with the wing position of fig. 2 however, this nortion aver-
ages 17 % of the total pitch damping over the given angle-of-attack range. 'he half-em-
pirical methods of ref. 1 used for the prediction of the forces and moments due to the
wing-body-interEerence yielded differences of the results as shown in fig. 3, where the
interference factors KB(W) of the normal force slope, pitch stiffness, normal force
damping and pitch damping of the configuration of fig. I are plotted versus the inci-
dence. These differences and the lack of comparable experimental data in the case of non-
linear quasisteady factors called for additional theoretical methods in order to confirm
the results of one or the other existing procedure.

2. WING-BODY INTERFERENCE FACTOR

The dimensionless interference factors K according to ref. 2 are formed with the
lift or normal force of the wing in the presence of a body or viceversa in relation to
the lift or normal force of the wing alone. The no,,al force of a missile configuration
Nc may be defined as the sum

Nc = NB + NW + NW(B) + NB(W)

of the normal force of the body alone NB, of the wing alone NW, of the fraction gained
or lost by the wing due to the presence of a body NW(B) and the part gained or lost by the
body due to the interference of a wing. In the presence of a body the normal force of the
wing is NW + NW(B). This sum related to the normal force of an isolated wing NW yields
the factor

K 1 I + KW(B)

where KW(B) = NW(B)/N W. Accordinq to slender body theory (ref. 2), the factor KW varies
with the ratio qR of the body radius R and the sum of wing half span and body radius
(s+R) from 1 for a wing without body (RO) up to 2 for a very wide body (R--) with a
wing of a small half span. In the high angle-of-attack range, KW may accept smaller val-
ues for a given n than slender body theory predicts. This can be caused by body vortices
changing the down~ash distribution and hence the loading over the wing surface. Linear slen-
der bodytheory predicts a body normal force consisting of the nose or contoured aft body
cortribution NN and the part due to the lift carry-over from the wing NB(W). For a cyl-
indrical body of constant radius, i.e. without a contoured nose or aft body section we
get NN = 0. Then the body normal force in the presence Gf a wing is given by NB=NW.KB(W),
where KB(W) = NB(w)/NW. In the high angle-of-attack range, the bocly normal force will
by changed by a cross-flow term. Also, the KB(W) factor due to lift carry-over will
change because of non-linear wing characteristics. The terminology of interference fac-
tors K as specified in ref. 2 for normal force N and moment M is extended here to ac-
count for the interference effects on pitch damping and normal force damping.

-. ,;i ~ . --- ....----
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3. NON-LINEAR STEADY INTERFERENCE FACTOR KW

The upwash distribution over the wing induced by symmetric body vortices and caused
by the cross flow accelerating when passing around the body (ref. 3) can be fed into the
relations of the non-linear lifting surface theory (ref. 4). This will provide the pos-
sibility of calculating non-linear steady and quasisteady interference factors KW (ref.
1). In fig. 4 the steady non-linear normal force factor Kw(N) obtained this way is com-
pared to experimental results of ref. 5. The influence of different body lengths is no-
ticeable with the experimental data: The normal force of the wing and hence the inter-
ference factor are lower with the longer fore body section. According to ref. 5, at low
incidences this is due to change of the upwash velocity over the wing as consequence of
the nose and body boundary influence. In the higher angle-of-attack range, the position
and strength of the body vortices is changed which also may decrease the Kw-factor.
Generally, the theory of ref. 1 determines higher KW values than those obtained in the
experiment. In particular a much weaker influence of the body vortices is predicted. As
the present theory neglects the body boundary layer thickness which diminishes the ef-
fective wing area, the general differences between theory and experiment are understand-
able. A turbulent boundary layer can lower the interference factor by as much as 20 %
(ref. 6). To some extent, the latter influence will also account for the lower KW with
the longer fore body section. The weak influence of body vortices on the wing normal
force - predicted by theory - may be explained in fig. 5. Here, the free body vortices
and their images, the vortex induced velocity and the cross flow velocity distribution
over the wing span are displayed. The cross flow plane of this diagramm lies at the wing
trailing edge of the configuration of fig. 4. At subsonic speeds, the vortex positions
ere close to the body surface and near the vertical body axis. The induced upwash
velocity w of an individual vortex is quite large, but the resultant induced by the two
vortex pairs of the present model becomes small C'±e to partial compensation. Also, arbi-
trary changes up to 20 % of either the vortex position or the vortex strength do not
alter the induced upwash significantly as to reproduce the experimentally determined KW
for a wing with long forebody. Again in fig. 6, the present method overestimates KW in
comparison to the experimental data of ref. 7, but determines the correct slope of KW
with the incidence up to a 200, whereas the result of slender body theory matches the
measured value of KW at low incidences. If a correction for a body boundary layer were
taken into account, a decrease of AKw/KW from - 10 % to - 20 % would render the slender
body value too low, the data of the present method however would compare well with the
experimental result. In conclusion of this paragraph, the body boundary layer growth
must he taken intc account with the present theoiy, if both the value and slope of KW
with a are to be simulated correctly.

4. MODIFIED LENNERTZ INTERFERENCE FACTOR KB(W)

According to Lennertz' linear two-dimensional theory (ref. 8), the ratio of NB(W)/NW
of an wing-body combination is given by a factor KB(W) = nR. It changes from zero at
R - 0, i.e. without the presence of a body to 1 for R--, as shown in fig. 7a. Here,
KB(W) is plotted versus n for combinations of body and rectangular wings of various
aspect ratios O<A<-. The linear relation betwen KB(W) and nR holds for a wing with A--.
The correspondig normal force distribution over wing and body is shown in the diagram of
fig. 7b. The wing normal force is proportional to the area Ay '(i-nR), the portion car-
ried over to the body amounts to AY0.rR(I-nR). In the modifiea version of Lennertz'the-
ory, the normal force of a rectangular wing with finite aspect ratio is represented by
the area 2Ay*(n=nR).nW according to ref. 9. The length

W . (- R).CNw/(2AT" (=n R ) )(I

shown in fig. 8 is folded about the wing root chord at n=nR on the body coordinate ac-
cording to conformal mapping. Now a rectangular area 2 W-R.nRAY (n=nR)/(nW+nR) will rep-
resent the portion of the normal force of the body due to the wing interference. The
ratio KB(W) = NB(W)/NW combined with eq. 1 leads to the expression

K __ 1(2)
KB(W) 1 -nR CNW

1+ R- A-y (n= 1R )

The factor contains the ratio between the total normal force of the wing and the local
normal force at the wing root. In the special case of A-, the ratio CNW/2Ay*(nI=lR)
approaches 1, which reduces KB(Wj of eq. 2 to the one of Lennertz theory, shown in fig.
7a together with results of eq. 2 for rectangular wings of finite aspect ratio at zero
incidence. Through the normal force ratio, a non-linear dependence on the incidence en-
ters eq. 2 when a non-linear lifting surface theory is applied. For a family of wings
characterized by straight trailing edges without sweep, of the normal force distribution
over the span the local normal force at the wing root will be maximum. In this case, the
product of two functions CNw/2Ay*(n=nR) for a=O and j(a) match the result CNw/2Ay*(n=nR)
of the non-linear lifting surface theory for a0O. They relate the normal force ratio to
the wing form, i.e. the leading edge sweep and the taper ratio (fig. 9) and to the angle
of attack (fig. 10). Within the subsonic range, the Mach number dependence was found neg-
ligibly small. As result, simple relations will provide an estimate of the dependence of
the KB(W) factor on the incidence and wing form. As seen from fig. 10, delta wings re-
veal a stronger dependence on the incidence than rectangular or trapezoidal wings. The
KB(W)(N) of trapezoidal wings are added to the diagrams of figs. 3 and 11. Only quanti-

I.
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ties of wing normal forces are used to obtain KB(W) by means of eq. 2. Therefore, no
other information but KB(W)(N) can be given by the modification of the Lennertz theory.

5. KB(W) BY REPLACEMENT OF THE BODY WITH A RECTANGULAR FLAT MIDDLE SECTION

This procedure replaces the cylindrical body between the wing roots by a rectan-
gular flat middle section. The non-linear lifting surface theory is applied twice in
order to determine the normal forces and moments of the original wing and of the sub-
stitute wing consisting of the original one plus the rectangular middle section. The
difference between forces (or moments) of the substitute and the original wing in rela-
tion to the corresponding force (or moment) of the original wing alone yields the inter-
ference factor KB(W). The normal force factor becomes

N SW- NW
KB(W) (N) = NW (3)

where N denotes the normal force of the substitute wing. Using dimensionless force or
moment efficients, the KB(W) of the pitch stiffness, normal force damping and pitch
damping are given by

(Cmn)sw - (Cmn)w (CmnB(W),_(4

KB(W) (Mn) -Cmm)B(W) Cm(4)
n W (Cm n)W

=(CN )SW "'(cNq )W- (CN (5)W
KB(W) (Nq) (CN ) W C q (5)

K(cM)SW- (Cm)W (Cm )B(W) (6)
KB(W) Mq (Cmq)w m

The coefficients of the derivatives in eqs. 4-6 have the wing root chord co rather thanthe aerodynamic mean chord E for reference length, as 5 may vary with nR" As reference
area of the coefficients of che substitute wing (CN)SW and (Cm)SW, the planform of the
original wing, i.e. the wetted wing area is chosen. Results of this procedure for theconfigurations of body and trapezoidal wings are displayed in figs. 3 and 11. The com-
puter program which is used twice for the determination of KBIW) is designed for wings
with straight leading edges or leading edges with one bend only. With exception of
LE=O, the latter shape always applies for the substitute wing. Hence, the computer pro-

gram cannoi. handle those original wings which already have a leading edge bend and angles
f.EtO. In order to allow for this particular wing shape, eqs. 4-6 have been reformulatedin terms cf the normal force factor KB W(N), the ratio of the pressure point of origi-

nal and substitute wing XNW/XNsw and the ratio of the lccations of vanishing normal force
damping XoW/XoSw:

XNSwK(W (M)= (KB(w) (a)+1) X~w I,(7)

Xow

KB(W) (Nq) - (KB(W) (a)+1) XOW - 1 (8)

and K (M) = B(w +) 0(X + W (9)

q~~~~ -(%a+)(~+~ SW

Now, Ihe normal force KB(W) of a wing (with leading edge bend for instance) may be taken
from the modified Lennertz theory or from experiment. The ratios XNW/XNSw and XoW/XosW
still must be calculated for a wing the "substitute wing" method can handle and which
approximates in shape the wing with leading edge bend. In ref. 1, empirical relations
for XNw/XNSW and XoW/XoSW are fitted to the results of the non-linear lifting surface
theory for a family of wings tabulated in fig. 9. The empirical relations were used
in eqs. 7-9 obtain the KB(W) by the dashed curve in fig. 3. The differences of KB(W)
calculated with various procedures relying on the non-linear lifting surface theory are
noticeable in figs. 3 and 11.

6. INTERFERENCE FACTORS BY THE VORTEX TRACING METHOD

Without comparable experimental data, the results of one or the other preceding
method can be confirmed only by a more refined analysis. The procedure proposed here for
this purpose links the non-linea4 three-dimensional lifting surface theory with the two-
dimensional theory of slender wing-bod configurations. This way, forces and moments non-
linear with the angle-of-attack (a < 25 ) due to the interference of body and body vorti-
ces on the wing,and of the wing on the body can be determined step by step proceeding in
the direction of the longitudinal (X) axis of the configuration (fig. 12).

Two different wing vortex models convert the wing circulation into discrete free
vortices whose paths are traced along the X-axis (fig. 12). The wing-body section shown
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in fig. 13 is supposed to oscillate harmonically about a specified incidence a with low
frequency and amplitude, i.e. with a quasisteady lateral pitching motion. The linear and
non-linear parts of the circulation obtained with the lifting surface theory are inte-
grated over the wing chord. These parts are converted separately into discrete vortices.
The lateral position (Y) on the wing surface and strength of the vortices are estimated
with the methods of Rossow and Williams (refs. 10, 11). Vortices with a core will result.
Only the X-coordinate of the vortex origin must be suitably selected. One of the vortex
models locates the origins or separation points of the vortices representing the non-
linear part of the circulation on the leading edge. The "linear" vortices separate from
the trailing edge as shown in fig. 14. The other model provides for a sectioning of the
non-linear part of the pressure distribution according to the arrangement of panel ele-
ments on the wing planform. A discrete vortex is assigned to each pressure section using
the method in ref. 12. Again, the origins of linear vortices are located on the trailing
edge (fig. 15). After shedding, each vortex is treated as a free viscous vortex (ref.11).
The subsequent positions will be computed step by step from the local induced velocity
at the vortex. The induced velocity is obtained with conformal mapping of vortices in
the cross flow plane. The relations for the vortex path tracing are available from refs.
13 or 14. The satisfaction of the Kutta condition at each step may require an additional
vortex, the strength of which will be selected to yield zerp induced normal velocity in
the mean at the wing surface. The strength of the additional vortex relative to the
strength of the vortices determined from the wing circulation, is a criteriun for 'he
qualification of the assumed vortex model in simulating the wing circulation.

Slender body theory will be applied to determine force and moment distribution in-
duced by the free vort.ices along the X-axis of the wing-body combination. The steady
derivatives and corresponding K-factors follow from the vortices which are derived from
the real part of the wing circulation as determined by the non-linear lifting surface
theory. The quasisteady derivatives and corresponding K-factors are calculated by tracing
the vortices obtained with the imaginary part of the wing circulation. The steady inter-
ference factor KB(W will be obtained when in the lifting surface theory, the linear
upwash distribution-over the wing is constant and proportional to the incidence a. When
the upwash distribution varies over X corresponding to the pitching velocity q.X, the
quasisteady factor KB(W) will be determined. When in addition the velocities induced by
the free body vortices and the cross flow velocity about the body are taken into account
in the wing upwash distributionthe sum of the factors KW + KB(W) will result.

Results of steady aerodynamic coefficients determined with the procedure using the
vortex model of fig. 14 are shown in figs. 3 and 17. The diagram of fig. 17 displays the
non-linear part of the normal force distribution along the wing-body longitudinal axis.
The geometry and flight condition of the configuration is given in fig. 3. Although a
non-linear circulation increasing quadratically with the incidence is converted to yield
the initial values of the discrete vortices emanating from the wing leading edge, the
vortex lift induced on the wing-body combination has a higher than quadratical expo-
nential dependence. This is seen by the distribution of fig. 17 and also from fig. 3
where the steady KB(w)-factors of the vortex tracing procedure are added. In the low
angle-of-attack range (a<100), the normal force factor follows the results obtained with
the "substitute wing method", but deviates to larger values for a>10 0 . The non-linear
KB(W) of the normal force by the vortex method is derived from fig. 17 the following way:
The total non-linear part of the vortex normal force is integrated from the distribution.
The linear part of the wing-body configuration is determined with the linear wing normal
force multiplied by the linear factor l+KB(W) according to Lennertz. The sum of the non-
linear and linear wing-body normal force is diminished by the non-linear normal force
of the wing alone and then divided by the latter.

7. CONCLUSION

Critical examination of the interference factors KW and KB(W) leads to the follo-
wing proposal for the improvement of the analytical results. Including in the analysis
of KW the effect of boundary layer growth along the forebody section on the distribution of
upwash velocity over the wing, will positively affect the K values in comparison to
experimental results. This correction will be decisive on tLe improvement of the ana-
lytical results of KW. The arbitrary change of body vortex strength and the vortex posi-
tions in the cross flow plane by as much as ± 20% had no noticeable effect on KW. The sub-
stitution of the applied symmetrical vortex model of Jorgensen and Perkins (ref. 3) by
either of the asymmetric models of Wardlaw (ref. 15) or Deffenbaugh and Koerner (ref. 16)
may not alter the present results appreciably in the range of incidence (a < 200) con-
sidered here. Thus, the additional effort encountered with the use of these models may
not be awarded. However, this will change at angles-of-attack a > 200. Most critical in
the analysis of KB(W) (figs 3 and 11) is the assumption that the replacement of the
cylindrical body between wing root chords by a rectangular middle section will provide
the correct locations in X-direction of the pressure point and of the point of zero nor-
mal force damping. The proposed procedure based on vortex tracing which determines the
normal force distribution along the longitudinal (X) axis of the wing-body combination
will certainly yield more accurate results. Considering in fig. 16 the dashed curves which
represent the steady normal force and pitching moment of the wing-body combination trea-
ted throughout this report, one will anticipate, that at least the proposed corrections
of Kw reflect favourably on the values of the normal force, as they will lower them to
better agreement with experimental data.

A." ' .
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PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR SLENDER BODIES ALONE AND
WITH LIFTING SURFACES TO HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

Leland H. Jorgensen
Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, California 94035, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

An engineering-type method is presented for computing normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients
for slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross section alone and with lifting surfaces. In this
method, a semiempirical term representing viscous-separation crossflow is added to a term representing
potential-theory crossflow.

For bodies of revolution, computed aerodynamic characteristics agree with measured results for inves-
tigated free-stream Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.9 and for angles of attack (a) from 0* to 1800. For bodies
of elliptic cross section, measured results are also predicted reasonably well over the investigated Mach
number range from 0.6 to 2.0 and the a range from 0' to 600. For all bodies the predictions are best at
supersonic Mach numbers.

For body-wing and body-wing-tail configurations, measured normal-force coefficients and centers are
predicted reasonably well at the upper test Mach number of 2.0. As the Mach number is decreased to 0.6,
the agreement for the normal-force coefficients rapidly deteriorates.

When model flow-separation and vortex patterns are asymmetric, undesirable side forces are usually
measured on the models at subsonic Mach numbers and zero sideslip angle. Generally, the side-force coef-
ficients decrease or vanish with: increase in Mach number, decrease in nose fineness ratio, nose blunt-
ing, and flattening of body cross section (particularly the nose).

NOTATION

4 body cross-sectional area LA body aftersection length

Ab body base area (at x - i) 'N body nose length

Ap planform area Mn Mach number component normal to body
axis, M0 sin a

Ar reference area (taken as Ap for the
comparisons of computed with experimental M_ free-stream Mach number jresults)i

p pressure
Aw exposed wing planform area (two panels)

a,b semimajor and semiminor axes of elliptic p free-stream static pressure

cross section q dynamic pressure component normal to
body axis, q_ sin 2 

aFa

CA axial-force coefficient, a q. free-stream dynamic pressure, pV!

r. body cross-section radius or corner
Cd crossflow drag coefficient of circular radius
n cylinder section, Fn pV0 X

n n, (tc-d-y Re free-stream Reynolds number, --

Cm pitching-moment coefficient about station Ren Reynolds number component normal to body

at xm from nose, pitching moment axis, Re d sin c

Fn V body volume
N  Vn velocity component normal to body axis,

VN sin

Cn local normal-force coefficient per unit
length V. free-stream velocity

C pressure coefficient, p P_ w body width
p q X reference length (generally taken as d

Fy for the comparisons of computed with
side-force coefficient, experimental results)

x axial distance from body nosed body cross-section diameter
Xac axial distance from body nose to normal-

FaFnFy axial, normal, and side force force aerodynamic center (center of

k corner rounding for body cross section, r pressure)
w xc  axial distance from body nose to cen-

body length troid of body planform area

-=*' " , , * . 'i . -
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Xm axial distance from body nose to pitching- p density of air
moment reference center

0angle of roll about body longitudinal
Xsf axial distance from body nose to side- axis

force aerodynamic center
Subscripts:

cangle of attack
b body base

fi angle of sideslip
cy cylinder

wing planform semiapex angle
Newt Newtonian theory

n crossflow drag proportionality factor
(ratio of crossflow drag for a finite- nose body nose
length cylinder to that for an infinite-
length cylinder) o equivalent circular body or cross

section
viscosity coefficient of air

SB slender-body theory

stag stagnation

1. INTRODUCTIO1

Over the last several years, high angle-of-attack aerodynamics has increased in importance because of
the demand for greater maneuverability of space shuttle vehicles, missiles, and military aircraft (both
manned and remotely piloted). Until recent years there has been a general lack of analytical methods and
aerodynamic data suitable for use in the preliminary design of most advanL-J configurations for flight to
high angles of attack over a wide range of Mach and Reynolds numbers. There has been, however, consider-
able research leading to the development of methods for predicting the static aerodynamic characteristics
of simple shapes, primarily slender bodies of revolution.

Prior to the work of Allen in 1949 (Ref. 1), most analytical procedures for computing the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies were based on potential-flow theory, and their usefulness was limited to very
low angles of attack. Allen proposed a method for predicting the static longitudinal forces and moments
for bodies of revolution inclined to angles of attack considerably higher than those for which theories
based only on potential-flow concepts are known to apply. In this method, a crossflow lift attributed to
viscous-flow separation is added to the lift predicted by potential theory. This method has been used
quite successfully to compute the aerodynamic coefficients of inclined bodies (e.g., Refs. 1-6), although
most data available for study until 1961 were for bodies at angles of attack below about 200, and the
formulas were initially written to apply only over about this angle-of-attack range.

In 1961, Allen's concept was adapted by Jorgensen and Treon (Ref. 7) for computing the normal-force,
axial-force, and pitching-moment coefficients for a rocket booster throughout the angle-of-attack range
from 00 to 180'. Reasonable agreement of theory with experiment was obtained for a test model of the
rocket booster over the Mach number range from 0.6 to 4. The Allen concept was further applied by Saffell,
Howard, and Brooks (Ref. 8) in 1971 in a computer-programmed method for predicting the static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect-ratio missiles operating at angles up to 1800.

In 1958, a method for computing the aerodynamic characteristics for bodies of noncircular cross sec-
tion was proposed by Jorgensen (Ref. 6). In this method, normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients
(CNo and C,:o) are computed by Allen's formulas for the equivalent body of revolution which has the same

axial distribution of cross-sectional area as the noncircular body. Then the values of CN and Cm for
the noncircular body are computed from CN/CNo and Cm/Cm ratios determined from apparent mass corffi-

cients (i.e., from slender-body theory). Good agreement of theory with experiment (Ref. 6) was obtained
by this procedure for bodies of elliptic cross section at the conditions investigated (a/b = 1 to 2,

= 0° and 900, M = 2 to 4, and cc 00 to 200).

Early in 1973, the Allen concept was again applied by Jorgensen (Ref. 9) to further develop an
engineering-type procedure for computing normal-force, axial-force, and pitching-moment coefficients for
slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross sections at a = 0* to 1800. The CN and Cm formulas
were written, however, for a body whose cross-sectional shape remains constant over the body length, but
the cross-sectional area, of course, is allowed to vary.

In 1973, Jorgensen (Refs. 10 and 11) rewrote the CN and Cm expressions to apply to the general case
of a slender body alone or with lifting surfaces where the cross-sectional shape, as well as the cross-
sectional area, is allowed to vary along the body length. For the special case of winged-elliptic cones,
simplified expressions for CN and Cm were also presented. Good agreement between predicted and experi-
mental results was shown. However, experimental results available for comparison with the method were
limited to simple elliptic bodies and winged-elliptic cones at angles of attack less than about 200 and at
Mach numbers only from 2 to 4. Thus, it was concluded that additional comparisons for these and more
diverse configurations were needed at higher angles of attack and at lower Mach numbers to determine
validity limits for the method.

In 1972-73 there was a great need to enlarge the relatively small data base for bodies alone and in
combination with wings and tails at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers. By 1976 this need
was alleviated significantly by some introductory investigations into this high a field (e.g.,
Refs. 12-21). Most studies were initiated primarily for application to missile aerodynamics. Two recent
studies, however, were more aircraft oriented in that they were directed toward the determination of

. .. ..
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experimental aerodynamic characteristics for slender bodies with thin wings (Ref. 20) and with wings and a

tail (Ref. 21).

In 1977, Jorgensen (Ref. 22) surveyed much of the recently obtained data in Refs. 12-21 and compared
his predictive method with some experimental normal-force and normal-force center characteristics. Also

included in the survey was a study of experimental side forces and yawing moments which have been shown to

develop on models at high angle of ttack even with zero sideslip (63 = 0). These unwanted side forces

and yawing moments, which probably ltid to undesirable stall/spin characteristics, have been measured on

noses alone, bodies alone, bodies with wings, and bodies with wings and a tail (e.g., Refs. 12-21).

In the present paper some of the most pertinent research findings of Ref. 22 are reviewed and updated.
The prediction methodology of Jorgensen is first summarized. Then aerodynamic characteristics computed by

the method are compared with measured characteristics for bodies of revolution, bodies of elliptic cross
section, and bodies with thin wings alone and in combination with a tail. Following these comparisons,

there is a discussion of recent data pertaining to the origin and alleviation of undesirable side forces

and yawing moments associated with high a flight at 13 = 00. This discussion is based on measured side-

force characteristics and some photographs, obtained with the oil-flow and vapor-screen techniques, that
show the separation patterns and vortex flow fields over selected models.

2. PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

In this section the prediction methodology of Ref. 22 is summarized. Basic equations and empirical
input values are oresented.

2.1 Bodies of Revolution

In 1949, H. J. Allen (Ref. 1) proposed a heuristic concept for predicting the static longitudinal
forces and moments for bodies of revolution inclined to angles of attack considerably higher than those
for which theories based only on potential-flow concepts are known to apply. In this concept, a crossflow
lift attributed to viscous crossflow separation is added to the crossflow lift predicted by potential-flow
theory. For the potential-flow lift, Allen used the slender-body equation derived in 1923 by Max Munk for
airship hulls (Ref. 23) and re-examined in 1949 by G. N. Ward (Ref. 24).

By using the Allen concept, Jorgensen (Ref. 22) wrote the following equations for normal-force and
pitching-moment coefficients:

C= r J dx + J r dx (1)

9. 
2nCdn sin' ~o

C sin 2a cos /2)_ dA x- X)dx + nr(x - x)dx (2)m Arx J - x; ' xin ArX -

In each equation, the first term comes from slender-body theory, and the second term represents the vis-
cous crossflow theory.

Integrated expressions for bodies of revolution at a 00 to 1800 have been obtained from Eqs. (1)

and (2). For the sign convention in sketch (a), page 4,

C A b sin 2,' cos - + 9C a' ; O - 
a 0' 1800 (3)

CN Ar 7 dn Ar

[V - Ab(z" x,,,)1 , Ap/xm"Xc\

Cm -A -x  'sin 2u' cos T+ [Cd L ----x--sin2 a' O, 00 . 900 (4)
Arj AT d n Ar

and

IV - A bXm i n 2 a A p ( Xm Xc S 2 a
CM  -- xm 2a' cos T + nCdn Art xc) a' ; 900 < a < 1800 (5)

where Ab is the body base area; Ap is the planform area; V is the body volume; xc is the distance frum
the nose apex to the centroid of planform area; and a' a for 00 a 900 and a' = 180' - a for
900 _ a _ 1800.

The axial distance from the nose apex to the normal-force aerodynamic center is then given by

Xac (6)

In the viscous cr)ssflow terms for CN and Cm, Cdn is the steady-state crossflow (or normal) drag

coefficient for a two-timensional circular cylinder. Cdn is a function of both the Mach number and Rey-

nolds number components normal to the body longitudinal axis.
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Because of spillage flow around the ends of a finite length cylinder, the value of Cd is less than

that for an infinitely long (truly two-dimensional) cylinder in the same free stream. Thus, Cdn is mul-

tiplied by a proportionality factor n, which is the ratio of Cdn for a finite length cylinder to that

for an infinite length cylinder. This factor I, which approaches unity as the cylinder length to diam-

eter approaches infinity, is given from experimental results (discussed later). In the practical use of

,I, it is assumed that the 9,/d of the cylinder is the same as that for the body of revolution being con-

sidered. It is also assumed that the net-force effect of the front and rear end flows is approximately

the same for both configurations.

2.2 Bodies of Circular and Noncircular Cross Section Alone and With Lifting Surfaces

For the general case of a body alone or with lifting surfaces where the cross-sectional shape can

vary along the body length, both the potential and viscous separation crossflow terms for CN and C11 have
been written (Ref. 22) in integral form as follows:

in
2,,Cd sin ICn

C 2 sin 2 cos(,/2) Y'(Cn dA dx + r dx (7)
N Ar JoYnSB dx Ar Jo nNewt

and

sin Cn

C . sin 2a cos(_/2) I dA - x)dx + n ewt(X - x)dx (8) i

m ~ ~ ~ 'n X (x d ~ nlx 8
-ArX o osB fo\O)Newt

In Eqs. (7) and (8), the first terms (from slender-body theory) are not applicable, as written, for winged-

body sections where the dA/dx values are zero or negative, and procedures similar to those suggested in
Ref. 25 probably should be used. Further adaptation of this method for use with body-wing and body-wing-
tail configurations is considered in Sec. 5.

In each equation, the potential crossflow term is generalized by multiplying the value within the

integral by the ratio (Cn/Cno)SB - the ratio of the local normal-force coefficient per unit length Cn

for the desired cross-sectional shape to the similar coefficient C1n for the equivalent circular shape

having the same cross-sectional area. The necessary ratios can be determined fron. apparent mass coeffi-

cients (slender-body theory) for many cross-sectionil shapes.

In each equation, the viscous crossflow term is generalized by multiplying the value within the inte-
gral by the ratio (Cn/Cno)Newt. Here the local ratio of Cn to Cno at each station is assumed to be

given by Newtonian impact theory; Cdn remains as the crossflow drag coefficient for the equivalent circu-

lar cylinder section.

In the second term of Eqs. (7) and (8), there is some experimental Justification for formulating the
ratio (Cn/Cno) from Newtonian theory and multiplying it by the available experimental or theoretical cross-

flow drag coefficient for the equivalent circular cross section Cdn. For subcritical crossflow Mach and

Reynolds numbers, Jorgensen (Ref. 11) has shown that Cn/Cn values from Newtonian theory agree reason-

ably well (but somewhat fortuitously) with those from two-dimensional tests (Refs. 26-30) of elliptic
cross sections and square cross sections with rounded corners. Jorgensen's comparisons are shown in
Table 1. Good agreement also can be expected at high supersonic and hypersonic crossflow Mach numbers

where Newtonian theory by definition should be most applicable. The most doubtful regimes include the
transonic crossflow Mach number regime and the supercritical crossflow Reynolds number regime. (These
regimes are discussed further for circular cross sections in the following section.)

Where reliable experimental crossflow drag data exist for a desired noncircular cross section, these
data, of course, can be used. Then the values of Cdn for the particular cross sections can be substi-

tuted in Eqs. (7) and (8) in lieu of the product Cdn(Cn/Cno)Newt, where Cdn as now written is for a

" A " . ,T , ",- ,.--
". . .. - ., -
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circular cross section only. Of course, if the shape of the noncircular cross section varies along the
body length, values of Cdn must be substituted within the integral in the second term of Eqs. (7)

and (8), and a great deal of empirical input data may be necessary for some configurations.

For the case of a body with the same cross-sectional shape along the body length, Eqs. (7) and (8)

reduce to

CR sin 2 cos )NosB + (Cdn r sinewt (9)

and

C V - Ab(v" X )in 2a cos m-) + ,,Cdn Ap (!X Xj)sin2 ,i( m) (10)c,.~ Ar os O)Newt

where

B (O)SB RS

-)Newt = ( &Newt " ( )Newt

These equations are applicable for values ot a from 00 to 90' . For u from 90' to 180', they cdn be
rewritten in the form of Eqs. (3)-(5).

2.3 Empirical Input Values

2.3.1 Crossflow drag coefficient

To compute CN and Cm from the equations presented in the previous sections, values of crossflow
drag coefficient Cdn are needed for an "infinite length" or truly two-dimensional circular cylinder

placed normal to an airstream. As previously mentioned, Cdn is a function of both the Mach number and

Reynolds number components normal to the cylinder longitudinal axis, and hence for a configuration at
angle of attack, it is a function of Mn = M_ sin a and Ren - Re sin a. Mn is commonly called the cross-
flow Mach number and Ren, the crossflow Reynolds number. For circular cylinders, necessary "state-of-
the-knowledge" plots have been prepared for the variation of Cdn with Mn and Ren (Fiqs. 1-3).

In Fig. 1 is shown the variation of Cdn with Mn over the Mn range from 0 to 8. Figure 1 was
prepared from the data of Refs. 31 through 36 and from data for transonic Mach numbers obtained recently
by Macha in the Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (Ref. 37). Also shown for reference are the
theoretical variations predicted from Newtonian and modified Newtonian theories. Because of the close
agreement of the Newtonian values with experiment at the higher Mach numbers, it is not surprising that
computer programs utilizing Newtonian theories have been used successfully to predict space-shuttle-
boosterresults in wind tunnels at hypersonic Mach numbers (see, e.g., Ref. 38). Except for the transonic
range, where data are questionable, the variation of Cdn with Mn is well documented in Fig. 1.

In the transonic range, the black symbols in Fig. 1 represent values of Cdn obtained recently
(Ref. 37) from pressure-distribution tests of circular cylinders of various diameters (1.9 to 5.1 cm) at
crossflow Reynolds numbers from about 1.3xIO 5 to 4.9xi05. Many values of Cdn were initially computed

from the extensive pressure distributions measured by Macha on the cylinders in the Ames 2- by 2-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. Because there was a general increase in Cdn with decrease in cylinder diameter

d (but not Ren) for Mn values from about 0.9 to 1.?, plots of Cdn vs d were constructed, and values

of Cdn were obtained by extrapolating the curves to d 0 0. The black symbols in Fig. 1 represent these

extrapolated values of Cdn, values that should come closest to representing data for no interference
between the models ard the wind tunnel. These data agree well with the rocket flight-test results obtained
in 1953 by Welsh (Ref. 36), but these or similar-sized models should be tested further in a larger tran-
sonic wind tunnel.

As shown in Fig. 1, there is a critical crossflow Reynolds number effect that can drastically lower
the values of Cd at Mn below about 0.5. For Mn less than about 0.5, if the crossflow Reync' 4s num-
ber Ren exceedsnthe critical value of about 2xlO 5 , the value of Cdn decreases considerably. This vari-
ation is shown in greater detail in Figs. 2 and 3.

In Fig. 2 the varial;on of Cdn with Ren for Mn less than about 0.4 is presented. It has been
well documented over the last 60 years (e.g., Refs. 26, 30, 32, 39) that Cdn 2 1.2 for laminar boundary-
layer flow and separation just before the critical Reynolds number of about Ren - 2xlO. At about
Re = 5xlO there is evidence (e.g., Refs. 40-42) of lamintr boundary-layer flow around the front of the
cylinder to an angular position of about 80° or 90*, where the flow separates, undergoes transition,
and reattaches at an angular position of about 110' to form a laminar separation oubble. The,, the

_ _"I
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turbulent flow separates at some position downstream (an angular location of about 130'). With a further

increase in Reynolds number into the supercritical regime, the bubble decreases in size until the transi-

tion to turbulent flow moves upstream of the location of laminar separation, and the bubble disappears

(Ref. 42). From the low Cdn value between about 0.15 and 0.30, Cdn increases gradually, at least for

an increase in Ren up to about 5xl0G. Over the supercritical Reynolds number regime there is still con-

siderable uncertainty in the magnitude and trend of Cdn with Ren and Mn. The shading in Fig. 2 indicates

the apptoximate spread or uncertainty in Cdn based on known data.

Jones, Cincotta, and Walker (Ref. 42) probably have ride the most detailed study of circular cylin-

ders in supercritical flow. With the use of freon gas to obtain high Ren, they have shown that there is

an effect of Mn on the variation of Cdn with Ren. Figure 3 (taken from Ref. 42) summarizes their

Cdn results for Mn = 0.25 to 0.50. The reader is referred to Ref. 42 for their interpretation of these

Cdn results based on pressure-distribution and visual-flow studies.

2.3.2 Crossflow drag proportionality factor

In the equations used to compute CN and Cm, 1 is the crossflow drag proportionality factor, that

is, the ratio of the crossflow drag coefficient for a finite-length cylinder to that for an infinite-

length cylinder. Cylinder drag coefficients from %hich values of n can he determined have been measured

(to the author's knowledge) only at very low subsonic Mach numbers (Refs. 43 and 44).

Values of n for circular cylinders at .very low crossflow Mach numbers (from Ref. 43) are plotted as

a function of lenqth/diameter in Fig. 4. Values of n for flat plates are also plotted, but as a function

of plate length/width. The values for the flat plates are only slightly less than those for the circular

cylinders. Thus, it is likely that Fig. 4 can be used to estimate values of n for many cross sections

varying from circular to flat. However, these values may be acceptable only for very low crossflow Mach

numbers.

An indication of the variation of n with crossflow Mach number Mn can be obtained by computing

values of T, from high- CN data (Ref. 16) for slender bodies of revolution. From Eq. (3),

CN - sin 2a cos(a/2)(Ab/Ar)
TCdn o (Ap/Ar)sin2  - (11)

For two bodies of fineness ratio 10 and 12 (sketched in Fig. 5), the variation of nCdn with Mn

(for M . 0.4 to 1.6) has been computed from Eq. (11) with the use of CN data for values of a from
about 45 to 60°. As shown in Fig. 5. the results for the two bodies agree closely. Now with the varia-
tion of Cdn with Mn in Fig. 1 and the variation of nCdn with Mn in Fig. 5, the variation of n

with Mn has been computed and the results plotted in Fig. 6. (The circular symbols denote the computed
values over the Mn range from 0.4 to 1.6; the square and diamond symbols represent values of n for
very low crossflow Mach numbers obtained from Fig. 4.)

For most supersonic and hypersonic values of Mn, n probably can be assumied to be unity, an as'LImp-
tion indicated as being essentially correct from past investigations (e.g., Refs. 3, 6, 7, and 9). The
greatest uncertainty appears to be within the transonic M range, and here further research is desirable.
In this study, however, Figs. 5 and 6 are used in lieu of getter information.

2.4 Formulas of (Cn/Cno)SB and (Cn/Cno)Newt for Winged-Circular and Winged-Elliptic Cross Sections

To use Eqs. (7)-(10) for computing CN and Cm, ratios of the section normal-force coefficients (Cn)

to those for the equivalent circular sections (Cno) must be determined. Formulas of (C,/Cno)sB and

(Cn/Cno)iNewt are presented for winged-circular and winged-elliptic cross sections (with zero-thickness

wings assumed). Similar results have been derived for winged-square cross sections with rounded corners

(Ref. 22), but they are not presented in this paper.

2.4.1 Formulas of(Cn/Cno)sB

From slender-body theory (e.g., Refs. 45-48), (Cn/Cno)sB expressions have been determined (Ref. 11)

for winged-circular and winged-elliptic cros5 sections (see sketches (b), (c), and (d)).

V jVnt VnI

(b) (c) (d)

For a winged-circular crvss section with the wing planform nerpendicular to the crossflow velocity

Vn (sketch (b)),
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/Cn) s r2F -I + s " 1(12 )
0/SB

For a winged-elliptic cross section with the semimajor axis a and wing planform perpendicular to

the crossflow velocity Vn (sketch (c)),

_ 1 (k 2  + a2 ) (13)
n-,o/SB

where

(a + b)2

For a winged-elliptic cross section with the semiminor axis b and wing planform perpendicular to

the crossflow velocity Vn (sketch (d)),

=Cn (k2
2 + b2 ) (14)

where

_q+ b)2r
k2 = 2 - 2

12= (s + V/j a2 -- b)

For an elliptic cross section without a wing (e.g., Ref. 24),

= cos 2  + si" , (15)
V ,)SB

where is the anqle of rcll about the body longitudinal axis. being 0* witi the semimajor axis a per-
pendicular to the crossflow velocity and 90 with the semiminor axis b pprpendicular to the crossflow
velocity.

2.4.2 Formulas of Cn/Cn
a Newt

From Newtonian impact theory, (Cn/Cn)Newt expressions also have been derived for winged-circular and
winged-elliptic cross sections (Ref. 22).

For a winged-circular cross section with the wing planform perpendicular to the crossflow velocity
Vn (skctch (b)),

(n Newt = - (16)

For a winged-elliptic cross section with the senimajor axis a and wing planform perpendicular to
the crossflow velocity Vn (sketch (c)),

Cf = ' ~ -b/a og + + + -(17)

~N 2 - (b2/a2)]3/2 1 - (b2/a 2 )  a)NewtI

For a winged-elliptic cross section with the semiminor axis b and wing planform perpendicular to
the crossflow velocity Vn (sketch (d)),

Inewt a {a2/b2) -13/2 (Vb 2 (a2/b) -}1

2.5 RL-lative Influence of Crossflow Terms

It is interesting to examine briefly the relative influence of the potential and viscous crossflow
terms in the equations for CN and Cm, For demonstration, Jorgensen (Ref. 9) compared the magnitudes of
the terms for an ogive-cylinder body of fineness ratio 11 (zN/d - 5) at a = 0' to 1800 and M. = 2.9.
The computed values (by Eqs. (3)-(5)) are presented in Fig. 7. For this body, the viscous crossflow term
contributes most of the normal force at high values of a ,and, of course, all of the normal force at

__-"_____._____._,__ - _ .. ".. .. - -- -. -- ---'-
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90'. Although the slender-body potential term contributes relatively little to CN at high a, it

has a significant influence on C,.

The results in Fig. 7 are indicative of those computed for most slender bodies (Ref. 22). However,

as shown in Sec. 5, the relative contributions of the crossflow terms can be modified considerably with

the addition of thin lifting surfaces (wings and tails) to a body.

3. METHOD APPLIED TO BODIES OF REVOLUTION

In recent years, there hds been increased interest in the basic aerodynamics of slender bodies of

revolution because of emphasis on achieving more maneuverability from missiles. Some designs that use

thrust-vector control systems have been considered for missile flight at angles of attack ranging from 00

to 1800 (e.g., Refs. 13, 15, and 49).

The basic prediction method of Sec. 2 has been used recently to adequately predict the longitudinal

aerodynamic characteristics of various bodies of revolution at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 3.0 and angles of

attack from 00 to 1800 (e.g., Refs. 9, 22, 49-51). In this section, some selected results from Ref. 22

are presented for cone-cylinder and ogive-cylinder bodies at M. = 2.9 and for ogive-cylinder bodies at

M_ = 0.6 to 2.0.

3.1 Cone-Cylinder and Ogive-Cylinder Bodies at M_ , 2.9

Longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients were measured by Jernell (Ref. 52) for a series of three cone-
cylinder and four ogive-cylinder bodies, the dimensions of which are given in Fig. 8. All bodies were
tested at a from -F,' to 1800 for M_ - 2.9 and Re = 1.25xlO based on body diameter.

As shown in Figs. 9 to 12, computed values of CN and Cm as a function of a agree rather closely
with the experimental results for the seven bodies. Estimated values of CA, however, do not agree as
well. In this study, the values of CA were merely estimated by

CA CAo=o ° cos
2  0 S 0 a S 90°

and

CA CAa i8oo cos
2  ; 900 e a 1800

Here cos 2 
a is the ratio of the dynamic pressure in the axial direction to the dynamic pressure in the

free-stream direction. Values of CA,=,, and CA,.o. were computed in Ref. 9 for the assumption of tur-

bulent boundary-layer flow, and these values include the contributions of fore pressure, base pressure,

and turbulent skin friction.

It is satisfying to find that effects of afterbody fineness ratio, nose fineness ratio, and nose
shape on CN and Cm are predicted so well. In Fig. 9 is shown the effect of afterbody fineness ratio for
cone-cylinder bodies, all with fineness-ratio-3 conical noses. Likewise, in Fig. 10 is shown the effect
of afterbody fineness ratio for ogive-cylinder bodies, all with fineness-ratio-5 ogival noses. In Fig. II
the effect of nose fineness ratio for ogive-cylinder bodies is shown, and in Fig. 12 is shown the minor
effect of change in nose shape from conical to ogival for a given nose fineness ratio of 3.

3.2 Ogive-Cylinder Bodies at M, . 0.6 to 2.0

The four ogive-cylinder bodies sketched in Fig. 13 were tested in the NASA-Aries 6- by 6-Foot Wind
Tunnel at u from 00 to 600 and M. - 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 2.0 (Refs. 16 and 22). The bodies include nose
fineness ratios of 2.5 and 3.5 (noses N7 and N2 ), aftersection fineness ratios of 7, 9, and 11 (after-
sections C1, CIC 2 , and CIC 3), and overall fineness ratios of 9.5 (N7CO), 10.5 (N2CI), 12.5 (N2CIC2), ahd
13.5 (N7CIC 3). In this paper, computed values of CN and normal-force aerodynamic center (measured for-
ward of each body base in terms of diameter) are compared with measured results foi; bodies N2C, and
N7C1 C3. All bodies, however, are considered in Ref. 22.

In Fig. 14, it is seen that the effect of Mach number on the variation of CN with a is predicted
closelly for body N2CI (W/d 1 10.5). The normal-force centers, (e - xac)/d, are predicted closely at
M. = 2.0, but with decrease in M_ the predicted values tend to lie somewhat rearward of the measured
values.

Similar results are shown in Fig. 15 for the longest body, N7C1C 3 (z/d = 43.5), but the results for
each Mach number are shown on separate plots to facilitate comparison of computed with measured character-
istics. A for the shorter body N2C1 , the variation of CN with a is predicted closely throughout the
Mach number range. Again, however, the normal-force aerodynamic centers are predicted best at M, = 2.0.

4. METHOD APPLIED TO BODIES OF ELLIPTIC CROSS SECTION

Although not as extensively confirmed as for bodies of revolution, the prediction method has been
used to adequately predict the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for several bodies of elliptic
cross section. In 1973, the method was used to predict the characteristics for elliptic bodies of
a/b - 2 and fineness ratio 6 and 10, but the a range of available data extended only from 00 to 200
(Ref. 11). In 1975, aerodynamic data were obtained for several elliptic bodies of fineness ratio 10 tested
at M_ - 0.6 to 2.0 and over the more extended a range from 00 to 600 (Ref. 18). Recently, computed
characteristics have been compared with these data (Ref. 22); in this sectioa some of these comparisens
are reviewed.

-- j -- , : - -
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In Figure 16 is shown the planform and end views of the two bodies considered here. The basic circu-
lar body B1 consists of a circular-arc tangent-ogive nose of fineness ratio 3 followed by a cylindrical
aftersection of fineness ratio 7. Body B2 has the same length and axial distribution of cross-sectional
area as B1 , but the ratio of the semimajor to the semiminor cross-sectional axis is a/b = 2 at all
positions along the body length. The fineness ratio of i/d = 10 for B, is also the equivalent fineness
ratio for B2 . As shown in Fig. 16, body B, was tested both at * 00 (flattest side pitching against the
flow) and € 900 (thinnest side pitching against the flow).

The bodies were tested over the a range of 00 to 600 in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. For the
data used here, the Reynolds numbersi based on base diameter, are 6.5xi0 s at M_ = 0.6 and 0.9 and
3.8xlO at M_ = 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0.

In Fig. 17, computed values of CN and normal-force aerodynamic center (Z - xac)/d vs a are
compared with measured values. In general, there is reasonably good agreement. The agreement is, however,
better at the higher supersonic Mach numbers (M. = 1.5 and 2.0) than at the subsonic Mach numbers
(M_ - 0.6 and 0.9). These comparisons, along with previous successful comparisons in Sec. 3, tend to
validate the prediction method as a useful tool in body aerodynamic studies, at least for bodies with cir-
cular and elliptic cross sections of constant a/b.

5. METHOD APPLIED TO BODY-WING AND BODY-WING-TAIL CONFIGURATIONS

Obviously it is more difficult to predict the aerodynamic characteristics for body-wing and body-wing-
tail configurations than for bodies alone. In this section, the prediction methodology of Sec. 2 is modi-
fied for use in computing estimates of CN and Cm - for these more complicated configurations. Then, pre-
dicted values of CN and normal-force center (t - xac)/d are compared with measured values for some
sample configurations selected from the many configurations in Refs. 20 and 21.

5.1 Methodology Used to Compute CN and Cm

In Sec. 2, the first terms of Eqs. (7) and (8) represent the CN and Cm values from slender-body
potential-flow theory. The first terms are not applicable, as written, for body-wing shapes where the
body dA/dx values are zero or negative. Also, for body-wing and body-wing-tail configurations, more
comprehensive methods from potential theory are available.

For this study, the first-term (potent!il-flow) contributions to CN and Cm were computed from the
linear method presented in Ref. 25. This method, referred to as the N-K-P method (for Nielsen, Kaattari,
and Pitts), is restricted to bodies of circular cross section with wings and tails that do not have swept-
forward leading edges or swept-back trailing edges. It is further restricted to low angles of attack and
low angles of wing and tail incidence in which the forces are linear with angle. To obtain the wing-body
interference, certain factors are defined that are the ratios of the lift on the components in combination
to the lift on the wing alone. These ratios are obtained primarily from slender-body theory, but the wing
lift is obtained from linear potential theory. Wing-tail interference is treated by assuming one com-
pletely rolled-up vortex per wing panel and evaluating the tail load by strip theory.

To combine the N-K-P method with the crossflow method, the N-K-P potential terms (for CN and Cm)
must be multiplied by a correction factor (sin 2a)/2a to produce a more correct type of nonlinear
behavior to these terms and to eliminate the potential contribution as a approaches 900. With this
modification to Eqs. (7) and (8):

in 2a 2nCdn sin 2 c j /CnCN  (CN)N.K.P + Ar - |(-- n r dx (19)

CN Arno/Newt
and

Cm = (Cm)NK.P sin L. + 2nCd sin 2 a  (-nd(2
Cm2C m)NKPOsn n°nwtr(xm - x)dx (20)

2a rX nJ\C w

Since the N-K-P method is restricted to bodies of circular cross section with wings and tails, a
further assumption must be made to estimate potential theory values of CN and Cm for noncircular bodies
with wings and tails. The local widths of the noncircular body in.planform are replaced by the local diam-
eters of a circular body, thus keeping the overall wing and tail spans constant (see sketch (e)). The
crossflow method, of course, requires no such assumption for noncircular bodies.

SAssumed
' circular body

_- for N-K-P
B method

B2W5 T

(e)
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For the way in which the crossflow method is formulated (Sec. 2), values of crossflow drag coefficient

Cdn for a circular cylinder are used. As shown in Fig. 1, there is considerable variation of Cdn with

crossflow Mach number Mn for values of Mn from about 0.4 to 3. Also, for Mn less than about 0.5,
there is considerable change in Cdn as the crossflow Reynolds number Ren exceeds the critical value of

about 2xlO5 (Figs. 2 and 3). These variations of Cdn with Mn and Ren may be expected for near-

circular bodies, but surely not for very flat bodies or winged bodies. From the data available, values of
Cdn for flat bodies and plates do not appear to change nearly as appreciably with Mn and Ren over the
ranges shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (see, e.g., Refs. 28, 53, and 54). Thus, for the body-wing configurations,
it is likely that a constant value of Cdn will give closer agreement of theory with experiment, espe-

cially at a where Mn is near or in the transonic regime.

For flat-faced, two-dimensional configurations, reasonable values of crossflow drag coefficient can
be computed from Newtonian or modified Newtonian theory (see, e.g., Table 1 and Ref. 53). For circular
cylinders at low subsonic and hvoersonic Mn, values of Cdn computed from Newtonian or modified Newtonian

theory also agree reasonably well with experiment (see Fig. 1). In this study, modified Newtonian theory
is used to compute the circular-cylinder Cdn value that is substituted into Eqs. (19) and (20).

From modified Newtonian theory,

Cd 2 Cp
dn 3 Pstag

= 1.2 for Cp = 1.8stag

For Mn > about 4, Cpstag - 1.8 from perfect-gas relations (e.g., Ref. 55). In this study for wing-body

and wing-body-tail configurations, it is assumed that Cdn 1.2 for all values of Mn (and hence, M.).

5.2 Configurations Tested at M, a 0.6 to 2.0

Many body-wing and body-wing-tail model combinations have been tested, and the data ar, reported in
Refs. 20 and 21. Planform views of the model components tested in the many model combinations are shown
in Fig. 18. These components include a basic circular body B1 , an elliptic body B2 with a/b = 2, five
flat-plate wings (WI to Ws), and a combination horizontal and vertical tail T. The bodies B, and B2 are
the same bodies considered in Sec. 4 (see Fig. 16)). All the wings were designed to have the same plan-
form area (16 d2 ) if the wings extended into the body B, to the axial centerline. Based on the phantom
wing chord at the body centerline, the taper ratios for wings W1, W2 , and W3 were 0, 0.25, and 0.50,
respectively (Fig. 18(a)). They were also 0.25 for W4 and W5 (Fig. 18(b)). Wings W1 , W2, and W3
(Fig. 18(a)) had an aspect ratio of about 4; wings W4, W2, and Ws (Fig. 18(b)) had aspect ratios of about
5, 4, and 3, respectively. Pertinent planform dimensions of the exposed parts of the wings are given in
the tables in Fig. 18. The tail dimensions are given in Fig. 18(a).

The tests (Refs. 20 and 21) were conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel at a = 0° to 60'
and M. = 0.6 to 2.0. The Reynolds number, based on body diameter d, was about 4xl0s.

Results from these tests (Refs. 20 and 21) showed that changing wing taper ratio from 0 to 0.5
changed the aerodynamic characteristics very little. Also, changing wing aspect ratio from 3 to 5 changed
the aerodynamic characteristics very little. Thus, to achieve more conciseness in the present summary,
only two body-wing configurations (BW- and B2W 5) and two body-wing-tail configurations (BIW 5T and B2W5T)
are considered in comparing computed with measured aerodynamic characteristics.

5.3 Comparison of Computed With Measured Nurmal-Force and Normal-Force-Center Characteristics

In Figs. 19 through 22, computed values of CN and (Z - xac)/d vs a are compared with measured
values for configurations BIW 5, B2W5 , BIWsT, and B2W5T. As for the bodies alone, the CN values are
based on body cross-sectional area at the body base. Of course, they can be easily converted to the more
often used exposed wing planform area by dividing by Aw/Ah, where Aw/Ab = 15.92 for the bodies with W5 .
For configuration BIW 5, the free-stream Mach numbers are 0.6, 0.9, 1.5, and 2.0 (Fig. 19). For the
other configurations, the free-stream Mach numbers &re 0.6 and 2.0 (Figs. 20-22).

For the circular body B, with the aspect-ratio-3 wing W5 at M. - 0.6 (Fig. 19(a)), the measured
CN values are predicted closely by the modified N-K-P potential method only for a up to about 150.
Then this method overestimates CN over most of the higher a range considered. Thus, the addition of
the crossflow method to this potential method greatly overestimates CN. It is to be expected, however,
that at a near 901 the combination method should predict CN much closer, since CN is given entirely
by the crossflow method (modified Newtonian impact) at a - 900. Despite the difficuTty in predicting Ci4
over most of the high a range, the positions of the normal-force center are predicted closely by the
combination method.

With increase in Mach number to M, = 0.9, the comparisons of computed with measured results are not
improved (Fig, 19(b)). However, with increase to M_ - 1.5 (Fig. 19(c)) and M. - 2.0 (Fig. 19(d)); the
comparisons are improved. At M_ - 1.5, the measured CN values are only underestimated a small amount
by the modified N-K-P method for a up to about 300 or 400 (Fig. 19(c)). At M® - 2.0, the CN results
are estimated best by the combination method throughout the a range investigated, although the results
are still somewhat overpredicted by this method (Fig. 19(d)). It appears that the combination method
should improve in its prediction of CN as M. increases throughout the supersonic range.
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When the body cross section is changed from circular to elliptical with the same aspect-ratio-3 wing
(BIW 5 to B2W5), the CN results for M_ - 0.6 are predicted closely (possibly fortuitously) by the modi-
fied N-K-P method (Fig. 20(a)). As before, when the Mach number is increased to M. - 2.0, the combina-
tion method still gives the best CN prediction throughout the a range (Fig. 20(b)).

In Figs. 21 and 22 results are presented for the same body-wing combinations but with the tail
attached. Generally, the comparisons of computed with measured results indicate similar trends as for the
body-wing configurations.

For body-wing configurations, the initial break or significant deviation from linearity in the CN
(or CL) curve with increasing angle of attack at the subsonic Mach numbers makes it extremely difficult to
formulate a rational method for predicting CN throughout the moderate to very high a range. This
break is attributed to flow separation over the wing upper surface. For thin wings of generally lower
aspect ratio and higher leading edge sweep than those studied here, the break has been attributed to vortex
breakdown near the wing trailing edge of vortices shed from the leading edge. Vortex breakdown or bursting
has ben studied rather extensively by Wentz and Kohlman (Ref. 56) for thin delta and modified delta wings
with sweep angles from 450 to 85' at low speed. They have observed that, as a increases, the position of
vortex bursting of the trailing vortices moves upstream toward the trailing edge and crosses the trailing
edge at a specific a. Above this a, a loss of lift occurs on the wing due to vortex bursting, and the
effect becomes progressively larger as a increases. Mendenhall and Nielsen (Ref. 57) have more recently
collected data from several investigators for the a value at which vortex bursting occurs at the trailing
edge of delta wings tested at low speeds. They were unable to correlate the data and suggested that the
factors which control vortex bursting were not reproduced or controlled between the various sets of test
data. The wings used in the present investigation were generally swert less than those studied by Wentz
and Kohlman (Ref. 56) and Mendenhall and Nielsen (Ref. 57). However, a 450 delta wing similar to that of
W, (Fig. 18(a)) was investigated by Wentz and Kohlman (Ref. 56). For this wing they failed to observe
vortices, but they, of course, measured a loss in CL with increase in a over a particular value (near
200). Despite the interesting research thus far, it seems that further research into the factors that
control vortex bursting and flow separation is needed. The CN versus a data presented here indicate
that this is especially desirable for subsonic Mach numbers.

From the comparisons presented, it seems obvious that the methodology presented here represents only
an initial step into the complex problem of predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of body-wing and
body-wing-tail configurations to very high angles of attack. The reader interested in this field may wish
to study several other initial approaches such as those of Mendenhall and Nielsen (Ref. 57), Axelson
(Ref. 58), and Thomson (Ref. 59). One should also include the Polhamus suction analogy for wings (Ref. 60)
and some of its various adaptations and extensions (e.g., Refs. 57, 61, and 62). Much additional research
is necessary in the high a field, and this research initially should include visual observations of the
flow fields.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SIDE FORCES ON MODELS AT ZERO SIDESLIP

When models are pitched to high angles of attack, side forces can develop even at zero sideslip angle
(e.g., Refs. 12-21, 63-65). These side forces generally occur at angles of attack between about 200 and
60; (but sometimes over a wider , range) and in the subsonic and transonic Mach number ranges. They
result from asymmetric flow separation and vortex flow over the leeward side oF the models, as shown for
example, in the many oil-flow and vapor-screen photographs in Ref. 22. Their signs can be randomly (±).

As noted in a recent paper by Keener, Chapman, and Kruse, (Ref. 63), some aircraft have been lost due
to uncontrolled flight at high angles of attack, and some of the loss in controllability might have
originated from the undesirable side forces and yawing moments attributed to asymmetric flow separation
and vortex flow. Research on this phenomenon recently has increased considerably because the flight enve-
lopes of modern aircraft'and missiles ar being extended into the higher angle-of-attack range.

Several interesting analytical and semiempirical modeling techniques for predicting these side forces
have been explored recently (e.g., Refs. 59, 64-71). Most of these techniques are based on an impulsive
flow analogy between the leeward flow field cf a .ircular body at angle of attack and the developing wake
behind an impulsively started cylinder in crossflow. Thus, only slender bodies ef revolution have been
considered to any degree. To date, some interesting but not always accurate results have been obtained,
and one must still rely heavily on experiment.

The present study has been limited in scope to an experimental study of the side forces and vortex
flow fields associated with bodies alone and bodies with thin wings and a tail. Most of the data dis-
cussed herein were obtained by Jorgensen and Nelson (Refs. 16, 18, 19, 21), Jorgensen and Howell (Ref. 20),
and Jorgensen (Ref. 22) in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel and are presented in Ref. 22. Some addi-
tional data, obtained by Keener and Chapman (Ref. 17) and Keener et al, (Refs. 63, 72, 73) in both the
Ames 6- by 6-Foot and 12-Foot Wind Tunnels, are also used. For simplicity, only the data that are not
found in Ref. 22 are referenced herein.

The data taken from ref. 22 refer to the configurations shown in Fig. 23. Relative dimensions for
these configurations are given in Ref. 22 and in Figs. 13, 16, 18, and 24 of the present paper. Photo-
graphs from "oil-flow" and "vapor-screen" studies of the configurations in Fig. 23 are presented in
Ref. 22.

6.1 Bodies Alone

6.1.1 Effect of Mach number

In 1971 Pick (Ref. 74) measured the side forces on ogive-cylinder bodies at high angles of attack in
the M_ - 0.5 to 1.1 range, and he found that the maximum values of the side-force coefficients decrease
with increasing Mach number. Most of the data obtained since then have supported Pick's finding, and the
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development of these undesirable side forces appears to be a phenomenon that occurs primarily at subsonic
Mach numbers (see, e.g., Refs. 16-21, 63, 65, 72, 73). With increase in Mach number into the supersonic
range, the side forces tend to decrease to zero. However, Orlik-RUckermann et al. (Ref. 75) still mea-
sured a small side force on a 100 semivertex cone at M_ - 2.0, beginning at a - 26° (maximum a - 29'
for the test). It appears that nose slenderness as well as Mach number is an essential variable, and the

nose shape is important.

In Fig. 25, Cy data from Keener at al. (Ref. 72) for a tangent-ogive nose (ZN/d = 3.5) tested alone
with no afterbody show that maximum values of Cy tend to decrease with increase in M_ throughout the
a range from 0' to 900. It is seen that there is considerable decrease in maximum Cy (from about -3 to
-0.2) as Mach number increases just from M. = 0.25 to 0.7 (the test range).

6.1.2 Effect of Reynolds number

To the author's knowledge, there have been almost no definitive tests in wind tunnels, or otherwise,
concerning the effect of Reynolds number on the development of body side forces throughout the subsonic
Mach number range. In 1975, Wardlaw and Morrison (Ref. 65) attempted to correlate available experimental
data and found no conclusive effect of Reynolds number on either onset a for Cy or on maximum Cy.

More recently, in 1977, Keener et al. (Refs. 72 and 73) tested two tangent-ogive noses alone and with
an afterbody at Reynolds numbers from about 0.3xlO6 to 3.8x06 at M. - 0.25. From these rather limited
data at low Mach number, there is indication of a significant Reynolds number effect.

This Reynolds number effect is illustrated by the Cy vs a data plotted in Fig. 26 for an ogive-
cylinder body at M. - 0.25 and Re - 0.3xlO 6 to 3.0×I0 G . As Re increases from 0.34I06 to O.xlG, the
maximum level of Cy decreases. But then as Re increases above 0.8x0 6 , the maximum level of Cy
increases with each successive increase in Re. This Is almost a reminder of the drop and then increase
in crossflow drag coefficient for a circular cylinder as the crossflow Reynolds number increases from sub-
critical to critical and then goes supercritical (see Fig. 2).

6.1.3 Effect of afterbody

Generally, it has been found that when a circular cylinder is attached to a tangent-ogive nose, the
maximum values of Cy increase. Data to support this finding have been obtained from Refs. 63, 72,
and 73. In Fig. 27, on plots of Cy vs a, it can be seen that the addition of a short (ZA/d 3.5)
aftersection to either a fineness-ratio 3.5 or 5 ogive nose tends to increase the maximum level of Cy as
well as change the variation of Cy with a. However, in each case, the nose seems to initiate consider-
able asymmetric flow separation and contributes substantially to Cy.

There is indication in Ref. 63 that the addition of longer afterbodies (greater than PA/d - 3.5) can
reduce the maximum Cy. To resolve the question over effect of afterbody length on Cy, a test of a long
pressure-distribution model with many orifices is recommended. Then the integrated forces from the nose
tip to various length positions can be directly compared.

6.1.4 Effect of nose fineness ratio

In Fig. 28, the effect of nose fineness ratio N/d on side-force coefficient Cy and center posi-
tion (. - x f)/d for ogive-cylinder bodies of revolution is shown. Both Cy and (Z - xsf)/d, measured
from the body base, are plotted as a function of angle of attack a for a up to 600. Mots are pre-
sented for M,. - 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2. The models were tested at Mach numbers up to M_ - 2, but there were
no side forces above about M. - 1.2. The magnitudes of Cy decrease with increasing M_.

It is readily apparent from Fig. 28 that the largest side forces were obtained with the fineness-
ratio-5 nose N3 attached to the cylinder afterbody C1 (of fineness ratio 7). With decrease in nose
fineness ratio, the side forces decrease, and they almost disappear over most of the a range for the
body with the fineness-ratio-3 nose (NIC 1 ). For body N3Cf (k1/d a 5) at M, - 0.6, it has been shown
that the maximum value of side force can become about 40% of the normal force (Ref. 16). Keener et al.
(Ref. 63) have recently shown that the maximum value of Cy can increase even more (to the order of CN
or greater) as M_ is decreased from 0.6 to 0,25. There is no question that the side-force coefficients
increase with decrease in Mach number and/or increase in nose fineness ratio. Wardlaw and Morrison
(Ref. 65) also support these conclusions from their correlations of collected data.

Note that the side-force centers seem to start well back on the cylinder; then as a increases above
about 250, they move forward over a small a range onto the nose (see, e.g., Fig. 28(a)). At some much
higher a (say about 450 to 550), they then tend to move back onto the cylinder. Note also that for
N1C 1 , the body with the largest Cy, the maximum values of Cy are located well forward on the body.

The side forces can be studied in conjunction with the vapor-screen photographs shown in'Ref. 22. In
Fig. 29, the data for N3 C1 at M_ = 0.6 and 0.9 are plotted along with the vapor-screen photographs
taken at a = 100, 200, 30°, 400, and 50'. The vapor-screen photographs shown in Fig. 29 were taken at a
crossplane station 3.5 diameters forward of the model base. It is obvious that when the vortices become
asymmetric (between " - 200 and 300) the side forces develop. So long as the vortices remain steadily
asymmetric, the side forces remain. Of course, as shown in Ref. 22, an asymmetric vortex system results
from asymmetric flow separation from the body surface. There is obviously a need to analytically model
the instability process that leads to asynmetric boundary-layer separation, asymmetric vortices, and
undesirable side forces. Keener and Chapman (Ref. 76) suggest that the vortex flow may become asynmetric
because of a hydrodynamic (inviscid) instability probably at or near th,1 nose tip.

In lieu of a theoretical method for computing the angle of attack for onset of side force, experimen-
tal procedures must be used. Keener et al. (Ref. 63) have founid t43t the onset a can be roughly corre-
lated with nose fineness ratio (or semiapex angle) as families of curves of constant afterbody. They have
found that onset a for a given body is essentially invariant with M,, and, for a nose with no afterbody,
onset a is given approximately by two times the semiapex angle. The genet-al effect ef increasing
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When the body cross section is changed from circular to elliptical with the same aspect-ratio-3 wing
(BIWs to B2W), the CN results for M. = 0.6 are predicted closely (possibly fortuitously) by the modi-
fied N-K-P method (Fig. 20(a)). As before, when the Mach number is increased to M_ - 2.0, the combina-
tion method still gives the best CN  prediction throughout the a range (I g. 20(b)).

In Figs. 21 and 22 results are presented for the same body-wing combinaoions but with the tail
attached. Generally, the comparisons of computed with measured results indicate similar trends as for the
body-wing configurations.

For body-wing configurations, the initial break or significant deviation from linearity in the CN
(or C1 ) curve with increasing angle of attack at the subsonic Mach numbers makes it extremely difficult to
formu ate a rational method for predicting CM throughout the moderate to very high a range. This
break is attributed to flow separation over the wing upper surface. For thin wings of generally lower
aspect ratio and higher leading edge sweep than those studied here, the break has been attributed to vortex
breakdown near the wing trailing edge of vortices shed from the leading edge. Vurtex breakdown or bursting
has been studied rather extensively by Wentz and Kohlman (Ref. 56) for thin delta and modified delta wings
with sweep angles from 450 to 850 at low speed. They have observed that, as a increases, the position of
vortex bursting of the trailing vortices moves upstream toward the trailing edge and crosses the trailing
edge at a specific a. Above this a, a loss of lift occurs on the wing due to vortex bursting, and the
effect becomes progressively larger as a increases, Mendenhall and Nielsen (Ref. 57) have more recently
collected data from several investigators for the 'a value at which vortex bursting occurs at the trailing
edge of delta wings tested at low speeds. They were unable to correlate the data and suggested that the
factors which control vortex bursting were not reproduced or controlled between the various sets of test
data. The wings used in the present investigation were generally swept less than those studied by Wentz
and Kohlman (Ref. 56) and Mendenhall and Nielsen (Ref. 57). However, a 450 delta wing similar to that of
W, (Fig. 18(a)) was investigated by Wentz and Kohlman (Ref. 56). For this wing they failed to observe
vortices, but they, of course, measured a loss in CL with increase in a over a particular value (near
200). Despite the interesting research thus far, it seems that further research into the factors that
control vortex bursting and flow separation is needed. The CN versus a data presented here indicate
that this is especially desirable for subsonic Mach numbers.

From the comparisons presented, it seems obvious that the methodology presented here represents only
an initial step into the complex problem of predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of body-wing and
body-wing-tail configurations to very high angles of attack. The reader interested in this field may wish
to study several other initial approaches such as those of Mendenhall and Nielsen (Ref. 57), Axelson
(Ref. 58), and Thomson (Ref. 59). One should also include the Polhamus suction analogy for wings (Ref. 60)
and some of its various adaptations and extensions (e.g., Refs. 57, 61, and 62). Much additional research
is necessary in the high a field, and this research initially should include visual observations of the
flow fields.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SIDE FORCES ON MODELS AT ZERO SIDESLIP

When models are pitched to high angles of attack, side forces can develop even at zero sideslip angle
(e.g., Refs. 12-21, 63-65). These side forces generally occur at angles of attack between about 200 and
600 (but sometimes over a wider a range) and in the subsonic and transonic Mach number ranges. They
result from asymmetric flow separation and vortex flow over the leeward side of the models, as shown for
example, in the many oil-flow and vapor-screen photographs in Ref. 22. Their signs can be randomly (±).

As noted in a recent paper by Keener, Chapman, and Kruse, (Ref. 63), some aircraft have been lost due
to uncontrolled flight at high angles of attack, and some of the loss in controllability might have
originated from the undesirable side forces and yawing moments attributed to asymmetric flow separation
and vortex flow. Research on this phenomenon recently has increased considerably because the flight enve-
lopes of modern aircraft' and missiles are being extended into the higher angle-of-attack range.

Several interesting analytical and semiempirical modeling techilques for predicting these side forces
have been explored recently (e.g., Refs. 59, 64-71). Most of these techniques are based on an impulsive
flow analogy between the leeward Flow field of a circular body at angle of attack and the developing wake
behind an impulsively started cylinder in crossflow. Thus, only slender bodies of revolution have been
considered to any degree. To date, some Interesting but not always accurate results have been obtained,
and one must still rely heavily on experiment.

The present study has been limited in scope to an experimental study of the side forces and vortex
flow fields associated with bodies alone and bodies with thin wings and a tail. Most of the data dis-
cussed herein were obtained by Jorgensen and Nelson (Refs. 16, 18, 19, 21), Jorgensen and Howell (Ref. 20),
and Jorgensen (Ref. 22) in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel and are presented in Ref. 22. Some addi-
tional data, obtained by Keener and Chapman (Ref. 17) and Keener et al. (Refs. 63, 72, 73) in both the
Ames 6- by 6-Foot and 12-Foot Wind Tunnels, are also used. For simplicity, only the data that are not
found in Ref. 22 are referenced herein.

The data taken from Ref. 22 refer to the configurations shown in Fig. 23. Relative dimensions for
these configurations are given in Ref. 22 and in Figs. 13, 16, 18, and 24 of the present paper. Photo-
graphs from "oil-flow" and "vapor-screen" studies of the configurations in Fig. 23 are presented in
Ref. 22.

6.1 Bodies Alone

6.1.1 Effect of Mach number

In 1971 Pick (Ref. 74) measured the side forces on ogive-cylinder bodies at high angles of attack in
the M, - 0.5 to 1.1 range, and he found that the iximum values of the side-force coefficients decrease
with increasing Mach number. Most of the data obtained since then have supported Pick's finding, and the
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28-12development of these undesirable side forces appears to be a phenomenon that occurs primarily at subsonic
Mach numbers (see, e.g., Refs. 16-21, 63, 65, 72, 73). With increase in Mach number into the supersonic
range, the side forces tend to decrease to zero. However, Orlik-RUckermann et al. (Ref. 75) still mea-
sured a small side force on a 100 semivertex cone at M_ = 2.0, beginning at a - 260 (maximum L = 290
for the test). It appears that nose slenderness as well as Mach number is an essential variable, and the
nose shape is important.

In Fig. 25, Cy data from Keener at al. (Ref. 72) for a tangent-ogive nose ( N/d = 3.5) tested alone
with no afterbody show that maximum values of Cy tend to decrease with increase in M, throughout the
a range from O0 to 900, It is seen that there is considerable decrease in maximum Cy (from about -3 to
-0.2) as Mach number -Increases just from M. = 0.25 to 0.7 (the test range).

6.1.2 Effect of Reynolds number

To the author's knowledge, there have been almost no definitive tests in wind tunnels, or otherwise,
concerning the effect of Reynolds number on the development of body side forces throughout the subsonic
Mach number range. In 1975, Wardlaw and Morrison (Ref. 65) attempted to correlate available experimental
data and found no conclusive effect of Reynolds number on either onset a for Cy or on maximum Cy.

More recently, in 1977, Keener et al. (Refs. 72 and 73) tested two tangent-ogive noses alone and with
an afterbody at Reynolds numbers from about 0.3XI0 G to 3.8x10 G at M_ - 0.25. From these rather limited
data at low Mach number, there is indication of a significant Reynolds number effect.

This Reynolds number effect is illustrated by the Cy vs a data plotted in Fig. 26 for an ogive-
cylinder body at M. = 0.25 and Re = 0.3x106 to 3.0x106. As Re increases from 0 .3 ×10a to 0.8xl06, the
maximum level of Cy decreases. But then as Re. increases above 0.8x10 6 , the maximum level of Cy
increases with each successive increase in Re. This is almost a reminder of the drop and then increase
in crossflow drag coefficient for a circular cylinder as the crossflow Reynolds number increases from sub-
critical to critical and then goes supercritical (see Fig. 2).

6.1.3 Effect of afterbody

Generally, it has been found that when a circular cylinder is attached to a tangent-ogive nose, the
maximum values of Cy increase. Data to support this finding have been obtained from Refs. 63, 72,
and 73. In Fig, 27, on plots of Cy vs a, it can be seen that the addition of a short (A/d 3.5)
aftersection to either a fineness-ratio 3.5 or 5 ogive nose tends to increase the maximum level of Cy as
well as change the variation of Cy with a. However, in each case, the nose seems to initiate consider-
able asymmetric flow separation and contributes substantially to Cy.

There is indication in Ref. 63 that the addition of longer afterbodies (greater than XA/d = 3.5) can
reduce the maximum Cy. To resolve the question over effect of afterbody length on Cy, a test of a long
pressure-distribution model with many orifices is recommended. Then the integrated forces from the nose
tip to various length positions can be directly compared.

6.1.4 Effect of nose fineness ratio

In Fig. 28, the effect of nose fineness ratio ZN/d on side-force coefficient Cy and center posi-
tion (z - xsf)/d for ogive-cylinder bodies of revolution is shown. Both Cy and (z - xsf)/d, measured
from the body base, are plotted as a function of angle of attack a for a up to 600. Plots are pre-
sented for M,, - 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2. The models were tested at Mach numbers up to M, - 2, but there were
no side forces above about M. - 1.2. The magnitudes of Cy decrease with increasing M,.

It is readily apparent from Fig. 28 that the largest side forces were obtained with the fineness-
ratio-5 nose N3 attached to the cylinder afterbody C, (of fineness ratio 7). With decrease in nose
fineness ratio, the side forces decrease, and they almost disappear over most of the a range for the
body with the fineress-ratio-3 nose (N1 C1 ). For body N3C1 (ZN/d - 5) at M, - 0.6, it has been shown
that the, maximum value of side force can become about 40% of the normal force (Ref. 16). Keener et al.
(Ref. 63) have recently shown that the maximuam value of Cy can increase even more (to the order of CN
or greater) as M, is decreased from 0.6 to 0.25. There is no question that the side-force coefficients
increase with decrease in Mach number and/or increase in nose fineness ratio. Wardlaw and Morrison
(Ref. 65) also support these conclusions from their correlations of collected data.

Note that the side-force centers seem to start well back on the cylinder; then as a increases above
about 25', they move forward over a small a range onto the nose (see, e.g., Fig. 28(a)). At some much
higher a (say about 450 to 550), they then tend to move hack onto the cylinder. Note also that for
N3CI, the body with the largest Cy, the maximum values of Cy are located well forward on the body.

The side forces can be studied in conjunction with the vapor-screen photographs shown in Ref. 22. In
Fig. 29, the data for N3CJ at M, = 0.6 and 0.9 are plotted along with the vapor-screen photographs
taken at a - 100, 20 , 30 , 400, and 500. The vapor-screen photographs shown in Fig. 29 were taken at a
crossplane station 3.5 diameters forward of the model base. It is obvious that when the vortices become
asymmetric ibetween a = 200 and 30') the side forces develop. So long as the vortices remain steadily
asymmetric, the side fo,ces remain. Of course, as shown in Ref. 22, an asymmetric vortex system results
from asymmetric flow separation f om che body surface. There is obviously a need to analytically model
the instability process that leads to asymmetric boundary-1jy;, separation, asymnetric vortices, and
undesirable side forces. Keener and Chapman (ReI . 76) suggest that the vortex flow may become asymmetric
because of a hydrodvnamic (inviscid) instability probably at or near the nose tip.

In lieu of a theoretical method ior computing the angle of attack for onset of side force, e;:perimen-
tal procedures must be used. Keener et al. (Ref. 63) have found that the onset a can be roughly corre-
lated with nose fineness ratio (or semiapex angle) as families of curves of constant afterbody. They have
found that onset a for a given body is essentialli invariant with M_, and, for a nose with nu aftertody,
onset a is given approximately by two times the semiapex angle. The general effect of increasing
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afterbody length is to decrease onset a; that is, the longer the afterbody the smaller the a at which a
side force is first encountered. A somewhat sim 4lar finding is reported by Wardlaw and Morrison (Ref. 65).
They also have produced (Ref. 65) a rough correlation of data for the a at which the maximum Cy is
observed. It tends to decrease with increasing Mach number and body fineness ratio.

Keener et al. (Ref. 63) also have made a rough correlation of data for the "upper-limit" a at which
the static Cy disappears and the wake flow becomes essentially oscillatory like a Karman vortex street
from a two-dimensional cylinder. This upper-limit a also tends to decrease with increasing M., varying
from about a maximum of 800 at M. = 0.25 to a m'nimum of 500 at M. = 0.9.

6.1.5 Effect of nose-tip rounding

When the sharp tip of a fineness-ratio-3.5 nose (N2 ) was rounded to make a fineness-ratio-3 nose
(N), the side forces at M_ = 0.6 and 0.9 almost disappeared. This is shown in Fig. 30 where Cy and
its center position are plotted against a for bodies NIC 1 , N2Cj, and N4Cj. Apparently this nose-tip
rounding brought more symmetry to the flow field, as can be seen in the vapor-screen photographs for both
N2CI and N4C, at M_ = 0.6 (see Fig. 31). For the blunt-nosed body, N4CI, a strange vortex pattern devel-
oped at a - 400 and 50*. This pattern (Fig. 31(b)) consists of two very symmetric vortices from the nose
located above two separation regions stacked one on top of the other (at station 2). What appears to be
the same or a similar phenomenon has been observed recently by Hsieh (Ref. 77) for a hemisphere-cylinder
body at M. = 1.1 to 1.5. This so-called separation-bubble phenomenon diminishes with increasing M.
(Ref. 76). In fact, for N4C 1  it was not observed at M_ = 0.9 and above.

In spite of the beneficial effect from blunting the fineness-ratio-3.5 nose (N2 ) back to fineness-
ratio 3 (N4,), it should be noted that the reduction in Cy was no better than that obtained with the
sharp nose (NI) of the same fineness ratio (9N/d = 3).

6.1.6 Effect of nose-tip strakes

Even though nose-tip strakes appear to create severe problems for a radome, they have been considered
for reducing unwanted side forces that develop on bodies at high a (e.g., Refs. 14, 16, 17, 19, and 72).The flow mechanism of the strakes is, of course, to force local flow separation to occur symmetrically on
both sides of the body.

In Ref. 16 a study was made of the effect of nose strakes on a body consisting of a fineness-ratio-3
ogive nose attached to a fineness-ratio-7 cylinder. This configuration, designated as NsCj in Fig. 24,
was tested in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel at M, from 0.6 to 2.0.

As shown in the vapor-screen photographs in Fig. 32 for N5C, at M. = 0.6, the tip strakes appar-
ently brought some separation and vortex-flow symmetry near the nose, but this symmetry did not persist
back on the body at the higher angles of attack. As noted in Ref. 16, this nose-cylinder configuration
also developed some undesirable, but not large, side forces at M. , 0.6 and a > 200. The Cy results
for this configuration were generally not as good as those for the same configuration without the strakes.

For a nose alone of slightly higher fineness ratio (ZN/d = 3,5), Keener and Chapman (Ref. 17) and
Keener et a -TTReJ.2) have found similar strakes to be very effective at M_ " 0.25, the only Mach
number investigatcd. However, even these strakes produced mixed results when the nose was rolled and/or
yawed, and multiple strakes around the nose might be required. Thus far, the indication is that nose-tip
strakes may be very effective in decreasing Cy on noses alone but not so effective for noses attached to
long aftersections.

6.1.7 Effect of afterbody side strakes

When strakes were attached to the sides of the cylinder Cj of body N3CI (LN/d = 5), the side forces
were not significantly changed. As shown in Fig. 33, the variation of Cy with a was changed somewhat,
but the maximum values of Cy were about the same. Apparently the influence of this fineness-ratio-5
nose was so great that applying strakes to the afterbody was of no appreciable help.

6.1.8 Effect of elliptic cross section

The effect of elliptic cross section and roll angle on side-force coefficient and position is shown
In Fig. 34. Results are compared for body B1 (a circular body of /d = 10) and body B2 (the equivalent
elliptic body of constant a/b - 2) at M. - 0.6 and 0.9. With the elliptic body B2 oriented at 4 = 00
(flat side pitching against the free-stream flow), the side-force coefficients are very small and close to
those for B1 . However, when B2 is rolled to € - 90*, the side-force coefficients increase-consider-
ably. According to Ref. 18, Cy becomes more than twice CN at a - 500 for BS at € - 900 and
M. = 0.6. As shown in the oil-flow and vapor-screen photographs in Figs. 35 and 5, the separation and
vortex patterns were very symmetric for B2 at - 0, but they became very asymmetric for B2 at
4 900.

From tests oF a body of elliptic cross section with variable a/b (body B3 ), it was found that thewake flow-field asymmetry and side forces were influenced mostly by the nose. Body B3 (Fig. 37) consists
of the same nose as B2 but has an afterbody section of variable a/b over four body diameters in length
and a constant a/b - 2 ove, the rear three body diameters. Detailed dimensions are given in Refs. 18
and 22. As shown in Fig a7, when B3 was oriented at 4 - 00 (flattest side of nose pitching against
the free-stream flow), tne side-force coefficients were very small and close to those for B) (the equiva-
lent body of revolution). However, when B3 was rolled to 4 a 900 (thinnest side of nose pitching
against the free-stream flow), undesirable side forces developed, and, as shown in Fig. 38, the vortex
flow changed from symmetric to asymmetric.

Just as for the bodies of revolution, the maximum values of Cy decreased as ., increased. At
M_ = 1.5 there were essentially no side forces measured on any of the elliptic bodies, even for the worst
roll orientation (Ref. 18).

.77..
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6.2 Body-Wing and Body-Wing-Tail Configurations

6.2.1 Effects of adding a wing and a wing plus tail to a body

In Fig. 39, the effects on side-force coefficient and side-force position of adding a thin wing and

wing plus tail to a body are shown. The body N3C1 , which has a fineness-ratio-5 nose, produced the

largest side forces for the bodies of revolution tested. As shown in Fig. 39, these side forces and their

positions remain about the same with the wing W2 of aspect ratio 4 attached or even with the tail T

added. (Dimensions for the wing and tail are given in Fig. 18 and for the body in Fig. 24.)

From these comparisons it can be concluded that the most important influence comes from the body nose.

As seen in the vapor-screen photographs in Fig. 40, the vortex asymmetry that appeared from the fineness-

ratio-5 nose, when tested with only the cylinder C1 , still persisted when the wing and tail were

attached.

6.2.2 Effects of wing aspect ratio and taper ratio

For thin wings of about equal planform area (Fig. 18) but with aspect ratios of 3, 4, and 5, there

was essentially no effect of aspect ratio on the measured side forces for the body-wing models tested

(Ref. 20). Likewise, a change in taper ratio from 0 to about 0.5 resulted in no appreciable side-force

effect (Ref. 20). The results were also unchanged when the tail T (Fig. 18) was attached to the wing-

body models (Ref. 21).

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An engineering-type method has been presented for computing normal-force and pitching-moment coeffi-

cients for slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross section alone ind with lifting surfaces. In

this method, a semiempirical term representing viscous-separation crossflovi is added to a term represent-

ing potential-theory crossflow. In computing CN and Cm for bodies alore, slender-body theory has been

used for the term representing the potential crossflow. For bodies with thin wings and tails, the linear-

ized potential method of Nielsen, Kaattari, and Pitts, modified for high itngles of attack, has been used.

For bodies of revolution, computed aerodynamic characteristics were found to agree with measured

results for the investigated free-stream Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.9. The angles of attack extended from
00 to 1800 for M. - 2.9 and from 0' to 600 for M, 0.6 to 2.0.

For bodies of elliptic cross section, measured results were also predicted reasonably well over the

investigated Mach-number range from 0.6 to 2.0 and the angle-of-attack range from 00 to 600. Just as for

the bodies of revolution, the predictions were best at supersonic Mach numbers.

For body-wing and body-wing-tail configurations, measured normal-force coefficients and centers were

predicted reasonably well at the upper test Mach number of 2.0. However, with decrease in Mach number to

0.6, the agreement, for CN rapidly deteriorated, although the normal-force centers remained in close
agreement.

When model-flow separation and vortex patterns became asymmetric, unwanted side forces were usually

measured on the models at subsonic Mach numbers and zero sideslip angle. Generally, the unwanted side-
force coefficients decreased or vanished with the following: (1) increase in Mach number, (2) decrease In

nose fineness ratio, (3) change from sharp to somewhat rounded nose, and (4) flattening of body cross
section (particularly the body nose). Additions of afterbody strakes, thin wings, or thin wings plus tail
produced much smaller or no appreciable effects.

Perhaps the high- flight characteristics of some aircraft could be improved with a fineness-ratio-3
or less nose that is slightly blunted and elliptically flattened.
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Table 1. Cdn and Cn/Cno values for two-dimensional cylinders of various

cross sections at a - 90° as computed by Newtonian theories and measured
at subcritical Mach and Reynolds numbers.

a NXO, KEWT. THEORY

GROSS SECIOX NEWOoIkA THEORY FOR Cp l , 1.8 WASUREO

__ _ _ _ _ Cd, o ~C/o, C4, Ion/on, Cd Ijn Io. REF.
II I

1033 1 .20 I .00 26

alb. 2 0.94 0.50 0.65 0 0 0.10 0.41 21,2
/ob.4 0.59 0.22 0.53 t 0.22 0.3 5 0.I5 27

II I

I/b.2 1.65 1.3: 1.49 I 1.75 1.60 I .89 I 28,29Ii I I

I 0oo 2.D 1 1.33 1.80 i 1.33 2.05 I 1.51 I 21

8 .,-- k.02 I.1 I 1.33 1T8 I 1,33 2.00 1 :.48 I 28w I OO 1.09 1:26 . 0 26 :.65 1.22
LL----1k.o.24 1.68 I 1.4 1 .51 I 1.14 1.12 I 0. $5 3

k.o.5 1. 10 1.20 1 1.00 1.20 1 1.00 I 2
NOTE ALL C '4, IN TAIL! ARE BAIU) ON WIDTH Of

COSS UCTION, NOT EQUIVALNT d.
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Fig. 8. Bodies for which the aerndynamic characteristics were measured in Ref. 52 and computed in Ref. 22
for M_ - 2.9.
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PREDICTION OF LATERAL AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON AIRCRAFT AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

S. B. Spangler, S. C. Perkins, Jr., and M. R. Mendenhall
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc.

510 Clyde Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA

SUMMARY

Engineering methods have been developed to predict the lateral loads on high speed
fighter-bomber configurations at high angles of attack and small angles of sideslip.
The configurations of interest are characterized by slender pointed noses that generate
asymmetric separation vortices at angles of attack in the 25 to 45 degree range. The
methods consist of a nose vortex sbedding flow model, a vortex lattice wing/body/strake
flow model, and a tail interference model. All are potential flow methods and have
been applied at incompressible speeds. The methods account for noncircular nose cross
sections, prediction of separation location on the nose and interaction between nose
and strake vortices. Calculations have been made to compare the predicted results with
measurements of vorticity dibtribution, velocities in the separated region, arzd forces
on noncircular noses and forces and moments on complete aircraft configurations. The
predicted results generally agree with the data, show the proper trends, and demonstrate
the proper physical characteristics of the flow. More data comparisons and some work
on separation location are required to achieve a satisfactory predictive method.

1. NOMENCLATURE

C yawing moment coefficient, based on wing planform area extended to model center-n line and span

1 2
Cp pressure coefficient, (p-p.)/ PV

C side force coefficient, based on nose base area for noses or wing planform area
extended to model centerline for complete configurations

d e equivalent diameter, diameter of a circle having same cross section area asdeq noncircular cross section

M free stream Mach number

p static pressure

PW free stream static pressure

Re Reynolds number, based on free stream velocity and density

ReD Reynolds number, based on body diameter

s distance along the body surface from the stagnation point, in the cida<.ow
plane

of virtual origin of boundary layer

t time, in the unsteady two dimensional flow

u,v,w velocity components along x, y, z directions, respectively

u' boundary layer velocity

U6 boundary layer edge velocity

V free stream velocity

x,y,z coordinates fixed in aircraft, with origin at nose, x positive aft, y positive
to starboard and z positive up

a angle of attack

a angle between the free stream velocity vector and the body axisc

1 angle of sideslip

r vortex strength

P free stream density

MOW
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2. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical work, supplemented by Qritical experimental work, has been done to
develop analytical methods for predicting the static lateral aerodynamic characteristics
of high speed fighter-bomber type aircraft at high ingles of attack and small sideslip
angles. The flight condition of concern is one of incipient spin departure and includes
angles of attack from 25 to 45 degrees and sideslip angles up to 10 degrees. This
flight regime and aircraft configur~tions are characterized by asymmetric vortex shed-
ding from the aircraft nose, even at zero sideslip. The steady asymmetric vortex system
passes aft over the wing, body, and tail to induce a side force and yawing moment on the
configuration, which are a majoi source of aerodynaDnic loads producing spin departure
motion.

A considerable amount of work has been done on aspects of this problem. To a great
extent, the work falls into three categories. The first constitutes experimental pro-
grams to measure overall loads on complete configurations which are used as input to
dynamical simulation of the motion of the aircraft. Typically little or no division of
loads, pressure distributions or flow field data are obtained in these tests which would
provide insight into the nature of the flow or detailed loading distribution on or about
the configurations. The second constitutes experimental and analytical work on vortex
shedding from inclined bodies of revolution, which has been motivated largely by prob-
lems associated with missile aerodynamics. Although no completely theoretical method
has been developed to predict vortex shedding, loads, and flow fields of circular cross
section bodies, considerable information is available and useful engineering methods
exist to describe the features of the problem. The third constitutes classical vortex
intErference methods which have been developed and proven by experiment over the last
20 years or so for predicting nonlinear force and moment characteristics associated with
wing/body/tail interference in aircraft and missiles.

The principal characteristic that dominates the high angle fighter-bomber problem
is the noncircular cross section nose. It was recognized a number of years ago (for
example, ref. 1) that arymmetric vortex shedding from the nose at high angles of attack
can produce large destabilizing yawing moments that promoted spin departure. More
recently, it was recognized that proper tailoring of the nose shape can be used to
achieve more desirable.high angle handling qualities, and designs of recent fighter
aircraft have evolved which make use of this feature. To date, however, little funda-
mental understanding nor predictive capability exists to describe the flow over non-
circular nose shapes.

The objective of the present work is to develop through analysis and some critical
experiments a better understanding and predictive engineering methods for the flow over
arbitrary aircraft nose shapes and the resulting influence of the nose separation vor-
tex system on the downstream components of the aircraft. This paper briefly describes
the technical approach and presents some typical results obtained to date in the pro--
gram. The work has been sponsored by the Vehicle Technology Branch of the Office of
Naval Research.

3. OVERALL APPROACH

The problem of interest is the flow over a high speed fighter-bomber at angles of
attack in the asymmetric steady vortex shedding range (perhaps 25 to 45 degrees) and
small sideslip angles. The analysis and experiments have been limited to incompressible
flow, although they can be extended to speeds up to the critical speed. The configura-
tions of interest are nose/wing/body/strake/tail configurations typical of modern air-
craft. The flow is dominated by separation on the nose and leading edges of the wing
and strake. The aerodynamic loads of greatest interest are the side force and yawing
moment which are strongly influenced by flow separation effects and in the case of zero
sideslip are due entirely to these effects.

The configuration is divided into segments for purposes of analysis. the nose,
the wing/strake/body, the afterbody (if present) and tail. Methods are developed to
characterize the separated flow over the nose in terms of potential vortices. In order
to model the important features of the flow, a large number, or "cloud", of vortices
are used, The distribution of vortices in the cloud is calculated at the axial station
of the strake leading edge intersection with the fuselage.

For purposes of calculating the influence of the nose shed vorticity on the aft
surfaces of the aircraft, the cloud is modeled by a small number (two or four) of con-
centrated vortices. The paths of these vortices are computed over the axial extent of
the wing, and the induced asymmetric flow field on the wing and body surfaces is calcu-
lated. A lifting surface method is then used to compute the load distribution on the
wing/strake. Leading edge separation is treated using the "vortex lift" analogy of
Polhamus (ref. 2). The leading, side, and trailing edge wing/strake vorticity is
modeled by a number of concentrated potential vortex filaments.

The nose and wing/strake vortices are then considered to trail aft over the after-
body and tail, where they induce loads on these components. Combinations of slender
body and strip methods are used to calculate the afterbody and tail loads.

t.4
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4. NOSE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section describes briefly the methods used to calculate the vortex shedding
from the nose. Results of the calculations are then compared with measurements made on
two noncircular shapes. The most extensive comparisons were made on a research config-
uration of a V/STOL fighter. An existing model of this configuration was tested in a
cooperative program between the Office of Naval Research and the Langley Research
Center, NASA. The second configuration is the F-5 fighter.

4.1 Theory

The theory is described in detail in reference 3. The major features are shown in
figure 1. The analysis uses potential flow methods and slender body theory to model
the steady three dimensional flow as an unsteady, two dimensional problem, where time
in the unsteady problem is analogous to axial distance along the nose in the three
dimensional case. The basic approach is the circular cross section model of Deffenbaugh
(ref. 4), to which several features have been added.

Initially, a mapping function is developed to map the body cross section into a
circle, using a numerical mapping scheme developed by Jameson (ref. 5) for airfoils.
At a given axial station, the pressure distribution on the noncircular body is calcu-
lated in the presence of the uniform crosaflow and any potential vortices that are in
the flow field at that station. A windward stagnation point is located, and a two
dimensional boundary layer is considered to exist on either side of the body starting
at the stagnation point. one of the Stratford criteria (ref. 6), either laminar or
turbulent as appropriate, is used to locate the two separation points on the flanks of
the body. As can be seen in figure 1, the criteria depend upon Cp, the gradient of CD
along the surface, the distance along the surface, and for turbulent flow the Reynolds
number. It was found in comparisons with three dimensional separation data on inclined
bodies of revolution that separation occurred closer to the windward stagnation point
than was predicted by the Stratford criterion shown in figure 1. Consequently, a
correction factor sin a was used with the numerical criteria 0.102 and 0.35 to represent
the three dimensional effects in the boundary layers on inclined bodies, since this
factor fit reasonably well the available data.

At each of the two separation points, a potential vortex is introduced a small
distance off the body surface. The strength of each vortex is given by the vorticity
flux in the boundary layer at separation, which depends only on the boundary layer edge
velocity. With increasing distance downstream, these vortices remain constant in
strength and move along streamlines in the flow. At successive increments in time, or
distance along the body, the process of calculating boundary layer separation and intro-
ducing two vortices is repeated. Vortex positions are calculated in the circle plane
and mapped into the noncircular plane.

The pressure distribution on the nose is calculated using the unsteady Bernoulli
equation. In order to avoid a singularity in the velocity potential derivative term,
which results in an unknown constant in calculation of the local pressure, a three
dimensional source distribution is used to represent the nose area distribution in
the presence of a crossflow. Pressures are integrated to obtain loads.

For the case of a nose with a vertical plane of symmetry in zero sideslip, some
initial source of asymmetry must be introduced into the calculation to provide a dis-
turbance to drive the vorticity shedding asymmetric. Typically, this is done by rota-
ting the two separation points clockwise (or counterclockwise) through a snall angle
(the order of one-half a degree) over the first few increments in length in the calcu-
lation. Thereafter, the separation points used are those calculated using the pressure
distribution. For nonzero sideslip, no initial disturbance is required.

4.2 Comparisons with Data

A comprehensive set of data was taken on a research configuration of a V/STOL
fighter in the V/STOL wind tunnel at the Langley Research Center, NASA. The flow con-
ditions were 35 degrees angle of attack and angles of sideslip of 0 and 10 degrees at a
Mach number of 0.17 and ReD - 7.2x105. The configuration is shown in figure 2. The
body cross section consists of circular arcs at the upper and lower surfaces, joined by
flat sides. The data consist of six components of forcea and moments with and without
vertical tail and strakes, shown dashed in figure 2. In addition, flow field velocity
measurements were taken with a rake consisting of seven tubes, each having 5 pressure
holes on its hemispherical forward end calibrated so as to measure three orthogonal
components of the local velocity vector. The rake was swept through arcs over the

odel at three axial stations shown in figure 2: body station 52, body station 69
(without the strakes present) and body station 98 (with and without strakes). The
force and moment data and flow field data are reported in detail in reference 3.

A typical set of flow field velocity results is shown in figure 3 for body station
52 at a - 35* and 0 - 00. The vector lengths represent the magnitudes of the velocity
component in the crossflow plane and the vector direction represents the direction of
the &wasured velocity component. The innermost row of measurements in approximately
2.5 cm above the body and the radial distance between rows is also 2.5 cm. In this
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case, the vorticity is concentrated into two cores, near the body, unlike the case at
more rearward stations, where it is distributed in the flow field above the body. It
is possible to make contour integrations about various contours in the measured flow
field to obtain the distribution of circulation in the flow above the body, and this
was done.

These data permit. for the first time a detailed evaluation of vortex shedding
theory for a noncircular cross section nose shape. The comparisons that are possible
are vorticity distribution in the flow field, velocity distributions, and forces and
moments. Typical results are described below.

The method of section 4.1 was applied to the nose of the V/STOL configuration for
a = 350 and a = 0* assuming turbulent separation on the flanks of the nose. The
resulting distribution of potential vortices in the flow field above the body is shown
in figure 4. The crosses represent the right side (positive) vortex positions and the
circles the left side (negative) vortex positions. The results are shown for body
station 52, and indicate that at this station the separated right side vorticity has
risen somewhat higher above the body than the left side vorticity.

A comparison of distribution of circulation for this case is shown in figure 5.
The numbers with brackets represent the predicted values of circulation within the
sectors shown and the values without brackets show the measured valuez. The predictions
(figure 4) show some vortices closer to the body than the innermost sectors, and these
are shown in figv-e 5. No data could be obtained this close to the body, so no measured
values are shown. The total circulation for each side is shown in the lower part of the
figure, with the predicted values including only that circulation within the sectors.
The general distribution of circulation and the measured and predicted values are in
reasonably good agreement, as are the total circulation values for each side.

Some typical comparisons for velocities in the flow field above the nose are shown
in figure 6. The results shown are the variation of vertical (w) and lateral (v)
velocities along rays. Figure 6a has results for the 90 degree ray, which is in the
vertical plane of symmetry of the body. The predicted curves have the same form as the
data, but show some differences in magnitude within a diameter of the body. The nonzero
lateral velocity near the body is a measure of the asymmetry that has developed at this
station, which is over-predicted by the theory.

Figure 6b shows 3imilar results for a 99 degree ray, which passes near the center
of the left vortex (see figure 3). Again the predicted and measured results have the
same form, but the values do not agree well in the vicinity of the vortex core near
the body.

These results are typical of those examined at other rays, body stations, and flow
conditions, in that the form of the predicted and measured variations are similar, but
there are regions in the flow in which the magnitudes do not agree well. The velocity
comparisons are a very sensitive indicator for the methcd, and differences with measured
results are due both to differences in vorticity distribution and unrealistic velocity
contributions from adjacent vortices close to the point of interest. In the aircraft
case, prediction of velocities at the body surface and on wings and tails removed some-
what from the nose wake region is important, wheruas in the missile case, tail surfaces
can be within the body wake region. Thus, for the aircraft case, the proper distribu-
tion of vorticity is probably more important than accurate velocities in the nose wake
regioni, although the latter are very useful in evaluating the methods.

Calculations were also made for comparison with force and moment data on an F-5
nose configuration. The data sources are tests run in the Langley Research Center Full
Scale Tunnel at M < 0.1 and Ren = 3x205 (ref. 7) and tests run in the Nielsen Engineer-
ing water tunnel at Re - 1.4x×0 5 and 3.6xl05 (ref. 3). Some side force results for
8 = 10' are shown in figure 7. There is some influence of Reynolds number on the side
force from the Nielsen data, and the Langley and Nielsen data agree reasonably well.
The characteristic of particular interest is the change in sign of the side force at
values of a between 30* and 350 from a destabilizing effect below this angle to a
stabilizing effect above.

Several predicted values for ReD - 1.4xi0 are shown for angles of attack of 30
and 40 degrees. The lower values at each a are the side force in the absence of separa-
tion, which show a destabilizing effect. The upper values are the calculated results
with separation using the modified turbulent Stratford criterion, 0.35 sin a. The
value at a - 400 agrees well with the data where as the value at a - 301 is high. Both
calculations show a strong nose-vortex-induced stabilizing force.

There are no separation location data available on the F-5 experiments to asa;ess
the accuracy of that aspect of the calculations. The predicted vortex pattern for the
a = 300 case is shown in figure 8. The sidewash component is from left to right. Some
vortices have been combined on the left side due to close proximity to each other. The
location of the windward side vorticity agrees well with the observed water tunnel
position of the vortex core in height and lateral position over the body, whereas the
leeward side "center of vorcicity" is somewhat higher and further outboard than the
core observed in the water tunnel tests. Separation is predicted to the windward side
about 30 degrees up from the horizontal axis near the upper end of the nearly flat
surface; on the leeward side separation occurs at the lower end of the flat surface.
These positions of the predicted "center of vorticity" relative to the measured ones
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are consistent with the force data of figure 7 in that a larger differential in height
between the right and left vortices than was coserved experimentally produces a larger
vortex-induced side force than was measured.

5. COMPLETE CONFIGURATIONS

This section describes briefly the methods used t(, calculate loads on a complete
configuration subject to asymmetric vortex shedding from the nose. Results of the
calculations are compared vith data on the V/STOL fighter configuration discussed pre-
viously.

5.1 Theory

The methods are described in detail in references 8 and 9. The problem Is divided
into two parts. In the first, a vortex lattice model is used to calculate loads on the
wing/strake/body at combined angles of attack and sideslip in the presence of an arbi-
trary asymmetric vortex system originating on the nose and passing over the configura-
tion. For the body, an image system is used consisting of an image horseshoe vortex
within the body for each horseshoe vortex on the wing/strake. The trailing legs of the
image vortex lie at the inverse points within the body, which is assumed circular. The
trailing legs of the wing horseshoe vortices are constrained co lie in the plane of the
wing along lines parallel to the body longitudinal axis with sideslip.

A crossflow plane analysis is used to locate the nose vortices relative to the
wing/body. For this purpose, the "cloud" of vortices at the aft end of the nose is
approximated with from two to four concentrated vortices whose locations are the centers
of gravity of the portion of the cloud each represents. At successive axial stations,
the wing/body is mapped into a circle, and the nose vortices are permitted to move along
streamlines in successive crossflow planes from the wing leading to trailing edge and
along the afterbody, if present. Once the locations of the nose vortices are estab-
lished, a crossflow plane method is used to compute the nose vortex-induced velocities
at the vortex lattice cov',rol points. The vortex lattice is then calc'ilated in the
presence of the asymmetric nose-induced velocity field.

Leading edge separation on the wing and strake is treated using the Polhamus vortex
lift concept (ref. 2). In an initial calculation in the presence of nose vortices, the
leading edge suction is computed on the strake and wing. According to the vortex lift
concept, a portion of the suction is rotated into the normal force direction when lead-
ing edge separation occurs. The fraction of suction rotated is a function of leading
edge sweep angle and is obtained from reference 10, based on a correlation of data
mostly from delta wings.

Most of the configurations of interest have wings with leading edges that are swept
less than 45 degrees and leading edge extensions, or strakes, that are swept at least
60 degrees. Under these circumstances, the strake develops full vortex lift, a strake
leading edge separation vortex is formed, the wing leading edge separates but does not
develop vortex lift, and the strake vortex is "torn" from the leading edge at the
strake-wing junction and passes aft over the wing. This condition is modeled in the
following approximate way in the calculation method. After the first vortex lattice
calculation is made and the vortex lift known, a strake vortex is considered to start
above the wing-strake junction, and its position downstream of that point is calculated
with the crosaflow plane analysis, much like a nose vortex. Interaction between the
strake and nose vortices occurs, which generally is significant because the strake
vortices are stronger than the nose vortices. The strake vortex is assumed to originate
laterally at the wing-strake junction, and the strake vortex strength is determined from
the vortex span and vortex lift (normal force). The strake vortex height is chosen on
the basis of observations of leading edge separation on delta wings.

Loads are calculated on the portion of the body within the wing root chord by
locating a number of node points on the surface, calculating the velocity at these
points, and using the full Bernoulli equation to calculate pressures. On the afterbody
(if present), vortex impulse changes are used to calculate loads, based on the positions
of the vortices at the wing trailing edge and the tail leading edge.

Tail vortex interference loads are calculated using the basic strip theory approach
of reference 11. The method is generalized to a single panel, or arrangements of single
panels, in the presence of single or multiple vortices in order to treat the most gener-
al empennage configuration in the presence of any number of vortices. Direct tail loads
are calculated using tail-pane--alone lift-curve slopes from reference 12 and the "wing-
body" interference factors of reference 11.

5.2 Comparisons with Data

Compaxisons were made with data from the V/STOL research fighter tests. The data
comparisons that are possible are overall forces and moments and strake vortex positions.

The table below shows the results for predicted side force and yawing moment for
four configurations which differ in strake and vertical tail arrangement. The angle of
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attack is 35 degrees and the angle of sideslip zero degrees. The Reynolds number is
Re=D 7.2×10 S .

Comparison of Measured and Predicted Loads

Strake Tail Component C y Cn

Meas. Pred. Meas. Pred.

Off Off Nose -.032 -. 010
Wing/Body -.009 -.002
Total -.034 . -.012 -.012

Off On Nose -.032 -.010
Wing/Body -.010 -.002
Tail -.i18 +.082
Total -.04 -.160 -.01 T.070

On Off Nose -.012 -.006
Wing/Body -.030 +.011
Total -.03 -.042 +.001 +.005

On On Nose -.012 -.006
Wing/Body -.011 -.001

Tail -.016 +.011
Total -.048 -.039 +.012 +.004

All of the loads represent nonlinear effects induced by the asymmetric nose vortex
system and are relatively small. Generally the agreement is reasonably good except in
the tail or/strakes.off case, where it appears that the predicted tail load is too high.
The flow field data at the wing trailing edge station indicate that most of the vertical
tail is operating in a low axial velocity region for the no-strake case, due to the
large separated flow region above the wing and body. When strakes are present, the
strake vortex energizes the flow over the wing and provides a high axial velocity over
the tail. Thus, the over prediction in forces without strakes is probably due to a low
dynamic pressure acting on the tail.

Generally, predicted lateral loads on the portion of the body on which the wing is
located and on the tail are of the same order as the nose loads. Thus, although nose
flow separation is the basic source of lateral effects, important d.wnstream interfer-
ence effects induced by the nose vortices occur as well and need to be included in the
total predicted loads.

Th: loci )f vortex positions in the crossflo- plane for the same flow condition
witn strakes ij shown in figure 9. Values of the body station are noted at various
positions on the vortex paths, and the vortex strengths are also shown for each vortex.
The two nose vortices are a concentrated vortex representation of the distribution in
figure 4 and show a small initial asymmetry in strength and position at the strake
leading edge. They tend to rise slowly and move to the right under the influence of
the free stream and self-induced velocities until the strake vortices are introduced.
Because of the larger strengths of the strake vortices, these then dominate the motion
of the nose vortices and force them down until at the base of the body they are close
to tne wing plane in height. The flow field data at the wing trailing edge do not show
any indication of the presence of nose vortices, and it appears that these may have
merged with the strake vortices, which are much stronger.

The strake vortices ir-ve upward under the influence of the free stream flow and
remain laterally at aout the position of the break in sweep between the strake and
wing. Measured positions of the vortex core centers are shown at the wing trailing edge
wnich agree reasonably well with the predicted positions. In the initial calculations
made with this configuration, strake vortex heights at the wing/strake junction were
selected based on observations of vortex formation on delta wings, which showed that
the leading edge vortices trailed back over the wing at about half the angle of attack.
These calculations resulted in strake vortex positions that were high compared to the
measured positions. The strake vortex height- shoiqn in figure 9 are based on an
initial height bout half that deduced from ti.- delta wing data, which indicate that
there is a substantial influence of the wing presence on strake vortex height.

6. DISCUSSION

The real flow ov tr a fighter-bomber at high angles of attack is obviously very com-
plicated and impossible to model in detail. The engineering methods that are described
in the preceding sections are an attempt to use vortex interference methods that have
been applied successfully to computation of many nonlinear phenomena in aircraft and
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missiles to model the high angle aircraft problem. This section discusses some of the
results obtained in light of the real flow phenomena and insight gained in the data and
calculations made.

Vortex bursting is known to occur on body/wing/strake combinations as the angle of
attack increases. The flow field data on the V/STOL model nose indicates that the nose
vortices have axial velocities in the core region that exceed those in the adjacent
flow by about 50 percent. For the case of no strakes, the flow field data behind the
wing show some indication of the presence of the nose vorticity about 3 equivalent body
diameters above the body, but the vorticity is sufficiently diffuse that core regions
are difficult to identify. This region has axial velocities that are about 20 percent
less than the adjacent flow.

With strakes, the flow field velocity distribution behind the wing shows no indica-
tions of nose vorticity but does show a strong, well defined circulatory flow behind
each wing panel characteristic of a vortex. The central regions of these vortices,
however, have a very low velocity "core" whose diameter is the order of one-quarter of
the wing semispan. Without additional measurements over the wing, it is difficult to
judge the state of the vortices, but there remains a large amount of circulation in the
flow behind the wing. These vortices were represented in the calculation by concentra-
ted potential vortex filaments, and that may well be a reasonable approximation for
purposes of calculating induced velocities away from the core region on the tail and
afterbody. Additional work needs to be done to evaluate this matter.

The calculations on the F-5 nose, in particular, show that the aymmetric vortex
pattern that develops is fairly sensitive to the location of separation. In some casLs
on both the F-5 and V/STOL noses which have regions of nearly flat sides with very low
pressure gradients, the predicted separation location was found to oscillate across the
flat faces from one body station to the next as the separation vortices changed the
pressure distribution slightly, and this influences the shed vorticity pattern. The
sin a modification to the Stratford criterion as an approximate three dimensional cor-
rection was verified on some data on circular cross section bodies and appeared to work
well. in the few cases examined. It should be evaluated more thoroughly, on both circular
and noncircular three dimensional bodies, and modified as necessary to give a more
reliable indication of separation on typical noncircular aircraft nose shapes. No
appropriate data exist on noncircular shapes, to our knowledge, and some such data
would be essential in making such an evaluation.

Finally, the loads induced on the wing/body and tail are somewhat sensitive to the
way in which the vorticity distribution at the aft end of the nose is modeled with a
few concentrated vortices. Cases calculated with both 2 and 4 vortices modeling the
cloud showed this effect. Additional work is indicated, perhaps using the entire cloud
of vortices, to evaluate the detail with which the cloud vorticity distribution must be
modeled to obtain proper downstream interference effects.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Vortex interference methods were applied to the case of a high speed aircraft at
high angles of attack to attempt to develop engineering prediction methods for non-
linear lateral effects induced by asymmetric vortex shedding on realistic nonciruular
nuse shapes. The availability of detailed flow measurements made as a part of this
study was a significant factor in evaluating the methods and insuring that the proper
physical flow phenomena are contained in the flow models.

On the basis of the comparison that were made, the flow models appear to describe
properly the flow phenomena and to give reasonable estimates of the nonlinear phenomena.
The methods need some additional comparisons with data, particularly separation location
information, in order to be considered relial- . predictive methods useful in preliminary
design and data analysis.
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PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE AFRODYNAMIC
FORCES AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OF WING-TAIL
CONFIGURATIONS AT VERY HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

Richard P. White, Jr.
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

1055 J. Clyde Morris Boulevard
Newport News, Virginia 23602

SUMMARY

The presentation starts with a brief review of the experimentally measured effects
of vortex flows attached to the main lifting surface of a wing-tall configuration at high
angles of attack. This review will be followed by a detailed presentation of the three-
dimensional viscous lifting surface theory that has been developed to predict the distri-
bution of aerodynamic loadings on arbitrary planforms having attached vortex flows at
high angles of attack. The paper will conclude with comparisons between measured and
predicted performance and pressure distribution data for a wing-strake configuration at
a high angle of attack. Limitations of the prediction technique as well as the potential
of utilizing "vortex lift" to amplify the performance characteristics of highly maneuver-
able aircraft will also be outlined.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CL Lift c.efficient of the wing

C t  Chord length of tail surface

CM  Pitching moment coefficient about the wing MAC

Cpu Upper surface pressure coefficient

D Doublet strength per unit area
H Horizontal separation between the mean aerodynamic chords of the wing

and the tail
L Longitudinal separation between the mean aerodynamic centers of the

wing and the tail

r c  Radius of the viscous core of the leading edge vortex

Ui  Perturbation velocity component in the x direction at point i on
the wing surface

U0  Free stream velocity

Vi  Perturbation velocity component in the y direction at point i on
the wing surface

W Perturbation velocity component in the z direction at point i on
the wing surface

x, y, z Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the wing

Qo  Angle of attack of the wing

Q Angle of attack of tail with respect to wing mean chord

V Kinematic viscosity of the air

Vt Turbulent eddy viscosity of the vortex core

4Velocity potential

Perturbation velocity potential

00 Velocity potential of the undisturbed flow

p Density of the air

1.0. INTRODUCTION
For the past several years, the RASA Division of Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.,

has been conducting an experimental and theoretical study of the vortex-flow interactions
with low aspect ratio lifting surfaces. The general objective of this study has been to
investigate the concept of vortex control for the improvement of the performance charac-
teristics of lifting surfaces, especially low aspect ratio swept wings at high angles of
attack. The initial experimental investigation conducted under this contract effort
(Ref. 1) showed that significant improvement in the performance characteristics of low
aspect ratio swept lifting surfaces could be achieved by the use of vortex generation and
control techniques.

The experimental rejearch conducted to date has been concerned primarily with a 1/4
scale model of an F4E wing planform and with retrofit leading eage vortex generating
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devices attached to it. While the test results have shown that positive performance
gains can be outlined by the interaction of the wing with the vortices generated by the
leading edge surfaces, it was found that the pitching moment tended to become unstable
(nose up) at the higher angles of attack. Lecause the possible interaction of the vor-
tex flow generated by the wing with the tail plane might significantly reduce the effec-
tiveness of the horizontal tail and not permit this unstable pitching moment to be neu-
tralized, the effectiveness of the horizontal tail operating in the wake of the wing was
recently investigated.

In addition to the experimental investigation of the effects of wing vortex flows on
the effectiveness of the tail plane, the development of a theoretical prediction method
was continued this past year and coxrelation of predicted and measured results was under-
taken.

The prediction method, which will be briefly outlined hurein, extended an original
theoretical formulation of the problem (Ref. 2) so that the flow tangency boundary con-
ditions can be satisfied on the total wetted surface of the wing instead of only the
mean surface. This enables the computation of surface pressures on both the upper and
lower airfoil surfaces. In addition, a more realistic mathematical model than the one
utilized in Reference 2 was developed for the representation of the leading edge vortex
system.

The following sections of this paper will first briefly summarize the experimental
results obtained during the investigation of the effectiveness of the tail when operating
in the wing wake and then the basic aspects of the theoretical prediction method will be
presented. The paper will conclude with a comparison of predicted and measured pressure
distribution over the surface of a wing-strake configuration at a high angle of attack.

2.0. BACKGROUND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

The primary purpose of the research program that is being conducted with the support
of the Office of Naval Research (ONR) is to understand and develop a means of predicting
the effects of attached vortex flows on the aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect
ratio wings of arbitrary planform operating at high angles of attack.

In order that the research to be reported on herein can be understood in the proper
context, a brief review of the research effort conducted over the last few yeazs will be
presented first.

In the subject research effort a low aupect ratio swept-tapered lifting surface, with
and without various appendages to develop vortex flows, has been tested and has been used
as the model for the theoretical calculations. Figure 1 presents a photograph of the
wing, with a root strake attached, mounted in a wind tunnel. In addition to measuring
the six components of forces and moments about the quarter chord location of the MAC of
the wing, pressure distributions over the surface were measured at 244 locations. A
sample of the visualized attached vortex flows generated at high angles of attack by the
wing-strake configurations shown in Figure 1, are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Figure 2 shows the leading edge vortex which exists on the wing and Figure 3 shows the
path of the strake vortex over the surface of the wing. As can be seen from the photo-
graphs, the leading edge vortex moves along and away from the leading edge as it travels
out the span until it bursts, while the induced flows deform the strake vortex such that
it is turned approximately 90 degrees to the free stream flow near the wing trailing edge.
The surface flow over the wing induced by the strake and leading odge vortices are indi-
cated by the tufts attached to the wing surface as shown in Figure 4. As indicated by
the tufts in the photograph, the flow outboard of the burst leading edge vortex is com-
pletely separated and the induced velocity of the vortices has created a strong spanwise
flow between the paths ot the strake and leading edge vortices. The tufts also indicate
that there are regions of potential flow inboard of the strake vortex aft of the 50%
chord line and outboard of this vortex. As indicated by these pictures, the aerodynamic
flows associated with a wing-strake configuration operating at high angles of attack are
complicated and are typified by regions of separated flow, potential flow and regions
where strong vortices interact with the wing surface. The effect of the interactive vor-
tex flows on the total wing lift as a function of angle of attack are shown in Figure 5.
As can be seen from the data presented in this figure, above an angle of attack of approxi-
mately 15 degrees the basic wing begir's to show effects of stall while the wing with the
leading edge vortex generating appendages continues to develop increasing lift with angle
of attack in a linearized fashion up to an angle of attack of approximately 30 degrees at
which angle abrupt stall occurs. While an abrupt stall occurs, the lift force generaLed
by the vortex flows is only reduced by about 6% initially and then remains relatively
constart as the angle of attack is increased to approximately 40 degrees.

The significant difference in the pressure distributions over the wing surface at an
angle of attack of 27.7 degrees with the addition of the root strake is shown in Figure 6.
At this angle of attack the pressure distributions indicate the basic wing is completely
stalled over its entire surface except for a small region near the root when the remnants
of the leading edge vortex are generating a small amount of increased lift. The pressure
distributions measured on the wing strake configuration, on the other hand, indicate very
strong pressure peaks from both the strake and leading edge vortex flows. By tracing the
locations of the maximum pressures of the two pressure peaks, the paths of the two vor-
tices over the wing surface can be determined. As can be seen, the paths of the stronger
leading edge vortex and the strake vortex come together near the 80% chord line which cor-
responds to the flow pictures shown in Figures 2 and 3. It can also be noted from the
pressure distributions, the leading edge vortex is probably changing from a line vortex
to a fully turbulent burst vortex as it travels from the 5 to 20% chord position as indi-
cated by the rapid decrease in the peak pressures. While the vortex flows were beneficial
as they significantly increased the lifting capabilities of the wing surface at high
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angles of attack, they also had a detrimental effect as they caused the pitching moment
to become unstable about the quarter chord of the wing MAC. Figure 7 compares the pitch-
ing moment characteristic of the basic wing as a function of angle of attack with those
measured with two configurations having leading edge vortex producing lifting devices.
It can be noted from the data presented in this figure that when the leading edge vortex
is formed at an angle of attack of approximately 13 degrees, the rate of increase in the
negative pitching moment with angle of attack is temporarily decreased for the basic wing
and the slope of the pitching moment with increasing angle of attack changes sign for the
configurations with the strake attached. The reason for this significant change in the
pitching moment characteristics of the wing is that the vortex flows that generate the
lift at high angles of attack do so along the leading edge as indicated by the pressure
distribution presented in Figure 6. Since the leading edge snag is located at the 68%
span, the control it exerts on the wing lift is slightly aft of the quarter chord loca-
tion-of the MAC and thus, it tends to reduce the destabilizing pitching moment. While
it was believed that a horizontal stabilizer could overcome this destabilizing pitching
moment without difficulty, questions arose as to the effect of the wing vortex flows on
the effectiveness of the horizontal stabilizer operating in the wing wake. It was con-
cluded therefore, that a brief experimental investigation of the effect of the location
of the horizontal stabilizer with respect to the wing on its effectiveness should be
conducted.

3.0. DETERMINATION OF TAIL EFFECTIVENESS BY EXPERIMENTAL MEANS

The experimental test setup to evaluate the effectiveness of the horizontal tail in
providing the pitching moment necessary to trim a wing-tail configuration is shown in
Figure 8. The horizontal tail had an independent angle of attack control and could be
located at various distances aft of the wing as well as at various locations along a line
perpendicular to the wing chordplane. In order to study in detail the interaction of the
wing wake with the tail surface, ninety eight (98) pressure taps were located over the
surface of the horizontal tail along lines of constant percent chord. Figure 9 presents
a sketch of the geometric orientation of the wing tail model as it was mounted in the
wind tunnel. The angle of attack of the wing was varied by rotating the wind tunnel turn-
table which contained the balance system to which the wing and tail surfaces were mounted.
At a given angle of attack of the wing, the angle of attack of the horizontal tail was
altered until a zero pitching moment about the wing MAC was obtained. To determine the
tail effectiveness of the tail surface at a given wing angle of attack, the variation of
the pitching moment about the wing MAC due to angle of attack changes of the tail about
its axis for system trim was determined. A sample of the results obtained for the basic
wing tail configuration are presented in Figure 10. As can be seen from the data pre-
sented in Figure 10 the pitching moment generated by the tail surface as its angle of
attack was altered about the trim angle was surprisingly linear regardless of the angle
of attack of the main wing. The rate of change of the pitching moment with tail angle of
attack dCM/daT, provides a measure of the effectiveness of the tail. The results pre-

sented in Figure 10 indicate that while there is some loss in tail effectiveness as the
wing angle of attack is increased from 15 to 30 degrees, .t is much less than might be
expected.

The variation of the trim angle of attack of the tail relative to the wing chord
shows that very large changes in the tail geometric angle of attack are required to main-
tain aircraft trim above a wing angle of attack of 20 degrees. In investigating the
reasons for this apparent large change in angle of attack of the tail surface, the system
forces and moments were inspected in detail as well as the tail pressure distributions.
Figure 11 presents a sketch of the directions of the force and moments as well as the
relative geometric orientations of the lifting surfaces at a moderate angle of attack.
For the basic wing-tail configuration, the wing generates a nose down pitching moment
about its MAC, and the drag force on the tail produces an opposing nose up pitching moment
about the wing MAC. Since the moment due to tail drag is less than that developed by the
wing, the tail must develop a lift force in the direction shown in order to provide moment
trim about the wing MAC. Since the tail drag moment and the wing pitching moment tend to
oppose each other, the lift developed by the tail tends to be relatively small in this
angle of attack range. However, as the angle of attack of the wing is increased, the MAC
of the tail surface will be located such thdt the drag force on the tail will create a
nose down instead of a nose up pitching moment about the wing MAC. For the basic wing
tail configuration, this shift occurs at a wing angla of attack of approximately 12 degrees.
At wing angles of attack of between 12 and 20 degrees the rate of increase of the pitching
moment is small due to the formation of the leading edge vortex (Fig. 7) and, therefore,
the tail angle of attack required to maintain pitching moment trim in this angle of attack
range does not have to change significantly. As the wing angle of attack is increased
above 20 degrees however, the wing nose down pitching moment increases more rapidly and
the pitching moment of the tail drag force adds to the nose down pitching moment about
the wing MAC. Since the lift of the tail must now be increased to counter the nose down
pitching moment, the additional induced drag of the tail also contributes to the nose
down pitching moment about the MAC of the wing. Thus, the moments generated about the
wing MAC by the tail lift and drag force tend to oppose each other. Since the lift force
increases more rapidly than the drag force with increasing angle of attack, trim balance
is obtained, but only with increasingly large angles of attack of the tail surface.

An previously discussed and as noted by the data presented in Figure 7, the addition
of the strake to the leading edge of the wing changes significantly the pitching moment
characteristics of the lifting surface with angle of attack. Comparison of the tail angle
of attack for '*onfiguration trim and the tail effectiveness as a function of the wing
angle of attack presented in Figure 12 indicate that there are some significant differences
in these results when the strake was added to the leading edge of the wing. While the
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average values of the tail effectiveness dCM/d t as a function of wing angle of attack are

approximately the same for the two configurations, there is a significant variation in the
tail effectiveness of the wing-strake configuration in the angle of attack range of
10 < at : 20 degrees that is not present ii the basic wing configuration. This variation
in the tail effectiveness is noted to correlate with large variations in the tail geometric
angle with respect to the wing chord for trim in the same range of wing angles of attack.
Inspection of the tail pressure distributions in this angle of attack range indicates why
there is a sufficient difference in the behavior of the variation of the tail trim angle
between the two configurations. Figure 13 presents a comparison of the pressure distri-
butions on the tail surface when the different wing-tail configurations are in trim at
13.1 degrees. As can be noted from a comparison of the pressure distributions, there is
an obvious effect of vortex interaction with the tail surface outboard of the 50% span
for the wing-strake tail configuration. It is believed that this reversal of the pressure
distribution over the outboard span is caused by the induced effect of the strake vortex
crossing the tail surface at approximately the 50% span. It is apparent that the induced
effect of this vortex is sufficiently strong to reverse the angle of attack in the tip
region and thus change the sign of the lift force. It is obvious that the reversal of the
lift force developed by the tail in the tip region would tend to reduce the effectiveness
at the tail.

At a wing angle of attack of 17.4 degrees, the pressure distributions over the tail
surface at the trim angle of attack 'presented in Figure 14 are similar to those for a
wing angle of attack of 13.1 dpgrees. The pressure distributions indicate, however, that
the increased strength of the strake vortex causes a greater load reversal at approximately
the 75% spanwise location which causes a greater loss of lift and thus a greater reduction
in thn tail effectiveness.

At a wing angle of attack of 21.7 degrees, no significant evidence of induced effects
from a concentrated vortex could be found in the prussure distributions over the tail.
Flow visualization pictures indicate that as the angle of attack of the wing is increased
the strake vortex starts to curve outboard and at a wing angle of attack of approximately
20 degrees the strake vortex is outboard of the tail surface. As the wing angle of attack
is increased above 21.7 degrees, a tail trim angle of attack trend similar to that obtained
with the basic wing in the same angle of attack region is obtained. However, it is noted
that the maximum change in trim angle of the tail is only 5 degrees instead of 16 degrees
as it was for basic wing configuration. This much smaller tail trim 'ngle variation is
attributed to the fact that for the wing-strake configurations at high angles of attack,
the pitching moment developed by te tail drag and lift are working together to counter
the positive wing pitching moment instead of working against each other as they were to
neutralize the negative pitching moment of the basic wing tail configuration.

It is interesting to note that at a wing-strake angle of attack of 30.3 degrees, the
tail is at a geometric angle of attack of 27 degrees with respect to the airstream when
trim is obtained. Since the lift force developed by the tail surface is relatively small
as shown by the pressure distributions, it indicates that the flow angularity induced by the
wing wake is of the order of 25 degrees which corresponds to a mean induced velocity from
the wing wake oil 47 feet per second. It is obvious, therefore, that this significant in--
duced velocity of the wing wake cannot be ignored when considering the design of a tail
operating in the wake of a lifting surface generating strong leading edge and strake vor-
tex flows.

Similar results were obtained for the other wing and wing-strake tail configurations
that were tested. Reference 3 discusses in detail the results that were obtained for the
other configurations.

Additional balsic conclusions that were reached from the experimental results arez

a. While the effect of the induced velocities of the vortices shed from the wing
were such as to cause large changes in the tail angle at which wing tail pitch-
ing moment was obtained, the tail effectiveness was not altered by more than
25% even when strong vortex interactions were present.

b. For the wing-strake configuration, the lift force developed by the horizontal
tail to reduce the total pitching moment to zAro wac in a direction as to
noticeably increase the lift of the combined systems. This effect was more
pronounced when the horizontal tail was closer to the wing trailing edge.

4.0. DESCRIPTION OF AERODYNAMIC PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS

The general representation of the aerodynamic flows that were considered in the theo-
retical analysis are shown in Figure 15. As indicated, the upper and lower surfaces of the
wing are divided up into an arbitrary number of discrete boxes and the potential flow
characteristics over the wing are predicted using a doublet representation. The leading
edge vortex, or any other vortex attached to the lifting surface is represented as a vis-
cous vortex flow whose position and strength are obtained as part of the solution. The
theoretical technique includes, in varying degrees of sophistication, the potential flow
and separated flow characteristics of the wing, the viscous characteristics of the vortices
and the interaction effects between the attached vortex flows and the lifting surface.
Based on sc.me empirical data required as inputs, the program computes the strength and
location of the vortex flows, the potential pressure distributions including the induced
effects of the vortex flows, the pressure distributions in the predicted separated flow
regimes, and the pressure distribution due to the low pressure regions associated with
the vortex flows. A brief summary as to how the various flow bLharacteristics are repre-
sented in the analysis will be presented below. More details of the theoretical formula-
tion are presented in Reference 3.
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4.1. Potential Flow Model

On the basis of the Cartesian coordinate system attached to the wing, shown in Fig-
ure 15, the x-y plane describes the mean angle of attack plane of the wing and the z-axis
is directed away from the upper surface of the wing.

Potential flow implies that the flow is irrotational and thus, the velocity vector V*
can be expressed by the gradient of a velocity pote tial 0,

V 0 . (1)
Since the continuity equation is given by

V - 0 (2)
for incompressible steady potential flows, the velocity potential 0 of the flow around
a wing surface satisfies the Laplace equation

V2  0 - 0. (3)

Therefore the problem of determining the steady, inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible
flow around a wing surface described by a boundary surface S, involves the solution of the
Laplace equation

a2O + - + 2-- 0 (4)
Dx2  ay2  z2

with appropriate boundary conditions.

For convenience 0 is separated into two parts, i.e.,

- *o (5)

Here, 4 is the perturbation velocity potential, which vanishes at infinity and 00 is

that part of the potential associated with the free stream velocity, i.e.,

U0 . V4"0 . (6)

Since the Laplace equation is a second order differential equation, it requires two
boundary conditions for its solution. In the regions very far from the wing, the pertur-
bation potential is zero, and the total velocity at large upstream distances corresponds
tu the free stream velocity U0. The second boundary condition, related to the require-

ment for flow tangency, states that over the wing surface S, the normal v. locity Vn must
be zero, i.e.,

n- 0 (7)

where n is the surface unit normal. The boundary condition as expressed in Equation (7)
can be rewritten in terms of the perturbation potential and the free stream velocity after
combining Equations (5) and (6) as follows:

n (8)

For convenience 4 can be defined as the induced velocity vector vi, which allows the

boundary condition, Equation (8), to be written as
+4 4 0 +vi 1 -- 0 n (9)

The above boundary conditions and the Kutta condition are utilized for the determination
of the perturbation potential 4. After the velocity potential 0 is determined, the veloc-
ity can be obtained from Equation (1) and the pressure can be obtained from Bernoulli'sequation.

It can be shown that the potential function induced by singularities such as a sourcec
or doublet will identically satisfy the Laplace equation and will vanish at infinity.
Therefore, the solution of the Laplace equation is one of finding a singularity distribu-
tion on the surface S that satisfies the normal boundary conditions in Equation (9).
It can also be shown that since the source distribution does not produce any resu~tant
lift, the doublet distribution must be utilized in the present formulation.

If "D" corresponds to a surface doublet distribution whose axis is Gverywhere along the
outward normal to the local surface S, the potential induced at any point P is given by

Sflr ds (10)

where r is the distance vector from doublet source "D" on S to point P, and n is the
unit vector outward normal on the elemental local surface do and S is the total surface
on which doublets are distributed. In general, the surface S consists of the upper and
lower surfaces of the lifting surface and the wake surfaces.

Substitution of Equation (10) into Equation (8) results in the following integral
equation

s n r 0

In the present analysis the integration of the above equation, for the determination of
doublet distribution D, is carried out numerically. The details of the numerical nthod
that is utilized is presented in Reference 3.auk%
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4.2. Summary of the Representation of the Viscous Vortex and the Suction Lift

The interaction oi a concentrated free vortex with a lifting surface can be repre-
sented by two different mechanisms: (1) the influence of the vortex induced velocity
field, and (2) the effect of the viscous core on the near field pressure distribution
of the lifting surface. The first effect is easily accounted for as it can be included
in determining the potential flow field. A discussion of -%e second mechanism, the non-
linear suction lift, is presented in the following paragraphj.

Due to the complexity of the equations of motion, only simplified solutions of the
wing-vortex interactions problem have been obtained to date. These simplified solutions
are limited to predicting the pressure field generated in a uniform free stream due to
a Rankine or to a decaying vortex, Bat'helor's solution (Ref 4) and for the case of a line
vortex adjacent to a slendcr body. A good review of these existing theoretical models is
presented in Reference 5.

In general, the incremental suction peaks obtained,due to a wing-vortex interaction,
are the results of the radial pressure gradisrt teri which balances the centrifugal and/or
Coriolis forces arisi).g fro- the rotational flou as well as from the axial and radial
velocities in the votex. This typ of flow was noted in the experimental results pre-
sented in Reference 6, where strong suction peaks are accompanied by high axial flows,
core growth and vortex displacement. It is apparent therefore that an adequate account-
ing of the vortex axial and radial flow is essential for the correct prediction of the
suction peaks associated with wing vortex interactions. The Rankine vortex completely
neglects axial flow, wahile the Batchelor vortex is valid only for weak axial flows and
neither of these representations include radial flow. Since for th leading edge vortex,
both the axial flow and the radial flow effects are important, it was found necessary to
define a theoro'oical model which can include these effects.

The vortex modeling that was undertaken for the present theory considered three dif-
ferent types of vortex flowp in its life cycle. The first type considered was for the
formatici part of the vortex flow which was assumed to be reprei.znted by a line vortex.
The second region was fcr the vortex when it became a free vortex. This region of the
vortex flow was represented by a conical vortex for which thc: axial velocity is greater
than the free stream velocity. When the axial veiocity becomes less than the free stream
velocity, the vortex representation was that due to Batchelor (Ref 4). The third vortex
representation that was requ, ired was that for. the burst vortex. This representation
was basical. the same as the Batchelor representation except the vortex core was assumed
to rapidly increase in size as a function of downstream distance. The following dis-
-ussion will present a discussion of the conical and Batchelor vortex representation
utilized in the theory as the forming an& Lurst vortex Lepresentations were variations
of these vortex flows respectively.

It is observed ti.at the leadizig edge vortex flow has some distinct characteristics,
such as the presence of a turbulent core at the center, when the leading edge vortex sheet
rolls up tightly to form a concentrated vortex. This turbulent core appears almost coni-
cal and there is a definite presence of a larle axial flow in the core. These physical
characteristics suggest that any mathematical representation of a leading edge vortex
system should be such as to accoun for the large axial flow in th4 core compared to that
outside or far away froL 'he core of the vortex. T.R. Coodman (Ref 7) obtained a self-
similar solution of the 1-ivier-Stokes equations using boundary-layer approximations with
some additional assumptions which represents the basic characteristics of leading edge
vortex sys..em immediately after its formation.

The leading edge vortex system modeled by Goodman contains a central core where
viscous effects predominate. A characteristic feature of this core is the presence of a
strong axial flow produced by an axial pressure gradient which is induced by the axial
variations in the radial pressure gradient. The solution which was utilized for the pre-
diction of suction pressuae peak has been derived under the basic assumption that the
axial flow in th,, core of the vortex is large in comparison .ith the axial velocity a
jreat distance from the center of the vortex. In addition, radial flow effects are in-
cluded in the representation of the vortex core flow. The equations which result are
nonlinear and lead to a two-point boundazy value problem. A brief description of the
equations that have been utilized in the subject formulation to describe the conical lead-
ing ed~a vortex flow whei it becomei a free vortex is presented in the following paragraphs.

The Navier-Stokes equations wrxtten in terms of the cylindrical coordinates x, r, a
with corresponding velocity components u, v, w and under the usual boundary layer approxi-
roations are:

u au/Dx + v 3a/ar -- i/o p/ax + vt/r / r (r Wau/r) (12)

- w2/r - - l,' 3p/Br (13)

u Dw/Dx + v aw/@r + vw/r = /t a/r (1/r a/8r (rw)) (14)

a (ur)/ax+(vr)/ar - 0 (15)

In the bove equations vt corresr-nds to the kinematic turbulent eddy viscosity.

Upon making the following substi utions:

k- rw, h -rv, y -

.
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in Equations (12) through (15) and upon defining a stream function such that

h - n s/ax, u - a*/ay

with - x F (n) where n and also letting K - K. G (n),

t x

the partial differential equations are reduced to t c. lkAwing set of ordinary differen-
tial equations:

FF" - F' 2 M 2 (K + K') 4 2 d (n F")
(17)

G 
2

.---T " K (17)
4YI

- FG' = 2nG" (18)

In the above equations, K. is the value of the circulation of the vortex divided by 2n.

The corresponding set of boundary conditions are:

G - 0, F 0 at n 0

G - 1, F' -* 0, Kn * - 1/4

Equations (16) through (18) indicate that a self-similar solution of Equttions (12)
through (15) can be obtained in terms of similarity variable n as defined aboe.

The details of the numerical solution of Equations (16) through (18) with ..h boundary
conditions described above are given in Reference 7. In this representation of the vortex,
the radial distribution of circumferential velocity is such that the vortex consists of
a core near the center resembling a solid body rotation, but outside the core the circum-
ferential velocity vare.cz-
The maximum circumferential velocity is given by

K 2
w max - Cw v - (19)

t t

and the coze radius is defined as rc - - (20)

Here C and Cr are constants depending on a ptrameter t that can vary from 0 to -1/2.

The value of parameter C can be related to the shape of the leading edge and how it
affects the formation ot the leading edge vortex. Physically, equal to -0.5 corresponds
to a smooth formation of leading edge vortex with drag associated with it being a mini-
mum. A vortex from a sharp leading edge should correspond to a value of Z which is greater
than -0.5 such as -0.3. A larger value of ? (e.g., -0.3) results in greater axial velocity
at the center of the vortex and consequently corresponds to a vortex with higher drag
associated with it. This vortex also has higher values of the maximum swirl velocity.
For the present application the formation of the vortex has been assumed to be smooth
and, therefore f has been taken to be equal to -0.5. For exaple, when L - -h, CW - 0.16

and Cr - 4.2. The radial flow behaves as a sink, entraining fluid which is transformed

into axial flow .n the vortex core. The maximum axial velocity for - -1/2 is defned by
2K,,

U C --W (21)max u V, (2X

at the center of the core of the vortex. For - -1/2, Cu is equal 0.30. Reference 7 prn-
sentbx u e procedure by which values of the constants Cw, Cr and Cu are computed for other
values of F.

It can be stan from Eqvition (21) that the axial velocity becomes smaller as the dis-
tance x along t1,c vortex core increases. This indicates that After some dcvnstream
distance the axia" velocity will no longer be large with respect to the free Ltream
velocity and, theiefore, at that stage the vortex should be represented by a different
mathematical model such as that of Batchelor.

The self-similar solution of the conical vortex flow can be utilied for the prediction
of the incremental suction in the vicinity of the vortex interacting with a lifting sur-
f ace. Since it is assumed that the leading edge vortex immediately after its formation
has radial, swirl, and axial flow characteristics, the solution of the similarity equation
yields relations for the two velocity components as follows:

W kmax (1 - K2e -Ka ) for d' > Z

dyv a (W ma K e-K d' for d' > 0 (23)

where d' d
r

--- c



Equations (22) and (23) describe the swirl velocity and axial velocity components of the
vortex at any radial distance d from the center of the vortex when d is greater than
rc . Here, rc is the core radius as described by Equation (20) and (W Max ) is the maximum

swirl velocity given by Equation (19). K , K , K , K , and K are constants obtained by
curve fitting the numerical solution of Equations (16 througA (18).

By placing two identical vortices, whose flow characteristics are represented by
Equations (22) and (23), adjacent to a lifting surface, one above and its image below
the wing at equal distances, the no flow boundary condition through the airfoil surface
is identically satisfied. Since the distance d is greater than the viscous core
radius r , the vortex flow characteristics outside of the core are assumed to be similar
to that 8f a potential vortex. Due to the image vortex, the tangential velocity and axial
velocity components in the image plane (wing surface) are doubled and the suction field
is intensified by a factor of four compared to the isolated vortex. Thus, the incre-
mental static pressure coefficient created by the wing vortex interaction on the surface
for d > r c may be defined as

AC . _!_ (v 2 + Va2) (24)
U0a

Here the effects of the swirl flow and axial flow have been combined and Bernoulli's
Law has been uitilized. Also, the increment of suction pressure has been nondimensional-
ized with respect to h p U0

2 . Substitutions of Equations (22) and (23) into (24) results

in the following relationship

AC - 4 (,x) 2K e ,2K2 + K (1 -K - ' d" (25)pv u0 LI d'2  2 j

Equation (25) in combination with Equations (20) and (21) describe, in general, the in-
cremental suction peaks due to the vortices at any point on the wing surface, with d
being the radial dixtance of the point on the wing surface from the axis of the vortex.

The prediction of the incremental suction peaks by application of Equation (25) is
semi-empirical due to the fact that the turbulent kinematic viscosity vt and the
parametric constant Z have to be established empirically at the present time. The other
parameter, circulation K.,, is estimated. initially by the application of the Helmholtz

vorticity theorem and a simple roll up theory. The final strength of the vortex is
determined by the program from the wing loading distribution that is predicted. The
distance d is known once the force free position of the vortex is established.

The eddy viscosity in the core of the vortex, vt, has been shown to be a function

of Reynolds number 21K./v where v iE the kinematic viscosity of th- air. Baaed upon
experimentally obtained results from various sources,an empirical expression has been
developed by various researchers for the eddy viscosity, vt (Ref. 8). If the Reynolds
number RN is detine as

2wK.

and the kinematic eddy viscosity parameter a as

Vt

then for Reynolds numbers RN between 10' and 5 x 10', the parameter a is given by

o - l~ T+ 0.61

For R. outside the range mentioned above, a has to be obtained from some other source.

For example, Reference (8) also givei a valus of a - 0.2 x 10- 3 for very large Reynolds
number (> 107). It is suggested that this value of a may be utilized for full scale
wings with vortices of large magnitude.

The self-similar solution representing the conical upstream portion of the leading
edge vortex indicates that the maximum axial velocity becomes smaller as the vortex
moves dpwnstream relative to the wing. It is obvious, therefore, that after some dwKvn-
stream distance, say at x equal to xt, t!he conical flow representation of the vortex

must evolve into a different vortex flow such as that described by Batchelor (Ref 4).
Batchelor's solution is based on the assumption that the axial velocity in the core region
is smallar than the free stream velocity. It is obvious that this assumption is clearly
valid for downstream stations of the leading edge or strake vortices. One of the main
differ-nces between the two flows is in regards to the variati'n of the viscous core
radius r c with the downstream distance x. At upstream stations (x < xt) where the

conical flow representation oZ the vortex is utilized, rc ncrease linearly ith nr

while at downstream stations (x > xt) , for which the Batchelor vortex representation is

utilized, rc varies approximately as the squatre root of the distance, say (x - x.) .
At xt, Use valo-ity of the core is assumed to be approximately equal to the free stream

". .
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velocity and the vorticity, kinematic and potential energy volume flow, etc., are conserved
as the representation of the vortex is changed from the conical representation developed
from Goodman to that developed by Batchelor.

As the core velocity continues to decrease, keeping the flow of volume flux in the core
approximately constant, the vortex will reach a set o. flow conditions that will induce
vortex bursting. The criterion for the determination of vortex breakdown that has been
utilized in the present analysis is based on the theory of finite transition as given by
Benjamin (Ref. 9). In this theory of finite transition, the breakdown ie relatod to a
process similar to the hydraulic jump or a shock wave. Using the hydraulic jump analog,
the theory explains the vortex-breakdown phenomenon as a transition between two steady
states of axisymmetric swirling flow. The state upstream from the breakdown is assumed
to be super-critical and conservation equations for mass, axial momentun and a,,gular
momentum are applied to relate the flow conditions upstream and downstream of the transi-
tion. Barcilon (Ref. 10) has worked out the details of a simple case of a vortex having
a core rotating as a solid body surrounded by potential flow and having uniform axial
velocity in the core. The results indicate the existence of critical velocity uc which

is analogous to the velocity of sound in a compressible flow. Barcilon defines this
critical velocity as

uc = --c--

with Q being the volume flux in the core and K is the strength of the vortex divided
by 2n. It is noted that transition can occur only from a velocity higher than the criti-
cal (super-critical) velocity uc to one that is lower.

4.3. Determination of Regions of Separated Flow

At moderate to high angles of attack, the flow over the surface of a low aspect ratio
swept wing is very complex and may be described by a mixture of potent al, vortex and
separated flow regions. The separation and/or reattacbr.nt are highly influenced by the
character of the boundary layer, such as a laminar or turbulent layer. Several methods
have been developed for the calculation of three-dimensional boundary layers over swept
wings. These methods are semi-empirical as regards the specification of shear stresses
and the initial conditions. These methods are very successful in predicting separation
at low angles of ittack but the proceduren seem to break down ior wings at high angles of
aitack.

A simple criterion for the prediction of the sepa'?ated flow regions was utilized in
the earlier work f this investigation (Ref. 2) and reasonable results were obtained.
Specifically, the procedure for determining whether at any point on the wing~separation
had occurred or not, involved a comparison of the net aerodynamic angle of attack (the
gsoetric angle of attack minus the induced angle) versus an empirically defined angle
above which the section was assumed to be stalled. The evaluation as to whether or not
sepaiation had occurred or not, was conducted on an element-by-element basis so that at
variouz geometric angles of attack, the lifting surface had different regions of separated
flow.

Since in the present analysis, the slope of the aurface of the airfoil is included,
it is believed that an improveuint in the determination of the fully separaLed flow regions
based on the same criterion as used in Reference 2 is obtained. In the present analysis
the aerodynamic sngle corrasponds to the local geometric angle of attack of the surface
element with respect to flow minus the induced angle. It is noted that since the upper
and lower surfaces of the wing are treated independently, the flow is always attached
(potential) on the lower surface, while the upper surface has a mixture of potential and
separated flow regions. It is recognized that it is difficult to predict the pressure
coefficients in separated tlow regions due to the highly complex nature of the flows. In
fact, a rigorous flow analysis using Navier-Stokes equations is generally necessary to
determine the pressure distribution in the separated flow region. In the present anelysis,
an approximate but simple expression based on Rernoulli's equation was used to determine
the pressuxe distribution. In the separated flow region, the total pressure of the flow
is reduced due to viscosity. Denoting this reduction by AH the pressure coefficient
Cpi in the separated flow region can be expressed as

V2

C 1 - -AH where V is the total veloci,.y and V0 is the free stream
V2

0

velocity. The discrete vortices in the flow (surface lattice in the attached flow and
free vortices from the leading edge ax;d trailing edges) are used to determine the induced
velocities in the separated flow. Using these induced velocities, the pressure coefficient

in the separated flow r-gion was therefore assumed to be Cpi - I- Vi2 /V0
2 where it

is assamed that AH is small.

4.4. Manner of Conducting the Calculations

The theoretical formulation briefly outlined in the previous secton ha, been pro-
grassed for use on high speed digital computers. While the computer prograx- has been used
on the CDC 7600, it is easily adaptable for use on the majority of commercially available
computer systems.

Figure 16 presents a flow diagram that depicts -che manner by which the calculations
are carried out. On the basis of the various input data the influence coefficients of
the surface lattice system are computed and with this information the potential flow solu-
tion of the wing at angle of attack without the influence of the vortex flows is obtained.

__. . . . . . .... ..... . . . . . . - '- , -, .. . - " . . | . - , :
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With this information,the initial estimate of the vortex strengths are determined. The
influence coefficients for the relative wing-vortex positions are computed and using the
initial value of the vortex strengths,the vortex induced velocity distribution over the
surface of the wing is computed. Knowing the total induced velocity distribution over
the surface of the wing, the areas of eparated flow are first determined and then the
strengths of the doublets over the potential flow regions are redetermined. With the
areas of separated flow known and the new doublets strengths determined, the total
velocity magnitude and direction at the vortex control points is determined and a new
vortex position computed. If the new vortex position is not the same as the previous
position (within specific limits) a new set of vortex strengths and wing vortex position
influence coefficients are computed and the iteration procedure is continued as shown
in Figure 16. once convergence has been obtained, the pressure coefficients due to
the vortex potential and separated flows are determined over the surface of the wing.
5.0. CORRELATION OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMMNTAL RRSTILTS

Some predicted results as a sample of the effectiveness of the theory in predicting
the measured aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio wings at high angles of
attack will be compared with experimental results obtained with the wing-strake configu-
ration that was tested at an angle of attack of 21.6 degrees. Reference 3 presents
additional correlation between experimental and theoretical results for the same wing-
strake configuration at an angle of attack of 27.7 degrees as well as for the wing with-
out the strake at angles of attack of 13.1 and 21.6 degrees. For the computation, the
upper surface of the wing was represen.od by 104 quadrilateral elemental surfaces .Ith
thirteen control points along the chorc" at each of eight spar.wise stations. The .ower
surface was divided into a total of " boxes with nine chordwise and eight spanwise
control points. The free vortices ou the strake vortex, leading edge vortex, etc.,
were each represented by up to 30 sec The effects of airfoil thickness and cur-
vature were accounted for in the con ns as the chordwise slopes of the surface
(dz/dx) were obtained from the anal axpression describing the geometric charac-
teristics of the NACA 006 airfoil. effects of the spanwise slope (dy/dx) were not
included in the present computations. For all computations the stall angle of the sur-
face segments were assumed to occur at 20 degrees.

'he predicted vortex geometries for the wing-strake configuration at an angle of
attack of 21.6 degrees are shown in Figure 17. Comparison of these predicted vortex
goometrics with those determined by flc, visualization during the tests indicated ',hat
the predicted geometrics were close to - \ose which existed on the wing at this angle of
attack. Comparisons of the predicted and measured spanwise surface pressure distribu-
tions for the wing-strake configuration along several constant chord lines are shown
in Figures 18a through 18d.

As can be seen from the data presented in thene figures, the correlation between the
measured and predicted pressure distribution is reasonably good. The greatest difference
between the measured and predicted pressure distributions occurred along the 5% chord
line as the predicted pressure spike due to the low pressure of the ltading edge vortex
is much narrower than that which was measured. This difference can be caused by two
different effects. The first possibility is that the predicted vortex core size is too
small, and the second and more likely reason is that the path of the leading edge vortex
is predicted to crosa the 5% chord line much more steeply than the real vortex. It is
believed the latter reasod is the cause of the relatively poor correlation as at more
aft chord locations, where the vortex is crossing the lines of constant churd more
rapidly, the correlation between the measured and predicted pressure distributions is
much better.

Inspection cf the pressure distributions for chord line positions greaitar than 20%
shows that the prediction indicates that complete stall occurs over the outboard sec-
tions of the wing while the experimental data indicates that the wing was not fully
stalled in this region. It is believed that this difference is due to the simplified
tall criterion that is presently utilized in the theory. A more realistic stall criteria

may evolve after the theory is more extensively utilized.
The total predicted lift fox the wing and wing-strake configuration was within 5% of

the measured lift for angles of attack up to 22 degrees. At 27.7 degrees angle of attack
the predicted lift of the wing-strake configuration was 11% lower than the measured value.
Considering the complexity of the flow over the wing surface, it is believed that the
analysis has the capability of piedictirg the aerodynamic characteristics rather well.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has tried to summarize the highlights of an ONR sponsored research program
that has been directed towards understanding and developing a predictive analysis for the
aerodynamic flcws developed by low aspect ratio swept wings operating a* high angles of
attack. The experimental data that was obtained illustrated the complexity of the aero-
dynamic flow developed by the attached vortices interacting with the wing surface. While
the attached vortex flows were complex, the experimental data illustrated that they sig-
nificantly increased the lift of the wing surface over that which could be developed by
the wing surface without the vortex flows. The results of the tests demonstrated that
the unstable pitching moment developed by a strong leading edge vortex could be counter-
acted by the horizontal tail surface even though it is operating in a highly concentrated
vortex wake flow.

The research effore that has been conducted also demonstrated that a reasonably
practical predictive analysis was developed that has the capability of predicting the
surface pressure distributions generated by the complex mixed poter.tial, separated and
vortex flow fields developed by low aspect ratio swept wings operating at high angles of
attack.

- -- M
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HIGH ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IMPLICATIONS UPON AIR INTAKE DESIGN AND LOCATION FOR
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT AND HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT

Leroy L. Presley
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Computational results which show the effects of angle of attack on supersonic mixed-compression
inlet performance at four different locations about a hypothetical forebody have been obtained. These
results demonstrate the power of the computational method to predict optimum inlet location, orientation,
and centerbody control schedule for design and off-design performance.

The effects of inlet location and a forward canard on the angle-of-attack performance of a normal
shock inlet at transonic speeds have been studied. The data show that proper integration of inlet
location and a forward canard can enhance the angle-of-attack performance of a normal shock inlet.

Two lower lip treatments for improving the angle-of-attack performance of rectangular inlets at
transonic speeds are discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

I_ a angle of attack
y ratio of specific heats

M Mach number
nondimensional coordinate-normalized by distance

n plane of known solution between inner and outer computational
boundaries

p pressure
p density

q total velocity
r azimuthal coordinater radius

angle between total velocity vector and normal to
u Z component of velocity cowl-lip plane

v r component of velocity Subscripts:

w component of velocity C cowl

x horizontal coordinate f forebody

y vertical coordinate i indices for t spacing of points

Z longitudinal coordinate j indices for 0 spacing of points

Y longitudinal coordinate normalized by r0  T centerbody tip

A! centerbody translation (positive forward) t stagnation conditions

6 canard deflection angle free-stream conditions

1. INTRODUCTION

For most aircraft the propulsion system must be designed to maximize the net thrust when insta'lled
on the vehicle. This often requires that a compromise between drag, pressure recovery, and mass-flow
capturing capability be made for the desired flight envelope of the aircraft. Changes in aircraft attitude
and speed, as well as many other factors, must be considered -for complete design of the propulsion system.
This paper will address only the question of changes in angle of attack on inlet location and design. Two
completely different types of aircraft will be considered: a supersonic cruise aircraft and a hiyhly
maneuverable, transonic aircraft.

Supersonic cruise aircraft are, for the most part, not designed to accommodate large excursions in
angle of attack while at cruise conditions. The propulsion system is optimized for particular design
conditions with some small margin allowed for excursions in airplane attitude. More often than not, the
inlet is placed in a location to minimize upstream flow-field perturbations due to changes in airplane
attitude. Precise location of the inlet is usually determined by empirical design rules or wind tunnel
testing. However, recent developments in computational methods (see Refs. 1, 2) are, for the first time,
providing the designer with the capability of determining the effects of angle of attack on inlet location
and orientation and of determining the performance of a limited class of inlets (axisymmetric mixed-
compression inlets) in three-dimensional flow fields. To demonstrate this capability, numerical solutions
have been obtained for an ellipsoidal body at M- 2.65 and at several angles of attack. Inlet solutions are
then obtained at four different flow-field locations and compared with uniform flow-field solutions. The
results show computational predictions of the effects of angle of attack on inlet location for this
idealized geometry. This particular configuration demonstrates both the effects of fuselage shielding and
the highly nonuniform flow around the sides of the aircraft.

J.- , '
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Highly maneuverable, transonic aircraft, on the other hand, are required to accommodate large
excursions in airplane attitude. Inlets for such aircraft are required to either operate satisfactorily
over a larger change in aircraft attitude, or to be located such that aircraft components successfully
shield the inlet from incidence changes due to excursions in aircraft attitude. At the same time, these
inlets must not detract from the net thrust production of the propulsion system over the complete flight
envelope of the aircraft. For aircraft that are required tu have some supersonic capability, the latter
requirement usually dictates that the inlets have rather sharp lips, which in turD are deleterious to their
performance at high angles of attack.

Although some progress, which will be discussed, is being made, adequate computational codes for
solving complex three-dimensional flows at transonic speeds are not available. Designers for the most
part, must rely on empirical data from previous wind-tunnel tests or conduct new, and often very costly,
wind-tunnel tests. Some guidelines do exist that are the result of parametric studies of the flow about
various vehicle shapes, the most complete being the USAF/FOL Tailor-Mate studies (Ref. 3). These guide-
lines are not sufficiently complete to cover all possible configurations, and the designer must still
resort to wind-tunnel tests of his particular configuration.

The data presented in this paper will not completely remedy this situation. Some data from a NASA-
funded wind-tunnel tes' (Ref. 4) will be presented to show the effects of angle of attack and of a forward
canard on the location and performance of normal shock inlets. The data are useful to extend the guide-
lines developed from Ref. I to a slightly different forebody shape, to different inlet shapes, and to the
effects of a canard.

2. SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT

An analytical study showing the effects of angle of incidence on inlet location for a hypothetical
supersonic cruise aircraft will be discussed in this section. The geometry of the hypothetical cruise
aircraft will be discussed first. The analytical methods for computing the forebody flow, the inlet flow,
and the method for interacting th'.se two computations will be discussed next, followed by a presentation
of the computational results and the implications for supersonic cruise aircraft design.

2.1 Hypothetical Aircraft Configuration

Rather than selecting for investigation an existing aircraft configuration, a generalized configura-
tion was chosen that would be somewhat similar to cruise aircraft and yet be easily amenable to analysis
by the existing methods. The basic fuselage has an elliptical cross section (major to minor axis ratio of
3) with a tangent-ogive planform (length to width ratio x 3.5), as shown in Fig. 1. Four different inlet
locations were chosen which serve to illustrate the basic problems encountered in inlet placement.

A mixed compression axisymmetric inlet was chosen, since the internal flow code is limited to that
configuration. A well known and researched M= 2.65-inlet configuration (see Ref. 5 and Fig. 2) was chosen
as being typical of application to supersonic cruise aircraft. As indicated in Fig. 2, the minimum area
of the inlet remains at a nearly constant Z as the centerbody is translated forward by al. Nondimensional
coordinates of the inlet contours are given in Table 1. For most of this study, the axis of symmetry of
the inlet was maintained parallel to the axis of symmetry of the fuselage.

TABLE 1. INLET COORDINATES

Centerbody Cowl

Z Z
Z r Z r c r c r

rr r r r r r r
c c c c c c c c

0 0 4.000 0.6460 0 1.000 1.750 0.8806
Straight taper 4.050 0.6477 Straight taper 1.800 0.8758

2.560 0.4055 4.088 0.6481 0.175 1.0046 1.833 0.8738
2.650 0.4202 4.125 0.6477 0.250 1.0062 Straight taper
2.750 0.4367 4.175 0.6461 0.325 1.0073 2.000 0.8662
2.850 0.4540 4.225 0.6437 0.375 1.0077 2.025 0.8652
2.950 0.4721 4.300 0.6381 0.425 1.0078 2.050 0.8647
3.050 0.4907 4.400 0.6285 0.500 1.0074 2.075 0.8645
3.150 0.5103 Straight taper 0.575 1.0062 Straight line
3.250 0.5301 4.750 0.5916 0.650 1.0042 2.175 0.8645
3.350 0.5509 4.850 0.5793 0.725 l.Oll 2.275 0.8655
3.450 0.5721 4.950 0.5640 0.800 0.9972 2.475 0.8700
3.550 0.5940 5.050 0.5468 0.875 0.9921 2.675 0.8760
3.650 0.6140 5.150 0.5289 0.950 0.9862 2.875 0.8821
3.700 0.6218 5.250 0.5066 1.025 0.9792 3.075 0.8905
3.750 0.6278 5.350 0.4807 1.100 0.9712 3.175 0.9001
3.800 0.6329 5.403 0.4640 1.175 0.9622 3.375 0.9295
3.850 0.6370 5.450 0.4430 1.250 0.9520 3.575 0.9582
3.900 0.6407 Straight taper 1.350 0.9379 3.675 0.9675
3.950 0.6437 5.650 0.3600 1.450 0.9235 3.775 0.9733

Straight line 1.550 0.9093 3.875 0.9766
8.565 0.3600 1.650 0.8949 3.975 0.9784

1.700 0.8875 4.16'; 0.9800
Straight line

Engine face 4.475 0.9800

.4 . . . ...0_! r___
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2.2 Analytical Method

The analytical method used in this paper consists of three main components: (1) a technique for
computing the supersonic flow about a fuselage of arbitrary cross section at angle of attack, the Kutler
code; (2) a technique for computing the supersonic flow in a mixed compression, axisymmetric inlet with
nonuniform upstream flow; and (3) a method to couple these two techniques so that a combined solution can
be obtained.

The two flow computation techniques have a common basis, the finite-difference, shock-capturing
technique described in Ref. 1. A brief description of the general features of the shock-capturing tech-
nique and details relevant to each technique are given below.

2.3 Shock-Capturing Technique

The finite-difference, shock-capturing technique described here consists of solving the equations of
motion, written in conservative form, between the body and some outer computational boundary. The equations
of motion are written in the following form:

Ez + Fr + G + H =0

The terms E, F, G, and H are vector components defined as:

pu PU - pv _ P. pw - PV

Kp + pu2 puv 1 puw puv

pUV kp + pv
2  r pvw p(v2 -wi2

- puw - pvw -kp + pw 2 J _ - pvw

A complete set of equations is obtained by employing the energy equation in the following form:

p = p(l - q2)

where

q = /T v2 +w 2

The solution of these equations throughout a supersonic flow field proceeds from a plane wherein all
the flow properties are known to a subsequent downstream plane. Spacing between th2 planes is controlled
by the minimum domain of influence, that is, signal propagation along Mach lines, of all of the points in
the known plane. Spacing between the planes or step size less than the above, Courant number less than
one, can be used in soni cases to improve accuracy.

In the shock-capturing solutions presented in this paper, MacCormack's second-order accurate finite-
difference algorithm (Ref. 1) was used to obtain the conservative variables at each point in the downstream
plane. This algorithm Is a two-step process using first the following predictor equation

n+ .n " 1ZGn ii) _ ZHn
E Ei ri Z4 (F i+1, - Fii) A4) i,j~ i Gi /

and subsequently, the following corrector equation:

Eij -f [1 + E - - Gij blj) - A - G AZHn J" o-,j " - ili-I " i

After each step, the conservative variables must be decoded to find the physical variables at each point.
Barred superscripts denote predicted values.

Further, both techniques use a common method for determining the flow along the body surface which is
the inner computational boundary. After the flow is predicted at the body, the velocity vector will not
necessarily satisfy the surface tangency condition. A small, local Prandtl-Neyer turning is imposed to
satisfy the tangency condition, and the predicted flow variables are adjusted accordingly. A direct
consequence of this approach is that the body surface becomes a constant entropy surface, even across

0 discontinuities in surface curvature or shock wave reflections. The method does, however, give an
accurate indication of surface pressures when compared to more accurate calculations, or experimental data
(see Ref. 2).

The two techniques differ in their treatment of the outer botndary conditions. This difference is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1 Forebody Solutions

The outer computational boundary for the forebody code is the bow shock wave, which is maintained as
a discrete shock wave in the solution. Conditions at the shock wave are found by solving the Rankine-
Huguniot equations at each computational point on the shock wave. All other shock waves that are generated
within the solution are captured by the numerical technique and diffused over several streamaise mesh
points. Presently, the forebody code is limited to flows at angle of attack, that is, yaw or sideslip
cannot be considered. For detailed information of the foretody technique, the rcader should refer to
Ref. 1.

.1:
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2.3.2 Inlet Solutions

The outer computational boundary for the inlet code is an arbitrary conical surface that is sized to
contain the conical shock from the centerbody tip. Flow properties at this computational boundary must be
known, either input as uniform flow or, as will be described later, obtained from another computitional
tachnique, such as a forebody flow-field solver. In this solution, the centerbody conical shock wave and
all other shock waves are captured by the numerical technique and diffused over several streamwise mesh
points.

Since sev ral modifications to the inlet code described in Ref. 2 have been made to allow solution
of flows wherein the initial flow is nonuniform, some discussion of these modifications is appropriate. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the computation of the inlet flow is divided into three domains: conical flow, external
flow, and internal flow.

A small region of conical flow is computed at the centerbody tip in order to obtain a starting
solution. This is, of course, an approximation since conical flow does not exist for flows with nonuniform
upstream conditions. However, if this region Is kept sufficiently small, then the effect of this approxi-
mation should also be small. For inlet solutions, in a nonuniform flow field, as described here, the flow
properties from the forebody flow field at coordinates of the centerbody tip ire used for the free-stream
conditions. The three-dimensional velocity vector at that point is resolved into a simple "angle of
attack" for the cone flow solution. Further details of the conical flow solution are presented in Ref. 2.

Computation of the flow in the external flow domain required the majority of the modifications from
the uniform case. First, in nonuniform flow an axis of symmetry does not necessarily exist. This requires
that the flow completely around the inlet be calculated usina an indexing scheme as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Secondly, the nonuniform flow on the outer computational boundary must be input from another solution, in
this case the forebody solution. At every point on the outer computational boundary, the nonuniform
upstream flow is required; the method for obtaining this flow will be described later.

No chanqes to the computation of the internal flow, other than the provision to compute completely
around the inlet, were required.

2.4 Coupling Technique

Coupling of two supersonic solutions together is the easiest class of problem for two interacting
flows. Since there are no upstream propagating disturbances, no iteration is needed, and coupling is
reduced to determining the upstream boundary conditions for subsequent downstream solutions.

In this case, output from the forebody code is in the form of the flow properties, p, p, u, v, and w
at each point in the forebody cylindrical coordinate system Zf, rf, and f. The output data are for
variable radii between the body and the shock wave at constant azimuthal angles, f within a plane of
constant Z. A portion of the total forebody solution that was adequate to bound the entire inlet solution
was saved on a permanent file within the computer. Essentially, data are saved over a radius interval
equal to twice the inlet diameter at azimuthal angles that bound twice the included angle of the inlet
diameter and Z planes from the most forward position of the centerbody tip to just aft of the cowl-lip
station, as shown in Fig. 4.

Two different kinds of information can be obtained from the computational data stored in the pie
shaped volume shown in Fig. 4. First, data can be obtained in any plane within the volume for definition
of the flow properties within that plane. (If experimental data are available in the plane, direct
comparison with that data can be made.) Secondly, computational data are obtained along the outer compu-
tational boundary for the inlet solution. Droop and toe-in of the inlet axis relative to the fuselage
axis, or similarly the orientation of any plane, can be accounted for by proper transformation. The first
step in obtaining the desired information from the forebody data file is to transform the coordinates of a
known p~'int in the inlet geometry or some known plane to the forebody coordinate representation. Forebody
flow properties at those points are obtained from the data file using a three-dimensional linear interpola-
tion scheme. Flow velocities from the forebody solution are then transformed to the coordinates system
of the known plane.

All inlet solutions are obtained in a cylindrical coordinate system whose or;'n is the centerbody
tip and whose Z axis is coincident with the centerline of the inlet. Points on the outer computational
boundary are transformed to the cylindrical coordinate system of the forebody solution and flow properties
at those points are obtained by the interpolation scheme described above. The velocities of the forebody
solution are then transformed to the inlet coordinate system and entered into the inlet solution as known
properties along the outer computational boundary (see Fig. 3).

2.5 Results and Discussion

The results presented here have been chosen to demonstrate three points: (1) the nature of the flow
in the inlet at M=2.65 and a=0 when it is isolated from the forebody; (2) the effect of placing the same
inlet at four different locations in the forebody flow field with the forebody at M= 2.65 and am O, and
(3) the effect of forebody angle of attack on the inlet flow at the four different locations.

The pressure distribution for the isolated inlet at M=2.65 and a=0 is shown in Fig. 5. These inlet
contours have been designed to produce a nearly isencropic internal flow with effectively no internal shock
waves. The * coordinate is measured from the centerbody tip and has been normalized by the radius of cowl.
For these calculations, a complete solution, defined as one with supersonic flow throughout the inlet, was
obtained with the cowl in the design pos tion, Za - 2.325, which corresponds to a cente-body translation
b- 0.

Complex three-dimensional flows are not easily amenable to simple graphical description. Variation
of the flow into an isolated axisymmetric inlet at angle of attack can be bounded by the flow along the
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windward, 0 = 0° , and leeward, ¢180', meridians. Once the inlet is immersed in a nonuniform upstream
flow, no such convenient axis o, symmetry exists. An a priori specification of the meridians where the
maximum and minimum pressure distributions will exist is not possible and, for the most part, computational
results must be interpreted with the aid of computer graphics. However, for ease of presentation and for
reasons to be discussed later, pressure distributions will be shown on the two meridians that nearly bound
the pressure distributions in the inlet.

The pressure distributions in the inlets for locations 1, 2, and 3 (see Fig. 1) are shown in Figs.
6 through 8, respectively, for a forebody angle of attack of zero. In addition to the pressure distribu-
tions, the local mach number, effective angle of attack, and meridonal angle p of the projection of the
total velocity vector onto a plane normal to the fuselage Z axis at the center6ody tip are noted on the
figures. A primary difference for all of these solutions from the isolated inlet solution (also included
on the figures) is that the centerbody has been translated forward to maintain supersonic flow in the inlet
at the slightly different Mach numbers and angles of attack Results for location 1 are given at p=0*
and 180° while results for Icoations 2 and 3 are given for @ =9 0 and 270 ° . This is done to correspond to
the windward and leeward meridians of the effective angle of attack. In all cases, it is noted that the
internal pressures, and hence the peak attainable pressure recovery, are reduced due to translating the
centerbody forward. Tilting the inlet axis by the effective angle of attack would reduce the required
centerbody translation and hence result in higher pressure recovery. Results are not shown for location 4
because they are identical to those for location 1, except that they are all rotated through 180'. Note
that location I appears to be the best position, as might be expected. Of the two side locations, the
second appears to be the better at this angle of attack. However, as will be seen below when angle of
attack effects are discussed, this will not be the case.

When the forebody angle of attack is increased to 8', the forebody flow at the centerbody tip changes
dramatically, as shown in Figs. 9-12. Optimum angle-of-attack shielding to produce a low effective angle
of attack at the centerbody tip was obtained wiLh the inlet in location 1, as also obtained exoerimentally
in Ref. 3. However, the tip Mach number is low, requiring a large forward translation of the centerbody
to maintain supersonic flow. This large centerbody translation could be reduced by changing the internal
contours of the inlet to reflect a lower design Mach number.

At location 2, the basic forebody flow produces a large effective angle of attack of 11.3' at the
centerbody tip. The rate of chanye of effective angle of attack with forebody angle of attack is greater
than one in this location, This is due in part to the rapid expansion around the side of the body.
Because mixed-compression axisymmetric inlets are not designed for such large angles of attack, some
change in inlet orientation would be required for satisfactory inlet operation at this location. To obtain
a complete solution, it was required to droop and toe-in the inlet axis relative to the fuselage by B° and
4', respectively. This reduced the effective angle of attack at the centerbody tip to 1.8', as shown in
parenthesis in Fig. 10. However, even then the large flow-property gradients upstream of the inlet
required an extensive centerbody translation to obtain a complete solution. The variation in pressure
distributions shown in Fig. 10 is, for this case, due to the large gradients in flow properties ahead of
the inlet. Due to these large gradients, this location would probably be unsatisfactory for successful
inlet operation at flight conditions wherein the forebody would be at angle of attack.

Both the effective angle of attack (aT 8.9° for no droop or toe-in) and Mach number are reduced
at location 3. Here a droop of 6' and a centerbody translation of AY- 0.6 allowed a complete supersonic
solution to be obtained. More careful alignment of the inlet with the oncoming flow in this location
could probably produce satisfactory inlet operation. Again, a slightly lower design Mach number might be
helpful in producing better inlet performance.

The forebody flow at location 4 produced an inlet flow which was very close to the isolated inlet
flow. Although the tip Mach number is above the design Mach number of 2.65, it reduces the required center-
body translation to account for angle-of-attack effects. Until significant flow separation effects occurred
on the forebody, good inlet performance at angle of attack could probably be achieved in this location.

All of the forebody solutions were computed utilizing a mesh at 30 points in the azimuthal direction
0' to 1800) and 11 in the direction with a Courant number of 0.9. Complete forebody solutions required

about 200 sec of CDC 7600 computing time. Inlet solutions were obtained utilizing 20 points in the azimuthal
direction (¢ - 00 to 360') and 21 points in the r direction and a Courant number of 1.0. Isolated inlet
solutions required about 15 sec to compute and the nonuniform solutions required about 30 sec of CDC 7600
computing time.

The primary power of this analytical method, as demonstrated from results shown above, is its
capability to determine required modifications to inlet design and location in order to achieve optimum
performance when the inlet installed in a forebody flow field. Further, the effects of off-design airplane
operation on inlet performance can be assessed and preliminary centerbody control schedules can be
established. This should result in significantly improved designs as well as reduced design time and
costs. Reductions in cost would result primarily from reductions in wind-tunnel testing to develop an
optimum inlet configuration and location. Wind-tunnel testing could then focus on design refinements
and on establishing final control schedules.

3. TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT

In contrast to the situation for supersonic flows, the capability to compute complex forebody and
inlet flows at transonic speeds does not exist at present. However, a brief review of some current work
to develop this methodology will be given here. Afterwards, a presentation will be given of some recent
experimental results which will illustrate the difficulties of inlet location for operation of transonic
aircraft at high angles of attack.

77.
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3.1 Transonic Computations

The computation of complex transonic flows is in a much more formative state than the computation of
complex supersonic flows. Completely general methods, which can analyze the complex transonic flows
discussed in this paper, must await the development of at least the next generation of computers (beyond
the CDC STAR or the CRAY I, for example) as well as additional insight into the modeling of turbulent
flows. However, some significant progress is being made toward computation of somewhat simpler transonic
flows. Two efforts, currently under way on contract to Ames Research Center, are being developed to com-
pute transonic flow about isolated forebodies of quite general crous section and into three-dimensional
inlets, respectively. Coupling these two solution techniques together will provide the capability to
solve airframe/inlet interaction problems of simple forebody-inlet configurations.

The forebody solution technique is a Navier-Stoke code being developed by Numerical Continuum
Mechanics, Incorporated. An alternating-direction explicit algorithm is used to solve the full Navier-
Stokes' equations. Computation of the flow proceeds in two different marching directions. Elliptic terms
in either marching direction are evaluated from the previous calculation, or the initial approximation.
Solution in any given marching direction reduces to solving for the flow in a plane which is either moving
along the body or around the body at some uniform velocity. Typically, 8 to 10 points are included iii the
boundary layer with the viscous sublayer being resolved with the boundary-layer equations. Although a
solution for a body of noncircular cross section has not been obtained to date, a solution of the flow
about a tangent-ogive looks very encouraging in that vortex location has been accurately predicted. Com-
pletely converged solutions should be obtainable in three marching sweeps with satisfactory engineering
solutions being obtainable in two sweeps. Ultimately, each sweep should take about 1 hr of CDC 7000
computer time.

The inlet solution techniqti is a time-dependent Euler code being developed by the General Dynamics
Corporation. The goal of this effort is to generate a code that can analyze transonic flow into complex
three-dimensional inlets. To date, most of the effort has f'ocused on developing three-dimensional mesh
generation techniques. A method, which is an extension of the Thompson 2-D mesh generation technique,
Ref. 6, has been developed for generating three-dimensional meshes for any inlet configuration, and meshes
have been generated for a circular transport type inlet with elliptical lips and for a horizontal ramp
fighter type inlet with sharp lips. Future effort will concentrate on choosing the optimum computational
algorithm (from a time and accuracy standpoint) and developing the computational code.

For engineering purposes, it is expected that these codes can be coupled in a noniterative :Wde for
most problems at high subsonic (M > 0.8) and low supersonic flows (M < 1.6). Since both methods are finite
difference techniques and will require a large number of mesh points to define the flow, large amounts of
computer time will be required to obtain satisfactory solutions. Coupling the two solutions will require
the development of special buffer programs in the interaction r~gic n to !,revent the computational time
from becoming totally unrealistic.

3.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

The limited data base for transonic aircraft design was discussed in the introduction. To extend the
base of Ref. 3 for supersonic speeds to a different configuration, transonic speeds, and higher angles of
attack, an effort was undertaken at Ames Research Center through a contract with Rockwell International
(Ref. 4). This study investigated two different inlet shapes: (1) a kidney-shaped inlet in two fuselage
locations with and without a forward canard, and (2) a rectangular inlet without a forward canard, but with
several modifications to inprove the high angle-of-attack performance (e.g., blunt lower lips, slats, and
turning vanes).

3.2.1 Kidney-Shaped Inlets With and Without a Forward Canard

The forebody of the aircraft configuration, including the canard, is shown in Fig. 13. Pt the inlet
face station, the inlet could be moved to two different locations: a high-shoulder location and a low-
shoulder location, as shown in Fig. 14. The inlet was a kidney-shaped, normal-shock inlet having sharp
lips for efficient supersonic flight. The width of the inlet face is about 1/7 of the half-span of the
canard, whose deflection angle could be varied. Maximum chord of the canard was about 0.35 m.

Al of the data discussed here were taken at a constant Mach number of 0.9 and a Reynolds number of
19 x l0 /m. For subsonic inlet performance, it is usually customary to show pressure recovery versus
mass-flow ratio at constant Mach number, model attitude, and geometry. Direct comparison of the effects of
model attitude and geometry are often hard to make in this format. The data shown here will be for a mass
flow ratio of 0.8 in order to remove one variable for ease of comparison. In some cases, showing inlet
performance at a constant mass flow ratio will not show the total performance capability of a particular
configuration, but the conclusions that will be drawn from this presentation will not be compromised by
this restriction.

Total pressure recovery for the inlet in both positions, and without a forward canard, is shown in
Fig. 15. As can be seen, nearly identical performance is obtained in both inlet locations up to an angle
of attack of 20° . Additional tuft studies show little change in flow angularity at the two locations.
Within the limitations of the geometric variations with this model, there seems to be little effect of
angle of attack upon inlet location.

Pressure recovery, as a function of angle of attack for the lower and upper shoulder locations with a
forward canard, is shown in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. From Fig. 16 it is apparent that the
performance at the inlet in the lower shoulder location is very sensitive to canard deflection angle.
Although there seems to be some flow aligning or straightening effect of the canard, inlet performance
seems to be more dependent on whether the canard wake is ingested into the inlet.
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In contrast, the canard has a beneficial effect for the upper shoulder location where, as shown in
Fig. 17, the pressure recovery is' improved at all angles of attack for the canard deflection angles shown.
Tuft studies show that straightening or aligning of the flow is effected by the canard at tne upper
shoulder location and there is no evidence that the canard wake is ingested into the inlet. Here, the
canard is providing similar benefits to the fuselage and wing shielding obtained at supersonic speeds in
Ref. 3 for the Tailor-Mate configurations. Proper integration of a forward canard and an inlet can be
effective in improving the angle of attack performance of the inlet.

A limited investigation of the angle of yaw (or sideslip) effects upon inlet performance was
conducted. Although no detailed data will be given here, the results will be discussed qualitatively.
Data were obtained only for the inlet in the upper shoulder location with a forward canard at zero
deflection. At an angle of attack of 40, sideslip angles up to ±10 ° had little effect on inlet performance.
At an angle of attack of 12, some, but not drastic, loss in inlet performance was noted at a yaw angle of
10 for the windward inlet.

3.2.2 Rectangular Inlet

A rectangular inlet was mounted at the midshoulder location on the fuselage, as shown in Fig. 14, but
without the forward canard shown in Fig. 13. Various lower-lip modifications were the primary geometric
variables. Besides the two shown in Fig. 18, severa( others were tested: different slat positions, lip
bluntness, and a turning vane.

Although detailed test results will not be presented, some qualitative discussion of the results is
merited. The two-lip modifications shown in Fig. 18 provided the best performance, but were definitely
not optimum. The internal slat configuration provided equal or better performance at high angles of attack
than did the other configurations tested, including the kidney-shaped inlets. Very good high angle-of-
attack performance was also provided by the thick, low-lip configuration, but this configuration was mass-
flow limited at low angles of attack. Also, the blunt lip would incur a serious drag penalty at supersonic
speeds. A thin lower lip with an inflatable boot might generate a blunt lip to obtain good high angle-of-
attack performance and yet not have large supersonic drag.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A computational method for coupling a three-dimensional supersonic forebody code and a three-
dimensional supersonic inlet code together has been described. Computational results for a hypothetical
supersonic configuration have been obtained. These results show the effects of angle of attack on inlet
performance for four different inlet locations. The power of this computational method to indicate inlet
location, orientation, and centerbody control schedule for optimum design and off-design performance is
demonstrated by the computational results.

A brief description of some computational work under way to develop methods for airframe/inlet
integration calculations for complex transonic flows has been given. Although much remains to be done,
these techniques will ultimately provide the same capability as we now have for supersonic flows. Until
then, systematic experimental studies of various configurations must be conducted to build a data base.

A recent series of experiments conducted for Ames Research Center by Rockwell International add the
following results to the transonic data base:

(1) The effect of angle of attack, a forward canard, and inlet location on the performance of a
kidney-shaped normal shock inlet for a hypothetical highly maneuverable transonic aircraft has been shown.
Proper integration of a forward cana d and an inlet has been shown to improve the angle-of-attack performance
of a normal shock inlet at M = 0.9.

(2) The effects of lower-lip modifications and turning vanes on the performance of a rectangular
normal shock inlet were investigated. Both a slat arrangement and a blunt lower lip provided very good
high angle-of-attack performance at M.,- 0.9. The blunt lip produced a low mass-flow ratio at low angles
of attack and would generate large supersonic drag.
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SUMMARY

Due to advanced aerodynamic design and the use of thrust-vectoring systems the flight envelope
of future tactical aircraft will be considerably expanded, especially at subsonic speeds. Aircraft angles
of attack during manoeuvres in controlled separated flow conditions may reach 700 or even more. To
attain these increased capabilities new intake design concepts and optimum integration of intake and air-
frame must be adopted to provide high pressure recovery and low instantaneous flow distortion for high
thrust levels and satisfactory inlet/engine compatibility.

The paper discusses results from subsonic scale model tests carried out for intake geometries
especially designed for high angle of attack capability. A unit-composed intake model representing a
twin-engine fighter aircraft was tested with two basic intake positions in a shielded location, one under
the fuselage and cne under %he wing strakes on both sides of the fuselage. In addition two different axial
positions were tested. An external-compression, horizontal-ramp inlet design was chosen for the tests.
Different auxiliary intakes, all fitted to the lower side of the intake were tested. Various rotatable for-
ward cowl lip designs and a cowl slot were also included in the investigations.

The results show that a shielded intake location offers a high potential for improvement in inlet
manoeuvre capability. Sufficient shielding is generally given for the under-fuselage position. For the
side-intakes located under the strakes a position as far downstream as possible is desirable. For such
shielded intakes only small performance losses occurred at incidences up to 35 ° . With auxiliary intakes
properly integrated into the lower side of the intake duct rnd/or rotatable forward portions of the cowl
lips incidences up to 700 are possible with only small performance degradations and low increase in
turbulence.

Optimum performance of the intake over a wide range of incidences can be obtained when the
auxiliary intake geometry and the cowl lip rotation is programmed as a function of aircraft angle of
attack and flight Mach number.

It is further shown that variable cowl lip geometry introduced for subsonic manoeuvre improve-
ment offers an attractive means for optimum intake/engine mass flow matching at supersonic speeds by
varying the intake capture area.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Intake capture area P Mean engine face total pressure over
P -P to 60 60 sector

t0o tZ

DC60 Distortion parameter 60 n m Z
q Mean engine face dynamic pressure

h c  Intake capture height v Free stream velocityc o

H Altitude v Mean engine face velocity

Ma Flight Mach number a Angle of attack

Mean engine face Mach number 11 Yaw angle

Pt Free stream total pressure C Canard angle relative to fuselage z:atum
0

o Mean engine face loss factor
P t Mean engine face total pressure

" Engine face pressure recovery
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l. INTRODUCTION

Conceptual studies for the next generation of fighter aircraft involve consideration of increased
manoeovrability and extended flight envelopes compaed to the presently existing fighters. This leads
to air vehicle designs capable of flying at extreme high angles of attack at condaions with completely
separated flow. This will be accomplished by advanced control concepts and thz use of thrust-vectoring
systems. A major component requiring special attention during the development of such configurations
is the engine air inlet system.

The purpope of the inlet is to supply, under all fligtI condiions, the air demanded by the engine
at the maximum pressure and with the least drag and most favourable interference possible. Also, low flo%
angularity and sufficient uniform and steady flow at the engine entry plane is required to avoid coin-
pressor stall and engine surge. A large effort has been made over the past several years to rmee these
requirements for the conventional flight regime of supersonic fighter airplanes.

The envisaged penetration into the post-stall flight regime causes entirely new problems to the
inlet flow and represents a challenge for the inlet designer. Flov separation at the forward intake must
be avoided or sufficiently suppressed in order to keep the flow distortion within the limits defined by the
engine manufacturer and to provide the highest possible pressure recovery at the compressor entrance.
This may be achieved by special inlet design features and/or proper integration of the inlet system with
the airframe.

This paper describes some inlet concepts especially designed to meet the above mentioned
requirements during flight at extreme high angles of attack and presents results of low speed wind tunnel
model tests carried out with a number of specially designed inlet configurations located at shielded
positions.

2. AERODYNAMIC ASPECTS OF INLET/ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTEGRATION

The problems arising with inlet/engine/airframe integration during design of a new airplane are
shown in fiZgJ. Inlet performance is defined in terms of its effect on both the performance of the engine
and the drag of the airframe. Parameters involved in the determination of inlet performance include
spillage drag, total pressure recovery, flow distortion, bypass drag, boundary layer bleed system drag
and the interference with external flow. For fighter type aircraft which operate at very different flight
conditions the losses related to the inlet system can rise to high values at specific conditions since the
engine is demanding a wide range of mass flow. Careful optimisation of the inlet geometry and the
integration of the inlet with the airframe is required to achieve high overall performance.

Besides the performance aspects attention must also be paid to inlet/engine compatibility. Proper
matching of inlet and engine mass flow by correct inlet sizing and control is required to guarantee stable
operation under all flight conditions. Inlet flow distortion causes a reduction of engine surge margiii and
Lan cause engine malfunction at extreme manoeuvres. Therefore, steady state and time-variant distortion
determination by model tests is required early during project development to identify areas of possible
problems and to improve intake flow qu2lity to meet the requirements of the engine.

The next generation of fighter airplanes is expected to penetrate into hitherto inaccessible flight
regimes, embracing extreme high angles of attack at subsonic Mach numbers (fig. 2), where reliable engine
system operation at steady state and transient engine conditions is required. Controlled separated flow
at the wing is a basic feature for these new concepts but the inlet flow must be free of detrimental separa-
tions or disturbances must be sufficiently attenuated at the compressor entry plane.

3. INLET LOCATIONS AND CONCEPTS FOR HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A basic approach to improve the inlet flow conditions at high angles of attack is shielding of the inlet
either by the wing, wing strakes or fuselage. This has already been shown during the project "Tailor-Mate"
[1], and was later applied in the F-16 and to some extent in the F-17 fighter designs [2, 3]. fig.

qualitatively shows for shielded intake locations how the flow is turned ahead of the intake, thus consider-
ably reducing the local flow angle at the inlet position. Very effective shielding is achieved with the under-
wing location but unfavourable fuselage effects at yaw are to be expected for high wing installations. Also,
relatively high compressor face distortion and turbulence may be associated with the short inlet duct
length for the underwing location. For configurations incorporating a wing strake, favourable overall
inlet/airframe integration is possible with the inlet located under the strake. However, boundary layer
removal from the fuselage side/strake-corner is difficult and the effectiveness of the strake may be
influenced by the intake. At negative angles of attack there is also the possibility of the strake vortex
being ingested into the inlet. Effective shielding and good yaw capability is achieved with the intake
located under the fuselage and sufficient inlet duct length can be provided for that configuration to
attenuate flow distortion.

In addition to shielding special devices are required for the inlet system at extreme high angles
of attack. Fig. 4 depicts some possible design features to improve the inlet flow at very high angles of
attack. The rotating forward intake offers an attractive means to avoid cowl lip separation provided that
a sufficient large radius of the internal contour at the pivot axis can be achieved. Design, however, is

-,
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complex and difficult to realize. Cowl li separation can also be avoided or delayed by features like
cowl rotation, cowl slat or leading edge blowing [4].

Auxiliary intake doors arranged at the lower intake side are extremely effective at high incidences.
Blow-in-doors or Venetian blinds are shown in fig. 4 as examples of a number of possibilities.

An inlet design incorporating the concept of the rotating cowl is depicted in jig. 5. This sclutioii
is attractive from an inlet aerodynamic point of view since it not only provides high angle of attack
capabilities at low speed but also allows a variable capture area for nearly optimum inlet/engine airflow
matching at supersonic speeds. The lower half of the figure shows the desired capture area variation
over the supersoni: flight envelope. For the special design shown, the minimum capture area has been
limited in order to avoid excessive internal cowl angles.

4. LOW SPEED INLET MODEL TESTS

A series of low speed wind tunnel tests using a 1:7 scale model has been carried out to inv- tigate
different inlet configurations in shielded installations at angles of attack of up to 100 . The airn was to
establish guidelines for inlet design and to select potential configurations for more detailed tests to be
carried out later also at transonic and suoersonic Mach numbers. Two test series were carried out and
the configurations were judged on the basi,' of engine face pressure recovery and steady state distortion.
During the second test phase the turbulence level ahead of the engine face was measured by 4 high
response total pressure pick-ups (Kulites). Future tests will incorporate full time-variant distortion
measurement.

4. 1 Test Set-Up

The arrangement of the model is shown in iL 6 . It in supported at the wing tips and angle of
attack variation is accomplished via the sing support, approaching the model from the upper rear side.
Three exchangeable stings are provided for the different ranges of incidence. Yaw angle variation is
made by rotation of the whole suspension system. Suction of the inlet air flow is provided by compres-
sors for both intakes. The pipes for air flow suction approach the model from the rear. Easy modifica-
tion of the inlet axial position over a range of Z. 8 intake capture heights is possible by moving the inlet/
duct system along the lower side of the fuselage.

4. Z Model Configurations

A unit-composed model design representing a twin-engine fighter was applied to allow easy and
quick configuration changes. The various configurations tested within the two test phases are depicted
in fig.7. In the first test phase a trapezoidal wing with strakes was tested with two basically different
inlet locations. These were an under fuselage and an under strake location. Both configurations were
tested with two different axial intake positions with an axial movement of Z. 8 intake capture heights.
The intake considered is of the external compression type with a 70 overhead ramp and relatively blunt
intake lips and sidewalls. The forward part of the intake cowl lip es exchangeable and can be replaced
by different lip designs and auxiliary air intake types. In addition to the reference configuration (no
auxiliary intake) three concepts (see fig,7) of auxiliary intakes were tested during the first test phases,
i.e. a fully open auxiliary intake, a Venetian blind type and variable cowl lip geometry.

For the second test phase the model was modified to represent a delta wing/canard configuration
with under-fuselage inlets. Only the forward intake location was tested. A variety of variable geometry
cowl schemes and auxiliary intakes was tested with that configuration. Pictures of the model installed
in the tunnel and of the various intake configurations are shown in fig. 8.

4. 3 Model Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

A mass flow measuring section was provided in each suction pipe. Instrumentation at the
simulated compressor face consisted of a remotely controlled rotatable rake comprising 4 arms with 5
steady state total pressure probes on each arm (fig. 9). The probes were located on centroids of equal
ring area. During the second test phase 4 high-response total pressure probes (Kulites) were installed
in front of the engine face rake to measure time-variant pressures. During a test run the rotatable rake
was stepped at increments of 15 . Pre-tests were made to adjust the rake starting position so that 'he
wake from the Kulites did not affect the rake measurement at any rake arm position.

The data acquisition is depicted in fig. 10. The left hand side shows the dynamic data processing
and the right hand side the steady state processing. The signals from the Kulites were amplified and
then filtered by a low-pass and high-pass filter before storage on the magnetic tape was made. An
oscilloscope and a voltmeter allowed observation of the signals during actual testing. The steady state
data were recorded in the usual way using a scanivalve. Final data were made available on a plotter,
line printer and punch tape.
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4.4 Test Procedure

For the static tects (M 0), a range of intake niass flows was tested and suction could be pro-
vided up to a level corresponding to "combat" engine rating. The mean engine face loss factor is defined

as

- Pto - Pt2

and is. fo, incompressible flow, considered to be independent of free stream or duct Mach number and
then only a function of the velocity ratio vo/V. Therefore, most of the tests were carried out at the maxi-
mum tunnel speed of M o - 0. Z and the velocity ratio was varied by control of suction mass flow. Predictions
of the intake prc ssurt recovery at other Mach numbers than that 'ested are possible on the basis of the

established variation of the loss factor with velocity ratio using the expression:

+ (

After having set tunnel Mach number, angle of attack and 'raw of the model the intake mass flow was
varbd from the maximum pocsible down to velocity ratios corresponding to "combat" mass flow at a
flight Mach number of about M. = 0. 5.

4. 5 Results and Discussion

In the following the main results 4elcted from a large number of test data will be presented and
discussed. Fig. I I shows the derived engine face pr-ssure recovery as a function of angle of attack for
the flight Mach numbers M. - 0. 1 and 0. 5 (upper and lower half of figure respectively) at two basically
chffcrent intake )ocations, i.e. under the fuselage (left hand side of fig. 11) and under the strake on
either side of the fuselage (right hand side of the figure). The diagrams essentially compare the refer-
ence intake which had no auxiliary air intake (AAI) with all the auxiliary ,ir intake configurations tested

during the first test phase. The results show that all auxiliary intakes tested fall within a relatively
narrow band provided the variable auxiliary intake geometry is programmed to optimum position as a
lunction of angle of attack. At low Mach numbers (M o = 0. 1) the under fuselage inlet position shows
worse results than the under strake position for the reference inlet (AAI closed). This is due to the

unfavourable mutual interfereiice of the narrow spaced intakes at the under fuselage position. However,
with auxiliary intakes installed for the under fuselage position, extreme high pressure recovery is

athieved at angles of attack of up to 700 even at a relatively high flight Mach number of M o  0. 5 because
of effective fuselage shielding. A ten per cent improvement at a = 700 compared to the reference inlet
is possible resulting in about 15 per cent increase in installed net thruit. For the under strake
position the shielding effect is less pronounced resulting in 2 to 3 per cent lower pressure recovery at

a -700 and M = 0.5.
0

The effect of yaw angle on pressure recovery is depicted in fig. 12 at angles of attack of 00 and
300, again for both ivilet positions. No noticeable effect with yaw was seen for the windward inlet. The
leeward inlet showed nearly no pressure recovery degradation for yaw angles up 1o -100 for the under

fuielage position and small losses at -20 . The right half of the figure shows the high sensltivity to
negative yaw angles for the under strake position. This is clearly a result of the fuselage wake at

negative yaw angles.

Inig.3 the effect of axial inlet position on pressure recovery is shown at angie, )f attack of
10 and 70 . The axial distance between the two positions is 2.8 intake capture heights (see fig. 6).
Wi.ile little or no effect is found for the under fusnlage position, the under strake position shows clear0
advantages for the rear position, especially at am 70 , but the results are still worse than for both

under fuselage positions Because of the limited shielding effect of the strakes compared to the fuselage
kinderside an inlet position as far downstream as possible for the under strake location is preferable.

The effect of a canard on pressure recovery, tested during the second test phase, is presented
in fit. 14. For the static condition (M. = 0), neither the canard angle E nor the removal of the canard
showed any noticeable effect on the resu~ts for the range of engine face Mach numbers tested (typical
"combat" engine setting corresponds to ai engine face Mach number of about 0. 6). At a flight Mach
number of M o = 0. 5 and maximum inlet air flow (combat) also little variation in pressure recovery was
measured when the canard ingle E was changed. In fig. 14 results fo a range of typical operating
canard angles at a 30 and 70 are shown. Only at a = 70 a variation of less than one per cent in
pressure recovery was noticed.

In fir. 5 a comparison is made for the static condition (M o = 0) between the reference inlet, the
rotatable cowl concept and two configurations with auxiliary air intakes. While the auxiliary intake
configurutions ahow some improvement in pressure recovery, the rotatable cowl yielded the best results,
The steady state distortion, however, is worst for the rotatable cowl but well below a level which may
deteriorate engine behaviour. The most encouraging result is the drastic reduction in engine face
turbulence to abr,-xt half the level of the reference inlet for the rotatable cowl.

____________________________________-_
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Some more results of engine face turbulence at forward speed as a function of angle of attack are
presented in fiJ 6 for selected configurations. The three diagrams in fig. 16 correspond to different
velocity ratio-s v with the relevant engine face Mash numbers M of 0. 4-, 0.23 and 0.45. The flight
Mach number increases with v 0/ from the rijht hand to the left hand diagram, but due to tunnel speed
limitations the full engine mass flows (up to M = 0. 6) could not be simulated. Only the right hand
diagram coresponds closely to typical engine mass flows. The diagram shows again the very high
reduction in engine face turbulence for the rotatable cowl configuration. Only a very small increase in0 0
turbulence level can beseen when the angle of attack is varied from 30 to 700. For the lower engine
face Mach numbers of M = 0. Z3 and 0. 14 the turbulence levels are not representative but the same trend
can be recognized. The limited dynamic data obtained so far are encouraging but it is essential that
further testing incorporates full dynamic distortion measurements in order to allow assessment of inlet/
engine compatibility to be made.

5. CONCLUSIONS

o First low speed inlet model tests at angles of attack of up to 1000 showed that most effective
shielding is achieved with the under fuselage inlet position. For under strake positions the
inlet shall be located as far downstream as possible. Extreme high internal intake performance
for the under fuselage position can be achieved for angles of attack up to 700 when suitable
cowl designs or auxiliary intakes are incorporated.

o The under fusela ge position is superior to the under strake position especially at yaw.

o For the canard configuration the effect of the canard is negligible when the inlet is located
under the fuselage.

o The concept of a rotatable cowl is promising in Lerms of internal inlet performance and engine
face turbulence. It is also attractive for inlet/engine mass flow matching at supersonic speeds
because the feature of the rotatable cowl can be used to vary the intake capture area.
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COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON THE SYMMETRIC BODY VORTEX WAKE
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SUMMARY

An extensive experimental investigation of the symmetric body vortex wake was conducted. Cone probe
measurements were made on the leeside of an ogive nose circular cylinder for three different supersonic
freestream conditions. Measurements of total pressure, Mach number, and three orthogonal velocity com-
ponents were made at four angles of attack of the body at various axial stations. These data are processed
to infer the position of the primary body vortex in the cross-flow plane, local circulation distribution
in the cross-flow plane, vortex core size, and total circulation in the cross-flow plane. Although limited
results are discussed in this paper, particular emphasis is placed on the effects of transonic cross-flow
Mach numbers on the structure of the body vortex wake.

I. INTRODUCTION

High angle of attack aerodynamics has become an increasingly important topic in atmospiieric flight
mechanics. Nonlinear forces and moments which come into existence at high incidence angles have caused a
number of flight stability and controllability problems on both missiles and aircraft. Many of the non-
linear forces and moments produced by a body or attached lifting surfaces are caused by the existence of the
vortex wake on the leeside of the body. At angles of attack above about 100 symmetric vortices form on the
leeside of the body and grow in strength along the body. If the angle of attack or body length is increased,
the symmetric wake develops along the body into an asymmetric multiple vortex wake. The present investiga-
tion is concerned with the symmetric body vortex wake in supersonic flow.

This paper briefly descrites the most comprehensive experimental investigation to date of the sym-
metric body vortex wake of a circular cylinder body in supersonic flow. Total pressure, Macli number, and
three orthogonal velocity component measurements were made at various survey planes on the leeside of the
body. Measurements were made at a nominal Mach number of 2 for two Reynolds numibers and at Mach number 3
for one Reynolds number. The high Reynolds number condition (Rd = 1.75 x 106) represents a factor of four
increase over previously published data (Refs. 1 and 2) for supersonic flow. The measurements were made
using a conical pressure probe which was manipulated by computer in angular orientation and position in the
wind tunnel. This paper summarizes results of the experiment which deal with the effects of transonic Mach
number in the cross-flow plane. Additional analyses of these results are given in Refs. 3 and 4 and a com-
plete reporting of the results are given in Ref. 5.

II, EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The experimental program was conducted in Supersonic Tunnel A of the von Kmn6n Gas Dynamics Facil-
ity of the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee. Tunnel A is a con-
tinuous flow, closed circuit, wind tunnel with a 1.02 m by 1.02 m (40 in. by 40 in.) test section. The
model used in this experiment was a 76.2 mm (3 in.) diameter
circular cylinder with a two caliber tangent ogive nose and a
total length of 1.143 m (45 in.). It was supported by a 239
mm (9.4 in.) long sting and strut assembly. The wake flow
measurements were made with a biconic shaped pressure probe
with a diameter of 3.17 mm (.125 in.) at the union of the two
cones and a 20° semi-apex angle of the tip cone. The probe
was instrumented with four static pressure orifices on the
cone surface and d total pressure orifice at the apex of the
cone. The probe was supported by a double offset wedge-
shaped strut mounted on the Captive Trajectory System (CTS)
of the wind tunnel. A photograph of the model and probe in-
stallation is shown in Fig. 1.

The CTS is a computer controlled electro-mechanical
drive system permitting variation of all six degrees of
freedom. During the flow field probing phase, the CTS was
programmed to position the probe at a series of grid points

in the cross-flow plane, i.e., the y-z plane shown in Fig. Figure I
2. The pitch and yaw angles of the probe were varied for Wind Tunnel Installation

*This work was supported by the Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin AFB, Florida, under USAF Contract
F08635-77-C-0049.

**Associrte Professor

t Presently, member of the Technical Staff, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico.



ZW grid points in the survey plare so that the angle
between the probe axis and the local velocity vector
was minimized. Data were taken in the right-half
cross-flow plane as the axial locations of the sur-
vey grids were chosen such that the vortex wake
would be symmetric at the survey locations. Two or

YY~ three axially located grids were surveyed, depend-
ing on the angle of attack, %lth grid point spacing
of 5.72 mm (0.225 in.). A summary of wind tunnel
freestream conditions, model angles of attack, and
axial grid locations is shown in Table 1. The
final data set totaled 5342 survey points evenly
distributed at the three freestream conditions.
At each survey point the pressure data from the

XU probe were reduced such that five flow parameters
Figure 2 were obtained: total pressure, Mach number, and

Coordinate System (u,v,w) velocity components.

TABLE I

III. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION Flow Field Survey Conditions

The cross-flow velocity field measured for ab = 15*,
x/d = 13, at both the Mach 2 and 3 conditions are shown in M Rd x 10 ab(deg x/d
Fig. 3. All r~sults pre ented in this paper are for M_ - 2.00, d
Rd !.75 x 10  (based on body diameter), and M_, 3.01, Rd = 2.00 1.75 10 8,11,14
1.70x 106. The base of the vector plotted is the location at
which the measurenent was made in the cross-flow plane. The 2.00 1.75 15 7,1.,11

characteristic rotational motion is clearly seen for the Mach 2.00 1.75 20 6,8.5,11

2 condition but only vaguely discerned for Mach 3. The highly 1.05 .48 10 8,11,14

elliptical nature of the vortex shown -in Fig. 3b is due to the 195 .48 15 7,10,13

higher cross-flow Mach no., M-c .78, zs compared to that of 1.95 .48 15 7,8.,11

Fig. 3a, M, - .52. The center of the body vortex, which was 1.95 .48 25 6,9

determined from contour plots of local total pressure and mag- 1 .70 10 8,1

nitude of cross-flow velocity, /-r-+-w, is essentially identi- 3.01 1.70 15 8,11,14ntdofcos lct /v3.01 1.70 15 7,10,13
cal for both the Mach 2 and Mach 3 conditions of Fig. 3. 3.01 1.70 20 6,8.5,11

3.01 1.70 25 6,9

SCALE- Us in the measured cross-flow velocity
Z field vJ + w, the local circulation was

Z calculated in each of the cross-flow survey
S , 'I ' planes. The distribution of local circulation

S'T I _ I I r(y,z) in the cross-flow plane provides s~g-
- , £W*i \ W\ nificantly more insight to the fluid dynamics

- 31 of the separated flow as compared to total cir-
, *, culation calculations of previous investigators.

-_ Local circulation was calculated on a square with
4 -, .'€ side h - .0375d, i.e., one-half of the survey$ , - grid.slze. Using the definition of circulation,

assuming two-dimensional flow in the cross-flov,
plane, one has

R

r, r 1 yz y,z+h y+h,z y,z

r rr .._?_,, where r is positive counterclockwise. A cubic

spline approximation of the v and w velocity
(a) M. 2 (b) M. , 3 fields was used to carry out the numerical inte-

gration indicated above.

Figure 3 Fi.;uire 4 shows a perspective plot of the
Cross-Flow Velocity Vectors local circulation r(y,z) in the cross-flow plane

for ab = 15' x/d = 13 for ab =20, x/d - 8.5, at both Mach 2 and Mach
3 conditions. The perspective view is from above
the three dimensional surface r(y,z) and looking
in the positive .y and negative z directions. The

"blank" region in the upper right portion of the plot represents one quadrant of the body in the cross-flow
plare and also the grid points near the body surlace where data were not obtained. Lines hidden from the
viewer are plotted as dashed lines. The surface of the perspective plot is numerically constructed by con-
necting the measured data points with the straight lines. Several very interesting features can be seen
from Fig. 4. The general character of both surfaces shown in Fig. 4 displays the diffuse nature of circu-
lation in the body vortex wake. Vorticity is not concentrated in a vortex core region but is spread over

*1-
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most of the recirculating wake. For the most forward
body stations the data show that the circulation is
primarily confined to a core region, but for rvoro aft

/(T(DU X 102, ,,body stations the circulation distributions are similar
0.29 to Fig. 4. The vortex sheet in Fig. 4 can be identi-

fied as the high ridge extending downstream from near
0111 the separation point at the crest of the body. TRe

strong effect of cross-flow compressibility can be seen
-0.08_ by comparing Figs. 4a and 4b. For the lower cross-flow

%M 2 Mach number, Fig. 4a, the vortex sheet is roughly
aligned with the z-axis similar to incompressible flow.
For the higher cross-flow Mach number, Fig. 4b, the

Z Jvvortex sheet is convected toward the z-a::is and the
vorticity is more localized in a layer between the re-

Y circulating flow and the external flow. This charac-
Ir/(1'DU_)XIO' teristic becomes so dominant at h - 250 for Mach 3

that the wake appears much more ke a shear layer
0o28 bounding a separated flow than a vortex wake.

A perspective plot of the local Mach number
M(y,z) in the cross-flow plane fora - 250, x/d - 6,
at both Mach 2 and Mach 3 is shown 1 Fig. 5. For

(b) Mo = 3 Mach 2, Fig. 5a, the Mach number in the angle of at-
tack plane, i.e., the z-axis, varies from about 1.9

Zj far from the body to a peak of 3.16 near the body.
Then a strong embedded shock wave passing normal
through the angle of attack plane drops the Mach

Figure 4 number to 2.2. The shock wave can be seen to extend
Local Circulation for ab - 200 and x/d = 8.5 in the y-direction for two grid spacings (11 nn) and

then vanish into the low Mach number flow of the vor-
tex core. A weak embedded shock wave enanatino from
the separation point can be seen near the crest of

the body (Fig. 5a). For the Mach 3 case, Fig. 5b, the 
--

sharp changes in local Mach number near thewake are strik-
ing. In the inviscid flow just outside the wake the Mach
number is near 4.0 and in the wake the Mach number is y
near 2.0. These large changes in Mach number are brought M
about by the high cross-flow Mach number (compare Figs.
5a and 5b). The embedded shock in the angle of attack 3,16
plane which occurred for Mach 2 also occurs for Mach 3, 2,29
but for Mach 3 the flow rapidly accelerates again down the
body. Another prominent feature of both Figs. 5a and 5b, 1 2
particularly 5b, are the very low Mach number points at
the top of the grid; i.e., the rows of points with large
z. Analysis of the local total pressure, cross-flow ve-
locities, local circulation, and Schlieren photographs in
the neighborhood of these low Mach number points shows
that this feature is a small secondary vortex. This sec-
ondary vortex originates near the nose-body juncture, is
always above the primary body vortex, and rotates in the M

6 2.94
Opin Symbols M,2(RdI.75XI0) Ocb, O0
Solid Symbols M-3 (Rd- I.?OXO) *ab, 15-

50 Floggd Symbol Indicate a b ,20"

Low Circulatlon 0 abZ5Z

40
_ & Figure 5

Mach Number in the Cross-Flow Plane
A for ab = 25° and x/d = 6

30

opposite direction of the pgimary body vortex. Water
tunnel photographs of Werle 0 and the surface oil flow

20 - streaks of Hsiehl suggest the existence of such a
vortex on blunt missiles. The present experiment
proves the existence of such a vortex, even on pointed
bodies of revolution.

10 8 Figure 6 shows the measured relationship be-

tween the total circulation in the survey grid vs.
body length for ab = 100, 150, 200, and 25" at Mach
2 and Mach 3. For ab = 100 and 15* a linear varia-

C...tion of total circulation vs. x is demonstrated. For
4 6 8 10 12 14 ab = 200 and 25', the variation is not as definite

X/D because many of the survey grids did not completely
capture all of the circulation. That is, the flagged

Figure 6 symbols in rig. 6 denote that significant circulation
Total Circulation in the Cross-Flow Plane passed through the top boundary of the grid.
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Consequently, the flagged symbols are a lower bound on the total circulation in the cross-flow plane. For
ab = 100 and 150 it is seen that the Mach number change from 2 to 3 has little effect on total circulation
in the field. For (b K 200 and 25° the data indicate that the Mach 2 wake contains significantly more
circulation than the Mach 3 wake. This characteristic could be related to the change in the wake from a
vortex cloud for Mach 2 to a shear layer for Mach 3. To obtain an indication of the relationship of total
circulation to angle of attack of the body, a least squares fit of the data was calculated. Using the total
circulation data for x/d - 8 and 11 and ab 10, 150 and 200, a fit of rt vs. sinmab was effected for the
high Reynolds number conditions. The values of m were 2.33 and 1.90 for Mach 2 and Mach 3, respectively.
The correlation coefficients for the power fits were approximately 0.99, indicating that the plot of log
rt vs. log sin ab is very close to linear. The fit of the data demonstrates that the total circulation
grows with angle of attack at a substantially lower rate as the Mach number increases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The measured distribution of circulation in the cross-flow plane for Mach 2 shows that for ab =
100 and 150 and x/d < 10 the circulation is generally restricted to the vortex core and the vortex sheet.
For1b -200 and 250 the vorticity is generally diffused in the cross-flow plane to the extent that it could
be described as a vortex cloud.

(2) The existence of a secondary nose vo.-tex situated above the primary body vortex is confirmed.
The secondary nose vortex rotates in the opposite direction as the body vortex. Although it is not believed
significant with regard to missile flight dynamics, it is an interesting fluid dynamic phenomenon.

(3) The primary body vortex position in the cross-flow plane was measured for M. . 3 at ag = 100
and 15°. For ab - 20° and 25° cross-flow compressibility distorts the body vortex to an extent that a body
vortex cannot be defined. Local circulation in the cross-flow plane for ab - 20' and 250 shows that the
vorticity is primarily located in a shear layer originating near the crest of the body and extending
downstream.

(4) The total circulation in the wake for ab < 15* did not change between Mach 2 and Mach 3. For
> 200 the measurements indicate that the i4ach 2 waEe contains significa, tly more circulation than the

Mac' 3 wake.
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WIND TUNNEL TEST AT LOW SPEEDS OF A DORSAL AIR INTAKE
ON A FIGHTER CONFIGURATION

by

Sven-Oluf Ridder
Department of Aeronautics

The Royal Institute of Technology
S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

SUMMARY

A wind tunnel model with a swept wing and a dorsal air intake mounted well aft on the
fuselage' has been investigated in a low speed wind tunnel with respect to the flow
quality of the air intake flow.

It was found that the air intake flow was satisfactory at zero anglo of yaw for angles
of attack up to 20 degrees. Even a moderate angle of yaw, however, resulted in a rather
high level of intake flow distortion as caused by the ingestion of forebody vortices.
A large number of forebody mounted flow control devices were tested and among these
only a canopy mounted device was found effective in reducing the intake flow distortion
to an acceptable level.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE WIND TUNNEL MODEL

The dorsal air intake position well aft on this aircraft configuration shown in Fig.1
should have several advantages compared with more conventional air intake positions.
For example:

- Less problems with foreign object ingestion
- Minimum length engine installation
- Favorable axial area distribution

etcetera

The main problem to be expected is to achieve satisfactory aerodynamic performance of
the air intake at higher angles of attack in a complex flow field with many viscous
effects. This problem is stressed by the fact that modern engines can tolerate only a
moderate level of distortion of the flow entering the compressor due to compressor stall
considerations.

The wind tunnel model has a 400 swept wing of aspect ratio 4 and a low set horizontal
tailplane. The engine pod is blended with the rear part of the fuselage and tilted
slightly in order to get the line of thrust close to the center of gravity. On top of
the rear part of the canopy (in the plane of symmetry) is indicated the only flow con-
trol device so far found effective of a large number of forebody devices tested. The
span of the model is 1 meter and the tests were carried out in an atmospheric low speed
tunnel at about 60 m/s.

2. TEST RESULTS

The test program started with surveys of the total pressure losses at the intended posi-
tion of the air intake, that is, without the engine pod mounted.

In Fig.2 are shown the results for the clean datum configuration. Vertical traverses
with a total head probe starting from the upper side of the wing at five different span-
wise stations are made and the recordings are arranged to present a perspective view
with the air intake position indicated by the dashed circle.

At zero angle of yaw (left column) there appears to be very little pressure loss within
the stream tube entering the intake, apart from a thin wake layer apparently shed from
the canopy. The pronounced depression areas of the diffuse core of the forebody vortices
pass outside the air intake. The situation at 200 of angle of attack (not shown) is also
similar. Even a moderate angle of yaw, however, evidently upsets the symmetry of the
forebody vortices and also creates a canopy vortex. The result is that large depression
areas are fed into the air intake.

The corresponding total pressure surveys in the compressor section of the air intake
mounted on the "clean" configuration are shown in Fig.3 (a -100, 0= 8° , CA - 1.0). The
recordings were obtained by means of a mechanism that could rotate the single probe and
also perform radial traverses.

In the diagram are shown the pressure losses at a number of radial probe positions re-
corded during rotation of the probe with 1800 corresponding to the 12 o'clock position.
The horizontal part of each curve shows zero pressure loss. The magnitude of pressure
los.es and the distribution of the depression ireas seem to correlate with the result
of Fig.2 as could perhaps be expected considering the very short length intake duct.

-A _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In Fig.4 is shown the effect of the flow control device described in Fig.1. The situa-
tion on the lee side of the compressor section is very much improved at the expense of
a slight degradation on the windward side.

The corresponding results of pressure surveys without engine pod of Fig.5 reveal that
the major areas of depressions are made to pass outside the air intake. An astonishing
fact is that this seems to be achieved at all tested combinations of e and 0.

The data from the pressure surveys at the compressor section of the air intake has been
evaluated to derive a distortion index. As a criterion has been chosen the DC60-index
favoured by Rolls Royce. This distortion index relates the average pressure loss in the
worst 600 sector to the average dynamic pressure of the flow at the compressor section.

With the type of pressure losses that are generated by the free stream flow around the
forebody it is reasonable to assume that the distortion problem will be most severe at
low inflow numbers, that is, when the dynamic pressure at the compressor section is low.
Data from tests at inflow number 1.0 with a critical combination of a and a have been
schematically recalculated to lower values of inflow numbers. It was found that the
inflow number could be reduced to .46 before the critical value of distortion index was
exceeded.

As a typical engine was chosen the RB 199 for which distortion criteria were available.

- Detail of air intake

...... ... ......

i Fig. I Sketch of wind tunnel model.

3
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CLEAN CONFIG.
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Fig.2 Total pressure losses at the Fig.3 Total pressure losses in the air
air intake position. intake at the compressor section.
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Fig.4 Total pressure losses in the air Fig.5 Total pressure losses at the
intake at the compressor section. air intake position.
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VISUALISATIONS AND CALCULATIONS OF AIR INTAKES
AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK AND LOW REYNOLDS NUMBERS

by

P.C. PERRIER
J. PERLAUX

AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION
78, quai Carnot - 92214 ST CLOUD (France)

Le fonctionnement des compresseurs pout atre fortement perturbfi aux grandos incidences de vol
par l'instationnaritd de 1'6coulement cr66 par lea dficollements aux lavres do l'ontr6e d'air. on pr--
sente deux voles d'analyse des ph~nomanes qui sont compl~mentaires, l'n expgrimentale de visualisations,
l'autre par solution numdrique directs des 6quations de Navier-Stokes.

Pour visualiser les phfinomanes intervenant A l'intdrieur de l'entrae d'air, on pout soit 6tudier
1'6coulement a tras faiblo vitesse, et donc A faible Reynolds, par injection de fluide colorC dans un
Ccoulement bidimensionnel en tunnel hydrodynwiique (rdf.1) soit faire de la cingmatographie ultra-rapide
sur des strioscopies transoniques (rfif. I et 2). On met ainsi en dvidence des grosses structures turbu-
lentes responsables de l'instationnariti do l'6coulement. On donne plancho I un example de visualisation
a Ia microsoconde obtenue A l'Institut do Mficanique des Fluides de Lille.

En analysant en dgtail la turbulence dona l'entr~e d'air (rdf.3), on voit qulon peut Ia consid~rer
conme cr~ge principaloment par des grosses structures do Ia taille do Ia conduite et qui sont g6nfir~es par
le d~collement issu des lbvrea. Quoique ce d6collement soit initialement calculable par des m~thodes do
aingularit6 (r~f.4, par oxemple), c'est l'instabilitE d, m d6collement qui eat en cause et qu'on ne peut
calculer quo par des mdthodes pluacomplexes, solutions e-tLctes ou approchA-es des 6quations de Navier--Stokes
(cf. lea papiera 22 ot 29). Nous pr~sentons ici des r~iaultats de calcul obtonus par solution dirocte des
6quations do Navier-Stokesinstationnaires par une in6thode des 6ldmenta finia en moindres-carrds (rdf.5).
Cette mdthode r~soud la non-lindarit6 des 6quations par ltgration sur l'6quation lingaire do Stokes qui oat
elle-m~me rdsolue do fagon originale (r~f.6). on donne planche 2 une sdrie de tracds des lignes iso-
tourbillons calculds dana une entrdo d'air A tr~s grande incidence (40*) dans le cas aDi toute l'entrge d'air
eat enri~rement occupfie par los grosses structures ot qui eat diroctement comparable aux visualisaions
pr~sentaes dana le film do l'O.N.E.R.A.

A cause de l'augmentation prohibitive des temaps do calcul avec le nombre do Reynolds, on a limit6
celui-ci A 250. 11 eat cependant suffisant pour capter lee gras tourbillons. Il faudrait ajooter un mod~le do
turbulence do maille (cf. par exemple rdf.7) au un modale do viscositg turbulente pour simuler l'6coulement
4 plus grand nombro do Reynolds.
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STATE OF ART OF NONLINEAR, DISCRETE-VORTEX METHODS
FOR STEADY AND UNSTEADY HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK AERODYNAMICS

Osama A. Kandil*
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics

Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Va. 23508

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a considerable interest in developing reliable
methods for treating high angle of attack aerodynamics. With the advent of low-aspect-
ratio and highly swept wings, large-fineness-ratio bodies and configurations of Cuch
aerodynamic components, three-dimensional flow analysis became of paramount neccesity.

The fluid flow past these configurations is characterized with a strong cross
flow which leads to flow separation in the vicinity of wing edges and lee sides of the
bodies. The separated free-shear layer rolls-up spirally and forms a vortex core which
is continuously fed with vorticity shed from the attached boundary layer on the wing
surface through the free-shear layer. This type of flow separation is known as "primary
separation".

For wings with sharp leading and side edges, the lines of primary separation are
known a priori as they are fixed along these edges. Primary separation has the most
dominant effect on the aerodynamic characteristics within the low-moderate range of
angles of attack. In the case of highly swept wings (Delta and Delta-like wings), it
increases the negative pressure under the primary vortex cores and produces suction peaks
in this region.

The adverse pressure gradients created by the suction peaks affect the boundary
layer flow in this region and another type of flow separation develops. This separation

.is known as "secondary separation". The secondary separated flow rolls-up spirally in
an opposite sense to that of the primary separated flow and forms a vortex core
opposite to that of the primary core'-!

For laminar flow over the wing surface, the effect of the secondary vortex on the
pressure distribution is pronounced and another pressure peak can be seen in the span-
wise pressure distribution. For turbulent flow over the wing surface, secondary pressure
peaks are hardly noticed4-5 and its effect is negligible.

Secondary flow separation is seen to be a viscous phenomenon and cannot be modelled
with an inviscid model only. Moreover, the secondary separation line is unknown a priori.

The stall phenomenon of low-aspect-ratio wings is attributed to breakdown (bursting)
of the vortex core6 - It is a complex viscous phenomenon and cannot be adequately
treated before a satisfactory viscous-inviscid model of the vortex core is established.

Therefore, an inviscid model which neglects secondary separation is a reasonable
model particularly for flows with arge Reynolds number and without vortex breakdown
in the vicinity of the wing.

II. DISCRE TE-VORTEX METHOD

Development of inviscid models for predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of
wings exhibiti;q leading-edge and/or wing-tip separations has recently received
considerable eeforts. The literature contairi several models with various degrees of
limitations and/or drawbacks. These include conical flow assumption (violates Kutta
condition at the tr~ling edge), slender-body theory'- 1 and imposing the boundary
conditions on frozen wake surfaces

1 7

In all the existing inviscid models, the lines of primary separation are assumed
to be known a priori ard, hence, these models can only treat wings with sharp edges.
Moreover, the effects of secondary separation are completely neglected because secondary
separation is a viscous phenomenon. The attached boundary layer on the wing surface is
replaced by a bound sheet (apressure Jump exists across the sheet) of tangential velocity
discontinuity. The free-shear layer of the separated flow is replaced by a free sheet
(zero pressure jump across the sheet) of tangential velocity discontinuity. To present
the subsequent steps of approximations and evaluate their effects, the model developed
by the Principal Investigatorle-23will be used. Similar models were used by other
investigators ,2

In this model, the continuous vortex sheets (bound and free) are approximated by
a distribution of concentrated vortex lines. The bound sheet is modelled by a bound-
vortex lattice and the free sheet is modelled by segmented free-vortex lines (steady-
flow problem) or a growing free-vortex lattice (unsteady-flow problem). With this
three-dimensional model the boundary conditions are satisfied at certain control points
on the bound and free vortex system, the shape of the free-vortex lines is obtained,
and the pressure distribution Is calculated on the wing surface.

A iAssocite Professor
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Excellent agreement was found between the calculated and experimental total-aero-
dynamic characteristics. On the otherhand, satisfactory or less than satisfactory
agreement was found between the calculated and experimental distributed aerodynamic
characteristics. The reason behind this less satisfactory agreement becomes apparant
when we recall the discrete-vortex approximation.

The advantages of this method over other existing methods are the simplicity of
the method and the relative short computation time. The method has been developed for
the steady and unsteady wing problems. In the steady problem it is used to obtain
solutions for isolated wings with rectangular, delta and delta-like planforms. It is
also used for wing-wing configurations

i' - '

In thL unsteady problem, there are two approaches. In the first approach, the
problem is solved at discrete time steps. This approach is appropriate for transient
solutions and large unsteady disturbances2

In the second approach, small-amplitude disturbances are assumed and the problem
is linearized about nonlinear steady solutions 23 This approach is appropriate for the
flutter analysis about large angles of attack.

III. NUMERICAL EXA4PLES

Figure 1 shows a typical solution of the roll-up shape of the leading edge vortex
for a delta wing. The aspect ratio is 1.4, the angle of attack is 14* and the bound
lattice is 12 x 12. The upper figure is a three-dimensional view which shows the
roll-up shape of the leading-edge vortices.

Figure 2 shows a typical solution of the roll-up shape of the leading-edge
vortex for a steadily rolling wing at zero angle of attack. The rotation is clockwise
as viewed from the rear. The aspect ratio is 0.7 and an 8 x 8 bound-vortex lattice is
used. The antisymmetry of the leading-edge vortex is clearly seen in the upper figure.

Figure 3 shows a typical solution of the wake shape for a Canard-Wing configuration
with high Canard which was considered for the SAAB-Viggen aircraft.

Figure 4 shows the spanwise position and the height of the vortex-core path on
a delta wing of aspect ratio 1.4, a - 140. It shows the convergence of the solution
with increasing the number of elements of the bound lattice. Comparisons are shown with
the experimental results of Marsden et.al. 2 !

Figure 5 shows the upper and lower pressure distribution on the steady rolling
wing which was shown before. The comparison is made with the experimental results of
Harvey 27and with the slender body theory of Cohen & Nimri'*and Hanin & Mishie

2.
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ON SLENDER WINGS WITH LEADING EDGE CAMBER

by

R. K. Nangia

Department of Aeronautical Engineering,
University of Bristol, Queen's Building,
Uni,,ersity Walk, Bristol, BSA ITR, U.K.

SUMMARY

The presence of leading edge camber or wing or wing body configuration of low aspect ratio is known
to improve their aerodynamic efficiency. A research programme to develop design methods on this subject
has been sponsored by the USAF Office of Scientific Research at the University of Bristol. This short
note is indicative of recent work.

1. INTRODUCTION

Under the framework of slender wing theory attempts have been made to model the, flowfields on thin
and thick wings and wing body configurations with realistic leading edge camber. Flow separation at the
leading edges has been included.

2. THIN WINGS - CONICAL FLOW

Camber and drooF have been developed in the cross-flow plane using the conformal transformations
proposed by Haskell and Cooke (Ref, I). The position of shoulder of camber and the amount of droop can
be arbitrarily varied. Flow separations have been modelled as isolated v-rtex-cut arrangements. Two
aspects of this work are:

(a) Lift induced drag factor sA CDi/CL2 as a function of lift coefficient has been obtained for a series
of camber parameters. Typical graph (Fig. 2) shows the effect of shoulder variation for fixed droop
(0.1 semispan). Flat wing results are also 3ompared. 's type of graph aids in quantifying the
reduction in lift induced drag due to camber parameter.

(b) For wings with shoulder position near the le ,ding odge, a multiple-valued solution has been noted.
This is exemplified by observing the vortex strength versus angle of attack relationship for a series of
wings with fixed droop but varying shoulder position (Fig. 3(i)) For a particular unit aspect ratio wing
with shoulder at 0.95 semi-span and droop .05 semi-span, we have for a fmall range of angle o attack
(100 to 150), the existence of up to 3 values of vortex strength. Taking the case of Q = 11.70 it can be
shown that the flow patterns for attachment streamline are all of difierent type (Fig. 3(ii). We note
that a similar situation exists in the study by Levinsky and Wei (Ref. 2) on cones with strakes (Fig. 4).

Intuitively it may be argued that the multiple valued situation is not likely to exist in practice
and this is a shortcoming of a model with simulation of one separation system. To render the result
unique we need to use multiple vortex systems (Fig. 5) in the modelling. This conclusion applies equally
to other methods using Panelling schemes for wing and separation sheets.

3. THIN WINGS - NON-CONICAL FLOW

An idea of the planform effects on a cantered wing, particularly for strake design, may be obtained
by step by step approach as also used by Smith (Ref. 3) and Clarke kRef. 4). Fig. 6 shows the effect of
cambering the curved leading edge on the vortex paths. Two shapes of leading edges and corresponding
vortex locations in projected yz-plane are depicted.

4. THICK SHARP-EDGED CONICAL WINGS

An example presented is that of Lift/Induced Drag (CL/CD ) variation against CL for a series of four
wings vith same centre-line thickness and overall droop but o varying leading edge shape and angle. The
wing with greatest leading edge angle appears to produce highest CL/CDi (Fig. 9).

5. WING-BODY OR STRAKE CONFIGURATIONS

Wing body configurations with 6eneralized strake shape and positions (Fig. 9) have also been con-
sidered by developing suitable conformal transformations. The capability of transformation is sketched
in Fig. 10. It is hoped to publish a report on this work in the near future.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Design methods developed under slender wing theory framework have proved useful in providing an
improved understanding cf leading edge flows. Further extensions of the methods and concepts are
indicated.

'
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ENTRAINMENT OF A LEADING-EDGE VORTEX.

by

N.G. Verhaagen and L. van der Snoek, Delft University of Technology, Department of Aerospace Engineering,
Kluyverweg 1, 2629 HS Delft, the Netherlands.

Sumary.

An experimental investigation of the flow field of a leading-edge vortex, produced by a sharp-edged unit-
aspect ratio delta wing at an angle of attack of 20 deg, has been carried out at 45 m/sec. Velocity and
total-pressure distributions were obtained by using a fixed-attitude five-hole probe. On the basis of the
experimental results a number of control volumes of different cross-sectional dimensions enclosing the
rotational vortex core were chosen. For each of the control volumes the entrainment was estimated;
preliminary values for c Q range from .014 to .074.

1. List of symbols.

co  centerline chord u,v,w velocity components parallel, and
M axial massflow through vortex core perpendicular to vortex axis

U free-stream velocity
PO free-stream static pressure o

Pt total pressure x,y,z coordinates along, and perpendicular to
vortex axis

free-stream total relative sink strength
qo free-stream dynamic pressure r circulation of vortex core

e local half-span p mass density of air

t local thickness subscript

x vortex core at x% co

2. Introduction.
In rTf. I a computational method is presented for the calculation of the flow about wings with leading-
edge vortices. One of the differences between this and already existing methods is the inclusion of the
entrainment effect of the rotational core. In the computational model for the separated flow ref. I
approximates the vortex core by a line vortex/sink combination. The strength of the vortex is related to
the circulation, the strength of the sink to the entrainment of the rotational core. Based on the solution
of ref. 2 for the case of inviscid flow inside a slender axisymmetric conical core, it is assumed that the
sink strength is cQ times the absolute value of the circulation. It is shown in ref. 1 that FQ, and so the
entrainment, has a significant influence on the load distribution of a slander delta wing. The magnitude
of the sink strength and of the circulation itself and hence the exact value of c2 are unknown. However,
it is possible to determine these magnitudes experimentally. To provide the data or this determination
an experimental investigation was carried put in a low-speed windtuunel on a sharp-edged delta wing model
having an aspect ratio of one.
This paper presents some of the experimental results and gives preliminary values for cQ.
3. Apparatus and Tests.

3.1. Wind tunnel.
The invest-iation was carried out in the low-speed wind tunnel of the Department of Aerospace Engineering
at the Delft University of Technology (the Netherlands). The wind tunnel has an octagonal test section
1.25 m high x 1.80 m wide.

3.2. Model.
The delta wing model (fig. 1) is made for the most part of wood which was glued on a metal core inside the
model. The sharp edges are made of aluminium. The model was suspended through a strut to the balance system
of the wind tunnel.

3.3. Traversing mechanism and robe.
A traversing mechanism was used which is under development at the Department of Aerospace Engineering. It
is installed in the diffusor of the wind tunnel and consists of a horizontal bar above which a small
carriage is mounted (fig. 2). The znds of the bar are supported by jacks just outside the diffusor. These
jacks are remotely operated and move the bar in a vertical direction, perpendicular to the tunnel axis.
The carriage is also remotely operated and can be moved along the bar, that is horizontally in a direction
perpendicular to the tunnel axis. A sting with a probe was mounted on the carriage. In order to measure
the flow field on the suction side of the model a fixed-attitude five-hole probe was used which was
calibrated extensively for angles up to ± 45 deg. (ref. 3). The model was given an angle of attack of 20
deg., this angle was taken positive downwards in order to avoid interference between strut and the flow on
the suction side. To align the probe more or less with the axes of the leading-edge vortices, the forward
part of the sting was bent in such a way that the axis of the probe made an angle of 15 deg. with the
tunnel axis, or 5 deg. with the model. At the moment of the investigation the displacement of the sting
plus probe parallel to the tunnel axis Was not yet motorized and could only be carried out manually at
zero free-stream velocity. This relatively complicated and time consuming operation was avoided as much as
pousible. For this reason, the measurements were performed in planes perpendicular to the tunnel axis.

3.4. Grid,
In total three planes perpendicular to the tunnel axid ware explored, viz. at 50, 62.5 and 75% c
In order to check if the vortex flow could be assumed to be conical, the following aata were obtained in
the three planes:
- the positions of minimum pt
- the contours of pt/pto - .99.

i_____
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The results are shown in fig. 3. As can be seen, the differences are relatively small. This means that the
assumption of a more or less conical vortex flow is justified. The measuring points in each plane form a
rectangular grid. At 50% most of. the grid consists of cells of 5 x 5 mm. The grids in the planes at 62.5%
and at 75% co arise by extending the grid of 50% co along rays passing through the apex (fig. 4). Measuring
points in the three planes that have similar y/s and z/s coordinates thus lay on one ray. For an exactly
conical flow this would imply that the flow characteristics in such points are identical.

4. Experimental results.

4.1. General.
All measurements were iarried out at a free-stream velocity of 45 m/sec which corresponds to a Reynolds
number of 7.5 x io6, based on co . The fact that the points of the three measuring planes lay on rays
passing, through the apex made it possible to determine the pressures and velocities in points belonging to
planes which are not perpendicular to the tunnel axis by means of interpolation or extrapolation. This way
was used to obtain the pressure and velocity distributions in the planes at 50, 62.5 and 75% co perpendicu-
lar Lo the leading-edge vortex axis. Below, the distributions at 62.5% co are given, plotted versus the
coordinates y/s and z/s. The distributions of the two other planes are not shown here because they are,
expecially at 50% co, almost identical to those at 62.5% co .

4.2. Velocit. distributions in a p lane at 62.5% c. perpendicular to the leading-edge vortex axis.
Fig. 5 shows the well-known distribution of the (v+W/Uo) vectors, which belongs to the flow field of a
leading-edge vortex. Near the leading-edge the influence of the secondary vortex is visible.
Fig. 6 illustrates the distribution of the velocity component parallel to the vortex axis u/Uo . As known,
this axial velocity increases towards the vortex axis. A maximum was measured there of u/Uo - 2.2.

4.3. Total pressure distribution in a plane at 62.5% co perpenidicular to the leading-edge vortex axis.
Fig. 7 shows the contours of (pt-po)/qo. The position of the vortex center corresponds with the position
of the absolute total-pressure minimum ((pt-po)/q,--O.6 ), while the position of the free shear layer is
determined by relative total-pressure minima. The shear layer could be traced over about 3/4 turn.

5. Determination of c
The rotational core ai defined as the region where no longer a distinct shear layer can be observed. The
choice of its cross-sectional dimensions is still relatively free, conditions are that the cross-section
must be kept at reasonable distance from the shear layer, the wing and the secondary vortex. In order to
obtain some insight in the effect of the core dimensions on the entrainment, four control volumes of
different cross-sections enclosing the core were chosen (fig. 8). The core cross-sections are composed of
cells which belong to. the grid of the plane perpendicular to the vortex axis. For each of the cells the
vorticity and the axial masaflow were calculated from the velocity distribution in the plane of 50% co.
As mentioned before, the vortex flow is conical there, Since the experimental results as presented in 4.
came available only recently, the following simplification was used in order to have the calculations of
eQ finished in time for this paper: the velocity components are assumed to vary linearly from grid point
to grid point. The circulation and the axial maseflow of the core cross-section are obtained by summing
the contributions of the cells inside the cross-section. For the case of a slender axisymmetric conical
vortex core ref, 2 derives that there exists a relation between the entrainment into the core and the
circulation about it. In the computational model of ref. I the rotational core is approximated by a line
vortex/sink combination. Based on ref. 2, ref. I derives for the ratio eQ of the sink strength to the
absolute value of the circulation, that cQ-R/(W 7 L) (1)
In this equation R is the radius of the core cross-section and L the distance to the apex. Since the core
cross-sect o.ns considered here (fig. 8) do not have a circular cross-section, for R the radius is taken
of an imaginary circular core having the same cross-sectional area. The values for eq calculated with
eq. (I) are presented in table I.
Another way to determine cQ is to put the sink strength proportional to the masafluxd~x/dx. This means
that: CtQ (d.Mx /dx) /(p rx )  (2)

In the conical part of the vcrtex the velocity distribution at x% co is identical to the one at 50% co.
From this follows that Mx - MS0 (x/x50) (3)

5 0 x50
and rX  r rs0 (x/X 50) (4)

(3) and (4) substituted in (2) gives: CQ - 2 H50 /(0 r 50 x50 ) (5)

The calculated values of M50 /P, r50 and eQ are given also in table I.

6. Concluding remarks.
- The values of eQ determined by eq.(1) differ from those determined by eq. (2). It should be mentioned

that eq. (1) is based on ref. 2 which assumes a vortex velocity distribution which, especially near the
vortex center, deviates from the experimental distribution.

- The entrainment factor increasea with increasing vortex-core cross-sectional dimensions.
- Inaccuracies in the determination of eQ performed here may be a consequence of the relative large cell

dimensions (about 5 x 5 mm), and the fact that the velocity components were assumed to vary linearly
from grid point to grid point. This investigation will however be proceeded by more exact calculations.
Via interpolation, a non-linear variation of the velocity components will be introduced. Through this,
it is possible that new values of EQ will be calculated which may differ by 10 to 20 per cent from the
values presented in table I.
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Table I

EQ
Core cross-section M50/p r5
(fig. 8) ° Eq.(1) Eq.(5)

A .06752 4.22843 .031 .074
B .05857 3.95762 .026 .068
C .04530 3.44195 .020 .061
D .03433 2.99807 .014 .053

At the centerline;

x X 5.9
- 0.056 (-- (- -)

xw is the distance from the apex

The sections normal to the a

centerline chord are of

circular biconvex shape.
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A SURVEY OF RECE2T HIGH ANGLE OF AIYPACK

WIND TUNNEL TESTI1G AT AERITALIA
by

0. IWooiantini, R. De Silvestro and L. Fornasier
AERITALIA, Combat Aircraft Division

Torino, ITALY

SU]4NARY

This Daper illustrates the present status of investigation at Aeritalia on wind tunnel testing techniques
at hih angles of attack and on stall/post stall characteristics of oonfigurations typioal of modern com-
bat aircraft.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic characteristios of a given aircraft oonfiguration are currently obtained by wind tunnel
tests, but at high angles of attack both the model mounting and the wall oorreotions require particular
attention. For this reason, a model of a study development of the G91Y fighter has been tested, with the
same support, up to high angles of attack in the Aeritalia 2.1m x 2.lm low speed wind tunnel and in that
one 5m x 7m of the Eidgenossisohes FlugzeugWerke (Enmen, Switzerland), for which the wall interference ef-
fect may be regarded as negligible. Besides, some selected test results on an advanced fighter model in
the Aeritalia 2.lm a 2.lm wind tunnel are presented, which indioate the strong effect, on the high ct aero-

dynamic characteristioc, of some configuration variants like wing strakes, manoeuvre devices, vertical po-
sition of the horizontal tail and longitudinal position of the vertical tail.

2. TEST VALIDATION IN THE AIT WIND TUNNFL

The method of wall corrections so far used at AIT for the wake blockage effect was based on the standari
formula (ret. 1)

_ I S

q 2 Do C ()

whi .a however holds only for streamline flow and is no longtr valid after the stall, To cover also the
stalled wing conditions, the formula has been completed, following Maskell (ref. 2), into

Aq- 2 SC2
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Naskell correotion

where k is an empirical factor (O<k<1) to be de*ermined experimentally, and kj a 1  n in the quadra-
tic range of the drag polar. The other corrections are the classical ones (rf. 3,). L
In order to check the validity of the test results in the AIT wind tunnel i high V and to determine the
k value, an 1/10th scale model of a former G91Y development study has been tested, with approximately the
same mounting (purposely designed for low interference at high incidences), in the 5m x 7m low speed wind
tunnel of the Eidgenossisohes FlugzsugWerke (Emmna, Switzerland) vhere the wall corrections for that model
can be considered negligible. Fig. 1 gives a view of the model in the AIT wind tunnel. The interference
effects of the model suspension have been measured with the durma sting technique and subtractod from the
results. Typical examples of test result comparison in the AIT and EFW wind tunnels are shown in figs 2 + 4,
where the following considerations can be made:
a) Thm "fitting coefficient" k of the Makell wake blockage term is approximately 0.5 (for the tested mo-

del- unnel configuration, having -0- 0.O, -.. 0.5). This can be Justified by the Maskell theory being
valid for a bluff body or a oompletely stalle wing, whilst in the ca4s of an aircraft configuration at
the stall some components lihe wing root, fuselage, tailplane and, at high lift, slats and flaps are
not completely stalled. Begides, the application of the lakell theory to a developing separation accord
lag to equation (2) is an arbitrary assumption.

b) In the clean configuration, the EPW results show a slightly higher (0.02) C]max, lower 0% and less pro-
nounced pitch-up loop at the stall: these differences, which oamnot be attributed neither to Reynolds
effeets (same model, same stream velocity) nor to wall corrections or model suspension interference,
are probably caused by the different turbulence grain size of the streams in the two tunnels, smaller in
the FYW one. This is confirmed by the effect of a net in front of the contraction cone (figs. 2-3),
bringing the AIT results closer i the LE7W ones. The lateral-directional charaoteristios agree closely
in the two tunnels as shown in fiv. 4 for the rolling moment ooeffioient.

o) In the high lift configuration tho oomparison of the test results in the two tunnels shows that the lift
curves have a larger CLea differon . (- 0.05) than in clean, whilst the pitch-up loops at the stall,
.•k.'ng into acnount the different 0 ., are practically the same. As in the clean configuration, the

lateral-directional coefficients are in good agreement in the two tunnels.
d) These results emphasize the validity for highocteuts of the AIT wind tunnel, whose test section was de-

signed square instead of rectangular having in mind such kind of tests (ref. 4).

I
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3. TESTS AT HIGH ANGLFM OF ATTACK ON AN ADVANCED FIWHTU CONFIGURATION (AIT 320)

Within researches at AIT for the evaluation of typical new combat aircraft oonfigurations, a model has

been finalised and wi.nd-tunnel-tested for basic research and development up to high o and A values.

Several basic variants have been tested, like manoeuvre and high lift devices at wing leading (droop nose)

ad trailing edge (flap), wing root strakes, vertical position and anhedral angle of the horizontal tail,
longitudinal position of the vertical tail, eto. Some selected results of teat analysis ar'e presented in

figs. 6 + 18. The following remarks can be done about the given resiflies

a) Longitudinal characteristics
The most innovative among the variants tested are two kinds of wing root uncambered, sharp leading-edge

strakeo differing in planforun: strake 3 has triangular shape (straight leading-edge contour) whilst

strake 5 is ogee-shaped with ousped leading-edge contour. The relevant geometry characteristics are
sketched in fig. 5. The large lift gain obtained at high angle of attack through the stabilizing effect

of the vortex flow developed by the strakes on the wing flow is evidenced by the comparison of the
tail-off lift curves shown in fig. 6. The lift improvements appear to be much higher in the clean

( fi . 00) oonfiguration than at high lift ( 6 fl n 400) due to the detrimental effect of the vortex

flow from the strakes on the potential lift increment developed by the flaps. The implications on the

pitching moments (figs. 7 & 8) appear from tn comparison of the strake-off and strake-on characteri-

stics to cause large reduction of stability and sudden kinks at both flap settings for the basic oonfi-
guration. The figures show that the stability problems associated with strakes in the high- ok range
can be cured IV leading edge drooping ( 6 DN a 30*) and ty lowering the horizontal tail with respect to
the wing. The forward shift of tail-off center-of-pressure position with strakes due to the steadily in
creasing importance of the forward-located vortex lift with the angle of incidence is evident from
fig. 9.

b) Zero sideslip lateral-direotional data
Presence of non-zero rolling and yawing moments in the wing stall incidence region is evident (fig. 10),
the rolling moment being affected mainly by the wing, whilet the yawing moment is influenced also by

the front fuselage (whose vortex system at high incidence may be ammetrio). A certain improvement in

the zero sideslip characteristics at the stall may be obtained by the strakes which stabilize the wing
flow.

o) Directional stability
The basic model configuration exhibits an acceptable level of directional stability up to and immedia-

tely beyond the wing stall region (fig. 11). At an incidence of 15* u progressive decrease in stability

appears a:d at approximately 400 the configuration becomes direotionally unstable; at higher an-les of
attack there is a region in which the stability is restored. From the breakdown of the cirectional
stability, it is evident that the loss of stability in the post-stall range is due to the decrease of

the vertical tail contribution associated with the low energy wake shedding from the wing and fuselage

at high angles of attack (this phenomenon is evidenced also by the rudder effectiveness at zero sideslip,
as shown in fig. 11). A clear picture of the progressive immersion of the vertical tail in the wing/fuse-

lage wake when angle of attack is increased is given by the tuft visualizations ahown in figs. 12 - 13.

As the restoration of stability is exhibited by the fin-off contribution too, it is supposed that the

component responsible for this unexpected characteristics is the fuselage forebody. A similar phenomenon

but at lower incidence was discovered by NASA aerodynamicists during wind tunnel tests on an P-5 model
(rf. 5).
Wing strakes influence on the directional stability (figs. 14-15) may be summarized as follows:

- Clean configuration
At angles approaching the stall incidence, the strakes improve appreciably the directional stability,

for their vortex system delays the flow breakdown in the outer wing.
Beyond the wing stall, there in a sudden loss of stability for the straked configuration and the stabi
lity level in markedly influenced by the strake planforms their effect may be correlated with the burst

of the vortex system on the strake. The strake 5 (gothic) show. a greater influence than strake 3 (tri

angular)sfor this strake, the loss of stability occurs at a higher incidence but the decrease is eteeR
er so that the oonfiguration becomes unstable at a lower angle of attack. This phenomenon is supposed
to be caused by a more violent bursting of the strake vortex (e.g. see the analogous effect on the lon
gitudinal characteristics, i.e. the centre of pressure movement reported in fig. 9). A comparison of
the flow visualization between basic and basic + etrake 3 configurations (fig.16) substantiates the a-

bove interpretation. Focusing attention on rudder tufts, it may be seen that for the straked configura
tion the flow is more regular than for the basic one at the same angle of attack.

- High lift configuration
With flaps down, strakes have less effect on directional stability (fig.15) for the same reason explal
ned when dealing with longitudinal characteristics.

The effect of longitudinal position of the vertical tail is shown in the same figure where, apart from

the obviously reduced basic level, the sudden drop of stability is eliminated due to the reduced inter
ferenoe of the fin with the wing and tail wakes.

To be noted that the results presented (especially the body contribution to the directional stability)
are strongly influenced by the test conditions (Reynolds number referred to the mean aerodynamic chord

Re - 870.000, and transition fixed on body nose and 5% 0 of wing and tailplanes).
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d) D~eparture charaotericio
A positive value of the directional departure paramnete Cr o s' 0 snc8 i xhbAe
by the basic configuration (both clean and high lift) int i1 hle c4 range tested (fig.17). It increas
with incidence up to the stall after which it drops but remains positive even where 0 rn beoomea negati-
ve. It is worth noting the effect of' moving forward the vertical tail, which dola~m appreciably the

CAYNdrop after the stall. Both atrakes 3 and 5, whereas increase C 5DNbfr h tlatop
te thie following drop.
No si~ifioantya ations due to the strakes appeal' in the lateral control departtbxe parameter

LCD14 - Cj3 for both clean snd high lift configurations. In the first case the LCDP parsameter
remains positive up to arid beyond the stall, whilst at high lift it becomes negativc at c( - 184200, in-
dicating a poarnible occurrence of mild lateral departure. This is mainly caused Vr the inverse yaw, in
this configur-ation, of the lateral onrtrol devioe (ailerons) involved in the calculation of LZDP. An im
provement (especially at high lift) is given by the additional use of the stabilizer as taileron which
exhibits proveree yaw. It is worth noting that the above mentioned Reynolds effoots on the directional
stability and in general on the overall aerodyrnamnic data affect direotly the departure charaoterietics.

CONCLUDING REMARKCS

Validation tests in the AERITALIA low speed wind tunmnel have shown a good ac aracy in testing at high in-
oidences, with Irmall adjustment of the wall interference correction and proper design of the modol mount-
ing. A preliminary investigation of an advanced combat aircraft oionfigon'ation has shown the strong influ-
ence, on the high inoidence characteristics, of configuration variants like wing strokes, wing leadi;%g ed
go and trailing edge devices, vertical position of the stabilizer and longitudinal position o4' the verti-
cal tail.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Chair.an Dr. McCroskey
The purpose of thio Round Table Discussion is, in my view, three-fold. One is to review and in some

sense eynthesise the new ideas and perhaps the new results that have come out during the course of the
Symposium. Secondly, I think it is important to assess the subject matter and the results of the Symposium,
to assess what benefitr this new knowledge will provide to NATO. Thirdly, if at all possible, we should
make some kinds of recommendations for future activities. Before we start, I want to remind you that the
Round Table Discussion is being recorded, the first such session of this Symposium, and it will be trans-
cribed into the proceedings. Therefore, when we do come to the point of discussion from the floor, it is
very important that you identify yourself to the microphone. The principals for the RTD this afternoon
are: Professor van Ingen, Professor of Aerodynamics, Department of Aerospace Engineering at Delft Techni-
cal University in the Netherlands; Dr. G. K. Richey, Chief of Internal Aerodynamics, U.S. Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory; Professor S. H. Bogdonoff, Chairman of the Department of Aerospace and Mechan-
ical Sciences at Princeton University; Mr. G. F. Moss, Head of the Design Methods Division, Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Farnborough; Mr. Andrew Skow, Manager of Aerodynamic Research of the Aircraft Division of
Northrop Corporation; and Dr. H. H. John, Deputy Project Manager of the Technical Fighter Development
Program at MBB. I have less to say than the gentlemen on my right, so I shall ask Prof. van Ingen to
begin these remarks with his observations about the meeting.

Professor van Ingen
I think that I can start by saying that everyone of us has his bias, and I have, of course, mine.

So I should mention that I was educated as an aeronautical engineer and have now the responsibility for
the low speed lab at Delft. I am one of those old-fashioned people who thought that high angles of attack

should be avoided, but I learned during this Symposium that they are becoming fashionable, and even that
people want to fly in a controlled manner in that region. It is quite obvious that the aerodynamics
needed for that is not yet in our books. I think that this was reflected to quite an extent in some papers
in the first session because you found there key words like "design guidelines", "engineering judgement",
"large data banks derived from extensive wind tunnel testing and previous flight tests". If you check
the references in these papers you will not find many referunces to the speakers in the second session.

I think that this is typical of the situation. I could advise everyone of you to read the letters and
further notes by the Wright brothers. What is being done right now in the high angle of attack business
has also been done by them: they provided themselves with an excellent data bank, doing wind tunnel
experiments and flight experiments. Their letters and notes are very instructive.

My conclusion from Session I is that people apparently know how to design a flight vehicle that can
perform a satisfactory flight, but that much basic understanding is missing. I think predicting these
flows theoretically is still far off. Of course, the question is how can the fluid dynamicist help the
designer, One of the possibilities is holding Symposia like this one. One of the problems that came up
is the problem of asymmetric vortex shedding; it came up in Session I and again this morning, especially
in the paper by Mr. Jorgensen. Apparently, asymmetric vortex shedding arises from small asymmetries
maybe located in the nose region. Therefore, sticking out a boom in front of an aircraft may change

things considerably.
This morning when I was taking my bath, I was thinkiag about this problem. (Of course, you remember

from history that there have been scientists before who did their work while sitting in a bath,) If you
assume a bathtub with a circular planform with the drain in the middle, and ask a fluid dynamicist, who
nevar before saw a bath being drained, to calculate how the flow will leave that bath, of course, he will

jump to the conclusion that since there is symmetry, he can strike out certain terms in his Navier-Stokes
equations. Thus he will come up with a perfect solution for radial flow. Now, if you call in the man in
the street and ank him how that bath is going to be drained, he will say it will go spiralling one way or
the other depending on the hemisphere he is coming from. So, I think that this should warn us that we
should not assume that given a symmetric geometry, the solution to the Navier-Stokee equations should be
symmetric. It might even be that if you take a body of revolution at zero angle of attack, and you would
do very careful measurements inside the boundary layer, it might quite well be that you would find non-
symmetric flows. Then when you take these bodies up to high angles of attack, there is a symmetry plane
in the geometry, but it dvesn't necessarily mean that the flow will be symmetric as well. I think that
there is a piece of homework for the experimental and theoretical aerodynamicists to study this problem
in some more detail.

This brings me to Session 2. 1 think we had some fine examples of experimental investigations to
support theoretical modelling. In my opinion, we cannot emphasize strongly enough the need for well-
designed, well-executed and well-documented experiments. They will be most effective if designed in
cooperation between theoreticians and experimentalists. Moreover, we should not be afraid to repeat each
others' measurements using the same configuration, maybe even the same physical model, because we have
seen that using.,the same model in two different wind tunnels can give widely different results. In doing
thim we will be prevented from accepting our own results to be the truth and nothing but the truth. Of
course, the same applies to numerical simulations. I think it will bc. wise to select a few configurations
on which people would concentrate their efforts much more than giving relatively small efforts to quite
a number of different configurations.

Another point on my list was flow visualization in water tunnels at low Reynolds numbers. We should
be very careful with these beautiful pictur3s, but Mr. Werld himelf has already elaborated upon this
during the session, so I will skip that right now.

If I may make some remarks about today's session, I think that it has been shown that including the
entrainment effect in vortex nwo.elling is important. Session 3 this morning gave me some additional
confidence that fundamentalists may be of some assistance to the designers. If this masting gave some

support to such a development, I think it was a success.

Dr. Richey
"I would like to begin by commenting briefly on the application of high angle of attack for military

aircraft and missiles. High angle of attack or high lift coefficient is generally used to provide a quick
turn or rapidly change position in velocity and space. It is therefore a very dynamic and time-dependent

phenomena. Some concepts were discussed in th4,s symposium which even go beyond maximum lift coefficient
into what is described as the post-stall regime. Therefore, in order to have a useful application of high
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angle of attack aerodynamics, it will be required for the aircraft to be stable and controllable under

those conditions. A high lift coefficient by itself will be useless unless it is accompanied by stable

and controllable flight. In this symposium we saw progress in the definition of the longitudinal stability
and control characteristics, but we need to also consider the lateral-directional characteristics and

other stability parameters discussed on the first day by Dr. Orlik-RUckemann.
The vortex analysis methods described are making very good progress, but as was observed by several

authors they do not predict the level of maximum CL very accurately, nor do they accurately predict the
angle of attack at which maximum CL occurs. This appears to be primarily due to a modelling problem with
respect to vortex bursting. The symposium papers indicated that wing-body interference design methods are

emergi-, but again, at subsonic flow, they appear to be limited by our understanding of vortex develop-
ment, especially when the vortices become asymmetric near the body. This is an area where further research
is needed.

The experimental data base that was described in several papers indicates that wing-forebody strakes

improve lift, but they also give very sharp Cy breaks and rapid pitch-up near maximum CL. This must be
addressed further and understood to develop improved design methods and design criteria. A rapid CL break
could inhibit the useful application of high-lift devices. Again, there should be at least a preliminary
understanding of some of the stability parameters along with the design methods which analyze the high

alpha lift components. For example, a fundamental design choice is not very clear. That is, whether one

should use a canard or a strake to generate high lift. Some of the data in the paper by Dr. Lamar, read
by Mr. Pohlhamus, indicated that a canard can produce a somewhat less rapid CL break and pitch-up at high

CL than a strake. A canard could be an active means to control the flight near CL max, but a strake, if
it was fixed in position, would be more locked-in with respect to high angle of attack.

With regard to the inlet or air intake, it is clear that uceful applications of high angle of attack,

agaiin in a controllable manner, will require a compatibility between the inlet and the engine at extreme
maneuvers, i.e., the engine has to remain free of compressor stall or surge under those conditions. High

angle of attack/high lift maneuvers will not be useful if the engine flames out. This is particularly
critical if thrust.vectoring is used to augment stability and control at high angle of attack because, in
that case, the lack of a powerful control power source from the exhaust nozzle could be catastrophic.

Some very interesting concepts to help insure inlet-engine compatibility were shown at the meeting, and I
reviewed some data from AIAA Paper 76-701 by Cawthon of the U.S.

Also, the exhaust nozzle flow can have an important influerce on high angle of attack aerodynamics,
particularly if the jet is placed near regions where the forebody or wing vortex flow is affected. As

we get further into design criteria and design methods for high angle of attack which involve vortex lift,

we need to examine the effects of propulsion both from the air intake and the exhaust nozzle of the engines
on the aircraft or missile. We should not forget that air breathing missiles, although they were not

addressed in this conference, could also be an application for some of the high angle of attack character-

istics that we have seen.
In summary, the application of high angle of attack aerodynamics to enhance agility in controllable

flight is the key issue to keep in mind. Design techniques are being developed and supported by funda-

mental descriptions of the phenomena. It appears that there is good progress for future useful appli-
cations of high angle of attack flight.

Professor Bodgonoff
I have been asked to make some comments from the point of view of the fundamental fluid mechanicist

in a meeting which has been primarily aerodynamics. There are several observations which might be helpful

in trying to make progress in this area. A primary one is the question of the use of terms. Two terms
which are particularly important to clarify if we are going to make progress in the description of the

physical flows urc: what do we mean by a vortex, and what do we mean by separation. These terms wore used

rather loosely during these three days. Not only this group, but many groups, have had a tendency to use

these terms, without defining them, as we have gone back and forth between two-dimensional and three-

dimensional flows.
A vortex is pretty well-defined in most text books. To have a vortex, one must have at least several

revolutions of a particle in a flow field and there is a specific pressure and rotational velocity field

that goes with it:. In many of the flows that were described in the last few days, vortices which were

reasonably well-aligned with the flow, in many cases met the definition of a vortex. The strong vortices

that were discussed were generally aligned with or were close to the flow direction. For the flow over

wings, for example, the term vortex has been used to describe the flow generated by a nose strake (which

is essentially in the direction of the free stream flow) and some flows on the wing, which are almost
normal to the free stream flow. I think that these flows are not vortex flows in the same sense of the

word, as has been discussed in some detail in this meeting.
Separation is the second term which we are using very loosely. Re-attachment is also not well-

defined, but let me conentrate on separation. In two-dimensional flows, there is a reasonable under-

standing of the physics, and a relatively simple definition of separation: there is a reverse flow region;

there is a strong component of velocity normal to the surface; there is a shear layer which separates, the

skin friction goes to zero. The flow field which is associated with two-dimensional separation is also

understood and well-defined. Three-dimensional flows are quite different, and three-dimensional separation

is a very complex phenomena. We have used the description of "separated fluw" in many of the papers during

this conference which I don't think is correct. I believe that many of the flows are being misinterpreted

because, in moat cases, there is only surface data: pressure distributions, oil streaks, tufts. The oil

streaks and tufts tell you something about a very thin layer close to the wall. The pressure distribotion

tells you about the integrated effect of the exterior flow field. Unless you have the flow field model

and the surface information, some of the descriptions of the flow can be incorrect. I would like to point

out that there are many cases where what looks like strong indications on the surface - oil flows and tufts

- have little or nothing to do with the main flow-field which is generating the lift and drag of the bodies

that we were examining, Many of these flows are complex three-dimensional flows. They have strong
"secondary flows" (if you use the terminology of turbo-machinery) but they are not separated in the same

sense as two dimensions of flows. A few three-dimensional flows may be separated, but many of them are

not. If we are going to try to get some help from fundamental fluid mechanics, we must look closer at

these complicated flows.

I kot a great deal out of this meeting. It is very important that the fluid mechanicist and the

aerodynamicist try to work a little bit more closely together because, while some of the phenomena may
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be viscous dominated, many of the phenomena are clearly not viscous dominated. Perhaps we might make
better progress if we could separate out many of the phenomena where computational techniques (iniscid
rotational) may be able to give practical solutions. Some phenomena are triggered by small viscous
effects. Separation, in particular, needs some viscous inputs (unless we are talking about separation
from sharp leading edges). I believe a major contribution can be made in our understanding of such flows,
if we can better describe the phenomena in language which is precise. The meeting has helped me a great ,"
deal.

Mr. Moss
At this fairly late stage in the lineup, one never knows what has been said before, but I ti'tink since

I am in this position, speaking just before those from industry on my right, I think perhaps the thing for
me to do is to look at the application to aircraft design methods. I will make one or two points that I
hope will not steal anyone else's thunder. First, I would like to support strongly the more fundamental
work we have heard about this week which can be seen either to be building a data bank for checking mathe-
mathical models or actually building the models themselvee. Such models are the backbone of the engineering
design methods which are so important to industry. We need to remember that the main task of industry is
to make good airplanes and not to be clever in any other way; what matters is that an airplane flies and
flies well. Powerful computers are now becoming increasingly available to us, and I think that the dcys
of trial-and-error wind tunnelling are faat coming to an end. The effort, money, and above all, the time
that has to be spent to design an aircraft this way (by cut-and-try in the wind tunnel) is simply pro-
hibitive. In this respect I am going away from this symposium with one figure in my mind, that regarding
the number of hours spent on the USA space shuttle wind-tunnel program, and it is going to give me night-
mares. Surely, it is important to keep up the development of the new generation of design tools which
will soon enable us to run rings around such expensive 'ad hoc' design procedures. This week we have
taken that development process one step further and some of the presentations we have heard have been
exceptionally welcome in this class. However, quite a few, if I may make a slightly provocative remark,
have perhaps looked backwards too much. They have been referring to the state-of-the-art as it has been
and not as it is or will be. Of course, in some ways this is not too bad a thing since at least it reininds
us of what has gone on before, and, as I said earlier this week, there is always a danger of repeating
ourselves in research work.

My second point is that high-incidence aerodynamic design is particularly concerned with the careful
tailoring of non-linear aerodynamic effects by various means. The basic choice of configuration is of
course a major one of these, but I am really refe..ring to the use of added devices such as strakes, the
use of variable geometry and the adoption of special control techniques. I think that we have to face
up to the need for compromise in the design process of such features, that is, if the overall aircraft
performance is to be satisfactory in all respects. If I have another misgiving about our discussions
this week, it would be that this rather important fact hasn't been stressed enough. In the range of mis-
sions for any aircraft or missile, the time spent performing high incidence flight is probably a very
small part of the whole. Unfortunately, we can pay a heavy price in performance all down the line some-
where for this, and in cost as well. So let's get this special requirement for high incidence flight into
perspective.

My third point follows on from this and concerns the high angles of incidence which arise in oper-
ational requirements. Intriguing as the solutions to non-linear aerodynamic problems at high incidence
are as topics foi research, we need to be quite sure that we are solving the right ones, There is little
or no effort to spare these days. The concept of an aircraft which, for instance, has what has been called
a "carefree manoeuvring" capability is very attractive operationally, but we do need to have the likely
limits firmly in mind that the aircraft will have to fit. The ways an aircraft of the future will actually
need to be used, have to be taken very good note of at the research level as well as at the final develop-
ment stage. In aerial combat, for example, it has been argued that to use the whole aircraft as a "brake"
(as someone said this week) to reduce the speed drastically in order to turn quickly and attempt to gain a
firing opportunity, could be a fairly suicidal thing to do in a modern battle arena. The loss of speed,
the long delay before regaining energy and the increased infra-red signal emitted as speed is regained
(with reheat) all increase vulnerability tremendously. It is very questionable to my mind therefore
whether in fact these very high incidences at very low speeds are really going to happen. Again, it could
be that the present balance between the agility of the aircraft and the homing-agility capability of the
weapon could change. This alone would completely alter the requirements for high incidences. More simply,
we need to keep reminding ourselves of those fundamental limitations'which arise from pilot tolerance, high
g, vibration and structural stress that have been mentioned this week, and from engine characteristics
that have certainly been emphasized strongly this afternoon. But all the same, as I have been looking at
this screen this week, I have seen incidences as much as 90* referred to more than once: I have even seen
180" incidence mentioned on one occasionl What on earth can such extreme conditions mean?

Fourthly, I think that we must carefully distinguish in our minds the high-incidence conditions
which arise, as it were, by mistake. These are very important and many references to the spin and other
departure phenomena have been made this week: I am sure we remamber these. If I may be provocative Just
once more, please let us remember that the aircraft of the future is going to have a very good fly-by-wire
system installed in it and thus it will be possible to protect, with complete reliability I believe, the
pilot from inadvertently getting out of control at high incidence. What I get out of this particular line
of thought, is the need for rather more attention than has been evident this week to control aerodynamics
at high incidences. No incidence-limiter or spin-prevention system can work unless the aerodynamic moti-
vators remain effective, however non-linear their characteristics. We can probably cope with any non-
linearity short of reversal, but we have gut to have the force there. This is something else that I think
has had rather cursory treatment this week.

These four points are all I wanted to say. I hope they give a direct lead to the following speakers.

Mr. Skow
Following Dr. Moss' very provocative comments, I am tempted to digress into a discussion of air

combat tactics and the usefulness of fighter aircraft operating at high angles of attack, although this
wag not my intention. Perhaps Dr. Moss a&id myself could enter into that discussion later on this evening
over a couple of beers. I think that most people will admit however, that there will always be a need
to operate fighter aircraft near the limits of their controllability, wherever those limits may be. Cer-
tainly 180" angle of attack is too high, but 90* may not be in the possibly upcoming era of V-STOL aircraft,
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I also fully agree with Dr. Mass that you have to have effective aerodynamic control concepts at these
angles of attack for any sophisticated control system to be able to prevent loss of control.

My overall impression from this meeting is that I came in with a fairly good appreciation of the
t;,nsitivity of certain parameters to the high-angle-of-attack characteristics of airplanes, but, unfor-
tunately, because of this conference my level of confidence in our understanding of the mechaniams which
are responsible for this sensitivity has not been elevated, and I had hoped that it would be. Dr. Hunt,
for instance, in his excellent paper, did very little to make me stop worrying about our inability to
measure, repeatably, forebody side forces at high angles of attack. But as has been said before, the
designers have been able to come up with "engineering" methods to deal with these experimental difficulties
that we run into. The extreme sensitivity of the stability of vortices to small geometry variations causes
one to be concerned that the manufacturing tolerances that are required to prevent asymmetric vortex
bursting from a strake or a wing leading-edge extension (LEX) may be unattainable. We have some personal
experience, by the way, cn the F-5 aircraft in which an indentation on one side of the aircraft near the
apex of the leading-edge extension (LEX) with a depth of less than 0.10 inch could cause the aircraft to
have very violent departure tendencies at high incidences whereas, when the left and right leading-edge
extensions were made symsmetric, thereby generating vortices which burst symmetrically, the airplane is
qufte resistant to loss of control. A tenth of an inch at airplane scale is rather minute at wind tunnel
model scale, so it really makes you wonder whether we can produce reliable, repeatable wind tunnel data
at high angles of attack at all.

The experimental difficulties in measuring forebody side forces are well known, and I wish we under-
stood the effect of roll angle on the observed magnitude. In the past, aerodynamicists ignored the exist-
ence of asymmetries growing from an asymmetric vortex pattern on forebody, claiming that these iere wind
tunnel and water tunnel phenomena and not full-scale aircraft phenomena. We really could not be blamed
for ignoring it because of the terrible repeatability which the wind tunnel data showed. Now we do know
that the asymmetric forces and moments exist, and we have developed a correlation with a few flight-test
extracted numbers. What we need is an experimental technique which is reliable and repeatable.

One thing that hasn't been talked about is the range of compromises that we aerodynamicists are
asked to make by our engineering colleagues in other disciplines, such as the radar people. Unfortunately,
even though we may think that we fluid mechanicists are in a very sad state of affairs as regards our
ability to predict some of these high incidence aerodynamic effects, compared to the electromagnetic people
we are in tremendous shape. They cannot predict, by analysis, radar performance effects due to radome
geometry variations that are required. They can only do it by experiment and those experiments tend to
be quite expensive. Some of the attenuation methods that Dr. Jorgensen presented are interesting, but
some are perhaps not practical from the airplane standpoint. Take forebody blunting, as an example, We
found that the amount of blunting that is required to attenuate the asymmetries on the F-SF represents
too large a penalty in terms of drag, and also radar performance is adversely affected by a blunted tip.
Perhaps blunting, when we view the planform of the forebody only, will produce the same net effect. For
strakes on a forebody, we have seen answers that were both positive and negative as regards directional
stability, but generally always positive as regards the asymmetries. But here again, if you want to see
a radar guy got upset, start talking about putting strakes on a radome,

Several people mentioned concepts for controlling of the forebody vortices, and I get quite excited
about this idea for departure recovery, because I believe that there is a tremendous amount of power in
the forebody vortex system. If we can develop a method of controlling it reliably, we could prevent a
lot of loss of equipment and life.

As regards the strake or the leading-edge-extension vortex system, I think it would be good to
review the design requirements for a good LEX/wing configuration. At low angles of attack but large side-
slip angles, designers require a knowledge of the path of the vortex to be able to calculate effects when
vortices come near to aerodynamic surfaces such as twin vertical tails. The departure from controlled
flight that can be generated when a vortex switches froia one side to the other of a vertical tail can be
quite violent. At higher angles of attack the bursting characteristics of the vortex are the things that
designers are the most interested in. A LEX geometry with a slow progression of the vortex burst point
forward with angle of attack is desirable, Trying to tailor geometries to produce the most symmetric
vortex bursting thaL we esn hnve requires analytical methods that can adequately predict the bursting
phenomena, As another bit of experience that indicates how important a knowledge of burst characteristics
is, moving the vertical tail forward during the development of the YF-17 into a region of more favorable
vortex flow represented quite an increase in directional sLability even though the tail volume coefficient,
of course, went down.

As a final comment, as designers, we have developed engineering methods that allow us to design
configurations that operate fairly well at high angles of attack, even though we are dealing with quite
complex aerodynamic problems. But in many ways we are working w:th blindfolds on, unless we can develop
a really good understanding of the fundamental fluid mechanics of these problems. People are always
asking us to make this smaller or that smaller or do with less stability margin. In order to be able to
design controllable airplanes in the future, we are going to have to have a better understanding of the
fluid machanica at work. I would, therefore, encourage the fundamental fluid mechanicists to continue
their work in order to develop this understanding further.

Dr. John
I at in rather a difficult situation because I am the last speaker, and most of what is on my list

has been said already. I would, therefore, try to be brief in my explanations. I fin. myself very much
in line with Dr. Richey about what he has said of high angles of attack. Of course, I am not in the same
line as Mr. Moss, because I have been presenting a paper about high angles of attack, but on the other
side, I don't want to go into a big discussion about tactics with Mr. Moss. That is something I will
leave to military people. I also have the same position as Dr. Skow about furebody shapea, forebody
atrakes, and it is indeed a question of compromise with radar people. I am very happy that I have seen
such a lot of work in this area going on, that there are shapes which we think we can livo with. I
think that I have to nmenrion something which hasn't bmen mentioned yet, that is something which we have
seen here, i.e., the possibility to stabilize vortices by spanwiso blowing that is the upcoming nev' tech-
nique. It is very interesting, but there has to be much more work done in that area, especially on the
engine side to provide those amounts of mass flow which are necessary to stabilize vortices. More or lees,
it is all going in the same direction that the controllability of aircraft in an area where, on the wings
there is a very difficult kind of flow situation. On one side you have still a properly ordered vortex
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flow and on the other side you might have completely stalled flow. That is the biggest problem in that
area, and we had no direct contribution to this other than the people who tried to explain the new tech-
niques about spanwise blowing. I am not denying here the need for theoretical work, I am very much in
favor of this, because it provides the designer the possibility to make trade studies and to optimize
configuration, but I would like to express here on this podium, that we have to be careful that we are
not deviating in the direction where we are doing too much academic work, since I would like to remind
you all that for the industry there is a product. We often have to make compromises, and we have to come
up with a relatively quick solution.

Dr. McCroskev
Well, we have drawn a number of points out from these panelists, I think you will agree. We now

open the RTD to comments from the floor. I repeat that it is v,,ry important that you identify yourself
into the microphone so that we know to whom to send the remarks for the editing. The recording system
is a very democratic process: it doesn't care how important you are or how much you have been visible
during the meeting, it still has to have some identification through the microphone, so that we know who
made the comments.

Dr. Jorgensen
It seems to me that there must be a continual balance between experimental and theoretical research.

I think that there are many advances that we could point to that have been discovered first from experi-
mental research, and then analytical theories have been formulated in order to fit tne experimental dis-
coveries or observations. I am somewhat concerned that some researchers may be placing too much hope on
future computers to aid them in the discovery of aerodynamic phenomena. Let's not forget our wind tunnels
and flight-test techniques.

I agree with Prof. Bogdonoff that we should make an attempt to understand the fundamental fluid
nechanics of some of these high angle-of-attack problems. We should continue to try to correlate our
knowledge of two-dimensional crossflow with observations in three-dimensional flow. I also strongly agree
with what Mr. Skew has said concerning the need foe aircraft design methodology, and I might add, even if
it is based initially on experimental empiricism.

I think there was a real need for this symposium on high angle-of-attack aerodynamics, and I think
this symposium has been outstanding in presenting a balance between experimental and theoretical research.

Dr. D. J. Peake
I believe it was in the late 1940's that investigations into three-dimensional boundary-layer flows

and three-dimensional separated viscous flows in general started to be published, I recommend that one
renew one's acquaintance with the 'classical texts' of some years ago on the value of topology of the
surface shear stress trajectories (the orthogonals of which are lines of constant vorticity) and the
synthesis of the external flow fields from an examination of these topology patterns. Terminology is
explained adequately in Maskell 1955, Cooke and Hall 1962 and Lighthill 1963x

. In fact a recent paper in
the Journal of Fluid Mechanics by J.C.R. Huht et alx is very illustrative in this respect. Perhaps, I
might also add that, to this end an AGARDograph is in publication on three-.dimensional separations and
vertical flows at both low and high speeds, that lists many other pertinent and helpful references.

Dr. Hunt
One reaction of mine to the comments of the Panel is that they have been phrased almost entirely in

terms of aircraft design. I do wonder if there is anybody here who is able to give us a reaction to the
Symposium on behalf of the missile designer.

Mr. Washington
I was just counting through the number of papers. Out of 32 papers, there were only 8 that I can

see which were directly related to missile design. High angle of attack is something that we are getting
more and more into with mtssiles, and I would like to have seen more papers on this subject. However, the
ones that we did see were very useful to us, in particular the flow visualization studies and design papers.
Probably, missiles will be seeing higher maneuvres and higher angles of attack than aircraft. I agree
with you that the missiles may have been somewhat in the secondary in this conference. Maybe this is
something that ought to be talked about in future conferences.

Dr. Richey
It might be of note to the audience that the Flight Mechanics Panel has a Symposium on Missile

Aerodynamics coming up in the Spring.

Dr. McCroskey
Yet, and a lecture series on that subject, too. Perhaps Prof. Young can elaborate on the details

of that lecture series.

Prof. Young
On this question of the lecture series, I can only confirm that there will be such a series or. the

Aerodynamics of Missiles. I believe that it is planned for early next year.

Dr. McCroskey
The Missile Aerodynamics course is to be given in Ankara, Turkey, 5-6 March,; in Rome, Italy,

8-9 March; and at the von Karman Institute in Belgium, 12-16 March 1979.

x1 . Haskell, E.C., "Flow Separation in Three-Dimensions", AE Aero. Kept. 2565, Nov, 1955.

x2 . Cooks, J. C., Hall, M. G., "Boundary Layers in Three Dimensions", Prog. In Aero. Sci., Vol. 2, 1962,

pp. 222-282.
x3. Lighthill, 14. J., "Attachment and Separation in Thre.e-Dimensional Flow", SectLon 11 2-6 of 'Laminar

Boundary Layers', Ed. by L. Rosenhead, Oxford Univ. Press, 1963, pp. 72-82.
x4. Hunt, J. C4 R. et al, "Kinematical Studies of the Flows Around Free or Surface-Mounted Obstacles,;

Applying Topology to Flow Visualization", Jour. Fluid Mach., Vol. 86, Part 1, 1978, pp. 179-200.
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Prof. Yon
I found the comments of the panel. stinlated my reminiscences. I was particularly stimulated by

what Prof. Bogdonoff had to say about the readiness with which one can misinterpret what the flows are
doing in depth from looking solely at surface flows. I remember that when we first constructed a delta-
shaped aircraft for research purposes, I think that was the AVRO 707, after it had been flying about a

year some surface tufts were put on it and the pilot who flew it came down looking very ashen and white.
He said, "My God, if I had known what the flow was doing on that wing, I would never have flown iti".

Turning to some of the other points that have been made, I find myself generally in agreement with
most of them. I would particularly support the point that one can oversimplify some of t1he terms that we
use. We talked about vortices and tended in the process to see them as the nice simple potential flow
vortices described in text books, whereas in fact, they are regions of fairly complicated vorticity with

marked axial flows. One has to bear that in mind. The question of separation, too, is often oversimpli-
fied, mainly because of our two-dimensional experience, but again if I may reminisce, I remember when we
first studied the flow over slender delta wings and noticed theticely-ordered separation that developed
from the leading edges that Dr. KUchemann said that we must now learn to live with separation. In a sense,
what this meeting has been about is that process of cohabitation that we have experienced in the last few
years. On the whole it seems that this process is moderately successful, but there are still a lot of

problems left.
A number of the panelists have very briefly mentioned the question of controllability of the air-

craft; this, in my mind needs a little more emphasis than it was given during the course of this Symposium.
Perhaps controllability is more important than stability. If you haven't got the ability to control the
aircraft, then there is very little you can do with it. If little has been said during the course of this
Symposium about controllability, nevertheless, I can say that we plan that 4he next Symposium will deal
with the aerodynamics of control and that should help to fill an important gap. At present, I have the
impression that we are learning to live with separations, particularly in the form of vortical flows, in
a rather interesting, exciting way. I think this process will improve as both the fluid mechanics and

the flight dynamics people learn to understand each other more and more.

Monsieur Perrier
Just two remarks. The first is that in industry, we have many constraints to take into account,

the shape of radar for example. When we speak of the problem of the effect of unsteady separation on Cy,
we speak'of an old problem; in the past we have coped with problems like that at the stall, and it was a

long time in the design development of aircraft without slats to cope with unsymmetrical separation at
the stall. I hope that we found solutions for that. The other comment that I wish to make is that it
seems to me that a lot of work is Le be done by fundamental fluid mechani.cs people. For example, we have

not at all seen anything on what sort of Reynolds stress tensor we can put in order to make a modelization
of turbulence inside the vortex. There is nothing at all, and it is surprising because we can do compu-
tations to verify them. There are a certain number of I-roblems like that, so the question is: how long
the people in industry can continue to make wind tunnel tests and wind tunnel tests without a guide by
fundamental fluid mechanics people.

Prof. Bodgonoff
I would like to point out that AGARD is again one step ahead. Next fall, there is going to be a

meeting at Den Hague, by this Panel, on turbulence, turbulent structures, and shear layers. It is our
attempt to bring some of the new ideas in this area together. This is clearly needed if we are going to
make rapid progress, for example, in using the full Navier-Stokes equations and some turbulence model in
the solutions to real problems. Hopefully, the meeting will be of some help to thu designers who are try-

ing to put together computational techniques.

Dr. HcCrookey
I must now exercise the unpleasant task of the panel moderator to close this off because of the late

hour. I am hardly in any position to add to what has been said this afternoon. I would just like to note
that, as you know, aircraft and missiles are flying at high angle of attack, and sometimes they fly there
in a controlled manner. Furthermore, the designers of the vehicles on the drawing boards today, do in
fact have better tools to work with than those who designed the aircraft that you saw the first day; but

it is clear that we need to understand better the primary fluid dynamic phenomena. It is necessary to
develop different and certainly more reliable design methods, The Program Committee sincerely hopes that
what we have put together for this Symposium will make a contribution to the high .Ipha technology. We
also hope that all of you as participants will share with your colleagues, and also with your management,
what you have learned here. On the other hand, we would prefer that you direct your criticisms to the
Panel. In fact, we want your criticisms so that we can plan future meetings to serve the aeronautical
comsunity better. The tinal announcement is that there will be a conference proceedings as I have said.

The authors are requested to have their manuscripts to Mr. Rollins at AGARD headquarters by the first of

November. Now Mr. Lloyd Jones, who is Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel, will make his closing remarks.

Mr. Jones
Ladies and Gentlemen. We have come to the end of three rather long days of discussion in this room,

and I ptomise to extend that time as little as possible. I said at the ointset, three days ago, that it

was reassuring to the Fluid Dynamics Panel to see so many people here for this meeting. It seems to me
doubly reassuring, that at the end of the third day, we have nearly as many as when we began. I recognize
that the location, with not too many external distraction,, probably had an influence on that, but I do
believe also because of the very high quality of the papers given here on this topic of extreme current
interest, and because of the interesting summary activitles that these factors have had an even larger
influence on people staying to the very end. I would like to thank Dr. McCroskey and the Program Committee
for the excellent job that they did in putting this meeting together, I would like to thank those contri-
buting to the open discussion and the participants in this RTD, because I thi;ik it is extremely important
that we examine the views that are presented.

The active participAtion by the attendees during the meeting is, of course, what makes these
meetings most useful, and for that I thank you all. I would like also at this time to thank the Flight
Mechanics Panel for their participation in this meeting, for their participation on the Planning Committee
and for the attendance of M. Poisson-Quinton, representing that Panel, Once again, we owe thanks to our
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hosts for their considerable efforts in the arrangements for this meeting; to -the Norwegian Defense
Research Establishment for providing that and particularly to Mr. Fred Kheuman, who acted as the coor-
dinator for this meeting, and to members working with him at the Defense Research Establishment, Mr.
TerJe Kvister$y and Mr. Bj4rn Thorvaldsen, who have been exceedingly helpful with this meeting. I thank
also Mrs. Liv Hoyden from that organization and Melle Rivault from the AGARD staff, who so successfully
managed the desk outside. I would like particularly to thank the interpreters, because I understand that
trying to interpret and to keep up with enthusiastic experimenters and theoreticians when they are talk-
ing about their most recent work sometimes becomes quite a difficult task.

One other matter, I would like at this time to' thank Hr. Chlassiou and Mr. Treff from SHAPE, who
have been running the audio system here. 1 think we owe them double thanks for the extremely smooth and
timely recovery when we exceeded the CL max of their audio system.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I hope that you find that your attendance at this meeting will be useful to
you in the future as you reflect back on the proceedings and as you receive the printed results. With
that I declare the meeting adjourned.
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